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Preface and Acknowledgements

The main aim of this book is to bring together leading academic scientists,
researchers and research scholars to exchange and share their experiences and
research results on all aspects of intelligent ecosystems and data sciences. It also
provides a premier interdisciplinary platform for researchers, practitioners and
educators to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends and concerns as
well as practical challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of IoT
and analytics. This book aims to attract researchers and practitioners who are
working in information technology and computer science. This proceedings is about
basics and high-level concepts regarding intelligent computing paradigm and
communications in the context of distributed computing, big data, high-performance
computing and Internet of Things.

ICTIDS 2019 is organized by Lincoln University College, Malaysia. ICTIDS
2019 has been held during 11 and 12 October 2019, Petaling Jaya, Malaysia. The
conference brought together researchers from all regions around the world working
on a variety of fields and provided a stimulating forum for them to exchange ideas
and report on their researches. The proceeding of ICTIDS 2019 consists of 92
selected papers which were submitted to the conferences and peer-reviewed by
conference committee members and international reviewers. The presenters came
from different countries like India, Thailand, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
This conference became a platform to share the knowledge domain among different
countries research culture.

We are sincerely thankful to Almighty for supporting and standing at all time
with us, whether it is a good or tough time and given ways to concede us. Starting
from the call for papers till the finalization of chapters, all the team members are
given their contributions amicably, which it is a positive sign of significant team
works, and the editors and conference organizers are sincerely thankful to all the
members of Springer especially Mr. Aninda Bose for providing constructive inputs
and allowing an opportunity to finalize this conference proceedings. We are also
thankful to Prof. William Achauer and Prof. Anil Chandy for their support. We are
equally thankful to all the reviewers who came from different places in and around
the globe shared their support and stand firm towards quality chapter submission.
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Finally, we would like to wish you have good success in your presentations and
social networking. Your strong supports are critical to the success of this confer-
ence. We hope that the participants will not only enjoy the technical programme in
the conference but also discover many beautiful places in Malaysia. Wishing you a
fruitful and enjoyable ICTIDS 2019.

Hualien City, Taiwan Sheng-Lung Peng
Hanoi, Vietnam Le Hoang Son
Chennai, India G. Suseendran
Petaling Jaya, Malaysia D. Balaganesh
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About This Book

The conference proceedings is a depository of knowledge enriched with recent
research findings. The main focus of this volume is to bring all the computing and
communication-related technologies in a single platform, so that undergraduate and
postgraduate students, researchers, academicians and industry people can easily
understand the intelligent and innovative computing systems, intelligent ecosystems
and data sciences, IoT-based ecosystems and communication systems. This book is
a podium to convey researchers’ experiences, to present excellent result analysis,
future scopes and challenges facing the field of computer science, information
technology and telecommunication. This book also provides a premier interdisci-
plinary platform for researchers, practitioners and educators to present and discuss
the most recent innovations, trends and concerns as well as practical challenges
encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of computer science and informa-
tion technology. This book will provide the authors, research scholars and listeners
with opportunities for national and international collaboration and networking
among universities and institutions for promoting research and developing the
technologies globally. The readers will have the chance to get together some of the
world’s leading researchers, to learn about their most recent research outcome,
analysis and developments and to catch up with current trends in industry-
academia. This book aims to provide the concepts of related technologies regard-
ing intelligent and innovative computing systems, big data and data analytics,
IoT-based ecosystems and communication systems and novel findings of the
researchers through its chapter organization.
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Comprehensive Guide to Implementation
of Data Warehouse in Education

G. Jayashree and C. Priya

Abstract Data warehouse, otherwise known as DW, is a central repository to hold
the history of data which will be created by the integration or consolidation of data
from several external sources and from the operational and transactional data stores
of the organization. This data repository will be majorly used by the firms to analyze
the data for empowering ideal business decisions to get decided. It performs the role
of a system for decision support (DSS), to obtain conclusion based on the analyzed
pattern of data to the decision maker(s) of the organization. Usage of data warehouse
in education will give a great benefit to the government/private educational officers,
by obtaining a single version of the truth of school information. This paper analyzes
the work implemented in the education domain focusing on DW concepts in detail.

Keywords DW · Data mart · Educational intelligence · OLAP · Business
intelligence · Bottom up · Data mining · Top down · Data visualization

1 Introduction

Data warehouse is created to provide support to the decision-making efforts through
data consolidation, collection, research and analytics for any organization. Bill Inmon
who is the father of the data warehouse defined a data warehouse as: “The data
that is properly unified and aligned with a particular subject, which can get varied
across time and providing the required data collection support and are not having
any volatile data, with which providing support for the decision make process for
any management is defined to be a Data warehouse.” DW is an environment and
not a defined product. It is the architectural construction of a system of information,
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providing the business users both the historical and the current decision support data,
which is quite difficult to obtain or access from an operational data store.

1.1 Data Warehouse Structure

DWarchitecture uses the extraction, transformation and loading (ETL)methodology
to store the data (capture and load) as explained in Fig. 1. Source data information
from sources like web log files, streaming data, web pages, databases, etc., will be
extracted through a centralized extraction process. This data will be cleansed and
scrubbed in the stage area in which the data anomalies like duplicate data and special
characters are removed. Through the customized algorithms, business transformation
procedures are applied in the staging layer and the data will be stored in the target
layer which is the data warehouse. Customized algorithms can be implemented either
by using third-party tools or by using any of the scripting methods. End users will
be using this DW data with an OLAP tool for any analytical purpose.

Fig. 1 Data warehouse architecture
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2 Data Warehouse Appliance in Education—A Narrative
Review

We use the literature review here as a method to identify the research gaps in the
field of data warehouse on education and identify any conflict in studies that exist.
We will also use it to identify the need for any further additional research which is
required or not. Several researches were performed in the past in data warehouse
with a primary focus being on education. Among the research papers, we tried to
classify them into the below categories for better analysis.

• Generic Papers—Focusing on Scope, Application, Drawbacks and Challenges
with Data warehouse and education

• Design Papers—Focusing on the Design Approaches, Design Principles and
Structural Design (or) Formation of DW.

2.1 Generic Papers

Shaweta described the challenges in detail faced by the Educational Institutions
while creating the data warehouse in detail. Using a DW technique in educational
institutions can answer mainly below key questions [1].

• Count of teachers in any educational institute spanning for several years
• Ratios of success of students against departments, faculties and generic in
university

• Number of scholarships given to the students in the institute in past years?

The paper also described that for an educational DW creation, the below key tasks
will be performed.

• Data Source Analysis
• Gather DW requirement details

– Functional (Visualize/Integrate/Validate/Security
– Non-Functional (Simplicity/Scalability/Maintainability).

Emil BURTESCU analyzed in detail related to the investment in the data ware-
house or data mining methods are useful or they are useless. Both the advantages
and the steps required in the technologies (data warehouse/data mining) along with
their benefits were also explained by him. The practical complications involvedwhile
building the data warehouse are explained as well. According to this, below would
be the major challenges in building the data warehouse.

• Application Building Cost
• Application Maintenance Cost
• Complex Business Transformations
• Security Requirements.
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It was suggested that any organization who wants to create a data warehouse
should do a pre-assessment before building the data warehouse, to check the business
critical need of having a dedicated DW. For any medium or larger organizations, data
warehouse and data mining are necessary to keep growing their business. However,
for any smaller organization, it is not recommended ideally to go for a datawarehouse
rather to go for good visualization tools in themarket to get insights about the ongoing
business, as it would relatively cost less.

2.2 Design Papers

TalebObaid andZinaAbdullah elaborated themajor differences betweenBusiness
Intelligence (BI) and Educational Intelligence (EI). The necessity for an educational
datawarehouse creationwas discussed. An educational datawarehousewas designed
in the paper using data samples from AL_IRAWUniversity and University of Basra,
with the tech stack of SQL Server and SQL Server Data Tool (SSDT) [2]. The paper
described the iterative approach of creating the DW, of which below are the key
components involved.

• Creation of necessary databases (having flat files and SQL)
• Creation of data warehouse
• OLAP console implementation
• Report console creation and implementation
• Design user interface.

Umesh I.M., Ravindra Hegadi, Manjunath TN and Ravikumar GK, explained
the major design methodologies or principles that are required for the creation the
data warehouse for RV Engineering College, Bangalore, India. The source systems
involved are smart campus, asset management server and csv files, which contain
the details about Employees, Assets and Students. Hence, three data marts, namely
Employee, Asset and Student were created [3]. The data in the data marts was
organized in the star schema model wherein the fact table was joined with all the
dimensions and loads the data. A separate ETL process was designed for loading the
three data marts from the flat files being the source and verifies the data by querying
from the database through SQL queries.
Mansaf Alam, Shakil and Samiya Khan Kashish discussed the necessity for Edu-
cational Intelligence and arrived at the steps to implement cloud-based data analytics,
using big data, focusing on education. The key benefits of the big data analytics were
listed and provided the list of big data concepts that could be potentially applied for
any intellectual educational system. These concepts include

• System Recommendations
• Analysis of Social networks
• Tools for Skills Assessment
• Content Adaptation
• Data Personalization.
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3 Application of Data Warehouse—A Comparative
Analysis

DW techniques are widely used in many fields because of its effective extraction,
loading and transformationmethodology.An institution/industrywants to do analysis
on their historical data for growth, and DW was used majorly for the said reason
against many fields. Figure 2 explains the different sectors which use DW.

A general layout having multiple levels defined was proposed which does the
interlink of data warehouse application between the given fields. Every level was
pairedwith a hierarchy. Level1,which is the primary component,was always a centric
DW, and Level2, which was associated using top domains (government, business and
root). Sublevels will get loaded from Level2 and act as the pillar to support other
domains. Level3 domains are the more general. The Nth level was defined to be the
most generic level holding all domains (minor/major).

3.1 Application of DW

The usage of data warehouse increased gradually in recent days. However, the usage
majority lies in the business/marketing domains but notmuch increase in government

Fig. 2 Application of data warehouse
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Fig. 3 Distribution of data warehouse

organizations. Given below in Fig. 3 is the distribution of DW in a real-life scenario.
From the diagram, it is evident that themajor contributor for the DWusage is medical
(23%), marketing (20%) and finance (16%). Education contributes only 4% of real-
life usage.

3.2 Higher Education in India

India has a vital place in the global education sector. It has around 1.40 million or
more schools having 227 million students’ who were enrolled, ~36,000 or greater
than 36,000 senior educational institutions. The size of Internet education in India
expected to show growth rapidly. Government aims to increase the present gross
enrollment ratios (GER) to thirty percent at the end of 2020. This increases the
development of distance learning education system.As per 2017 report, the education
market of India is US $100 billion worth. Higher secondary education is contributing
to 60% of the total size of the market, school primary education contributing to 38%,
segment of preschooling contributing to 2%,multimedia and technology contributing
to the remaining 0.6%.
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Fig. 4 Children enrollment status

3.3 Growth of Indian Primary Education

In line with higher education, primary education in India has grown to a significant
extent. However, with respect to government-aided schools, still there needs to be lot
of improvement areas required. Figure 4 explains the enrollment status of children in
both private and government institutions. The number of children who are not going
anywhere is significantly less. This is as per the 2018 ASER report.

4 Future Work

In the paper, the end-to-end analysis on the DW existence on the field of education
was performed. The survey performed here reveals the benefits for an educational
institution of having a dedicated data repository for students/course records that will
be used for meaningful analysis. The various approaches involved in the creation of
a warehouse along with its different design methodologies are discussed during the
literary review. Finally, the different methods of how the warehouse be represented
were discussed in which data visualization leads the race. The data visualization
tools that are currently available in the market are used for the analysis of data. A
comparative analysis on the previous literary work was discussed. This evidenced
that there were grooms to extend the search that has happened on the applicability of
data warehouse in the field of education. The survey also evidenced that the majority
of the research work was done on the educational DW for either higher education
for any colleges/universities. There was no major study on how the aggregated data
be used. This provides the way for the future research community to extend the
DW research on the existing different aggregate methodologies. There was no major
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research work that exists currently focusing on the primary education. This is yet
another future research study in the field of education focusing on data warehouse
technology.
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A Pavement Mishap Prediction Using
Deep Learning Fuzzy Logic Algorithm

V. Priya and C. Priya

Abstract The research based on the vehicle accidents steps to collect and structure
a progressive secure transportation but unfortunately, vehicle crashes were unavoid-
able. The accident prediction related to the risky environment data collection and
arrangements based on the high priority of reality of accidents. The social activ-
ity and roadway structures are useful in the progression of traffic security control
approach. We believe that to secure the best possible setback decline impacts with
limited budgetary resources, it is basic that measures be established on coherent and
objective studies of the explanations behind mishaps and seriousness of wounds. A
survey based on the different algorithms able to predict the road accidents preven-
tion methods. This paper demonstrates a couple of models are predicting the reality
of harm that occurred in the midst of car accidents using three artificial intelligent
approaches (AI). The proposed scheme contributes neural systems prepared utilizing
choice trees and fluffy c implies bunching strategy for division.

Keywords Road accident · Transportation · Fuzzy logic · Deep learning · Traffic
regulation

1 Introduction

The costs of death and wounds as a result of vehicle crashes enormously influence
society. Starting late, experts have given growing thought at choosing the factors that
on a very basic level impact driver harm reality in car crashes. Associated vehicle
(CV) innovation can possibly improve the execution of the present propelled driver
help frameworks as far as security [1]. Finding the best travel path as far asmovement
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time dependent on anticipated path level traffic states. In this paper, a spatial-worldly
model (ST-show) was created, which uses spatial and transient data of street cells to
foresee future traffic states.

Travel time expectation is the reason for the usage of advanced traveler informa-
tion systems (ATIS) and advanced transport management systems (ATMS) in savvy
transportation frameworks (ITS) [2]. The ceaseless advancement of China’s free-
ways, traffic indicators, for example, dedicated short-range communications (DSRC)
and remote transportation microwave sensors (RTMS), has been introduced on the
two sides of the street, which gives a premise to the forecast of movement time
by melding multi-source information. At similar occasions, the profound learning
techniques show great execution in forecast.

The principal plans an investigation on a city street with two paths to survey the
dimension of emotional hazard seenbydrivers having a placewith various gatherings.
We at that point utilize a profound learning system-based strategy to extract highlights
of the driving condition. These natural highlights are incorporated with driver chance
recognition information and this data is utilized as preparing and testing information
for the learning system. At long last, a long short-term memory-based technique is
embraced to display the emotional hazard view of individual drivers dependent on
traffic conditions and vehicle activity information from the driver’s vehicle [3].

The driving wellbeing help framework has turned into an examination. As one
of the helper security driving frameworks, the street vision cautioning framework
dependent on binocular vision has turned into a problem area. By handling the street
condition, data gathered by the camera introduced on the vehicle to acquire the
position data of the snag in front, joined with the speed of the vehicle and the street
conditions, to create comparing countermeasures to guarantee the driving security,
in light of which the event of vehicle impacts and backside crashes in auto collisions
can be decreased [4].

Grouping exactness is the proportion of right forecasts to the absolute expectations
settled on decision tree calculation is connected to the given informational index. The
calculations are connected to order it based on accident severity class, where there
are two qualities, specifically, critical and non-critical. The class that is anticipated
relies upon the qualities that are given in the perplexity framework. For test data,
800 examples are given as preparing information and 200 examples are given as test
information.

The esteem that is gotten is either critical/non-critical. In viewof this, the precision
of the model is determined. A disarray lattice is a table that is utilized to ascertain the
execution of an expectation demonstrates. It contains four esteems specifically, True
Positive(TP)which is the accurately anticipated occasion esteems, False Positive(FP)
which is the inaccurately anticipated occasion esteems, True Negative(TN) which
is the effectively anticipated no-occasion esteems, and False Negative(FN) which is
the mistakenly anticipated nonevent esteems [5]. This paper examines utilization of
choice trees and fluffy c to manufacture models that could foresee damage serious-
ness. We additionally quickly report on our fruitless endeavor at applying bolster
vector machines to the issue.
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2 Deep Learning Techniques

A calculation in information mining (or AI) is a lot of heuristics and estimations that
makes a copy from information. To make a template, the forecast initially cuts down
the information you give, searching for explicit kinds of examples or patterns. The
calculation utilizes the aftereffects of this examination over much cycle to locate the
ideal parameters are creating the learning design. These parameters are connected
over the whole informational index to separate significant examples and itemized
insights.

The extracting model that a count makes from your data can take various
structures, including:

• A set of bundles that delineate how the cases in a dataset are associated.
• A decision tree that predicts an outcome and portrays how novel criteria impact
that outcome.

• A numerical model that measures bargains.

Measures that depict how things are collected in a trade, and the probabilities that
things are obtained together. The calculations gave in weeks Server Data Mining
are the most famous, very much looked into techniques for getting designs from the
information.

To take one precedent, K-implies grouping is one of themost established bunching
calculations and is accessible generally in a wide range of apparatuses and with
a wide range of usage and alternatives. In any case, the specific execution of K-
implies bunching utilized in SQL Server Data Mining was created by Microsoft
Research and after that enhanced for execution with analysis services. The majority
of the Microsoft information mining calculations can be broadly tweaked and are
completely programmable, utilizing the given APIs. You can likewise robotize the
creation, preparing and retraining of models by utilizing the information mining
segments in Integration Services.

3 Blueprints of Accident Methods

The alley disasters were accustomed by application cogent acquirements addition
[6]. The abutting pledge in the accumulated three actor tweets got the accord rules
which advance the auto blow acceptance accuracy. By Intense Trust System (ITS)
and length transient memory (LTM) is associated abandoned emblem. To delay after-
effects of such acquirements, computations are accustomed was charge to the appeal
counts controls dormant Dirichlet assignment and Helpline Appliance which admit
car crashes.

A system [7] was initiating investigation street mishaps utilizing a standard
extracting approach. Crude information gathered from various research institutes.
It supplies and monitors each mishap record on each kind of street. The gathered
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information is change over into organized organization by applying separating strate-
gies. At that point, the mishap information was bunched by applying the half-breed
grouping dependent on improved K-implies grouping. Blueprint gather the informa-
tion by part the info exhibit into sub exhibits dependent on the separation between the
components in bunches. At last, affiliation rule mining was connected to recognize
the situation in which a mishap may happen for each bunch. The result of this strat-
egy was used to take some mishap anticipation endeavors in the zones recognized
for various classifications of mishaps in a manner to lessen the quantity of mishaps.
Some course of action techniques [8] were used to predict the earnestness of harm
occurred in the midst of vehicle crashes. The portrayal counts, for instance, arbitrary
host, AdaBoostM1, probabilistic classifiers and LUMP inquire and look at the esti-
mations execution reliant on harm earnestness. It joins names of earnestness, road
course of action, district board area, storm, endeavor at homicide, sort of accident,
trademark light, number of vehicles included degree of harm, number of causalities
hurt, individual by walking movement, misfortune sex, setback age, transport class
of driver, period of produce, occupation difficulty an incident. These three classes of
reality of harm rely upon misfortune, in light of disaster and reliant on vehicle.

Formishap recognition, a primer ongoing self-governingmishap discovery frame-
work [9] was proposed. For themishap identification, information was gathered from
the sensors and it was incorporated with the occasion log to separate the most dis-
criminative highlights. It separated highlights, for example, normal speed distinction
between perusing at Hour h and h + 1, weekday or end of the week, normal limit
utilization contrast between perusing at time T and T + 1, average inhabitance con-
trast between perusing at Count C and C + 1, event mishap occasion at surge hours.
These highlights were sustained into a relapse tree, neighbor model and feed-forward
neural system show. It predicts the likelihood of event of a mishap.

Information mining calculations [10] were presented for grouping of vehicle
impact designs in street mishaps. It inferred the grouping rules which can be used for
expectation of vehicle impact designs. At first, the preparation set was taken and after
that, uproarious, conflicting and fragmented information was expelled information
wiping action. The suggest information was changed over into a proper structure to
excavate. At that point, the trait space of a list of capabilities was diminished for
order of vehicle crash. It tends to be accomplished by applying the element deter-
mination calculations, for example, Multi-esteemed Oblivious Decision Tree (MOD
Tree) sifting, highlight positioning, Correlation-based Feature Election (CFE), Joint
Information Report Selector (JIRS) and quick connection-based channel (QCBC)
calculation. They chose highlights are utilized in various order calculations to be
specific Artless Bayes, C4.5, Allocation & Reversion Timber (A&RT), RndTree,
final record, rule enlistment and irregular tree.

Several-grade bolster point instrument [11]was acquaintedwith anticipate reasons
for traffic street mishaps. Constant information is gathered from police division
in Dubai. At that point, a common information mining system was connected on
the gathered information. The structure comprises of three stages to be specific
preprocessing, mining examples and post-preparing. In the preprocessing step, the
information gets into the procedures of information cleaning, manages obscure and
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missing information, highlight determination, and furthermore, it checks out unequal
information. The configuration of the information was changed over into such a
structure which can be acknowledged by SVM. At long last, in the post-handling
step, multi-SVMwas connected which foresees the reasons for traffic street mishaps.

Another strategy [10] was proposed to recognize the street mishaps dependent on
worldly information mining. This technique utilized ternary numbers time arrange-
ment show was developed that mirrored the condition of the traffic stream dependent
on cell transmission demonstrates. The computational expense and the straight float
between time arrangements are taken care of by discrete Fourier change. It changed
the time area information into recurrence space information. At that point, Euclidean
separation was determined for changed time arrangement information, and depen-
dent on this, measure mishap was identified. So as to examination and anticipate
the idea of street mishap, a strategy [12] was suggested to depend on information
extracting strategies. At long last, the scientific affiliation rule mining calculation
was connected to decide the connection in the middle autonomous factors as for the
idea of mishaps.

To investigation of car crash, artificial neural network and decision trees sys-
tems [13] were utilized. For the examination of auto collision, the information was
gathered from one of the busiest streets of Nigeria. The gathered information was
masterminded into all out and ceaseless information. The straight-out information
of street mishap was broke down by utilizing decision tree procedure. Fake neural
network was connected on the ceaseless information of mishaps.

The street mishap information was broke down by utilizing proposed information
mining system [14]. In system, cluster grouping K-modes bunching are utilized as a
starter errand to fragment the streetmishap information. Applying the affiliation stan-
dard mining method, different conditions which are related to event of mishap were
distinguished. It was distinguished for both the dataset and groups are recognized
and presenting K-prototypes bunching calculation. At that point, the aftereffects of
group-based investigation and dataset examination were thought about and it was
caught from the investigation was a blend an affiliation rule mining and k means
bunching was creating critical data viably.

An information mining approach [15] was proposed to investigate street mishaps
in India. The goal of the methodology was to make a model which sorts out the
heterogeneity of the information by gathering comparative items to discover the
clumsy regions in the nation as for various mishap factors. These are additionally
used to decide the relationship between these components and setbacks. To assemble
the comparable objects of the heterogeneous information to adjustments in between
depends on Euclidean separation. This proceeds until there is no adjustment in the
center. At long last, choice tree arrangements are connected to investigating the street
mishaps.

To programmed street location, the novel methodology [16] was preferred. The
epic methodology depended on location of harm vehicles from the gathered film
from observation cameras. It watched the event of street mishap. Another regulated
learning technique near three phases is submitted to street mishap recognition. With
this, three stages were incorporated into a solitary system in sequential way. Here,
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with utilized five-aid point machine arranged with Bar chart Pitch and dim level,
co-event highlights. The regulated learning was filled in as a parallel course of action
with perceived by the information containing a hurt vehicle.

Organise the vehicles and pedestrians [17] A vehicle–passerby arrangement
demonstrate is proposed portraying the preparing and trade of exchange signals from
the two gatherings so as to accelerate the traffic stream. The movement procedure
for the vehicle moving toward the walker is figured so as to arrange its most obvious
opportunity to pass initial, a procedure that intently imitates the regular situations of
ordinary exchange on streets. Recreation results demonstrate the advanced in gen-
eral safari time of the transport as contrasted and present prime practice conduct
(dependably stop) of self-ruling vehicles.

Sans coordination Safety Messages Dissemination Protocol for Vehicular Net-
work [18] Deliver mission-basic life wellbeing messages over restricted target geo-
cast districts. ZCOR is versatile and powerful over unique VANET conditions with
low rebroadcast overhead. What’s more, ZCOR abuses neighbor information for
coordination free crafty parcel hand-off utilizing the novel idea of circle of trust (Cot),
which characterizes the scope of solid nearby neighbor learning gathering. ZCOR
mishap is assessed throughbroad and reasonable recreations catching time-connected
vehicular channel qualities. Versatile.

Collision Avoidance Using Road Friction Information [19] the utilization of cau-
tion braking to pick up a familiarity with the dimension of street grating, which is
one of the significant vulnerabilities, looked out and about. Amid notice braking,
the tire-street greatest grinding coefficient is evaluated progressively, and a danger
appraisal is performed adaptively dependent on the rubbing data. Since notice braking
is transient and connected with constrained elements because of issues relate.

4 Accident Methods

The street mishap recognition techniques depicted in the above area are broke down
and thought about dependent on strategies utilized, their benefits, faults and the
parameters utilized in trial results.

The various strategies for street mishap discovery are dissected dependent on
exactness, accuracy, review and F-measure. The preliminary ongoing self-sufficient
mishap location framework [9] has preferable exactness of 99.79% over different
strategies, Gullible Bayes, J48, random forest figuring. Theoretical affiliation stan-
dard tapping [13] technique has preferred accuracy of 0.983 over different techniques
Deductive affiliation guideline boring [13] strategy had preferable measure of 98.3
over different strategies (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Machine learning and deep learning block diagram

5 Performance Accuracy

5.1 High Accuracy

Distance passing memory, depth confidence network, regulated latent Dirichlet allo-
cation, help vector machine (4) have preferred exactness 94.6% over other hand
hybrid clustering, and affiliation standard mining (5) has better forecast and less effi-
ciency. Credulous Bayes, decision tree, random forest calculation, Apriori affiliation
standard mining (9) have high precision 97.5%.

5.2 Low Accuracy

Irregular forest, AdaBoostM1, Naïve Bayes, J48, PART (6) have low accuracy of
76.8% than other hands fuzzy c means clustering (15) has better prediction of 96.6%.

6 Existing System

Fluffy neural system (FNN) is an idea that incorporates a few highlights of the fluffy
rationale and the counterfeit neural systems (ANN) hypothesis. It is dependent on
the incorporation of two corresponding speculations. Reason for the combination is
to repay shortcomings of one hypothesis with favorable circumstances of the other.
From one perspective, it upgrades the model deciphering capacity of the neural
system by utilizing the translating ratiocination capacity of the fluffy framework.
Then again, it defeats the conditions of the fluffy innovation on the guidance of
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specialists and the non-self-versatility of the fluffy sets by exploiting oneself learning
elements of the neural system.

7 Problem Statements

Fuzzy inference system modeling technique applied on failure mode or minimizes
damages due to failures or malfunctions on the main system. The principles of join-
ing participation capacities talked about above are known as the min–max rule for
conjunctive and disjunctive thinking. These standards have a noteworthy downside:
They are not hearty by any stretch of the imagination. On the off chance that we
attempt to emulate the way human’s explanation, the min–max principle is certainly
not the way (Fig. 2).

Many researchers have proposed different rules of combining conjunctive or dis-
junctive clauses, for example, instead of taking the minimum or the maximum of
the membership functions, they take the arithmetic or the geometric mean. These
rules are arbitrary, and there are lots of them. It is conceivable in the event that we
have enough preparing information, for example, conditions and class assignments
by the specialists, to prepare our framework so it picks the best decision that fits the
method for thinking of the master that did the arrangement. Another disservice of
the principles talked about before is that they give a similar significance to all factors
that are to be consolidated.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of a fuzzy inference system
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8 Fuzzy Logic Techniques

The fluffy arrangement of rationale portrayal is the profound learning dependent
on fluffy rationale, which mental procedures dubious data utilizing basic IF-THEN
ruler. In light of vulnerabilities among traffic information, fluffy rationale has regu-
larly been utilized in traffic flow forecast. Fluffy rationale portrayal of crisis room is
an effective answer for gaining from dubious information. Regularly, a fluffy frame-
work incorporates an information sign bed, a fluffy layer, a domain layer and a
defuzzification layer.

In the information layer of the fluffy rationale framework, the customer just passes
the information esteem straightforwardly to the following layer. In the fluffy layer,
the enrollment job is performed for a solitary handle, and the generation of this hub
ought to be the capacity esteem. Hubs in the information layer are associated with
participation capacities, and language specialist marks are doled out to each infor-
mation variable. In the standards layer, the connections between leaf hubs are used
to play out the coordinating of fluffy rationale rules. The fluffy rationale military
activities, for example, AND, are performed on the standard hubs. In the defuzzifi-
cation layer, the OR activity is utilized to blend the aftereffect from the principles.
The guidelines must be entered physically in the customary fluffy rationale frame-
work. Correspondingly, a fluffy rationale framework with a versatile part develops,
in which the standards and the defuzzification procedure are balanced adaptively by
maritime chasm learning.

9 Best for Deep Learning in Road Accident Prediction

Street mishap discovery is viewed as the contemporary regularly developing proce-
dure concentrated essentially to lessen demise. Here, this paper gives the ongoing
advancements in the street mishap recognition methods by breaking down the origi-
nal thoughts. The investigation of these strategies gives better comprehension of the
means engaged with each procedure in a method for therefore expanding the exten-
sion for finding the productive systems to accomplish most extreme exact execution.
The examination of the proficient procedures is completed as far as exactness, accu-
racy, review and f-measure. The study infers that the fundamental ongoing indepen-
dent mishap identification framework technique was effective regarding exactness
and choice tree calculation; fuzzy c mean grouping was proficient as far as accuracy,
review and F-measure. We use choice tree calculation and fuzzy c means bunching.
Fuzzy c means clustering and decision tree algorithms having the more powerful
contrasted with others.
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10 Conclusion

Paper, survey on analysis and foretelling of road auto collision severity levels using
trench learning techniques examine the most recent investigation in the field of tasks
of street chance occasion expository reasoning and determining. Street traffic for-
tuity meticulousness continues changing over sentence and increment unendingly.
The changing and expanding streetcar crash seriousness prompts the issues of not
understanding the mishap conduct, factors affecting the auto collision seriousness
and overseeing huge volumes of information acquired from different sources appro-
priately. Numerous specialists have attempted to tackle these issues yet, at the same
time, there are holes in the street mishap seriousness expectation and finding the
contributory factors, for example, season time and nature of mishap in which the
mishap as often as possible happened. This prompts the test in field mishap investi-
gation and forecast. A portion of the difficulties incorporates displaying of stroke for
finding reasonable calculations to identify the mishap seriousness point, information
planning, interpretation and handling time. In this manner, in organization to fill a
portion of the holes, we are persuaded to think about the streetcar crash information
to discover the variables that impact the idea of street mishaps. In this overview
work, we investigated most recent entire caboodle, deep learning methods, fuzzy
rationale and pecker that were demonstrated better in mishap recorded information
examination and forecast.
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Privacy Preserving and Security
Management in Cloud-Based Electronic
Health Records—A Survey

S. Prathima and C. Priya

Abstract The rise of cloud computing in the previous decade has seen an increase
in integrated healthcare facilities. The cloud not only provides third-party infrastruc-
ture, but also acts as aMedical Record Storage Centre by facilitating the exchange of
electronic health records among hospitals and physicians. This paradigm of shift has
offered healthcare organizations flexibility with cost, development and infrastructure
maintenance. The biggest success deciding factor of cloud on healthcare is the level
of security and confidentiality it offers. Because electronic health records (EHRs)
store sensitive data about a patient, it is the responsibility of cloud service providers
and data centres to ensure confidentiality, privacy and trust-based security mech-
anisms. As more and more healthcare migrations are moving to the cloud day by
day, ensuring safety of security breach and privacy preservations and ensuring trust
remain a challenge as incidents of security attacks and hacking are widely reported.

Keywords Privacy · Confidentiality · Security mechanisms · Electronic health
records · Cloud computing

1 Introduction

Jain et al. [1] contemplated that cloud gives users and clients opportunity to exchange
assets, data as well as administrations that have a place with different organizations
and suppliers. Recent upgrades in the distant Medicare structures are greatly affected
due to the progression of information and technology industry and will contribute
medical assistance throughout the world anytime in a simple approach. Cloud-based
systems also ensure a stage to share therapeutic information systems, foundation
and applications and with it the capacity to give automated membership. Cao et al.
[2] presented cloud-based electronic health systems that have become more advan-
tageous and interesting than before. But, as these systems work on outsourcing of
data and resources, the fundamental issues of security and integrity concerns are
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becoming more questionable. From the view of EHRs owners (patients, healthcare
providers), information in the EHRs should be private and confident as they carry
sensitive and unique information. Modi et al. [3] pointed out that cloud computing
provides healthcare service by enabling a set of medical practitioners to gain entry
into a client’s medical report every time, in anyplace. In spite of this convenience,
preserving data securely is the major concern. This concern for data security makes
healthcare system reluctant to accept cloud-based healthcare technologies. Shaikh
et al. [4] identified that EHRs can automatize and contour the specialist’s work pro-
cess and can create a entire record of patients, thisway improving the standard of care.
Information can be obtained anytime, anywhere with the advent of EHRs. Related
with EHRs is the utmost concern of security and privacy of the records. Therefore,
more and more attention and research are devoted to ensuring security management
and privacy preserving in cloud-enabled health systems. The common and important
objectives in cloud security and privacy preservation are identified as:

1. Data Integrity: The cloud service provider takes care to ensure and maintain
consistent and accurate data without loss of information.

2. Access Control: Cloud service provider has tomaintain different layers of access
to control data access between different entities.

3. Authentication for Authorized Access: The Cloud service provider should
provide identity management schemes to ensure authentication for authorized
access.

4. Data Confidentiality and Privacy Preservation: The most important of all is
sensitive information inside electronic health records should be kept private and
safe from data breach.

As cloud is immensely used for healthcare, more and more hospitals are migrat-
ing to electronic health records and many common solutions are defined and
implemented. The most common being:

1. Encryption of Data for Security: Encrypting data so that data cannot be leaked
even if it is used in a remote location.

2. Audit Trails and Intrusion Detection Mechanisms: The cloud service
providers perform scanning of vulnerabilities from time to time to safeguard
the system against malicious attacks and unwanted access.

3. Legal and Ethical Standards for Data Handling: Electronic health records
storage should follow certain guidelines defined by the Health Regulatory Act
defined by their government.

4. Reliability: Service-level agreement (SLA) made by the cloud owner and the
corresponding healthcare provider and between different service providers and
healthcare providers should be clearly defined and followed.
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2 Study of the Existing Solutions and Approaches

Liu et al. [5] inferred that the main advantage of cloud computing is the consistent
exchange and sharing of healthcare information from time to time in a convenient
manner. Further, it has eased the healthcare provider’smeticulous task ofmaintaining
framework and gives them plentiful choice to get acquainted with information tech-
nology specialist organizations. In many academic papers, it has been proved that
shifting to cloud computing enables adaptability, cost adequacy and willingness to
upgrade to community oriented exchange of assets. In spite of all these benefits, there
exist security and privacy issues that needmost attention in order to achieve efficiency
and full-scale utilization. Silva et al. [6] designed a fog computing-based software
architecture to enable the administration of medical records. This fog-based structure
makes use of blockchain that enable fog nodes to evenly distribute the authorization
process and provide the needed privacy requirements. Boddy et al. [7] suggested a
density-based local outlier detection (data analytics) design. This proposed structure
planned to augment the protection of both inside and outside of healthcare foun-
dations in depth. Samples in EPR information are extricated depending on clients
conduct and machine cooperation so as to identify and detect strange actions. Ying
et al. [8] developed a new protocol for electronic health records structure based
on ciphertext-based encoding. This system introduced a different component chan-
nel called Attribute Cuckoo Filter (ACF). ACF has developed two sub-algorithms
that helped to detect the properties in the concealed entry scheme, thereby saving
a lot of computation cost based on the recommendations of the suggested Attribute
Cuckoo Filter (ACF). Therefore, instead of shielding only the attribute values, the
entire design of EHR is hidden to improve the quality of security. Wang et al. [9]
recommended a new method called ‘PCON’, and a privacy-preserving information
exchange system for cloud was suggested. This system aimed to assure (i) message
delivering capability and (ii) individual isolation. Both the authentic information
segregation and property-based segregation are broadly used for opportunistic CoT.
Thus, by establishing a twofold-level cloud server, the computing weight levied upon
a remote customer may perhaps be generally migrated. The paper likewise recom-
mends coordination of security-based suggestion procedures with the best path deci-
sion method that picks up the nearest hub, to ensure general characteristics engaged
in the interaction and interrelationship among hubs or nodes. Joshi et al. [10] pro-
posed an innovative, systematic, characteristic-based endorsement framework that
uses ‘Attribute-BasedEncryption (ABE)’ plus considers assignedprotected entry into
client’s report. The proposed system redelegates the assistance authority responsi-
bility to the healthcare provider from the client and permits accessible deputation
of cloud-based EHRs entry supervision to the healthcare providers. This system
implements an extensive entry authority to further categorize the access decision
by applying an Access Broker Unit instead of just a boolean decision. Daoud et al.
[11] proposed a certificate-based access control scheme. This scheme introduced an
access method for e-health clouds that concentrated mostly on confidence voting.
The important characteristics of this proposed system are the combination of security
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with the supervision process, thereby guaranteeing more security in access control
management. Espositio et al. [12] recommended a blockchain approach based on a
lineal arrangement of data items (referred as blocks) that are associated with each
other. The blocks in the chain are not stored centrally, and instead, they are allo-
cated to multiple nodes in the infrastructure. Each block is an item which contains:
(i) a create timestamp, (ii) a pointer to the preceding block and (iii) transaction
data. The only problem is that these blocks are publicly accessed and the data in
these blocks need to be protected. Ahmadi et al. [13] The parameters taken into
consideration are categorized into ten important characteristics like spaces of cost,
security and protection, versatility, common execution and interoperability, usage
stage and freedom of cloud computing, capacity to look and investigation, diminish-
ing mistakes and improving the quality, structure, adaptability and sharing capacity.
Kamoona et al. [14] studies were based on the safety difficulties and the answers
for cloud-based e-wellbeing frameworks. In particular, a best in class is displayed
to safeguard and ensure e-wellbeing information, which comprises of two different
levels: cryptographic and non-cryptographic methods. Zhang et al. [15] proposed an
innovative distributed repository framework for EHRs that completely guarantee the
information protection by utilizing the concept of Shamir’s secret sharing. In the pro-
posed framework, the EHR is split into different portions by a healthcare provider
and is distributed among cloud servers. While restoring these electronic records,
the healthcare provider grabs portions from incomplete cloud servers and recreates
the electronic records. To make this reorganization simple, a useful cloud cache
method that redistributes the recreation of records was recommended. Yang et al.
[16] proposed a systematic layout using blockchain technology in the existing EHR
structure. The existing system is considered to be accessed by numerous sources,
and therefore, individual documents are maintained by healthcare providers. Health-
care providers hold the responsibility of maintaining the blockchain which includes
formation, authentication and adding newer blocks. Capable agreements are made in
this model which includes addition of certain elements in the documents for track-
ing, etc., based on choice. Ming et al. [17] in order to accomplish fine-tuned entrance
management of electronic health records, attribute-based signcryption (ABSC) sys-
tem was introduced to signcrypt information depending on authorization method
for the lineal-hidden distribution design. To implement this, the cuckoo channel is
used to conceal the authorization method in the process ensuring EHRs owner’s
information safety because it uses the decisional bi-linear Diffie–Hellman example
suspicion and computational Diffie–Hellman-type presumption in the fundamental
design. Moreover, further investigations show that the illustrated plan accomplishes
less expenses w.r.t. interactions and calculations. Subramanian et al. [18] performed
a point-by-point investigation of three distinctive safety concerns, i.e., communica-
tion, calculation and service-level agreement are studied. In the computative stage,
both virtualization and data-related safety concerns are seen as the most vulnera-
ble item. Virtualization is a basic segment of disseminated figuring and broadens its
evaluation. The issues located in all the three layers, virtual layer, virtualization layer
and physical layer are taken note of. Data-associated safety concerns are tagged as
concerns on data that are static and data in transportation. These two concerns are
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examined and concluded that the need to put out concerns related to them is very
essential. Yang et al. [19] proposed an innovative plan called MedShare that permits
the healthcare organizations and supervisors to keep adequate command on their
client information, that is definitely an essential worry while designing a reliable
situation for exchanging client’s data. To succeed the hindrances in the productive
information interchange procedure, an innovative crossover cloud termedMedShare
was designed which aided in managing interoperability issues among detached yet
independently working social insurance suppliers. Seol et al. [20] proposed a EHRs
structure that concentrates on safety, carries out incomplete encoding and makes
use of digital sign whenever a client record is transmitted to an archive applicant.
The suggested design makes use of XML digitisation sign that guarantees infor-
mation respectability and verifiable non-repudiation. Suggested design collaborates
productively by referring just fundamental data to clients who have the approval for
treating the person being referred to. Also, this design pursues the professional spe-
cialized criteria intended viaHIPAAplus its appropriateness exhibitedwith paradigm
application. Sharaf et al. [21] proposed an adaptable, secure, profitable and private
cloud-enabled design suitable for digital healthcare domain. It is a protected, yet pow-
erful schema suitable for Saudi Arabia ministry, based on multi-authority ciphertext
attribute-based encoding called the CP-ABE which uses a concrete entry manage-
ment with an ordered framework, to authorize entry management patterns. Yao et al.
[22] recommended, a CB-PHR, a system maintaining information from multiple
sources which is taken into consideration. The input for this system is from vari-
ous information suppliers like clinics and physicians, which is approved by specific
information holders for transfer of their unique medical information to a non-secure
open (free) cloud. This unique information is provided in a cryptographic pattern that
guarantees information safety. An innovativemulti-source order-preserving symmet-
ric encryption (MOPSE) system was proposed, wherein the open free cloud could
blend the encoded information lists of various information suppliers devoid of the
catalogue information. MOPSE permits an effective and privacy-preserving enquiry
handling. Selvam et al. [23] made use of an improved attribute-based encryption
(ABE) framework. Fine-tuned data gathers the privilege for access management to
facilitate entry into unconfided servers. In this system, the information proprietors
were responsible for encoding the information before transfer and unloading infor-
mation on the virtual network. Furthermore, de-encoding was performed whenever
there was a change in user details. Zhang et al. [24] proposed a Privacy Awareness
S-Health entry management model called PASH. CP-ABE is a vast space with mod-
erately concealed entry schemes which formed the main building block. In addition,
PASH attribute values of entry measures were isolated in cryptographic SHRs, and
only attribute names were displayed. Actually, attribute values holdmuch higher vul-
nerable data over general attribute names. In particular, PASH utilized an effective
SHR decipher check that requires small numbers of bi-linear pairings. Ali et al. [25]
proposed a classified model of reference which had the following needed spaces:
open cloud supported health management possibilities, challenges along with signif-
icance. Inference to subsequent investigations and trainingwas displayed through the
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domains of quality-enhanced health management facilities against medicinal poli-
cies, information safety and confidentiality demands of cloud facility vendors, fitness
observability and advanced data processing facility supply patterns under distributed
processing. Vengadapurvaja et al. [26] suggested an algorithmic model to accom-
plish encoding as well as decoding onmedicinal imagery after evaluating the benefits
of homomorphic encoding in providing an effective security to actual information.
Complete homomorphic encryption scheme is accomplished. The fully homomor-
phic encrypting design encourages equally enlargement and augmentation.Mehraeen
et al. [27] conducted an organized review to explore the security problems in cloud
computing. Attention was given to healthcare cloud computing security with a sys-
tematic review of about 210 entire text reports published between the years 2000 and
2015. Mathai et al. [28] conducted a study to establish and review the expectations,
problems and also threats in the operations of EHRs. Zhou et al. [29] suggested two
unacknowledged RBAC schemes for the EMRs framework. The paper proposed to
obtain modifiable entry management in such a way that the EMRs information could
be embedded based on a request entry strategy, in which only end-users having ful-
filled the entry strategy rules being able to decrypt it. Personal information is secured
making use of a bi-linear set, where all the uniqueness-associated data is concealed in
a small group. On the basis of the selected bi-linear set inference, the proposed mod-
els were stated to display the property of acceptable security and anonymity. Kruse
et al. [30] classified the most common safety precautions along with methodologies
into three larger areas: organizational, environmental and technological security. The
vulnerable quality of the details involved in automated medical files called EHRs has
inspired necessity for finer safety methods to address these concerns.

3 Analysis

3.1 Aim of the Research

The current study performed a detailed investigation to understand privacy and secu-
rity issues involved with cloud-based EHRs. An investigation of about 60 journals
leads to a more precise culmination of 30 selected articles published between 2017
and 2019.

3.2 Research Considerations

C1 Are confidentiality and integrity concerns addressed?
C2 Are access control and intrusion detection mechanisms clearly defined.
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C3 Are isolation/privacy policies guaranteed?
C4 Are audit trails included to monitor activities?
C5 Are legal and ethical issues addressed?

3.3 Research Strategy

Existing solutionsmake cloud a reliable healthcare investment alongwith the benefits
and challenges that lie ahead and were studied in detail and reported. The selection
of sources includes articles from Scopus Journals from 2017 and 2019 as reviewing
all available articles was not practically possible.

3.4 Criteria for Paper Selection

Key words: Selected research papers contain the keywords related to the study.
Date of publication: The research articles published between 2017 and 2019 are

examined.
Nature of Study: This paper has systematically studied only research papers, and

review articles pertaining to the research problem were considered.

4 Conclusion

This study is based on the existing security and privacy management techniques for
managing electronic health records over cloud. Increasingly, more research uncovers
more issues and risks to data and integrity in the cloud health records. Also, because
of the participation of more entities in the process, there is always a violation of
data security and privacy. Suggested future research directions in cloud electronic
health records can be in the form of audit control schemes. Audit schemes should be
included in the cloud infrastructure to help effective monitoring and maintenance.
These schemes help detecting intrusion, preventing data theft and in proper storage
of data. Also, because health-related details of a patient are an utmost private data,
steps should be taken to improve legal standards and ethical protocols. Although a
number of cryptographic algorithms are available, there is always a need of a new
cryptography algorithm. Along with this, the data in electronic health records should
be given higher priority in the cloud infrastructure, thereby making it safe and easy
for using digital data in practice.
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Gaussian Light Gradient Boost
Ensemble Decision Tree Classifier
for Breast Cancer Detection

S. Vahini Ezhilraman, Sujatha Srinivasan, and G. Suseendran

Abstract Detection of cancer in the breasts shows an important role in minimizing
the mortality rates and increasing the cure rate, relieve as well as guarantee the
patient’s life quality. Several works have been done in the breast cancer detection
but it failed to perform accurate detection with minimum time. In order to improve
breast cancer detection, an ensemble technique called Gaussian light gradient boost
decision tree classification (GLGBDTC) is introduced. Initially, images are collected
from the database. The Light Gradient Boost technique further constructs a number
of base classifiers namely c4.5 decision trees using Kullback–Leibler divergence
value, by which the data are classified and the results are to be sum up for making
strong classification outcomes. For all the base classifiers, the similar weights are
assigned. Then the Gaussian training loss is computed for each base classifier results.
Followed by, the weight is updated according to the loss value. The steepest descent
function is used to discover best classifier with minimum training loss. By this way,
the proposed technique performs accurate breast cancer detection. The simulation
results show minimize false positive rate (FPR).

Keywords Light gradient boost · Base classifiers · Kullback–Leibler divergence
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1 Introduction

High percentage ofwomen’smortality is attributed to breast cancer. Earlier detection,
however, has been found to reduce this mortality rate. The techniques for detection
are available in numbers. But, the accurate detection with minimum time is still
challenging issues. Computing techniques for breast cancer detection demands high-
quality images for accuracy since low contrast images failed to offer accurate results.
These issues are overcome by introducing an ensemble classification technique in
this paper.

To improve breast cancer detection, theGaussian light gradient boost decision tree
classification technique is introduced. An ensemble classifier classifies the given
images into different classes using c4.5 decision tree classifier with the features.
This helps to minimize the classification time. The c4.5 is a leaf-wise decision tree
classifier to find the normal and abnormal images based on the Kullback–Leibler
divergence value. The higher divergence value indicates that the images are classified
as normal.Otherwise, the images are classified as abnormal. To improve classification
accuracy and lessen false positive rate, the base classifier results are combined into a
strong one. The Gaussian training loss is computed for each base classifier. Followed
by, the weights of the base classifier are changed according to the training loss. The
GLGBDTC technique exploits the steepest descent function to find the best classifier
results with minimum training loss. The overview of this paper is ordered in the
following sections. The related works are broadly discussed in Sect. 2. The brief
explanation of GLGBDTC technique for breast cancer detection with neat diagram
is described in Sect. 3. The results attained from the simulation are detailed in Sect. 4.
Conclusion with future research directions is discussed in the last section.

2 State of the Art in Image Processing Techniques

An abysmal neural network (NN) is discussed in [1] for identifying breast cancer
with mammograms and tomosynthesis images. Though the deep learning approach
increases the classification, an ensemble classifier was not exploited to achieve opti-
mal performance. Again a shallow deep convolution NN (SD-CNN) has been pro-
posed in [2] for diagnosing the breast cancer. The SD-CNN failed to minimize the
classification time since it has more layers for processing the input images.

A multi-scale approach was introduced in [3] for classifying the breast cancer
from histological images. The approach does not use any machine learning classifier
for accurately minimizing the false positive rate. A computer aided as well as deep
learning-based system of diagnosis was presented in [4] for classification and detec-
tion of breast cancer. Larger data set with training labels of detailed information does
not work with the modern system like deep learning system. A system of diagnosis
aided by computer with FFDM, that is full-field digital mammography images was
presented in [5] for breast lesion classification.
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A stacked sparse auto-encoder (SSAE) was developed in [6] for efficient breast
cancer detection images with high-resolution related to histopathology. Detecting
the described images of breast cancer, the high level resolution features should be
extracted using SSAE. A polynomial classification algorithm with wavelet coeffi-
cientswas designed in [7] to classify the tissues as normal or abnormal. The classifica-
tion algorithm does not use any function to lessen the error rate in an efficient manner.
Algorithm based on genetics and wavelet transform (with various thresholding) was
developed [8] for detection and separation of cancer using mammograms images.
The algorithm does not reduce the false positive to enhance performance of cancer
detection. In [9], a new feature extraction technique depends on Dual Contourlet
Transform (Dual-CT) and improved k-nearest neighbors (KNN) was developed to
increase classification performance. The technique does not handle more medical
images for classification.

3 Gaussian Light Gradient Boost Decision Tree
Classification for Breast Cancer Detection

In this paper, an ensemble technique called Gaussian light gradient boost decision
tree classification is introduced to improve the accurate breast cancer detection from
the images with minimum time. With the abnormality of the cell tissues in the breast
leads to the occurrence of breast cancer. Accurate detection of the abnormality effec-
tively decreases the mortality rate caused by breast cancer. Several machine learning
techniques used for classifying the normal and abnormal tissue have been found in
the literature. But, accurate classification was not performed with less error rate. To
solve these issues, an efficient ensemble classifier is applied for effectively detecting
the breast cancer. The proposed technique uses the light gradient boosting algorithm
since it is fast, and significantly provides the high efficiency and accuracy while
handling the large size of images. In ensemble learning, the ‘Light’ denotes a high
speed. The architecture diagram of breast cancer classification is shown in Fig. 1.

3.1 Gaussian Light Gradient Boost Decision Tree Classifier

Breast cancer is detected from the input images using the ensemble classification
techniques with its extended extracted features are now called as Gaussian light
gradient boost decision tree. This classifier method uses the C4.5 as a base learner to
construct a decision tree for classification. The c4.5 is a statistical classifier to find
the abnormal tissue patterns by calculating the Kullback–Leibler divergence value.
The ensemble classification process is illustrated in diagram.

The ensemble classification method for correct detection of breast cancer is pro-
cessed in less time. Let us consider the following training images {xi , yi } where x
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Fig. 1 Architecture of GLGBDTC technique

represents the input breast imagesbi1,bi2, bi3, . . . , bin and ‘y’ denotes a classification
results. The set of base classifiers {B1(x), B2(x), B3(x), . . . , Bn(x)} are constructed
to train the input training images with the extracted features.

The C4.5 constructs a decision tree from a set of training images. The decision
tree is a leaf-wise algorithm in which the root node comprises the input image with
the extracted features. The branch node is processing the input breast images with
the extracted features. The leaf node provides the class label (decision taken after
processing the input images). The whole training images are divided into different
class labels such as normal and abnormal through the Kullback–Leibler divergence.
It is a measure of how the probability of feature extracted value gets deviated from
the probability of features rated value. This divergence is computed as follows,

d1[(p1( f )|q1( f ))] = p1( f ) ∗ log
p1( f )

q1( f )
(1)

From (1), d denotes a divergence, p( f ) is the probability of feature extracted
value, and q( f ) represents the probability of features rated value. The maximum
divergence between these two probability results is classified as normal (N). The
minimum divergence between these two probability results is classified as abnormal
(AB). Based on the divergence measure, the input breast images split into different
classes with the extracted features. As a result, the classification results are attained
at the leaf node. By this way, each base classifier identifies the abnormal tissue from
the input images.
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The base classifier does not provide the accurate classification results. Therefore,
the outputs of all the base classifier results are summed and offer the strong clas-
sification with minimum training loss. The summation of base classifier results are
expressed as follows,

y =
n∑

i=1

Bi (x) (2)

From (2), y denotes an output of the strong classifier and Bi (x) represents the
output of each base classifier. After combining all the base classifier results, the
similar weight is initialized.

ϑ(i) → Bi (x) (3)

From (3), ϑ(i) denotes a current weight value. Then the training losses for each
base classifier results are computed. The proposed ensemble classifier computes the
Gaussian loss function for attaining the accurate classification results. The training
loss is computed as follows,

σ [y, Bi (x)] = 0.5 ∗ ‖y − Bi (x)‖2 (4)

From (4), σ denotes aGaussian loss function, y represents the actual output, Bi (x)
denoted an observed result of the base classifier. After computing the training loss,
the initial weight is updated. The initial weight is increased if the classifiers wrongly
detect the cancer. The base classifier exactly classifies the extracted features with
normal and abnormal images, when its weight is decreased. The weight updating is
mathematically expressed as follows,

ϑ(i ′) =
{

ϑ(i + 1), if Bi (x) incorrectly classified
ϑ(i − 1), if Bi (x) correctly classified

(5)

From (5), initial weight ϑ(i) of the base classifier is updated to ϑ(i ′). Based on the
weight value, the steepest descent function finds the classifier with the less training
loss,

f (x) = argmin σ [y, Bi (x)] (6)

From (6), f (x) denotes a steepest function using to find minimum functioning of
σ [y, Bi (x)] denotes a training loss of the base classifier. Thefinal strong classification
results of the ensemble classifier with updated weights are expressed as follows,

y =
n∑

i=1

Bi (x)ϑ(i ′) (7)
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From (7), ϑ(i ′) denotes an updated weight of the base classifier Bi (x).Each base
classifier has different weights. As a result, the light gradient boosting classifier
improves the classification of normal and abnormal tissues in the breast cancer with
less false positive rate. The following description is an algorithmic process of Gaus-
sian light gradient boost decision tree classification. The input breast images are
numbered as bi from 1 to n.

4 Result and Discussions

By usingMATLAB, the implementation of simulation of proposed GLGBDTC tech-
nique as well as the already existing methods like deep CNN [1] and SD-CNN [2] is
done. From the Digital Database for Screening Mammography [10], adequate num-
bers of breast imageswere collected. For diagnosing the disease, the breast images are
obtained from the above-mentioned DDSM. For the simulation purposes, totally 100
images are taken and performed classification for cancer detection. Totally, 10 various
runs are carried outwith different input images. The outcomes of above threemethods
are evaluated using the table with two-dimensional graphical representations.

4.1 Simulation Result of FPR

The FPR is computed using the following mathematical equation,

FPR = Number of images incorrectly classified

total number of images
∗ 100 (8)

From Eq. (8), FPR (%) represents the false positive rate of image classification
The sample mathematical calculations are provided below for the three classification
techniques with the number of images as 10.

The FPR of classification versus a number of breast images is described in Table 1.
For the simulation purposes, the numbers of breast images are taken from 10 to 100.
The false positive results of three different methods are GLGBDTC technique and
existing deep CNN [1], SD-CNN [2] described in Table 1. The above table clearly
describes that the false positive rate is significantly minimized using GLGBDTC
technique when compared to the deep CNN [1] and SD-CNN [2]. The simulation
results are shown in the following graphical representation.

As shown in Fig. 2, the simulation results of FPR as compared with the number of
breast images are illustrated. The false positive rate computation is used for finding
the incorrect classification of the breast images. It is clearly observed that the GLGB-
DTC technique minimizes the performance results of the false positive rate than the
existing methods. This is because of the Gaussian light gradient boost decision tree
classifier increases the classification accuracy and minimizes the false positive rate.
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Table 1 False positive rate Number of images
(n)

GLGBDTC Deep CNN SD-CNN

10 20 40 30

20 15 25 20

30 10 20 13

40 13 23 18

50 8 16 12

60 12 20 15

70 9 19 13

80 8 16 11

90 11 21 16

100 7 17 11
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Fig. 2 Simulation results of false positive rate versus number of images

For each classification technique, there are ten different results attained with var-
ious input images. Let us consider 10 images, the false positive rate of GLGBDTC
technique is 20% and the false positive rate of the other two methods, namely deep
CNN [1] and SD-CNN [2] are 40% and 30%, respectively. Similarly, the rest of the
runs are carried out and the results show that the GLGBDTC technique minimizes
the false positive rate by 46% in comparison to deep CNN [1].
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5 Conclusion

A novel ensemble technique called Gaussian light gradient boost decision tree clas-
sification is introduced for improving the classification accuracy with minimal time.
The light gradient boost ensemble classifier effectively identifies cancer from the
input breast images by constructing the number of base classifiers. The leaf-wise
decision tree used as a base classifier for splitting the whole images into the different
classes based on the Kullback–Leibler divergence value. The classified results are
combined to identify the best classifier with less training loss. Similarly, the sim-
ulation is conducted using the DDSM database with various images of breasts. As
proved by the above calculations and classification techniques, this strong classifica-
tion algorithm effectively differentiates the typical and malicious images by minimal
false positive rate as compared to the previously applied methods.
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Computational Biology Tool Toward
Studying the Interaction Between
Azadirachtin Plant Compound
with Cervical Cancer Proteins

Givitha Raman and Asita Elengoe

Abstract Cancer is noteworthy general well-being trouble in both developed and
developing nations. Cervical disease is the significant reason for tumor passing in
women around the world. Chemotherapy remains the main treatment method for
different malignancies. Various manufactured anticancer medications are accessible
now; however, the symptoms and the medication cooperations are significant disad-
vantages in its clinical utility. Thus, searching a cure for cancer remains the most
challenging area in the medical field. Natural products play an important role in
the discovery of drug. It can be a potential drug candidate for cancer treatment. In
this study, three-dimensional models of cervical cancer cell lines (tumor suppressor
gene (p53), mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 (MADCAM 1) and nuclear
factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit (NFKB 1) were generated, and the lowest bind-
ing energy with azadirachtin phytocompound was determined using local docking
approach. The protein models were generated using Swiss model; their physiochem-
ical characterization and secondary structure prediction were evaluated. After that,
the protein models were validated through PROCHECK, ERRAT and Verify 3D
programs. Lastly, p53, MADCAM 1 and NFKB 1 were docked successfully with
azadirachtin through BSP-Slim server. The tumor suppressor gene (p53) had the
strongest bond with azadirachtin due to its lowest and negative value of binding
energy (2.634 kcal/mol). Azadirachtin can be a potential anticancer agent. There-
fore, this protein–ligand complex structure can further be validated in the laboratory
for studying its cytotoxicity on cancer cells.

Keywords Tumor suppressor gene (p53) ·Mucosal addressin cell adhesion
molecule 1 (MADCAM 1) · Nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 (NFKB 1) ·
Azadirachtin · Local docking
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1 Introduction

Cancer is noteworthy general well-being trouble in both developed and developing
nations. Cervical malignancy is a sexually transmitted illness caused by the human
papillomavirus (HPV), particularly HPV-16 and HPV-18. Cervical disease is the
significant reason for tumor passing in women around the world [1]. The world-
wide gauge for 2000 was 470,600 new instances of cervical cancer and 233,400
passings [2]. Chemotherapy remains the main treatment method for different malig-
nancies. Various manufactured anticancer medications are accessible now; however,
the symptoms and the medication cooperations are significant disadvantages in its
clinical utility. The greater part of the as of now utilized chemotherapy drugs for
tumors is known to create resistance, display non-particular harmfulness against
ordinary cells and confine by measurement constraining reactions [3].

Consequently, there is a requirement for improvement of the sheltered and normal
anticancer operator against cervical tumor. In such a manner, a few phytochemicals
were recognized, for example, taxol and vincristine [4]. There is developing number
of publications on neem and its concentrate to battle against cervical tumor. Compre-
hensively, neem demonstrates anticancer movement by initiating the cell reinforce-
ment catalyst and by changing intracellular segments important for tumor develop-
ment advancement, for example, Cyclin D, Cyclin B, Cyclin B1, Cyclin1, Cyclin
E, P53, PCNA, P21,GST-P, NFkB, IkB, FAS, BCL2, BAX, APF1, Cytochrome C,
Survivin, Caspase 3,6,8,9 and PARP. The role of azadirachtin, an active compo-
nent of medicinal plant neem, on TNF-induced cell signaling in human cell lines
was investigated. Azadirachtin-A reported to interfere with cell cycle kinetics in
cancer cells by inducing cell cycle arrest at G1/S or G2M phase through repres-
sion of Cyclin, CDKs and PCNA [5–8]. Azadirachtin blocks TNF-incited actuation
of nuclear factor B (NF-B) and furthermore expression of NF-B-dependent genes,
for example, attachment particles and cyclooxygenase 2. Azadirachtin hinders the
inhibitory subunit of NF-B (IB) phosphorylation and in this manner its corruption
and RelA (p65) nuclear translocation. It blocks IB kinase (IKK) movement ex vivo,
yet not in vitro. Shockingly, azadirachtin blocks NF-B DNA restricting action in
transfected cells with TNF receptor-related factor (TRAF) 2, TNF receptor-related
demise space (TRADD), IKK, or p65, yet not with TNFR, recommending its impact
at the TNFR level. Azadirachtin blocks binding of TNF, yet not IL-1, IL-4, IL-8
or TNF-related apoptosis-inciting ligand (TRAIL) with its separate receptors. Hos-
tile to TNFR immunizer or TNF ensures azadirachtin intervened down control of
TNFRs. Further, in silico information proposes that azadirachtin firmly ties in the
TNF restricting site of TNFR. Generally speaking, gathered information demon-
strates that azadirachtin regulates cell surface TNFRs in this manner diminishing
TNF-actuated organic reactions. Subsequently, azadirachtin applies a calming reac-
tion by a novel pathway, which might be valuable for mitigating treatment [9]. Tragi-
cally, because of mechanistic ambiguity, numerous phytochemicals with perceptible
against tumor viability are frequently blocked from being created as suitable and
helpful therapeutic agents [10].
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Computational biology tool is the best method to study the interaction between
phytocompound and cancer proteins. Computational work could deliver an indis-
tinguishable outcome from a wet-lab approach, which customarily is all the more
exorbitant and tedious [11]. This in silico approach depends on the mapping of the
molecule biochemical structure into known structure–activity relationship space by
questioning expansive naturally clarified protein databases (virtual screening). In this
study, docking between cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion
molecule 1, nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunits proteins and azadirachtin-A
molecule was determined.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Target Sequence

The complete amino acid sequence of cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin
cell adhesion molecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit was obtained
from Protein Data Bank. They consist of 393, 382 and 968 amino acids, respectively.

2.2 Homology Modeling of Proteins

The three-dimensional structures of the cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal
addressin cell adhesion molecule 1and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit
were created using Swiss model software. The protein models were visualized using
PyMOL software [12].

2.3 Physiochemical Characterization of the Protein Model

Protein structural analysis was carried out using the Expasy’s ProtParam Proteomics
server [13]. Nonpolar and polar residues were predicted by Color Protein Sequence
(Colorseq) analysis [14]. The ESBRI program [15] was used to find salt bridges in
the protein models; the number of disulfide bonds was calculated using the Cys_Rec
program [16].
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2.4 Secondary Structure Prediction of the Protein Structures

The secondary structural features were predicted with self-optimized prediction
method from alignment (SOPMA) [17].

2.5 Evaluation of the Cellular Tumor Antigen P53, Mucosal
Addressin Cell Adhesion Molecule 1 and Nuclear Factor
NF-Kappa-B-P105 Subunit Proteins

The protein structures were validated with PROCHECK byRamachandran plot anal-
ysis [18]. The model was further analyzed by ProQ [19], ERRAT [20], Verify 3D
[21] and ProSA programs [22].

2.6 Identification of Active Sites

The protein models were submitted to the active site prediction server [23]. The
binding sites of the cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion
molecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit proteins were identified.

2.7 Homology Modeling of Ligand

The tertiary structure of the azadirachtin is not publicly available. The three-
dimensional structure of azadrachtin is obtained from PubChem (https://pubchem.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).

2.8 Protein–Protein Docking

The three-dimensional models of cell tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell
adhesion molecule 1and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunits were performed
for docking with the three-dimensional structure of azadirachtin using BSP-Slim
server [24]. The best docking score was chosen. A similar docking reproduction
approach was performed with the other two protein models.

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Physiochemical Characterization of the Protein Models

The computed isoelectric point (pI) value for cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal
addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit 3
(pI < 7) indicated acidic characteristic. The extinction coefficient of tyrosine, tryp-
tophan and cysteine residues, calculated using the extent of light being absorbed by
a protein at a particular wavelength, is 31400–35410 M/cm. Based on the Expasy’s
ProtParam instability index, cellular tumor antigen p53 and mucosal addressin cell
adhesionmolecule 1 proteins were classified as unstable because the instability index
value was more than 40. In contrast, the nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit
was stable. It had an instability value of 38.15. The very low grand average of hydro-
pathicity (GRAVY) index (a negative value GRAVY) of all the three proteins demon-
strated their hydrophilic nature. Furthermore, cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal
addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 had more
polar residues (47.33, 41.36 and 43.70%) than nonpolar residues (24.94, 31.94 and
31.61%). This was determined using Color Protein Sequence analysis. Salt bridges
play vital roles in the structure and function of a protein. The disruption of a salt bridge
reduces the protein stability [25]. It is also involved in allosteric regulation, recogni-
tion of molecular, oligomerization, flexibility, domain motions and thermostability
[26, 27].

In this study, the ESBRI results show that cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal
addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit
had 18, 20 and 11 salt bridges, respectively, which were framed by arginine residues.
The presence of arginine in the protein structure enhances the thermostability of a
molecule by givingmore electrostatic associations through their guanidine aggregate
[28]. This demonstrates that the mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 was the
most stable protein among all the proteinmodels. Furthermore, the Cys_Rec analysis
demonstrated that the number of disulfide bonds was eleven in nuclear factor NF-
kappa-B-p105 subunit contrasted with just ten in cell tumor antigen p53 and six in
mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1.

3.2 Secondary Structure Prediction of the Protein Structures

SOPMA view has demonstrated that the presence of an alpha helix overwhelmed
amongoptional structure components taken after by arbitrary loops, broadened strand
and beta turns at different positions in all the proteins. Results from this analysis
show that cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule
1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit comprise 9, 15 and 50 α helices,
respectively.
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3.3 Validation of the Protein Models

The cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1
and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunits proteins were validated through
Ramachandran plot calculations using PROCHECK software for stereochemical
quality and geometry of protein. The Ramachandran plot for the p53 protein showed
that 81.5% of residues were located in the most favorable region, 15.7% in the
additionally allowed region, 1.3% in the generously allowed region and 0.4% in
the disallowed region. PROCHECK analysis revealed that several residues such as
ASP33, ASP44 and ASP97 were situated out of energetically favored regions in
the Ramachandran plot. Thus, the quality of the cellular tumor antigen p53 protein
was evaluated to be good and reliable. Nevertheless, the PROCHECK analysis con-
firmed that residues of all protein models in most favorable region were more than
80% except nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunits which scored slightly lower
than 80% (76.8%) for the most favored region (Table 1). Hence, the stereochemi-
cal evaluation of backbone phi/psi dihedral angles inferred that a low percentage of
residues for cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule
1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit was falling within protein models;
ProQwas used to verify “the quality” using the Levitt–Gerstein (LG) score and max-
imum subarray (MaxSub). The results show the predicted LG score (4: extremely
good model) and predicted MaxSub score (0.5 good model) for mucosal addressin
cell adhesion molecule 1 structure were in the acceptable range to create a good
model (Table 1) while other two protein molecules were in lower range.

ERRAT defined the “overall quality factor” for non-bonded atomic interactions;
higher scores imply better protein model quality [29]. For a high-quality model,
the normally accepted range is more than 50%. In this study, the ERRAT score for
mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 was the highest at 86.928%. Therefore,
this confirmed that mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 structure had a reli-
able high resolution and quality compared to other protein models. The scores for the
cellular tumor antigen p53 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit were 77.959
and 80.137%, respectively. Verifying with the 3D server revealed 84.03, 95.63 and
96.81%of the residues in the cellular tumor antigen p53,mucosal addressin cell adhe-
sionmolecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit, respectively. They had
an average 3D–1D score of more than 0.2, indicating that all protein structures were
compatible with its sequence.

3.4 Identification of Active Sites

The size, protein volume of the active site and the residues forming a pocket of active
site in cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 and
nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit were obtained using active site prediction
server (Table 2). The protein volumes of the active site for cellular tumor antigen
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Table 2 Predicted active sites of the cellular tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion
molecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit proteins

Proteins Volume (A3) Residues forming pocket

Cellular tumor antigen p53 1534 TYR10, GLN11, ASP135, CYS136,
GLY15, PRO157, LEU157, PHE16,
ILE162, ARG17, ARG174, ASN175,
SER176, PHE177, GLU178, LEU18,
ARG189, GLY19, ARG190,
GLU192, GLU193, LEU196,
ARG197, LYS199, PHE20, GLY200,
GLU201, PRO202, HIE203, HIE204,
GLU205, LEU206, PRO207,
PRO208, LEU21, HIE22, LEU255,
LYS258, GLN261, SER28, CYS31,
TYR33, PRO35, ALA36, LEU37,
ASN38, LYS39, MET40, PHE41,
CYS42, CYS48, PRO49, GLN51,
TRP53, ASP55, GLN7, LYS71,
LYS8, THR9

Mucosal addressin cell adhesion
molecule 1

938 LYS116, THR118, PRO119, VAL12,
VAL120, ASP121, PRO122,
ASN123, ALA124, LEU125,
PHE127, PRO144, GLU145,
VAL146, GLN147, GLU148,
GLU149, GLU150, GLU157,
ASP158, VAL159, ALA16, LEU160,
PHE161, VAL163, LEU17, GLY18,
ARG187, LEU188, PRO189,
LEU41,THR43, LEU45, SER63,
LEU64, SER65, ALA66, ALA67,
GLY68, THR69, ARG70, GLN86,
LEU87, LEU88, VAL89, TYR90,
PHE92, PRO93, ASP94

Nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105
subunit

1164 ALA116, ARG117, THR119,
GLU120, ALA121, CYS122, ILE123,
ARG124, GLY125, TYR126,
ASN127, PRO128, GLY129,
LEU130, VAL132, ALA137,
TYR138, LEU139, GLN140,
ALA141, GLU142, GLY143,
GLY144, GLY145, ASP146,
ARG147, MET176, THR178,
PHE180, LEU181, PRO182, ASP183,
SER184, THR185, GLY186, SER187,
PHE188, THR189, ARG190,
ARG191, LEU192, GLU193,
PRO194, VAL195, PRO53, ALA54,
LYS55, ILE57, GLN59, LEU60,
VAL61, LEU69, HIE70, HIE78,
GLU80, ASP81, ILE83, CYS84,
THR85, THR87
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p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesionmolecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p10
subunit proteins were 1534, 938 and 1164 A3.

3.5 Protein–Protein Docking

In this study, cell tumor antigen p53, mucosal addressin cell adhesion molecule 1 and
nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit were effectively docked with azadirachtin-
A, using the BSP-Slim server. The best docking score was selected based on the
lowest energy value. Docking analysis demonstrated that there was a strong inter-
action between cell tumor antigen p53 and azadirachtin because it had the lowest
binding score (2.634 kcal/mol)when contrastedwithmucosal addressin cell adhesion
molecule 1 and nuclear factor NF-kappa-B-p105 subunit which had 4.357 kcal/mol
and 2.883 kcal/mol, respectively.
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Optimization-Based Effective Feature Set
Selection in Big Data
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Abstract Of late, the data mining has appeared on the arena as an ideal form of
knowledge discovery crucial for the purpose of providing appropriate solutions to an
assortment of issues in a specified sphere. In this regard, the classification represents
an effective method deployed with a view to locating several categories of anony-
mous data. Further, the feature selection has significantly showcased its supreme
efficiency in a host of applications by effectively ushering in easier and more all-
inclusive remodel, augmenting the learning performance, and organizing fresh and
comprehensible data. However, of late, certain severe stumbling blocks have cropped
up in the arena of feature selection, in the form of certain distinctive traits of signif-
icant of big data, like the data velocity and data variety. In the document, a sincere
effort is made to successfully address the prospective problems encountered by the
feature selection in respect of big data analytics. Various tests conducted have upheld
the fact that the oppositional grasshopper techniques are endowed with the acumen
of effectively extracting the requisite features so as to achieve the preferred out-
come Further, enthusing experimental outcomes have revealed the fact only a trivial
number of hidden neurons are necessary for the purpose of the feature selection to
effectively appraise the quality of an individual, which represents a chosen subset of
features.
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1 Introduction

Incidentally, the big data, in quintessence, represents the group of incredibly mas-
sive information sets with wide variety of categories, thereby making it exceedingly
hard to process them by employing the high-tech data processing techniques or
time-honored data processing platforms. No wonder, the big data has affected a sea
change in our traditional styles of businesses, administrations and experimentations.
The information exhaustive science, especially in information exhaustive calculating,
has appeared on the stage which is dedicated for the launch of the requisite devices to
outwit the hassles encountered by the big data. The big data kicks off with colossal,
diverse and independent distributed resources and controlled decentralization are
effectively processed to testing the intricate and budding bonds among the data. The
relative traits emerge as severe hassles in the process of locating fruitful informa-
tion from the big data [1]. Moreover, the data finds itself saved in the disseminated
system files like the MapReduce/Hadoop. Hence, it is all the more essential to stor-
age, query and communication troubles. In certain instances, the private constraints
effectively withhold entire information set, permits only the preprocessed informa-
tion is communicated by means of cautiously devised interfaces. On account of their
probable incongruent origins, the big data sets are generally found to be imperfect,
with a large segment being misplaced. In fact, the mammoth quantum of data invari-
ably possess tainted measurements, communication faults, in addition to being prone
to the severe cyber assaults, especially when the overheads relating to purchase and
transport per entry are reduced to the least [2]. The big data, in essence, represents the
extensively employed term indicating huge collection of datasets which are so highly
complicated that it is very hard to process them by employing the time-honored data
processing applications. The various types of challenges in this regard are such as the
assessment, pattern identification, visualization and the likes. Usually, the big data
assessment is effectively carried out in various spheres such as the cloud environment,
network simulation and forecast and so on [3]. The distinguishing procedure of a pat-
tern identification method basically decreases the dimensionality of input data into
the different classes. As a matter of fact, the dimensionality decrease is extensively
observed unreservedly in the whole modules of the identification mechanism such as
the preprocessing, feature extraction and classification [4]. Now a days, the analysis
of big data is slowly emerging as key for creative values of applications and modern
enterprises, these are arranged as the accumulate direct customer reaction data from
the business processes internally [5]. In fact, the big data invariably characterizes the
typical dominion of issues and methods employed for the application domains which
collect and preserve gigantic quantity of unrefined data for the domain-specific data
assessment. The current data-intensivemethods and the improved computational and
data storage resources have played a significant part in the advancement of the big
data science [6].

A lion’s share of the reduction dimensionality techniques has concentrated on the
features which operate with the maximum significance to the target class [7]. A lot of
investigations have been conducted on the dimensionality decline in the region of the
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synchrophasor data. Predominantly, the online dimensionality diminution aims at the
extraction of correlations among the synchrophasor measurements, like the voltage,
current, frequency and so on [8]. An extraction of features, in turn, represents a
vital technique dedicated for the purpose of extracting fruitful data hiding within
the electromyography (EMG) signal, ignoring redundant part and interventions [9].
The big data applications are extensively and fruitfully employed in various scientific
controllers like parallel complicated and inter-controlled scientific investigation [10].

2 Problem Definition

Dimensionality decrease is invariably targeted at the adaptation of high-dimensional
data into an aligned low-dimensional illustration. It effectively executes the function
of significantly scaling down the computational intricacy and improves the statistical
ill-conditioning byway of eliminating the superfluous traits which is likely toweaken
the classification efficiency. In certain applications like detection of optic device,
recognition, bioinformatics, anddatamining andhigh informationdimensionality put
several roadblocks in the path of the vigorous and precise identification. Moreover,
the organization and scrutiny of medical big data are beset with a host of varied
problems in regard to their structure, storage and analysis. It is, indeed, a Herculean
task to accumulate and process the colossal quantity of data generated in the big
data. In comparison to the parallel problems encountered by the big data, inadequate
consideration it paid to the sampling issue. In view of constraints such the space
and time, it has become an extremely hard task to process the whole big data set
simultaneously. The feature selection issue involves the decrease of the number of
variables in the input set simultaneously generating the identical output. It is also
likely that the values detachable from the input set do not hold fruitful data.

3 Proposed Methodology

The current document makes an earnest effort to conduct a distinctive appraisal of a
host of diverse feature selection methods and classification approaches extensively
employed for the purpose of mining. The detection of features plays major part on
the course of extraction in fruitful information from a dataset. In fact, the distinct
features are likely to be interrelated and hence have to be scrutinized in groups
instead of examining them individually, which make feature selection procedure
further difficult. In the document, the corresponding goal of the selecting feature
for big data analytics is envisaged. It is illustrated by means of test conducted that
the oppositional grasshopper algorithm is well endowed with the requisite skills to
effectively extract the relevant features essential.
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4 Hadoop MapReduce Frame Work

The Hadoop MapReduce, in quintessence, represents a software framework which
invariably allows the distributed processing of gigantic quantity of data such as the
dataset for multi-terabyte in high number of service nodes hardware in a reliable,
fault-tolerant basis. In fact, the MapReduce job normally splits into the input dataset
into several autonomous structures that are carried out via the map functions in an
entirely parallel method. The outputs of the map functions are duly arranged by the
framework, for furnishing them as the reduced tasks from the input. Normally, inputs
and the outputs of the task are duly savedbasedon thefile system.Thenovel technique
is competent to successfully address the computation issue bymeans functions of two
distinct like map and reduce. Basically, the map reduction technique duly empowers
users to write map and diminish the elements with the help of the functional-style
code. At last, the relative elements are scheduled bymeans of theMapReduce system
to the scattered assets for implementation in the course of managing a large number
of thorny issues like the network communication, parallelization and fault tolerance.
First and foremost, the input dataset is duly furnished as the input to the mapped. It
is effectively used for the parallel processing of data with elevated speed regardless
of the dimension of the data. With the result, it offers a helping hand to significantly
scale down the run-time. By means of effective application of the mapper, the big
data is duly grouped in a number of clusters. The functional stream of theMapReduce
technique contains an input dataset, which, in turn, is categorized into a large number
of data components, each of which is effectively administered by the map task in the
map segment. Finally, it is joined to the reduce task in the reduce segment to create the
eventual consequence. In the MapReduce function, the big computations are easily
parallelized and re-accomplishment of futile tasks is deemed as the key technique for
the error acceptance. All of these are all represented as the principal compensation
of the MapReduce. Mapper is effectively employed with each and every input key-
value couple to generate an arbitrary quantity of intermediate key-value couples. The
characteristic declaration is well illustrated in Expression (1) shown below.

map(in Key, in Value) → list(intermediate key, intermediate Value) (1)

Reducer, it is utilized with each and every value connected by the identical
intermediate key with the intention of generating the output key-value couples. The
following Expression (2) effectively exhibits the distinctive declaration.

reduce(intermediate Key, list(intermediate Value)) → list(out Key, out Value)
(2)
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4.1 Feature Selection

The feature selection (FS) has, of late, emerged as daunting function devoted to
the task of diminishing the number of features by way of the eradication of the
immaterial, superfluous and noisy data, simultaneously upholding a desirable level
of classification precision. In fact, it may be deemed as an optimization issue. In the
back of the inherent intricacy of the corresponding problemand amidst a floodof local
solutions, the stochastic optimization techniques emerge as the ideal candidates with
the necessary acumen to overwhelm the relative issue. As a decisive endeavor, the
modified oppositional grasshopper optimization algorithm (MOGOA) inelegantly
launched in the document which is effectively worked topic the feature subset for
the purpose of types in architecture.

4.2 Modified Oppositional Grasshopper Optimization
Algorithm

Here, an inefficient feature selection procedure assisted by the modified oppositional
grasshopper optimization technique (MOGHO) is proficiently carried out. For the
purpose, an adaptive neural network approach is introduced for precise feature selec-
tion process as a fitness function for enhanced precision. Incidentally, the grasshopper
represents one of the insects in our biodiversity. Extensively present in the environ-
ment, the grasshoppers unite with one among themajor swarm of the entire creatures.
As the dimension of the swarm is continental in scale, it has become a nightmare
for the agriculturists. The nature-motivated techniques rationally classify the search
process into two distinct behaviors such as the exploration and the exploitation. In
the exploration phase, the analyzing agents are motivated to travel by making hasty
moves to longer distances, whereas their travel is limited locally with slow and small
steps in the exploitation phase. The target seeking by means of these two functions
are carried out by the grasshoppers. It is possible to devise an innovative nature-
motivated technique by way of calculation mathematically with the help of the novel
activity model.

Step 1: The arithmetical model is effectively worked to replicate the swarming
conduct the grasshoppers as illustrated in the following Eq. (1).

Li = Ci + Mi + Wi (1)

whereLi characterizes the location of the ith grasshopper,Ci indicates the common
interface, Mi signifies the magnitude energy and Wi symbolizes the wind speed
convection.
Step 2:With a view, the conventionalmodernize grasshopper technique; the oppo-
sitional method is elegantly brought into limelight. Based on the learning oppo-
sition (OBL) propounded through Tizhoosh, the recent agent and their opposite
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agents are envisaged concurrently so as to realize superior similarity for the recent
agent solution. This is taken for granted opposite agent result holds the superior
prospect of being near the global optimal result rather than the random agent
result. The opposite variance blocks positions (OPbt ) are totally calculated busing
components of Pm as illustrated in Eq. (2) below.

OPbt = [
opb1t , opb

2
t , . . . opb

d
t

]
(2)

Let OPbt = Lowbt + Upbt − Pbt with OPbt ∈ [
Lowbt ,Upbt

]
represents the

locationof t th lowvariance blocksOPt in thedth dimensionof oppositional blocks.
Step 3: It is possible for modernize Eq. (1) so as to provide the arbitrary conduct
as to Posi = q1Soci + q2 Foci + q3W ini, where q1, q2, and q3 duly represent the
arbitrary numbers in [0, 1].

Soci =
N∑

j=1
j �=i

soc
(
dli j

) ∧
dli j (3)

where dlij indicates the distance among the ith and the jth grasshopper.
Step 4: The s-social forces. It is evaluated by means of the following equation.

Soc(r) = Aeo.e
−r
∫ − e−r (4)

where W denotes the attraction intensity, ∫ represents the scale attractive length.
The s duly exhibits the attract way it influences the social interaction such as the
ion and oppositional grasshoppers.
Step 5: The function in this interval and F equipment in equation is effectively
evaluated as per equation shown.

Foci = goe.
∧
eg (5)

where goe. symbolizes the gravitational constant and
∧
eg establishes union vector

through the center of earth.
Step6: The functionW inEq. (1) is effectively estimated bymeans of the following
equation.

W ini = uoe.
∧
ev (6)

A constant drift is denoted as c and a unity vector is denoted as
∧
ev toward the

earth.
Step 7: A nymph grasshopper does not have any wings; hence, their functions are
vastly associated through the direction of wind. By way of function S, F and W
in Eq. (1), the equation may be improved as per the following Eq. (7).
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Posi =
N∑

j=1
j �=i

soc
(∣∣pos j − posi

∣
∣)pos j−posi

doci j
− goe.

∧
eg +coe.

∧
ev (7)

where s and Soc(q) = Aoe.e
−r
∫ − e−r , N characterizes the various location

should not fall below a certain threshold. Nevertheless, function (8) can be profitably
deployed for the replication of interaction among the grasshoppers.

Poci =

⎛

⎜⎜
⎝

N∑

j=1
j �=i

uoe.bd − lbd
2

soc
(∣∣pocdj − pocdi

∣∣)poc j − poci
doci j

⎞

⎟⎟
⎠ + ∧

Td (8)

where uoe.bd is indicates Dth upper bound, lbd indicates the Dth lower

bound.Soc(q) = Aoe.e
−r
∫ − e−r ,

∧
Td implies the value of the Dth dimension in the

target and uoe. Corresponds to a reducing coefficient to shrink the zones like com-
fort, repulsion and attraction. It is also presumed that the A component representing

the wind direction is constantly in the direction of the target
∧
Td . The subsequent

position of the grasshopper is estimated taking into consideration its current position
as illustrated in Eq (8). Further, the status of the entire grasshoppers is envisioned so
as to arrive at the search agent’s location over the target.

C = c high − c low − c high

L
(9)

where c high indicates the highest value, c low implies the lowest value 1 illustrates
the recent testing and L represents the highest number of iterations. The position of
the best goal estimated till now is modernized in every testing’s. Further, the factor c
is evaluated and applied in Eq. (9). The updating of location is effectively carried out
by the testing till an end criterion is met with. Function place and fitness of the best
target is, at last, back to the best. Above-mentioned replications and debates reiterate
the supreme efficiency of the MOGOA technique in arriving at the global optimum
in an analyzing area.

The artificial neural systems, in essence, characterize a maximized computational
method entrusted with the function of the replication of the neural configuration and
functioning of the human cerebrum. It consists of an interconnected framework of
deceivingly delivered neurons which functions as the media for the data exchange.
The datasets, in turn, are taken to determine themovement of the input constraints. As
a rule, theANN is founded on diverse optimizations of theweights. In the correspond-
ing numerical expression, MOGHO approach is duly followed with the intention of
realizing the superior precision and classification outcomes.
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5 Result and Discussion

A roughly estimated dimension is elegantly employed to evaluate the effectiveness
of the suggested technique. It is invariably home to a set of technique which follows
universal basic estimation methods with the dimensions for evaluation such as the
precision, recall and f-measures.

For the schema aligning procedure, the precision can be defined as the fraction
of derived matches of schema attributes relevant to the schema of table instances as
illustrated in the following relation

Precision, P = |(relevant match) ∩ (derived match)|
|(relevant match)|

For the schema aligning procedure, the recall may be characterized as the fraction
of relevant matches derived to the schema of table instances, as shown below.

Recall, R = |(relevant match) ∩ (derived match)|
|(derived match)|

The accuracy of the novel technique is represented by the fraction of the sum of
TP and TN to the sum of TN + TP + FN + FP as shown below.

Accuracy = TN + TP

(TN + TP + FN + FP)

See Figs. 1, 2 and Tables 1, 2.

Fig. 1 Graphical
representation of our
proposed research evaluation
measures
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Fig. 2 Graphical
representation of proposed
and existing accuracy
measures

Table 1 Evaluation measures
for our proposed research

Iteration Precision Recall Accuracy

10 0.95 0.75 0.95

20 0.91 0.70 0.92

30 0.89 0.82 0.91

40 0.85 0.79 0.94

50 0.90 0.84 0.93

Table 2 Comparison of our
presented and existed
accuracy measures

Iteration Presented MOGHO Existed GHO

10 0.95 0.75

20 0.92 0.85

30 0.91 0.86

40 0.94 0.9

50 0.93 0.84

6 Conclusion

The extensive employment of the big data frameworks to accumulate, process and
evaluate data has drastically revolutionized the scenario of the knowledge discovery
from data, particularly, the procedures intended for the data preprocessing. In this
regard, the feature selection effectively executes its function of lessening certain
mapping and classification issues by means of scaling down the number of features
to be examined. The new-fangled technique pays scant attention to constraints such
as the significance or redundancy of the features, but assigns the relevant task to the
artificial neural network, thanks to the exceptional skills exhibited by the latter in the
matter of identifying hidden patterns even in the backdrop of noisy scenarios. It is also
establishedwithout an iota of doubt the genetic algorithmcanbe effectively employed
for the purpose of assisting the search for the relevant features capable of yielding the
preferred outcomes. It is hoped that the upcoming researchers, practitioners and data
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scientists would work hand in hand with the ultimate aim of ensuring the long-term
triumph of the big data preprocessing and make a joint move toward the unexplored
horizons to quench their thirst.
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An Efficient Study of Fraud Detection
System Using Ml Techniques

S. Josephine Isabella, Sujatha Srinivasan, and G. Suseendran

Abstract The growing world has the transactions of finance mostly done by the
transfer of amount through the cashless payments over the Internet. This growth of
transactions led to the large amount of data which resulted in the creation of big data.
The day-by-day transactions increase continuously which explored as big data with
high speed, beyond the limit of transactions and variety. The fraudsters can also use
anything to affect the systematic working of current fraud detection system (FDS).
So, there is a challenge to improve the present FDSwithmaximum possible accuracy
to fulfill the need of FDS. When the payment is made by using the credit cards, there
is chance of misusing the credit cards by the fraudsters. Now, it is essential to find
the system that detects the fraudulent transactions as a real-world challenge for FDS
and report them to the corresponding people/organization to reduce the fraudulent
rate to a minimal one. This paper gives an efficient study of FDS for credit cards by
using the machine learning (ML) techniques such as support vector machine, naïve
Bayes, K-nearest neighbor, random forest, decision tree, OneR, AdaBoost. These
machine learning techniques evaluate a dataset and produce the performance metrics
to find the accuracy of each one. This study finally reported that the random forest
classifier outperforms among all the other techniques.
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1 Introduction

The new arrival of innovative technologies gives an opening to the Internet and
cashless transactionswhich have emerged as easier. However, for online transactions,
we no longer want to be in a view found in a sure location where the transaction
happens, making it prone to fraudulent one. There are many ways in which the
people can profess to be the other user and create a transaction as fraudulent. If
a transaction is fraudulent or no longer available, it could be decided by studying
previous transactions and evaluating them with the modern one. If the distinct in
nature of previous transaction and the modern transaction is big, there is a possibility
that the modern-day transaction is a fraudulent transaction [1]. This paper discusses
an effective study about the machine learning techniques that detect the fraudulent
transactions with the help of evaluation metrics in an effective way. Section 1 gives
the introduction. A common study to understand the fraud detection system (FDS)
is discussed in Sect. 2. Section 3 reviews the related literatures in FDS. Sect. 4 gives
the experimental studies. The evaluations of various machine learning techniques
are detected in Sect. 5. Section 6 gives the results and discussion part. Finally, the
conclusion is given in Sect. 7.

2 An Understanding of FDS

Without using cash, the products can be sold and transferred through various pay-
ments by simply using a card that is given by the financial sectors and the bank
called credit cards. The fraudsters use these cards illegally, or not having the per-
mission of cardholders is referred to as credit card fraud [2]. The method used to
find and identify the fraudulent transactions when the transactions have entered into
the system and make intimation to a system administrator is called FDS. Previously,
these transactions were obtained by using fraud detection sampling techniques, but it
was time consuming. Nowadays, machine learning plays a major role in automated
system [3]. The continuous increase of usage of credit card transactions and evolv-
ing the concept of CNP (card-not-present) in payment transactions that generate the
misbehavior of the illegitimate people who counterfeit as others. There is a need to
create an automated FDS for credit issuers [4]. So, there is a chance to apply the
machine learning techniques to find the solution to the fraud detection system in a
functional way [3].

3 Review of Literature

The study given by authors like Shen et al., investigated that the efficiency of classifi-
cation models is tested against fraud detection and also produced a framework to the
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fraud detection in credit card to reduce the risk [5] at banks. Whitrow et al., revealed
a study of fraud detection at transaction and account level of two banks, A and B,
by using the transaction aggregation [6]. In this proposed study, the self-organizing
map neural network (SOMNN) technique and transactional rules are used to create
a decision model called credit card fraud watch (CCFW) along the existing banking
software and are applied to the real banking dataset and used to solve the problem
of fraudulent transaction by the optimal classification of each transaction [7].

The authors, E. Duman and Y. Sahin, designed a model for fraud finding and
discussed that SVMmodels producedbetter results in the trainingdatasetmode,while
the decision tree-based models performed well in the testing mode. This model can
be utilized by the financial institutions to predict the fraudulent transaction. [8]. This
study implemented a linear Fisher discriminant analysis on fraud detection in credit
cards for calculating a weighted average to find out the transactions as profitable and
prevented loss of millions of dollars of real-time banking transactions [9].

Awoyemi et al. [10] concluded that there is a need to develop a better sampling
approach to handle the highly imbalanced credit card dataset using meta-classifiers.
This study made a comparison of random forest and logistic regression with sample
dataset (preprocessedwithPCAandwithout PCAvalues). This comparison evaluated
through the R language resulted that Random forest without PCA and a K value of
3 having the accuracy as 99.77% by using the confusion matrix [11]. This study
is designed to build four classification models, namely logistic regression, SVM,
decision tree and random forest with the training data of 70 and 30% testing data
of European card holders from ULB Machine Learning Group. Random forest is
found as the best classifier among all [12]. John et al. made an effective study of
feature selection on two imbalanced datasets as ranking by the use of correlation
coefficient and evaluated using MATLAB IDE with the four classifier techniques,
namely naive Bayes, support vector machine, decision tree and NNBRF and applied
to the datasets of Taiwan and European banks. The results showed that the decision
trees were performed to produce the better result of classification [13].

Rajora et al. made a study of machine learning classification techniques as well
as ensemble learning methods and evaluated an unbalanced dataset by using under
sampling method with PCA values as balanced. The outcomes showed that the gra-
dient boosting regression tree had the better accuracy among all the classifiers based
on dataset ‘without time’ feature [14]. Authors like patil et al. evaluated the random
forest, logistic regression and decision tree classifiers and applied on the credit card
fraud-German dataset and results showed that random forest tree made accuracy
as high but had the limitation of over fitting of decision tree [15]. K. R. Seeja and
Masoumeh Zareapoor revealed a model named FraudMiner for fraud detection and
analyzed the results of classification models. The FraudMiner model was applied to
one lakh transactions. This proposed model produced the performance evaluation as
fraud detection rate was high. The evaluation was done by applying the BCR and
MCC to the FraudMiner model [16].

In this study, the authors reviewed various methods to find the solution to the
fraud detection systems. They discussed hidden Markov model (HMM), CNN and
ANN methods and proposed a model with autoencoder neural network model [1].
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4 Experimental Studies

4.1 Dataset and Preprocessing of Data

The German credit fraud dataset is the famous dataset taken from kaggle.com with
1000 instances and 20 attributes. Preprocessing is essential before we evaluate the
values in the dataset. The proposed model gives the accuracy improvement based
on the features that have been selected as salient features. In this study, we use the
German credit card dataset as sample dataset. The model has been trained with 70%
of instances and tested with 30% of instances having 20 attributes [17].

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

There are some metrics of evaluation available to find the achievement measures of
the classification models.

The various metrics for evaluation are given as follows [10, 20]:

Accuracy = (TN+ TP)/(TP+ FP+ FN+ TN) (1)

Precision = TP/TP+ FP (2)

Recall = TP/TP+ FN (3)

Based on the evaluation of these metrics, the confusion matrix is formed.

5 Evaluation of Ml Techniques

5.1 Naïve Bayes

Based on some assumption, the outcome is affected by the independent factor that
is called as ‘Naive.’ It predicts a class of future incoming data values with known
target values as training data. It finds the probability by using the formula [16, 18].
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5.2 KNN

This algorithm predicts data value based on a relative position to other data values.
It is a clustering algorithm used to find the unknown feature of a testing data by
using the Euclidean distance [18]. This is an instance-based algorithm which keeps
all the instances and classifies the similar instances having the nearest values. The
existing instances find the new nearest instances by using distance evaluation such
as Euclidean distance [16].

5.3 Random Forest

The Random Forest classifier generates the connected decision tree classifiers ran-
domly. If the input is having the training data, then it will make the rules which are
helpful to predict the results through the decision tree forests [18]. This technique
generates a decision tree having the concept as each tree is a weak learner and the tree
having maximum votes are the strong learners, and it categorizes the new instances
to the class that has the maximum votes [16].

5.4 SVM

For classification problems, SVM is used to categorize the values or data points by
the best fittingmethod. Support vectormachine plots the line that denotes the training
values on a plane to detect the categorization of data. The classification problems
and regression model problems use this technique in an efficient way to find the
solution [18].

5.5 Decision Tree (J48)

J48 is a decision tree model and an implemented form of C4.5 technique in Java.
This is an ID3 decision tree algorithms extended version. Working on the different
values of an existing input, the average value of new class can be calculated. The
different features are represented in the tree as internal nodes. The end value of the
dependent data is found by the end node. The root node gives the decision.
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5.6 OneR

The frequency table has target value for each predictor for creating a predictor’s rule
called one rule that selects the rule that has the minimum total error.

5.7 AdaBoost

This algorithm is a classification ensemblemethod. This algorithm is used to improve
the performance of any algorithm.When any algorithmcombineswith this technique,
then it converts the weak learners to the strong one [19].

6 Results and Discussions

The evaluation of machine learning techniques produces the results of various mea-
sures such as the rate of true positive, precision and are related to find the fraudulent
transactions in an efficient way. These measures are observed and placed in Table 1.

Obviously, all the ML techniques produced true positive greater than 80%. The
random forest algorithm has the highest rate of true positive as 92%. The remaining
techniques have less than that of 92%. The SVM and OneR techniques having the
same true positive rate 87% are slightly higher than naïve Bayes. KNN has the
lowest rate (81%) of true positive. The Recall value of random forest attained at
the maximum of 0.917 and KNN has the lowest value 0.810 of Recall. SVM has
the recall value as 87.1% and is slightly higher than that of OneR and naïve Bayes
methods. The transactions which are correctly classified as genuine or fraudulent are
usually termed as precision. From the evaluated results, naïve Bayes classifier has
the most prominent precision value as 80% and OneR method has the lowest value
of 71.2%. The next highest precision value obtained by KNN is 79.4%. But the KNN
algorithm has the lowest rate (19%) of false positive. This shows that this algorithm

Table 1 Results of classification measures using various ML techniques

Ml technique TPR (%) FPR (%) F-measure MCC Recall Precision Acc

Naïve Bayes 86 50 83.10 0.385 0.864 0.800 75.4

KNN 81 19 80.19 0.324 0.810 0.794 72.0

Random forest 92 59 84.47 0.386 0.917 0.783 76.4

SVM 87 53 83.05 0.371 0.871 0.793 75.1

J48 84 61 95.00 0.250 0.840 0.763 70.5

OneR 87 82 78.17 0.061 0.867 0.712 66.1

AdaBoost 88 73 80.10 0.180 0.877 0.737 69.5
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handles the dataset in a better way than other classifiers. The remaining techniques
having FPR greater than 19% observed from the evaluation.

The correctly classified instances of incoming data categorized after evaluating
the various machine learning techniques are shown. The accuracy results are rep-
resented in Fig. 1. From the graph, random forest algorithm has the most accurate
value as 76.4%. The least accuracy is produced by OneR method. The naïve Bayes
classification and SVM have more or less the same accuracy with the difference of
0.3%. J48 decision tree algorithm classifies the data with the accuracy rate of 70.5%.
The AdaBoost algorithm detects 69.5% of accuracy, but is greater than that of OneR
method which has the accuracy of 66.1%.

Random forest technique has the highest (84.5%) F-measure value. SVM and
naïve Bayes have the same value, 83%. Similarly, KNN and AdaBoost have the
same value (80.1%) for the F-measure. This observation is visualized in Fig. 2.

Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) [7, 17] has been calculated for various
machine learning models. The Matthews correlation coefficient must be in the range

Fig. 1 Accuracy of FDS
using ML techniques

Fig. 2 Comparative analysis
of F-measure
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of +1 to −1. All our evaluated techniques resulted in this range of values and are
efficient to fit in the model.

7 Conclusion

Usually, the available fraud detection methods find the fraudulent transaction after
they have happened. There will be a chance to occur fraudulent transaction out of
numerous transactions. Even though the occurrence of fraud is atminimal rate against
large number of transactions, it is a commitment to invent a technique for detecting
the fraudulent cases before the transaction has been completed. This study made
an effort to evaluate the sample dataset with different machine learning techniques
and resulted that among all the techniques random forest technique produces better
performance in most of the cases. The above study showed that the machine learning
techniques are capable of handling the fraudulent cases in an efficient manner. But
there is a limitation occurred that how their performance will be found when the total
number of transactions will be increased to some extreme level, i.e., how they are
scalable. This experimental study gives a pathway to find an efficient highly scalable
machine learning technique. There is a need to create a framework that handles the
big data in a smooth way to find the fraudulent transactions at a minimal rate in the
field of fraud detection system as future work.
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Effective Role of Cloud-Based IoT
Technology in Smart and Precision
Horticulture Works: A Novel

M. Kannan, C. Priya, L. William Mary, S. Madhan, and V. Sri Priya

Abstract In the world, agriculture has called a variety of names such as cultivation,
horticulture, and farm. Agriculture is an important, traditional, and vital thing in
India. When comparing to other countries, Indian country gives more prominent
in the horticulture field to grow up the plants and as well as food sources. This
paper concedes some basic information about the smart horticulture system by the
utilization of cloud-based IoT (CBI) technology. IoT is the best and a new era in the
cloud area which is used in many real-time applications such as horticulture work.
In the horticulture, IoT is used for testing and protecting the agriculture process like
soil moisture, weather condition, humidity, rainfall, photosynthesis, and fertilization.
Internet of Things (IoT) is a very broad concept; it gathers many real-world objects
and communicating with each other through the Internet (also Wi-Fi) connection. It
contains lots of real-world things, for example, mobile phones, computers, vehicles,
plants, and electronic devices. Itwill confermanyadvantages to the farmer to organize
the farm. IoT applications are used in real-life applications, like hospitals, industries,
networking areas, and so on. In the previous life, the agronomist necessary to ensure
the weather condition, fertilizer, rainfall condition and observe the soil moisture
before the agronomist organizing the farm. But now the cloud-based IoT will take
the charge to help such kind of works to systemize the green farm using some
agricultural-based sensors. For this reason, we can tell IoT is one of the useful and
the best applications for the farmers. In this, cloud-based internet of things will work
under the remote controller and sensors, used to develop the horticulture process.

Keywords Cloud-based IoT (Internet of Things) · Sensors ·Wi-Fi · Remote
controller · And horticulture
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1 Introduction

We can say that cultivation is one of the arts of India. An Internet of Things (IoT)
is the era of technology in the computer world. In India, the nature of farmers uses
general and traditional methods to maintain and organize the farm. We may think,
cultivation is the natural process, then how it is possible in the computer application!
For this, many of the researchers have deeply analyzed in this smart agricultural
system based on IoT application under a cloud-based environment. This paper will
represent the agriculture process using cloud-based IoT. Through this paper, we can
enrich our knowledge in the part of the smart agricultural system. Internet of Things
is a helpful technology for the farmers which have been used in many other places.
This technology is used to improve our products and to increase the cost of the
product through the quality of the sources. Cultivation is the main factor in India,
in which cloud computing is one of the growing up technologies. The cloud based
IoT technology is used to store our valuable information with the highest security
[1, 2] and also used in many industrial markets, whereas IoT is also the technology
like cloud computing technology which is used to share the required resources from
their stored sources and the information as per the user convenience. Internet of
Things application will help many ways to grow the plant and the farm and it helps
to protect the farm from their fault condition (from heavy rains or heavy radiation).
In India, commonly these agriculture works are done in the place of rural areas. For
agricultural work, when we are comparing with rural and an urban area, rural area is
the best place to harvest the farm or doing horticulture by the influence of good and
pure nature [3]. IoT is working under the Internet and also theWi-Fi connection, so it
can easily check the weather condition through the sensor before start the harvesting
process.We are human things,we do not know to understand the environment, nature,
and weather conditions, because the weather has been changed day by day, which
is the constant thing. So that IoT technology will help such a situation to ensure the
daily condition for harvesting and/or fertilizing the farm.

India is dependent on agriculture. According to the Indian Brand Equity Founda-
tion, 58% of the people have lived on the village side and they are dependent only
on agriculture [3]. Internet of Things consists of much Android application, so it can
easily have analyzed while the risk situation. IoT is an automation process, which
means if suppose going to do the agriculture, then first we must check the level of
the temperature, humidity range, and soil moistening, etc. But in this smart agri-
culture (horticulture) system, the cloud-based IoT application (automatic process)
uses various sensors [4] for analyzing and doing horticultural works. Which is acting
as a reporter, it will gather all the information regarding the user application (agri-
culture) and provide valuable requirements to the user. Many of them have known
about the agricultural process, which is a too large process for growth and harvest
the product. This is one of the heaviest tasks for farmers. But in this smart agriculture
(horticulture) will help the farmers to reduce their workload in half.
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2 Related Works

Cultivation, farming, and husbandry are themost sweeping traditional occupations in
the Indian economy. In real and robotic life, technology has been improving day by
day. Likewise, agriculture will also change to that smart life system. This system is
generally known as smart agricultural. IoT-based smart agriculture sends and receives
the data and signal through the Internet. These systems are based on sensor work.
For this smart agricultural system, IoT introduces many agro-sensors like [5]. In
this, IoT-based agriculture has many advantages, for example, it reduces the costs,
and all the works (agro-processes) are automated such as from plowing to harvest.
Using IoT technology (sensors, GPS), the farmer can increase the cost with low time.
This smart agriculture process provides many benefits for the farmer like driverless
tractors. This autonomous tractor is used for doing plowing the farm and sow the
seeding to the farm. The traditional agriculture processes are

• Plowing
• Seeding
• Watering
• Introspection
• Fertilizer
• Weeding
• Crop maintenance
• Harvesting.

Smart agriculture system has the capability to do the above process using the
knowledge of IoT technology. In India commonly, these agricultureworks are done in
the place of rural areas. IoT is an automation process, whichmeans all the agriculture-
based works are automatically started up using this technology.

3 Literature Review

Basically, agriculture is a tedious process and also important source. So, many of
the researchers have researched this agriculture topic again and again. Recently,
Muthunoori Naresh and Munaswamy [4] have proposed a new and improve the
efficiency of the smart agriculture system using IoT environment.

Patil and Kale [6] have proposed a new methodology and implement decision
support system (DSS) for farm alert and maintain the crop. Uva Dharshini et al. [7]
use IoT services to propose a decision tree algorithm for this smart agriculture.

Veena et al. [8] discussed intrusion detection parameters. Sushanth and Sujatha
[3] have discussed the overall agriculture processes like weather checking, humidity
sensors, and generated the irrigation level for agriculture. For this, the fast alert SMS
has sent to the farmer using theGSM.Aher et al. [9] use the IoT system and clustering
concepts to implement the new process of data collection from different sources.
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Suma et al. [10] use the PROTEUS 8 simulator tool, which is microcontroller
tool used to find the electronic components of the agro-process, to test the programs
of the process and to design for the scenario. Patil et al. [11] presented the various
sensor types (like temperature sensor, humidity sensor, pressure sensor, etc.) and
Agro-logger system to change the sensor threshold value.

Balamurugan et al. [12] discussed and investigated the IoT roles in agriculture.
Srilakshmi et al. [13] compare the smart agriculture system IoT application with the
Internet of things.

4 Internet of Things (IoT)

In the real world, computer system contains everyone has an object or real-time
objects such as television, mobile phones, vehicles, pen, pencil, books, computer
accessories, home, and even human beings. Such real-time objects or sources are
available only in that particular place (book-bookshop, plant-garden). These objects
are collected and put in together as a separate place called cloud-based storage [14]
and cloud memory. This phenomenon is called the Internet of Things (IoT). This
is based on cloud computing technology. Like cloud computing, IoT also provides
lots of things (physical devices) and information to the client through the Internet.
The term Internet of Things (IoT) means all objects are linked or connected and
communicated with each other through the Internet (Fig. 1).

Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the new trends in the computer network. This
paper provides an overview of the smart agriculture system using IoT is the central
technology and focuses on how the IoT will help the agricultural work. Nowadays,
IoT is used in all the industry places like a consumer market, and business analytics,
medical industries like so. In this paper considering agriculture work as a major part
of the system, the application IoT automatically collects all the data and information

Fig. 1 Cloud-based IoT
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regarding the agriculture work such as temperature accuracy, accurate level of the
soil moisture and water consistency, from the environment due to the automation
process. These are environmental parameters which used to do the harvesting. IoT
has advantage scalability, so the farmer can control the devices at any time, with the
different mobile applications [9].

4.1 Why the Internet of Things (IoT)?

The term Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of communicating with all the physical
related computingdevices, objects, animals, andpeoples that are providing the unique
identifiers to all the resources for sharing the data over the network with the help of
UIDs [15, 16]. In the computer world, IoT is much more important to access real-
time objects. This is used in many environment places such as scientific monitoring,
infrastructure management, industrial applications, energy management, health care
systems, smart home automation, smart agriculture, transport systems, large scale
deployments, and more computer-based platforms (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Smart agriculture
using the mobile application
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4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of IoT

Some of the Internet of Things advantages [17] and disadvantages [18] are given
below:

• Enhance data collection
• Low time
• Sustainability
• Quality tracking and checking
• Increasing the cost factor
• Provide a better suggestion
• Scalability
• Provide many information and decision
• Improve the customer experience.

These are some main advantages which are provided by the Internet of Things.
And the drawbacks are

1. More Complex to understand the process
2. Privacy is not there
3. Low security and safety.

5 Smart Agriculture

In recent years, smart farming (agriculture) application consists of many mobile
applications. This is one of the helpful applications for the farmers and/or agricultural
peoples.

This application requires an Internet connection for providing useful farm regard-
ing the information to the farmer. This is shown in the below figure. Smart farming
[19] and [20] is the automation process and also flexible. So the farmer can set or
update the weathering level of the plant. Once the farmer updates the fertilizing (such
as water, temperature, humidity) information, then the application will automatically
work out by the farmer basis and to provide the level of the temperature, humidity
range, soil information, etc. to the farmer (Fig. 3).

The cloud-based IoTwill automatically search all the information like controlling,
monitoring, planning, testing, and so on. This is one of the advantages for the farmer,
which is shown in the below (Fig. 4).

Figure 4 shows smart farming, in which the system will control all the necessary
and agricultural items under the network or through an Internet connection. We can
also calculate the entire harvesting products using some cloud-based IoT application
(Fig. 5) like smart farming application which is shown in the below screenshots. This
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Fig. 3 Smart agriculture using IoT services

Fig. 4 Smart farming

application [6] includes,

• Soil identification
• Monitoring the applied things
• Provide decisions and advice
• Stage-wise advice, it means it provides clear information
• Weather report
• Water irrigation
• Humidity
• Fertilization [21], etc.
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Fig. 5 Calculating
agriculture product using
fertilizer calculator

6 Organic Farming—Pros and Cons

Some of the crucial benefits of organic farming are [22] and [23] high nutritional val-
ues, better taste, improved human health, environmental sustainability, food security,
poison-free, and contains lower input cost. Among these, some of them are given
below:

• HighNutritionValues: Organic foods contain high-level nutrition and immunity,
using natural sources and modified ingredients (e.g., natural manure).

• Better Taste: Organic foods naturally having a nice taste because it does not
contain any chemical products and/or manure.

• Improved Human Health: Organic foods are used to improve and rescue the
health from the various body risks and to minimize the cancer level, sugar level,
immunodeficiency, etc.

• Food Security: It protects the organic foods for a long time, even if the climate
is changed.

• Poison-free: Organic foods use only natural manure product, it does not use
any other dangerous chemical manures. So the organic foods are very safe and
poison-free.

Few drawbacks are,
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Fig. 6 Traditional agro versus smart agro

• Diminished productivity in the long term: Organic products might be expired
soon. We could not know about to expire date of the product, unlike inorganic
food.

• Time Consuming: It requires lots of time, methods, and constant procedures are
needed to fertilize the product.

• High Cost: While comparing with inorganic products, organic products or foods
cost as much as of 20% to 40–45% (e.g., supermarket).

• Skills: It requires many agricultural skills to grow and maintain the farm.

7 Traditional Versus Smart Agriculture

The below-containing knowledge-based Fig. 6 show the difference between the old
agricultural model and new agricultural model. These phenomena are contained in
some major parts and/or impacts of the traditional versus smart works such as time,
cost, and technology.

8 Conclusion

This paper has described the horticulture or agricultural processes using cloud-based
IoT technology like, how the technology has been improved in our real life, along
with their advantages and its importance. We have already known about the cloud
computing (C2 Technology) and IoT technology, are all blooming technologies,
in which these factors are used in many organizations. Nowadays, the Internet of
Things (IoT) has been used for many real-time applications. Over the past few years,
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agriculture is one of the tedious processes, but in the present life, technology has
been improved. Agriculture and/or farming is mostly done by the rural sides, so we
can predict IoT is one of the legends for both agronomists and farmland.

9 Future Work

Nowadays, everyone has updated and usage of smart mobile or an Android mobile
has been increasing day by day. And hence in the IoT works, smart and updated
systems are needed for the better outcome which convenient for the client. In the
future, we will implement a new technique for the horticulture work (like quality
checking, hybrid storage system, sensor upgrade, observing system) using either
Arduino or Raspberry PI. For doing this, we can increase the productivity. On the
other words, we can elevate the quality and quantity of the horticulture merchandise.
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Intelligent Agent-Based Organization
for Studying the Big Five Personality
Traits

Sujatha Srinivasan and K. R. Ananthapadmanaban

Abstract Studying behavior of individuals and teams in an organization is termed
organizational behavior (OB) study and has a profound research literature under the
area of social sciences. OB can be studied through empirical studies or using agent-
based system (ABS). Using computing techniques has an advantage over empirical
studies, since humans need not be involved in ABS studies and time can be incor-
porated into the system to study the evolution of the organization over a period.
The recent literature on organization behavior shows research gap in using the Big
Five personality traits in ABSs to study and evaluate them. An attempt has been
made in this study to create a virtual organization incorporating the personality traits
and applying it to a real-world problem. The solution obtained is used as a concrete
method for evaluation. The observations are encouraging inmodeling an organization
using ABS and to gain insight into the individual and organizational evolution.

Keywords Agent-based system · Organizational behavior · Cultural algorithm ·
Data mining · Big Five personality traits

1 Introduction

An organization is a composition of people working toward a purpose or common
goal. Apart from organizational elements that decide the behavior, people have dif-
ferent personality traits which in turn affect various organizational outcomes. The
Big Five personality traits’ theory proposed by Costa and McCrae [1] has been the
benchmark theory in organizational behavior studies. The Big Five personality traits
are neuroticism, openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeable-
ness exhibited by people in organizations. These five traits play a major role and
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influence the behavior of individuals in different situations within teams and within
the organization. Theoretical and empirical studies have been carried out to study the
Big Five personality traits. In recent years, artificial intelligence is playing a major
role in studying organizations. Intelligent agent-based systems (ABSs) are used to
model organizations and study the behavior of people in these organizations. How-
ever, research gap exists between empirical and theoretical studies. The current study
proposes an agent-based model of an organization with intelligent agents with the
Big Five personality traits to study organizational behavior.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives related research
in using the Big Five personality traits to study organizations. Section 3 gives the
overview of the proposed agent-based system. Section 4 presents the experiments
and the results and discusses the observations obtained from the study. Section 5
concludes with future research directions.

2 Related Work—Big Five Personality Traits in OB Study

2.1 Organizational Behavior Study—Empirical

Pioneering works in studying the Big Five personality traits in organization behavior
started as early as the proposal by Costa and McCrae [1] followed by Kudret et al.
[2] and Barrick and Mount [3]. Work team personality composition has been studied
by Neuman et al. [4]. Team composition in organizations has been carried out in [5]
where homogenous teams showed optimal learning. However, Andrejczuk et al. [6]
argue that learning in a classroom environment needs heterogeneous teams while the
influence of the Big Five on the academic performance and self-efficacy has been
studied by Stajkovic et al. [7]. Correlation studies of the Big Five traits with career
success have been carried out by Judge et al. [8]. Conscientiousness was observed to
be positively related to both successes while neuroticism negatively to extrinsic suc-
cess. However, sales effectiveness of life insurance agents by Janowsk [9] shows that
openness to experience, conscientiousness and neuroticism were positively corre-
lated to the agent’s performance. Knowledge creation, sharing innovation, curiosity
and passion have been studied in [10–14], respectively. Research gap identified from
empirical studies is as follows: (1) Evolution of a person’s behavior over time lacks
the literature, and (2) empirical studies on data collected from people are prone to
bias.

2.2 Agent-Based System Review

The authors of [15] have developed an agent-based system for studying the Big Five
traits in group decision making, while collaborative problem solving in students has
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been studied using ABS by Stadler and Herborn [16]. The ABS proposed by Nguyen
[17] has been used to study human decision making. Zhou et al. [18] have proposed
artificial intelligence (AI) agents with personality traits to interview users to study
the personality of the user and trust in the AI agent, whereas Kampman et al. [19]
have proposed a virtual agent that can adapt itself to user’s personality based on
text and audio input. Research gap identified from review of ABS for organizational
behavior is as follows: (1) There is no concrete method to evaluate ABS, (2) the type
of knowledge used by agents and its representation lack the literature, and (3) Big
Five personality traits have not been used in the ABS model. In order to bridge the
research gap, an ABS is proposed in this study to model an organization taking into
consideration the Big Five personality traits.

3 The Proposed Agent-Based Organization—Methodology

An organization is modeled with intelligent agents who have the Big Five personality
traits that they use to make decisions. The agents take a data set as raw materials
and produce classification rules which are used to evaluate them. Cultural algorithm
(CA) which is derived from social learning and evolution was proposed by Reynolds
[20] and is used in the current study for modeling an organization. Cultural algorithm
has three components, namely the belief space (BS), the population space (PS) and a
communication protocol to exchange knowledge between these two spaces. The PS
can be created using any population-based algorithm.The proposedECA is explained
below.

3.1 Components of the Proposed ECA

The Belief Space

The BS consists of normative KS (NKS) which contains the range of values that
define the attributes of the data set, the domain KS (DKS) which stores the rule
metrics of the rule created, situational KS (SKS) which contains the best example
of the current generation, the topographical KS (TKS) which contains all the rules
created in the current generation, and the history KS (HKS) that contains all the best
rules from the starting of the evolution. Rule KS (RKS) retains all the rules created
by the system. The RKS, TKS, DKS, SKS and HKS are updated at the end of each
generation. NKS is not updated since the range of attributes does not change during
evolution. The updating of the BS takes place using the communication protocol
explained in forthcoming section.
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The Population Space

The population space consists of the rules created by agents in the system. The
agents in the system are defined using the Big Five personality traits. Agents with
the personality trait of neuroticism (sensitive and nervous people) use the RKS with-
out taking any risk, and people with the trait of openness to experience (inventive
and curious people) are more creative, eager to learn and ready to take risk, use
all the knowledge sources. Conscientiousness (people who are efficient, organized,
self-disciplined and thrive to achieve their goal) uses HKS which contains the best
rules from all previous generations. Extraverts (people who are outgoing, energetic
social and exploratory) use the topographical KS that contains the rules from current
generation. Agreeableness (people who are friendly, who would like to comply with
rules and regulations and who are adaptable) uses the situational KS which contains
the best examples from the current generation. The agents use their KS that evolves
in a genetic algorithm environment to create rules using the reproduction operators
of selection, crossover and mutation.

The Communication Protocol

The communication protocol consists of the two phases, namely the updating of the
belief space at the end of each generation and the influence phase where the agents
use the updated knowledge in the future generations. The updating of the BS takes
place by evaluating the individual rules by calculating the fitness function of the
rules using support and confidence as metrics. Rule metrics vectors in DKS undergo
Pareto optimization to choose better individuals. The agents use the updated BS, thus
influencing the decision of the agents in producing new rules. The proposed system is
an extension of the work found in [21, 22] where more details can be found. Figure 1
shows the flow diagram of the proposed ECA.

4 Experiments, Results and Discussion

Experiments have been conducted to apply the proposed agent-based organization
to create rules from the Bupa data set from the UCI machine learning repository
[23]. Experiments were carried out to study the performance of the different agents
in producing classification rules and to study the evolution process using the quality
(rule metrics) and quantity (number of rules) of the rules.

4.1 Results

The results of the experiment are presented as tables and figures. Table 1 gives the
performance of the agent-based organization applied to the problem of rule mining.
The average number of unique rules created by the agents, the average number of
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Fig. 1 Extended cultural algorithm for modeling organization

Table 1 Performance of the proposed system (average over 10 runs)—rule mining

Statistic RKS HKS Time (s) Accuracy (%)

Avg. 253.5 32.8 13.28 64.61

St. dev. 12.96 12.71 2.90 1.48

Min. 236 15 10 62.61

Max. 280 58 19 66.96

dominators denoted by the number of rules in HKS, the time taken and the accuracy
of classification of the unknown data instances for the 10 runs are summarized in
Table 1. Table 2 gives the average contributions of each type of agent with different
personality traits. Figure 2 shows the box plot of the different agent personalities
and their contributions over 10 runs. It can be observed from Table 2 and Fig. 1
that agent with the personality trait of conscientiousness performs better followed
by agreeableness and openness personalities, while the personalities of neuroticism

Table 2 Contributions of the
different agents with
personality traits

Agent personality KS used Contribution (%)

OPEN ALL 17.78

CONS HKS 45.65

NEUR RKS 10.67

AGRE SKS 20.32

EXTR TKS 5.59
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Fig. 2 Agent contributions—agent traits versus contributions (%)

and extraversion are the low performers in producing good rules. Figure 3 shows the
performance of the agents over generations. As can be observed, conscientiousness
personality agents and agreeableness agents showconsistent performance throughout
all the generations, whereas the other three personalities soar in later generations as
the organization evolves.

Fig. 3 Agent performance over generations
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4.2 Discussion

The results observed from the study throw light into the different types of personality
traits and their performance and contribution to the organization. It has been observed
that conscientious people are themost productive of the five personality traits. Similar
observations have been made in studies like [3], followed by the personality traits
of agreeableness and openness as also observed in studies by Neuman et al. [4]
and Oishi and Roth [24] which have been carried out to find the influence of the Big
Five traits on performance of individuals and teams in an organization, while positive
correlation between the five traits and performance of students have been observed in
studies by Stajkovic et al. [7]. The results observed in the current study also suggest
that people with neuroticism personality and extraverts have low correlation with
performance which is supported by the claims found in the above studies, whereas
in the study by Janowski [9] on performance of life insurance agents, neuroticism is
positively correlated with performance.

Openness to experience and agreeableness have been observed by Stadler and
Herborn [16] as traits that influence collaborative problem solving. It has been
observed in [10] that openness, agreeableness and extraversion play an important
role in knowledge creation. This study does not show conscientiousness as one of
the personalities in creating knowledge as opposed to the observations in the present
study. The personality trait of openness to experience was observed to have positive
correlation to employees’ knowledge sharing and creation in a team as observed by
Zhang et al. [12], while the exploration and exploitation behaviors of employees have
been observed to be positively related to innovation and creativity by Caniëls and
Veld [13]. Innovation creation in organizations will be the basis of our future studies.

5 Conclusion

The current study proposed an intelligent agent-based organization for studying the
Big Five personality traits to study the performance of the organization on real-world
problemof rulemining. It has been observed that conscientiousness people contribute
more to an organization followed by agreeable and open people, while extraverts and
neuroticistic people behave in a different manner. The proposed ABS also gives a
concrete method to evaluate individuals and the organization using the performance
of the classifier. By far, this is the only study that integrated social computing and
artificial intelligence to study the personality traits of individuals in an organization
and to evaluate them.As futurework, wewould like to extend our study to knowledge
creation, sharing, innovation and other organizational strategies.
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Credit Card Fraud Detection Using AES
Technic

C. Sudha and D. Akila

Abstract With the quick update of e-business, level of trades by credit cards is grow-
ing quickly. As e-shopping changes into the maximum basic trade mode, occasions
of trade weight are tied in with augmenting. We propose a new press introduction
structure that makes out four stages. To revive a consumer’s basic impact models,
we at first apply the cardholders’ chronicled trade details to design all the customers
with various get-togethers to such a degree, to point that trade practices of packed
structure in a comparative party are relative. We from this time forward suggest a
window sliding structure to mean the trades each social affair. Next, we void a party
of specific individual direct measures for each consumer subject to the totaled trades
and the consumers’ chronicled trades. By then, we train the method of classifiers for
every party on this basis of all rules of direct. Finally, we use the classifiers set to see
mutilation on the Web and if another trade is coercion, an information instrument is
taken in the prominent proof present with the incredible old shaped focus to regard
the issue of thought skim. The yielded consequences of our basics show up that
our structure is better than various individuals; here, we are using AES algorithm to
maintain the data securely.

Index Keywords Patterns · Sliding window ·Machine learning

1 Introduction

The development of PDAs and Web shopping changes into a mistaking structure
for especially created buys. Regardless, the Web conditions are open, Web shopping
structures have too much of bugs, and punks can utilize some unpalatable help [1, 2].
All these entire outcomes in a legitimate time of credit card misdirecting a particular
event [3]. Right when a criminal takes or on the other hand obviously undeniably
swindles the data of the Mastercard of a consumer, some of the criminals can utilize
the energized card to eat [4, 5]. Agreeing of the Nilson Report in October 2016,
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approximately $31 trillion and more were made in all over the world by online part
structures in 2015, seeing the chance to be 7.3% than 2014. Everything thought about
changes from visa perplexity rose to $21 billion out of 2015 and will maybe reach by
$31 billion, and 8 charge card blackmails distinguishing proof are a basic technique
to preclude distortion events which is commonly characterized into two systems: (1)
irregularity revelation and (2) classifier-based acknowledgment [6, 7]. Variation from
the norm ID revolves around figuring the partition among data centers. By figuring
the partition between the moving toward trade and the cardholder’s profile [8], an
anomaly acknowledgment system can channel any moving toward trade.

This is conflicting with the consumer’s profile. The next system uses some guided
learning strategies to prepare which is clashing with the consumer’s profile [9].
This approach consumes some guided learning system and to get ready a classifier
dependent on the assumed basic trades and terrorizing ones. Controlled learning turns
around segregating deception features fromcompulsion trades [10].At any rate, those
two have destinations. For the irregularity divulgence, it has no limitation to lay out
bowing features despite the way in which it can depict consumer’s trade hones. For
the classifier-based confirmation, it flops to see particular standard practices from
different cardholders expelling the way in which it can get fraudsters’ practices. As
revealed in [11], trade affinities for aman change once in awhile;meanwhile, they are
adequately impacted by its wage, resources, age and characters. Thusly, their course
of action prompts after some time in light of the way that of consistency and new
strike structures [12]. This is known as the issue of thought skim [13] that is difficult
to be settled by the above particular affirmation systems. A classifier is subjected to
the given ordinary exchanges and compulsion ones. The controlled learning spins
around separating misdirection highlight from shakedown exchanges. At any rate
those two have objectives.

2 Literature Survey

With the movement of web shopping, trade impulse is rising truly [2]. In like way,
the examination of terrorizing assertion is charming and basic. A basic methodology
for seeing winding is to clear the quick profiles (BPs) of customers reliant on their
honest to goodness trade records and after that to check if a pushing toward trade is a
squeeze or not in setting of their BPs.Markov jointmodels are phenomenal to address
BPs of customers, which is outrageous for those customers whose trade hones are
persevering tolerably. Regardless, with redesign and advancement of e-shopping, it
is all more valuable for customers to eat up by procedures for the Internet, which
confines the trade practices of customers. In this way,Markov chainmodel is blocked
for the portrayal of these practices. We propose true blue diagram of BP (LGBP)
which is an absolute interest-based model to address the reasonable relationship of
qualities of exchange records. In light of LGBP and clients’ exchange records, we can
pick way-based development likelihood from and a sound delegate for another. At
that point, we depict an information entropy-based planned accumulation coefficient
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with the veritable objective to portray the not too horrendous game plan of trade
practices of a customer. Likewise, we portray a state change probability structure to
get transient features of trades of a customer. Therefore, we can build up a BP for
each customer and a short time allotment later uses it to verify if a pushing toward
trade is a twisting or not. Our examinations over a good of fashioned illumination
get together structure that our system is better than three best in class ones.

Dal Pozzolo et al. identified fakes in Mastercard trades which is perhaps remark-
able contrasted with other proving grounds for computational information figurings.
Truth be told, this issue includes various significant challenges, specifically: idea
float (clients’ propensities develop, and fraudsters change their methodologies after
some time), class irregularity (veritable exchanges far dwarf cheats) and confirma-
tion dormancy (just a little arrangement of exchanges is opportunely checked by
examiners). Be that as it may, by far most of learning calculations that have been
proposed formisrepresentation identification depend on suppositions that barely hold
in a genuine misrepresentation discovery framework (FDS). The absence of authen-
ticity concerns two principle perspectives: (1) the way what’s more, skill with which
administered data is given, and (2) the measures used to survey misrepresentation
location execution.

Existing System
Here in existing system nowadays, most of the extensive systems are applying dis-
tinctive charge cards. If they have money, they are paying return mean the bank; else
they are not paying. Around then, the bank people are getting disaster. In case of
losing a segment of data, the hindrance money from that account can be overcome
using the recognizing undeniable proposed methodology.

Problem Statement
The Credit Card Fraud Detection Problem appearing in the past card exchanges for
the learning of the ones that injury up being shakedown. This model is then used to
see whether another exchange is false or not. Our point here is to perceive 100% of
the precarious exchanges while limiting the off-kilter double-dealing groupings.

3 Proposed System

Here to overcome this issue, first customer needs to fill those bits of data about the
individual honest parts that all inspirations driving premium will share to all banks;
in case we share like these, they can keep up that data and they will not allow to
apply indisputable records. Another issue is if the customer lost that charge card, a
bit of the customer will hack that record and they will control that money. To beat
this issue, bank social event will suit each customer particular access framework.
They have to use basically indistinguishable system, the customer can get the notice
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at any rate mail so ordinary to find if they attempted again they will be allowed for
three times, after that they will be blocked.

4 Module and System Architecture

1. User’s interface design
2. Data uploading
3. Key generation and file sharing
4. Clients’ key requests to data owner (Fig. 1).

Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm
Advanced encryption standard may be a bilaterally symmetrical block cipher to
guard and to classify the information, and it is enforced in the package and hardware
throughout the globe to inscribe the sensitive information.

Most importantly, AES will execute all its work on bytes instead of bits. Hence-
forth, advanced encryption standard takes care of the 128 bits of a normal text part
as sixteen bytes (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 System architecture
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Fig. 2 Advanced encryption
standard structure

Encryption Method
Here, we tend to disallow to portrayal of a run of the mill circular of AES encoding.
Each circular contains four sub-forms (Fig. 3).

Byte Substitution (Sub-bytes)
The sixteen info byte units of measurement are substituted by needing up a gathering
table (S-box) given stylish. The result is during the matrices of four rows and four
columns.

Shift Rows
Every one of the bits of the four columns of the network is moved to one side. Any
passages that ‘tumble off’ zone unit are re-embedded on the best possible side of
line.

Fig. 3 First round procedure
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Mix Columns
All the section of four bytes is directly adjusted utilizing an uncommon connection.

Add Round Key
These sixteen bytes of the network squares are estimated right now considered as
128 bits and the square measures in XOR to the 128 bits of the circular key.

Decryption Method
The method of coding of associate degree advanced encryption standard figure con-
tent is like the encoding procedure the other way. All the circular operation consists
of the four processes to be made within the opposite directions.

• To add spherical key
• Then to do mix columns
• And then shifting the rows
• At last to substitute bytes.

Then, the sub-forms in each round square measure backward, dislike for a Feistel
Cipher, the encoding and coding calculations must be severally upheld, however
they’re horribly firmly associated.

Result Analysis
After that, the above techniques are supported to discriminate analysis and multivari-
ate analysis is widely used which may discover fraud by credit rate for cardholders
and Mastercard dealings.

Chart
See Fig. 4.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In our endeavor, we suggest a unique extortion location procedure.We tend to use the
standards of conduct from the comparable customers to make an ongoing social pro-
file of a cardholder. During these ideas, we tend to propose an approach to unwind the
accommodating ability of the model. An input system will top off utilization of truth
mark information from transactions to disentangle the idea of float downside. The
classifier can change its own rating score with regard to a progression of approach-
ing transactions. These online misrepresentation recognition approaches will be a
powerful correction.
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Fig. 4 Year-wise fraud detections
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An Improved Travel Package
Framework Utilizing (COPE)

A. Ambeth Raja and J. Dhilipan

Abstract Main classification goals are to make adapted transportable platform
endorsements for the sightseers founded on the concerned POI and to progress the
recognition exactness and endorsement concert. Lastly, supports toward treasure
correct portable correspondences based on the POI. It progresses the endorsement
scheme by choosing optimum travel suites constructed on user modified POI. Assis-
tances to determinate the tricky provided an instinctive modified journey schedul-
ing and plans. In this work, we pronounce the evaluations among the prevailing
approaches and the planned and proposed algorithm of COPE, technique through
treating interruption, exactness, and amount of repetitions besides the treating period
aimed at the quantity of records.

Keywords NP-Hard technique · GA models · Journey scheduling · TSP · COPE

1 Introduction

Actually most noteworthy measure of trades finished over remote telecom for
instance adaptable in winning region organizations need stretch out take to discover
the nearest organizations driven by customer request, notwithstanding certain every-
thing and outcomes are insufficient. Toward beat this issue past everything are made
all through the Location recognized, misusing Locate plot customer move the zone
care built data dissemination, between the different groupings of region made solic-
itation. To convey a noticeable tourist metropolitan [1], it incorporates cautiously
taking a gander at the numerous Points to visit (PIV) to choose the PIV that not at
all short of what unique inclinations, deciding the request wherein they are really to
move toward becoming visited, likewise.
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Frameworks remain extremely helpful instruments aimed at portable manufactur-
ing since container bolster clients in arranging extended, average and small outings,
proposing areas, convenience, transport, etc. For instance, a traveler remaining in
the Apulia area could be keen on investing energy visiting the primary urban areas,
scenes or social occasions (celebrations, parades, uncommon markets, and so on).

The examination endeavors in this area have yielded various recommender frame-
works expecting to help the vacationer in settling on the best decisions. A large
portion of the recommender frameworks exhibited in writing can propose single
things (flights, structures, urban communities, and so forth.) based on the traveler’s
solicitations. Now, the traveler ought to make her/his very own schedule, picking
the things that fit her/his necessities. This suggests they produce a succession of
magnetisms or commercials to be stayed, separating information as indicated by the
client’s requirements (day of visit, cost, etc.) determined in the happening of the
solicitation.

Contextual

NP-Hard: NP-Hard hunt is grounded happening the proof that dangerous splitting
in order towards prevail by method for brainy and fundamental incorporate versatile
memory and congenial assessment. NP-Hard is created on announcing elastic rec-
ollection constructions in aggregation by calculated limitations and objective stages
as resources for misusing exploration places (Fig. 1).

Tabu Method In Journey Scheduling: It proposes strategies for the movement
bundle determination to gauge and describe the effect of agenda arranging over an
enormous scale travel data set. This thinks about the most extreme use with various
points to visit over various arrangements of bundles. This incorporates the estimation
of everyday bundle and multiday bundle determination and investigation of point to
visits. So as to improve the exactness and execution, the framework breaks down the
ways and its separation to fuse the combinatorial calculations.

Toward defeat advancement issue, impact bundle circulation and bundle determi-
nation are upgradeddependent on specific components. The frameworkperformsway

Fig. 1 Combinatorial Tabu search
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Fig. 2 Final solution with
NP-Hard

examination and investigation over every point to visit and its association. All visit-
ing points’ necessity remains evaluated besides handed-off through that arrangement
of circumstances besides standards.

Be that as it may, to upgrade the bundle determination with ideal arranging and
dissemination, the neighborhood assessments should be ceaselessly refreshed. This
will take care of by the NP-Hard problems (Fig. 2).

After the overhead second Figure demonstrations, the combinatorial problems
treasure the concluding resolution through NP, wherever the clarifications determi-
nation remains specified hooked on the subsequent progression. Compassionate of
journey progression removes those imprecise than inappropriate consequences of
involuntary journey scheduling.

2 Related Work

Recent proposed frameworks aimed at travel industry space container stand iso-
lated in binary primary gatherings: frameworks that propose solitary things (or travel
items) and frameworks that recommend a gathering of things. They select travel goals
by separating the items gathered inside a virtual list as per the client’s needs and
inclinations. The frameworks that recommend a gathering of things (the following
gathering) bolster travelers in arranging their excursions, organizing transportation,
convenience, and whatever else required, for instance of these assortments of frame-
works are Expedia (www.expedia.com), DieToRecs [2, 3]. In cases, for example, this
proposal procedure works like a virtual travel office: It recommends a prepackaged
offer, or else it manages the client in their decision of the movement parts (flight,

http://www.expedia.com
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convenience, vehicle, and so on.) as per the client’s needs and inclinations. Such
recommender frameworks bolster visitors in structuring their own kind of schedules;
frameworks that could consequently construct agendas starting from the traveler’s
solicitations still are not many. A few creators report this is frequently “because of the
intricacy of the errand and questions concerning adaptability to encourage huge voy-
ages databases” [4]. The creation of agendas requires producing an arrangement of
things to be visited. In writing, the issue of creating schedules is adapted by separat-
ing information as per the client’s limitations (day from visit, cost, etc.) determined in
the solicitation. The Electronic Travel Planner (ETP) model [5], for instance, stores
data, (for example, span, cost, and accessibility, dates and times) about movement
items inside a social database.

The procedure proposed in this paper alongside its application inside a recom-
mender framework enables the visitor to get a gathering of schedules included in a
gathering of associated occasions (parade, celebration, unique market, and so forth.).
The chains of occasions are producedbymethods for transitive conclusion calculation
of a given space-time connections.

3 Methodology

Main aspects of commitments given that researches are given as pursues: investigates
utilization target highlights toward demonstrate that demonstrative impression of n
number of Point to holiday has been acquired after each client [6]. That demonstra-
tion a Point to visit-based package Reclamation structure has been advances then
schedules various package closeness procedures aimed at various clients. In particu-
lar, a client provided POI enables the framework to figure out which subset of a lot of
target highlights approximates all the more proficiently the emotional bundle close-
ness of a particular client. In this segment, we talk about the correlations concerning
current and suggested combinatorial technique through deference preparing inter-
ruption, exactness, and quantity of emphases besides handling time for the measure
of records.

Quantity of Point to visit develops exponentially through quantity of things. In
any case, this unpredictability is handled with some most recent calculations which
can proficiently prune the pursuit space. Also, the issue of discovering results from
guidelines, for example picking ideal outcomes from set of outputs. In general, the
principle inspiration for utilizing GAs in the agenda choice is that they play out
an ideal pursuit and adapt preferable to point to visit association over the covetous
standard acceptance calculations regularly utilized in information mining. The uti-
lization of COPE in agenda arranging predicts ideal bundle dependent on the given
point to visit. This area talks about a few parts of GAs for agenda arranging. The
primary zones of exchange incorporate individual portrayal of point to visit generally
increasingly successful arrangements are chosen to have progressively off springs
which are, somehow or another, identified with the first arrangements.
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4 Assessment Progression

The characterization utilization’s various measurements to amount the stage repos-
session capability along the side by the sanctioning of the techniques. For all corre-
spondences in the data set, this acquires a level gradient of correspondences besides
its price, which are calculated by all point to visit and its detachment constructed on
the COPE previously signifying correspondences [7]. The concluding mark aimed
at every platform is considered as the price of every compendium. Correspondence
that wherever is no arranging records. The structure scholarly to improvement the
associating correspondences made on the controller recognized Point to visit. In the
directive to demonstrate the effectiveness of combinatorial algorithmswhich are Iter-
ative Genetic Algorithm with a Tabu search and collaborative filters, this has done
a series of experiments of combinatorial. There are ten sizes of the traveling sales-
man problem that have used. The itinerary planning for multiday employed an initial
package size of 10, and a set of point to visit is 5 (Fig. 3).

4.1 Outcomes Besides Conversation

(A) Enactment of Anticipated Classification

In this segment quantity, the concerts of the surviving greedy before portioning the
outcomes of the combinatorial optimal package evocation constructed evolutionary
algorithm.Multiday journey variety accurateness calculated through associating cor-
respondences is dispersed through the point in the table of first. After the overhead
fourth diagram, demonstrations have period occupied by every phase of Combina-
torial Optimal Packages Evocation. The quantity of facts quantified from 15 to 60.
Aimed at every procedure, the interval deliberates and then lastly classification offers
the complete period engaged by the proposed algorithm. This shows for ten POIs,
the system takes 63.2 frequency interval duration (Fig. 4; Table 1).

Fig. 3 Initial C_TS process
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Fig. 4 Enactment
assessment
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Table 1 Enactment assessment

Numeral of points Treating interval Combinatorial GA Modeling combinatorial filter

5 4.5 3.5 1.0

10 7.5 5.6 2.5

15 9.4 8.1 2.5

Proportional Training

Main research aspects scrutiny by succeeding diagram besides desk defines enact-
ment assessment among prevailing and planned classifications founded on interval
interruption, exactness, and point of visit consequence obtainability (Table 2).

To assess the exhibition of the intentional plans, performance period besides price
is occupied as the principle of execution assessment. Deprived of damage of all-
inclusive statement, it characterizes handling postponement besides grouping inter-
ruption for conveyed bunching. Preparing postponement demonstrates the execution
time for way choice to create proper bundle for relating POI (Fig. 5).

Table 2 Enactment assessment (interval interruption, exactness, and point of visit outcome
obtainability)

Classical name Interval interruption Exactness Point to visit Outcome obtainability

Existing 9.5 8 7.5 5.5

Proposed 7.5 8.5 9.6 9.0

Fig. 5 Overhead diagram
displays the complete
enactment assessment
among prevailing and
planned structures Interval

interrup on
Exactness Point to

Visit
Outcome
obtainability

Exis ng 9.5 8 7.5 5.5
Proposed 7.5 8.5 9.6 9
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Table 3 Enactment
assessment (interval
interruption, exactness, and
point of visit consequence
obtainability)

Measures Prevailing Planned

Treating interruption 3604.06 2018.06

Cost 78 89

Accuracy 68.5 49.61

It additionally assessed estimating period consumed on each procedure of pro-
posed system. Additional measure is price assessment. Price assessment includes
capacity and then calculation angles, which are for most part embroil the support
stockpiling and ordering expenses.

Presentation has recommended effort combinatorial utilizing traveling salesman
and Genetic Structure is contrasted and current methodology covetous calculation.
The assesment of interval interuption, accuracy and point of visit, user location based
cost, displayed in Table 3.

Enactment assessment of anticipated COPE consuming Genetic and Tabu search
with prevailing approaches is based on dispensation interruption (325 Point to Visit)
(Fig. 6; Table 4).

After the sixth diagram demonstrations, the concert quantity based on the com-
putational interruption and the suggested method of combinatorial optimum pack-
ages evocation appropriated a smaller amount period, whereas associating other
approaches and the poorest interval complication are a prevailing greedy technique
(Figs. 7 and 8).

Fig. 6 Enactment quantity
constructed on the
computational interruption
and the planned method
combinatorial
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Table 4 Enactment
assessment of planned COPE
consuming Genetic and Tabu
search

Measures Prevailing Planned

Treating interruption (325 point to
visit)

786.07 326.08

Cost 84 76

Accuracy 74.53 89.06
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Fig. 7 Enactment
assessment of planned
proposed

Fig. 8 Enactment
assessment of recommended
COPE with prevailing
methods based on time

5 Conclusion

The recommended reflex journey planning and endorsement system benefits to cir-
cumvent the platform collection concern in sightseer purview. Here stand various
procedural and dominion experiments essential in manipulative and executing an
operative scheduler classification formodified portable platform assortment based on
manipulator quantified opinion of concentration in LBS. To overwhelm the encoun-
ters trendy the development besides endorsement classification, the present effort
projected a delicate classical to incredulous enormous aspects. The prescribed reflex
excursion arranging and support framework advantages to dodge the stage assortment
worry in tourist domain.
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An Empirical Study on Neuroevolutional
Algorithm Based on Machine Learning
for Crop Yield Prediction

E. Kanimozhi and D. Akila

Abstract Machine learning has been come out with high performance computation
power leads to create a great prospect inmulti-disciplinary domain.Here,wepresent a
novelmachine learningmethod for predicting crop yield. The classification technique
using machine learning algorithm demonstrated the performance improvement in
prediction of crop yield. It depends on the factors of weather which have relationship
with climate change data, soil of that area, and water irrigations. Here, we have
illustrated an approach of implementing neuroevolution model based on ANN for
predicting wheat crop yield. Crop yield prediction at different months is considered
from June to September; the yields predictions are computed based on weather and
fertilizer utilized data. Amajor improvement in the prediction ability is observed that
yield diverge as for the season changes based on weather data. Therefore, the result
of the proposed model assists in decision making in advance for planting wheat crop.
The outcomes are more functional for decision making as well as in transplantation
of wheat in advance with various farm activities throughout various stages of the
wheat crop growing. Also, the same model can also be utilized for predicting various
agricultural data such as disease prediction and weather prediction.

Keywords Neuroevolution · Prediction · Crop yield · Artificial neural network

1 Introduction

The idea of using genetic algorithm that is evolving is called “Neuroevolution.”
Neuroevolution algorithms are mainly utilized in analyzing network topology; neu-
roevolution algorithm can obtain optimal solution, and it can be used for prediction
of crop yield. In India, the major part of agriculture falls in cultivation of wheat and
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wheat plays an important role in the global economy. Due to population increase,
the pressure is on improvement in agri-production. Technological development in
agriculture and farming has been arisen in new scientific areas that can intense in
agricultural productivity. Whereas machine learning algorithm supports with some
scientific approach which provides machines with the capability to learn by itself
without being programmed exactly [1]. The wheat types are chosen with specific
genes based on the nutrients it contain and adaptation to climate change. Machine
learning algorithms help in agriculture field by analyzing the yield of the crops based
on various climates, soil type, and irrigation type can help in building a predictive
model that can be contributed for plantation of crops.

1.1 Role of Soil Type in Wheat Yield

Soil is natural resource that plays major role in crop yield; therefore, we considered
the type of soil of that place as one of the features. The type of soil is responsible for
the complex processes and indistinct mechanisms [2]. Based on the soil type, it can
also have the evaporation processes, soil moisture, and temperature to recognize the
mighty of ecosystems along with the impingement in agriculture [3].

1.2 Role of Irrigation in Wheat Yield

Water is also a natural resource that has an major impact on cultivation of crops,
and based on irrigation type, the yield of crop differs; therefore, we have considered
the type of irrigation as one of the factors for yield prediction. Water management
in agriculture impacts on hydrological, climatologically, and agronomical balance
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Neuroevolution model for wheat yield prediction
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2 Literature Review

Harvey et al. 1997 propose an controller using neural systemwhich leads to the devel-
opment of drive portable robots, cars, and rockets. This control framework advances
the framework for PC development. Lucas, 2005, proposes similar methodology
in developing counterfeit detection system, neuroevolution algorithm can also be
applicable in developing complex practices and it can also regulate continuously
[2]. Acharya et al. [1] proposes nonparametric neural network technique to pre-
dict corn yield in the location of US Midwest, and the author demonstrated that
nonparametric neural network outperforms in both statistical methods as well as in
fully-nonparametric neural networks while predicting the corn yield. Based on the
scenarios such that climate models show large negative impacts on corn produc-
tion, whereas less impacts are anticipated using statistical methods. Therefore, his
approach is less gloomy in the warmest regions. Gravina et al. [4] neuroevolution
technique developed based on biologically inspired for generating artificial intelli-
gence. Many researches are conducted based on constructing effective and scalable
evolutionary algorithms which leads to high level intelligence, Cognitive behaviors
such as multimodal actions, communication, and lifetime learning are evolved due
to scaling the neuroevolution algorithm. Intelligent robot controllers and video game
controllers are all developed because of practical approaches to evolving as such
as biological neural networks and the evolution of intelligence itself. Satisfying the
challenges may yield better neuroevolution approach. The leading technique imple-
mented for training neural networks is backpropagation, and it helps in calculating
loss function’s gradient more efficiently. This technique has demonstrated extremely
effective for supervised learning, and has also produced impressive reinforcement
learning results. In recent days many successful applications like image processing
involved in construction of tiny neural networks using modern standards, which is
composed of only few numbers of connections that are comparatively in less number
than modern deep neural network (DNN) research.

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Neuroevolution Algorithm

Neuroevolution algorithm is an artificial neural networks technique that was devel-
oped using the evolution of natural organic systems. Neuroevolution strategy is more
helpful and appropriate in solving problems and it is utilized in development of evolu-
tionary robotics: Neuroevolution can be used to explore how the knowledge changed
in nature for designing artificial neural systems to achieve needed tasks. Neuroevo-
lution has unusual strategies that lead to inconsistent spaces and fortification learn-
ing. These areas are incorporated with few provable uses that are reinforcement
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in learning; the most evident application is versatile, nonlinear control of physical
gadgets.

3.2 Yield Prediction Factors

Yield prediction is mainly implemented to obtain agriculture precision; therefore, it
identifies the mapping and estimation of crop yield with demand. The modern tech-
niques have gone further than simple predictions based on the historical information,
but later incorporating with computer vision technologies, it provide comprehensive
information aboutmulti-dimensional analysis of crops, andweather conditionswhich
can help most farmers and population to improve crop yielding. Disease diagnos-
ing in plants helps in pest and disease control by evenly spraying pesticides over
the cropping area [5]. This approach needs major amounts of pesticides that lead
for high financial cost. Machine learning is used as a part of the general precision
in management of agricultural activities, where a Grow Chemicals are given as an
input and targeted in terms of time, place, and affected plants [1] like disease, weeds
also affect to crop production. The major issue in weed removing is that it is more
difficult to spot and distinguish from crops. Computer vision andML algorithms can
improve the accuracy of spotting and distinguishing of weeds without affecting the
crops. Similar to cropmanagement, machine learning algorithm can provide accurate
prediction for optimizing the cost-effective stock production systems.

3.3 Factors Considered for Model Construction

These experiments deal with prediction of wheat yields based on location and
weather. The dataset consist of information on location, time, andwind speed. Season
is computed using the feature such as the start date the month. The wheat yields are
predicted based on those features. Themodel is built such that in a specific duration of
months, how much wheat got yielded with that; it is predicted which month is better
for wheat yield; and later, based on the production of wheat on every location which
location is better suited for yield is predicted. The dataset are preprocessed by clean-
ing and missing or NULL/NaN values [2]. Here, weather-related data are changed
with time and location. The missing value is replaced by the average value obtained
from previous and subsequent days records at the target location. Features such as
location (latitude and longitude) and the season (weather, temperature, humidity and
month) are considered for the experiments. The final features that were used in the
modeling are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Final features

Feature Description

Location The geographical latitude and longitude of the location in degrees

Humidity Average humidity of the location in g/m3

Rainfall Average rainfall in the location within the specific duration measured in mm

Mintemp Minimum temperature in a 60-day period/months having minimum temperature

Maxtemp Maximum temperature in a 60-day period/months having minimum temperature

Wind_speed The mean value of the computed wind speed in a specific location

Mean_temp The mean value of the differences in daily temperature

Yield The maximum yield value for any crop at the end of the season

3.4 Experimental Setup

In the process of optimization of neural network, backpropagation plays major role
and it can be replaced by an genetic algorithm,which has the capability to choose bet-
ter pair, therefore, to optimize by itself. In this technique, each network tries to carry
out its deliberate task which is provided with its fitness score. The next generation is
obtained with better networks that are mutated and adjusted with the biases. Among
various machine learning algorithms, neuroevolution algorithm has been successful
in recent years and explored by better performance. It is quite complex comparedwith
the relevant hyper-parameters number. So there was no reason to choose one over the
other based on complexity [5], it is previously pointed out that pure linear models
cannot be the better choice of algorithms. But regularization can assist in removing
the issues regarding co-linearity, whereas introducing higher-order features helps in
nonlinearity.

3.4.1 Algorithm

In neuroevolution, any mutation techniques can be applied such as add or subtract
values from mutated weights.

Step 1: Input data values are taken;
Step 2: Specific features considered are computed (Location and Season);
Step 3: Neural network (neuroevolution) is constructed;
Step 4: Mutation technique is applied for the neural network;
Step 5: Random values nearest to 1 are multiplied to the biases;
Step 6: Replace previous biases value with new value;
Step 7: Negate some values for biases;
Step 8: Substitute some weight values with other weight values
Step 9: Train the Model
Step 10: Evaluate the performance using test set.
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Fig. 2 Learning curve for training score and cross-validation

Various mutation techniques are employed and the results are compared [6]. The
best result obtained are demonstrated as a result in Fig. 3.

4 Result and Discussion

The score curve of the proposed model demonstrates that few issues like overfitting
are still happening, but in general, the performance measure and variance measure
appear to be promising. Increasing the parameter in the proposed model would help
in further increase in the performance score, but at the cost of increased overfitting,
it likely seems to be reducing the problem of overfitting by including more training
data. The proposed neuroevolutionmodel also provides access to feature importance,
and the absolute performance measure of the proposed model was depicted using a
test set (80/20 split) for which compared model predictions to actual yield numbers
(Figs. 2 and 3).

The proposed RMSE model yields 24% for the given testing dataset. As better
yields observed with the proposed model appear to be constant under prediction, the
prediction model for lesser yields seems to be well balanced.

5 Conclusion

In this study, a neuroevolution technique is proposed for predicting thewheat produc-
tivity considering various features such as location, amount of rainfall, temperature,
wind speed, and humidity level [7] by considering the monthly report that gives a
throughout value for the specific period. Though the prediction model for the wheat
yield requires daily weather data, a disaggregation method is used for generation of
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Fig. 3 Model prediction for wheat yield

such daily time series. To evaluate the wheat yield productivity at different stages of
the various seasons with respect to the amount of rainfall and the temperature for the
remaining period, wheat yields have been simulated. The monthly and seasonal data
obtained are analyzed with wheat production, and they showed significant efficiency
prediction of yields. Moreover, improvement of ability in predicting wheat produc-
tivity has been observed prior to the specific season. Due to subsequent integration
of experiential weather data of successive months, uncertainty in yield prediction
diminishes, as crop experiences the weather conditions that are more of observed
for the predicted nature. In the present study, we used five-year data for training the
proposed model. The results of the study will be useful in decision making in coastal
regions of India, for choosing of suitable period for planting wheat. This study also
further extends other major crops like rice, corn, sugarcane, etc., of that region to
evaluate performance of these crops under expected weather conditions, which also
helps in making decision for selecting the type of crop that is suitable for cultivation
in monsoon season.
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Automatic Pruning of Rules Through
Multi-objective Optimization—A Case
Study with a Multi-objective Cultural
Algorithm

Sujatha Srinivasan and S. Muruganandam

Abstract Classification algorithms create an overwhelmingly large number of rules,
sometimes exceeding the number of data instances in the data set. Large number of
rules hinders decision making. Therefore, there is a need for decreasing the rules
before presenting it to the user. The process of removing unwanted rules is known
in the data mining literature as rule pruning. In this pruning process, care should be
taken to preserve the accuracy of the classifier. Mining compact classifiers with less
number of rules that are also accurate and novel is a challenge. Thus, rule mining is
a multi-objective optimization problem. Finding the best combination of subjective
and objective metrics to present the user with compact, accurate and novel rules is
the problem taken for study in the present study.

Keywords Classification · Rule mining · Rule pruning · Data analytics ·
Multi-objective optimization · Cultural algorithm

1 Introduction

Classification is a classical data mining process that mines data sources for patterns
and presents the user with “If -Then” type rules. The rules presented to the user
should be accurate and comprehensible for better decision making. Thus, the prob-
lem of rule mining requires that the number of rules presented to the user should be
minimized while accuracy must be maximized. In order to present users with more
comprehensible knowledge, rule pruning techniques are used that remove unwanted,
redundant and more specific rules. Rule pruning should be done without compromis-
ing on the accuracy of the classifier [1]. Another challenge facing classification rule
mining is that the rules produced must be interesting enough to present users with
previously unseen, rare and interesting patterns. These properties of the rules form
the objectives to be optimized in generating rules. The generated rules from the rule
mining algorithm undergo pruning process using a variety of heuristics. The most
frequently used pruning technique is rule coverage that chooses rules that cover a
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maximum number of training data instances or choosing rules which satisfy a mini-
mum threshold value of the rule evaluation metric. There are more than forty metrics
as reported by Abe and Tsumoto [2, 3]. Both subjective and objective rule metrics
are used for rule evaluation. The complexity of the classifier is measured using the
cardinality of the classifier or the length of the rule depending upon whether the
Michigan style classifier or the Pittsburg style classifier is used to represent the rule.
The problem here thus reduces to that of optimizing the rules based on the metrics
chosen for evaluation. Taking this as the basic idea, the present article tries to find the
best combination of metrics for evaluating a classifier to mine a compact classifier
with accurate and novel rules using a multi-objective cultural algorithm to mine clas-
sifiers as well as prune them on the go. The proposed methodology is an extension
of the technique used in [4] to explore the possibility of different combinations of
metrics for mining better rules with desired properties.

The paper is organized as follows. The second section gives the state of the art
in rule pruning techniques. Section 3 gives the problem definition, the motivation
behind the study and the methodology used. Section 4 explains the experiments
conducted, results and discussion. Section 5 brings out a summary of the present
study and future research directions.

2 Review of Literature

Pruning literally means cutting the overgrown branches of a plant or tree. Hence,
removing the unwanted branches from a decision tree resulted in coining the word
classifier pruning. Pruning of classifiers applies to decision trees as well as removing
unwanted rules, associations or patterns from the solution space.

Dimitrijevic and Bosnjak [5] have mined association rules from web usage data
using confidence and support. An efficient data structure known as frequent closed
enumeration table is used in [6] to find association rule sets frompreviously generated
rules using support and confidence values for pruning. An evolutionary approach is
used in [7] for constructing associative classifiers and uses the elitist approach to
prune rules. Stahl and Bramer [8] have described J-pruning techniques known as
Jmax-pruning. Understandable and interpretable rules are mined from support vector
machines in [9] from consistent regions in the solution space. While Manda et al.
[10] have used post processing techniques using rule metrics to prune classifiers.
Haralambous and Lenca [11] have used three pruning methods, whereas in [12]
the authors have used time as an attribute in mining relational rules from web log
data while the authors of [13] use data coverage rule pruning technique for mining
business rules.

Qabajeh et al. [14, 15] propose a dynamic rule induction system that uses as fre-
quency and rule strength to reduce the search space. The authors of [16] propose
a methodology for explaining the prediction models for predicting type 2 diabetes
risks in patients. The authors of [17] have proposed an improved Apriori algorithm
that uses deep pruning strategies. The authors of [18] have used three standardized
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interestingness measures to mine and prune the rules. Pruning strategies using min-
imum support is used in three stages in the frequent item set mining algorithm in
[19], whereas in [20] metadata in the form ofmetarules is used to prune the unwanted
rules.

Using multi-objective evolutionary systems for rule mining is sparsely found in
the literature. The proposed study is an extension of thework by [4]. The authors have
used a multi-objective cultural algorithm for rule induction and have compared the
performance of the algorithm using different combinations of 2, 4 and 5 metrics on
three data sets. The article deals with how the proposed system is an interactive one in
allowing the user to choose the different metrics of their choice. But the study lacks
explanation in terms of rule pruning and further exploration in this area. Thus, an
attempt has been made in this paper for pruning rules by using a good combination
of rule evaluation metrics as the optimization criteria and avoids a separate post
processing phase for pruning. The proposed methodology has been demonstrated
using benchmark data set from UCI ML [3] repository using different combinations
of accuracy and novelty metrics.

3 The Problem and Methodology

Problem definition

Given a data set and a set of rule metrics in an evolutionary environment that produces
rules and chooses dominators using Pareto optimization strategy, the challenge is finding the
best combination of metrics that will enable the algorithm to mine a compact classifier with
interesting rules without compromising on the accuracy of the classifier.

3.1 Methodology

An extended cultural algorithm was introduced for rule mining and is explained in
detail in [4, 21, 22]. The steps in the algorithm are as follows:

1. The proposed algorithm takes a data set and creates training and test data sets.
2. The metadata is stored in the belief space consisting of the normative (NKS),

domain (DKS), situation (SKS), topographical (TKS) and history knowledge
source (HKS) and rule knowledge source (RKS). The normative knowledge
source is initialized with the range of values of the different attributes, and SKS
is initialized with the instance chosen by the user from the data set.

3. The algorithm then uses the training data to create an initial population.
4. The individuals are evaluated based on the chosen metrics, and the values are

represented as the objective vectors and stored in DKS.
5. Pareto optimal optimization strategy is used for choosing better individuals.
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6. The data in DKS is used to choose dominators that are stored in HKS.
7. The rule difference between pairs of rules is calculated and stored in TKS. The

belief space is thus updated to add the newknowledge to the different knowledge
sources.

8. The belief space data influences the agents to create new generations.
9. Steps 4 to 8 are repeated until the stopping criterion is reached. HKS contains

the dominators in the chosen metrics and forms the classifier.
10. The algorithm then uses the test data to test the classifier.
11. The rules along with the metric values and the number of misclassified test data

instances are presented to the user.

Objectives of the study are as follows:

• To test the influence of different types and number of rule evaluation metrics on
the quality of the generated classifier

• To study the effect of introducing novelty metrics to find its influence on the
classification accuracy and number of rules in the classifier

• To study the performance of the multi-objective optimization system under dif-
ferent number and combination of metrics in choosing dominators and generating
compact classifiers.

4 Experiments, Results and Discussion

The experiments conducted for measuring the performance of the proposed method-
ology consisted of running sets of experiments with different number and combina-
tion of metrics. The Iris and Wisconsin breast cancer (WBC) data set from the UCI
machine learning repository [3] was taken to test the algorithm. Experiments were
conducted with a combination of 2, 3, 4 and 5 metrics. The hypothesis to be tested
is as follows.

Hypothesis: “Use of a good combination accuracy and novelty metrics in the
objective vector enables discovering a compact set of novel and accurate rules.”

4.1 Results

Table 1 summarizes the results of the experiments conducted on WBC data set and
Table 2 on Iris data set with various number and combinations of rule metrics in the
objective vector. Figure 1 gives a comparison of using 2, 3, 4 and 5 metrics in the
objective vector in returning rules, and Fig. 2 gives the comparative performance of
the classifiers. The X-axis represents the combination of rule metrics represented as
follows: Sup—Support, Con—Confidence, Int—Interest, Sur—Surprise and RD—
Rule difference.
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Table 1 Summary of results of combination of rule metrics (WBC data set)

Rule metrics used Measures RKS HKS Time (s) Accuracy%

Sup, Con Average 319.1 23.7 12.97 95.40

Stdev 11.01 11.14 6.27 1.31

Minimum 303 6 6.42 93.86

Maximum 335 39 25.51 97.37

Int, Sur, RD Average 317.5 16.2 13.15 94.87

Stdev 13.79 10.53 2.15 1.26

Minimum 297 3 7.78 92.54

Maximum 336 35 15.46 96.49

Sup, Con, Int, Sur Average 211 11.5 11.71 95.18

Stdev 12.91 6.88 2.94 1.13

Minimum 197 5 6.10 93.86

Maximum 241 24 15.78 97.37

Sup, Con, Int, Sur, RD Average 214.6 3.1 10.29 93.55

Stdev 10.18 1.29 2.34 1.146

Minimum 203 1 5.46 91.92

Maximum 232 5 12.66 95.60

Table 2 Summary of results of combination of rule metrics (Iris data set)

Rule metrics used Measures RKS HKS Time (s) Accuracy%

Sup, Con Average 47.4 24.1 8.02 94.8

Stdev 5.58 5.51 0.93 2.53

Minimum 38 15.0 6.85 92

Maximum 57 31.0 9.48 98

Int, Sur, RD Average 83.1 36.9 42.42 93.6

Stdev 3.63 18.5 3.53 3.63

Minimum 77 4.0 34.54 88

Maximum 88 64.0 46.93 98

Sup, Con, Int, Sur Average 28.5 7.4 6.98 94.6

Stdev 2.27 6.2 1.04 2.67

Minimum 26 1.0 5.48 90

Maximum 32 16.0 9.27 98

Sup, Con, Int, Sur, RD Average 47.9 8.3 12.76 92

Stdev 4.79 3.2 1.31 2.49

Minimum 40 2.0 10.47 88

Maximum 54 13.0 14.18 98
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Fig. 1 Rule metrics (objectives) versus dominators (rules in HKS) for WBC data

Fig. 2 Rule metrics versus accuracy (WBC data)

Table 3 gives a comparative summary of the proposed CA with other techniques
in the literature. Some algorithms do not specify the time taken which are noted as
Not Specified (NS), while Accuracy (Acc) is specified in some algorithms for both
train and test data. Time is represented in seconds (sec).

4.2 Discussion

Tables 1 and 2 give interesting observations obtained as the result of the exper-
iments. It can be observed that the best average accuracy of 95.40% is obtained
with the combination of accuracy metrics of support and confidence. However, an
accuracy of 95.18% which is much closer to the maximum obtained accuracy is
observed when a combination of accuracy metrics of support and confidence along
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Table 3 Comparison of the proposed algorithm with other algorithms

Reference Pruning
technique

Data
set

Rule
evaluation
metrics

Number of
rules
(Average)

Acc% Time
(s)

Stahl and
Bramer [8]

Jmax-pruning
based on J
measure

WBC Jmeasure 24 96 NS

Zhu and Hu
[9]

SVM WBC Volume
maximization
and Point
coverage
maximization

Train 28.4
Test 18.3

Train
94.4
Test
95.3

NS

Proposed
multi-objective
cultural
algorithm

Multi-objective
optimization
using accuracy
and novelty
metrics

WBC Support,
Confidence,
Interest,
Surprise

11.5 95.18 11.61

with novelty metrics is taken for optimization. As far as compactness of the classi-
fier is concerned, it is natural to note that the number of metrics and the number of
rules in the classifier are inversely proportional. However, increasing the number of
metrics compromises the accuracy of the classifier. It was also observed that when
the number of metrics was increased to 6 the algorithm literally produced no rules
in the historical knowledge source which forms the Pareto optimal front. Similarly,
it is observed from Table 2 that the maximum number of 336 unique rules was pro-
duced when three metrics were taken, closely followed by a maximum of 335 unique
rules when two metrics were taken. However, the number of unique rules drastically
reduced to 241. The time taken for choosing rules was reduced as the number of
metrics increased. It can also be observed from the table that taking novelty metrics
alone did not produce a classifier that was both accurate and compact. Finally from
the table, it can be observed that a combination of accuracy and novelty metrics
produces a compact set of 11.5 rules without compromising on the accuracy of the
classifier. From Figs. 1 and 2, it can be observed that the dominators in the classifier
are inversely proportional to the number of metrics taken in the objective vector for
optimization. This gives us the insight that novelty metrics can be included in the
objective vector for optimization of the classifier without affecting the accuracy of
the classifier and in returning a novel and compact rule set.

Table 3 gives a comparative summary of the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm with other recent algorithms that have also used the WBC data set. There are
only a few studies which try to investigate deeply in the area of rule pruning with
multi-objective optimization. Therefore, the proposed algorithm was compared with
other algorithms using Michigan style rules which useWBC data set for comparison
purposes. From Table 3, it can be observed that Stahl and Bramer [8] have reported
an accuracy of 96% on Wisconsin data set. However, as observed from their result,
the number of rules generated by their method is 28 as compared to 11.5 rules by
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the proposed cultural algorithm also with an average accuracy of 95.18. Again Zhu
and Hu [9] have used volumemaximization and point coverage maximization as rule
evaluation criteria and have obtained an average number of 28.4 and 18.3 rules with
an accuracy of 94.4% and 95.3% on train and test data sets, respectively.

Finally, it could be concluded that the combination of accuracy metrics of support
and confidence and novelty metrics of interest and surprise produced the best set of
rules without affecting the accuracy of the classifier. This has also been observed by
[23] who have proposed a combination of five complimentary criteria chosen from
correlation studies that enables a complete way of evaluating rules. The chosen crite-
ria proposed by them include Support, Confidence, Jmeasure, Interest and Surprise.
Thus, the hypothesis that “A good combination of objectives in the fitness vector
improves compactness and accuracy of the rules” has been proved.

5 Conclusion and Future Research Directions

The study proposed a multi-objective cultural algorithm for rule mining which uses
the Pareto optimal optimization strategy for rule pruning. The algorithm was tested
on benchmark sets and the results reported. The hypothesis that a good combination
of rule metrics in the objective vector will produce a compact and novel set of
classifier that is also accurate in classifying unknown data instances was tested. It
was observed that a combination of accuracy and novelty metrics produced better
results. The study takes Support, Confidence, Interest, Surprise and Rule Difference
as metrics. However, there are more than forty rule evaluation indices. Therefore,
studying other combination ofmetrics on different datasets are further considerations
for future research.
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AMachine Learning Approach
in Medical Image Analysis for Brain
Tumor Detection

K. Aswani, D. Menaka, and M. K. Manoj

Abstract Brain tumor is a seriousmedical condition if not detected earlywill reduce
the life span of humans. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a common method
nowadays for abnormality detection and classification. But the manual detection is
less accurate also a large amount data to be processed. Thus, manual detection leads
to error in tumor segmentation. The data obtained fromMRI images also inherent to
noise produced by the MRI machine parts. The detection and removal of this noise
play a vital part in the detection accuracy of tumor. So, here, we propose a Total
Variation (TV) homomorphic filter to reduce the noise and enhance the edges of
MRI data. SVM classifier is employed for learning and classification. The method
produces better results than conventional methods like median filtering, anisotropic
filtering, etc.

Keywords MRI · Total Variation · Machine learning · SVM

1 Introduction

Brain tumor is found to be two types low grade gliomas (LGG) and high grade
gliomas (HGG). In this, HGG is very serious if not treated will reduce the life time
of an affected person considerably. Based on the type and location of tumor the
symptoms may vary. Losing weight, fever, and fatigues are some of the symptoms
of tumor.

The majority of research in developed countries shows that the number of people
having brain tumors was killed due to the fact of inaccurate detection. Among cancer,
brain tumor is the most rapidly developing cancer and, therefore, its correct and early
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identification will be a challenge. Brain tumor is a major type of cancer. The cause
of brain tumor is abnormal growth of cells in the brain. The growth and death of
cells in brain are balanced. If that balance alters, brain tumor occurs. These tumors
may be broadly classified into two, namely malignant (cancerous) or benign (non-
cancerous). Gliomas are a common andmalignant tumor, whichmay lead to short life
span in their highest grade. Based on the type and location of tumor, the symptoms
may vary.

Gliomas are cancerous tumors which can be further classified into high grade
gliomas (HGG) and low grade gliomas (LGG) [1, 2]. In these, HGG is deadly com-
pared to LGG. HGG can reduce the life span of a person to less than a year even if
it is detected [3]. The early detection of cancer will certainly improve the life of an
oncology patient, which is a major step of treatment. There are a lot of techniques
to detect cancer but most of them detect the cancer in advanced stage, so the chance
of recovery of the patient will be less. Due to overlapped structure of cancer cells,
the early detection of tumor is challenging. If the affected person is in an advanced
stage, Doctors suggest surgery, chemotherapy, or Radiotherapy as treatments to cure
the disease.

By usingmagnetic resonance imaging (MRI), early detection of tumor is possible.
But the large amount of MRI data to be processed is an overhead. Thus, manual
detection will be challenging. Image processing is used to segment the tumor parts
in MRI images accurately. For early detection of tumor, we use biopsy, expert’s
opinion, etc., human prediction of tumor is less accurate and the existing biopsy test
may take one or two weeks to produce the result. Thus, automatic detection of tumor
using image processing techniques is getting popularity.

The major benefit of using image processing technique is the time for detection
will comparatively much lesser than manual detection. The location of the tumor can
be detected by using image processing on MRI data. But the noise produced in the
MRI data leads to false identification of tumors [4]. So to reduce the noise present in
MRI data, novel methods have to be used. Anisotropic filters are a good example for
noise removal. But here, we took Total Variation (TV) as a method which is better
than anisotropic filtering [5]. For detecting and classifying the features in an MRI
data, many techniques are used like support vector machine (SVM), nearest neighbor
(K-NN) [6], neural networks (NN) [7], deep learning-based convolutional neural
network (CNN) [8, 9], etc. Before applying classification techniques, pre-processing
techniques should be applied.

2 Literature Survey

Natarajan and Krishnan [10] suggest a simple thresholding-based tumor identifica-
tion. First, the image is preprocessed to remove noise. Median filtering is employed
for noise reduction and edge sharpening is also employed. Simple thresholding is
used to segment the image. Morphological operations are also done to fine-tune the
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Fig. 1 A typical linear SVM
classifier

result. Tumor is identified using image subtraction method. The method fails due to
the luminance invariance present in the MRI data.

Sahoo et al. [11] use support vectormachine (SVM) for tumor classification. SVM
is used either as a classifier or it is used for regression. In classification, it creates a
hyper plane to separate the features obtained from an image. Figure 1 shows the SVM
hyper plane for classification. SVM is also be used for regression. SVM algorithms
analyze and recognize the special patterns present in the data. When the data is
given, the hyper plane is used to separate the features into two, thus it works as
binary classifier [12].

The major disadvantages of SVM are the optimal features are not easily identi-
fiable when there is nonlinearly separable data is present and the method is likely
to give poor performance if the number of features is much less than the number of
samples.

Arriaga-Gomez et al. [13] proposed k-NN as one of the major distance-based
algorithms where given k as a positive integer and a sample feature vector (sample
template), the k training features with the smallest distance to the sample is selected.
The sample is identified as the most repeated among the selected k feature vector.

Ramteke and Monali et al. [14] proposed automatic classification for medical
images. Abnormality detection in medical images is performed to classify whether
tumor is detected or not. The major advantages of k-NN are simpler to implement
and understand. The result will not be accurate always as it determines its class
assignment by either getting a majority vote for them or averaging the class numbers
of nearest k points.

Pereira et al. [15] use convolutional neural networks (CNN) to produce some
great results. Convolving an image with kernels to obtain lower level to higher level
features is the main application of CNN. In paper [8], single-layered CNN is used
so that the features used for classification is less when compared to deep networks.

Deep learning methods use highly complex algorithm to extract the features auto-
matically from the data provided. The importance is given to developing the archi-
tecture of the network rather than finding special features in the data. Thus, here,
we propose machine learning-based SVM for classification and Total Variation (TV)
filtering for noise removal. The rest of the paper is organized as system model in the
next section and result and discussion in fourth and conclusion.
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3 System Model

Noise in MRI images is due to the malfunction of the equipment and the environ-
ment in which it is placed. The MRI equipment noise is caused by field strength,
RF pulse, RF coil, voxel volume, and receiver bandwidth. The most common noise
which affects an MRI image is Gaussian or salt and pepper. Both of these noises
reduce the tumor detection performance of SVM classifier. Several de-noising tech-
niques are available. The most common methods are median filtering, histogram
equalization, and anisotropic filtering. But for de-noising and to enhance MRI data,
we propose Total Variation (TV) filtering. Method like median filtering or linear
smoothing reduces the effect of noise but affect import details such as edges. But TV
filtering is based on the fact that images affected by sharp or spurious noise will have
high variation. So the absolute gradient of the image will be high on these regions.
In order to reduce the affect noise, the gradient is to be minimized. This reduces the
noise but also keeps edge information than ordinary noise removal algorithms.

The Total Variation de-noising is expressed as

y = x + n; y, x, n ∈ Rn (1)

where x is the original image and y is the image corrupted by noise n. To estimate x
from y is by minimizing the objective function

E(x) = min
x

‖y − x‖22 + λ‖∇x‖ (2)

whereλ is called the regularization parameterwhich controls the smoothing operation
performed on the image and ∇ is the gradient operator.

The entire process in the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1 Tumor Image

A publically available dataset is used for training and testing. The database contains
789 tumor images of four different categories. The images are in ordinary PNG
format and can be easily processed.

Fig. 2 Block diagram of
proposed method
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3.2 Preprocessing

Medical data is difficult to obtain. Also the data obtained will be taken by MRI
machine using different conditions. So illumination variation is inherent. Prepro-
cessing of the images reduce the illumination variation. Here, normalization of the
image is performed. The pre-processing operation is shown below

I (x, y) = I (x, y) − μ(x, y)

σ (x, y)
(3)

where μ is the mean value of the image and σ is the variance. The process converts
the image to zero mean and unit variance.

3.3 Total Variation

Total Variation filtering is performed on the normalized image using Eq. 2. It is based
on the principle that images having spurious noise have high total variation. So the
gradient of the image is high. Reducing the gradient alsominimize the total variation,
hence noise.

The process is iterative. We did 100 iterations per image. Noises like Gaussian
and salt and pepper are successfully reduced. Here, λ is the regularization parameter
controlling the amount of de-noising, smaller value implies more aggressive de-
noising and hence smoothed results. Some examples on tumor images have shown
below. Fig. 3 is the noisy MRI image.

Figure 4 clearly shows a smaller value of λ = 0.01 with 100 iterations reducing
the Gaussian noise considerably.

Fig. 3 Noisy image
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Fig. 4 Total variation
de-noising with λ = 0.01

Fig. 5 Tumor area detected
using TV de-noising, and
SVM classifier

3.4 SVM Classifier

Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence which learns from the
observed data rather programed for finding a result. Machine learning makes use of
patterns in the data for learning and classification. Machine learning can be classi-
fied into supervised learning and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning, a
previously learned data and their labels are used for the future events prediction. But
in unsupervised learning, there is no previous data or labels. Unsupervised learning
is mainly used for regression analysis.

SVM comes under supervised learning models. Here, we used a binary SVM
classifier which makes use of pixel intensity for classification. A threshold value is
used for labeling the pixels either as tumor pixels or non-tumor pixels. The dataset
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contains 789 tumor images and training of SVM classifier is performed on 600
images. To get more images, data augmentation can also be performed.

The learned model is applied on the remaining images and got good results.
Along with total variation de-noising, SVM performs better than common methods
like median filtering and machine learning. The training is done with fivefold cross-
validation for better accuracy. Some of the results obtained are shown below.

The above results in Fig. 6 show the need for removing the noise present in the
MRI data before going for tumor detection. Figure 6 leads to inaccurate results in the
presence of noise. Figure 5 shows better tumor segmentation with TV de-noising.
Some morphological operations are performed if required after the classification.
Figure 7 shows the classifier result for TV de-noising.

Fig. 6 Tumor area detected
in the presence of noise and
SVM classifier

Fig. 7 SVM classification
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Table 1 Comparison of
SVM with de-noising and
without de-noising along with
median filtering and
anisotropic filtering

Method Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

SVM with noise 0.85 0.75 0.75

SVM + TV-proposed 0.90 0.98 0.92

SVM + Median Filter 0.75 0.78 0.78

SVM + Anisotropic 0.90 0.95 0.90

4 Experimental Setup and Discussion

The proposed method is validated on a publically available database. The dataset
contains around 3000 tumor images along with the ground truth data. The proposed
method is validated on the first dataset contains 766 imageswith tumor. Table 1 shows
the average value of evaluation parameters for 769 images. Six hundred images are
used for training the classifier and 169 images are used for testing. The result obtained
is compared with SVM classifier.

5 Conclusion

The factors causing MRI noise is mainly due to the hardware. So it can not be
avoided. Noisy data can lead to false tumor detection and leads to inaccurate results.
The only method is to reduce the noise before going for tumor classification. Since
SVM is a pixel-based binary classifier, each pixel is important. The proposed method
outperforms the commonly available noise reduction methods like median filtering,
anisotropic diffusion, etc. The obtained result clearly shows the advantage of the
proposed method.
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A Review of Recent Trends: Text Mining
of Taxonomy Using WordNet 3.1
for the Solution and Problems
of Ambiguity in Social Media

Ali Muttaleb Hasan, Taha Hussein Rassem, Noorhuzaimi Mohd Noor,
and Ahmed Muttaleb Hasan

Abstract Text processing has been playing a great role in information retrieval to
solve the problem of ambiguity in natural language processing, e.g., internet search,
data mining, and social media. In semantic similarity, it will be used to analyze the
relationships between Word-Pairs on social media. Organizing a huge number of
unstructured text documents into a small number of concepts of word sense dis-
ambiguation is essential so that the lexical source could incorporate the features
for capturing more semantic evidence. Text mining involves the pre-processing of
documents collections, text categorization and classification, and extracting infor-
mation and terms from golden standard data sets. This work proposed the lexical
sourced from the semantic representation. The paper contained an evaluation of
the advanced measures, which include shortest path, depth, and information con-
tent measures. In this paper, we used the same set of measures as previous stud-
ies, but different methods such as taxonomy on social media by semantic similar-
ities, such as Synonymy (https://github.com/alimuttaleb/Ali-Muttaleb/blob/master/
Synonym.txt), Non-taxonomy, Hypernym, and Glosses. This paper has focused to
address the synonymy and ambiguity by incorporating the knowledge in the lexical
resources. Thus, each word in a document is linked to its corresponding concept in
the lexical resources. To build the semantic representation, these approaches can be
classified into two main approaches: knowledge-based and statistical approaches.
The knowledge-based approaches depend on structured information that is normally
available in forms of dictionaries, thesaurus, lexicons, WordNet 3.1, and ontologies.
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The statistical approaches are based on finding the semantic relations among words
using the frequencies of words in a given corpus.

Keywords Semantic similarity · Shortest path measures · Depth measures ·
Information content measures · WordNet 3.1 · Text mining · Knowledge-based
approach

1 Introduction

The starting of the internet coincided with that of social media networks like Face-
book, Tweeter, and LinkedIn in 2003. Following the emergence of YouTube in 2005,
just a few dozen Exabyte of information existed on the Web at the time. However,
nowadays, great volume of information is churned out weekly on social media. As
such, the advantage of social media is to offer people new and improved contents
including sharing information that would enable them to capture and share their own
stories, opinions, and ideas on everyday life issues in time with nearly millions of
people who are connected to the World Wide Web in a cost-efficient way. In addi-
tion, text mining plays an important part in natural language processing (NLP).The
work of measures used to determine similarity of semantic is to solve the issue of
artificial intelligence in the analysis of the text of semantic representation in order
to find the ambiguity between words. This has received wide usage in natural lan-
guage processing [1], information retrieval [2], word sense disambiguation to reduce
the similarity between words [3, 4], information extraction [5], and many others. In
contemporary times, there is an enticing great concern for the measures based on
WordNet. They display their talent and make this application more intelligent [6–
9]. Several parameters have been proposed to determine the similarity of semantic.
Accordingly, these measures are grouped into three classes such as depth, shortest
path, and information content parameters, in line with the new semantic of relations
of Synonymy, Non-taxonomy,1 Hypernym,2 and Glosses.3 This paper examines the
characteristics, advantages, performance, and shortcomings of different methods,
and finally proposes areas for subsequent research.

The paper is subsequently structured in this order: First, Sect. 2 discusses text
mining in social media while Sect. 3 presents literature review and problem iden-
tification. In Sect. 4, the WordNet 3.1 is presented while there is a discussion on
semantic similarity measure based on text mining of taxonomy using WordNet 3.1
in Sect. 5. While comparison and evaluation of the analysis of the advanced measure
are provided in Sect. 6, a description of the characteristics, performance, advantage,
and shortcoming, a conclusion as well as more research is done in Sect. 7.

1https://github.com/alimuttaleb/Ali-Muttaleb/blob/master/Non-taxonomy.
2https://github.com/alimuttaleb/Ali-Muttaleb/blob/master/Hypernym.
3https://github.com/alimuttaleb/Ali-Muttaleb/blob/master/Glosses.

https://github.com/alimuttaleb/Ali-Muttaleb/blob/master/Non-taxonomy
https://github.com/alimuttaleb/Ali-Muttaleb/blob/master/Hypernym
https://github.com/alimuttaleb/Ali-Muttaleb/blob/master/Glosses
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2 Text Mining on Social Media

The knowledge-based text mining on data mining is a method that uses the lexi-
cal source to represent the semantics of the textual documents as the drive over the
notions from the lexical source used, rather than over thewords derived from the joint
information, since the lexical source has a huge number of concepts which is nor-
mally more than the number of words in the collocations of documents. However, the
knowledge-based text mining method leads to high-dimensional semantic represen-
tation. To reduce this high-dimensional semantic representation, the feature-based
method is proposed in semantic features to incorporate the features for capturingmore
semantic evidence from lexical source in order to locate the ambiguity betweenwords
of the concepts. Although few methods [10] have been recommended to address the
great dimensionality issue in the semantic representation, they depend on external
tools and ignore the structural features of the semantic network itself. To achieve
correspondence with the notions in the knowledge base, the central thought in this
research behind knowledge-basedmethods is that the documents are evaluated tomap
individual term in the documents. In thismapping, synonymswords in distinct tokens
with related meaning in a certain event are documents plotted to specific concepts.
However, the experimental results of previous studies are inconclusive. Based on the
previous studies, we have created the same setting but different method as we added
formethods “Synonymy,Non-taxonomy,Hypernym, andGlosses.” It is worth noting
that some studies [11, 12] demonstrated that exploiting lexical sources is helpful for
document clustering, while others [13, 14] showed that the conventional text clus-
tering technique without lexical sources outperforms knowledge-based techniques.
This is because of the absence of uniformity in comparing the previous experimental
results in terms of the exploited knowledge sources. In this paper, we examined the
features based while placing attention purely on the semantic representation of the
concepts. Nevertheless, this method has made a tacit supposition that all charac-
teristics in the semantics related representation of specific concepts have the same
weight of ambiguity. For instance, in the semantic of the car, this method deals with
the features (vehicle, convertible, accelerator, train, and cable car) as they have the
same semantic associations with the concept of the car.

3 Literature Review and Problem Identification

After reviewing previous literature of the present study, recent works about using
the lexical sources for representing the textual documents in text mining task are
considered elementary and essential phase in the current research. It is an impor-
tant phase, which can help formulate the research hypotheses to study the cause and
effect relationships for each experiment in the research. In this phase of the study,
framework of the study is recognized based on the studies conducted on the previous
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Problem identification 

Improving the 
performance of semantic 
similarity measurement

Robust and accurate 
optimizing representation 

technique

Represent semantics of 
concepts with small 
feature sub-set size

Insufficient and 
unbalanced 

features

Noisy/irrelevant 
features

Lack of semantic 
of each individual 

features

Solution of the ambiguity

Fig. 1 Direction of the research highlight based on features

research works that have been done for semantic representation and semantic simi-
larity measures. The figure shows three parts of the solution to the problems based
on the previous studies as they are subjective and did not make it. The complications
identified are “Lack of semantic of individual features,” “Noisy/irrelevant features,”
and “Insufficient and unbalanced features.” As revealed in Fig. 1, the direction of this
study is emphasized based on the evaluation of the features of essential features that
incorporate the problem in this research to locate the ambiguity with their intended
outcomes.

In this paper, previous studies have been reviewed comprehensively on semantic
representation approaches including the distributional-based and knowledge-based
features, the semantic similarity measurement, and knower-based on text mining.
Based on the literature review and problem identification, there are inputs, activates,
and deliverables, which are as follow:
Inputs of Journals

1. Online journals, science direct, books, published and unpublished papers
2. Periodical journals

• Knowledge-Based Systems of the Information System
• Expert Systems with Applications Elsevier
• The Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research
• Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence in Natural Language

Processing
• Natural Language Engineering of Cambridge University
• IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering

3. Other documents for publishing
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Activates of papers

• Literature review

1. Identify the scope of research
2. Review associated papers
3. Identify the factors related to the knowledge-based semantic representation
4. Identify the limitations of the feature-based methods
5. Exploring the optimizing techniques for feature selection tasks
6. Identify the issues in knowledge-based text mining

Deliverables by previous studies

1. Knowledge in the types of semantic representations: distributional-based and
knowledge-based methods

2. Identifying limitations, challenges, and issues of previous studies
3. Defining common factors for semantic representation, semantic similarity

measurement, and knowledge-based text mining
4. Insight for building and developing methods for overcoming the limitations in

previous works.

In the reviewing studies, the recent works about using lexical source for repre-
senting the text on documents to extract the concepts in text mining task focus on
three topics. In the first topic, there is focus on the semantic information to pro-
vide the efficient semantic measure by introducing a new approach for semantic
representation [10, 15], proposing a new measure on [16, 17] and combining the
semantic relations in the semantic representation by using lexical source also, to
improve this performance on the semantic measure by using comparative evalua-
tion on approach measures. The second topic focuses on using knowledge approach
to measure the similarity between words [18], or between lexical sourced from the
knowledge approach [19]. The third topic on the literature review focuses on how
to handle the semantic knowledge acquisition issues [20, 21] in a bid to improve
the quantity and quality of lexical resources to make the semantic more evident and
effective. Based on the above agreement on the problem identified in this research,
as our figure revealed, and the literature review, we have been able to identify three
main directions. In the first direction of this paper, the lack of semantic similarity
of individual feature and the semantic of a concept is represented based on the elec-
tronic sources of the natural language processing. These sources have been classified
as part of the approach in order to extract each approach from the semantic of rep-
resentation by taxonomy of the words/concepts to get many features. This very big
feature will create semantic problem on how to solve it, by representing semantics
of concepts with small feature sub-set size. The second direction of our study has
been to observe the feature-based method, which focuses purely on semantic rep-
resentation of the concepts. It is assumed that all features in the semantics related
representation of the specific notion have the same significance that will make it very
noisy/irrelevant. For instance, vehicle, convertible, accelerator, train, and cable car
have the same semantic associations with the ConceptCar. Solving this problemwill
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improve the performance of measuring similarity of semantic by three parameters;
“shortest path measures,” “depth measures,” and “information content measures.”
The third direction of our problem is to analyze the text mining of a sub-field of arti-
ficial intelligence as which aimed to extract the information from the large corpus
as collocation of document. Extracting the information from the data is a complex
issue, which requires deep analysis of the text mining to insufficient and unbalanced
features. Because of the complexity of the natural languages, this issue is more com-
plex in the textual data.Thus, in our paper, this idea has been used to compute the
semantic analysis for representing the semantics of concepts in the knowledge source
of languages as a graph network. However, the graph-based method has measured
the similarity of semantic that exists between concepts. The greater part of this work
is built on the graph-based method to analyze the words and focus on how the struc-
tural elements can be exploited to improve the total performance of the measures
used. Nevertheless, the improvement of the semantic representation on the features
based is missed in the previous works, which makes their work inconclusive. To
compare words between these approaches, previous studies have been introduced.
Even though the rate of fraud occurrence is minimal, but still it is required to invent
a technique for detecting the fraudulent cases before the transaction has been com-
pleted. The central aim of this paper is to propose the knowledge-based semantic
representation of text mining by using Synonymy, Non-taxonomy, Hypernym, and
Glosses, in the knowledge-based approach to select the concepts by using it to solve
issues (synonymy and ambiguity issues) existing in social media pertaining to the
text mining tasks. In the knowledge-based semantic representation, the method can
be classified into two types of semantic representation to analyze the words from the
concepts. The types are as follow graph-based and feature-based method. This graph
represents the words to analyze by graphing map. Figure 2 shows the classification
of our knowledge-based methods of semantic representation methods.

The graph-based or network-based methods depend on the semantic representa-
tion graph of the knowledge lexical source of semantic taxonomy by using weighting
to select the best features from the concepts of words or semantic ontology so as to
present the meaning in the concepts. The idea behind this method comes from the

Knowledge-based 
Semantic representation

Graph-based
Feature-

based method 

Hierarchical Ontological
Direct 

relations
Hierarchical 

relations

Fig. 2 Graph of knowledge semantic representation between words
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perceptive sense as the human brain depends on linking the concepts to form the
semantic of some given concepts. When the human brain received a concept, it first
brings other-related concepts and then links between these concepts to understand
the degree of the direct relationships between the words of the concepts in order
to receive the concepts and other concepts. In knowledge-based semantic represen-
tation, the graph-based will have two types of semantic relations, one of which is
hierarchical. It merges the feature methods and structure-based to assess the relation-
ship between two words/concepts. Therefore, the hierarchical-based process will be
adopted to signify the knowledge in a certain lexical source as a taxonomy using
the “Is-A” relationships, synonyms, holonym, and meronym, and each notion will
semantically be represented by a certain characteristic recursively derived from our
taxonomy by using theweighting under themeasures. In the second type of this graph
is ontological, the ontology in the relations will help prevent random arrangement of
the words of the concepts in order to choose the right concepts. In the feature-based
method of the concepts, two types are identified. One is direct relations. This direct
relation represents the semantics of the concepts as a set of mixed attributes from the
semantic relations in the knowledge sources.

4 WordNet 3.1 Based on Semantic Representation

The relations of WordNet4 3.1 version used for meaning relation: These connec-
tions will be linked with words based on hierarchical structure, which serves as
the instrument for computational linguistics as well as NLP. It is claimed that
the language of semantic representation is mostly denoted by nouns or noun
phrases so that some researchers are using or focusing on noun in the seman-
tic relation calculated by the statistics. There are four relation methods used
in this paper: “Synonymy, Non-taxonomy, Hypernym, and Glosses.” The fol-
lowing relations are used in relation domain hypernym/hyponym (is-a), part-
holonym/part-meronym (part of), member-holonym/member-meronym (member-
of) and substance-holonym/substance-meronym (substance-of). For instance, tomato
is a vegetable (is-a) and the head is part of the body (part of). The relation between
concepts in WordNet 3.1 based on the taxonomy shown in Fig. 3 is a frame of “Is-a
Relation” in WordNet 3.1. The concepts are more specific. For instance, the vehicle
is more conceptual than bicycle. In addition, conveyance is more conceptual than the
vehicle. The object is much more abstract in concepts.

4https://wordnet.princeton.edu.

https://wordnet.princeton.edu
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Fig. 3 Frame of “Is-a” and relationships between words and concept in the WordNet 3.1

4.1 Semantic

The semantic is that field which focuses on the investigation of the meaning of con-
cepts and how natural language processing is normally intercepted. The psychology
of semantic representation is defined as the topic which studies the technique of using
the mental lexicon to interpret the meaning of words in natural languages.

4.2 Semantic Relation

The semantic relation is a link between two words/concepts to reveal the rele-
vance of their semantics. The semantic knowledge that will be used all through
the phase of this paper is extracted from English WordNet. The WordNet is a sys-
tem, which comprises of the lexical files that can be converted into a database in
order to describe the relations between synonyms. Two main types of relations
are signified by pointers: lexical and semantic relation. While the lexical rela-
tions exist between semantically related word forms, the semantic relations exist
between word meanings. These relations comprise hypernym/hyponym (superordi-
nate/subordinate), attribute, antonym, domain-topic, domain-region, domain-usage,
hyponym/hypernym, instance-hypernym, instance-hyponym, member-meronym,
member-holonym, member-of-domain-topic, member-of-domain-region, member-
of-domain-usage, pertainym, part-meronym, part-holonym, related-form, substance-
meronym, substance-holonym, similar to, verb group also see, attribute, domain of
synset (region, topic, and usage), member of this domain (region, topic, usage) and
meronym/holonymy. On the other hand, the evaluation of these relations dataset is
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covered by the gold standard of yardsticks, which have been used for evaluating the
semantic similarity of text mining tasks [22, 23].

4.3 Semantic Taxonomy

This is the relations used to represent the knowledge-based semantic in the lexical
source as it is centered on the weighting of the features. The semantic is a network
among concepts in the lexicon in which the nodes representing the concepts by edges
representing the hypernyms and hyponyms relations. The hypernyms and hyponyms
relations are those nominal and verbal synset as the inheritance taxonomy. The part
of semantic taxonomy of WordNet called structure-based method is used to signify
the knowledge in a certain lexical basis as a taxonomy using “Is-a” relationships
[23]. However, each of the concepts is represented semantically by a number of
characteristics reclusively gotten from a taxonomy.

4.4 Semantic Ontology on Conceptual Graphs

A conceptual graph can be described as a mutually aligned chart in which cases of
notions are presented as an oblong while that of ideal relationships are shown as a
spheroid. Aligned edges connect the tips and represent the orientation and existence
of relationship. A relationshipmay have several boundaries; in such cases, the bound-
aries are given numbers. An instance of semantic ontology on conceptual pictorial
depiction is known as display forum (DF) of a sentence: “a Rabbit is on a Table.” The
basic conceptual graph in the depictive illustration, which uses text denotation linear
form (LF) in this group of words, is entered as [Rabbit]-(On)-[Table]. LF and DF are
meant as illustration and performance structure for a human. There exist a formal lan-
guage CG interchange form (CGIF) defined too. Using the CGIF model, this group
of words would bewritten thus, [Rabbit: *x] [Table: *y] (on ?x ?y). *x is an adjustable
definition and ?x is referring to the defined adjustable.Applying structural alternative,
the same group of words may be expressed using the same model as (On [Rabbit]
[Table]). The variation among the three models is identified as with direct variation
betweenConceptualGraphs InterchangeFormat (CGIF) andKnowledge Interchange
Format (KIF) UsingKIFmodel, this sentencemay be represented as (exists ((?x Rab-
bit) (?y Table)) (On ?x ?y)). All the formats have similar semantics in the predicate
logic: ∃ x, y: Rabbit(x) ∧Table (x) ∧ on(x, y). Conceptual graphs possess the same
expressive capability as predicate logic. Figure 4 shows the conceptual graphical rep-
resentation of relation betweenwords. For instance ofRabbit and Table are ∃(x, y) =
(N P(Det(the))) ∧ (N (“Rabbit”) ∧ (V P(V (sleep))) ∧ (N P(Det(onthe) ∧
(N (“Table”)¬(N P(Det(and)) ∧ (V P(V (leave)) ∧ (N P(N (“hair”)).
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The Rabbit  sleep on the Table and leave hair

Entity “S”

NP VP

Det N

The Rabbit Sleep

Det

On

The

N

Table

S

Det

and

V S

NP VP

NP VP

V S

leave NP

N

hair

Fig. 4 Conceptual graph of the semantic representation in ontology

5 A Semantic Similarity Measure Based on Text Mining
of Taxonomy Using WordNet 3.1

In this paper, three measures are introduced based on the previous study, which com-
pares with them in the comparison and their evaluation. In this work, the statistical of
the hypothesis in the significance of the feature-based method is different from the
proposed method and human judgment is the three measures, which are taxonomy
relations, Non-taxonomy relations, and Glosses. Each one has the hypothesis, and
the scores of the similarity and the computed similarity values are unrelated. The
measures will follow each one as proposed and evaluated:

5.1 Shortest Path Measures

The central thought of these measures’ short path says the relationship between two
ideas corresponds to the length of the path connecting the ideas and their place in
the taxonomy.

5.2 Depth Measures

The depth measures are based on topological parameters to a constant weighting of
assumption. Most of the promising topological parameters could be exploited from
the features on the taxonomy to find the concepts. Although the units in the semantic
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representation are taxonomically extracted, the topological metrics (e.g., depth) are
ignored when computing the semantic similarity.

5.3 Information Content Measures

In the information content measure, we referred to the semantic measure to use the
words of concepts to organize the features to quantify the information content (IC)
to a particular concept and make use of the (IC) to identify the semantic relationship
between two concepts. In thiswork,we proposed the information contentmeasure for
weighting the semantic representation in order to make the weighting assumption in
a feature-based method constant by using topological parameter to select the feature
and taxonomy to find theweighting of features. To get the semantic evidence by using
to extract the features and weight it on social media, we incorporated the features and
captured more semantic features for weighting each feature. In previous work, they
focused on the semantic measure in computing the features by weighting elements
in the semantic representation of the vector.

6 Comparison and Evaluation of Semantic Similarity
Measures Between Our Judgments

In this table, the comparison of semantic similarity, as we compare our work with
them to find the weakness and strength and then have to apply on our new method
on feature-based method, to find the problems and the ambiguity in the social media.
The knowledge-based text mining can be built the synsets of words using data min-
ing methods as which mentioned in this paper, the data mining based on methods
can be implemented with the standard classification, clustering, or machine learning
algorithm.However, internet/intranet semantic representation and corporate informa-
tion are stored with unstructured text documents like Facebook, YouTube, Tweeter,
and LinkedIn. To extract knowledge from text, some complicated text mining and
learning algorithms are required (Table 1).

To determine the difference between the semantic similaritymeasures, which have
different performance measures with distinct strengths and weaknesses, we have to
use a distance measure that is suitable for comparing vectors of different lengths.
The shortest path considers the path length connecting the concept and the position
of the concepts, as the related words to a given word are the length of the shortest
path from the root to the concept c. To use the nexus or edge as a factor to refer to the
relationship between concepts of nodes, almost all of the methods are simpler as the
local of the density of pairs cannot be as displayed. Depth: the depth of a node in the
taxonomical hierarchy refers to the distance between the specific node and the root
of the taxonomical hierarchy. Information content (IC): It is based on the measure
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as a given concept and then uses the IC to examine the semantic similarity between
two concepts. These measures have been classified in the previous researches as the
information content-based measures.

7 Conclusion

This paper explored recent trends to discover the semantic similarity in advanced
measures. The similarity measures are based on feature-based method to capture
more the biggest number that which relevance between words in the vectors from
the documents based on social media to solve the problems and ambiguity in social
media by using WordNet 3.1 based on shortest path measures, depth measures, and
information content measures, to proposed these lexical sourced from the semantic
features (taxonomical relation, meronym relation, gloss (definition), and Is-A rela-
tion) to extraction technique to retrieved the documents based on user query to find the
semantic relations that which existing between concepts in the social media. We also
analyzed the scale of weighting, features, advantages, and disadvantages of different
measures. However, we presented the commonly by using IC metric in information-
based content measure. Lastly, we discussed how to measure the performance of the
similarity measure on social media. As a different measure will reveal the different
performance indifferent application, in the specific application ameasurewill contain
all other aspects system of another factor. Moreover, the WordNet is common sense
ontology. There exists a host of other domains of taxonomically oriented ontologies.
How to efficiently solve the varied problem especially in social media and apply the
measure in other ontology is required in further study. We are currently conducting
further research and studies working on the potential application of our method on
the English language for documents on social media using WordNet 3.1 versions.
We are currently conducting further research and studies working on the potential
application of our method on the English language using WordNet 3.1 versions. The
future research involves knowledge-based approach of semantic representation of
WordNet 3.1 for documents using dictionaries to improve these concepts and ana-
lyzing the words based on semantic similarity. The work is underway and results
will be available soon.
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Identification of Appropriate Filters
for Preprocessing Palm Print Images

S. Kavitha and P. Sripriya

Abstract Efficient preprocessing of image is necessary in all classification of bio-
metrics to obtain an enhanced image. In this research study, CASIA database con-
sisting of numbered palm print is used. Original left and right palm print images
are subjected to various stages of filtering and pre-processed image is obtained.
The PSNR values are computed and results are tabulated for the filters applied and
the graph is plotted. The comparison between tabulated values indicated that pre-
processed image has the higher values of PSNR and an improvement in the image
quality is observed. The appropriate filter based on PSNR values is identified to
proceed further with segmentation and feature extraction process.

Keywords Preprocessing · Palm print images · Filters · PSNR

1 Introduction

Preprocessing helps to improve the quality of image by changing the orientation,
removal of noise, texture, and brightness. The principle of preprocessing is applied
in all the image-related applications like intelligent transportation, moving object
tracking, and defense surveillance. Preprocessing refers to the correction of image
with respect to brightness by considering the position of pixels that exists in original
image. In preprocessing approach, difference between the pixel values of image is
greater than the threshold is assumed as criteria for filtering.

The traditional belief about human palm print lines is that they help to predict the
future. Fortune prediction using palm print lines is familiar even today in countries
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like India and China. In Palmistry, predictions are done with the lines running on a
palm such as fate line, health line, and by palm length, size, and shape defined by their
position and thickness. The same principle is applied technically and scientifically
by subjecting to various research studies which progressively indicated the biometric
feature of each line in the palm is distinct and hence it can be utilized to identify
humans. The human palm is unique because of the running palm lines, geometric
patterns, ridges, datum points, minutiae feature, etc., when fused together can give an
accurate biometric results. The areas of palm are larger and wider when compared
to finger print recognition and more precise details can be extracted and are cost
effective.

To capture the palm print area, digital scanners and CCD-based scanners are
available. The scanners used for palm print have its own advantages and disadvan-
tages and hence online palm print datasets are mostly used. Images for palm can
be collected by properly aligning the scanner or infrared camera. Choosing a good
quality palm print images for study to achieve better results is an important criteria.
Nowadays, the cameras in certain mobile phones like Xiami Redmi, Vivo, etc., also
provide good quality images and can be used for preprocessing. The left and right
palm images should be taken separately and numbering should be done. CASIA
dataset is used in this paper as it has proper numbered left and right images of palm
and hence preprocessing is implemented with the existing dataset. It consists of 7200
palm print images. PSNR values calculation is done using MATLAB software. The
values obtained for right palm print images are tabulated and graph is generated.

The research paper is divided into following sections: Section 1 highlights on the
introduction about preprocessing and palm print study, Sect. 2 discuss about review
on literature survey and Sect. 3 details on the various filters available and themethods
used in this paper, Sect. 4 describes about the experimental methods and discussion,
and Sect. 5 deals with the conclusion and the future enhancement.

2 A Review on Literature Survey

Zhong et al. [1] conducted a survey on the progress of palm print recognition research
over a decade. Michalak and Okarma [2] improved the preprocessing methods and
binarized the image using entropy filteringmethod for alphanumeric character recog-
nition. Giełczyk et al. [3] proposed a light weight method for palm print recognition.
Caledron et al. [4] worked with digital X-ray images for biomedical applications
and analyzed the importance of preprocessing in a convolutional network model.
George et al. [5] used CASIA palm print database that consists of 5502 images and
applied preprocessing to reduce the impact of noise and detected the geometrical
position for ROI feature extraction. Bajracharya et al. [6] in his research study pro-
vided an improved method for digital images by compressing preprocessing and non
preprocessing images and calculated PSNR values and improved the compression
ratio of images. Sharma et al. [7] used Hadoop denoising interface and calculated
PSNR and MSE to achieve better qualitative output results. Manju et al. [8] using
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the lossless image compression in CCSDS algorithm had done the PSNR and MSE
value calculations, concluded that higher PSNR value provides better transmission
and reception of images. George et al. [9] discussed the better filters for preprocess-
ing and methods for mass segmentation based on the parameters of MSE and PSNR
values. Aswin Kumar et al. [10] preprocessed IRIS images for human recognition
using various filters and tabulated the PSNR andMSE values. Victor and Ghalib [11]
detected and classified skin cancer cells with hybrid segmentation approach based on
PSNR values from the different filters used. Sowmiya et al. [12] captured the satellite
images by applying sensors and then preprocessed it to eliminate the atmospheric
and geometric distortions present in the image. Pinki and Mehra [13] estimated the
quality of image by applying different distortions using the PSNR values. Rajkumar
and Malathi [14] analyzed the quality of image for real-time satellite images with
image quality metrics such as PSNR and MSE. Ali, Mouad et al. [15] used palm
print lines and measured PSNR by applying edge detection algorithms for various
online datasets.

Based on the literature review, it is observed that palm print image quality with
existing dataset need to be identified by preprocessing image using filters and also
applying any parameters such as mean, standard deviation, PSNR, and MSE to
substantiate the resultant values.

The objective of this research work is to apply filters to every stage of
preprocessing and to derive PSNR values and analyze the results.

3 Discussion on the Filters Used

Filtering is the basic step in any image preprocessing. The choice of filter for any
particular application is entirely dependent on the nature of image and the application
for which it is used. Image filters can be of type linear or nonlinear. In linear filters,
output pixel values are linear combination of input given, whereas in nonlinear filters,
output is purely based on the type of application it is used.

3.1 Median Filter

The noise from an image is totally eliminated or reduced efficiently, image edges
preserved with this nonlinear filter. It functions by calculating the median of the
surrounding pixels by sorting them in ascending order and replaces the middle pixel
value. The neighboring pixels are patterned in window and slides from one pixel to
another.
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3.2 Smoothening Filters

These filters help to achieve better and fine details of the image. There are many
types of smoothening linear filters, namely lowpass, high pass, Kalman, Butterworth,
Wiener, and Gaussian Filters.

3.2.1 Gaussian Filter

It is a type of linear filter used mostly to reduce noise keeping edges relatively
sharp, to reduce contrast and blur the images. The performance of the filter is faster
when compared to other filters where as sharpening filters remove completely image
blurring and are used to highlight finer details of the image, that is it works by
emphasizing the edges. It is more popular and used in finding the edges in an image
and spatial analysis. Gaussian filters are the approximation of Gaussian function and
it modifies the output signal with convolution with minimum possible group delay.
Salt-and-pepper noise when added to the image Gaussian filter removes noise better
compared to other smoothening filters. It also reduces the high frequency details
from an image and hence it is also called as low pass filter.

3.3 Sharpening Filters

There are wide range of filters for image sharpening like Laplacian filter, unsharp
mask filter, high boost filter, Gradient mask filter etc., for image sharpening. Lapla-
cian filter used highlights discontinuities in gray-level images and eliminates or less
emphasizes the regions with least changing gray levels. It is a derivative filter and
the image is improved by ameliorating the background features.

4 Experimental Analysis

A brief outline of the proposed preprocessing work is presented as a flow diagram
as shown in Fig. 1.

The proposed system uses palm print dataset and median filter is applied to expel
the image noise and smoothening is done with Gaussian filter and sharpening using
Laplacian filter is carried out and the preprocessed image is obtained. The left and
right palm print PSNR values are determined and the graph is produced.
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Fig. 1 Proposed work flow diagram

4.1 PSNR

Peak signal-to-noise ratio is interpreted as ratio of qualitymeasure between the source
and regenerated image. The equation for PSNR is described in mathematical form
as follows:

PSNR = 20 log10

(
MAXf√
MSE

)
(1)

4.2 MSE

Mean Square error is the aggregate of the squared error values between the regen-
erated and the source image. It is employed to determine the mean square differ-
ence between the expected outcome and predicted results. Lesser the value of MSE
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indicates the error is lower and the equation is represented below:

MSE = 1

mn

m−1∑
0

n−1∑
0

‖ f (i, j) − g(i, j)‖2 (2)

where m and n represent the row and columns in an input images.
The analysis of experimental results is presented below as follows. Figure 2 repre-

sents sharpening and smoothening filters applied for left and right palm print images.
Figure 3 represents the tabulated PSNR values of left and right palm print images
before and after preprocessing. Figure 4 displays the graphical representation of
PSNR values of left and right palm print images.

Fig. 2 Filters applied to left and right palm print images

Fig. 3 Tabulated PSNR values of left and right palm print images
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Fig. 4 Graphical PSNR of left and right palm images with the tabulated values

5 Conclusion

Preprocessing plays a very important role for palm print recognition. Preprocessing
step helps to proceed further for efficient segmentation and feature extraction. Objec-
tive of applying filters in the palm print images is to eliminate the noise and to further
smoothen and sharpen the image to preserve the edges. In this paper, the output of
median, Gaussian, Laplacian with respect to quality parameters PSNR is discussed.
Based on the output values obtained for right and left palm images using Gaussian
filter imply the high value of PSNR even when compared with the original images
from the dataset used in this paper. From the experimental results and observation,
the usage of Gaussian filter will be appropriate when compared with other filters
taken for study and is concluded based on higher PSNR values.

Additional parameters like MSE and SD can also be used with different datasets
available to enhance the work in the future. Determination of PSNR for the existing
dataset can be done by combining features of iris, finger, palm, hand, and so on to
provide better results.

Data Availability
The CASIA palm print dataset is used in this article for experimental purpose.
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Feature Extraction of Metastasis
and Acrometastasis Diseases Using
the SVM Classifier

A. Vidhyalakshmi and C. Priya

Abstract Metastasis and acrometastasis diseases were presented as the tumor in
the tongue and hands of the human body. These two diseases may cause cancer to
the lungs part of the human body. Metastases have the base in parts of the lung,
breast or kidney. In this paper, the lung cancer symptoms can be diagnosed based
on the metastases to the tongue images and acrometastases to the hands’ images.
The proposed effort composed of feature extraction of tongue and hand images as
input by using the Wiener filter processes. A support vector machine in supervised
learning models with learning steps can explore the data which can be used for
classification and regression scrutiny. The classifier techniques sustain to classify
the metastases and acrometastases data. Finally, the classification and regression
process can increase accuracy to predict the metastasis and acrometastasis diseases
for lungs cancer. The proposed work is implemented using the MATLAB software
and classifier increases an accuracy of feature extraction.

Keywords Lungs cancer · Metastases to tongue · Acrometastasis to hand ·
Support vector machine · Symptom

1 Introduction

Lungplays themajority recurrent locationofmetastaseswhich start from thehead and
neck cell with the carcinomas wax that is being true for the oral tongue cancers. The
type of solitarymetastasis over the parts of squamous cell carcinomamay be reported
as the legitimate option w2–4x [1]. Commonly, hands may have the acrometastasis
involvement. The primary report discussed for elderly women, with carcinoma of the
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breast with themultiple metacarpal bone. The greatest opportunity for themetastases
grows throughout the body [2]. A type of classifier known as the support vector
machines (SVM) has the deposit of associated supervised.

Learning methods need for the classifications. The SVM built the separate hyper-
plane in the space with the maximum boundary between the two datasets. The con-
dition for support vector machines, which indicates the data points of p dimensional
vector known to support p-1 dimensional hyperplane termed as the linear classifier
[3]. The SVM is one kind of linear classifier, which enables the optimized hyper-
plane, which maximizes the boundaries between patterns. These features make the
SVM as a powerful tool for the task of pattern recognition. The SVM has a definite
expression for the data analysis [4, 5]. A cluster of SVMs has the necessary kernel
functions in use. The fivefold terms of cross-validation are agreed in the SVM for
the training dataset.

The study includes the CV accurateness required for all the datasets with the
smallest CV error. A machine learning (ML) can make the learning model with the
history data to foretell the upcoming data [6]. Next section discusses the literature
survey, Sect. 3 discusses feature extraction of the metastasis and acrometastatic,
Sect. 4 discusses the result and discussion. Finally, this work discusses the conclusion
of the proposed work.

2 Related Work

Han and Jiang [7] proposed a sparse-coding kernel approaches can overcome the
SVM needed for fitting the diagnosis of diseases. The traditional ad hoc tuning
approach is based on the parametric conquers for the overfitting problem of diag-
nosing the accuracy. Based on the knowledge, the first rigorous method proposed
to overcome the SVM overfitting. Finally, the author proposed a novel biomarker
discovery algorithm such as the Gene-Switch-Marker (GSM), which captures the
meaningful biomarkers for the advantage of SVM over a fitting on single genes.

Sawada et al. [8] proposed a lung by the renal cell, breast and colon cancers,
which will be the widespread primary tumors required for the acrometastasis. The
system for the acrometastasis fully elucidated, which can accept the bone metastasis
that may include the acral regions needed for the hematogenous. There may be a
difficulty in the distributed cancer cells that can adapt, proliferate the metastases in
side-line bones. The lesser amount of redmarrow contentmay comparewith the axial
bone. The worse temperature based on the location becomes closes to the surface of
skin. Zhang et al. [9] proposed the research, which develops a diagnostic method for
analysis using the standard tongue image by the support vector machine. The tongue
body coating may be alienated using the partition by merger and the chrominance
threshold method. The color extraction and the texture feature of the tongue images
are given as the input variables, method for the investigtion of diabetes the SVM
were trained.
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The input variables needed for the influences are the combination of method in
analysis. Eccles and Welch [10] proposed a cancer death reason for the enlargement
of metastases; the majority in morbidity and mortality results shows the prevention
of disseminated disease. The direct treatments desired for the metastasis become the
cells which are ready for the primary tumor.

Liu et al. [11] anticipated the approaches for the account of imbalanced costs
needed for the breast cancer judgment in an intelligentway.This information provides
the reasonable results for the previous work and more conventional model for the
classification. The evaluation performances for the proposed approaches using the
Wisconsin Breast Cancer and the Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer (WDBC).
The breast cancer dataset composed from the University of California at Irvine. The
machine line depository considered necessary for the studies.

3 Feature Extraction of Metastasis and Acrometastatic

3.1 Metastasis

The secondary malignant growth based on the distance is obtained from the sites of
primary cancer. The metastasis is a type of cancer present in the mouth cavity, which
particularly spread over the tongue rarely in nature. The reviews conducted for the
6881 cancers results show the 0.2% occurs as the lingual metastasis. The lingual
metastasis can be possible for the explanation in the form of inhospitable nature for
the site. The inhabit colonization obtained the process of mechanical, chemical and
the variation in the thermal basis. The idea behind the recognition of skeletal muscle
secretes the several factors in the anticancer activity. Cancer can commonly occur
with the metastasis to the tongue which includes the 28% of kidney and lung, 11%
of the skin melanoma and 9% of the breast cancer [12].

3.2 Acrometastatic

The metastasis in the digits form can occur infrequently, with a non-specific clinical
presentation. The report contains the patient details of the persistent swelling and
ulceration involves the right thumbnail. The information provided not fully diagnosis
cancer but they have the delay in the eventual diagnosis of cell like the lung cancer
representing the acrometastasis. The treatment needs with the amputation for more
measures of palliative. The person should have the acrometastasis for the differential
diagnosis that relates to the patients for non-healing digital injuries or ulcers. The
patients may have limited treatment options with very poor prediction.

Figure 1 shows the proposed method.
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Fig. 1 Feature extraction for metastasis and acrometastatic

3.3 Input I

The feature extraction, which involves the reduction of quantity of resources needed
for the description of data in the bulky set. The performance analysis for the complex
majority data has the problems that identify a large number of variables involved in
the process. The analysis of variable in the large number basically

• Read image
• Resize image
• Remove noise (Denoise)
• Segmentation
• Morphology (smoothing edges).

3.4 Preprocessing

The preprocessing techniques required for the color, gray level or binary level docu-
mentation of images may contain the text and the graphics. The character recognition
of system with the most applications uses gray or binary images. The color images
and the document described with the preprocessing of the input image may contain
the binary images only. There are several steps available for the processes; the first
step will be the image enhancement techniques which are capable of removing the
image noise, adjust the contrast in the image. The second step includes the threshold-
ing facilities that can remove any scenes, watermark and noise present in the image.
The third steps include the page segmentation in separating the graphics presented in
the text, the fourth character with the segmentation processes. The next step involves
themorphological dealing out to the characters present with the thresholding and fur-
ther morphological processing. This process enhances the preprocessing techniques’
parts for the character pixels from them. Techniques above follow the presentation
of a few character recognition techniques in which some applications with few of
these are taken as the character recognition system for some applications.
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The feature extraction may be a general step followed in the construction of
combining these variables that may be around these problems which describes the
sufficient data accuracy. Many machine learning practices may believe the property
of optimized feature extraction that may be the key role for the effective applications.
An excision of growth present in the anterior tongue revealed a 2.6 cm tumor may be
composed of the sheets in additionalwith the clear cells placed around the oval nuclei.
An enhancement of the CT scans for the portion of abdomen with guided FNACwas
suggested. The chest portions for the part-time routine metastatic workup with the
discrete nodular opacities for the lungs are the secondary deposits.

The Gaussian blur known as the Gaussian smoothing may result in the blurring
an image with the Gaussian functions. The visual effect of these blurred techniques
represents the smooth image. The Gaussian smoothing also uses the preprocessing
stage for the version algorithm, which can enhance the image structures for the
different scales. The additional use of the threshold compared with the suitable filters
can remove the local noise for the smoothing of rank filters.

3.5 Removal of Noise

TheWiener filter uses the filter toward the desired target random process which uses
the linear time-invariant filtering of noise known as stationary and the noise signal.
The Wiener filter can reduce the error connecting random process and the preferred
process. The Wiener filter has solutions for cases: one non-causal filter requiring a
quantity of both data, next to where filter is desired with an infinite amount data, and
finite impulse response case where input data used in the result which is not fed back
to the filter as in the IIR case.

Non-causal solution

G(s) = Sx,s(s)

Sx (s)
eαs . (1)

where S is the spectral densities. Provided that g(t) is optimal, then minimum mean-
square error equation reduces to

E
(
e2

) = Rs(0) −
∞∫

−∞
g(τ )Rx,s(τ + α)dτ . (2)

And the solution g(τ ) is the inverse two-sided Laplace transform of G(s).
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3.6 SVM Classifier Algorithm

The intentionof the support vectormachine is to locate a hyperplane inN-dimensional
space (N—the number of features). Our work is to get a plane that has the highest
margin in which the utmost distance in data points of both classes is the maximizing
distance that provides some reinforcement. Support vectors are record points that are
closer to hyperplane and persuade the position and orientation of the hyperplaner.

Result Analysis
The extractions of metastasis and acrometastatic on tongue and hand images are
taken from the databases. The proposed work is implemented using the MATLAB
software and the simulation results were shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Here, the feature extraction is done using the basic image processing techniques
such as the input image, filtering, contrast stretched on image, edge detection taken
as the feature extraction for both the tongue and hand images. The measurement
values are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 shows the result of metastasis and acrometastatic details in the spread of
hand and tongue. The volume, thinnest tumor thickness, thickness, area, perimeter,
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity measured using the MATLAB software. The
tabulation gives the measured values for the input image. These values are taken as
the feature extraction of the given image.

Fig. 2 Metastasis input tongue image
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Fig. 3 Filtered image

Fig. 4 Feature extraction details of the tongue image

4 Conclusion

This paper describes the feature extraction techniques for the two diseases such as
the metastasis and acrometastatic for the tongue and hand images. The fundamental
image processing techniques such as filtering, contrast stretching, edge detection
process for the feature selection. These features are trained by means of support
vector machine classifiers headed to obtain the measurements like volume, thinnest
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Fig. 5 Input hand image

Fig. 6 Contrast stretched image

tumor thickness, thickness, area, perimeter, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for
the input image.
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Fig. 7 Edge detection details to feature extraction of hand

Table 1 Metastasis and acrometastatic

S. No. List of parameter Metastasis in tongue image Acrometastatic in hands

1. Volume 1.109376e−01 3.409414e−01

2. Thinnest tumor thickness 152 213

3. Thickness 32 0

4. Area 513 12

5. Perimeter 1.061429e+03 2.156000e+01

6. Accuracy 5.714286e−01 5.714286e−01

7. Sensitivity 2.571429e−01 2.571429e−01

8. Specificity 8.857143e−01 8.857143e−01
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Knowledge Genesis and Dissemination:
Impact on Performance in Information
Technology Services

S. Karthikeyan

Abstract Knowledge either exists in abundance or needs to be generated in a tech
savvy environment that we live in. Genesis per se would not suffice. Knowledge
needs to be disseminated to concerned stakeholders to achieve set goals and to foster
performance and productivity. The knowledge creation process espoused by Nonaka
and Takeuchi has been hailed by many albeit with the criticism that certain things
were abstract and may not suit non-Japanese scenarios. However, knowledge can
either be tacit or explicit and the transformations keep spiraling. This paper exam-
ines the components of the SECI model and their impact on knowledge genesis and
dissemination and subsequent impact on employee behavior and employee perfor-
mance in information technology services. Structural equation modeling has been
applied to assess the causal relations. The effect of certain demographics like cadre
and educational level are also examined. The primary data stems from survey of 829
IT professionals serving in IT firms at Chennai, South India.

Keywords Knowledge · Behavior · Performance

1 Models Pertaining to Knowledge Management

Several models [1–6] pertaining to knowledge evolution andmanagement have being
doing the rounds. The popular ones are:

(i) SECI: This model traced the creation of knowledge and classified the process
as a spiral.

(ii) Three Worlds: The domains comprise physical objects or materials, the
produce of the mind, and psychological processes and events.

(iii) Capability Maturity: Processes in an enterprise are managed at five levels and
consistency gives rise to repeatable phase.
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(iv) Pyramid to Wisdom: Relationships can be functional or structural depending
upon the relations between four entities (wisdom, knowledge, information,
and data).

(v) Business Intelligence: Management information systems could be applied in
myriad ways to foster better decision-making.

(vi) KnowledgeLifeCycle:This process is continuous anddynamic and comprises
production, integration, and innovation.

(vii) Johari Window: Involves attributes like how information is received or
disseminated and how these influence perceptions.

(viii) KnowledgeManagementMethod:Knowledge and eventually experiences can
be relished through efficient capture, sharing, exploring, and comprehension.

(ix) Bridging Epistemologies: Knowledge is neither stagnant nor predictable in
an organization. It is consumed and depends on the nature and the context.

(x) Six Knows Knowledge: Knowledge can be processed and consumed and
understood better when the following dimensions are applied: when, where,
who, how, why, and what.

Popularity of SECI Model: Finley and Sathe [7] as well as Martin and Root
[8] dwelt on Nonaka’s SECI model and its applicability. Nonaka was credited with
having discerned explicit from implicit knowledge in an organizational setting. The
extension of this model for the construction industry was examined. The manager is
the core of the spectrum and individuals go about the conversion process, and hence
the significance of knowledge conversion is paramount.

Natek and Zwilling [9] averred that the management of knowledge stems from
myriad disciplines; however, its core constituents are information technology and
communication with individuals. The genesis and processing of knowledge com-
prise phases like discovery, capture, sharing, and application. Genesis of knowledge
comes from various platforms, digital or otherwise (e.g., communities of practice)
and has been collectively coined as ‘socialization.’ ‘Externalization’ propels the
transformation to explicit processing (e.g., decision support systems). ‘Combina-
tion’ helps in collating knowledge and disseminates it for better availability (e.g.,
datamining). ‘Internalization’ helps in applicability by further transformation to tacit
knowledge (e.g., usage of wikis). These processes may occur rapidly multiple times
and the spiral continues.

Mustapha [10] highlighted the applicability of the SECI model. The domains
comprised armed forces, regional application, collaborative learning, virtual learning,
product development, and development of personal knowledge and computational
platforms.

Kassemet al. [11] researched the cyberspace leaning environment to ascertain how
as to how the SECImodel could be applied.Greater the capacity of the online learning
environment better are the chances of fostering the creation of knowledge. Knowl-
edge needs to be shared and utilized and further knowledge needs to be triggered.
Persons involved with similar learning tasks could be encouraged to collaborate as
a group. This would facilitate faster comprehension and could trigger more ideas
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and thoughts. Eventually, deeper understanding would occur and new knowledge or
unexplored knowledge could evolve. Synergy and productivity go hand in hand.

Kaur [12] stressed on the fact that the SECI model may not be viewed as a circular
process; rather it is to be perceived as a spiral. The philosophical tag to the SECI
model hampers a serious empirical research. The four components of the model stem
from Japanese thought. Hence, cultural fit in other zones is debatable.

Rice and Rice [13] studied the significant constituents of the SECI model and
described it as a self-transcending phenomenon. Knowledge dissemination through
sharing happens when there is a need to go beyond knowledge boundaries and more
clarity is required in ambiguous assignments. Organizations thrive and are remem-
bered for their capabilities as well as knowledge capital. Knowledge transfer tran-
scends physical entities and projects are now multi-organizational. There is so much
data waiting out there to be mined and warehoused. The basic necessity is to iden-
tify the type of knowledge required for projects as well as organizational operations.
Other things follow from there until knowledge is applied for sustenance and growth.

HithertoResearch on Performance andBehavior: Performance:Martin [14] inves-
tigated Government entities in Zambia with special interest on how information
technology could be effectively used. Author reiterated the need for performance
management system and highlighted their impact on business processes. He recom-
mended that systems need to be put in place to capture reports and this should be
implemented on a real-time basis. The access to performance data should be enabled
through mobile devices.

Liviu [15] highlighted that all problems do not warrant the same IT solution. The
complexity of the situation warrants an appropriate approach, whereby the proper
use of information technology can produce better products, customer service, and
eventually productivity.

Barbosa et al. [16] focused on information technology governance in Brazil with
emphasis on the performance measurement in financial enterprises. The study high-
lighted that IT governance was still in a nascent phase and there was plenty of
scope for its betterment and applicability. They suggested that the study could be
extrapolated to other industries and services across the globe.

Zehir et al. [17] stated that linkages between information technology and produc-
tive growth have beenmixed. The researchmodel proposed by them comprised infor-
mation technology at the time of decision-making, perception, usage and investment
levels in information technology as well as technology and futuristic orientation.
The study was undertaken in Turkey, a country in a developing stage. Among all
the variables studies, the stress was on information technology investments. It was
espoused that better investments would better the probability of good outcomes.

Behavior: Individual behavior (both negative and positive) as well as organiza-
tional behavior and such influence on performance has been studied by many. Some
pertained to behavior modifications [18], outcomes of positive and negative behav-
ior [19], role of leaders and their behavior [20], organizational behavior [21], and
negative behaviors [22].

Research Gaps and Current Focus: Research on the knowledge creation process
and its components have been executed but there needs to be more investigation on
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how knowledge genesis and dissemination is linked to employee behavior. Behavior
may be influenced bymany factors but a lot depends upon knowledge possessed, how
it is communicated and how it is perceived. Behavior, in turn, affects performance
and what organizations desire is discipled and committed behavior to foster growth.
The current research endeavors to address these issues.

2 Need for the Research

Knowledge keeps evolving and has no pre-defined route. Knowledge may emanate
from within the organization or from outside (stakeholders, media, groups). The
essence of knowledge can be truly felt only when it is available in a desired form and
for its relevancy. Knowledge and further processing could result in positive of neg-
ative behavior (thoughts, action and emotions). There is a need to ascertain whether
knowledge in the organization is channeled for productive behavior andwhether there
is a productive impact on the employees’ performance by such behavior. Knowledge,
when manipulated or misused, could prove catastrophic leading to downfall in var-
ious aspects. Information technology is an apt domain to investigate the knowledge
creation process and its consequents.

3 Objectives

The objectives of the current research:

(a) To dwell into the knowledge evolution process by comprehending information
technology service employees’ perception about the components of the process.

(b) To analyze the causal elements involving knowledge evolution process,
employee behavior, and employee performance.

(c) To ascertain the effect of educational level and cadre on employee behavior and
performance.

4 Methods and Design

Causal research enables better comprehension of how relationships function as pro-
vides a more holistic view. Employees serving in information technology services
surveyed. Information technology is one of the significant services in an economy
that predominantly depends on the services sector. IT services involve organiza-
tions that have multiple teams and the proper coordination and functioning of these
teams depend on the knowledge expertise as well as team behavior and performance.
829 information technology service employees stemming from different cadre were
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Table 1 Variables Variables Initial items After CFA

Socialization 7 5

Externalization 6 6

Combination 6 6

Internalization 6 5

Behavior 3 3

Performance 4 4

requested to voluntarily participate in the study that involved purposive sampling
(stage one) and random sampling (stage two, among cadre). Table 1 describes the
variables [23, 24].

5 Analysis and Outcome

The sample comprised 22 (2.7%) employees serving in junior cadre, 427 (50.8%)
in middle, and 386 (46.6%) in senior cadre. 130 (15.37) were drawing a salary of
less than INR 30,000; 181 (21.8%) between INR 30,000 to INR 50,000 and 518
(62.5%) more than INR 50,000. 6 (0.7%) had diploma or certificate; 351 (42.3%)
had a bachelors’ degree and 472 (56.9) had masters’ degree or above. 126 (15.2%)
were serving in the IT domain for up to five years; 179 (21.6%) between six and ten
years; and 524 (63.2%) for more than ten years. 620 (74.8%) were male employees
while 209 (25.2%) were female employees.

H1: Good fit is enjoyed by employee performance model (Table 2).
KGD gets augmented by 1 unit when SCN gets an accruement of 1 unit. KGD

gets augmented by 1 unit when ESN gets an accruement of 0.730 units. KGD gets
augmented by 1 unit when CMN gets an accruement of 0.760 units. KGD gets aug-
mented by 1 unit when ISN gets an accruement of 0.865 units. EBH gets augmented
by 1 unit when KCD gets an accruement of 0.288 units. C EPM gets augmented by 1

Table 2 Performance model paths and coefficients

Structural model path Unstandardized coefficient p

Socialization ← KGD 1.00

Externalization ← KGD .730 ***

Combination ← KGD .760 ***

Internalization ← KGD .865 ***

Behavior ← KGD .288 ***

Performance ← Behavior .329 ***

KGD—Knowledge genesis and dissemination; *** p < 0.001
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Table 3 Effect of educational level on employee behavior and performance

Sun of squares df Mean square F p

Employee behavior

Between education groups 14.526 2 13.726 1.984 0.138

Within education groups 5715.358 826 6.919

Total 5742.779 828

Employee performance

Between education groups 19.496 2 9.748 1.963 0.141

Within education groups 4101.749 826 4.966

Total 5121.245 828

Outcome: Educational level has no effect on employee behavior and performance as p value is not
significant

Table 4 Effect of educational level on employee behavior and performance

Sun of squares df Mean square F p

Employee behavior

Between cadre groups 5.426 2 2.713 0.391 0.677

Within cadre groups 5737.353 826 6.946

Total 5742.779 828

Employee performance

Between cadre groups 5.240 2 2.620 0.526 0.591

Within cadre groups 4116.005 826 4.983

Total 4121.245 828

Outcome: Cadre has no effect on employee behavior and performance as p value is not significant

unit when EBH gets an accruement of 0.329 units. Employee PerformanceModel Fit
Indices were: CMIN/df(3.047); GFI(0.997), AGFI(0.978), NFI(0.996), CFI(0.998),
RMSEA(0.057).

H2: Educational level influences employee behavior and performance (Table 3).
H3: Cadre influences employee behavior and performance (Table 4).

6 Conclusion

The four components had a positive relation with knowledge genesis and dissemina-
tion. Knowledge genesis and dissemination had a positive yet negligible impact on
behavior of the employee.The relation between employee performance and employee
behavior was also found to be mild, yet positive. Performance necessitates many
skills in multiple domains to propel ahead but knowledge is indeed a critical element.
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Behavior too has many influences like parenting, reference groups, educational insti-
tutions, and role models. However, greater the knowledge an individual as well as
organization possesses, greater would be the empowerment and commitment. Indus-
tries and services function using open-source platforms. Knowledge goes wasted
unless it is facilitated in a usable and applicable form.

7 Future Scope

More research is needed about howknowledge can be optimally utilized, especially in
today’s age of artificial intelligence and machine language. All innovations and cre-
ativity stem from knowledge and wisdom, and more research should be undertaken,
not in general, but specific to industries and services.
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Examining the Acceptance of Innovations
in Learning Technologies in Higher
Education—AMalaysian Perspective

Dinesh Rajassekharan, Ali Ameen, and Divya Midhunchakkravarthy

Abstract Higher education institutions in Malaysia are increasingly moving
towards being part of the regional higher education hub through significant progres-
sions to stimulate learning through digital learning technologies. The interpretation
of opinions gathered from similar studies provides us with many instances of tech-
nology adoption practices which is deemed necessary to overcome the challenges
faced by institutions. To provide justification to themerits of learning technologies, it
is critical to inspect significant elements which will be helpful in giving an appropri-
ate framework model from within and outside learning institutions. An exploratory
study is conducted here on existing work on the provisions and usage of computer
learning tools in various higher education institutions (HEI) inMalaysia. The purpose
of this study is to explore the framework model as a way to assist teachers improve
teaching performance using computing tools so as to support progressive learning in
institutions. The study findings could firstly provide pragmatic data on the technol-
ogy innovations usages in HEI from a Malaysian perspective. Secondly, the study
outcome may perhaps guide the HEI authority to establish practical boundaries on
current and emerging ICT implementations. Thirdly, this may assist in developing
strategies in line with the National Educational Policy on the use of technology-
assisted learning for twenty-first century higher education. The study concludes that
the use of digital technology tools can be considered as a resourceful alternative to
conventional learning and teaching providing suitable recommendations for learning
orientation and extend opportunities for future empirical research.
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eLearning · Social media
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1 Introduction

The instructive mediums in the twenty-first century have turned out to be progres-
sively reliant on advanced technological innovations to give a tangible and productive
learning setting. The fast rate at which new innovations are incorporated and changed
suggests that advanced education system modelling must keep pace with progres-
sions in learning, abilities, requests and necessities for end users so that the colleges
in the locale can prepare their pupils with the befitting information, abilities and apti-
tudes to be viable [8]. The data utilizations in teaching are intently connected with the
development of the Internet and Web technologies. In non-developed economies in
the Far East Asian region, there still exists a rift in technology usages in the learning
environment. The use of information in education is related to the evolution of the
Web and Internet technologies. The education system, especially in Far East Asia,
points to the existence of a digital divide contrasting those in advanced nations.

The fundamental indicators in the education sector across six South-East regional
countries are shown in Fig. 1. As per theWorld Bank ordering, Singapore and Brunei
are named top-level economy; Malaysia and Thailand designated higher middle-
level economy, whereas Indonesia and the Philippines are given lower middle-level
economy across the Association of Southeast Asian Nations member countries.

The indicators above provide a benchmark on the relationship between the envi-
ronmental variables and ICT that could encourage schools in developing strategies to
improve education. This paper will try to identify the additional features and forms
of ICT integration practices in the curriculum in the day-to-day operations and the
choicesmade by administrators in the implementation and execution of ICT usages in
educational institutions inMalaysia. Further, we will also identify the challenges that
create reluctance in educators to integrate ICT and find ways around these barriers
to promote a conducive learning environment.
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2 Information Technology and Education

TheMalaysian educationministry defined strategies for ICT instruction tomake sure
ICT for all learners be utilized as an empowering agent to decrease the technology
rift amongst the schools, emphasize the job and capacity of ICT in training as an
instructing and learning instrument and increment the profitability, productivity and
adequacy of the administration framework [4]. However, many tertiary institutions
are still incapable to give unbiased right to use teaching tools because of rigid societal
credence.

The Malaysian government has invested substantially to equip modern ICT facil-
ities in schools to gauge the efficiency and capacity of technology use in pedagogy,
the access and availability of amenities and assessment of teachers and students
in Malaysian schools [9]. However, their results show that the bulk of instructors
affirmed that ICT can facilitate school management although ICT policy was absent
at school level and that they were unaware of the national policy on ICT. A similar
study done by Lau and Sim [19] demonstrates that numerous educators do not utilize
ICT in their instructions as they are not completely ICT proficient and like to utilize
class-based directives for advancing participation and replication in learning. The
work by Singh andMuniandi [32] suggests that pre-service training and programs in
ICT for instructors empower them to have sufficient subject information, a collection
of various training practices allowing self-learning to occur with a readiness of deep
learning.

Educational curriculum that demands high level skillset is traditionally carried out
using the conventional teaching process. With regards to Malaysia, the institutional
strategy planners are facilitating information knowhow and giving advantages to the
dynamic imbuement of computerized innovations in higher learning.

3 Learning Objects Facilitating Education

The inception of innovations in technologies and its assimilation in the pedagogy
and learning is making good progress for IT usages although there seems to be a
lack in viability and efficacy on student learning results. In academic institutions,
the medium of instruction is moving away from conventional study hall strategies
to innovation encouraged training. The TPACK framework (Fig. 2) as suggested by
Koehler andMishra [18] shows the interrelationship between the components within
the classroom context.

McGreal [25] suggests a functional description of learning objects as entities that
facilitate learning in metadata enabled online education. Object like printed book,
articles or paper report that can possibly advance learning and teaching [26]; any
element, advanced, non-digital, that could be recurrently utilized or emphasized in
innovation education (IEEE LTSC). The above descriptions leave us to ponder that
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Fig. 2 The TPACK framework and its Knowledge components. SourceKoehler andMishra (2009)

the education item(s) can occur in an electronic or non-digital format which may be
utilized to help in learning.

4 Effects of Teaching with Technologies

Educational technologies can be suggested as equipment or potential programming
devices that are utilized in some helpful manner to help and support instruction and
learning. As suggested by Masrom [23], both apparent simplicity and practicality
of technology are distinct features influencing the user’s approach towards social
objectives and tangible use of technology. Similarly, work done by Lye [21] finds
that although implementing ICT in education increases commitment, groupwork and
ease in learning, the low rate of ICT implementations causes challenges in developing
teaching materials and also to the instructors’ awareness, techniques and skills.

The present cohort of innovation clients is consolidating more prominent coordi-
nated effort, socialization, student-centred pedagogy, practical values through tech-
nologies like e-Portfolios,Web journals, user tagging andbookmarking, virtual repro-
ductions and portable registering [3]. Since most instructors and students have rudi-
mentary understanding and abilities in ICT, it has been suggested that the usage of
e-Portfolio in education to identify the readiness of vocational education inMalaysia
can be achieved provided the students are given more exposure to the ICT use in
learning so as to evaluate their level of knowledge and performance [29].
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5 Related Work

Anumber of interrelated studies inMalaysia have shown that educational institutions
can improve the nature of instruction and education by utilizing innovative tools to
produce graduateswith top skills in a globally competitive employment environment.
Investigation done by Letchumanan and Tarmizi [20] on the utilization of digital
books as educational objects amongst students at UPM using technology acceptance
model find that apparent worth and positive attitudes of students are some significant
aspects contributing to the students’ intention to use e-book but is limited to perceived
enjoyment, cost and facilities to predict intent to use digital book.

Observations done by Hussin et al. [11] on administrators, educators and students
in two universities in Malaysia (UTM, UKM) find that the student group is ready
and dexterous with technologies and communicating activities by means of mobile
phone although the administrators and educators need to be ready to provide infras-
tructure support and innovative pedagogical techniques in using mobile phones in
m-learning mode. However, a study by Ismail et al. [13] finds that although many
male gender teachers agreed to the benefits and willingness of portable computing
device as assisting tool for education at institutions, they were sceptical towards
m-learning and did not agree or were not ready to embrace mobile phone technolo-
gies for their teaching activities. With the intention of supplementing the study of
computer games in education on students’motivation and engagement in tertiary edu-
cation, Ibrahim and Jaafar [12] propose the creation of an educational Internet-based
computer game focussing on the ease of use, multimodal approach for enjoyment
and finding solutions in the learning curriculum.

Similar studies were conducted by Shuib et al. [31] at USM on the growth of
portable learning technologies to help English language learning by means of cell
phones could provide a customized learning setting that accommodates person’s
learning process and the portability needs. In order to boost learning process, utilizing
innovation in electronic learning entities can enable eLearning to provide equilibrium
to the needs of learners and establishment.

6 Paradigms of eLearning Initiatives

The progression in the educational delivery from offline PC centred to electronic and
blended learning has personified the requirement to develop strategies for training
and pedagogy. The work done by Jamian et al. [14] exploring the conduciveness
and enrichment of eLearning in mixed learning setting in UPM finds that hidden
affordance occurring in learning management system and slideshow presentation
programs need to be transferred to perceived affordance by training and education
to good ICT practices.

The examination by Hsbollah et al. [10] on the attributes of lecturers in UUM
on decision making adoption in education line finds that lecturers should not only
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improve participation in using eLearning, be proactive towards innovation usages
but should also be provided incentives by the institution for the time and energy they
spend using the technological innovations. The survey done by Poon et al. [27] at
eight universities inMalaysia on innovation acceptance found that the primary factors
that affected the adequacy of Web-based learning method were learners’ particular
values and the quality of the instructors’ technical skills but not disregarding the
policy maker’s guidelines and exertions towards recognizing trust and confidence of
Malaysians towards eLearning.

The observation byKarim andHashim [16] on the implementation of eLearning at
UPSI found issues/challenges relating to courseware design and development team,
system maintenance and safety, lack of technical skills and management support,
deficiency in training and coaching of teachers, learners and non-teachingworkforce,
etc. The authors conclude that some guidelines provided by theMinistry of Education
to aid schools and HEIs to realize eLearning effectively and productively could
support educators and learners improve their practical and perspective abilities in
ICT to progress into real consumers of innovations.

7 The Singularity of Learning Management System

The Internet supplements locally accessible data, improves and quickens information
streams, and can be utilized to convey ingenious training models to remote locations
[15]. Learning management systems (LMS) are used by specific professions through
Internet-based platforms offering various functionalities to events subject to the intri-
cacies of the programming [24]. The complicated choreography of activities within
the system could cause apprehension and misperception to the inexperienced client.
Then again, Vrazalic et al. [34] attests that online human communication canmitigate
specialized issue and time-based obstacles to improve inspiration and commitment
in the learning procedure. Learning institutions should take opportunities of freely
available open source LMS systems in building prototype and testing the model
according to their customized needs.

In an attempt to provide insights on the impact of LMS usages amongst var-
ious university students, Adzharuddin and Ling [1] find that many generally use
the academia learning management system and express positive views about LMS
in helping them enhance their learning process as long as the universities provide
training and guidance for students and lecturers and provide on-call team to solve
any problems in LMS usages. However, the availability of just the essential technical
innovations does not ensure the ideal execution of LMS by the employees and admin-
istrators of the organization. The irregularities of the pupils’ utilization of innovation
in schools and their homes may deliver indecisive result in learning. Study done by
Kaur and Sidhu [17] in a local Malaysian university on user learning autonomy and
views in using LMS propose that all learners who expect to set out on Internet learn-
ing should be facilitated, so they are provided with the correct learning devices, for
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example, having the capacity, information and aptitudes to design, arrange, observe
and assess their own learning before setting out on aWeb-based learning experience.

8 Social Networking Tools for Learning

Societal networking tools inWeb 2.0 technologies are being progressively infused as
a technology support tool in education instead of a tool used for personal communica-
tion. Many studies have highlighted the importance of communication technologies
in education in developed countries and the contradictory empirical evidence on
the benefits. Survey conducted by Hafiz et al. [5] to gather the utilization of Web
2.0 applications by Malaysian pupils for both formal and casual kinds of learning
is observed to be encouraging even though some level of unfamiliarity and reluc-
tance was observed for specific learning devices. Similarly, comparative examina-
tions demonstrate that learners perceive and revere learning advantages of utilizing
social media in tertiary education [7], have optimistic perception on interpersonal
interaction and its impact in their lives as learners although students commonly
use societal media apps for casual knowledge gathering or which is focused on the
unpremeditated parts of learning [6].

The effect of online networking to improve academic productivity is shown by
Al-Rahmi et al. [2] that socializing apps encourages cooperative learning and com-
mitment which improves the intellect of learners and scholars. On the other hand, the
exploration of Manca and Ranieri [22] on the evolving usages of Facebook to dis-
cover its teaching prospects discovers that learners are not able to accept familiar and
casual tools like Facebook as exclusive devices for learning purposes. Nevertheless,
Rasiah [28] finds proof that the use of Facebook outside class to supplement direct
instructional methods could benefit the current generation learners as instructional
medium to assist them in group work project collaborations. Although a preliminary
survey study by See Yin Lim et al. [30] stated that the students mainly utilize social
media technologies (SMTs) for socializing, the information collected from their sur-
veys showed that although learners and trainers had started to assess and support
the use of media technologies as a means for engagement as well as for teaching
and learning, limited knowledge was known of its usage and the outcome within
educational settings.

9 Conclusions

This exploration of studies across various HIE inMalaysia on the use and implemen-
tation of digital learning technologies has addressed various theoretical and practical
issues aimed at supporting progressive education in institutions. Empirical studies
from many authors find that ICT policy was absent at school level or they are yet
to build up a procedure for fair access to learning tools to benefit from the observed
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effectiveness of technology. Education is subjective to the student’s personal char-
acteristic and the quality of the instructors’ technical skills. Most of the facilitators
lack sufficient training and are not fully ICT literate to assist, prepare and guide the
students in utilizing eLearning.

The change in outlook from the conventional education to computerized learn-
ing systems is gaining headway in establishments of learning the world over. The
advantages of actualizing advanced learning innovations are many considering the
organization necessities, practical and managerial sustenance. Yet, a large number
of the establishments in Malaysia do not have or have not effectively commissioned
ICT. The disparities in the community of those who have and those who do not have
tangible reach to technology innovations, abilities and aptitudes and that accomplish-
ing such access for all would take care of specific issues in the economy and society
[33]. There is a convincing worldwide concurrence for an adjustment in the learn-
ing delivery methods, from traditional techniques to ones that exploit the advances
in computerized innovation. Besides, the more current improvements in eLearning
appear to give progressively advantageous, completely intelligent learning sensation,
providing extra appeal for present and new generations.
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Web Content Classification Techniques
Based on Fuzzy Ontology

T. Sreenivasulu, R. Jayakarthik, and R. Shobarani

Abstract Web content classification utilizes for converting the organization doc-
ument into predefined classes with the help of machine learning algorithms. This
is mostly applied in the industries which utilize the unstructured text format infor-
mation largely. Web content classification is often used to filter email, classify Web
content and manage Web browser results. The word collections represent the doc-
uments in the traditional Web content classification. The terms are obtained from
their finer context which presents in a document or sentence. Detailed semantic clas-
sification of the Web content is discussed here. This study examines past and past
achievements in the semantic Web content classification. This approach is based on
SVM, a fuzzy ontology. In addition, this study shows the advantages of semantic
Web content classification algorithms compared to tradition.

Keywords Semantic Web content · Classification technique · SVM · Fuzzy
ontology

1 Introduction

Today, the data are approachable to everyone because of the World Wide Web
(WWW). Huge amount of data are exposed in currently by the Internet users. It
is enhanced for the intelligent software agents for improving the capability of filter-
ing, finding and sorting of available content. Web mining is termed as data mining
and is of three kinds: (a) Web usage mining (b) Web structure mining and (c) Web
content or site content mining. ‘Web usage mining’ also termed as the application of
data mining. Web content classification considers as the supervised learning task for
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choosing the content of the Web to one or more of post defined classifications. The
above-mentioned classes can be linked, for instance, the presence of spam or to the
topic of the content or pornographic content or function of the content on the page.
The key goal of classifyingWeb content is to automatically categorize different types
of academic Web content. This is achieved by first grouping Web content into cate-
gories that are in line with the three missions of Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)
and then into functions of its Website and finally by automating the classification
system with managed machine learning techniques.

Many studies have applied machine learning or statistical classifications like sup-
port vector machines, Bayesian classifier, neural networks and K-nearest neighbour
classifiers to resolve the difficulty of classification. The above-mentioned problem
is eliminated by the utilizing of the meta-heuristic approach. Supervised machine
learning techniques helped to carry out the text classification process. In order to
categorize new and unlabelled instances, a classification algorithm is trained over
a quantity of labelled documents so that it captures the most distinctive category
patterns.

2 Related Work

Kadhim AI conducts analysis for supervising the automated text classification by
the utilization of machine learning techniques. The text classification efficiency was
enhanced by specific rules of appropriate weights designed with the help of term
weighting methods [1].

SharmaS et al. have proposed a semantic approach forWeb service categorization.
Hybrid approach independent of service models is applied in this work. Proposed
approach greatly helps the registry administrator and users to register and receive ser-
vice betterment. Support vector machine (SVM) and K-nearest neighbour classifiers
are utilized for categorizing the various classifications. OWL-X dataset is provided
with estimation and separation by implementation of the recommended approach to
discover and reuse the existing services [2].

Pradhan VM et al. by working sentiment analysis algorithms from rapid growing
areas like opinionmining provided survey result. The feedback of the specific product
was obtained with the help of e-commerce sites which provide more help to the
individuals aswell as organization to buy a specific product and to predict sentiments.
The pre-processed analysis provides an object on which opinion is presented by
considering opinionwords. The polarity of re-exam is obtained by the various opinion
mining techniques. In this work, various algorithms sentiments analysis have been
analysed because of its arisen of challenge and application [3].

Khader AT and Abualigah LM conduct a work by the help of unsupervised text
feature selection technique method that uses an algorithm for optimizing a swarm of
particles using a genetic operator for character selection problems. Effectiveness of
the obtained subsets is evaluated by using the k-means clustering. This paper feature
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suggests a hybrid of particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) with genetic oper-
ators. Also, for performance improvement of the clustering algorithm, a fresh subset
of the more descriptive feature is generated by the hybrid algorithm (H-FSPSOTC).
The proposed algorithm is weighed against the other algorithms for comparison in
the literature for publishing purpose [4].

Fdez-Glez J et al. had proposed a dynamic model to integrate simple categoriza-
tion techniques of Internet spam. In this context, current reexamine introduced a new
framework for Internet spamfilter which useWSF2, alongwith variety of categoriza-
tion instructions and schemes. They designed an experiment that includes publicly
available corpus and various simple well-known classifiers and group approaches to
calculate the performance of the dynamic model. The WSF2 read the results cor-
rectly, availability of each category and achieved better performance compared to
other replacements [5].

3 Overview of the Re-examine Method

Below is a brief overview of some of the data mining techniques.
Decision tree (DT): In machine learning and classifications, decision trees are one

of the most preferred algorithms. The decision trees are mainly used for partition of
instance space into subspace. The root nodes of incoming edges have no incoming
edges, and therefore, it is known as the directive trees. There is just one incoming
edge for other nodes of the decision tree, while the internal node has one outgoing
edge. The remaining nodes of decision trees are termed as leaf nodes. The choosing
of the internal node instead of root node conducted by the using of multiple criteria.

C4.5 or J48 is known as the gain ratio which used to induce the decision tree.
The information gain is used to modify the C4.5 in which bias effect is reduced
towards multi-valued attributes. J48 is mostly used because of its better properties
in the handling of complex values and accuracy measures than Gini and information
gain index. The effect of bias was reduced in J48 for allowing the consistency and
breadth of values. The highest gain ratio attribute is considered as splitting attribute
in decision tree construction [6].

Adeniyi et al. [7] had adopted the use of regression tree and classification. Entropy
value and Gini indexes are applied as the splitting indexes when the construction
of the decision tree. The decision tree method has the restriction that the training
tuples ought to dwell in memory, in this way, on account of exceptionally enormous
information, decision tree develop, in this manner, gets wasteful due to swapping
of the training tuples all through the primary and cache memories. The result of
this research work shows scalable approaches like KNN method, fit for dealing with
enormous training data and memory [7].

Decision tree classifier is a tree that consists of nodes tagged by; the branches that
proceed by them are tagged by checks on the weight which has the term in the test
document, and also, the terminals are tagged by classifications. Divide and conquer
strategies are utilized by DT for enhancing the development of tree classifiers and
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Fig. 1 Machine
learning-based opinion
classification techniques

also recursively partition. The developing of DT was very simple and interpretation
also very easy which are the main advantages. In addition, without any retraining of
sample data, DT has the capacity to “grow” in adaptive manner [8].

4 Proposed Methods

The aim of themachine learning techniques is to achieve a good prediction by achiev-
ing low bias and low variance. This section explains how to convert text messages
to vectors and use training methods to tailored Web content sentiment analysis.

4.1 Classification Techniques

Classification is the method of assigning a class name to a group of unclassified
cases. There are three types of classifications:

• Unsupervised Classification
• Semi-supervised Classification
• Supervised Classification (Fig. 1) [11].

4.2 Unsupervised Classification

The labels of every class will not be known for an unsupervised type of classification.
After classification, group the records by natural similarity and assign the records to
class labels. The clustering is also called unsupervised classification.
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4.3 Semi-supervised Classification

During the training process of basic classifiers, they accept only labelled data. As they
require the endeavors of experienced human annotatorsmarked examples, be that as it
may,much of the time troublesome, costly, or tedious to acquire. It needs high domain
knowledge for analysing the comments by labelling the scenarios. There are notmany
approaches to utilize them,meanwhile, it is easy to collect the unlabelled data because
it is abundant and mostly available in Internet. The problem of classifying such
unlabelled data has been solved by semi-supervised learning technique. It classifies
the unlabelled data based on the minimal amount of data already tagged.

4.4 Supervised Classification

The labels of every class will be known from the initial stage on supervised type of
classification. Here, on the training data, several records with various attributes are
predefined with their class labels. It creates the learning model by examining training
dataset for in this technique. On testing data, the class labels are assigned by using
the created model (Fig. 2).

4.5 Support Vector Machine (SVM)

The support vector machine (SVM) is a type of machine learning technique works
with any type of learning. SVM is mainly utilized for the problem of classification
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and regression. The SVM is also considered as the binary linear classifier [6]. Use
kernel equations to compile data in multidimensional space to create a hyperplane
that separates data patterns from one view to another. The main function is the ability
to convert data that cannot be linearly separated from one domain to another. Virtual
machines are linearly divided into new domains. It also includes different types of
kernel equations includes Gaussian, quadratic, linear and so on. Once it is separated
into two, the better hyperplane is defined to separate the data into several instances.
During the categorization process, the SVM only uses binary data. The main aim of
the SVM is to identify the boundary of the hyperplane to complete the classification
of the performance analysis. Awell-known and best standard library called LIBSVM
is developed by Ali F. et al. in 2016 [9]. The LIBSVM is a combined software, and
it helps on supporting various tasks like regression, classification and distribution.
LIBSVM classifies several classes, also achieves and does two things. The SVM
method contains several steps which are given as follows:

• Based on the SVM package, the format of data will be transformed.
• Perform a scaling operation for scaling the data.
• Examine the RBF kernel.
• Perform cross-validation for identifying the best parameter and train the complete

training set.
• Test.

After pre-processing, the listed steps are performed for training SVM. The pro-
posed system finds an appropriate support vector for the classification of these two
classes. The classification function then determines the best result for returning the
hyperplane with the maximum margin. After a positive and negative evaluation of
the review, the polarity of each function is estimated by using FDO.

The learning process of linear hyperplane is used by support vector machine
(SVM) from the training set for differentiating the negative and positive examples
of dark and darkness. Hyperplanes are known as support vectors and are located
at the point of super space, which maximizes the distance between positive and
negative numbers. There are two factors are in linear classification: perpendicular to
the hyperplane and vertical weight (including training with the participation of the
components). The offset of the hyperplane from the source is decided by a bias ḃ.
The classification of untagged example ẋ is given as positive if f (ẍ = Ẅ Ẍ + ḃ ≥ 0),
else, it is categorized as negative.

The main benefits of ‘support vector machine’ (SVM) as text classifier are that
it can easily deal with various feature space even it is exponential or substantially,
it does not need any trained samples for representing it on its transformed space
and estimate the similarity more efficiently. The SVM does not need any aggressive
feature selection process because of having capability on handling high dimensional
and redundant features [8]. For example, the efficiency of SVM classifier is shown
by analysing the C4.5 in the domain of DW and comparing it with various classifiers.
Most of the approaches based on SVMproved that the SVMhas the ability to provide
more exact results on classifications.
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In the problem of text classification, the most accepting results are demonstrated
by SVM-based powerful learning techniques. It reduces the generalization error
more than the local error on training data, and meanwhile, it is based on the theory
of Structured Risk Maximization. The SVM-based learning method developed by
Abdelbadie B et al. [10] for text categorization, the efficiency of SVM is proved by
using a linear kernel while having higher dimensional feature vector. They utilized
two dataset for experimentation, and the second dataset earned better performance
than the first one.

5 Discussion

There exist numerous noticeable problems in the Web content classification process.
The data collection process has found that the previous steps of the pre-processing,
feature extraction and finally the text categorization have been affected.

Most of the recent studies utilized support vector machine to find out an objec-
tionable or unwanted content, and further, fuzzy logic is employed to categorize the
relevant category of Web page such as adult, medical and normal. The specific Web
page type is recognized through feature and pre-processing extraction process. Dur-
ing the pre-processing stage, the Web page elements are transformed into a format
of HTML file. The Web content classification system extracts this information and
detects the different forms of words through morphological analysis using a lexicon.
To split a compound text into chunks, tokenization process is employed. In order to
compare the tokenization outcomes with the dictionary of supporting lexicon and
words, they are kept in array form.

The next phase is feature extraction, and then, the following the recovery of each
word (ordinary, restorative and obscene words), the exactness rate is low. In this way,
the SVM classifier is utilized to discover significant features with important words
while evacuating disconnected ones. A unique function is connected to recognize
significant features. If a content value is greater than 0, that states that the content is
related to pornography or medicine; otherwise, the content is filtered out.

Since FPv and FNv ratings are the key to adult content detection, renowned
methods were used to evaluate classification system. We have selected 4646 Web
pages of three different types randomly. The system examined the information in
these Web pages and categorized them into three types: normal, medical and adult
content. The proposed system categorized Web pages have 1787 as normal, 2251
as pornographic and 608 as medicine. For each request to Web page, the indicator
value was evaluated for Web page classification by making use of lexicon dictionary
along with certain set of features. As and when the indicator value was evaluated and
confirmed, the access to adult content was blocked.

To evaluate the discussion of the proposed fuzzy ontology, of broadened metrics
while the precision, recall, accuracy, and function types are characterized additionally
used to break down by n-gram, KNN, and SVM classifiers.
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Table 1 Precision, recall, accuracy and functionmeasure for the fuzzy ontologywith SVM, n-gram,
KNN and SVM techniques

Classification method Precision (%) Recall (%) Accuracy (%) Function measure (%)

Fuzzy ontology with
SVM

98 94 97 96

n-gram 85 80 94 82

KNN 84 94 95 89

SVM 97 81 94 87

Precision (P) = TPv/((TPv + FPv)) × 100% (1)

Recall (R) = TPv/((TPv + FNv)) × 100% (2)

Accuracy = ((TPv + TNv))/((TPv + FPv + FNv + TNv)) (3)

Function Measure = 2 ∗ (P ∗ R)/((P + R)) (4)

In adult content classification, abbreviations denoted as TNv—true negative,
FNv—false negative, FPv—false positive and TPv—true positive. Table 1 refers
real-time analysis results of the n-gram, fuzzy ontology, SVM and KNN related to
the detection of adult content. It is evident that the n-grammethod accomplishes 94%
accuracy which is good. Nevertheless, values of precision—85%, recall—80% and
function measure is 82%. Alternatively, KNNmechanism achieves good results with
accuracy up to 95% and recall up to 94%. KNN method, nevertheless, yields func-
tion measure—89% and precision—84%, whereas SVM yields good results with
precision—97% and accuracy—95%. However, function measure—87% and recall
measure—81% only.

In distinction, the metrics are best with proposed fuzzy ontology with SVM. The
relative results highpoint the dominance of the proposed fuzzy ontology with SVM
system compared to other three techniques—SVM, KNN and n-gram in detecting
and classifying adult content.

6 Conclusion

Executing a semantic ‘Web content classification algorithm’ involves numerous chal-
lenges for researchers: In Web content classification, text document should try to
prefer composite semantics in the form of natural language data by utilizing fea-
ture vector or structure. Because of complex computations, most of the Web content
classification methods are unsuitable to many applications. In such scenarios, there
should be a considerable decrease in the number of features, which may in turn affect
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the performance of Web content classification. Due to dynamic processing, the data
that was considered in the previous instant as non-relevant may now become relevant
and vice versa. Hence, it is a serious issue when considering context-based feature
extraction process.

It is required that the researches must apply various text mining approaches in
order to filter and pre-process data in corpus-based and learning-based systems.
However, it is still a challenging task to identify the use of corpus-based or learning-
based method as it depends on the availability of dataset, knowledge bases, size of
dataset and the nature of issue under examination. In upcoming days, Web content
mining tools can be used as intelligent agents for extracting the reporting relevant
study results and textual materials to the users without any need of explicit request.

For successfully achieving content classification systems, it is critical to extract
semantic connections from such unstructured form. Various inter-related factors con-
tribute to the identification of semantic content classificationmethod. Every approach
has certain advantages over the other; however, in the meantime, certain restrictions
result in sufferance.
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Field Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA)-Based Fast and Low-Pass Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) Filter

R. Raja Sudharsan and J. Deny

Abstract The finite impulse response (FIR) filters are one among the digital filters
which are widely proposed in field programmable gate array implementations. This
paper presents the design of 4-tap and 8-bit fast low-pass FIR filter design under
FPGA background using hardware description language (HDL). This design leads
many applications like biomedical signals, pattern recognition, image processing and
communications fields. The main attention of this FIR filter is focused towards the
noise and performance constraints. In light of FPGA to accomplish FIR filter, not
just considered the fixed capacity DSP-explicit chip constant, yet in addition the DSP
processor adaptability. The blend FPGA and DSP innovation can further improve
integration, increment work speed and framework abilities.

Keywords Field programmable gate array (FPGA) · Finite impulse response
(FIR) · Hardware description language (HDL)

1 Introduction

Signal processing plays a crucial role in modern electronic systems, and it is one of
the emerging areas especially in biomedical, mobile applications, etc. In DSP appli-
cations, digital filters like infinite impulse response (IIR) and finite impulse response
(FIR) play a significant role in design. Partition is required when impedance of com-
motion or other signal pollutes the actual signal, and rebuilding is usefulwhen a signal
is distorted by certain methods [1]. Each of these assignments requires exact recur-
rence particulars to evacuate noise or other distortions which can be accomplished
with higher order finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
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FIR filters are generally utilized because of the intense various design algorithms
that already exist and their stability [2]. The non-recursive implementation of the FIR
filter is a straightforward way to accomplish the linear phase. Equi-ripple filter, least
mean square method, windowing technique for planning of low-pass FIR filter exist.
A windowing technique is utilized, where Kaiser, rectangular, Hamming, Hanning
and Blackman capacities are composed. In general, FIR filter performs signal pre-
conditioning, low-pass filtering, anti-aliasing, decimation, band-select filtering and
interpolation. The main advantage of using FIR filter is that it is faster in speed and
consumes low power [3].

With the broad utilization of the rapid digital signal processing (DSP) innova-
tion, PLD has additionally expanded speed and incorporation, which gives another
approach to digital signal processing. By and by, the signal processingmust be auspi-
cious and exact or else it will lose its significance. Along these lines, the continuous
digital signal processing, speed and dependability become a significant marker of
sign preparing [4]. In addition to eliminating noise, FIR filter provides better digi-
tal signal output using Filed Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [5]. FPGA is one
of the common PLDs; its consistent logical block arrangement is standard, and the
association asset is rich; at the same time, its engineering of LUT is relevant to actu-
alize continuous, rapid and dependable FIR channel. Therefor, FIR channel module
dependent on FPGA chip configuration has incredible point of interest.

One of the key advances of EDA is to plan computerized equipment framework
with equipment portrayal language (HDL). At present, Verilog HDL is the most
broadly utilized equipment depiction language. Verilog HDL is one of the most
generally used hardware description languages. Its hardware portrayal capacity is
extremely amazing from the rationale entryway level, circuit level to framework level,
and different levels can be depicted and displayed, for example a counter, a capacity
framework, a chip, turning into the business standard equipment depiction language.
In particular, the plan of the Verilog HDL language has nothing to do with the
particular equipment, consequently lessening the trouble of planning the equipment
circuit, permitting free structure and adaptable portrayal. Therefore, under the support
of EDA technology, reconfiguring the inner equipment structure andworkingmethod
of the FPGA chip is more time-saving, cost-saving, good adaptability and great
transplant capacity. By utilizing Verilog HDL as a depiction strategy, a technique
for actualizing a FIR filter with a FPGA is contemplated, which results in higher
execution, lower scale and lower cost.

2 Design Idea and Implementation

The main idea is to design a fast, low-pass, 4-tap and 8-bit finite impulse response
(FIR)filter. In the present, electronic circuit configuration involves a generallymodest
quantity of assets, and assets in this moderately quick with the quickest speed are the
structure heading [6]. The structure of the filter, based on the number of bits obtained
from the FPGA calculations, increases the speed by reducing the delay time [7, 8].
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The FPGA gadgets utilize the Spartan-3 group of EP2S60F1020I4 gadgets, which
highlight very superior and thickness and are improved for absolute gadget control
[9]. Altera one of a kind excess innovation incredibly improves the throughput and
lessens segment costs. Also, simultaneously shows signs of improvement signal
integrity.

Figure 1 depicts the arithmetic unit of FIR filter, in which the multipliers can be
replaced by shifters. Usage of frameworks with multiplications might be streamlined
by utilizing just a predetermined number of powers of two terms, so just few numbers
of shifting and adding operations are required.

These improvements are, be that as it may, accomplished to the detriment of a
weakening in the frequency response attributes, the degree of which relies upon the
quantity of power of two terms utilized in approximating every coefficient term, the
design of the filter, what is more, the advancement procedure used to determine the
discrete space coefficient term [10]. The combinations of many numbers of taps with
more numbers of input bits are depicted as follows.

Figure 2 shows the four taps finite impulse response filter architecture design.
Here, the windowing technique is used for building the low-pass FIR filters [9, 11].
This technique is convenient, robust and can easily be integrated with frequency sam-
pling. In theory, the window technique [12] of impulse response y(n) and windowing
function v(n) is given in Eq. (1).

Xv(n) = y(n). v(n) (1)

Fig. 1 Finite impulse response (FIR) arithmetic unit
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Fig. 2 4-tap and 8-bit input finite impulse response (FIR) filter architecture

This architecture design can be built with flip-flops, multipliers and adders in the
field programmable gate array (FPGA) [13, 14]. These flip-flops will be acting as
registers. The 8-bit value is given as the input to the registers. The output from each
flip-flop (registers) is multiplied with output coefficient of registers y(n). The output
from each multiplier is summed with the adders, and as a result, it produces 10-bit
value.

3 Simulation Results

A finite impulse response filter tap as shown in Fig. 4 can be actualized in two cluster
sections of Xilinx XC3100-arrangement FPGAs. On account of the high level of
spatial and temporal region, most signal routing deferrals are not basic, as they are
with commonplace elite FPGA structures [15]. Each one of the bit cuts for the tap
requires two combinational logic blocks (CLBs) in the array for execution. The broad
nearby directing ability of run of the field programmable gate arrays can be utilized
for most of the signals within and between taps.

Compose and summon code for fast and low-pass FIR filter utilizing the VHDL
language and after that compose the top-level module code to interface with all
submodules. As shown in Fig. 2, the FIR filter with flip-flops, adders and multipliers
is implemented in Quartus-II Altera ModelSim 10.1b. Figure 3 shows the RTL view
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Fig. 3 RTL viewer of 4-tap 8-bit FIR filter

of 4-tap, 8-bit, fast and low-pass filter usingwindowing technique.And also, it clearly
explains the flow of registers with 8 bits as input bits and 10 bits being the output
bit. In the wake of finishing the VHDL code for all modules and top-level modules,
will in any case need the top-level modules inspiration test document, which gives
you input motivating forces with the goal that you can mimic it. At last, the VHDL
testbench planning is completed.

The waveform of FIR filter using Quartus-II Altera ModelSim 10.1b for corre-
sponding RTL viewer in Fig. 3 is depicted in Fig. 4. The waveform shows the 8-bit
input with clock in positive edge, and reset is fixed as ‘1’, resulting the output of 10
bits. The corresponding coefficients, registers, multipliers and adders are also shown
in Fig. 4.

These simulations are compared with the active filter [1, 16] and prove this filter
gives the efficient results compared to the active filter which is depicted in Table 1.
This table represents some parameters such as the number of slices, flip-flops, LUTs,
IOBs, GCLKs. Figure 5 shows the available devices versus used devices. This rep-
resents the total number of available devices and total numbers used from available
devices which denote the device utilization. The delay time and frequency of the
finite impulse response (FIR) filter is 13.42 ns and 74.5156 MHz, respectively.

Table 1 depicts the device utilization of FIR filter obtained from FPGA back-
ground, which illustrates finite impulse response filters. Figure 5 shows the number
of available devices from the used devices which are synthesis of FIR filter.
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Fig. 4 Simulated waveform of FIR filter

Table 1 Synthesis of FIR
filter

Device utilization (#) Used devices Available devices

Slices 25 5887

Flip-flops 30 11,778

LUTs 25 11,775

IOBs 18 371

GCLKs 2 25

Fig. 5 Used devices versus available devices
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4 Conclusion

A fast, low-pass 8-bit finite impulse response (FIR) filter is implemented in Quartus-
II Altera ModelSim 10.1b using hardware description language (HDL). VHDL is
used for programming the FIR filter with Xilinx (xc3s700a-5 fg-484) for FPGA
implementation. The result shows the efficient fast and low-pass filter in which there
is a less delay during operation and execution. This type of FIR filter can be used for
biomedical signal applications. In near future, this type of filter can be better option
for reducing the noise and distortion with high speed for low frequency signals. In
future, this filter can be designed for various orders (fourth order, fifth order and so
on) for biomedical applications for filtering purposes.
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Block Rearrangements and TSVs
for a Standard Cell 3D IC Placement

J. Deny and R. Raja Sudharsan

Abstract The block rearrangements for vertically stacked integrated circuits (ICs)
are done moving the blocks as per the cost function which in return will reduce the
overall wire length and allocate white spaces for a standard cell benchmark circuit.
This white space allocation will be the most adaptable way for routability when the
multiple layers in 3D IC are designed. In this paper, the 3D IC has three layers which
are vertically stacked, and through-silicon vias (TSVs) are placed in between the
layers for interconnection between the block and also between the layers. Moreover,
the thermal level of a TSV is computed using COMSOL Multiphysics. As a result,
the wire length between the layers is optimized to 8% using JAVA background, and
thermal level is computed as 10%. The input is taken as IBM-PLACE benchmark
circuits.

Keywords Block rearrangements · Through-silicon via (TSV) · Thermal level ·
IBM-PLACE benchmarks

1 Introduction

As the advancements in technology and design standards, for example emerging of
vertically stacked integrated circuits which are otherwise termed as 3D ICs, and the
structural design of future VLSI circuits are turning out to be more troublesome,
new objectives and constraints should be considered. For instance, with increasing
the transistor numbers and power densities, the subsequent higher temperatures and
gradients are prompting to execution and unwavering quality concerns. In three-
dimensional integration circuits, through-silicon via (TSV) is experimented to be the
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Fig. 1 Interconnect layers of 3D ICs

most prominent technology for connecting the vertical layers. However, through-
silicon vias (TSVs) are one of the most important blocks of 3D IC because they
consume smaller footprint or chip area and which leads to good routing in physi-
cal design [1]. These TSVs will provide optimized wire length and increase density
level of integrated circuits compared with the other alternatives such as wire bond-
ing, micro bump. Patterns demonstrate that these thermal issues will be much more
articulated in the creating innovation of 3D ICs. Likewise, rise in transistor numbers
makes effective calculations a need in electronic design automation. Constraints on
the quantity of interlayer vias that can be manufactured in 3D ICs cause limitations
on the wire length change that can be acquired with three-dimensional innovations.
To address these issues in and around placement process, the research is focused
towards the trade-off between interlayer vias and wire length in 3D ICs and net
weighting to reduce the total area [2, 3] (Fig. 1).

The primary benefit of vertically stacked integrated circuits is the optimization
of wire length that can be accomplished by utilizing vertical interconnects between
various layers. However, the end goal to make vertical associations and interlayer
vias must be made through device layers, and more noteworthy are thicknesses.
Subsequently, these vias are limited in number due to their area consumption. They
contend with transistors for area, are considerably bigger in size than consistent vias
and require a specific measure of range for resilience in wafer arrangement [4, 5].
With limitations on interlayer by means of numbers, 3D placement techniques must
be produced, so that the wire length can be limited without utilizing excessively
numerous interlayer vias. Comparing to other computational techniques, the half-
perimeter wire length (HPWL) is the best technique because it finds the optimized
connecting blocks which cover all the pins of the net to be connected, and also it
always underestimates the wire length for congested nets. So, this technique is used
to compute the total number of wire length between the blocks and also between
the layers of three-dimensional integrated circuits (3D ICs) [6]. The IBM-PLACE
benchmark circuits are made as inputs to the problem.
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2 Problem Description

The block rearrangements are done by considering the entire rectangles (blocks) in a
tree structure. Assign the notations for each rectangle (blocks) for computation such
as ijH represents the rectangle j on top of rectangle i and ijV represents the rectangle
j on left of rectangle i. Then, move the blocks according to the cost function which
is represented in Eq. (1). By doing this block rearrangements, the total wire length
can be optimized based on the cost function using HPWL technique.

Cost = W1 ∗ area + W2 ∗ Len (1)

Here, area represents the total area of the blocks (rectangle) enclosing the given
basic blocks, Len represents the total interconnect length, and thisW1 andW2 are the
user-specified parameters. For two-terminal wire length nets, we can use Manhattan
distance for estimating the number of wire length between the two terminals. Let’s
be the end coordinates (f 1, g1) and (f 2, g2), then the wire length.

These suppositions are needed to bemade ready before computing thewire length.
It incorporates treating through-silicon via as a block/cell and after that ascertains
the wire length layer by layer in half-perimeter model [7]. The through-silicon vias
are utilized for interconnection of two layers in vertically stacked IC design.

L t = �l(En) (2)

The Lt represents the total wire length in vertically stacked integrated circuits and
En represents the wire length in the n layers. The ultimate aim is to optimize the
wire length and to define the actual white spaces between the cells/blocks. Once the
white spaces are allocated, then the TSVs can be positioned with appropriate shape
and size. These TSVs are modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics tool. The HPWL
was generally used that is sensibly exact and effectively computed. The bounding
box of a net with p pins is the smallest block that encases the pin locations. The wire
length is accessed as a large portion of the bouncing box. For two and three pin nets
(70–80% of all nets in most present-day designs), this is precisely the same as the
rectilinear Steiner least tree (RSMT) cost [8]. Thermal issues are anticipated to be
more suggested in three-dimensional integrated circuits (ICs) [8, 9] for two different
motives. First, regardless of the energy dissipation per transistor being lesser in three-
dimensional integrated circuits, the higher packing densities will necessarily cause
better energy densities in 3D ICs [10]. Second, vertically stacked ICs have extra heat
resistance alongside heat-conducting paths to the heat sink which results in increase
in temperature. This analysis of thermal in TSVs can be done by using COMSOL
Multiphysics software.
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3 Experimental Procedure

The block rearrangements are done in 3D ICs to reduce the wire length in between
the layers or dies and between the blocks/cells which are defined as the objective
function mentioned in Eq. (3).

Min (L (o, p, r) + λ
∑

b (Bb (o, p, r) − Ab (o, p, r))2) (3)

The major constraint of this objective function is that Bb < Ab where b represents
bins. L (o, p, r) represents the length of the wire length along e, f and g directions.
Bb (o, p, r) represents sum of areas of the movable cells in bins b along o, p and r
directions. Ab (o, p, r) represents maximum area of the movable cell in bins b along
o, p and r directions. The even spreading of cells in all respective layers is named as
overflow ratio. This ratio plays a vital role in vertically stacked integrated circuits,
and it can be computed by using Eq. (4).

Overflow ratio =
∑

(max(Bb(o, p, r) − Ab(o, p, r)))/
∑

total area (4)

The bins can be stated as each cell of a rectangular grid. This is calculated by
using Eq. (5)

No. of bins = √
(N/L) (5)

where N represents the total number of cells in ICs and L represents the number
of stacked layers in ICs. The algorithm for the block rearrangements and also to
optimize the total wire length is as depicted as follows (Table 1).

Table 1 Algorithmic flow of 3D IC placement

Standard cell 3D IC placement algorithm for block rearrangement (Optimization of wire length)

Step: 1 Start the process with the positioning of cells using random placement

Step: 2 Compute the total numbers of bins

Step: 3 Compute the base potential of each grid block

Step: 4 Initialize value of λ,

Step: 5 While overflow ratio >0.01 do

Step: 6 Compute objective function

Step: 7 Estimate overflow ratio

Step: 8 If then overflow ratio <0.1

Step: 9 Legalize and save best result
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4 Results and Discussions

This research speaks, the total net counts (wire length) has been reduced by rear-
ranging the blocks in 3D IC. The experiment was undergone in the background of
JAVA platform with a RAM of 2 GB. The input of this is taken from standard cell
IBM-PLACE benchmark circuits (Fig. 2).

TSVs can be designed or modelled with the help of COMSOL Multiphysics
software in order for the placement of TSVs between the layers. The thermal level
analysis of TSVs using COMSOL Multiphysics software. This TSV has a diameter
of 25 nm which is made up of copper core of 15 nm, and Sio2 shell has 5 nm, and
other materials (air and silicon) has 5 nm. The materials used in the TSV are as
shown in Table 2 with their respective properties in simulation (Fig. 3, 4, 5 and 6).
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Fig. 2 Block rearrangements versuswire length optimization for different IBM-PLACEbenchmark
circuits

Table 2 Materials and their properties for modelling TSV

Materials used Thermal
conductivity
(W/mK)

Congestion level
(kg/m3)

Heat capacity
(J/Kg K)

Dielectric
constant

Air 0.048 0.625 1112 1

Si 166 2328 711 12.3

Sio2 1.33 2242 711 3.11

Cu 402 8710 389 –
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Fig. 3 Side views of thermal TSVs

Fig. 4 Cross-sectional view of thermal TSVs
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Fig. 5 Top view of thermal TSVs

Fig. 6 Block rearrangements versus thermal level in TSV for various materials
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5 Conclusion

The block rearrangements of 3D IC with the optimization of wire length are done
in the background of JAVA platform with the inputs of standard cell IBM-PLACE
benchmark circuits along with the analysis of thermal in TSVs using COMSOL
Multiphysics software. In near future, this experiment may lead to the analysis of
stress of different layers of 3D IC which are interconnected by through-silicon vias
(TSVs) using the same background and inputs.
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Artificial Intelligence-Based Load
Balancing in Cloud Computing
Environment: A Study

Janmaya Kumar Mishra

Abstract The discussion is based in the vicinity of load balance technique by using
the artificial intelligence for cloud computing system. Cloud load balancing is a
series of actions for distributing workloads to underutilized VMs for computing and
sharing the resources in a more effective way for a cloud computing environment.
The research is still finding for a more robust technique to distribute the workloads
among the servers in this environment. The acceptable way of artificial neural net-
work (ANN) model along with back propagation technique has been studied for an
efficient proposed system. Objective of this article is for evaluation of load balancing
algorithms in view of the proficiency of each virtual machine or VM, each of the
requested task, and its interdependency on multiple jobs.

Keywords Artificial neural network · Back propagation · Load balancing ·
Artificial intelligence · Cloud computing

1 Introduction

There is one key feature in the study of cloud environment is Load balancing, which
is having a significant accomplish on the framework effectiveness for the work allo-
cated to a time period. It is the way to distribute workload among system assets to
enhance system performance [1]. Load among data centres can be considered with
CPU restrictions, memory capabilities, and network. Load balancer must balance
the workloads by following some steps for overcoming the situation with data centre
overload or unburden [2]. The steps are as follows:

• Receive incoming service requests
• Load size calculation of the incoming requests then build a request queue
• Periodically load status calculation in server pool with help of the server monitor
daemon
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Fig. 1 Load balancing in cloud environment

• Use load balancing algorithm towards the assortment of appropriate server
resources.

Load balancing strategies for clouds:
There are mainly two categories in load balancing algorithms: static and dynamic.
Static algorithm: All nodes and the properties of nodes are recognized in advance

and the algorithm works which is based on the prior knowledge, it is easy to imple-
ment because it does not require current system status information. Example: round
robin algorithm (which selects the first node on a random basis then assigns jobs for
all other nodes with round robin fashion).

Dynamic algorithm: It works as per the dynamic changes in state of nodes. This
algorithm is complex in nature for the implementation; however, it distributes the
load in an effective way. Example: Biased Random Sampling Algorithm: It is one of
the dynamic approaches, where Migration time as well as Response time is less so
improve the overall performance [3].

There are numerous goals in load balancing to maintain or balance the resources
or assets [4, 5] (Fig. 1).

Typically, there are three types of techniques for load balancing:

• Centralized
• Decentralized
• Hierarchical.

Centralized load balancing: Themajor factor for decisionmaking on the algorithm
is central load balancer, used as static or dynamic based on global information and
all the allocation with decisions are handled by one of the single nodes. This method
works smoothly up to a several thousands of processors. The limitation is the single
point failure as a central node, which is very challenging for recovery [6, 7].

Decentralized load balancing: There are a number of load balancers to make the
decisions. In this framework, each one of the processors shares the workload infor-
mation to other nearby processors by consuming less memory. The load balancing
judgement can be assembled once after collecting all the workload statistics from
others (the neighbour) so it may cause poor decisions [8].

Hierarchical load balancing: The load balancers are allocated with a tree structure
format. All the requests are accepted through root node and afterwards allocated to
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Table 1 Comparison: workload balance architectures [2]

Type of architecture Workload information
status

Advantage Disadvantage

Centralized Single node enables
with the global
workload information

Works well even if in
small-scale networks

Non-scalable, single
point failure, and no
longer fault isolation
or fault tolerant

Decentralized Information sharing
with one another
nodes as multiple
nodes

Less node failure
potency, more
reliable, fault
isolation or fault
tolerant

Load balancing is
poor for large
machines, ageing of
load information

Hierarchical Information sharing
between nodes and
child nodes

Provides both
advantage for
centralized as well as
decentralized

Less fault tolerant and
complex to
implement

the load balancer and different load balancer can start processing with different algo-
rithm. It combines both centralized and decentralized by providing benefits of both.
The limitation is the implementation architecture for its complexity and additional
overhead for dealing among load balancers [9].

The cloud deployment strategies are categorized specifically into three types of
environments: Public, private and hybrid [10].

Public cloud: In case of public cloud environment, same hardware, same storage as
well as same network devices can share with cloud tenants or multiple organizations.

Private cloud: This environment comprises the resources for computing, which is
used only by one organization.

Hybrid cloud: In hybrid cloud environment, it integrates with on-premises infras-
tructure, or else private cloud environment along with public cloud environment.
Data can move between private and public clouds.

Nowadays, there are a number of market leading cloud providers are expanding
their data centres due to increase of demand in industry. The cloud data centres are
different in multiple ways from the traditional network-based system. Virtualization
is one of the best features in the environment of cloud computing for maximizing the
use of shared resources in an effective manner. There are multiple users avail cloud
resources by dynamic reallocation on demand (Table 1).

2 Artificial Neural Network

ANN incorporates with the group of nodes or artificial neurons, interconnected with
each other. ANN methodology is developed by looking towards the large network
structure of neurons inside human brain. The internal adjustable parameters of ANN
mentioned as weights that refer to the actual strength of a connection between two
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nodes (neurons). By modifying the weights, ANN can learn an arbitrary vector map-
ping from the space of input to output. There are three layers in ANN (Fig. 2), input,
hidden and output layers.

The representation mentioned below (Fig. 3) is the view of a single hidden unit,
taking inputs from multiple input units and introduces with three specific functions.

• Transfer Potential: It accumulates the inputs and the weights.
• Activation Function: It applies to a transfer function which is non-linear or
“activation” over the transfer potential.

• Threshold Function: It depends upon the activation function, either to “activate”
or not to “activate” the neuron.

The transfer potential, which is a summation function, implies with a sum input
inner dot products to weights of the connection.

Fig. 2 ANN structure

Fig. 3 Activation function of ANN [11]
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n∑

i=1

xi ∗ wi (1)

Mostly, the activation function used is a logistic sigmoid as follows:

f (θ) = 1

1 + eθ
(2)

Here, theta is “logit” which is equal to the function (transfer potential) as follows:

θ =
n∑

i=1

xi ∗ wi

Artificial intelligence technologies implementation for the cloud computing is
changing the topography of the corporate world. Artificial intelligence has the poten-
tiality for further streamline, the substantial capabilities of cloud computing. It helps
machines to identify patterns, to make real-time decisions by exploring and learning
from historical data, which leads to process automation and eliminate the human
errors. It enables machines to take a decision, think and learn like a human being. So,
the neural level of approach indicates biological concepts for the machines to recog-
nize the patterns because of the artificial neural networks invention as it is setting-up
the recreation of physiology or the study of organism’s knowledge in human brain
[12]. The process of recognition has been accomplished once after the proper estab-
lishment of the network by using the target vectors and the stable equilibrium points
are stored in the network for these target vectors [13].

The combination of both cloud computing and artificial intelligence presents
a very distinctive circumstance in cloud and artificial intelligence professions for
exploring the endless achievability for future.

3 Artificial Intelligence for Cloud and Business World

As per the current scenario on cloud-artificial technology, it can be classified into
two categories:

• Cloud Machine Learning Platforms: Recently, the machine learning technologies
for cloud environments inAWS,Google andAzure cloud platforms use the specific
technology which is responsible towards machine learning model creation.

• Artificial IntelligenceCloudServices: The technologies that support artificial intel-
ligence platform for business like Google cloud vision as well as Microsoft cog-
nitive services, and IBM Watson or natural language application programming
interfaces empower abstract complex artificial intelligence capabilities via simple
application programming interface calls. By using this, it can incorporate artificial
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intelligence capabilities without investing a high amount for artificial intelligence
infra.

There is a massive investment for implementing artificial intelligence in the cloud
platforms from last few years. The tech-giants like Amazon, Google and Microsoft
are leading the environment by integrating artificial intelligence capabilities in
Platform as a Service (PaaS) solutions.

Artificial intelligence needs support towards brand newprogramming paradigm as
well as requires a new computing infrastructure. So, artificial intelligence capabilities
can be incorporated. Businesses are increasingly implementing artificial intelligence
for interaction with end-user through chatbots by enhancing their online versions.
One of such ESDS chatbot service is based on natural language processing system
for using into multiple sectors including banking. The conversation with chatbots is
making more real as these are enhanced with ANN.

One of such neural network tools called neural-network-pattern-recognition tool
or NPR Tool, leads to solve the “two layer” and “feed forward” type of pattern
recognition network with the sigmoid output neurons. Patternet network is the feed
forward network, can be trained for classification of inputs is basically based on
the specified target classes. Again, the target data should comprise of vectors with
all the 0 values apart for a 1 inside element i, where i is the class which must
entitle in the case of pattern recognition networks. The input data can be categorized
into three sets for the purpose of training: Training, Validation and Testing. Here,
Training data is useful for the adjustment of the weight and biases. Validation data
is useful to take a decision for stopping the training process, testing-data is useful
for the evaluation of performance over the trained-network [14]. There is a two-
way relationship between ANN and cloud computing means ANN can be used in
cloud computing environmental studies and cloud computing feature can be used in
ANN-based projects (Fig. 4).

Business proprietors need artificial intelligence technology for improvising the
strategies to operate and help stay them ahead from their contestants. The combina-
tion of cloud and artificial intelligence is shaping up for becoming a disruptive force
over the multiple industry verticals. Artificial intelligence and cloud computing rela-
tion not only forms one of the new strategies of think process over the other existing
methodologies, however, also provides a different degree of accessibility towards
artificial intelligence technology [15].

4 Load Balancing Challenges

There is the list of metrics, can be improved to provide a better way for cloud
computing load balancing [16, 17].

Response time: Total time required for a certain load balancing method to
acknowledge on a request in distributed system.
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Fig. 4 ANN cloud relation

Resource Utilization: The parameter provides statistics about what extant the
resource can be manipulated. Optimum resource can be considered for efficient load
balancing activity.

Migration time: Overall time required for a process to transfer between system
nodes for execution. Less time taken by the system implies better performance.

Throughput: The total executed task counts in a certain period. It is needed for
the high throughput towards system performance improvement.

Fault tolerant: The ability to provide or perform load balancing through a specific
algorithm by avoidance of node failure. There should have a proper fault tolerance
approach for each load balancing algorithm.

Associated Overhead: It represents the overhead at the time of implementation
of algorithm of load balancing. There should be a minimum overhead for the load
balancing method to work properly. It is an action or activity of tasks composition,
inter-processor, and similarly the other one is inter-process communication.

Performance: The overall system effectiveness and system performance, which
can be increased by the improvement of all the parameters.

Scalability: The effectiveness of an algorithm to manage the workload with
any fixed count of machines and processors. This can be improved by applying
an enhanced strategy for getting a better system performance.

5 Conclusion and Future Scope

One major challenge in cloud computing paradigm is to build the high-throughput
architecture of load balancer. The implementation of load balancing with a most
optimized algorithm can enhance the efficiency throughput. There is a huge scope to
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enhance the load balancing and algorithm performance can be enhanced by adjusting
with the multiple parameters. Artificial neural network (ANN) forecasts the demand
and hence, it keeps the ability to allocate resources as per the demand. ANN always
keeps maintaining the active servers based on the current demand, in consequence,
low energy consumption compared to other approaches in over-provisioning.
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An Investigation Study on Secured Data
Storage and Access Control in Cloud
Environment

P. Calista Bebe and D. Akila

Abstract Cloud computing is surroundings for imparting the information and
resources which might be brought as the service to an end users over Internet on
call for. Cloud allowed the users to get way into their stored information from any
environmental places at any time. Cloud comprised of the key problems like safety,
data confidentiality, network dependency and centralization. When storing the client
sensitive information into cloud data storage, security plays an essential part. Provid-
ing the security to sensitive information is a key issue in cloud computing. In existing
works, numerous methods were introduced for securely storing data into the cloud.
But, the security level was not improved, and data accessing time was not reduced.
Our research work concentrated on the cryptographic and data structure techniques
for solving the existing problems during cloud storage and data access.

Keywords Cloud computing · Security · Data integrity · Geographical location ·
Data access · Cryptographic techniques

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a type of figuring where the mutual assets and IT-related capac-
ities are provided as the supplier to external customers by the utilization of Internet
methodologies. Cloud computing is primarily based on data sharing and computing
resources than the usage of local servers to manage there quests. Cloud computing
allowed the users to receive benefit without any requirement for deep knowledge or
expertise.
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2 Literature Survey

A Dynamic Proof of retrievability method was designed in [1] for public auditabil-
ity and for communication efficient restoration since information corruption [2]. A
secure disintegration protocol (SDP) was introduced in [3] for protection of privacy
on-site in cloud. Probabilistic analysis was carried out for finding the intrusion toler-
ance abilities. But, the key management method was not introduced for secure data
integration in cloud. The designed method failed to utilize cryptography method
effectively. A new large DAC-MACS scheme (NEDAC-MACS) was introduced in
[4] to guarantee the secure attribute revocation. However, the attack detection rate
was not increased by NEDAC-MACS scheme.

A new cloud storage encryption scheme was introduced in [5] to convince false
client secrets and to improve the client privacy level. But, the encryption timewas not
minimized using new cloud storage encryption scheme. The multi-tenant networked
cloud infrastructure architecture was introduced in [6] for securing the hosted ser-
vices. The designed architecture was based on trusted virtual domains with security
policies of tenant domains and security policies of virtual machines. But, the access
control was not carried out in enhanced manner using multi-tenant networked cloud
architecture. A new security assessment methodology was designed in [7] for exam-
ining the safety of critical services in cloud. But, the security level was not enhanced
using security assessment methodology [10]. Broker-based structure was introduced
in [8] [9]. However, the information confidentiality rate was not more suitable for
using broker-based framework.

3 Secured Cloud Data Storage and Access Control
Techniques in Cloud Computing

The main objective of designed scheme was to assure the redistributed information
honesty and information accessibility in distributed storage. The key aim was to
guarantee that cloud server stores the data in secured manner. The cloud storage
systems were not used by peoples when his data changed randomly by CSP or
different entities with no approval.

NEDAC-MACS assured safe quality revocation, information confidentiality and
protection besides the stationary corruption of authorities. NEDAC-MACS enhanced
security devoid of reducing the effectiveness.

The media cloud structure was introduced and used as manual in procedure
of accumulation safety features or new media clouds. The designed structure was
partitioned into three security limitations among every layer organizing the subse-
quent system safety characteristic on border to attain dissimilar levels of local safety
protection.
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4 Comparison of Techniques in Cloud Environment
and Suggestions

4.1 Space Complexity

Space complexity is given by,

SC = Totalmemory− unusedmemory space in cloud server (1)

From (1), the space complexity is calculated.When the space complexity is lesser,
the approach is stated as greater efficient.

Table 1 describes the space complexity with respect to range of cloud user
requests ranging from 10 to 100. Space complexity comparison takes place on
existing dynamic Proof of retrievability scheme, NEDAC-MACS and media cloud
framework. The graphical analysis of space complexity is described in Fig. 1.

High coding granularity was achieved through encoding at information square
dimension than part enormous information record. Information gets parceled into
little information squares and encodes each datum square independently.With coding
approach, a redesign inside information square influenced the current information
square and connected images without refreshing huge information document. This
in turn helps to reduce the space complexity. Therefore, the space complexity of
dynamic Proof of retrievability scheme is 21% lesser than NEDAC-MACS scheme
and 38% lesser than media cloud framework.

Table 1 Space complexity

Number of cloud user
request (number)

Space complexity (MB)

Dynamic Proof of
retrievability scheme

NEDAC-MACS
scheme

Media cloud
framework

10 25 33 42

20 28 36 45

30 31 40 49

40 29 38 47

50 27 35 44

60 25 31 42

70 22 28 38

80 26 32 43

90 30 36 46

100 34 41 50
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4.2 Security Level

Security level is defined as the ratio of number of cloud user data can be correctly
accessed by authorized cloud users to the total number of cloud user data. It is
calculated in terms of percentage (%). The formula can be

SL = Number of cloud user data correctly accessed by authorized cloud users

Total number of cloud user data
(2)

From (2), the security level is calculated.
Table 2 illustrates the security level with the esteem number of cloud user data

ranging from 10 to 100. The graphical analysis of security level is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Figure 2 explains the security level comparison for different number of cloud

user data. From figure, it is observed that the security level using NEDAC-MACS

Table 2 Security level

Number of cloud
user data (number)

Security level (%)

Dynamic Proof of
retrievability scheme

NEDAC-MACS
scheme

Media cloud
framework

10 76 85 70

20 79 87 73

30 82 89 76

40 80 86 74

50 85 90 79

60 87 93 82

70 84 89 80

80 81 87 77

90 83 91 79

100 87 94 82
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is higher when compared media cloud framework. NEDAC-MACS enhanced safety
without reducing the performance. Therefore, the security level of NEDAC-MACS
scheme is 8% higher than Dynamic Proof of retrievability scheme and 16% higher
than media cloud framework.

4.3 Data Retrieval Time

The data retrieval time can be calculated in phrases of milliseconds (ms). It is given
by,

Data Retrieval Time = Ending Time− Starting time of data access (3)

When the data accessing time is lesser, the approach is believed as greater efficient
(Table 3).

Data retrieval time comparison takes place on existing Dynamic Proof of
retrievability scheme, NEDAC-MACS and media cloud framework. The graphical
representation of data accessing time is explained in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 illustrates the data retrieval time comparison for different number of cloud
user requests. From figure, it is clear that the data accessing time using media cloud
framework is lesser when compared to NEDAC-MACS. This is because the designed
framework uses three protection limitations with every layer arranging equivalent
system protection events on border to attain different local security protection level.
By this way, the data accessing time gets reduced. As a result, the data retrieval
time consumption of media cloud framework is 38% lesser than Dynamic Proof of
retrievability method and 45% lesser than NEDAC-MACS scheme.
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Table 3 Tabulation for data retrieval time

Range of cloud user
request (number)

Data accessing time (ms)

Dynamic Proof of
retrievability scheme

NEDAC-MACS
scheme

Media cloud
framework

10 25 33 13

20 28 35 15

30 32 38 19

40 36 40 21

50 39 43 24

60 42 46 27

70 45 49 30

80 41 45 28

90 44 49 31

100 47 52 33
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5 Discussion on Limitation of Secured Cloud Data Storage
and Access Control Techniques in Cloud Computing

The data confidentiality rate was not improved using Dynamic Proof of retrievability
scheme. NEDAC-MACS addressed two vulnerabilities though the nonrevoked users
disclosed obtained key update keys to the revoked user. But, the attack detection rate
was not enhanced using NEDAC-MACS scheme.

A security media cloud framework was introduced for preserving the multimedia
data and services. The existing media cloud structure comprised of three protection
limitation in media cloud to guarantee cloud protection. Sec-ABAC access man-
age protocol guaranteed the access manage of cloud resources. The operation of
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structure on Amazon Web Services failed to examine exact performance of Sec-
ABAC protocol. The space complexity was not reduced using security media cloud
framework.

6 Conclusion

Acomparison of different existing secured data storage and access control techniques
for improving the security is studied in cloud computing. This survey paper also
discussed the methodologies and different methods to store the data in efficient
manner. From the study, it is clear that the existing techniques failed to improve
the data confidentiality rate. In addition, the attack detection rate was not improved
using NEDAC-MACS scheme. The huge range of experiments on current techniques
calculates the relative overall performance of many secured data storage and access
control techniques with its restrictions. The future research can be carried out using
cryptographic and data structure techniques for performing the secured data storage
and access control in cloud computing.
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A Comparative Study and Analysis
of Classification Methodologies in Data
Mining for Energy Resources

M. Anita Priscilla Mary, M. S. Josephine, and V. Jeyabalaraja

Abstract Retrieval of right sequence in extensive quantity of records in irrelevant,
unreported and concealed data by applying the process of data mining methods.
Classification is a procedure used for building classification models for a set of input
data. This study is about to compare and analyze the various classification algorithms
for energy resources using Weka tool. In this study, it uses five different data mining
methods, namely iterative classifier optimizer, Bayes net, classifier via regression,
LMT and JRip. The diverse attainment of the algorithm is found by the assess of
variables like true conclusive, false conclusive, exactness, reminiscence and ratio.
Meticulousness of algorithm is examined using the values of correctly classified
occurrences and incorrectly classified occurrences.

Keywords Attainment · Exactness · Occurrence

1 Introduction

The key feature which affects the demand of power is the generation of energy
resources. We need to inspect the diverse power generations which will help in
future demand. It can be obtained using the methods of data mining. Inorder to
discover the hidden patterns in database, classification is one the method used in data
mining. In classification, data objects are classified as predefined several classes. This
characteristic feature helps in the performance of the classifier. Classifier contains
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repugnant percept; if the percept is individualistic of each other, then every record is
covered by at most one rule. The dataset used for the comparative study is 12 years
of statistical data used in power generation, and it contains six attributes to define
a class. Each test is suspected to belong to a predetermined class, as determined by
the class label impute. The set of trial used for model building in training sets. The
recognized label of the given sample is correlated with the classified outcome of the
model; high standard of results is attained in most of the instances. The accuracy rate
is calculated by the correctly classified occurrences using the model for the given of
test data.

2 Literaturer Survey

Asumedu et al. specified that sustainable energy has a direct relationship with sus-
tainable development through its impact on human development and economic
productivity [1].

Estenban andLeary described fourways of obtaining energy resources fromocean
areas, namely from breeze, whirlpool, stream, thermal and shoals [1].

Cardinale has investigated on solar plant for hot water manufacture using lifespan
savings method (LCS) by taking into account of three long-established fuels such as
gas oil, LPG and electricity to estimate financial feasibility [1].

Adaptation of sunlight-based techniques. Forecasting model was developed to
portend the requirement on sunlightwaterwarming systems and their savingmethods
in domestic sectors.

Sfetsos has done a similar work on the forecasting methods to mean the hourly
wind speed implementing the methods of time-sequential examination, conventional
fixed models, feed presumptuous and sporadic neurological set of connections [1].

3 Tools and Techniques

3.1 Dataset

A data is approximately identical to a two-dimensional spreadsheet or database table
[2]. A classifier model is a complex bounding into one dataset characteristic of a
class attribute [3]. Energy resources are the principal sources of power generation.
Energy resources are of two types: one is conventional and nonconventional; based
on this category, the attributes are selected for the datasets. This study uses 12 years
of statistical data. The resources are calculated in million units, which are used for
analysis to findwhich algorithm is the best one out of the five. The class uses different
input attributes, namely Hydro (X1), Wind (X2), Thermal (X3), Gas (X4), Private
Purchase (X5) and Sale of Power/Swap return (X6), in order to determine the output
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variable (Y ) The classification algorithms are compared for the given sets of data
with different parameters to find which is the best one out of five.

3.2 Tools

3.2.1 Weka Software

Weka is a software which is built on the foundation of Java. This software also
provides a Java appetizer for the use in applications and to connect databases. Weka
was developed in the University of Waikato. It is primarily used for data mining
functions such as data prehandling, grouping, reversion, visual representation and
characteristic selection. Weka classifies every attribute as numeric, so we need to
manually transform them to nominal if needed.

3.2.2 Categories of Classification Algorithms

CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS

BAYESSIAN META RULES TREE

BAYS NET
CLASSIFIER 

VIA 
EGRESSION

ITERATIVE 
 CLASSIFIER 
OPTIMIZER LMTJRip

3.3 Techniques

3.3.1 Bayes Net

Bayesiannetworks are perfect for fetching an event that has takenplace andpredicting
anyone of the possible knowncauses in the contribution factors. InBayesian network,
model in which sequences of variables are named dynamic Bayesian network. It can
be represented to solve decision problems. Bayes network uses various learning
research algorithms and quality efforts [4, 5].
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3.3.2 Classification Via Regression

Classification is applied using the regression techniques. Class is compounded by two
parts. Regression is a procedure applied to construct for each of the class value. It is
used to prepare the algorithm for supervised learning [6, 7]. More or fewer cases may
be provided, but this gives accomplishments a chance to specify a preferred batch
size. This method is a bit ponderous, but the result works quite well as a separator.

3.3.3 Iterative Classifier Optimizer

This algorithm has the qualities of a nexus of efferent neuron. Hence, it can be
measured to a structure that is a part of the nervous system. In this network, the
version is passed once this procedure is renewed until all the records are presented.
This algorithm is coinciding to the features of artificial neurological interconnections.
This is used to implement to a meticulous function by adopting the concepts of
neurological interconnections. The basics of the data originate from picking the
entail eights haphazardly.

3.3.4 JRip

It is stationed in association rules with decreased error pruning. Decision tree algo-
rithm technique is found here. The training data blocks are divided into dual sets,
they are developing block and reducing block. In the beginning, rule set is formed
with a few heuristic methods and is then followed for growing set. This extreme
order set is then continuously reduced by implementing a set of pruning operators.
At each platform of clarification, the pruning operant is chosen and yields a great-
est minimization of errors on the pruning set. Rendition terminates when the error
increases on the pruning set.

3.3.5 LMT

Logistic model tree (LMT) is a classifying miniature with a connected managed
learning principle that connects logistic regression and decision tree training algo-
rithm. The basic LMT enthronement algorithm uses cross-checking to find a number
of LogitBoost iterations that does not overfit the training data.
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4 Experimental Studies

4.1 Comparison of Classification Algorithms

Using F-measure: The input data given in million units for various resources.
We need to analyze the different specifications [6].
TP: Positive Rate
FP: Positive Rate
Precision (P) = Number of relevant documents retrieved/Total number of
documents retrieved
Recall (R) = Number of relevant documents retrieved/Total number of relevant
documents
F-measure = 2 * Recall * Precision/Precision + Recall (Table 1).

In Fig. 1, x-axis specifies the types of algorithm and y-axis specifies the values of
different parameters such as TP, FP, P, R and F-measure.

Table 1 F-measure of various algorithms

Sl. No. Parameter (algorithms) TP FP P R F-measure

1 Iterative classifier optimizer 0.958 0.008 0.959 0.958 0.958

2 Bayes net 0.958 0.008 0.959 0.958 0.958

3 Classifier via regression 0.958 0.008 0.959 0.958 0.93

4 LMT 0.917 0.017 0.921 0.917 0.918

5 JRip 0.875 0.025 0.877 0.875 0.873

Fig. 1 Comparison of algorithms using various parameters (TP, FP, P, R) and F-measure
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4.2 Comparison of Classification Algorithms Using Kappa
Statistic and Errors

Iterative classifier optimizer, Bayes net, classification Via regression, LMT and JRip
algorithm are used for the energy resources. The dataset is calculated inmillion units;
after applying the algorithm, the following result is obtained in the form of a table.

Using the parameters:

KS—Kappa statistic
MAE—Mean absolute error
RMSE—Root Mean Squared Error
RAE—Relative Absolute Error
RRSE—Root Relative Squared Error (Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Table 2 Iterative classifier
optimizer

Parameters Values

KS 0.95

MAE 0.0232

RMSE 0.1186

RAE 8.34%

RRSE 31.74%

Table 3 Bayes net Parameters Values

KS 0.95

MAE 0.1522

RMSE 0.2228

RAE 54.66%

RRSE 59.64%

Table 4 Classification via
regression

Parameters Values

KS 0.9167

MAE 0.114

RMSE 0.1854

RAE 40.95%

RRSE 49.64%
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Table 5 LMT Parameters Values

KS 0.9

MAE 0.0277

RMSE 0.1661

RAE 9.95%

RRSE 9.95%

Table 6 JRip Parameters Values

KS 0.85

MAE 0.0461

RMSE 0.2024

RAE 16.54%

RRSE 54.20%

4.2.1 Analysis of Algorithms Using Kappa Statistic

Energy resources are calculated in million units with different attributes such as
Hydro (X1), Wind (X2), Thermal (X3), Gas (X4), Private Purchase (X5) and Sale
of Power/Swap (X6) return which are used to find the kappa statistics using these
algorithms. The kappa statistic is the same for iterative classifier optimizer and Bayes
net (Table 7).

In the Fig. 2 x-axis specifies the types of algorithm and y-axis specifies the assesses
of Kappa Statistic where the values lie between 0 to 1.

Fig. 2 Analysis of
algorithms using kappa
statistic
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Table 7 Analysis of
algorithm using kappa
statistic

Algorithm Kappa statistic

Iterative classifier optimizer 0.95

Bayes net 0.95

Classification via regression 0.9167

LMT 0.9

JRip 0.85

Table 8 Using root mean
squared error

Algorithm RMSE

Iterative classifier optimizer 0.1186

Bayes net 0.2228

Classification via regression 0.1854

LMT 0.1661

JRip 0.2024

4.2.2 Comparative Study on Root Mean Squared Error

The kappa statistic is same in iterative classifier optimizer and Bayes net. RMSE
values are calculated for data in million units. To find which one is best out of the
two algorithms (Table 8).

In Fig. 3, x-axis specifies the types of algorithm and y-axis specifies the values of
RMSE.

The error value is less in the iterative classifier optimizer. Hence, it is the best
algorithm out of the five algorithms for classification

Fig. 3 Comparison of
algorithms using root mean
squared error
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5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Comparison of Energy Resources Using Iterative
Classifier Optimizer

Iterative classifier optimizer algorithm is used to find the values ofMatthew’s correla-
tion coefficient (MCC) in knowledge engineering. It is used to estimate the character
of two classes in categorization. It holds two relations, one is the accurate construc-
tive values and other is the fake constructive values. In correlation coefficient, MCC
is betwixt of the detected and estimated categorization. It is paired; hence, it returns
the values between −1 and +1. A coefficient of +1 refines the estimation, and −
1 illustrates the total disagreement among estimation and inspection. The MCC is
calculated by applying the procedure

MCC = TP+TN−FP+FN√
(TP+FP)(TP+FN)(TN+FP)(TN+FN)

If each of the four sumswithin the divisor is zero, the denominator is a discretional
set to at least one. This ends up in a Matthew’s correlation constant to zero. MCC
can be computed by applying the formula

MCC = √
PPV ∗ TPR ∗ TNR ∗ √

NPV−FDR ∗ FNR ∗ FPR ∗ FOR

PPV Positive Predictive Values
TPR True Positive Rate
TNR True Negative Rate
NPV Negative Predictive Values
FDR False Discovery Rate
FNR False Negative Rate
FPR False Positive Rate
FOR False Omission Rate (Table 9).

In Fig. 4, x-axis specifies the various energy resources and y-axis specifies the
values of MCC.

Table 9 Comparison of
energy resources using
iterative classifier optimizer

Class MCC

Hydro 0.942

Thermal 0.956

Gas 0.971

Wind 1

Private purchase 0.985

Sales of power/swap return 1
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Fig. 4 Comparison of energy resources using iterative optimizer algorithm using the values of
MCC

6 Conclusion

Classification is a method used to solve the traditional problems, extensively learned
by statisticians and machine learning researchers. The operation of a model may
depend on other features besides the training algorithm such as class allocation,
cost of miscategorization, size of training and test sets. Each training example can
progressively increase/decrease depending on the possibility that a hypothesis is
right. Given data is chosen by chance into partitions of dual separate sets. It is
then divided as training block for model construction and test block for accuracy
estimation. Grouping and forecasting are the two methods used for the data analysis.
It can be applied to retrieve the models that outline the significant data classes to
forecast future data patterns. The MCC parameter helps to predict which attribute
will help for the future generation of power resources to meet over the demand.
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A Survey on Feature Fatigue Analysis
Using Machine Learning Approaches
for Online Products

Midhunchakkravarthy, Divya Midhunchakkravarthy, D. Balaganesh,
V. Vivekanandam, and Albert Devaraj

Abstract On recent days, the leading manufacturers are very keen in online busi-
ness processing; the products are brought into heavy competitive online market. To
be successful in the online market, the manufacturers launch the new products with
many features to compete with other manufacturers’ products. The online customers
are also interested in choosing the products with more attractive features, but the
customers face problems in the features of the product by using it. Here, the term
“feature fatigue” refers to the concept of customers’ dissatisfaction. In the real mar-
ket, the products with maximum attractive features are preferred by the customers in
the initial stage. Later, the customers realize that some of the features are inconsistent
which results in dissatisfaction on the product. Moreover, this dissatisfactory of the
customers on the product majorly affects the goodwill and growth of the manufac-
turer. Many researchers have contributed several techniques to overcome the concept
of feature fatigue. In this paper, the most significant feature fatigue analysis methods
are discussed as a review to elevate the feature fatigue.

Keywords Feature fatigue · FF analysis · Usability evaluation · Online product ·
Customer equity
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1 Introduction

In the current scenario, the manufacturers are interested in providing products with
increasing features to the customers intending to increase the attractiveness and
capacity of the product [1, 2]. At the moment of purchase, customers are drawn
to products having the maximum number of features. But when customers use the
product, they feel dissatisfied due to the features’ complexity. This dissatisfactory
leads to bring down the god-will of themanufacturer through negative word ofmouth
(WOM) [3, 4].

Aclassic instance is theBMW745model,whichwasbrought outwith 700 features
on the dashboard alone. This brought a good opening to the car in themarket initially,
but later after using it most of the users are dissatisfied due to the multi-function
displays feature and iDrive system feature [1, 5, 6]. A survey made in USA specified
that after using the products withmore features, 56%of the customers felt dissatisfied
on the features of the product [1]. A survey in UK reflected 63% of dissatisfactory on
features of smartphone, where there were no issues with the hardware and software
of the smartphone [6]. Hence, it is more important to a manufacturer to decide the
features to be added on a new product while development should be attractive and
also easy to use.

2 Feature Fatigue

Feature fatigue (FF) is the conception of customers’ dissatisfaction of the product
features based on the usability. Customers choose the products with more features
while buying and that may lead to dissatisfaction of the customers if they face diffi-
culty in using those features [7]. So, in the development of a new product, the process
of adding the features is more difficult as a double-edged sword. In one side, addi-
tion of more attractive features improves the product usability and results good in the
market. On the other side, the same process of adding more attractive features to the
product will make the customers to face complexity in using the product and results
in failure due to FF [8]. FF spreads the negative word of mouth (WOM) due to the
customers’ dissatisfaction on the product, and this spoils the market of the products
and the growth of the manufacturer as well [9]. And due to the impact created by
FF, the customers will move on to other manufacturers’ products which affect the
growth of the organization [2].

In the current competitive globalized business world, it is very important for all
the organizations to keep hold on the potential customers, who will continue in
repurchasing the products whenever a new product is launched by the manufacturer.
So, it is also more important to avoid FF of the product, else it will tend the potential
customers to move on other brand in the market [6]. Hence, even though the addition
of more attractive features to the products brings good result in earlier stage, later
FF may result in the failure of the product in the market and spoil the reputation of
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the organization which would decrease long-term goals by decreasing the customer
equity (CE) of themanufacturer [5]. It is very important for themanufacturers tomake
decision in selecting the optimal combination of features to be added in developing
a new product. This will result in the development of a new product with enough
attractive and optimal features and reliable to use, and this removes FF.

3 Various Feature Fatigue Analysis Models

3.1 FF Analysis Based on Norton–Bass Model [10]

Norton–Bass model is one of the efficient techniques to perform fea-
ture fatigue analysis. This model discovers a set of feature combinations
for the construction of new products through analyzing the successful fea-
tures of previous products. The model is combined with product’s usabil-
ity, capability, and WOM properties to calculate the necessary features to be
added based on costumer’s expectation. The model helps to estimate the product
usability from customer view. Through these analyses, the CE is pictured out in
the initial stage of new product designing, considering end users’ perception model.
These aspects contribute to the manufacturer in making decision to add the essential
features into the product in order to increase the CE and decrease FF.

The structural design feature fatigue analysis using on NB model is provided
in Fig. 1. The model contains two phases. Phase 1 is customer purchase analysis
and Phase 2 is feature combinations’ optimization. Phase 1 shows WOM impacts
on a customer’s purchase behavior, and an evaluation of the customer’s purchase

Fig. 1 Structural design feature fatigue analyses using Norton–Bass model
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Fig. 2 WOM impacts Norton–Bass model

conduct based on the verity in the feature combinations is suggested for a quantitative
consumer transition model. In Phase 2 to maximize the CE, a GA is employed to find
the best feature combination, in which the expected CE calculated in the Phase 1 is
utilized by the GA as essential function. As a result, from GA, a chromosome will
represent a feature combination which will be again passed into Phase 1 as input.
The flow will be continued as an iterative process till the finest feature combination
is found.

WOM is an important insight into buying customers. PositiveWOMwill increase
the buy-out of customers, since the negative WOMwill “remove” many prospective
customers, which will decrease customer buying in exchange [2].

In Norton–Bass model, two limitations are implemented to operate with WOM
impacts when buying customers. The individual client first began purchasing the
item and those who were distressed by the WOM in a single phase. Secondly, WOM
is limited for those clients who previously bought the product and used the item [5].
WOM impacts for client buying are shown on the model of Norton–Bass (Fig. 2).

The customers of a product are classified into four groups stated with the
relationship on the manufacturer:

• Perspectives: prospective customers
• First timers: new customers
• Repetitive: retainable customers
• Customers’ loss: Not retained and never be acquired.

The positive effect from the WOM is that the perspectives are converted into first
timers, and also they retain as repetitive, whereas the negative WOM results in the
loss of customers. The impacts from the WOM on CE with Norton–Bass parameters
reflect customer behavior.
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3.2 FF Analysis Based on SIR Model [11]

In consideration for previous studies, an epidemic susceptible–infected–recovered
technique with GA is implemented to help manufacturers to identify an advanced
combination of functionalities to remove FF.

Since WOM is comparable to an epidemic illness for client purchases and the
spread ofWOM, the SIRmodel is tested to demonstrateWOMbehavioral impacts. In
order to analyze the buying conduct of customerswith distinct function combinations,
a client transition model that combines WOM impacts is developed.

The FF analysis architectural design based on the GAmodels is provided in Fig. 3.
It comprises Phase 1: purchase analysis of customers and Phase 2: optimization of
feature combinations. The SIR model is used in the first phase to list the impacts of
WOM on client buying conduct. The identified WOM effects are analyzed through
a range of feature combinations using a customer transition model. In the second
phase, a GA is used to discover the best mix of features to boost CE.

The effects of WOM on buying customers are comparable to the SIR model
(Fig. 4).

Customers are divided into three groups of people with their perceptions of the
goods, depending on their behavior. These individual groups are typed as vulnerable
as prospects, customers and defectors-S, infected-I, and retrieved-R. Prospects (S) are
received fromclients (I) in the early stages.Anumber of these beneficial opportunities
are affected by WOM (I), as the epidemiology infection phase. Several clients (I)
are also translated into defectors (R) comparable to the epidemiological recovery
method. In order to assess the CE, the parameter identified is then transferred into
the client model.

Fig. 3 SIR model-based FF analysis with GA
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Fig. 4 SIR model of WOM
effects

3.3 FF Analysis Using Continuous Fuzzy Kano’s Model
(CFKM) [11]

The continuous fuzzyKano’smodel (CFKM) considers the indistinctness and hesita-
tions of customer based on their requirements to ease unwanted features of the prod-
uct. The effective way to deduct and remove FF is to evaluate the customer require-
ments (CRs) on a new product development which helps to find out the limitations
in product capability and usability.

Kano’s model is effective and implemented for CRs analysis in most research
works [11]. The traditional Kano’s model is an effective technique [12] that removes
the indistinctness and hesitations in CRs [13]. The CFKM is implemented to analyze
the indistinctness and hesitations in CRs of real-world circumstances which ease the
unwanted features of the product.

The CFKM incorporates the fuzzy methods with Kano’s model and formulate
a new method which helps the manufacturers to analyze CRs precisely in difficult
situations, particularly in the initial period of product development [14].

The CFKM advances a new Kano’s with fuzzy assessment to work on the indis-
tinctness and hesitations in CRs. In which the customer will provide their opinions on
the feature of the product, the data collected through the assessment of CFKM evalu-
ates individual CR and implements into Kano’s evaluation of multiple combinations
of features. Thus, the advantage of CFKM is the method that identifies an “Influence
Value” by evaluating the data collected based on individual customer opinion and
provides into the Kano’s model to remove the unwanted feature combinations of the
product [15].
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3.4 FF Analysis Using Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA—II) [16]

NSGA-II is considered as an efficient technique among the multi-objective evolu-
tionary algorithms and implemented in any different research areas [17, 18]. By
implementing NSGA-II in multiple combinations of features, an optimal combi-
nation of features can be obtained through strong analysis. The methodology of
NSGA-II algorithm compares all the feature combination set with each other to find
the dominated feature combination. The non-dominated feature combinations are
brought into the front and removed temporarily, and then the process of comparing
the feature combinations with each other continues to find and remove the remaining
non-dominated feature combination temporarily in an iterative process. At the end,
no dominated feature combinations that are temporarily removed are ranked with its
level of non-dominations.

By sorting the non-dominated feature combination in an order, the crowding
distance is analyzed by fixing the first and last feature combinations as infinite value
object function F and all other ranked feature combination in the sorted list are
evaluated as follows:

p(x).q = s(x).q + (x + 1).F − (x − 1).F

Fmax − Fmin
(1)

where x= 1, 2, n, and n is the combination number at top, p(x). q in objective function
F is the distance of the individual X, p(x + 1). F is the object function value F of (x
+ 1) Fi and p(x + 1). F is the (x − 1) value, Fmax is the highest value of F in FI,
and Fmin is the lowest value. The non-dominated feature combination sorted list and
crowding distance help in selecting the best possible feature mix in NSGA-II in all
decision-making countries.

3.5 FF Analysis Using Usability Evaluation [19]

As the FF is obtained based on its capability through usability, it can be removed by
analyzing its capability. FF is evaluated based on the differences between product
capability and product usability. Product usability is all about the efficiency and
the effectiveness and the customers’ satisfaction as well [20, 21]. In this model,
the capacity of the feature of product is analyzed based on five score points as in
Table 2. The score points are collected from the customers based on their impact
upon usability of the product. Based on the score points, FF analysis is performed
by balancing the capability and the usability of product [22, 23].

In the usability evaluation technique to analyze FF, the following equation is
implemented.
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Table 1 Usability measures
[8]

Scores Description

9 Very poor impression

7 Poor impression

5 Normal impression

3 Good impression

1 Very Good impression

Table 2 Capability measures
[8]

Scores Description

9 Highly impressed

7 Decidedly impressed

5 Impressed

3 Slightly impressed

1 Not impressed

FFD = U − C (2)

U = FU− FUmin

FUmax
(3)

C = FC− FCmin

FCmax
(4)

whereU is the score points of usability (Table 1) andC is the score point of capability
(Table 2) given by the customers based on the impact they have on the products. FU
is the obtained value of usability according to Table 1. FC is the obtained value of
capability according to Table 2.

Thus, if the FFD is greater than zero, then the feature is declared as FF feature.
This helps the manufacturer to identify the feature with FF. Upon the FF analysis
using usability evaluation, the methodology lists out the following results through
evaluating Tables 1 and 2.

i. Features with high points in capability and low points in usability
ii. Features with high attractive points and low usability points
iii. Features with low attractive points but good in usability
iv. Features with low attractive and poor usability

From the above-obtained analysis, the manufacturers are benefitted to identify
the features which should be removed from the product. This method also helps the
manufacturer to concentrate on other levels of feature combinations on the product.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, various FF analysis methods are discussed to remove FF. Addition
of more features to a product will increase its sales initially, but the overloaded
features result in FF which brings down the growth of the brand and leads to the
loss of potential customers which automatically reduces the CE. To remove FF, the
manufacturer should design the product with optimal feature combination and easy
to use as well. As a conclusion, upon the study made for this paper, all the FF
analysis methods are performed on the feedback data collected from the existing
customers based on their impact on product features, which does not include the
data of publics’ impact. The view of non-customers about the product and features
is also very important to the manufacturer in designing a new product with optimal
features. To overcome this limitation, the FF analysis methods should also include
the sales flow data of the product by analyzing why the customers choose the product
or why the customers does not choose the product, what are the features are more
attractive, or what are the unwanted features of the product. As the impact of the
market varies periodically, geographically, and socially, it would be more effective
if the FF analysis methods also evaluate the sales flow data in removing FF.
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A Hybrid of Scheduling and Probabilistic
Approach to Decrease the Effect of Idle
Listening in WSN

Ruchi Kulshrestha, Prakash Ramani, and Akhilesh Kumar Sharma

Abstract Wireless sensor network (WSN) has now become a newfangled area of
research. WSN is an interconnection of sensor nodes which are installed in a region
for a particular task. Sensors sense their surrounding physical attributes and trans-
mit the acquired information to the dedicated node or base station. There are some
challenges associated withWSN: Energy efficiency, security, coverage, connectivity,
responsiveness, etc.WSNhas large number of application areas. Energy efficiency of
the network is a major concern for some applications because battery replacement is
not easy. Clustering is used to enhance energy efficiency of the network.When sensor
nodes transmit information, some amount of energy dissipated. But when nodes are
not in transmitting state, still some amount of energy is consumed in listening to data.
In this paper, we proposed a hybrid of probabilistic and Sleep–wakeup clusterings to
decrease the energy consumption due to idle listening. The proposed method adds
the energy efficiency by using adaptive probabilistic approach with a sleep–wakeup
schedule. Results are simulated in MATLAB. The analysis of results reveals that
the duration of first-node dead and last-node dead while considering round number
is increased in comparison of LEACH, which ultimately shows increased energy
efficiency of the system.
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Base-station

Sensors

Network

Fig. 1 WSN architecture

1 Introduction

1.1 Brief View of WSN

WSN is an interconnected network of sensor nodes. Sensors are light-weighted phys-
ical devices that are deployed in a specific area to gather information about some
physical attributes. Sensors sense the change in physical parameters of the external
environment and send this information to a dedicated device. This information is
further being used in the analysis to take further actions (Fig. 1).

1.2 WSN Challenges

WSN has some challenges:

(1) Energy efficiency
(2) Data security
(3) Time synchronization
(4) System responsiveness
(5) Sensors deployment.

1.3 Clustering

Clustering is used to make an energy-efficient network. In clustering, groups of
sensors are made. Each group or cluster has a head node called cluster-head (CH)
[1]. Sensed information is destined to the CH from all members (sensor nodes) of a
cluster. Now, CH becomes responsible to aggregate collected data and transmit it to
the base station (Fig. 2).
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Sensor Node

Cluster-Head

Base-station

Fig. 2 Clustering in WSN

1.4 Energy Efficiency

Wireless sensor network has so many application areas like healthcare, forest fire
detection, underwater surveillance, habitat monitoring, etc. All applications have
their specific constraints like healthcare application requires data security; dense
forest applications require energy efficiency as battery replacement is not possible
[2]. To design a system as energy-efficient, energy consumption should be decreased.

1.5 Idle Listening

Idle listening is the energy consumption problem during an idle state of sensor nodes.
When sensors transmit collected information to the destined base station or other
intermediates, some energy has been consumed.But during no transmission of data or
sitting in idle state, nodes dissipate some amount of energy. This energy consumption
is called idle listening energy consumption. This consumption can be avoided in
the process of prototyping an energy adequate clustering protocol. Sleep–wakeup
approach is suitable to minimize energy drainage due to idle listening.

1.6 Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH)

LEACH is a standard clustering protocol stemmed from probabilistic approach for
WSN. It comprises following cycle: Setup and steady [3]. Cluster-head selection
for a cluster is based on probabilistic approach. When a node is selected as CH, it
advertises itself as a cluster-head through broadcasting its id [4]. Both TDMA and
CDMA are used in clustering and data transmission (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 LEACH phases [5]

2 Related Work

When sensor nodes are not transmitting any data, still dissipate some energy, this
is called idle listening. To save energy due to this passive listening, sleep–wakeup
approach can be used. Sasikala and Chandrasekar [6] urged a method grounded on
residual energies. In this method, nodes are kept inactive or sleep mode. Some nodes
are dedicated to select cluster heads. Clusters remain in an active state while its sur-
viving energy is more significant than a predefined threshold value. Nazir et al. [7]
adopted an approach of sleep–wakeup inWSN. It considers three parameters: Trans-
mission distance between a node and destined base station, location significance of
node, and the existing environment where an event occurs. According to these three
parameters, a sleep–wakeup approach is applied. Ye and Zhang [8] proposed a tech-
nique in which the operation manner of each node is decided by its own that whether
it will sleep, listen, or transmitting. The allotted time axis is divided into some slots.
Location and surrounding of each node decide it’s appropriate time slot. Sivakumar
et al. [9] proposed a method of sleep–wakeup in which CH can create a path to
the BS. The request message for data is initiated by BS and is sent to the destined
cluster-head. Now, this cluster-head transmit a message to the required awaken nodes
and sends sleep message to other nodes. Yang et al. [10] proposed a protocol named
TCH-MAC. It is based on hybrid TDMA/CSMA. It uses sleep–wakeup to reduce
energy consumption. To manage data traffic of a network, an adaptive approach of
TDMA is used. Also, CSMA is used for energy efficiency. Shah et al. [11] proposed
protocol EESAA. It is based on the pairing of nodes considering the distance from
the base station. Sleep–wakeup state transition is applied to decrease the effect of
idle listening.
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3 Proposed Protocol

3.1 Sleep–Wakeup Approach

In this paper, we proposed a scheduled probabilistic clustering protocol. Clustering
is done using a probabilistic approach. When sensor nodes are not in the transmitting
phase, still dissipate some amount of energy. This energy consumption can be reduced
by applying sleep–wakeup approach at sensor nodes. In sleep–wakeup approach,
sensor nodes remain inactive (sleepmode) until they have no data to transmit/receive.
And, thus, energy drainage due to idle listening is reduced.

3.2 Proposed Algorithm

Step 1: Random deployment of sensors in the sensing field.
Step 2: For i=1 to R (No. of rounds) Repeat step 3 to 6
Step 3: Cluster-head selection using probabilistic approach considering residual
energy.
Step 4: For i=1 to n (Total no. of nodes)
Step 5: If Node[i]!=transmit data since opt_time

Node[i].State=sleep;
n=n+1;

Step 6: If Node[i].receive Data=true;
if (Node[i].State=sleep)
Node[i].State=Wakeup;

Step 7. End.

3.3 Method

See Fig. 4.

4 Results

Simulations have been performed in MATLAB to obtain results. Table 1 shows
considered parameters for simulation. The first simulation is done for 100 nodes
and 5000 number of rounds. Table 2 shows the comparison between LEACH and
proposed protocol. Comparison parameters are FND and LND at the round number
of algorithm. Latest FND and LND present an increased lifetime of the network.
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Fig. 4 Sequential phases of the proposed protocol

Table 1 Parameters for simulation (MATLAB) with respective values

Parameters for simulation Value

Total rounds 5000

EDA (Energy consumption for data aggregation) 0.5 J

E0 (Initial energy of nodes) 0.5 J

Efs (Free space dissipated energy) 10 pJ

Emp (Multipath transmission dissipated energy) 0.0013 pJ

Table 2 Comparative results of LEACH and proposed (for 100 nodes)

LEACH Proposed

Round number of FND (First node become dead) 995 1203

Round number of LND (Last node become dead) 3260 4516

Figure 5 shows the lifetime comparison of LEACHand proposed protocol. The figure
clearly shows that proposed protocol has the latest FND and LND so a lifetime of
network is increased, which results in the energy-efficient network (Fig. 5).

0
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4000

5000

FND LND

LEACHProposed

Fig. 5 Lifetime of network comparison between LEACH and proposed (for 100 nodes)
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Table 3 Comparative results of LEACH and proposed (for 200 nodes)

LEACH Proposed

Round number of FND (First node become dead) 998 1198

Round number of LND (Last node become dead) 3303 4545
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Fig. 6 Lifetime of network comparison between LEACH and proposed (for 200 nodes)

Again simulation is done for 200 nodes and 5000 number of rounds for simulation
parameters given in Table 1. Comparison between LEACH and proposed protocol is
presented in Table 3. Comparison parameters are FND and LND at the round number
of algorithm. Result analysis from Table 3 and Fig. 6 shows that for 200 nodes also,
the proposed protocol gives better results in terms of energy efficiency.

5 Conclusion

Wireless sensor networks have an immense number of applications. Numerous appli-
cations among them are energy constraint. There are some existing techniques to
achieve energy efficiency in the system. Clustering is an apt method to make a
network as energy efficient. There are some excellent clustering protocols existed,
LEACH among them, giving good results in terms of energy efficiency. Existing
protocols perform well, but still, there are some challenges to be considered. Energy
consumption due to idle listening is one of them. Sensor nodes dissipate some amount
of energy in an idle state for listening data apart from transmitting data. This energy
consumption can be reduced by keeping nodes in sleep mode when they aren’t trans-
mitting data and make them awaken when they have to transmit data. With the help
of this research, an algorithm has been designed which is hybrid of LEACH-based
probabilistic clustering and sleep–wakeup schedule to achieve energy efficiency in
the network. Results show that the proposed approach gives effective results.
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Prediction of Consumer’s Future
Demand in Web Page Personalization
System

V. Raju, N. Srinivasan, and S. Muruganandam

Abstract Furtherance in Information Technology has progressed usage of Web ser-
vices to extensive and exhaustive. From the gigantic volume of data, predicting
optimal Web page is the cumbersome process. This paper presents an innovative
methodology of minifyingWeb page recommendation systems by employing hybrid
Levenberg–Marquardt firefly neural network algorithm along with improved fuzzy
c-means clustering. Hybrid Levenberg–Marquardt firefly neural network algorithm
is used to categorize the prospective and non-prospective consumer data of the Web
log where improved fuzzy c-means clustering clusters the prospective data. Before a
user begins the path of navigating through Internet for fetching relevantWeb page, the
cluster recommends the most relevant Web pages by analyzing the interests of simi-
lar users. A comparative analysis of proposed system with prevailing fuzzy k-means
clustering technique exhibits that the performance of projected system is better.

Keywords Classification · Prediction · Artificial neural network ·Web page
personalization · Improved k-means clustering · Levenberg–marquardt firefly

1 Introduction

Information generated from various sources is accumulated progressively to make
the Internet, a gigantic repository of data. Mining relevant information from the
Internet becomes the hot topic.
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The prime process in data mining is to identify, investigate, and interpret to mine
relevant information [1]. There are many current researches on optimizingWeb min-
ing with single criteria to search the desired content in World Wide Web. Content
searching under multi-criteria approach using dominance principle mines qualitative
and quantitative content fromWeb [2]. E-commerce is the modernized technology of
doing efficient business transactions. Personalization of e-commerce system makes
the entire system as an intelligent system with the help of radial basis neural net-
work [3]. Through e-commerce transactions, huge amount of stored information of
the consumers may lead to difficulty in seeking the guidance from the repository
[4]. In improving the service prominence and consumer’s satisfaction, e-commerce
recommendation system enforces e-commerce platform with progressive suggestion
toward the heterogeneous desires and the objectives of consumers [5].

Because of mammoth amount of data hosted on theWeb, segregating data accord-
ing to their access frequency is the demanding task [6].Rest on their entity disposition,
comforts and necessities, Web personalization system has materialized to compact
through the difficulty of mining suitable requirement and to mine the personalized
knowledge to consumer [7]. From the elucidation, we institute an attainable Web
page recommendation practice comprises underneath limitations. The significant
restriction is that it uses unadventurous collaborative filtering process. Therefore,
accuracy and the exposure of personalized recommended penalties are not appropri-
ate to please consumer [8]. Furthermore, amplification on Web page suggestion in
regard to personalization and contextualization ismeasured as essential characteristic
to gather disposition of diverse customers [9]. Some methods of Web recommenda-
tion are exactly derived from learningWeb logs and give the suggestion subsequently
to the consumers to optimize the search result by re-ranking process which result in
diminishing the investigation time of desired Web pages [10]. Web page personal-
ization is a noteworthy process in making Web systems to an intelligent system that
incorporates various procedures and prediction algorithms such as Page Prioritize
algorithm, Markov Analysis Models and Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS)
for fetching quality of data on the Internet [11].

Page Prioritize algorithm uses recursive scheme to measure the page ranking by
knowing the Web page linking relationships. It gives lesser rank to new page though
it has very good contents than existing old page having higher rank [12]. HITS uses
the link structure of the Web to rank the page appropriate for a specific searching
keyword [13]. The notable difficulty of HITS is that neighborhood graphs must be
assembled in “On-Fly” procedure.

2 Problem Definition

Some fundamental restrictions such as inadequate access and flexibility exist in the
existingWebpage recommendation systems.Manyof theWebpage recommendation
systems do not consider the rarely indexed and lately included pages in the existing
content. It is a strenuous task of spotting relevant pages according to the interest of the
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consumer and sequencing them in the prioritized order. These limitations stimulated
us to accomplish the study and propose advancements on Web page suggestion
systems.

This article is constructed with four sections of promoting the proposed method-
ology of Web personalizing system. 1. Literature review, 2. Illustration of proposed
methodology, 3. Comparative analysis and result, and 4. Conclusion.

3 Related Works

Page weight in the user clusters and user’s average evaluation on pages were taken
into consideration for online page recommendation by Lian [14]. Jalali et al. [15]
have suggested a model with the application of Web Server Log Mining to predict
the navigational path for online forecasting.

Among theWeb recommendationmodels such as association rulemining,Markov
analysis, and collaborative filtering method, mutual filtering method mines the exact
Web pages. It is proved by Suguna and Sharmila [16] in their recommended model.

Romil et al. [17] have suggested a model for data categorization with the applica-
tion of naive Bayesian classification. Jafari et al. [18] proposed a complete preface
to Web usage mining (WUM) to enhance the functionality of Web consumer nav-
igational model. An analysis was conducted by Waykule and Gupta [19] with the
procedures likeweighted association rulemining and sequential patternmining. They
have recognized that the pages which were lately appended are rarely browsed by
the customers.

Saleh et al. [20] have suggested intelligent adaptive vertical recommendation with
neuro-fuzzy model and k-nearest neighbors (KNN) model to promote commerce
consumer to categorize in upgrading Web customized system.

Raju et al. [21] have proposed a Web personalized system to predict consumer’s
future request with the application of hybrid Levenberg–Marquardt firefly neural
network (LMFF-ANN) and fuzzy k-means clustering (FKCM) algorithms.

Muruganandam et al. [22] have suggested the methodology of personalizing of
e-learning system which mines the preferred Web pages using the log history of the
previous learners of the system.

4 Proposed Methodology

Endorsing opt Web page is a noteworthy process in all intellect Web system. Its
fundamental functionalities are

(i) Discover knowledge (K) from Web usage data of Web log file
(ii) Depict the Web page suggestion system from the knowledge (K).
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Fig. 1 Projected future
demand-based Web
recommendation

Get Web log data from Web log file

Do Preprocssing

Perform classification using LMFF-ANN

Prospective Users Non Prospective Users

Apply IFCM for Clustering 

Predict Future navigational path

The proposed system uses clustering and classification procedures to cluster
mutual consumers and to classify prospective and non-prospective consumers.

The proposed methodology performs the following steps:

1. Web log data is identified and preprocesses the related Web log file.
2. Apply firefly-based artificial neural network (FANN) to classify the consumers

into prospective and non-prospective. In the network, Levenberg–Marquardt
firefly (LM + Firefly) algorithm is to be applied.

3. Apply Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm to cluster data of prospective users.
4. Predict the upcoming demand (prediction of future request) from equivalent

consumers and is compared with existing k-means clustering algorithm.

The suggested methodology is systemized with JAVA andWeb databases (Fig. 1).

5 Result and Discussion

Theproposed system is builtwith JAVAplatformwithCloudSimwith the applications
of LMFF-ANN and improved fuzzy c-means clustering algorithms. Performances
of existing and suggested are measured in term of time and accuracy.

Clustering accuracy is estimated with different number of iterations and is tabu-
lated in Table 1. This table exhibits the dimension values of our projected analysis.
Figure 2 depicts the graphical representation of cluster accuracy in the proposed

Table 1 Accuracy of
clustering in proposed model

Number of iterations Accuracy of cluster

10 71.24

15 72.48

20 73.23

25 76.53
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Fig. 2 Chart—Accuracy of
clustering accuracy of
proposed model

Table 2 Clustering time
measures for proposed Web
recommendation System

Number of iterations Clustering time

10 9658

15 11,256

20 12,369

25 14,569

methodology for various numbers of iterations using. In 10 iterations, clustering accu-
racy of 71.24% is reached, whereas clustering accuracy increases to 72.48, 73.23,
and 76.53 (in %) for iterations 15, 20 and 25, respectively.

Table 2 shows the data of estimated clustering time of proposed methodology
for various numbers of iterations. The graphical representation of tabulated data
is depicted in Fig. 3. Executing 10 iterations takes 9658 ms, while 15, 20 and 25
iterations take 11,256, 12,369, and 14,569 ms, respectively.

Table 3 displays the data of estimated accuracy of proposed model of future
request prediction for various numbers of iterations and is tabulated in Table 3.

Fig. 3 Chart—Clustering
time measurement of
proposed model

Table 3 Accuracy
measurement in proposed
model

Number of iterations Accuracy

10 78.23

15 79.27

20 80.38

25 82.26
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Fig. 4 Chart—Accuracy
measurement in proposed
model

Table 4 Overall time
measures for our proposed
research

Number of iterations Overall time (in ms)

10 18,456

15 22,369

20 24,968

25 29,874

The graphical representation of tabulated data of accuracy is depicted in Fig. 4.
Executing 10 iterations achieves 78.23% of recommended accuracy, while 15, 20,
and 25 number iterations result in 79.27%, 80.38%, and 82.26% of recommended
accuracy, respectively.

The overall time measurement of the recommended model is estimated and
tabulated for various numbers of iterations in Table 4.

It represents that the overall time measures for 10, 15, 20, and 25 iterations are
18,456, 22,369, 24,968, and 29,874, respectively. Figure 5 shows the graphical rep-
resentation of complete time measurements for proposed methodology in executing
various numbers of iterations.

Fig. 5 Chart—Time
measurement for proposed
model
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Table 5 Comparison of time
measurement for proposed
and existing models

Number of
iterations

Calculated time of
existing model (in
ms)

Calculated time of
proposed model
(in ms)

10 18,988 18,457

15 23,567 22,368

20 25,125 24,969

25 29,985 29,873

Fig. 6 Comparison chart of
time measurement for
proposed and existing
models

5.1 Comparative Analysis

Data regarding to overall time of existing and proposed are estimated and analyzed.
The existing k-means clustering takes 18,988 ms for 10 assessments. In contrast, the
projected model with IFCM takes only 18,457 ms for the same number of assess-
ments. In the subsequent 15 assessments, time requirement for k-means is 23,567 ms
and is higher than proposed model which takes only 22,368 ms. The outcome of the
evaluation states that proposed projected function is superior to the existing k-means
analysis. Comparison data are tabulated inTable 5 and depicted in Fig. 6. The scenario
is same for all other iterations as well.

6 Conclusion

The proposed model predicts the future request (navigational path) with the help of
IFCMalgorithm tomine the relevant pages. Data regarding to clustering time, utiliza-
tion of memory, and performance of existing and proposed are analyzed. The result
shows that 70% of clustering accuracy is achieved which proves that the suggested
recommender system is more efficient than existing model with k-means technique.
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Analysis on SLA in Virtual Machine
Migration Algorithms of Cloud
Computing

T. Lavanya Suja and B. Booba

Abstract Cloud computing is a transforming field, which has grown into multi-
dimensions because of contributions from academia and industry in research and
development. The cloud services provide the flexibility to achieve the operational
excellence of the modern applications in all domains. Moving all legacy applica-
tions into cloud utilize the advantage of advance features in cloud infrastructure
like security, reliability, and scalability. As storage and computation are not done
in physical machines, they are termed as virtual machines (VM). Virtual machine
migration is inevitable in all the services, so there are various VM migration algo-
rithms in the market. All algorithms need load balancing component and adhere
to the service-level agreement (SLA) signed between the cloud provider and cloud
consumer. SLA’s importance for the provider and consumer in terms of profit and
benefits, respectively, is analyzed in detail.

Keywords Cloud computing · VM ·Migration algorithms · Load balancing ·
SLA · Uptime · Downtime

1 Introduction

A cloud refers to a distinct information technology (IT) environment that is designed
for the purpose of remotely provisioning scalable and measured IT resources. Cloud
computing is the delivery of computing services—servers, storage, databases, net-
working, software, analytics, intelligence, etc., over the Internet to offer faster
innovation, flexible resources, and economies of scale in a pay per use basis [1].

Nearly, every business is using some form of cloud computing or storage service.
Cloud computing has transformed so many businesses throughout the past decade
with its scalability, versatility, and reliability [2].

In cloud business, the provider and the consumer are bonded by the service-level
agreement (SLA), an agreement between themon the list of services calledQuality of
Services (QoS). As the consumer pays on the basis of his usage, the quality standards
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are followed to the core. Any violation in QoS will cost the provider so the factors
listed in it play a key role in the business lifetime.

Cloud providers invest a lot of time and energy in devising an algorithm for their
own requirements, so there are numerous algorithms in the market. In the previous
work [3], an elaborate survey on VM migration algorithms was done. The next step
in the work is to analyze the monetary benefits and losses for the cloud consumer
and cloud provider so as to throw light on the importance of SLA.

The rest of the paper is organized like this. Section 2 talks about the related work
notably done for developing a VM migration algorithm and inclusion of factors in
SLA and its importance. Section 3 registers the implications from the wide literature
review, then the findings are projected as graphs in Sect. 4, and finally, Sect. 5 gives
the conclusion and the future work of this study.

2 Related Work

A pre-emptive scheduling algorithm [4] which improves the efficiency and makes
the job done before their deadline is met. It is claimed a better option than traditional
scheduling and other similar approach algorithms.

The CloudSim tool kit provides a platform to test the working of algorithms in
cloud environment and analyze the performance metrics. Without plunging into the
cloud directly, we are able to simulate the results of the performance of the IaaS
algorithms and also the applications in SaaS. This paves way for improvement in our
development and also a cost reduction factor in the SDLC [5].

Load balancing is an important concept in VM migration algorithms. There
are various approaches which are classified under static and dynamic. The metrics
include throughput, fault tolerance, response time, migration time, and scalability.
Many algorithms for load balancing [6] also have inspired by nature like ant colony
and bees foraging behavior just like migration algorithms. Here, we find a similarity
in the metrics and inspiration for algorithms between migration and load balancing
algorithms.

An improved Round Robin [7] was proposed to improve the overall task com-
pletion time and number of VM migrations both in space-shared and time-shared
scenario. The other parameters measured are idle time of tasks, number of million
instructions re-executed, and number of delayed tasks. In all the parameters, the
improved Round Robin algorithm performed well which showed dynamic load bal-
ancing and knowing the length of the task is very essential. Hence, those parameters
are considered.

Chien et al. propose an efficient virtual migration algorithm [8] with a smaller
number of migrations. The authors also bring the advantage of better SLA compliant
during the VMmigration. Apart from the fact they propose, the experimental results
show that the total migration has increased, time to select VM needed to migrate has
increased, and so is the percent time of SLA violations.
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SLA’s importance and need for detection and cost of violation are discussed in this
paper [9]. The authors throw light on formulation of SLA, burdens laid on consumer
to detect and report SLA violations so as to claim the benefits like money refund
within the stipulated time. They also appreciate cloud providers like Verizon for
automatic credit done to the consumer account in case of SLA violation. Azure is
stringent claimed by the authors as it asks the consumers to report SLA violation
within 5 days compared to 30 days by other cloud providers.

Saravanan et al. portray the trade-off between the minimization of migration
time and consumption of energy in artificial bee colony algorithm [10]. Hence, they
propose SALMonADA model which includes a system for monitoring the SLA
violations and report immediately. They say that it relieves the burden of the cloud
consumer from monitoring and reporting to the cloud provider and thereby reaping
the benefits of payment credit. This stresses the importance of SLAand itsmonitoring
both by the cloud provider and consumer.

SLA monitoring has got very much importance as it costs much for the cloud
provider and the cloud consumer. As cloud providers lay this responsibility of report-
ing SLA violation within 30 days of the next payment cycle, it becomes mandatory
for the cloud consumer to be vigilant on this. Accuracy and fast detection are the
main characteristics of this SLA monitoring. Apart from this, inclusion of SLA fac-
tors plays a major role. In [11], the author emphasizes on the frequency of times and
the interval between each checking is done.

Analyzing the guarantee terms and identifying the test requirements done in a
proactive and a reactive way [12] bring out a Testing suite for SLA violations.
This may serve as a benchmark for measuring the performance and helps the cloud
provider in avoiding the SLA penalty amount. On the other hand, it helps the business
up and running for the cloud user thereby their service is uninterrupted.

The work [13] has reviewed five different SLA-based architectures and brought
out their merits and demerits. CloudWatch is taken as an example to analyze the SLA
parameters and studied for their usage in finding out the SLA violations.

In an attempt on a comprehensive study on architecture of SLA [14], the authors
have given a detailed explanation on its lifecycle, pricing, and parameter. There are
roughly 12 parameters to be considered for SLA in IaaS which is the maximum
number of parameters compared to SaaS and PaaS.

They have also compared the performance metrics of five different providers and
have brought in light to the penalty cost incurred by the cloud providers because of
SLA violations. As less than 30min of downtime cost a 10% of credits to amaximum
of 100% thereafter. This clearly shows that the credits given by the cloud provider
are certainly a loss in his profit and good will.

Hussain et al provide a detailed reviewof SLA requirements and the SLAviolation
penalty paid by the cloud providers. The situation of a small and medium cloud
provider is mentioned of importance as their resources should be thoroughly utilized.
They propose optimized personalized viable SLA [15] to generate a viable SLA and
predict the violation before happening thereby avoiding the violation and penalty.

GIPL’s SLA document clearly gives the percentage of uptime as 99.721% and
a decrease in 0.5% of it cost a penalty of 1% of its quarterly payment [16]. The
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overall penalty cap is 15% of quarterly payment and it increases by 5% for every
SLA violation. When it reaches the 20% of quarterly payment, the consumer has the
right to terminate the contract between them. Such is the situation and importance of
SLA terms laid down in the agreement. This gives a clear picture of money gained
as profit by SLA compliance and loss incurred because of SLA violation.

In a detailed literature survey [17], the findings clearly say that there are five dif-
ferent groups of cloud computing service composition and the most attention needed
research objectives are algorithm improvement and user requirement satisfaction
which call for new and improved algorithms which includes SLA parameters.

The authors [18] propose that the cloud application needs some time, for example,
5 min to get steady and thereafter the net utility of the provider becomes constant.
They have proposed amodel CASVid and an algorithm formonitoring SLA violation
at application level. They were successful in doing so for a single application and
have to extend it for heterogenous applications too as cloud provider has more than
one application for service.

A detailed taxonomy of load balancing algorithms is presented in [19] by catego-
rizing into two, viz. static and dynamic type. The authors agree that load balancing
is a NP complete problem and is of much importance as it saves in terms of cost and
time. Among the approaches discussed, the simulation results show that minimum
compilation time (MCT) gives an optimal solution. This finding gives a clue that
compilation time should be given more importance than execution time.

A conventional approach of dynamic load balancing [20] is claimed to be 30%
more average research utilization rate and 225% less makespan than first come first
serve and shortest job first algorithms. In order to achieve this, more migration of
tasks from one VM to another VM takes place which specifies VM migration not
only improves performance but also inevitable. This gives a clear indication that VM
migration plays a major role in any algorithm and approach.

In this soft-computing-based stochastic hill climbing approach [21], the authors
claim it to be a better load balancing algorithm than FCFS and RR algorithms. The
overall response time is 30% less than the existing approaches. Cloud Analyst is the
simulation tool used to measure the performance metrics.

This [21] is a centralized approach in contrary to the many decentralized
approaches [22] many in the market. While it has advantages like minimum time
to take a decision, there are disadvantages too like crashing of the central node shuts
down the service itself.

3 Implications

Going through the literature review reveals the fact that factors included in SLA play
a crucial role in deciding the profit of the cloud provider and increase the business
of the cloud user. Every minute of uptime is counted and every hour of downtime
is monitored. After including the factors in SLA, it should be strictly adhered and
violation of it costs money for the cloud provider and loses the goodwill of the
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cloud user. Data from various sources were compiled in the form of graph for clear
picture and better understanding to bring out the loss of profit in dollars. The loss of
cloud provider turns into a bonus income for cloud user as it is paid in percentage of
quarterly payment (QP).

4 Findings

Average downtime and uptime of major cloud providers like AWS, Google Cloud,
Microsoft, and IBM in hours/year are projected in the below graph [23, 24]. The
graphs have been plotted on data acquired from 2007 to 2013 (Figs. 1 and 2).

4.1 Cost Benefits in Terms of Repayment for the Cloud
Consumer

When a factor in SLA like uptime percentage is not met then the cloud provider
pays the cloud consumer 0.5–5% of quarterly payment (QP) [16] and is shown in the
graph below. Here, the SLA includes 99% of uptime, so the minimum loss of 0.5%
starts when uptime goes in the range of 98.5–98.99% and thereafter it increases by
0.5% (Fig. 3).
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4.2 Incurred Loss for the Cloud Provider

The below graph plots the lost money in million USD for the major four cloud
providers in the duration years 2007–2013 due to unavailability of service and SLA
breach [24–26] (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Average loss incurred by cloud provider for SLA breach
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

Having analyzed the key components of VM migration algorithm reveals the fact
that load balancing, energy efficiency, and complying to SLA are the most important.
Though SLA is followed to 95–98% on an average, the rest of the 5–2% breached
time incurs a lot of money loss for the cloud providers. On the other hand, even
though the cloud consumers get a monetary benefit by the 5–2% SLA breach, their
business and goodwill get affected is a great concern especially for cloud start-ups.
In the next work, it is planned to propose a detailed review on performance and profit
of cloud start-up companies in terms of SLA.
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Effective Mining of High Utility Itemsets
with Automated Minimum Utility
Thresholds

J. Wisely Joe, Mithil Ghinaiya, and S. P. Syed Ibrahim

Abstract Utility mining is the recent data science task in the ground of data min-
ing. Utility mining observes profit and quantity of each distinct item present in the
transactions, thus it results in productive patterns with high importance in transac-
tional databases. There are many algorithms sketched to trace the entire set of highly
productive utility itemsets using user-defined single minimum utility threshold. An
efficient framework called high utility itemset mining with automated minimum util-
ity thresholds (HUIM-AMU) is put forward in this research paper. This algorithm
uses a condensed tree arrangement called utility pattern tree to store the transactions
and a constant value indicating the amount of most profitable itemsets. With very
large count of transactions in a database, it is very difficult to identify the importance
or productivity of every item.Without the knowledge of items, threshold setting may
degrade the effectiveness of the process. In our proposed work, the difficulty in the
setting of minimum threshold and the time spent on the analysis of database to set
threshold are reduced by automating the threshold setting process. The results clearly
indicate that the HUIM-AMU generates only profitable and compact itemsets.

Keywords High utility itemset mining · Setting minimum utility threshold ·
Multiple · Automatic minimum utility thresholds

1 Introduction

This pattern mining research in data mining has been begun in early 1990s. They
were trying to yield frequent patterns present in databases [1]. The very first of
that kind was Apriori algorithm, drafted to locate frequent itemsets in the form of
rules from transactional databases. A transactional database is a collection of sales
transactions done with stores at different timings by the customers. The batch of
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items purchased together by the customers often is considered as frequent itemsets.
The extracted patterns are very much used in decision making to increase the profit.
The algorithms related to frequent itemset mining and their drawbacks [1, 2] have
been studied. To overcome the issue of not considering the importance of items
present, utility pattern mining has been risen. In utility mining, instead of frequency,
we consider the profit of items and units purchased. Profit is an integer variable
assigned to every item in the database based on its profitability. Utility mining is
used to trace patterns producing more profit or the patterns drive to a successful
business decision. A high utility itemset is a group of purchased elements with
actual utility larger than the user-specified minimum utility threshold [3, 4]. This
value is set by the user after analyzing the data manually. The algorithm proposed
by Liu uses the weighted transaction utilization to extract productive itemsets [5].
There aremany important algorithms [6–8] already explored for the betterment of the
mining process with and without generating candidate itemsets. This algorithm uses
a list-like structure called utility lists. Lin et al. [9] proposed an algorithm to trace
HUIs with a different structure called HUP-tree which integrates the transaction-
weighted-utilization model and the FP-tree proposed in [9]. In HUP-tree approach,
every distinct element in the database has a uniqueminimumutility threshold. Setting
same threshold for all elements is more difficult without knowing the significance of
elements. So there is a need for an efficient framework to trace high utility itemsets
with different thresholds at every level of process. The threshold can be incremented
at levels with some calculated measure of existing information. Lin et al. [10] and
Gan et al. [11] proposed the algorithms HUI-MMU and HIMU with many threshold
values. Our approach is completely divergent from the existing algorithms in the
literature. We propose a novel technique to calculate the threshold value at every
item level and the experiment results show that this algorithm gives more productive
patterns than the existing approacheswhen appliedon authentic and artificial datasets.

2 Related Literature

2.1 Association Mining: With One or Many Support
Thresholds

The first association mining algorithm was designed by Agrawal et al. [11] and
it dealt the consistent problem in this field. The association between the items is
obtained in two basic steps. Initially, the combination of items that occurs frequently
in customer transactions is chosen. Later, using confidence, measure the correspon-
dence between the frequent items is listed. There are many more prime algorithms
proposed by various researchers to extract recurrent itemsets efficiently. The most
desired algorithms are Apriori algorithm, FP-Growth algorithm, and Eclat algorithm
proposed by Zaki et al. Liu et al. discussed a new problem called rare profitable item
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problem faced by frequent itemset mining algorithms. The reason behind this prob-
lemwas that the single minimum threshold usage for the entire process. To overcome
the issues, multiple minimum support thresholds were proposed in some papers with
some modifications and novelty. Eminent works done in this topic are: MS Apriori,
CFP-Growth, CFP-Growth++, and FP-ME. All the above-mentioned algorithms are
extended versions of primary algorithms mining frequent itemsets like Apriori and
FP-Growth. Here, the support threshold is set by the user at every item level. But
these approaches can not be enforced to the utility mining issues directly as they deal
with profit and quantity of involved items in their mining process.

2.2 High Utility Itemset Mining: Using One or Many Utility
Thresholds

The trending investigated area in the scope of association mining is HUI mining for
last ten years. Liu et al. were the first to introduce this matter [5] in the year 2005 and
dealt with the limitations of the existing algorithms by not considering the charac-
teristics of the item purchased by the user. The two-phase algorithm explained how
the candidate generation is done in level-wise approach. The algorithm computes the
utilities of the itemsets after mining them based on their transaction-weighted utility
in the first phase. With user set minimum utility threshold, the non-HUIs are filtered.
In the same research area, some more approaches have been proposed which use
level-wise mining. UMining algorithm is a level-wise mining algorithm and works
well with moderate sized and sparse databases not with large or dense databases.
UMining_H algorithm was also given by the same author Yao and works better than
UMining. IHUP, an tree structure-based algorithmwas designed by Ahmed et al. [3],
to prune low utility itemsets from the database. The performance of this algorithm is
not to the level because of the huge number of mined HUIs. All the above-discussed
algorithms have the sameminimum utility threshold for all the levels of pruning. The
recent algorithms are quicker than the traditional algorithms on the standard datasets.

Multiple minimum threshold concept in utility-based mining was an initiative by
Lin et al. HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU-TID [12] framework were the improved algo-
rithms proposed by his team for effective HUI mining. In stead of TWU-property,
a modern ranked downward closure property was introduced. It can work well on
items arranged in the order ofminimumutility threshold values. Some algorithms got
improved efficiency because of the data structures used. Lin et al. proposed an effi-
cient HUI-MMU-TE algorithm which improves the productivity of utility mining
as it follows vertical data representation. The authors proved that the above algo-
rithms with level-wise multiple minimum utility thresholds generate very accurate,
productive, and quality high utility itemsets when compared with existing single and
several minimum threshold utility algorithms. To enhance the efficiency of existing
algorithms, an approach is suggested in this paper (HUIM-AMU) which automat-
ically initializes the base utility threshold to a positive integer based on the utility
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of 1-itemsets and increases the threshold at every needed places during it’s execu-
tion. The algorithm in Sect. 3 shows how the threshold has been initially set and
incremented.

2.3 Definitions

1. Total transaction utility(TTU) of any row is the summation of item utility of the
items in transaction.

2. Transaction-weighted utilization (TWU) of an itemset is the summation of total
transaction utility having that itemset. If TWU (itemset) is not lesser than the
threshold, then the taken itemset is considered as a high transaction-weighted
utilization itemset (HTWUI).

3. If the itemset is not an HTWUI, then none of it’s superset can be.
4. An item’s minimum item utility in the given set of transactions is minimum of

all its utilities.
5. An itemset’s minimum item utility is the result of items’s minimum item utility

X its support count in the set of transactions.
6. Item’s maximum item utility in dataset is maximum of all its utilities.
7. An itemset’s maximum item utility is the result of item’s maximum item utility

X its support count in the set of transactions.

3 Proposed Work

3.1 Improved Approach of Utility Mining with Automated
Minimum Utility Threshold

The new efficient algorithm named high utility itemset mining with automated min-
imum utility threshold algorithm (HUIM-AMU) discovers only productive item-
sets. The strategy used to boost up the threshold is based on the utility of item-
sets. It improves the productivity of the algorithm by increasing the profit, reducing
execution time, and memory consumption.

3.2 The General Approach

HUIM-AMU takes the set of transactions and profit of individual items as input
and gives back the most profitable high utility itemsets. It reduces the difficulty in
setting minimum utility threshold. The data structure used to maintain the customer
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transactions in the database is UP-Tree. This proposed algorithm HUIM-AMU is
the extension of HUI-MMU algorithm proposed in [4, 12]. This algorithm works
in three phases. (1) transaction representation as UP-Tree, (2) automatic update of
threshold, (3) identifying high utility itemsets which satisfy the threshold.

3.2.1 Construction of UP-Tree

The primary database has to be read twice to construct the tree structure. Transaction
utility of every entry in the dataset and TWU of items present in the dataset are
calculated. Based on the calculated value, every transaction is sorted in descending
order. Compute the actual utilization of every 1-itemset. We tried many strategies to
set threshold automatically. If minimum of all 1-itemset utilization is set as initial
minimumutility threshold, number of candidate generationwill bemore. Ifmaximum
1-itemset utilization is set as initial threshold, very less number of candidates are
generated and we may lose productive high utility itemsets. In practice, we tried
different values as threshold in trial and error method based on the requirement.
Here, we calculated average utility of singe items and used that measure to set
initial minimum utility threshold. The elements which are not satisfying the initial
minimum utility threshold are removed from transactions and not included in further
processing. After this pruning, the reorganized transactions are read and processed in
order and inserted into the UP-Tree [7, 8]. UP-Tree construction procedure is clearly
explained in the paper [7].

3.2.2 Generating HUIs and Automated Threshold

The procedure used to mine the productive itemset is a variation of UP-Growth
explained in the paper [7]. Conditional pattern bases are constructed from the UP-
Tree and stored in the memory. Every node in UP-Tree is connected to the other
node in its path as links. So construction of pattern base is simpler by following the
links maintained by linked lists. For every candidate from conditional pattern base
minimum itemset utility (MIU), maximum itemset utility (MAU) and transaction-
weighted utilization (TWU) are calculated. If theMAU and TWU exceed the present
threshold, then the candidate will be considered as an HUI. When the minimum
utility threshold becomes lesser than MIU, threshold will be raised automatically by
finding the average utility of itemsets in that level. From that point, pruning is done
with this new threshold. The chosen high utility itemsets are maintained separately
in a list and used for productive decision-making process.
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3.3 Algorithm: HUIM-AMU Algorithm

4 Experimental Results

To determine our algorithm’s performance, experiments have been extensively done
on many distinct databases. Leading algorithms to extract HUIs with multiple user-
defined utility thresholds and our algorithm with automated minimum utility thresh-
old are compared.We have reported and discussed the results. Three dense databases
are used in our experimental process and the results are given in the graph. The
databases accidents, chess, and mushroom are real datasets and they are customized
for our requirement. The running time of our algorithm for different minimum utility
thresholds are recorded and shown in the graph. The output of previous and new
approach is relatively same. The lesser minimum threshold makes the higher count
of high utility itemsets. We can prove this variation in count of high utility itemsets
for different thresholds very clearly in the graphs given. From the graph, we can see
that the outcome is not varying much with the running algorithms for multiple dense
datasets. But the effort in terms of analysis, knowledge, and time for finalizing the
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threshold is verymuch reduced. For proposed and existing approaches, the curves are
relatively same, which shows that the automatic minimum utility thresholds set by
our proposed systemmakes relatively same quantity of HUIs as that of the pioneering
algorithm HUI miner.

5 Conclusion

In the previous methods, the user has to fix the minimum utility threshold by trying
different choices. Because process of threshold setting is difficult with zero knowl-
edge of the data stored in transactional databases. In the approach, we proposed an
algorithm which initializes and increments the minimum utility threshold automat-
ically. As we are using average of utility of itemsets present in search space tree at
that level, we always set a minimum utility threshold to a mean value. This algorithm
improves the productivity of the high utility mining process drastically for the dense
input datasets than the sparse. We can also note from the above results that this tested
results show that this approach’s performance is healthy when all the transactions are
having number of items in a same range. The HUIM-AMU algorithm is very con-
vincing than most of the utility mining algorithms which mine high utility itemsets
on every real and synthetic datasets.
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Implementation of Fuzzy Clustering
Algorithms to Analyze Students
Performance Using R-Tool

T. Thilagaraj and N. Sengottaiyan

Abstract The special techniques like clustering and classification exist in data min-
ing to handle any number of datasets that are available in the education field. Themain
use of data mining is to take out valuable information to create new knowledge in the
field of education. The detection of low performers, improving the pass percentage
and employment opportunities, is the main goal of every educational institution. In
data mining, the well-known technique is to deal with disjoint and noisy data is clus-
tering. This technique used for distance calculation between similar group objects
and the different cluster centers is also found. In this paper, the implementation of
fuzzy models like Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means (FPCM),
Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means (MFPCM) and Fuzzy Possibilistic Product
Partition C-Means (FPPPCM) clustering algorithms is used to measure the student’s
levels and low performers identification through its size.

Keywords Data mining · Fuzzy clustering · FCM · FPCM · FPPPCM · MFPCM

1 Introduction

The Gathering of information from a vast storage area have been taken out to make
predictions is themain purpose of the data mining [1]. To find the best accuracy in the
prediction process will make by using different classifiers available in data mining
[2]. The common approach to finding the center for each cluster is made in clustering
techniques which may take place different levels of performance [3]. The k-means
and fuzzy are the clustering techniques that may execute easily to extract the data
from the different educational repository [4]. Providing an opportunity for academia
to concentrate the low performers for improving their level in placement will create
growth for institutions [5]. The process of clustering students into different groups
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anddisplays various perceptionswill help predictors tomakeneedydecisions [6]. The
different factors are required from the student’s performance details to understand
their skill sets and learning aspects [7]. The fuzzy clustering models will produce
better results when one object comes under more than one group and it results in a
good performance on different variety of data [8]. In fuzzy clustering, the boundaries
may not sharp in many situations [9].

2 Methodology

2.1 Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm

The Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm (FCM) will allocate the membership by
measuring its distance to all data points from the cluster center. The least-square value
will be general among all groups and it is minimized [10]. The object closeness and
cluster center are measured in a membership degree to analyze the fuzzy center [11].
This FCM algorithm partitions the given data frame in k partitions; also, it works
iteratively to obtain the best solution. The FCM algorithm objective function follows
in Eq. (1).

Jfcm(P, Q, R) =
n∑

i=1

rmi j d
2
( �pv, �q j

)
(1)

Here,P represents the data set,Q implies cluster centers,R representsmembership
degrees and m is to mention fuzziness in the clustering.

1 ≤ m ≤ ∞

The normal value of m is 2. The higher value of m will show more fuzziness and
if it is low that implies hard clusters. If the value of m is 1, then the result of FCM
and k-means is the same and it is called a hard algorithm. The FCM algorithm will
verify the following conditions.

ri j = [0, 1]; 1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ k

0 ≤
n∑

i=1
ri j ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ k

k∑
j=1

ri j = 1; 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Table 1 shows the academic, interpersonal and add-on marks of 20 students
who have opted for placement. The special course add-on for the student is con-
sidered here. Figure 1 shows the level of cluster 3 as a low performer, cluster 4 as a
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Table 1 Pre-assessment
marks of 20 students before
placement training

Stu. Id Academic Interpersonal Add-on

1 37 35 46

2 45 70 31

3 41 49 54

4 55 67 78

5 64 85 17

6 78 75 74

7 40 37 45

8 78 45 56

9 67 41 58

10 40 45 54

11 31 85 85

12 78 86 52

13 47 88 37

14 34 29 45

15 37 32 41

16 45 93 24

17 41 75 26

18 65 77 65

19 52 66 62

20 17 45 42

Fig. 1 Result of the four clusters using the FCM algorithm
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mediumperformer, cluster 1 as a high-level performer and cluster 2 as very high-level
performers using the Fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm.

2.2 Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means Algorithm

The combination of the FCM algorithm and the Possibilistic C-Means (PCM) clus-
tering algorithmwill be formed the Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means clustering algorithm
(FPCM). This also named a mixed c-means clustering algorithm [12]. The objective
function of the FPCM clustering algorithm is as follows.

Jfpcm(P, Q, R, S) =
n∑

i=1

(
rmi j + sni j

)
d2( �pi , �q j

)
(2)

In the above equation,

P = { �p1, �p2, . . . �pn} represents the data set,
Q = {�q1, �q2, . . . �qn} is the prototype of cluster matrix,
R = {

ri j
}

is the matrix for fuzzy partition of P,
S = {

si j
}

is the matrix for possibilistic partition of P,
d2

( �pi , �q j
)

is the distance of squared Euclidean between −→p j and
−→qi .

The fuzziness is mentioned using m and it checks the below condition.

1 ≤ m ≤ ∞

The value ofm is commonlymentioned as 2. The n is used tomention the typicality
exponent. The following conditions must satisfy to execute the FPCM clustering
algorithm.

k∑

j=1

ri j = 1; 1 ≤ i ≤ n

n∑

i=1

si j = 1; 1 ≤ j ≤ k

Figure 2 represents the level of cluster 1 as a low, cluster 4 as a medium, cluster 2
as a high and cluster 3 as very high-level by using the Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means
clustering algorithm.
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Fig. 2 Result of the four clusters using the FPCM algorithm

2.3 Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means Algorithm

The Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means clustering (MFPCM) algorithm is used
to calculate the weight of all clusters to incorporate the parameters of weight it uses
every data object. The levels of cluster centers and descriptive membership degrees
are found to help for better classification while dealing with unstructured data. The
objective function of MFPCM is as follows (3).

JMFPCM(P, Q, R, S) =
n∑

i=1

rmi j t
m
i j d

2m(
−→pi ,−→q j ) + smi j t

n
i j d

2n(
−→pi ,−→q j ) (3)

The weight is calculated by using Eq. (4).

tmi j = exp

⎡

⎢⎢⎣− d2(
−→pi ,−→q j )

n∑
i=1

(
d2(

−→pi ,−→q j )
k
n

)

⎤

⎥⎥⎦ (4)

Figure 3 represents the level of cluster 1 as a low, cluster 4 as a medium, cluster 3
as a high and cluster 2 as very high-level by using the Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic
C-Means clustering algorithm.
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Fig. 3 Result of the four clusters using the MFPCM algorithm

2.4 Fuzzy Possibilistic Product Partition C-Means Algorithm

The Fuzzy Possibilistic Product Partition C-Means clustering algorithm will elim-
inate outlier effects and the multiplicative way is used. The main objectives of the
algorithm will show in (5).

JFPPPCM(P, Q, R, S) =
k∑

j=1

n∑

l=1

rmi j
[
sni j d

2(
−→pl ,−→q j ) + � j

(
1 − si j

)n]
(5)

The fuzzifier m will specify clustering fuzziness 1 ≤ m ≤ ∞. The usual assign-
ment value chosen is 2. The typicality exponent n is to specify the amount of typicality
in clustering. 1 ≤ n ≤ ∞ Here, also 2 is the default value. The possibilistic penalty
is used to control the cluster’s variance.

Figure 4 represents the level of cluster 2 as low, cluster 4 as medium, cluster 1
as high and cluster 3 as very high by using Fuzzy Possibilistic Product Partition
C-Means clustering algorithm.

Table 2 represents the sizes of FCM, FPCM, MFPCM and FPPPCMwith various
levels. While comparing the result of the low performer’s cluster size is high in
MFPCM.
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Fig. 4 Result of the four clusters using the FPPPCM algorithm

Table 2 Comparison of fuzzy clustering algorithms using its cluster sizes

Description Low Medium High Very high

FCM 6 2 7 5

FPCM 4 4 5 7

MFPCM 7 1 6 6

FPPPCM 3 7 6 4

3 Conclusion

Nowadays, the biggest challenge for every educational institution is to focus on
low-level performers to improve them on placement factors. Here, the FCM, FPCM,
MFPCM and FPPPCM clustering algorithms are implemented to analyze the differ-
ent factors. TheModified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means clustering algorithm will find
a high range of low performers while comparing with other models and this will help
the academia to provide timely training for low performers to get proper placement
in the future.
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Comparative Analysis of Various
Algorithms in ARM

J. Sumithra Devi and M. Ramakrishnan

Abstract Data mining is a process in which useful information is discovered from
large volumes of data using various tasks such as classification, clustering, asso-
ciation rules. Frequent items are the sets of items or structures which occur in a
transaction. It gives the information about how frequently the specific item appears
in a transaction. Though there are many mining tasks, one of the finest methods is
association rule mining which finds the correlation, frequent patterns and rules from
a various large amount of dataset. Association rule mining uses various scalable and
efficient algorithms which predicts the rules to find the occurrence of an element in
the dataset. This paper compares various association rule mining algorithms based
on the data support and speed.

Keywords Data mining · Association rule mining · FP growth · Apriori
algorithm · Fast distributed mining · Elcat

1 Introduction

Data has become one of the important phenomena which revolves around each and
every single organization. These data are organized and analyzed to retrieve useful
knowledge.Mining is the processwhich discoversmore useful knowledge and brings
out the hidden details in the data by analyzing the database under different methods.
This process is carried out under two categories of databases, namely centralized
and distributed databases. Centralized databases are the database where the data
has been stored as one database which is accessible by everyone. A distributed
database is those databases where the data is stored separately and then they are
combined indifferently to acquire knowledge hidden in it. A distributed database
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is further divided into horizontally distributed database and vertically distributed
database. Many methods are used to mine the data. Though there are many methods
are available, the fast emerging digitized system creates a massive database with
a very large amount of undiscovered data hidden in it. One of the most effective
methods of mining is association rule mining finding the frequent patterns and rule
generation. This method helps us to understand the associations among the data and
also models with specific types of data associated with each other. Since there are
many volumes of data, mining has to be done carefully because there are possibilities
of leakage of confidential information.

For instance, in the field of biomedical, very crucial or sensitive information
is represented in patterns associating with the nature of its occurrences, genetical
configuration with severe ailment. These kinds of data are very sensitive personal
knowledge of the individual and leakage of prevented from the intruders. Beyond
preserving the privacy of confidential data, it is also equally important to hide our
sensitive knowledge from other access. In business, provisions aremade to access the
information from distributed databases but their individual strategies and important
data are always hidden from unauthorized accessing [1].

1.1 Association Rule Mining

Association rule mining is one of the technique to find interesting associations
between the items in the database. In 1993, a technique is introduced to identify
the symmetry in huge volumes of databases. The data has different accessible levels
of hierarchy. These data can be accessed according to the assigned authorization
level persons. But there are possibly of identifying sensitive data from nonsensitive
data known as ‘interference problem.’ Hence, privacy has to be maintained without
affecting the creditability of the database [2].

It also generates a set of rules with a specific threshold. These rules are extracted
from the transaction item set among the large volumes of data. Since there are many
rules generated, security must be high in sharp boundary, and hence, various algo-
rithms are deployed to maintain security and to hide sensitive data without any
leakage of valuable information.

The association rules are classified depending on different criteria including the
abstraction level employed in the set of rules, usage of dimensions, pattern types,
different values handled by the rules and its extensions. The efficiency of the algo-
rithms used for mining associative rules increases with the decrease in the number
of passes made in the database, sampling the database, the addition of constraints on
structure patterns by parallelization [3].
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1.2 Problem Study

Mining frequent item sets have become one of the areas of consideration as it has very
broadly applied in generation of associations’ rules, finding correlations, forming the
patterns in graph. Frequent pattern is one of the tasks in data mining and patterns
in sequence are used accordingly to produce better outcome. Most importantly, the
algorithm should be more efficient for mining frequent item sets are required for
mining association rules as well as for many other data mining tasks. The frequent
pattern generation is one of the major challenges in where more number of patterns
are generated in large volumes of data. As the threshold decreases exponentially,
there is an increase in the generation of item sets. Therefore, one of the main tasks
is to pruning of unimportant patterns has to be performed effectively.

The main aim is to optimize the process of finding efficient, scalable and should
be able to detect important patterns used in various forms.

1.3 Apriori Algorithm

Among the best mining algorithm, Apriori algorithm plays a vital role in mining
large volumes of data using ARM.Multiple passes are made over the database which
employs breadth-first search to explore new item sets. Apriori represents candidate
key generation approach. The frequency of the item set is based on the number of
occurrences in the transactions. Apriori algorithm can be used with data structure
like FP tree reducing memory to a large extent with the help of parallel algorithm [4].
Pruning leaves less item sets with easy implementation and minimal memory con-
sumption. But it scans the database repeatedly to know the availability of a particular
item in the database allowing only one minimum support threshold at a time [5]. To
avoid repeated scanning, a new method with improved Apriori algorithm scans the
database only one time so that the identifier set for each item can be obtained. So
that pruning is done only with the limited item set. Then the candidate items support
is counted using the TID set, hence reducing the number of candidate items which
in turn minimized the time greatly [6].

To improve the efficiency of Apriori algorithm, the following methods are used.

(1) Hash-based item set counting
(2) Partitioning
(3) Transaction reduction
(4) Sampling
(5) Dynamic item set counting.
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1.4 FP Growth

Another important efficient data mining technique is frequent pattern growth algo-
rithm (FP growth) which retrieves the hidden knowledge from huge databases and
can be compressed using a prefix tree structure. Divide and conquer strategy is
applied to get the frequent item set. The database is first compressed into FP tree
with items and their associations which in turn is divided into smaller conditional FP
trees and then frequent item sets are derived finally. Repeatedly, the databases are
scanned for frequent item sets [7]. The association rule mining algorithms designed
for single-core machines do not match when dealing with huge volumes of databases
which increase the computational cost. If the tasks are joined in multicore machines,
then the database can be more utilized in parallel. The work-stealing algorithm can
be used where preassigned tasks to the current core are not essentially required so
that the undone tasks are stolen from the busy core so that all the core will be busy
with the tasks while nothing remains idle. Hence, it results in increased utilization
of resource. The tree structures are merged so that the operation will be faster with
less time consumption [8].

1.5 Elcat

Equivalence class clustering popularly known as Elcat is a bottom-up traversal for
generating frequent items by the intersection of all distinct atoms pairs TID lists. It
also checks the cardinality of the outcome TID lists. Item set of the current level is
repeated frequently by a called recursive procedure. All the frequent item sets are
enumerated by repeating the process. The performance decreases with the exponen-
tial increase along multiple numbers of transactions with limited pruning in Apriori
or FP growth algorithm. Elcat algorithm improves its performance by storing the
descending order of support efficiently and generation of candidate is kept ascend-
ing order of support to reduced redundancy [10]. Some of the applications in which
Elcat algorithmused aremap-reduce framework and in the implementation of Java. In
online shopping, this algorithm plays an important role in finding out the customers’
details buying few products frequently [11]. Elcat reduces the memory consumption
during the process. Though similar to Apriori algorithm, it generates large set of rule
without generating the candidate set [12].

1.6 Fast Distributed Data Mining

Fast distributed mining is a distributed unsecured form of the Apriori algorithm. Fre-
quent item sets which are both global and local generate minimum set of candidates
during each iteration which results in reduced count of messages exchanged. After
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the candidate sets generation, the global and local reduction techniques were applied
to remove some candidate sets at each site. Then in order to find whether an item is
frequent, the support counts and the number of sites are considered [9]. FDM has
the following stages namely

(1) Initialization where all the items are present already and it has to be processed
and calculated.

(2) Candidate sets are generated at each iteration
(3) Pruning is done locally.
(4) The candidate item sets are unified
(5) Local support is computed.

2 Performance Analysis of Apriori Algorithm

In Apriori algorithm, array-based data structure is used and follows Apriori property
with join and prune method. Since huge amount of candidate sets were generated
in this algorithm, it requires less memory space and involves multiple scans for the
generation of candidate set with high execution time, less accuracy for sparse, dense
datasets and best for closed item set.

3 Performance Analysis of FP Growth Algorithm

In FP growth, tree-based data structure is used and follows intersection of transaction
TID list for the generation of candidate sets. Since compact data structure is involved
in this algorithm, it requires less memory space and involves twice scan for the
generation tree. It has less execution time and high accuracy. It is well suited for
large, medium datasets and best for large item set.

4 Performance Analysis of ECLAT Algorithm

In Elcat, array data structure is used and follows conditional frequent pattern tree
property with minimum support. It requires less memory space (when item set count
is small) and involves continuous scan to update the database with less execution
time,more accuracy (compared toApriori andwell suited for dense,mediumdatasets
and best for large free item set.
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Table 1 Datasets used in comparison

FileName Division Dist/Rand Records I/P columns

Supermarket dataset 5 Yes 48,842 15

Census dataset 0 No 48,842 14

Mushroom dataset
d90.n8124.c2.num

5 Yes 8124 23

5 Result and Discussion

On account of the survey done on performance of above algorithms, we conclude
that the Apriori algorithm performs less when compared to the other two algorithms.
Since the performance of Apriori is low, we compare FP growth and Elcat algorithm
under result and discussion using different dataset applications.

6 Dataset

For the evaluation of performance of FP growth and Elcat algorithm, the dataset was
retrieved from the repository of UCI, machine learning database. The table (Table 1)
portraits the dataset characteristics selected for performance evaluation.

7 Performance Comparison

Weka tool is a tool which deals with the collection of machine learning algorithms,
written in Java is used to generate items sets in association rule mining. In this study,
it is used in FP growth and Elcat algorithm separately and the execution time is
calculated. The execution time of both algorithms is calculated from the dataset with
same support values and with different threshold values ranges from 30 to 70%.

The Table 2 displays information about the execution time for FP growth and
Eclat algorithms with different support value (threshold) for adult dataset (Fig. 1).

Table 2 Performance of
(execution time) adult dataset
for various threshold values

Support (threshold value) Execution time (seconds)

FP growth Elcats

30 0.57 0.53

40 0.49 0.47

50 0.5 0.49

60 0.48 0.44

70 0.45 0.4
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Fig. 1 Execution time (in seconds) for the FP growth algorithm and Eclat algorithm for adult
dataset. The execution time decreased when the threshold value (support) values are increased.
Finally, we observe that Eclat algorithm produce the best performance for supermarket dataset

Table 3 Performance of
(execution time) census
dataset for various threshold
values

Support (threshold value) Execution time (seconds)

FP growth Elcats

30 1.27 0.85

40 1.16 0.70

50 0.89 0.75

060 0.73 0.69

70 0.66 0.64

The Table 3 displays the execution time (in seconds) for FP growth and Eclat
algorithms with different support value (threshold) for census dataset (Fig. 2).

The Table 4 shows the execution time for FP growth and Eclat algorithms with
different support value (threshold) for Mushroom dataset (Fig. 3).

8 Conclusion

The performance of the association rule mining techniques helps in selecting the
appropriate algorithm to find the minimum item sets. In which Apriori algorithm,
counting method iterates through all the transaction each time resulting in huge
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Fig. 2 Execution time (in seconds) for the FP growth algorithm and Eclat algorithm for adult
dataset. The execution time decreased when the threshold value (support) values are increased.
Finally, we observe that Eclat algorithm produces the best performance for census dataset

Table 4 Performance of
(execution time) Mushroom
dataset for various threshold
values

Support (threshold value) Execution time (seconds)

FP growth Elcats

30 0.13 0.11

40 0.12 0.11

50 0.09 0.09

60 0.08 0.07

70 0.08 0.06

memory consumption and processing speed is slow. The FP growth algorithm inserts
sorted items by frequency into a pattern tree. It is more scalable with less runtime
and memory usage. Elcat algorithms are best suited only for medium and dense
databases. Fast distributed mining algorithms generate fewer candidate item sets
even on heterogeneous database and give the results according to the datasets used in
the database. Further, thework can be extendedby implementing privacy preservation
in ARM using cryptographic techniques in homogeneous database.
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Fig. 3 Execution time (in seconds) for the FP growth algorithm and Eclat algorithm for Mushroom
dataset. The execution time decreases with the increase in the support values (threshold values).
So, it is observed that both Elcat and FP growth algorithms give better performance for Mushroom
dataset
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Implementation of Statistical Data
Analytics in Data Science Life Cycle

S. Gomathi, R. P. Ragavi, and S. Monika

Abstract The paper focussed on showing how the data science life cycle can be
implemented with the real time data. Rain fall data is used in this research to show
how to apply data science life cycle. The dataset consists of multivariate data were
visualization has become easier and effective. The data description is shown in the
table for better understanding. The various visualization like bar graph, tree map,
line graph are shown by using tableau software.

Keywords Statistics · Data analytics · Tableau · Data · Rainfall · Predictive
analytics · Diagnostic analytics

1 Introduction

Statistical analytics is the method of generating statistics from stored data and
analyzing the result. Data analytics is the method of extracting info from data. It
includesmultiple stages aswell as preparing the data for processing, applyingmodels,
establishing a data set, identifying key results and creating reports [2] (Fig. 1).

The various types of data analytics is analyzed using tableau. Tableau is a quick-
est rising information visual image tool. It helps in shortening data into the clear
format. Data analytics is very fast in Tableau and the visualizations formed are in the
method of dashboards and worksheets. The data that’s formed using Tableau may
be understood by expert at any level in an organization. It allows a non-technical
operator to create a custom-made dashboard.

The top features of Tableau are

(1) Real time analysis
(2) Collaboration of data
(3) Data Blending.
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Fig. 1 Data science process

Tableau software doesn’t require any technical or any kind of programming skills
to operate [3].

2 Life Cycle of Data Analytics

Prescriptive analytics can process new data to improve the accuracy of estimates and
offer better decisions [4]. Diagnostic analytics is used to determine the reason for its
occurrence. It examines data to answer the question “Why did it happen”. Predictive
analytics is a region of statistics that deals with the extracting info from data and to
predict the future. Its statistical techniques include artificial intelligence, datamining,
machine learning, data modeling and deep learning algorithms. Predictive analytics
can be useful to any type of unknowns, it may be in the present, past or future [5].
Descriptive analytics is a initial step of data processing. It summarizes raw data and
convert it into a form that can be easily understood by humans. It makes a outline
of historic data to yield a helpful info and it may prepare the data for future analysis
[6] (Fig. 2).

3 Results and Discussion

The rainfall data records has been obtained from government data [1] where the
dataset of 32 districts were available, from this we have analyzed 19 districts using
tableau (Table 1).
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DATA 
ANALYTICS 

PRESCRIPTIVE

DIAGNOSTIC

PREDICTIVE 

DESCRIPTIVE

Fig. 2 Types of data analytics

Table 1 Rain fall data
description [1]

Attribute Data type Description

District Categorical Name of the district

Actual hot weather
season

Numerical Hot climate

Actual winter season Numerical Winter climate

Actual southwest
monsoon

Numerical Monsoon climate

Population Numerical Male, female

3.1 Prescriptive Analysis

Prescriptive analytics is helpful in finding the best course of action in a given
condition.

Step-1: Import the data from the excel to tableau (Fig. 3).
Step-2: (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3 Actual hot weather
dataset [1]

Fig. 4 Prescriptive analytics shows the bar graph of actual hot weather seasons of various districts
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Fig. 5 Population and actual hot weather dataset [1]

3.2 Diagnostic Analysis

This is used for discovery or to determine the reason for its occurrence.
Step-1: Import the data from excel to tableau (Fig. 5).
Step-2: (Fig. 6).
Figure 6 shows that, the population rate and actual hot weather season is analyzed

in comparison as due to the highest population rate in Chennai the rainfall is very
low in actual hot weather season.

3.3 Predictive Analysis

Predictive analytics is the process of extracting info from current dataset in order to
decide patterns and predict future outcomes and trends.

Step-1: Import data from excel to tableau (Fig. 7).
Step-2: (Fig. 8).
Figure 8 predicted that the district cuddalore and thanjore has the highest rainfall

during the actual winter season. The rainfall in cuddalore during winter season is
expected in future.
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Fig. 6 Diagnostic analytics
shows the bar graph of
population rate and actual
hot weather seasons

Fig. 7 Actual winter season
dataset [1]
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Fig. 8 Predictive analytics shows the tree map of actual winter season for various districts

3.4 Descriptive Analysis

Descriptive analysis describes the basic features from the collection of data. Example
mean, median, mode.

Step-1: (Fig. 9).
Step-2: (Fig. 10).
The attribute district and actual south west monsoon season is visualized from

Fig. 10. Through that the line graph has been generated. In actual southwestmonsoon
season the average rainfall of these districts is 299.3.

4 Conclusion

In this paper the statistical data analytics in the data science life cycle have been
discussed. Tableau is used to answer the questions like which is the best rainfall area,
why the rainfall will be low in a particular district, what might happen in future and
the average rainfall of the districts were shown graphically.
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Fig. 9 Actual southwest monsoon data [1]
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Fig. 10 Descriptive analytics shows the line graph of actual south west monsoon season
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Performing Hierarchical Clustering
on Huge Volumes of Data Using
Enhanced Mapreduce Technique

K. Maheswari and M. Ramakrishnan

Abstract Among the variousmethods of clustering, hierarchical clustering is advan-
tageous in many aspects. The implication of hierarchical clustering on large volumes
of data is difficult as these data are normally unstructured, heterogeneous, in huge vol-
umes, contains various types of noise and volatile. TheMapreduce framework is used
to analyze huge volumes of data under parallel and distributed fashion. The efficiency
of the algorithm can be improved by two optimization techniques viz. co-occurrence
based feature selection and batch updating are used. Hence this paper presents a
hierarchical clustering method using enhanced version of mapreduce framework for
huge volumes of data. The research is conducted on web access log file containing
512 GB of data. The outcome of the results conducted by the algorithm show that the
proposed method outperforms traditional clustering methods in terms of execution
time and number of clusters formed.

Keywords Hierarchical clustering · Data mining ·Mapreduce · Hadoop · K-means

1 Introduction

Clustering plays an important role in the data mining domain where a particular sets
of objects are grouped based on their features and accumulate them corresponding
to their homogeneity [1]. After partitioning the set of data into groups, it assigns
labels to each group. Clustering is more preferable than classification because it is
adaptable to changes and provides useful features that distinguish different groups.
Clustering is an unsupervised classification that has no predefined classes [2].

Clusteringmethods are broadly classified as partition, hierarchical, density-based,
grid-based, model-based and constraint-based [3]. Clustering technique is having
wide applications such as market-basket analysis, pattern recognition, data analysis,
image processing, etc. [4]. It is also having applications in specific domains like
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biology in gene categorization, animal taxonomies and insight structure inherent
populations can be analyzed [4]. Apart from this, discovering information from
web, credit card fraud detection, etc. are other important usage of clustering [5].
Due to the usage of new technologies, huge amount of data are generated which
are heterogeneous in nature. Termed as big data, it can become a new pillar for
emerging economies as well as for scientific research [6]. Many real life applications
such as health, bio-medical, marketing, transportation, finance, banking, business,
government services, social media, etc. often generate huge volume of data. Big
data are collected from multiple sources, in multiple tables with different views and
perceptions [7]. This complexity increases when there is an increase in volume of
data. Big data are dynamic in nature and having time impact.

Big data are unstructured. Ordinary database management tools are not capable
enough to handle big data [8]. Generally there is a growing demand that either can
increase the capacity and performance of existing tools to analyze big data or new
solutions to fully analyze and extract useful information from big data. With the
data growing in exponential phase, normal data mining tools become inefficient in
extracting knowledge from data and hence special techniques are the required to
solve the current problems [9].

Big data Clustering can be performed in many ways including single machine
clustering andmultiplemachine clustering.Mapreduce is amechanism that partitions
the given task into smaller sub tasks and results are consolidated [10]. It would
bean good idea to use this mapreduce technique for clustering big data. Hence this
paper presents a novel big data clustering technique using mapreduce technique. The
organization of the paper is given as follows. It starts by giving brief introduction
about clustering and big data in Sect. 1. A lucid literature survey defining the related
works done by various researchers have been presented in Sect. 2. Basic modalities
of mapreduce algorithm and big data analysis are thoroughly analyzed in Sect. 3.
Section 4 elaborately defines the proposed methods. The investigational results and
following discussion are presented in Sect. 5. Conclusion remarks is discussed at the
end of the paper in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

Cai et al [11] presented a method for clustering big data using multi-viewed k-
means algorithm. It is a robust, large-scale multi-view clustering algorithm which
integrates heterogeneous large scale data. Optimization algorithm is used which
iteratively solves non-smooth objective problem with proved convergence. The pro-
cedure is experimented with six types of standard data sets and the comparison is
done based on the performance with traditional clustering techniques. Experimen-
tal results show higher performance. Rehioui et al. [12] proposed a modification of
traditional DENCLUE algorithm called DENCLUE-IM that is a unique method big
data clustering. DENCLUE allows grouping of complex big data. However, it lacks
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in performance and speed. The important step inDENCLUE algorithm is Hill Climb-
ing which consumes so much of computation time. DENCLUE-IM avoids this step
thereby increasing response time. The quality of clustering is also good and better
than DENCLUE-SA and DENCLUE-GA.

Tsapanos et al. [13] proposed fastest kernel matrix calculation for big data cluster-
ing. If the number of sample increases, the entire kernel matrix cannot be stored in a
single computer’s memory. The proposed kernel matrix k-means algorithm operates
using a little part of kernelmatrix.Moreover, experimentation is done on exceptional-
lyquickcurrent hardware and BLAS library which allows quick computing of kernel
matrix. This method is tested for clustering YouTube Faces data set which contains
approximately 62,116 data samples and the performance results are satisfactory.

Santi et al. [14] proposed amethod for clustering of datawith diversed is similarity.
The data required for forming cluster is always n × n dissimilarity matrix. But many
applications generate data with more instances of dissimilar matrix. Aggregation is
not the perfect solution as it sometimes overwrites the actualnature of data. This
method handles heterogeneous data and identifies group of individual clustering
objects. The method introduces variable neighbourhood search heuristic algorithm
to provide solutions. Investigational outcome show that this model is well-organized
and well suited for recovering heterogeneous data.

Fahad and Alam [15] presented a customized k-means algorithm for clustering of
big data. Since the structure of big data is not static viz. unstructured, semi-structured
and structured, traditional k-means clustering algorithmcannot beused.Theirmethod
first finds initial centroid and a range is created between clusters that will change and
may not change. This reduces the unwanted computation and increases the working
of k-means algorithm significantly. The method is compare with traditional methods.
It is observed that this method is efficient, performs better clustering and less time
is required.

3 Background

3.1 Mapreduce

Mapreduce is a parallel distributed programming interface that can develop enormous
amounts of data in a parallel manner. It adopts the functional programming concepts
of mapping and reducing [16]. The user supplies two pieces of code to process the
data. i.e. amap code and a reduce code.Mapreduce algorithmworks in three different
phases viz. map phase, shuffle phase and reduce phase [17]. The advantage of using
mapreduce is that data can be easily scaled over multiple computing nodes.

Let F1 is a huge file containing input data with a simple list of pairs of type (keys
and values). The user supplies Key1, Value1 to the mapreduce algorithm. The output
after performing map function is keys2, values2
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Map
(
keys1, values1

) = (
keys2, values2

)

In phase where map method is used, every record in the input data set is called.
The phase shuffle accepts keys2, values2 from the map phase and combines them
together so that all of the pairs form the clusters. The output of shuffle phase is given
as

Shuffle
(
key2, value2

) = (
key2, list〈value2〉

)

The reduce phase is called for every key2 value, which is the output of shuffle
phase. This phase is executed simultaneously. The output of these executions is
collected in a huge output file. This phase summarizes the complete data set.

3.2 Big Data Analysis

Big data is playing an important role in our life and in our societies. It is a huge
collection of data with high velocity and variety [18]. Big data mining refers to
the process of extracting purposeful information from big data. Big data analysis
works in multiple, distinct phases from data acquisition to extracting knowledge
interpretation [19]. Each phase is having challenges. The general hazards of big data
mining are heterogeneity and incompleteness of data, scalability and complexity of
data, response time of the process, maintaining security and privacy during analysis,
usage of proper programming framework, and so on [20].

4 Proposed Method

In the proposedmethod, we adopt the hierarchy clustering scheme because the output
is a hierarchy of clusters that are more informative. Moreover, hierarchy clustering
will never need specifying list of clusters in the beginning aswell as they are determin-
istic in nature. Agglomerative clustering, which is a type of hierarchical clustering,
generates small clusters that are helpful for discovery and very informative.

As stated in the introduction, we use mapreduce framework for clustering. Map
reduce provides good scalability. But it does not address efficiency and optimiza-
tion issues during the analysis process. And huge memory is required to manage
large dimensions of feature vectors to avoid paging penalty. Hence two optimization
techniques are proposed that can address the efficiency issues.

The occurence base attribute range technique is used in the preprocessing of data.
This characteristic records the co-occurrence frequency of the feature vectors and
simplifies the computation. The efficiency of hierarchical clustering is improved by,
unwanted data need to be removed thereby reducing the dimension of user based
keyword matrix. This removes the noisy keywords repetition. A list is created with
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keywords fetched from the title and metadata. From this, semantically related key-
words are grouped.Using co-occurrencebased feature selection, dimensionof feature
vectors are reduced and keywords with most interestingness are selected. The atten-
tion degree of two keywords is calculated and keyword with higher attention degree
value is selected. This keyword represents both occurrence value and co-occurrence
frequency of pair of keywords. Minimized user-keyword matrix is reused in a large
number of cluster iterations.

To calculate the attention degree of keywords, a count ismade on a single keyword,
its pairs and availability in metadata. It is represented as

R1 : 〈user; keyword i; count i〉
R2 : 〈user m; keyword i; keyword j; count i, j〉

where R1 represents that keyword i appear count I number of period accessed by the
user and R2 represents the pair of keywords in keyword i; keyword j appears count
ij number of times in the pages accessed by the user. In metadata, number of times
both keywords have appeared is represented in R3.

R3 : 〈urls; keyword i, keyword j; count i, j〉

The proposed method generates huge amount of intermediate data that cannot be
loaded in the computer memory for efficient processing. Hence, only few dimen-
sions are selected which are vital for clustering. Co-occurrence feature selection is a
unified framework that can be used both in supervised and unsupervised learning. It
calculates the attention degree of the dimensions by estimating feature consistency
forming a matrix derived from similarity matrix. It uses radical_base functions to
calculate the similarity among two dimensions. It is represented by

Si, j = e−‖xi−x j‖2

2σ2

where xi and xj are two samples and ‘σ ’ represents the standard deviation among
them. A graph is constructed suing S and from this graph, adjacency matrix is
tabulated. The attention degree matrix D̄ is computed from adjancency matrix.

Dι, j =
n∑

j=1

Wi, j

Using D̄ and adjacency matrix, Laplacian matrix L is computed as

L = D̄ − W

And normalized Laplacian matrix, represented as L′ is given as
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L ′ = D̄− 1
2

The attention degree of each dimension is calculated using ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3 where

ϕ1( fi ) = f̂ Ti L f̂i

ϕ2( fi ) = f̂ Ti L f̂i

1 − f̂ Ti ∈ 0

ϕ3( fi ) =
k−1∑

j=1

(
2 − γ j

)
α2
j

Clustering is performed with many numbers of iterations and in each iteration,
manipulating the comparison of each pair of user, eliminating similar users, merging
the users and updating of characteristic vectors in keyword-matrix file are performed.
Simultaneous execution of hierarchical clustering can result in poor performance as
huge I/O cost is incurred. Hence, the distribution of load over many different groups
can minimize the cost. To overcome this, batch updating is used which improves
the efficiency of clustering algorithm on big data. Batch processing combines a
number of repetitions of clustering into one that updates keyword matrix and change
similarity values. Combining many iterations will reduce the response time of the
clustering process. It selects the highest N pairs of user groups, performs updation of
in-memory batch and updates the customer keyword matrix file. In order to perform
batch processing, two special data structures are used. The C-queue contains pairs
of users with highest similarity index. It is a sorted queue and each element in the
queue denotes pairs containing user groups. The B-queue contains all the C-queue
elements and they are also sorted in order. To ensure the genuinely of the process
of clustering, each element in the C-queue is in process in three different options.
Inserting an element in the B-queue, eliminating the element from B-queue and
stopping the updation of the keyword matrix file.

4.1 Mapreduce Phase

The application is composed of functions that perform filtering, sorting and also pro-
cedures to reduce the dimensionality of data.Mapreducemarshals distributed servers,
runs multiple tasks in hierarchical order, manages all communication between var-
ious tasks, avoids redundancy and provides fault tolerance. Mapreduce deploys a
huge number of computers, collectively referred as clusters, forms a distributed
architecture.

The map function computes the distance entry for each row clusters. The map
function takes tuple entry and tuple id pair as input, provides row id and entry distance
tuple as output. The reduce function computes the sum of distances of individual row
elements and finds total distance of the row. This total distance is for all possible
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row clusters is assigned with minimum distance. Choosing the pairs of user groups
is done in the first phase. Processing elements in C-queue and filling them in the
B-queue is done in the second phase. Updating the user keyword file is done in the
final phase. It also involves modifying the similarity value file.

5 Results and Discussion

The effectiveness of the proposed method is proved by conducting two tests viz.
scalability and cluster quality tests. First test is evaluated by noticing the execution
time by increasing the number of objects and clusters. Second test performance
depends on calculating NRMSE. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is calculated
first by taking square root of Euclidean distance between objects and global mean.
From this, NRMSE is calculated by dividing individual RMSEwith global RMSE. In
order to perform scalability test by increasing the total count of objects, two datasets
containing 1 million and 16 million pixels are used. For simplicity, we calculate the
clusters close to 10. Since it is difficult to define the production of number of clusters,
we run the method multiple times with an order of K between 10 and 100 objects.
During every iteration, the number of clusters produced on each level is recorded.
For the 1 million objects dataset a K-Tree with order 15 was used in all cases and
hence the execution time is constant (Tables 1 and 2).

NRMSE results for 1 million records are as follows (Tables 3 and 4).

Table 1 Execution time—Scenario I

Number of clusters Execution time (s)

k-means Parallel k-means Our method

10 3.85 3.47 3.261

112 25.69 23.80 22.37

1180 260.57 247.69 232.82

11,236 2482 2395 2251.3

1,13,784 23,774 22,486 21,136.84

Table 2 NRMSE results—Scenario I

Number of clusters NRMSE

k-means Parallel k-means Our method

10 0.4182 0.4432 0.4786

112 0.1823 0.1932 0.2086

1180 0.1012 0.1072 0.1157

11,236 0.0626 0.0663 0.0716

1,13,784 0.0368 0.0390 0.0421
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Table 3 Execution time—Scenario II

Number of clusters Execution time (s)

k-means Parallel k-means Our method

10 59.67 53.78 50.54

104 398.19 368.9 346.73

1012 4038.83 3839.19 3608.71

10,228 38,471 37,122.5 34,895.15

1,00,688 368,497 348,533 327,621.02

Table 4 NRMSE results—Scenario II

Number of clusters NRMSE

k-means Parallel k-means Our Method

10 0.4182 0.4432 0.46875

112 0.1823 0.1932 0.20431

1180 0.1012 0.1072 0.1133

11,236 0.0626 0.0663 0.0730

1,13,784 0.0368 0.0390 0.0429

NRMSE results for 16 million records are as follows
For our next experiment, we have taken a large data set containing 1,16,846 key-

words. By using a feature selection process, number of keywords considered for
clustering is reduced to 55,849 thereby achieving around 48% reduction in key-
words. Since most of the feature vectors are sparse, there is a reduction in memory
requirement and efficiently similarity values are calculated.

Feature selection process brings changes in attention degree values of keywords.
To test the efficiency of feature selection process, top keywords of the list are selected.
In our experiment, it is quite clear that number of keywords selected decreases as the
user groups. For our experiment, we have chosen N = 100, where ‘N’ denotes the
number of top keywords selected. The evaluation of efficient hierarchical clustering
algorithm, it is compared with updation of batch with different size of N. The below
table shows the details of number of iterations, execution time for different values
of N.

From the Table 5, it is perceived that the number of iterations is almost same
regardless of the value of N. The difference in number of iterations between N = 10
and N = 1000 is just 30 which is very less. This shows that the proposed method is
efficient.

Batch updating is having huge impact of the performance of any clustering tech-
nique. The Table 6 shows the performance of the method proposed using the same
data set with different N values under batch processing.

From the above table, it is viewed that as much as 57% of the overall execution
time is improved. Moreover, usage of batch updation also increases the performance
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Table 5 Results on keywords

N No. of iterations Execution time

10 1566 25,615

50 1573 22,313

100 1609 26,846

250 1611 28,303

500 1578 43,982

1000 1596 41,687

Table 6 Execution time (with batch updation)

N No. of iterations Execution time

10 901 14,601

50 905 12,718

100 926 15,302

250 928 16,133

500 907 25,070

1000 918 23,762

of the proposed method by reducing number of I/O operations and communication
costs.

6 Conclusion

This paper provides a novel hierarchical clustering algorithm using mapreduce tech-
nique. It is implemented in a distributed fashion that groups the internet users based
on their web logs. The data are preprocessed and the important attributes are selected
for clustering process. Experimental results show that this technique is capable
and improves the mapreduce performance. Batch updating technique used in our
approach merges user groups and updation is done in one iteration. This reduces the
overall I/O and communication cost.
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Real Time Virtual Networks Monitoring
Based on Service Level Agreement
Requirements

Mohammed Errais, Mohamed Al-Sarem, Rachdi Mohamed,
and Muaadh Mukred

Abstract Network virtualization is the ideal solution for the ossification internet
phenomena. However, the multitude of actors involved poses significant challenges
to the virtual network monitoring. For this purpose, we propose in this work a new
approach for monitoring the services based on SLA established during the supply
operation. An approach that aims to ensure an acceptable level of performance during
all phases of the development and operation of virtual networks.

Keywords Network virtualization · Network administration · eTOM frameworks

1 Introduction

Network virtualization [1–3] is an emerging concept that aims to bring the benefits
of system virtualization to networks. The concept takes its interest in deployment of
several heterogeneous networks on existing physical media. Thus, the ossification of
the Internet will become old history.

Setting up virtual networks requires migrating the current business model of the
telecommunications industry to a newmodel [2, 4–6]. The latter divides the business
of the traditional operator between several actors, the most important of which are
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the infrastructure provider (InP), the virtual network provider (VnP) and the service
provider.

The new business model poses several challenges [6], including the dynamic pro-
visioning of resources, especially the selection and administration of virtual nodes.
Several researchworks have focused on communication between actors for the supply
of resources [6, 7]. However, the administration of the nodes taking in account vari-
ous actors’ requirements defined in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) [8] remains
a quite treated area.

The idea of this work is to develop an autonomous system for virtual node mon-
itoring in real time. Monitoring is carried out on the basis of the SLA requirements
which are defined during the creation of these nodes for the two main actors: the
InP and the VnP. The proposed approach, in this work, is essentially based on the
sequence of the proposed business processes within the framework of the eTOM [9]
by TmFORUM [10]. Accordingly, this will unify the exchanges between different
actors and raise the challenges of a multitude of actors in the virtualization of the
network.

The migration of the architecture of the Internet towards the virtualization of the
networks faces several challenges [11] which can be summarized as follows:

• Resource provisioning: When creating virtual nodes, the VnP should look for
the best InP offers. Before starting the process of creating and configuring these
nodes, a set of operations for integration of several actors as well as the selection
of the best offer are required. Several works have tackled these operations and
have led to acceptable solutions [6, 7].

• The instances of the business model: the business model has been the subject of
several works that have given rise to several model [5–7]. The latter differ in terms
of the number of stakeholders, as well as the role of each stakeholder.

• Control andmonitoring: methods for virtual nodes: to support the implementation
of a virtual network, it is important to create the necessary devices to monitor
virtual networks via the various deployed nodes. In this sense, few studies have
focused on this aspect.

In this work, we will focus on the monitoring of virtual networks based on
SLA defined between InP and VnP when creating nodes. This will allow to set
up an autonomous system being able to detect any type of violation in real time.
Consequently, ensuring a permanent monitoring as well as in real time.

This document is organized as follows. At the beginning we will present the
business model of the network virtualization and the organization of the business
processes of the eTOM framework. Before presenting our system for monitoring
and experimentation for testing and validation.
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2 Background and Related Works

2.1 Network Virtualization

The virtualization becomes a necessity to ensure the survival of the architecture of
the Internet before the phenomenon of ossification. It offers significant benefits such
as minimizing deployment costs and the ease of integration of new technologies.
However, the implementation of such an architecture requires the migration to a new
business model in the telecommunications industry. Surveying the literatures, there
are several models for deploying virtual networks [1–3, 6].

These models differ according to the number of speakers and the ease of the usual
operations, in particular the discovery and the selection of the resources, during the
dynamic creation of the virtual networks. Thus, the respected model in this work
consists of the following actors [6]:

• Infrastructure Provider (InP): This entity is responsible for the deployment and
administration of the physical infrastructure aswell as it represents an autonomous
authority that must ensure the proper functioning of the resources and tools
required for the virtualization of network components.

• Virtual Network Provider (VnP): which is The responsible for deploying virtual
networks on physical devices. It provides basic protocols and tools for network
operation. For this, the VnP must negotiate the use of resources with one or more
VnP.

• Service Provider (SP): it is responsible for providing value-added services for
end-users.

• Final user who plays the role of service consumer in the current model.

The multitude of stakeholders poses several challenges to the deployment of net-
work virtualization. The biggest challenge is to establish transparent communication
between the different actors to establish the usual operation, including the supply of
resources, quality of service assurance and billing.

2.2 eTOM Process

The eTOM framework is a grouping of business processes established by TmFO-
RUM. The framework aims to provide an unified model for modeling all the usual
operations in the telecommunications industry.

The business division of the business processes simplifies the organization of the
usual operations. The sequence of processes leads to an operation involving different
actors needs. Thus, the different actors can communicate in a transparent and efficient
way independently of the internal business organization.
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The eTOM framework offers generic business processes with an abstract descrip-
tion of actions. Thus, the use of these processes requires the nominal definition of
the actions as well as the content and structure of the exchanged messages.

3 Real-Time Virtual Networks Monitoring

3.1 Work Description

Real-time monitoring is essentially based on the SLA verification operation [9].
That is, in regular intervals, the system checks the nodes’ indicators based on the
requirements defined on the SLA. the verification steps are as follows:

• Collection of indicators from resources: The first phase consists of collecting
pre-defined performance indicators directly from the resources.

• KPIs Mapping: Mapping is a key operation which consists, in extracting from,
the performance indicators and the appropriate quality indicators.

• Requirements verification: In this step, it is necessary to proceed to the verification
of the quality of the performance indicators according to the established thresholds
pre-defined in the SLA.

For implementation of the monitoring system, we have followed the following
steps:

(i) eTOM Adaptation of the Scenario According to the eTOM Framework:

The second step is to sequentially establish the eTOMbusiness processes. The objec-
tive of this step is to define the communication interfaces between the different actors,
as well as the tasks of each process. Grouping business processes results in the exe-
cution of an operation by one or more actors. Accordingly, we define the processes
and the sequence of the messages as described in Sect. 3.2.

(ii) The Technical Choices:

The last step is to define the technical choices for implementation of the monitoring
system. In order to meet the need for communication between different actors and
components of the system, we opted for the SOA architecture [12]. The business
processes will be exposed as web services. The system components will be deployed
as independent EJB modules [13], see Sect. 3.3.
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3.2 Modeling Processes According to ETOM Business
Processes

In order to optimize the exchanges, the processes have been grouped into two levels:

• The resource level which contains the business processes needed to collect and
process performance indicators. This level includes two processes, the process
known as “Resource data collection & Proceeding” and “distribute information
& management”. The former process is responsible for collecting the KPIs via
the different logical nodes deployed in the InP concerned. Whilst, the latter is
responsible for processing and structuring the performance indicators.

• Insurance level, which includes the business processes that are responsible for
mapping the quality indicators, loading the VnP SLA and checking the require-
ments. In addition, this level is act as supervision layer that is responsible for
establishing audit reports and detecting anomalies.

Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of processes during the verification operation.
The operation can be initiated by the VnP or periodically by the system. In the first
case, the “Customer InterfaceManagement” process receives the VnP request before
loading its profile via the “Retention&Loyalty” process. The produced report is then
that includes the VnP identity and the SLA of the virtual network established during
the creation of the virtual network. Then, this report is forwarded to the Service
Quality Management (QSM) process. The QSM latter identifies the identity of the

Fig. 1 Modeling the verification operation according to eTOM business processes
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virtual nodes included in the network concerned by the verification. In the following,
the SQM launches the operation of collecting the performance indicators.

The KPI collection operation is initiated by the “Supplier & Partner management”
process. The latter identifies the InP that deploy deploys the different virtual nodes
involved in the verification. The collection request, then, is sent to the different
distribute information & data (DID) process. The DID process collects the indicators
directly from the resources. These indicators are then structured and transmitted to
the SPM.

3.3 System Architecture of the Autonomous System

The supervision system must be able to ensure transparent communication between
the different actors of the business model of network virtualization. For this end,
the system consists of several EJB modules. The system consists of the following
modules:

• The Assurance module: the EJB module that includes the business processes is
responsible for indicator mapping, loading the VnP SLA and SLA verification.
It also includes three databases: (i) SLADB which contains the different VnP
associated with the systems; (ii) DNDB which groups the information of the
virtual nodes deployed as well as the SLA defined during the creation; and finally
(iii) the InPDB which includes all InP related data associated with the system.

• The Resource module: EJB module deployed directly on the InP. For this, it is
responsible for the recovery and structuring of performance indicators via physical
nodes.

• The VnP module: This module includes a web interface and a web service client.
The module allows the VnP to request the verification, as well as the visualization
of the states of the nodes.

The synchronization of operations is ensured by orchestration processes. In order
to optimize the exchanges, the communication between the collection processes
hypervisors is ensured by the functions of the libvirt library [14].

4 Experiments and Results

The aim of the experimentation phase is to test the system in experimental cases
close to reality. Thus, we have deployed a test bench that includes all the elements
of the system as well as the entities of the actors of the network virtualization.

In addition, conducting the verification and supervision to evaluate the execution
time and the success rate of the verification. The test bench consists of:
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• Administration server: The administration server contains the assurance mod-
ule and two VnP modules. Each module is deployed in an independent virtual
machine.

• Infrastructure Provider Server: This server contains several Resource modules of
the system architecture. Each module is deployed as a virtual machine.

• Hypervisors: Hypervisors are the virtualization layer. They comprise the virtual
nodes deployed under the authority of the VnP in the infrastructure provider.
Each hypervisor is under the responsibility of one of the InP that is deployed in
the provider infrastructure server. The used virtualization tool is KVM.

Before beginning the experiment, each VnP creates several virtual nodes, in order
to constitute several virtual networks. The nodes are created on multiple InP for the
same virtual network.

The evaluation of the system is based essentially on two criteria: (i) the collection
time indicator which is based on the number of virtual nodes on the physical nodes,
and (ii) the verification time according to the number of InP.

Figure 2 illustrates the variation in the indicator of collection time from resources.
This is the most difficult step of the audit, as it requires several exchanges on one
side between the business processes and on the other side between the virtualization
entities.

The collection time is significantly affected by the number of virtual nodes
deployed in the physical nodes. This is explained by the resources needed to deploy
these nodes and thus the degradation of the response time during the recovery of the
indicators.

However, using the libvirt API has reduced the load on physical nodes by avoiding
deploying physical agents to compute these indicators. Accordingly, this made it
possible to reduce the time needed to collect the indicators.

Figure 3 illustrates the variation in the verification time according to the number
of partner provider infrastructures. In this experiment, we used a single hypervisor
from each provider infrastructure. The time shown is the overall verification time
of the SLA check for the virtual network. For this purpose, the verification time is
acceptable (≈8 s for 16 InP). This is explained by the technological choices of the

Fig. 2 Variation in collection time indicator according to the number of virtual nodes
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Fig. 3 Evolution of the verification time according to the number of infrastructure provider

system that allow the exchange of messages in a simple and transparent way between
the various actors via the SOAP protocol.

5 Conclusion

The deployment of virtual networks in the telecommunications industry faces several
challenges, including the provision of resources, the assurance and control of nodes
and virtual networks. For this purpose, in this work, we proposed a solution for
controlling nodes based on the eTOM business processes.

The solution has made it possible to deploy an autonomous system capable in real
time of detecting any anomaly in virtual networks. Degradation detection is based on
the thresholds defined in the SLAbetween the provider of the virtual networks and the
infrastructure provider. Experimentation of the proposed solution allowed to validate
the approach in experimental cases close to reality. However, the verification is not
sufficient to complete the operation of the insurance. For this purpose, the correction
of anomalies is an operation that is necessary.
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Wireless Sensor Network-Based Hybrid
Intrusion Detection System on Feature
Extraction Deep Learning
and Reinforcement Learning Techniques

K. C. Krishnachalitha and C. Priya

Abstract A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the most huge parts of
the field of correspondence innovation. A Wireless Sensor Network is one kind of
remote framework that consolidates endless coursing, self-composed, minute, low
controlled contraptions named sensor center points called motes. This innovation
has numerous application zones like therapeutic, ecological, transportation, military,
amusement, country guard, emergency the board and furthermore keen spaces. Secu-
rity is one of the most vital aspects concerned with WSN. Intrusion detection (ID)
is one of the main issues while concerning about security. This paper is concerned
with the comparative study on the existing hybrid intrusion detection method with
their advantages in addition to disadvantages. The article also proposes a hybrid
interruption recognition system on the basis of feature extraction, deep learning and
reinforcement learning techniques which reduces human dependency and takes most
decisions automatically. The proposed system integrates anomaly based as well as
signature mechanisms for detecting attacks.

Key Terms Deep learning · Feature extraction · Hybrid intrusion · Reinforcement
learning

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have turned out to be a standout among the
most indispensable and provocative territory of research. WSN is another tech-
nology which is ending up more across the board and helpful in numerous zones
like military applications, environmental observing, home application, wellbeing or
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medicinal application, modern checking, basic quality observing and so forth. Sub-
stantially, more rivalries happen in the field of WSN. WSN takes a shot at the idea
of sensor hubs which are sorted out over a wide range with the assistance of vitality
hotspots for powerful working. While discussingWSN, the premier thing to be well-
thought-of is the security. Intrusion detection has a critical influence on the matter
of security. There happen two guideline classifications of intrusion detection system
(IDS). Anomaly based IDS identifies PC interferences andmaltreatment bywatching
structure activity and requests it into conventional or unusual lead. Signature con-
structed IDS distinguishes interruptions situated in light of particular arrangements.
It gains from the past assaults and the information is put away in the database for
future references. Hybrid IDS is a crease of anomaly and signature-based IDS for a
solid interruption location.

2 Related Works

The authors Indira et al. [1] had arranged a cluster-based hybrid intrusion discovery
framework with a Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering (HEED) conven-
tion. The principle aim behind this framework was to structure a hybrid IDS that
downsizes utilization of energy, along these lines expanding the system timeframe.
A cluster node is chosen to gather data from all elective gadget hubs; along these
lines, it is solely communicating with the base station rather than all other exchange
hubs working together with the base station which clear approach to expand the
system timeframe. The blend of anomaly detection method and a collection of sig-
nature rules are utilized to distinguish resentful outbreaks. The fundamental preferred
standpoint of this framework is that it recognizes the assaults in a conservative way.
Besides the energy expended, identification is relatively less. SVM calculation has
been joined in anomaly identification for grouping WSN. The primary disadvan-
tage of this framework is that however it goes for vitality productive hybrid IDS,
the framework is powerless for obscure assaults or in other words the framework
absolutely relies upon the effectiveness of the calculations consolidated.

The authors Jinhuia et al. [2] had projected a hybrid IDS strategy dependent on
energy trust in WSN. The primary expectation behind this system is to anticipate
the energy utilization and to build the relationship figuring of energy utilization to
assess the security conditions of nodes. The current model usefully pinpoints a more
disguised hybrid DoS assault. The principle favorable position of this model is that it
can decrease the energy devoured. It combines both anomaly and signature centered
detection methods. The standard drawback is that if the energy reins the nodes and
produces the vitality data, the hub escapes from viewing.
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3 Proposed Model

Thepaper proposes a hybrid intrusion detection frameworkwhich fuses both anomaly
and signature-based IDS. The proposed model chips away at the premise of feature
extraction, deep learning and reinforcement learning. In addition, the current frame-
works rely upon the productivity of the calculation utilized; the new framework is
proposed to work by lessening the human reliance and consequently pointing the
framework to take choices naturally.

4 Techniques Used

4.1 Feature Extraction

Feature extractionbegins froma shrouded strategyof assessed information andmakes
chose attributes (highlights) needed to enlighten and non-plenitude, enabling the
ensuing learning and speculation steps, and every so often inciting better human
clarifications. Feature extraction is an abatement process, where a basic game plan
of rough factors is lessened to increasingly reasonable gatherings (feature) for plan-
ning, while still correctly and absolutely portraying the main informational record
mandatory for the corresponding author.

4.2 Deep Learning

Deep learning is a bit of a gradually expansive congregation of AI strategies contin-
gent on learning data depiction, as opposed to task explicit calculations. Learning can
be coordinated, semi-controlled or unaided. It utilizes a course of various layers of
nonlinear dealing with units for feature extraction and change. Each powerful layer
utilizes the yield from the past layer as information.

4.3 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) alludes to a sort ofmachine learning technique inwhich
the operator gets a postponed reward in whenever venture to assess its past activity.
RL setup consists of an agent and an environment (Fig. 1).

Activity (An) is all the conceivable moves that the operator can take. State (S) is
the present circumstance returned by the environment. Reward (R) is a quick return
sends once again from the environment to assess the last activity.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of reinforcement learning

5 Algorithms Used

5.1 SVM Algorithm

SVM calculation for directly distinguishable double sets. The objective is to struc-
ture a hyperplane that characterizes all preparation vectors in two classes, i.e., a1,
a2. The best choice will be the hyperplane that withdraws the most extraordinary
edge from the two classes. The SVM technique is suited to characterize the high-
measurement information in IDS. Amid the preparation stage, which happens dis-
connected at a framework with bottomless assets, information is gathered from the
physical, medium access control. At that point, the gathered preparing information is
pre-handled utilizing an information decrease process, which goes for diminishing
their size with the end goal to be prepared by SVM. Characterization hyperplane
of preparing information may be partitioned by straight grouping plane or not by
means of mapping the preparation information vector to higher dimensional space
with some capacity and exchanging the issue to a direct arrangement issue in that
space. After the mapping technique, SVM discovers a straight isolating hyperplane
with the most extreme edge in the space.

w · +b = 0[1]

where w is an ordinary vector and the parameter b is balanced. The preparation
tests on the hyperplane are called support vectors, since they bolster the ideal order
hyperplane. So our concern can be figured as

min ∅(w) = 12||w||2 = 12(w · w)min ∅(w) = 12||w||2 = 12(w · w) [1]
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5.2 Self-taught Learning

In self-taught learning and unverified element learning, we will give our computa-
tions a ton of unlabeled data with which to take in an average component depiction
of the information. On the off chance that we are endeavoring to fathom a particular
arrangement undertaking, at that point we take this scholarly component portrayal
and whatever (maybe little measure of) marked information we have for that order
assignment, and apply managed learning on that named information to tackle the
grouping errand. These thoughts presumably have the most intense impacts on issues
where we have a considerable measure of unlabeled information and a littler mea-
sure of marked information. Be that as it may, they commonly give great outcomes
regardless of whether we have just named information (in which case we more often
than not play out the element learning step utilizing themarked information, however
disregarding the names). An autoencoder can be utilized to take in highlights from
unlabeled information.

Solidly, assume we have an unlabeled preparing set {x (1)u , x (2)u , . . . x (m)
u } with mu

unlabeled models. (The subscript “u” remains for “unlabeled.”) We would then be
able to prepare an inadequate autoencoder on this information (maybe with suit-
able brightening or other pre-handling): presently, assume we encompass a marked
preparing set {(x1(1), y(1)), ..(x1(ml), y(ml))} of models. (The subscript “l” means
“marked.”) We would now be able to locate a superior portrayal for the data sources.
Specifically, instead of speaking to the main preparing model as xl(1), we can feed
xl(1) as the contribution to our autoencoder and acquire the relating vector of ini-
tiations al(1). To speak to this model, we can either simply supplant the first ele-
ment vector with al(1). On the other hand, we can connect the two element vectors
together, getting a portrayal (xl(1), al(1)). The concatenated representation becomes
{(x1(1), a1(1)), y(1)), . . . (x1(m1), a1(m1)), y(m1))}. At long last, we can prepare aman-
aged learning calculation, for example, a SVM, logistic regression and so forth to
acquire a capacity that makes expectations on the y esteems (Fig 2).

5.3 Deep Q Network (DQN)

The estimation consolidates Q-Learning with significant neural frameworks to allow
RL towork for incredible, high-dimensional conditions, like PCamusements or apply
self-governance. We train the system dependent on the Q-learning refresh condition.
DQN uses a neural network to evaluate the Q-esteem work. The contribution for the
system is the current, while the yield is the relating Q-esteem for every one of the
activities (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 Working of self-taught learning [3]

Fig. 3 Illustration of DQN [4]

6 Conclusion

The key test of advancing interruption identification framework in WSN is to distin-
guish assaults with high precision and fulfilled the required imperatives and difficul-
ties, to draw out the lifetime of thewhole system. These points could be accomplished
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from a few different ways. Right off the bat giving careful consideration to recog-
nition methods utilized for assaults identification is portrayed by effectiveness and
capacity and also recreating identification instrument with an appropriated way, to
lessening the correspondence overhead. This paper has proposed a hybrid IDS that
combines SVM, self-taught learning and DQN for hybrid intrusion detection in order
to minimize the dependency of human skills. It not only helps to detect the intrusion
efficiently but also helps to act to the unknown situations.Notwithstanding, numerous
issues are as yet open and need additionally look into endeavors, for example, pro-
gressive bunching designs, utilizing machine learning in asset administration issue
of remote sensor systems, building up a classifier that is prepared well with system
designs, choosing and preprocessing a suitable dataset. Likewise, considering bril-
liant methodologies, for example, packing the info dataset, narrowing the size of
traits set and streamlining the strategy of investigation and choice could gain heaps
of ground for IDS to fulfill the prerequisite requirement of WSN without losing the
security and unwavering quality.
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Green Technology to Assess and Measure
Energy Efficiency of Data Center
in Cloud Computing

C. Priya, G. Suseendran, D. Akila, and V. Vivekanandam

Abstract Our survey audit uncovers a couple of imperatives capability structures
for server farms which join a green IT plan with express exercises and procedure is
incited decline the effect on condition and less CO2 floods. The current accessible
structures have a few upsides and downsides that is the motivation behind why there
is an earnest requirement for a coordinated foundation for choosing and embracing
energy efficiency system for data centers. The required proficiency structure is vital
for criteria should in likemanner consider the casual association applications as a key
related factor in raising imperatives usage, just as talent in data centers for better vital-
ity proficiency. Furthermore, the featured significance of the recognizable proof of
proficient and viable vitality effectiveness estimation of measurement can be utilized
and confirmation of the estimation of data centers productivity and their execution
joined with complete and observationally energy efficiency (EE) framework.

Key words Energy efficiency · Green cloud · Datacenter · Cloud computing

1 Introduction

Distributed computing is a promising locale in appropriated figuring. The essen-
tial piece of distributed computing is server farm, server ranches essentialness use
cost and biological effect are energetic test to distributed computing. In like man-
ner, the making use of e-business requires an expansion in the measure of server
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farms. Regardless, the blend of an earth-wide temperature help and conflicting con-
dition make the expense of vitality a basic test for the sensibility of e-business [1,
2]. They broadened the point of confinement of united document for taking care
of, empowering, limit, the managers, checking, systems association and strategy of
information.

With the snappy augmentation in the cutoff and size of server farms, there is an
industrious addition in light of a legitimate concern for essentialness usage and the
yearly report initiate that conveyed registering came to $41 bn in 2013 and the pay
of cloud in 2014 was $151 bn [3, 4]. Firstly, in data center vitality effectiveness is
enhanced, secondly, utilize clean vitality supply. The diverse methods to take care
of vitality productive issue by limiting the effect of distributed computing on the
earth by cloud computing. These procedures manage vitality proficiency utilization
is similar to virtualization, equipment base, base of operating system and data centers
[5]. Some new highlights emerge like time astute and energy performance. In any
case, the worries ought to be to swap issue between Energy Efficiency and execution
[6].

2 Literature Review

In our writing survey depends on past investigations of explored data center innova-
tion and energy efficiency on cloud computing. Sabbaghi et al. explored past looks
into and presented energy efficiency system on data innovation that empowered green
supply chain management [7]. The theoretical scientific categorization of data inno-
vation for maintainability are proposed. They additionally recognized the connection
amid information flow in green supply chain management, governance of IT plus
green foundation segments [8]. PriyaC [9] proposed the system to support amplify-
ing asset usage by utilizing dynamic and inactive vitality utilization by completed
minimization of time. This mechanism enables the power utilization of spare servers
elects out of gear condition. The record QoS of cloud datacenter is located in this
mechanism.

Rajkumar Buyya et al. [10], is proposed a innovative device in three dissimi-
lar methods: (a) engineering standards in cloud management for energy-efficient;
(b) a novel software technology of clouds in energy-efficient management; and (c)
resource allotment of energy-efficient policies and scheduling algorithms considering
QoS and gadgets control use attributes.

Beloglazov has developed a noteworthy system that ropes the energetic cementing
of VMs subject to flexible limits [11].

Nguyen Quang Hung [12] proposed one of a kind server determination strat-
egy, and four algorithms taking care of the let scheduling problem. This methodol-
ogy lessens 7.25% and 7.45% vitality utilization than the current ravenous mapping
calculation.
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Uddin et al. acquainted a special system with enhance the execution and energy
efficiency of data centers. They built up an order mechanism for data center seg-
ments relying upon various asset pools [13] and distinctive parameters like vitality
utilization, asset usage, remaining task at hand and so on. The structure includes the
centrality of executing green estimations to check the capability of server ranch the
extent that imperativeness.

Sharma et al. [13] built up another two stages of mechanism: firstly, right off the
bat, they built up an investigation of various virtualmachine(VM) [14] load balancing
algorithms, secondly, presented another load balancing algorithm VM that has been
created as well as executed within virtual machine environment of cloud computing
toward the accomplish well retort time and price.

S. Kontogiannis built up a special mechanism described adaptive workload bal-
ancing algorithm (AWLB) in support of cloud-based data center in web frameworks
which manages operators hooked on two measurements the web servers plus web
data center. AWLB algorithm additionally underpins convention determination for
flagging purposes among web switch and data center hubs and furthermore uses
different conventions, for example, SNMP along with ICMP for its adjusting proce-
dure. Execution improvements are appeared from the trial. The outline of Literature
review on cloud computing vitality productivity structures and systems as shown in
Table 1 [15].

MueenUddin, clarified the arranged naiveté IT framework conjointly encourages
IT business ventures explicitly information focus exchange to pursue a virtualized
green IT structure, to abstain from squandering Brobdingnagian amount of vitality
and simultaneously back the ozone-depleting substance discharges that eventually
lessens an unnatural weather change impacts. It comprises of five stages to be pur-
sued to appropriately implement virtualization at various layers and levels. After-
wards, utilize unpracticedmeasurements to live the productivity of information focus
regarding vitality intensity and ozone-depleting substance emissions.

3 Requirement for Energy Effectiveness for Data Centers
in Cloud Computing

Decreasing transmissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and vitality utilization in server
farms speak to open difficulties in server ranches. We examine uncovers the crushing
essential for formed hugeness ability system for server ranches which joins a green
IT structure with unequivocal exercises and technique that actuated insignificant
effect on condition and less CO2 outpourings. The required imperativeness efficiency
framework ought to comparatively consider the easygoing system applications as a
fundamental related factor in raising centrality use, likewise as high potential for
essentialness viability.
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Table 1 Techniques in data centers energy efficiency

No. Author Approach Strengths Limitation

1 Sabbaghi Calculated scientific
classification of data
innovation

Supply management Hub on infrastructure
only

2 Zhiming Wang Resource utilization
is increased

Put into account QoS Amount of time is
taken for job
performance as
Sleep-in- and Waking
up- ready

3 Priya Scheduling the
resource allocation

QoS No indication in
parameter

4 Beloglazov Adaptive utilization Service level
agreements (SLA) is
obtained

Veto parameter
shows the energy
efficiency level

5 Sharma LBA High quality to
decrease vitality,
valuing and time

A large amount of
calculation need
more opportunity to
take choice

6 Uddin VM Increase the
utilization ratio

Skyscraping
utilization leads to
introduce CO2

7 Kontogiannis WBA Poise the remaining
task at hand in
multidimensional
assets

Augment the web
traffic

4 Energy Efficiency of Datacenter to Measure and Assess
by Green Technology

Universally, the data center in energy consumption [16] is consistently on the expan-
sion [16]. The vitality tasks cost will keep on multiplying each five years somewhere
in the range of 2005 and 2025. This expansion prompted higher outflow of CO2 that
considers adversely a worldwide temperature alteration and natural well being [17].

Estimating vitality utilization of server farms has turned into a significant worry
of all datacenters partners to meet end-client understanding [18]. Energy effective-
ness measures an apparatus used to gauge vitality proficiency in server farms [19].
The imperative test during data centers [20, 21] industry is the restriction of powerful
standard vitality productivity measurements, which bolsters enhancing vitality effec-
tiveness. For a compelling vitality productivity appraisal on segments, data center,
evaluate viable measurements and quantify data center energy effectiveness [22]. If
the measurements are either powerful nor to survey measurements in planned objec-
tives, a scope of basic utilized cases toward decides the estimations and its viability
regarding revealing, targets, instruction, examination and choice help.
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Fig. 1 Market value green data center

Writing survey on normal metrics in energy efficiency are at present being used
in data centers uncovers that not a bit of these measurements are reunion the earlier
referenced criterion. In this manner, the examination is not just presenting a relative
audit of the most widely recognized utilized measurements and their highlights (cri-
teria) yet, in addition, endeavoring to prescribe better measurement to be utilized in
the evaluation of data centers energy efficiency.

In most recent couple of years, administrators have received PUE measurements
since the data center is extent of vitality effectiveness for the mechanized and elec-
trical establishment. The technique of assessment has displayed a focus and for all
intents and purposes indistinguishable extent of execution, which has engaged server
farms directors to make liberal updates. In any case, until now no consensus about IT
or software energy efficiency. Figure 1 depicts the separation among the addresses
in arranged goals of centrality ability estimations [23].

Energy-efficient optimization
In this area, we will, in general, propose the vitality effective improvement model
upheld the dynamic voltage and recurrence scaling (DVFS) [13] that the electrical
marvel intensity of a given asset hub relies upon the voltage offer and asset recurrence.
Dynamic power utilization is done by the hub capacitance brought about by charging
and releasing; its fundamental articulations are regularly sketched out as pursues:

P = γ × v2 × f (1)

where γ = A × C, A is the amount of switches per clock cycle, C is the load
capacitance, v is the stock voltage and f is the repeat of the asset hub.

Expect that si addresses the voltage supply class of advantage ri, and si has k
DVS level; by then the inventory voltage and repeat relationship network of si can
be depicted:

V i = [(v1(i), f 1(i)); (v2(i), f 2(i)); . . . ; vk(i), f k(i))]T (2)
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where vk(i) is the voltage supply for resource ri at level k, k is the amount of levels
in the class si, and f k (I) implies the working repeat at a comparable measurement
k, 0 ≤ f k(i) ≤ 1.

Expect that idle I demonstrates the inert time of benefit ri, L(j) connotes a ton
of DVFS levels used for the endeavors consigned to resource ri; then, the total
imperativeness utilized by the asset ri; for the completion of all tasks assigned to
the asset can be portrayed;

Ei = γ × f × {+vmin(i) × f min(i) × Idlei + λ}
∑

j ∈ T (i),

k ∈ L( j)([(vk(i)) j]2 × CT (i, j)) (3)

where vmin(i) and fmin(i) address the voltage and repeat when resources ri progress
to rest mode in the dormant time, independently, and λ is the load factor of benefits
ri.

5 Conclusion

The central commitment of this paper is our writing survey on current vitality pro-
ductivity system. The examination uncovers that there are starting at now a couple
of vitality productivity structures for server farms which join a green IT structuring
with unequivocal exercises and approach that will actuate rot the effect on condition
and the decreasing of CO2 radiations. The present open structures have two or three
of intrigue and obstacles (Table 1) that is the explanation there is an edgy essential
for a combined essentialness capability system for server homesteads and passed on
handling. The system ought to think about a typical and made arrangement out of
criteria. The decision and adoption of such framework should be according with the
data center and its surrounding environment.

The subsequent responsibility was the composing review on imperativeness via-
bility estimations that are at present utilized for the assessment of essentialness
efficiency in server ranches (portrayed in Fig. 2). This bit of our assessment built up
a nearby assessment of the most normally utilized estimations and their highlights
(criteria), other than we embraced the use of FVER instead of PUE as a common
estimation for the appraisal of server ranches vitality capacity which depended upon
certain necessary criteria including its usage and programming applications in server.
Our future work will focus on the enhancement and accurate endorsement of an
incorporated energy efficiency framework.
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Fig. 2 PEU Vs VER
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Reliable and Consistent Data Collection
Framework for IoT Sensor Networks

K. Kavitha and G. Suseendran

Abstract In IoT sensor networks, in the course of statistics accumulation, the statis-
tics severance and stowage overhead may perhaps be augmented. Likewise, the
dependability and steadiness of radar information need to be mentioned. There-
fore in this research, Reliable and Consistent Data Collection Framework for IoT
sensor networks is aimed. In this agenda, a group of applicant nodules are nomi-
nated depending upon the vitality suitability feature and bumper place accessibility.
As soon as the information is detected at period interim t, it will be transferred to
the nominated applicant nodule depending on the complete discrepancy rate. If the
package inaccuracy amount at the sink nodule is greater than the brink rate, then
the foundation will choose to direct the simulated statistics to a nominated group
of applicant nodules. Through replication outcomes, we demonstrate that the sug-
gested method verifies both the steadiness and idleness of statistics, thus resolving
the trade-off. It also decreases the quantity of simulated statistics.

Keywords IoT · Sensor · Reliable · Data · Framework

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) mentions the fast-developing system of
devices/equipment. IoT enables Internet connection to a varied series of strategies and
equipment that use the entrenchedmechanism to interconnect and interrelate with the
exterior atmosphere. IoT has been accepted by numerous request parts, for instance,
distant detecting, actual congestion observing, climate observing, army observation,
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health care, etc. [1]. The motive of IoT is to generate a dispersed system of intellec-
tual radar nodules that is able to calculate several factors to handle the urban further
proficiently. By the fast growth of radio frequency identification (RFID), publics and
substances in the bodily creation are armed with all types of radars and wireless
devices to validate their individuality and position [2]. At present, wireless sensor
network (WSN) has turned out to be a permitter technology for the IoT solicitations
that spread the somatic extent of the observing ability. In IoT-centred WSN, the
elementary problems are apprehensive with the tool to decrease the dynamic inges-
tion of nodules that will consequence in extending the lifespan of the nodules [3,
4]. Many electrical expedients comprise radars which produce numerous statistics.
These statistics can be utilised to afford beneficial data in actual. These collected
radar statistics can be utilised for data mining [5].

1.1 Problem Identification

In general, the challenges need to be addressed in data collection and delivery in IoT
sensor network are: buffer management and storage, consistency of sensor data, sen-
sor heterogeneity, processing bottlenecks and transmission overheads and reducing
data redundancy. But maintaining the data consistency and reducing the redundancy
have a trade-off, that is while trying to increase data consistency, redundancy will be
increased and vice versa.

In data distribution agenda [6], the identified statistics is spread and simulated
through the system to lessen the possibility of statistics harm. This can be com-
pleted by allocating the statistics to the designated adjacents which have advanced
obtainable retention and dynamism ranks. On the other hand, this presents enormous
stowage overhead, as every single package has to be simulated numerous times.

In CG-E2S2 [7], the ideal snooze period of IoT devices and accumulation period
in gateway (GW) are together resolved depending on the kind of the IoT device.
The IoT GW categorises statistics along with IoT manoeuvres and agrees whether
to combine statistics or to transfer to the solicitation server. Conversely, this method
does not confirm the dependability and steadiness of radar statistics.

2 Reliable and Consistent Data Collection Framework
(RCDC)

2.1 Overview

This work aims to design a Reliable and Consistent Data Collection Framework for
IoT-based WSN. In this framework, a set of candidate nodes are selected based on
the energy eligibility factor and buffer space availability. Once the data is sensed
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at time interval t, it will be transmitted to the selected candidate node based on the
absolute differential value. If the packet error rate at the sink node is more than the
threshold value, then the source will decide to send the replicated data to a selected
set of candidate nodes.

2.2 Derivation of Various Metrics

2.2.1 Energy Eligibility Factor

The energy eligibility factor (EFRi) is defined as:

EEFRi = Eres,i

Einit,i
(1)

where Eres,i is the available battery capacity of node Ni (in Joules) and Einit,i is the
initial battery capacity of Ni (in Joules)

2.2.2 Absolute Differential Value

The absolute differential value (D) is defined as the relative difference between the
present and previously obtained measurements, which is by

ADF =
{
I f A = ∣∣Qt − Q(t−1)

∣∣ > α, 1
Otherwise, 0

(2)

where

α threshold value
Qt and Qt-1 current and previous sensor measuring value.

2.2.3 Packet Error Rate

The following equation illustrates the packet error rate (PER)

PER(ρ)
1

1 + (wnρ)vn
∀ρ ≥ 0 (3)

where vn and wn are parameters that depend on AMC mode (adaptive modulation
and coding) and packet size, ρ—signa- to-noise plus interference ratio (SNIR).
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2.3 Candidate Node Selection

LetNi be the sensor node, i = 1,2….N. Let (Nei_L) be the one-hop neighbours list of
node Ni. Let EEFth and BAth are the threshold values of EEF and BA, respectively.
The COLLECT message contains the fields node id, seq no, EEFRi and BA.

The steps involved in the selection of candidate nodes are.

Algorithm: Candidate Node selection

1. Each Ni of the network broadcast a COLLECT message to its one-hop
neighbours

Ni
COLLECT−−−−−−→ One − Hop Neighbos

2. Each node estimates its EEF and BA using (1) and replies back to Ni

3. Based on the reply to the COLLECT message, Ni maintains Nei_L.
4. For each Nj ε Nei_L
5. If EEFRi(Nj) > EEFth and BA(Nj) > BAth, then
6. Select Nj as the candidate node CNj

7. Else
8. If EEFRi(Nj) > EEFth or BA(Nj) > BAth, then
9. Select Nj as the candidate node CNj

10. End if
11. End For

In this algorithm, from the one-hop neighbours of node Ni, the nodes having
higher EEF and BA are selected. If no such node is present, then the nodes with
either higher EEF or BA are selected.

2.4 Data Collection

Let DFmin and DFmax be the minimum and maximum threshold values of ADF. Let
PERth be the threshold value of PER. Let Sj and D be the source and sink node. Let
Kj be the number of candidate nodes for Sj

Algorithm: Redundancy and Consistency Check

1. Sj senses the data Dj(t) at time interval t
2. Sj estimates ADFj(t) using Eq. (2)
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3. If (ADFj(t) < DFmin), then
Data is considered as redundant and will not be transmitted.

4. Else If (DFmin < ADFj(t) < DFmax) then
Data is considered as non-redundant and consistent.

5. Else If (ADFj(t) > DFmax) then
Data is considered as an outlier or error and will be

dropped.
6. End if
7. If the data is consistent, then Sj will transmit Dj(t) to its nearest CNi.

Sj
data−−→ CNi

8. If CNi receives Dj(t) from all Sj, then
9. CNi aggregates Dj(t) to AggD(t)
10. CNi transmits AggD(t) to CNi+1 towards D

CNi

∑
data−−−−→ D

11. End if
12. If D receives AggD(t) from all CNi, then
13. D retrieves Dj(t) from AggD(t)
14. D estimates PERj(t) using Eq. (3)
15. If PERj(t) > PERth, then
16. D broadcast an error message with PERj to Sj.

D
Error−−−→ Sj

17. End if
18. End if
19. If Sj receives error message from D, then
20. S replicates Dj(t) into Kj times
21. For each CNi, i = 1,2…Kj

22. S transmits Dj(t) to CNi

23. CNi forwards it to D
24. End For
25. End if

Note: The amount of replication (i.e. value of N) will be decided based on PER
at the sink.
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3 Experimental Results

3.1 Experimental Settings

The simulation of RCDCF is conducted in NS-2, and it is compared with content-
centric networking (CCN) [1]. The performance is measured with respect to packet
delivery ratio (PDR), packet drop, average residual energy (RE) and data accuracy.
The number of IoT sensors is varied from 20 to 100 with a central coordinator. The
size of the topology is fixed as 50 m × 50 m. The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol
is used. There are four CBR and exponential traffic flows with transmission rate of
50 Kbps.

3.2 Experimental Results

This section presents the results for varying the nodes from 20 to 100.
The graph showing the results of PDR is shown in Fig. 1. The figure depicts that

the PDR of RCDCF ranges from 0.82 to 0.75 and PDR of CCN ranges from 0.73 to
0.61. Ultimately, the PDR of RCDCF is 15% high when compared to CCN.

The graph showing the results of residual energy is shown in Fig. 2. The figure
depicts that the residual energy of RCDCF ranges from 8.2 to 7.2 J and residual
energy of CCN ranges from 7.6 to 6.7. Ultimately, the residual energy of RCDCF is
5% high when compared to CCN.

Fig. 1 PDR for varying the
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Fig. 3 Data accuracy for
varying nodes
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The graph showing the results of data accuracy is shown in Fig. 3. The figure
depicts that the overhead of RCDCF ranges from 89 to 79% and the accuracy of
CCN ranges from 85 to 76%. Ultimately, the overhead of RCDCF is 5% high when
compared to CCN.

4 Conclusion

AnRCDCFramework has been designed for IoT sensor networks. In this framework,
a set of candidate nodes are selected based on the energy eligibility factor and buffer
space availability. By simulation results, we have shown that the proposed technique
checks both the consistency and redundancy of data thereby solving the trade-off. It
also reduces the amount of replicated data. Since the candidate nodes are selected
based on energy and buffer space values, the reliability of data is ensured at the cost
of reduced energy consumption.
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A Cloud of Things (CoT) Approach
for Monitoring Product Purchase
and Price Hike

Muhammad Jafar Sadeq, S. Rayhan Kabir, Rafita Haque,
Jannatul Ferdaws, Md. Akhtaruzzaman, Rokeya Forhat,
and Shaikh Muhammad Allayear

Abstract Price hike is common and one of the major issues all over the world. The
prices of daily necessities are increasing day by day. Many shops, restaurants and
transport systems are charging extra price from the customers over the products’
expected or maximum retail price. Moreover, in special occasions, such as festivals,
the sellers take high price from customers. Furthermore, unauthorized VAT or other
taxes are charged on products on which such taxes are exempted by the government.
This study proposes a Cloud of Things (CoT)-based model for monitoring the prod-
ucts’ price during transactions, where a cloud server maintains historical pricing data
and maximum retail prices. Two algorithms run on the server based on live invoice
data from sellers and customer feedback to detect unfair price hike.
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Keywords IoT · Cloud of Things (CoT) · Price hike · Smart government

1 Introduction

Raising product price or price hike is a problem all over the world. Moreover, mon-
itoring the product or food price is a vital topic of research for reducing the impact
of price hike [1]. Changes in sustenance costs have critical effects on the poor. In
Vietnam, higher prices of main products such as rice may impact on the poverty
level [2]. Rising food price has a greater effect on lower-income countries and the
poorer families are the most adversely affected [3]. A study found that 23% were in
a state of hunger due to rising food prices in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia [4]. The middle-
income families of Sylhet division of Bangladesh are fighting against price hikes for
buying daily necessary products [5]. VAT fraud is another problem in regular life
[6]. Sometimes supermarkets and restaurant authorities take unlegislated VAT from
customers [7, 8]. In this paper, we propose the use of information technology for
detecting unfair price hikes using a smart Cloud of Things (CoT)-based system [9].

At present, ‘Smart Governance’ is a domain of study that describes the use of IT
for the interaction between a government and its citizens [10]. A recent study has
disclosed an IoT-based Smart Government approach for adopting technologies in the
public sectors [11]. A digital platform has been proposedwhere different government
services are delivered to the poor [12]. Besides, social innovation has should be
the main aspect of long-term solutions that involve a smart nation [13]. Moreover,
nowadays, cloud storage and IoT technology have become a strategic direction for
many e-government sectors [14]. An experiment has introduced the concept of IoT
technology for monitoring agricultural products’ safety [15]. The National Institute
of Food and Agriculture (an agency of the United States Department of Agriculture)
describes the importance of cloud server across various governmental organizations
and food industries [16]. In this vein, the development of a cloud server-based model
is described in this paper where a smart application can monitor price hike.

In previous research, a conceptual blockchain and IoT-based model have been
demonstrated for monitoring corruption [17], where a cloud server maintains the
transaction history between buyers and sellers. Based on that model, a price hike
monitoring system (PHMS) is proposed in this paper, containing two algorithms: (1)
price difference identification (PDI) algorithm and (2) price hike identification (PHI)
algorithm. Mid-Level networking happens between customers’ and sellers’ devices
for uploading purchase information into the cloud server. Three types of datasets
have been used: (1) supermarket data, (2) restaurant data and (3) transport ticket
data. These datasets have been collected from MerinaSoft, a company that provides
inventory management systems, restaurant management systems and travel agency
management systems among different sellers and has stored the data in a cloud server.
The proposed algorithms are applied to this data to detect price hikes.
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2 Proposed Model for PHMS

In the proposed model, for identifying the price hike, the customer and seller are
connected to a cloud server that monitors the product prices at the moment of trans-
action. A mid-level network between mobile or any other computing system used by
the seller uploads invoice price information into the cloud. The cloud server informs
the customer of any problems in the invoice and the customer can also give feedback.
Any issues detected by the algorithms are alerted to a monitoring team. The steps of
the proposed model are demonstrated are as follows:

1. The cloud server contains the customer and seller information such as ID, name
and mobile number. Customers and sellers are connected to the cloud through
a smart application. The cloud server also contains dataset that has different
product price information.

2. The seller’s system has preset information of the seller’s product prices. Some
sellers may also input their selling price at the moment of transaction, including
details such as product, quantity, price and VAT. In addition, the seller inputs the
customer ID. All this information is communicated to the cloud server.

3. The cloud stores the recent price of all products and VAT information. Price
difference identification (PDI) (Algorithm 1) compares the sales price and VAT
with the historical price and authorized VAT. The PDI algorithm attempts to
detect extra price or unauthorized VAT.

4. After the PDI algorithm execution, the customer gets a message or notification
from the server.

5. The customer can give positive or negative feedback.
6. Once the transaction is completed by confirmation from both buyer and seller,

price hike identification (PHI) algorithm attempts to detect the price hike by
acquiring extra price, VAT from PDI algorithm and customer feedback.

7. Finally, the price hike monitoring team is alerted to any suspected price hike.

3 System Architecture of PHMS

This section gives details of the architecture, showing the data flow diagram (DFD)
and class diagram of PHMS. Figures 1 and 2 show the DFD, class diagram and
architecture for PHMS.

The DFD shows that the PDI and PHI algorithms are two functions that operate
in the cloud server. The invoice information is fed to these functions by the seller.
The PDI algorithm compares the seller’s information to the existing information
in the product and VAT databases. After processing the information, the PDI algo-
rithm gives an output notification to customer through notification database. The
PHI algorithm uses invoice information from the seller, the customer feedback and
information from the PDI to determine whether price hike occurred. The output of
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(a) Data Flow Diagram (DFD) of PHMS

(b) Architecture of PHMS

Fig. 1 Data flow diagram and architecture of PHMS

Fig. 2 Class diagram of PHMS
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the PHI algorithm function goes to the monitoring team for viewing the price hike.
At the proposed class diagram, the Algorithm class contains PDI_algorithm() and
PHI_algorithm() functions (see Algorithms 1 and 2). The algorithm class has com-
position relationship with five classes: Sell_Invoice, Product, Vat, Notification and
Feedback. Besides, for acquiring VAT data, Vat class has inherited the Product class.
The Sell_Invoice class gets information from the Seller, Customer and Notification
classes.

4 PDI and PHI Algorithms

4.1 Price Difference Identification (PDI) Algorithm

The PDI algorithm’s purpose is to identify the extra price and VAT of different
products. Additionally, it determinesVAT legality in the seller invoice. It then informs
the customer and the PHI algorithm of its results. The structure and formation of PDI
algorithm are given below:

• Three variables (ExtraPrice, VatLegality and ExtraVat) are declared.
• Three objects (sell, product and vat) are created for calling Sell_Invoice, Product

and Vat classes (see Fig. 2). CustomerID and SellerID variables are declared and
set from Sell_Invoice class by using the sell object.

• For each product in the invoice, price, VAT legality andVAT amount are compared
between the invoice and the Product and Vat classes. The feedback for each
product is sent to the customer.
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4.2 Price Hike Identification (PHI) Algorithm

Identification of price hike is important and the PDI algorithm’s purpose is to identify
the price hike from product purchase. Customer feedback along with the extra price
and extra VAT are used to recognize price hikes. The PHI algorithm is given below:
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Descriptively, the PHI algorithm is as follows:

• Seven variables (FeedbackType, PriceHike, ExtraPrice, VatLegality, ExtraVat,
Comment and ExtraMoney) are declared for identifying price differentiation. The
values for the variables are acquired from the Notification Database, where the
PDI algorithm had sent the data and the customer has sent feedback.

• For each product, the price hike is checked using the product’s base price and the
VAT.

• The feedback of the customer is taken into account regarding whether the seller
has made any extra demands that are not found in the product price, and also the
customer’s own perception of whether any increase in price is justified.

• If the PHI algorithm finds any price hike it sends all the data of the transaction to
the Price Hike Database so that the monitoring team can review.

5 Results and Findings

The dataset used for testing PHMS does not include customer feedback, so some
test cases of customer feedback were added. With regards to measuring price hike, a
baseline price was required, for which the average historical price was used from the
data, which was taken to be the maximum retail price (MRP). Based on this, results
of some test cases are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Table 1 shows a sample dataset of
purchased products in a supermarket, where the seller takes extra price from sugar
and extra VAT from milk. Firstly, the PDI algorithm identifies the Extra Price, VAT
Legality and Extra VAT that are shaded in the table. Then, PHI algorithm identifies
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Table 1 Test case 1: identification of price hike from shop data

Test case 1: Price hike from shop data

Sell invoice Retail
price

VAT Customer feedback

Serial Product
name

Price Vat.% Price VAT
legality

Vat.% Positive/negative
feedback

Unauthorized
extra money

1. Sugar 70 4% 60 True 4% True N/A

2. Tea 40 4% 40 True 4% False N/A

3. Milk 250 6% 250 True 4% False N/A

PDI algorithm PHI algorithm (PriceHike is Booleantype; True means
identify price hike)

Serial. Extra
price

VAT
legality

Extra
VAT

Extra
price

VAT
legality

Extra
VAT

Positive/negative
feedback

Unauthorized
extra money

1.
(Cont.)

10 True 0% True True

2.
(Cont.)

0 True 0%

3.
(Cont.)

0 True 2% True True

Table 2 Test case 2: identification of price hike from restaurant data

Test case 2: Price hike at restaurant

Sell invoice Retail
price

VAT Customer feedback

Serial Product
name

Price Vat.% Price VAT
legality

Vat.% Positive/negative
feedback

Unauthorized
extra money

1. Burger 350 2% N/A False N/A True
(positive)

N/A

2. Pepsi 240 2% N/A False N/A N/A

PDI algorithm PHI algorithm (PriceHike is Booleantype; True means
identify price hike)

Serial. Extra
price

VAT
legality

Extra
VAT

Extra
price

VAT
legality

Extra
VAT

Positive/negative
feedback

Unauthorized
extra money

1.
(Cont.)

0 False 2% True True

2.
(Cont.)

0 False 2% True True

the price hikes that are also shaded. Note that due to positive customer feedback, the
extra price of sugar is appended with a special note that positive customer feedback
was received.

Table 2 shows purchase data of a restaurant, where the sellers have not been
authorized to charge VAT but are doing so. Thus, the PHMS detects a price hike due
to unauthorized VAT. Table 3 shows price hike detected in transport data due to the
customer feedback of extra money being taken.
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Table 3 Test case 3: identification of price hike from transport tickets

Test case 3: price hike at transport ticket

Sell invoice Retail
price

VAT Customer feedback

Serial Product
Name

Price Vat.% Price VAT
legality

Vat.% Positive/negative
feedback

Unauthorized
extra money

1. Dhaka
to
Natore
ticket

500 N/A 500 N/A N/A False (negative) 200

PDI algorithm PHI algorithm (PriceHike is Booleantype; True means
identify price hike)

Serial. Extra
price

VAT
legality

Extra
VAT

Extra
price

VAT
legality

Extra
VAT

Positive/negative
feedback

Unauthorized
extra money

1.
(Cont.)

0 False 0 True True

6 Conclusion and Future Works

Raising product and food cost or price hike is an issue throughout the world. Identify-
ingwhether prices have been raised unfairlywould be extremely helpful to ameliorate
increasing poverty in many places. This paper has proposed a model for a price hike
monitoring system that uses a Cloud of Things (CoT)-based system to identify the
price hike in product bases prices and VAT. It is hoped that this model will contribute
to poverty alleviation and sustainable development. In future work, the maximum
retail price MRP should be designed as a combination of a flat government/producer
price for some products and a statistical price based on historical data for other prod-
ucts. The effect of customer feedback may be varied, allowing margins of price to
be dynamically adjusted based on store, product, historical data, etc. Additionally,
detailed feedbackmay be analyzed through natural language processing andmachine
learning to handle more complex real-world cases.
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Hyperspectral Image Classification
by Means of Suprepixel Representation
with KNN

D. Akila, Amiya Bhaumik, Srinath Doss, and Ali Ameen

Abstract In real-world application, especially in remote sensing based on image
processing hyperspectral imaging (HSI) shows promising results. Superpixel-based
image segmentation is the powerful tool in hyperspectral image processing. Series
of neighboring pixels composes superpixel which may belong to different classes
but can be regarded as homogenous region. Extraction of more representative fea-
ture is considered to be most important thing in hyperspectral imaging. Training and
testing samples that are more representative are found by proposing a new method
for selecting two k values for representing optimal superpixels. This paper starts
with superpixel shifting as first step and followed by KNN classifier. Which is per-
formed by pixels with minimal spectral features in HSI are clustered together in
the same superpixel. Followed by spatial-spectral feature is extraction by a domain
transformation from spectral to spatial. For each superpixel, training and test samples
are selected to eliminate classification within the same class. An average distance
between test and training samples are used for determining class label. Finally, by the
results from most common hyperspectral images Indian pines, Salinas, Pavia show
that this method shows a better classification performance.

Keywords Hyperspectral image classification · Superpixel segmentation ·
K-nearest neighbor classification (KNN)
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1 Introduction

In the field of remote sensing, there is an endless development of spectral resolution
which has been achieved by spontaneous research in hyperspectral imaging. For
earth observation and space exploration, hyperspectral images play a major role.
Number of spectral bands is extended to several hundreds. With their reflectance the
material present in the pixel detected. The collected information are recorded by the
hyperspectral sensors by series of images. The scene of observation’s reflected solar
radiation provides the spatial distribution. Narrow and contiguous spectral bands
image acquisition aremade possible only through rapid development in hyperspectral
imaging and remote sensor technology. Reliable and rich spectral information can
be given by HSI and has been used widely in remote sensing field. Extra computing
burden and Hughes phenomena are felt over high dimensionality of hyperspectral
imaging. Chaos theory andManifold learning are said to be some classicalmethod for
nonlinear HIS dimension reduction used for feature extraction in HSI. Most of these
methods perform classification of HIS images only based on spectral information
which may not give satisfactory results.

Nowadays, in feature extraction process, some spatial-spectral feature-based clas-
sificationmethods have been carried out that uses contextual information into account
for classification process. For HSI classification process, one of a popular method to
be used is KNN classifier. A label is assigned simply to the test sample that occurs
most frequently in its KNN so it is said to be nonparametric classifier. The inter-
sample relationship cannot be accurately described in the input by a solo Euclidean
distance subspace which has been implied by Manifold [1]. The following major
steps are followed in the proposed method for KNN representation of superpixels
(KNNRS). On the first three principle components of hyperspectral, an entropy rate
superpixel (ERS) segmentation technique is executed initially. Secondly for extract-
ing the spectral-spatial features, a filteringmethod based on edge preserving has been
adopted effectively to remove the texture and noise removal from the image. For dif-
ferent superpixels, different numbers of training and test samples can be selected by
using KNN method. Existence of pixels that belong to dissimilar classes may occur
in one superpixel region is the main problem addressed which is main objective of
the paper. With minimal distance, the superpixel region is assigned with label by
calculating the average distance among the selecting testing and training samples.

2 Literature Survey

Benediktsson et al. [2] described that for high-spatial resolutions urban areas, hyper-
spectral data classification has been concerned. Mathematical morphology has been
used for preprocessing of hyperspectral images. For separation of bright and dark
structures in the proposed approach, morphological opening and closing functions
have been used. For original image starting with single, by using repetitive use of
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opening and closing structure elements that have high dimensions a morphological
profile was created. Wang et al. [1] designate that for terrestrial laser scanning point
clouds classification in a precise and efficient manner of a significant necessity is
to mine shape features valuably. It is still a challenging task to analyze noisy and
unstable TLS point and get robust and discriminative features. For classification of
TLS point clouds for the cluttered and urban scenes, hierarchical and multi-scale
outline were presented by the authors. Multi-scale and hierarchical point clusters
(MHPC) were discussed by the authors.

Lefevre, Aptoula, Courty, [3] conveys by means of manifold learning and mor-
phological features a new method of spectral classification of hyperspectral images
was presented by the authors. The investigational indications were earlierly on the
attention of class-wise orderings were followed and the issue was mentioned. A
superior performance model has been demonstrated by the authors by comparing
extended morphological profiles Pavia dataset to the proposed method.

3 Related Work

A. Feature extraction using recursive filtering (RF)

The domain transform recursive filter (DTRF) by preserving sharp edges and bound-
aries eliminates noise and texture in an image and it is a real-timeEPF.Transformation
of a signal to domain transformed signal

Zm = I0 +
n∑

m=1

(1 + rs
rr

|Im − Im−1)

Im = mth input signal; Zm = mth domain transformed signal; rs = spatial param-
eter of the filter; rr = range parameter of the filter; pixels that lie on identical flank
of sturdy edge and those lie on different sides of strong edge are nearby and far
coordinates, respectively, in the transformation domain. Then comes the processing
of transformed signal by RF as follows

Km = (
1 − f l

)
Im + f l Km−1

where f l = feedback coefficient; l = measure of distance between two neighbor
samples;Km = transform domain by which the signals sharp edges are preserved the
propagation chain will be stopped as increase in l results in making f l zero. Output
from the mth signal is filtered by Km .

f = exp

(
−√

2

rx

)
ε[0, 1]
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On each dimension, a one-dimensional filtering should be performed on every
two-dimensional image. By performing one-dimension filtering on imageswith three
iterations shows satisfactory results [4].

For processing images 1D field transformation RF is agreed for three iterations.

B. Superpixel image segmentation

In computer vision based on graph theory the superpixel segmentation algorithms
have been widely used [5]. Based on different spatial structures the size and shape of
each superpixel can be adaptively changed. The number of superpixels can be given
by the following equation

I =
N⋃

i=0

Yi , and Yi ∩ Y j = ∅, (i �= j)

Yi = ith superpixel; with ERS segmentation algorithm the superpixels are gen-
erated. Initially, the graph G = (V, E) was constructed where V and E represent the
corresponding to pixels of image by which adjacent pixels pairwise similarities can
be measured. The original graph is divided into N connected subgraphs by select-
ing subset of edges M ⊆ B. A balancing term B(N) and an entropy rate term E(N)
were introduced to obtain homogenous and compact superpixels into the superpixel
segmentation [6].

E(N ) = −
∑

m

sdm
∑

n

pm,n(N ) log
(
pm,n(N )

)

B(N ) = E(CN ) − CCN = −
∑

i

PCN (i) log(PCN (i)) − CCN

where pm,n = transition probabilities; sdm = stationary distribution;CCN = the num-
ber of connected components in the graph;CN = cluster membership distribution;
The superpixel segmentations detached function is presented as follows:

maxN {E(N ) + sdB(N )} subject toM ⊆ B

Entropy rate term and balancing contributes the weight controlling by sd > 0. To
solve the optimization problem efficiently, a greedy algorithm has been used.

4 Proposed System

In this paper, a classificationmethod based on KNNRSwith spectral-spatial has been
introduced. This method consists of four parts

• Hyperspectral image partitioning into superpixels;
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• Feature extraction of HSI by domain transform RF;
• For each superpixel, the training and testing samples that are most representative

are selected by using the KNN;
• Based on decision function decision function the class labels of superpixels are

obtained.

Tessellation of an image into “superpixels” has become a basic thing for many
kinds of object recognition, segmentation, etc. In advancement to rectangular patch,
the patches are aligned better with edge intensities [7]. The superpixel partitioning
problem is formulated with optimized graph cuts and minimized energy framework.
Regular superpixels are explicitly encouraged by our energy function [8] (Fig. 1).

Superpixel segmentation was initially introduced by Ren and Malik [9] in which
a perceptually meaningful connection of pixels that similar in color or other feature
in a group. Many algorithmic approaches are proposed in subsequent year [10, 11].

KNN-based superpixels representation: Pixels with similar structural information
are clustered together in the same superpixel which is referred as superpixel segmen-
tation method [13, 14]. Training samples that are more representative for each class
is given by selection of k1 by which within class variations are effectively overcome.

Detailed description is given by the following equation.

Training samples Xi = Xi
1, X

i
2, X

i
3 . . . . . . ..Xi

j

Xi
j = belongs to j th class

J = number of training samples.

Yn = yn,1, yn,2, . . . . . . yn,kn

kn = pixels count in nth superpixel
Due to spectral mixing samples belonging to similar session shows spectral vari-

ations even due to environmental factors such as cloud and shadow [5]. And the

Euclidean distance E
(
yn,i , Xi

j

)
and mean Emean

(
yn,i , Xi

)
are given by

E
(
yn,i , X

i
j

) = ∥∥yn,i − Xi
j

∥∥2

2

Hyper spectral Principle Superpixel
Image component map

Fig. 1 Input HSI image its principle component and superpixel map
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Emean
(
yn,i , X

i
)
∑

Ê
(
yn,i , Xi

)

k1

Test samples that aremost representative in each superpixel is adopted by k2 selec-
tion rule instead of using all the pixels in each superpixel. Distance for discrimination
is given by the following equation [12, 16].

d
(
yn,i , X

i
)
∑

Ê
(
Yn, Xi

)

k2

ByK selectionmethod pixelswith same distance are in one superpixel region [15].
The resulting distance for the test superpixel Yn used for discrimination is described
as

d
(
Yn, X

i
) = d

(
yn,i , X

i
)

Labeling based on distance: in this step, the superpixel Yn that gives the minimal
distance is assigned with the label as follows:

Class(Yn) = arg min
i=1,2,....C

d
(
yn,i , X

i
)

5 Result

For this experiment SalinasC and Indian pine hyperspectral images have been chosen
for classification purpose.Airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer sensorwas
used for acquisition of images. Salinas image has 224 spectral bands with 217 ×
512 as pixel size with 3.7 m resolution. The image was acquired in Salinas valley,
California at October 8, 1998. Indian pines image has 220 spectral bands with 125
× 125 pixels. Acquired at November 1992 (Figs. 2 and 3: Tables 1, 2 and 3).

6 Conclusion

The work for HSI transformation a KNN-based representation of superpixels
(KNNRS) which is a novel method has been proposed. First spectral and special
features are extracted by RF by which the complete spatial information in superpix-
els are used by which Edge and boundary features are enhanced effectively. For each
superpixel, the representative training and test samples are selected by KNN algo-
rithm. In the proposed method on real hyperspectral database, higher classification
accuracy is obtained in limited number of training samples. The main limitation of
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Input image Pixel distribution of input image Ground-truth of  the
(Salinas) (Salinas) Salinas

Super pixel Pixel distribution Superpixel-KNN

segmented image         After super pixel segmentation classified image     

(Salinas) (Salinas) of Salinas

Fig. 2 Various stages of hyperspecral image classification—input image, pixel distribution, ground
truth image, superpixel segmentation, and finally classification of Salinas image

this method is the performance of segmentation decides the performance of clas-
sification. Classification may not be efficient when pixels of different class lie in
same pixel region. Another challenging problem is the computational burden of
KNN operation. Still the system shows a better performance compares to state of art
methods.
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Input image Pixel distribution of input Ground truth 
image of the (Indian Pines) image (Indian Pines)

Indian pines

Super pixel segmented Pixel distribution Superpixel-KNN
classified Image (Indian pines)       After super pixel image of Indian Pine

Segmentation (Indian Pines)

Fig. 3 Various stages of hyperspecral image classification—input image, pixel distribution, ground
truth image, superpixel segmentation, and finally classification of Indian pines image

Table 1 Details of Hyperspectral data used

Class Indian pines Salinas Pavia University

16 16 9

Band 200 204 103

Size 145 × 145 512 × 217 610 × 340

Sensor AVIRIS AVIRIS ROSIS

Resolution (m) 20 3.7 1.3

Sample 10,249 54,129 42,776

Table 2 Train and test samples in Indian pines image

Class Name Training Test

2% 0.2% 98% 99.8%

1 Weeds_1 40 4 1969 2005

2 Weeds_2 76 8 3650 3718

3 Fallow 38 4 1938 1972

4 Fallow_P 26 3 1368 1391

5 Fallow_S 52 5 2626 2673

6 Stubble 79 8 3880 3951

7 Celery 70 7 3509 3572

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Class Name Training Test

2% 0.2% 98% 99.8%

8 Grapes 225 21 11,046 11,250

9 Soil 124 11 6079 6192

10 Corn 21 3 1047 3275

11 Lettuce_4wk 21 3 1047 1065

12 Lettuce_5wk 38 4 1889 1923

13 Lettuce_6wk 18 2 898 914

14 Lettuce_7wk 20 2 1050 1068

15 Vinyard_U 140 13 7128 7255

16 Vinyard_T 36 4 1771 1803

Total 1024 102 53,105 54,027

Table 3 Train and test samples in Indian pines image

Class Name Training Test

10% 1% 90% 99%

1 Alfalfa 10 3 36 43

2 Corn_N 143 14 1285 1414

3 Corn_M 83 8 747 822

4 Corn 34 3 203 234

5 Grass_M 48 6 435 477

6 Grass_T 23 7 707 723

7 Grass_p 2 2 26 26

8 Hay_W 28 5 450 473

9 Oats 2 2 18 18

10 Soyabean_N 150 10 822 962

11 Soyabean_M 246 24 2209 2431

12 Soyabean_C 60 6 533 587

13 Wheat 21 2 184 203

14 Woods 127 13 1138 1252

15 Building 35 4 351 382

16 Stones 10 3 83 90

Total 1022 112 9227 10,137
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Prediction of Bottom-Hole Pressure
Differential During Tripping Operations
Using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

Shwetank Krishna, Syahrir Ridha, and Pandian Vasant

Abstract Tripping in or out drill string/casingwith a certain speed from thewellbore
will result in downhole pressure surges. These surges could result in well integrity or
well control problems which can be avoided if pressure imbalances are predicted
before this operation engaged. To predict these pressure imbalances, number of
analytical models have been developed but require time-consuming cumbersome
numerical analysis. In this paper, an intelligent model (ANN) is developed which
can predict the surge pressure under varying rheological and geometrical parameters.
ANN is developed with six neurons in input layer representing six input parameters
(pipe velocity, PV, YP, diameter of hole, outer diameter of pipe and mud weight) and
one neuron in output layer which represents surge pressure. Now, to find the most
optimum neural network structure (number of hidden layer and neurons), total 108
ANN configuration is trained and tested. Performance analysis on these configura-
tions indicates network structurewith two hidden layers including ten and 16 neurons
in first and second layer, respectively, as the most optimum. Since the selected model
is complex, another trained model with one hidden layer containing 14 nodes can
be considered due to its satisfactory prediction result. The trained intelligent model
can be utilized when tripping operation is carried out in low-pressure margin wells
where repetitive calculation of surge/swab pressure is required.

Keywords Surge/swab pressure · ANN · Prediction · Sensitivity analysis ·
Statistical analysis
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1 Introduction

Drill string/casing moves up or down longitudinally while drilling for various reason
like changing the borehole assembly, cleaning thewellbore, bit removal,well stability
etc. The drill string is assembled or dismantled by adding or removing the tubulars
from the assembly which will move up or down axially in the hole. This centroidal
action of drilling hydraulics in the wellbore is stated as tripping operations.

Tripping operations are considered as one of the costly aspects while drilling due
to its role in increasing non-productive time, additionally, it could also result in var-
ious unforeseen well integrity or well control problems. Moving pipe in or out of
the borehole will result in surge or swab pressure, respectively. In case of surging,
equivalent circulation density (ECD) will be increased, and if it is higher than the
fracture gradient, crack could also be incurred on the wellbore wall which subse-
quently leads to loss of fluid in the formation. Specifically, while moving casing
down, excessive surge pressure is encountered which results in lost circulation. Dur-
ing swabbing, if induced pressure is higher than the collapse gradient, it will result
in caving which can block the space around the bit and affects the well integrity [1,
2]. Furthermore, excessive tripping-out velocity can induce the flow of fluid inside
the wellbore, particularly in deep wells where formation pore and fracture pressure
difference are comparatively small. All these potential issues can be avoided if these
pressure imbalances are studied properly and monitored regularly.

The effect of axial movement on bottom-hole pressure is studied since the drilling
discovery. First research on this effect is done by Cannon [3]. Since then, number
of researches has been done in this area. Hussain and Sharif [4] showed a decline
in bottom-hole pressure differential during tripping-out operation with increasing
eccentricity. For differentwell geometry, an independentwork is carried out to predict
the pressure imbalance due to longitudinal movement of pipe inside the wellbore [5,
6]. Also, different models are developed for predicting surge and swab pressure for
different rheology and well geometry [7–11]. Most of these models lack simplicity
and require complex input parameters and extensive numerical analysis to determine
the result. The primary objective of thiswork is to develop an intelligentmodel (ANN)
for forecasting surge and swabpressurewith less time-consumingnumerical analysis.
To accomplish this, published system of equations is utilized to determine pressure
differential numerically under varying rheological and well geometry, which are
easier in understanding and application. Then, to reduce the cumbersome procedure
of calculating pressure imbalance whenever rheology or well geometry changes, an
intelligent model (ANN) is developed using data generated which predicts the surge
pressure at different input parameters. Second objective of this study is identifying the
effect of various rheological parameters and tripping speed on wellbore differential
pressure.
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2 Methodology

For the development of ANNmodel, four rudimentary steps must be followed. First,
generation of data by utilizing the numerical analysis for training the model, second
step is to perform sensitivity analysis to identify the prominent input parameters,
third step is to train the ANN configuration, and fourth step is to validate and check
the evaluation of the model. Each step is explained in detail below.

2.1 Generation of Data

For the generation of data, the numerical calculation method based on hydraulic
behavior of power-law fluid in wellbore is used which is presented by Hussain [12].
These equations utilize the rheological properties and well configuration in com-
bination with the displaced fluid flow rate due to inner pipe velocity to calculate
surge/swab pressure. The calculation scheme includes

The average flow velocity (ua) in the annulus is calculated by

ua = 24.5 q

d2
h − d2

od

(1)

where ‘q’ is the flow rate of displaced fluid, ‘dh’ is the diameter of hole, and ‘dod’ is
the outer diameter of drill string or casing.

Flow rate (q) in the annulus due to displaced fluid is determined by multiplying
the pipe area and pipe tripping velocity (up), represented as

q = πdodup (2)

The flow critical velocity (uc) around the drill string/casing is calculated by,

uc =
(
3.878K104

ρ

) 1
(2−n)

×
(

24(2n + 1)

(dh − dod)3n

)( n
1−n )

(3)

where ‘n’ is power-law index, ‘ρ’ is mud density, and K is fluid consistency index.

n = 3.32 log

(
2PV+ YP

PV+ YP

)
(4)

K = PV+ YP

(511)n
(5)

where PV and YP represent fluids plastic viscosity and yield point, respectively.
In case, ua < uc, in annulus, it shows laminar flow regime, and to calculate loss

in pressure due to this flow regime, use Eq. (6),
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Table 1 Input data Parameter Value or range Unit

Mud weight, ρ 8–12 ppg

Plastic viscosity, PV 10–50 cP

Yield point, YP 10–200 lb/100ft2

Diameter of hole, dh 17–7.875 Inches

Outer diameter of pipe, dod 13.37–6.13 Inches

Tripping velocity, up 6–60 ft/min

�pl =
(

K h

300(dh − dod)

)
×

(
24 ua(1+2n)

(dh − dod)3n

)n

(6)

In case, ua > uc, in annulus, it shows turbulent flow regime, and to calculate loss
in pressure due to this flow regime, use Eq. (7),

�pt = 8.91× 10−5ρ0.8q1.8μ0.2L

(dh − dod)
3(dh + dod)

1.8 (7)

Now, to calculate the surge and swab pressure, the following equations are used

Surge pressure, Psu = 0.052ρ h + �p (8)

Swab pressure, Psw = 0.052ρ h − �p (9)

Above given system of equation and the range of parameters given in Table 1
are used to generate the dataset for training, testing and validation of ANN model.
Before the development of intelligent model, a sensitivity analysis is done for better
understanding the effects of pressure imbalance and to identify the primary parameter
affecting these pressure differences.

2.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 1 represents the results of sensitivity analysis. In this analysis, tripping veloc-
ity, plastic viscosity, yield point, mud weight and diameter ratio are considered
because other data is directly or indirectly depending upon these functions. Accord-
ing to all these results, it could be inferred that with increase in tripping velocity,
surge pressure also increases. Figure 1a depicts the effect of PV on the bottom-hole
pressure differential with increasing tripping velocity. It depicts that with increase
in plastic viscosity, surge pressure is also increased at 15% rate at high pipe velocity
whereas at low pipe velocity around 1%. Figure 1b, c shows the effect YP and density
of mud on surge pressure, respectively. Both the figures showed the increase in surge
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Fig. 1 Sensitivity analysis of different parameters on surge pressure; a effect of plastic viscosity
(PV) on surge pressure; b effect of yield point (YP) on surge pressure; c effect of mud weight on
surge pressure and d effect of diameter ratio on surge pressure

pressure with increasing YP/mud weight. Figure 1d depicts the effect of diameter

ratio
(
dod
dh

)
on surge pressure, and it clearly showed the increase in surge pressure

with increasing diameter ratio because large diameter ratio represents low annular
space. Lower annular clearance will result in high shearing effect between the fluid
and the wellbore, which results in high surge pressure.

2.3 Training of ANN

In this stage, feed-forward network structure is used, shown in Fig. 2. In the input
layer, six nodes are present which represents six input parameters (PV, YP, dh, dod,
up and mud weight), whereas in output layer, only one neuron representing surge
pressure. MATLAB educational package is used to develop the intelligent model. In
neural network, backpropagation algorithm was used for network building and train-
ing. For the development of backpropagation network, total number of hidden layers
with nodes had to be defined. Addition to this, several other parameters like train-
ing function, transfer function, adaption learning function and number of learning
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Hidden Layers

Output LayerInput Layer

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of feed-forward ANN structure

iterations also need to be selected.Due to lack of literature available in this topic, trial-
n-error process is applied to select the most appropriate combination of above given
parameter. The best combination was log-sigmoid transfer function, scaled conju-
gate gradient backpropagation (training function), gradient descent with momentum
weight, bias learning function and 100,000 number of iterations. The structure of
the neural network changes according to the complexity of the sample data. In this
work, 1–3 hidden layer was varied with each layer consists of neuron in the range of
2–16. Total of 108 networks with variations of hidden layer and number of neurons
were developed and trained.

2.4 Performance of ANN Networks

To check the performance of the different networks, statistical analysis was carried
out to calculate mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), relative
absolute error (RAE), root relative square error (RRSE) and coefficient of determi-
nation (R2). If the value of RAE and RRSE is closer to zero, performance of the
model will be excellent, whereas for R2, value needs to be closer to 1.

Equations (10–14) of all performance measuring tools are mentioned below:

MAE = 1

P

P∑
1=1

(PD− DD) (10)
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RMSE =
√√√√ 1

P

P∑
1=1

(PD− DD)2 (11)

RAE =
∑P

1=1|PD− DD|∑P
1=1

∣∣DD− DD
∣∣ (12)

RRSE =
√√√√ ∑P

1=1(PD− DD)2∑P
1=1

(
DD− DD

)2 (13)

R2 = 1−
∑P

1=1(DD− PD)2∑P
1=1

(
DD− DD

)2 (14)

where P is the number of samples, PD represents the predicted data given by the
developed model, and DD represents the desired data calculated by using the above-
given system of equations according to flowchart given in Fig. 1.

3 Results and Discussions

Dataset of total 1513 scenario was generated, out of which 454 scenarios were set
aside for testing the model once it was trained. The training dataset consisted of
957 scenarios which were calculated by utilizing the data provided in Table 1. Using
these dataset, ANNmodels are trained, and its performance is analyzed using the test
dataset. The network configurations provide themost reduced result for all errormea-
suring equation mentioned in last section, and optimized result of the R2 is selected
as the most favorable network structure. This procedure is repeated for 108 network
structures, and its performance data is presented in Table 2. Due to page constraint,
all the data is not presented in Table 2, instead only 24 best network structures are
presented. The most optimum result given by an artificial neural network structure
includes two hidden layers with ten neurons in first layer and 16 neurons in second
layer. The root absolute error (RAE) for this configuration is 5.76% with the root
relative square error (RRSE) of 6.16% and the coefficient of determination (R2) of
0.987 (Fig. 3). Although, this network is most optimum, it is very complex and will
pose a difficulty to present a large set of weights and bias coefficient in linear equa-
tion. Considering this issue, another trained model with one hidden layer containing
14 nodes can be considered due to its satisfactory prediction result that shows relative
absolute error (RAE) is 5.6% with relative root squared error (RRSE) of 7.82% and
the coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.985.
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Table 2 Summary of ANN configuration and its performance data

Hidden
layers

Neurons MAE RMSE RAE RRSE R2

first
layer

second
layer

third
layer

1 2 – – 2863.78 3673.67 14.07 15.17 0.952381

4 – – 1614.87 2432.68 7.93 10.04 0.976342

6 – – 1524.924 2351.48 7.496 9.71 0.975156

8 – – 1496.913 2226.19 7.358 9.19 0.978517

10 – – 1562.44 2303.53 7.68 9.51 0.975156

12 – – 1240.04 1979.54 6.09 8.17 0.983072

14 – – 1140.28 1892.98 5.6 7.82 0.985056

16 – – 1529.56 2255.41 7.51 9.31 0.973182

2 10 16 – 1172.73 1491.95 5.76 6.16 0.987837

12 2 – 1646.36 2400.67 8.09 9.91 0.97733

8 10 – 1915.6 2780.4 9.41 11.48 0.976539

12 14 – 1822.63 2660 8.95 10.98 0.974761

12 10 – 1833.68 2693.77 9.01 11.12 0.974564

16 16 – 1709.44 2511.46 8.4 10.37 0.974366

8 12 – 1775.84 2590.75 8.72 10.7 0.97338

10 12 – 1745.62 2586.64 8.58 10.68 0.973182

3 6 8 2 1473.086 2218.87 7.24 9.16 0.977132

14 14 14 1843.01 2603.27 9.05 10.75 0.974169

8 8 14 1880.34 2685.52 9.24 11.09 0.97338

12 6 8 1846.7 2763.23 9.07 11.41 0.971604

16 16 16 1758.76 2595.63 8.64 10.72 0.968846

6 2 10 1990.949 2981.03 9.78 12.31 0.966092

3.1 Validation of the Trained Model

The most optimum model with two hidden layers with ten neurons in first layer and
16 neurons in second layer is authenticated with a dataset of 506 scenarios (random
untrained data). The bestmodel predicted the surge pressurewith the relative absolute
error (RAE) of 8.44%, root relative square error (RRSE) of 10.32%and the coefficient
of determination (R2) of 0.974. The same dataset is also used to validate the simple
structure of ANN with one hidden layer including 14 neurons. This ANN structure
predicted the surge pressure with the relative absolute error (RAE) of 14.07%, root
relative square error (RRSE) of 15.17% and the coefficient of determination (R2) of
0.952.
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Fig. 3 Predicted versus actual data of surge pressure for the optimal ANN configuration

4 Conclusions

An artificial neural network (ANN) is developed for predicting surge/swab pressure
for power-law fluid while conducting tripping operations. This model has the ability
to predict surge pressure under a wide range of varying rheological and wellbore
geometrical parameters. After performing trial-n-error method, two network struc-
tures were selected as the best predictive ANN configuration. First one has complex
configuration with two hidden layers includes ten and 16 neurons in first and second
layer, respectively, and the other one with simpler network structure with one hid-
den layer including 14 neurons. Complex ANN configuration showed coefficient of
determination of (R2) of 0.987 (0.974 for validation data), and simpler ANN con-
figuration showed coefficient of determination of (R2) of 0.985 (0.952 for validation
data). Both models are predicting the surge pressure satisfactorily without using the
cumbersome time-consuming numerical analysis. This intelligent model may give
vital advantages when tripping operation is carried out in low-pressure margin wells
where repetitive calculation of surge/swab pressure is required. Also, this model
can be extremely useful during real-time tripping operations because it will help
well engineers to set the appropriate pipe tripping speed and rheological parame-
ters so that surge/swab pressure due to centroidal action of drilling hydraulics pipe
axial movement will be in between the range of drilled formation fracture and pore
pressure.
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Exploration on Revenue Using
Pioneering Technology in Infrastructure
Facilities of Luxury Hotels

H. M. Moyeenudin, R. Anandan, and Shaik Javed Parvez

Abstract The existing innovations in technology developed a framework towards
the development of luxury hotels with various feasible facilities, and this will permit
the promising and creative ideas to implement during the development process of a
hotel as well as it is useful in preparing the innovative infrastructures for hotel proper-
ties. This study demonstrates that the technology in hotel foundations is continually
working up according to the guest desires of hotel concerning towards the comfort
with new and advanced technology that is increasing day by day, and secondly, it
focuses on the recent tools used to maintain the room occupancy in hotel. The infras-
tructure of the hotel gives permits for complete synchronization with recent technol-
ogy along with the tools like cloud-based property management system (CBPMS)
for guest occupancy in coordination with the revenue management system (RMS)
and energy management system (EMS) of hotel.

Keywords Hotel infrastructure · Cloud technology · PMS ·Wi-fi connectivity

1 Introduction

The urge of luxury hotels is to satisfy the guest who visits the property, regardless
with the expense on implementing the latest technology in hotel [1], and the hotel
industry is developing in such manner to adopt and explore the hypothetical and
functional purposes of infrastructure with technology provisioning for new luxury
hotels with an edge on earth for the best guest experience with a huge interests in
recent technology which is not only to meet the needs of hotel guest also it supports
in maintaining and increasing the revenue of the hotel simultaneously, in order to
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transfer, share and to receive business information for registration and reservation
the cloud-based property management system (CBPMS) is used in connection with
a hotel Website [2]. The facilities provided to guest are focused to meet their needs
with maximum comfort, the Wi-fi is used for ordering their food from room as well
as to access the Internet at any point of time, similarly, the RFID and near-field
communication (NFC) technology assist in giving guest security and accessibility
[3], the guest room of luxury hotel may have energy and movement sensor which
assist the hotel guest towards comfort by giving a balanced in-room condition and
climate as per usage by identifying the distance and presence in room, and there are
voice recognizing sensors that actuate voice for regulating the functions of electronic
gadgets, for example, drape, lightings, room temperatures. The room temperatures
are measured through temperature sensor that is fixed in guest rooms to guarantee the
experience of guest at hotel be able to remain by means of agreeable condition [4].
The guest room doors can be locked and opened with an Android phone application
makes the hotel guest to go as without key or card for accessing entry in room,
the sensor is available to screen guest health and comfort condition at the time of
exercise, the structure of hotel property has outside temperature sensor tomeasure the
outer temperature conditions in order to adjust the power consumption, and sensor
is used to detect the daylight and alter room shades, screens with an intellectual
lighting framework [5]. In any case, the benefits of shrewdness remain the key for
the development of guest satisfaction in luxury hotel, and thus, many hotel properties
are involved in reengineering their facilities to meet the guest expectations [6].

2 Materials and Methods

This research is carried out through collecting qualitative and quantitative data from
star categorized hotels. A total of 50 questionnaires are used to obtain these data from
three-star, four-star and five-star hotels accordingly, but only 40 questionnaires were
completed and used for analysis. This study was carried out from Jan 2019 to July
2019 at hotels, respectively. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 24
version) is used to investigate the relationship between quantitative variables using
Pearson correlation and graph board parallel line graph to complete this study.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Figures

Chart 1 shows that the luxury hotels using PMS with revenue management have
higher room occupancy percentage almost close to 85–90%, whereas the hotels
without automated PMS can able to make lesser than 80–65% of room occupancy as
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Chart 1 Room occupancy with PMS

well as the PMS with revenue management system has also reduced the reservation
cancellation to 20–22%and increased the guaranteed reservation from70 to 80%, and
thus, this indicates a stronger relationship between automated revenue management
of PMS in room occupancy [7].

TheChart 2 demonstrates the influence of technology in infrastructural facilities of
hotel with energy management of property management system, RFID, temperature
control, smartphone locking, electronic door locking system and Wi-fi Technology
is used as a variables to recognize the availability in luxury hotels. The variables are
measured according to the usage in hotel, whether the facility is available or not,
the value 1 indicates that the facility is used and 2 as not available. The majority

Chart 2 Technology used in infrastructural facilities
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of the luxury hotels are utilizing these technologies for the comfort of the guest.
The values 1, 2, 3 are used in energy management system to identify 1 as manual,
2 as semi-automated and 3 as fully automated. This study proves majority of luxury
hotels use EMS. There are multiple technologies applied to improve the experience
of guest at hotel mainly guest reserves the hotel room through various sources like
hotelWebsite, online travel agents (OTA) usingAndroid phones or laptops [8]. These
reservations and registrations are supported by hotel PMS, and revenue management
is positively related occupancy of a luxury hotel in Chart 1. During the time of guest
check into hotels, they are mostly accompanied with electronic devices, for example,
Android phones, laptops, tablets and other electronic gadgets that work with Wi-fi,
thus it supports most of the electronic devices, and this becomes an unconditional
requirement for the guest at the time of boarding into a luxury hotel [9]. Chart 2
indicates the usage of technology, and the basic expectation of the guest at hotel is to
get a Wi-fi connectivity to access Internet in a broad spectrum with high bandwidth
[10].

3.2 Correlations

In Table 1, the correlation between hotel occupancy with reservation cancellation
shows significant value r = 0.131, the value 0.045 indicates that there is a strong
significance with guaranteed reservation, p= 0.000 shows the probability and reser-
vation cancellation, and most importantly, the significant value r = 0.096 is shown
with reservation cancellation and the revenue management with cloud-based prop-
erty management system (CBPMS). The Pearson correlation value 0.892** indicates
a positive association between room occupancy and guaranteed reservation and the
non-guaranteed reservation value −0.243 with occupancy indicates that it is nega-
tively associated. The revenuemanagement systemwith PMS is positively associated
with the occupancy of the hotel by having a value 0.924** and the value 0.844** with
guaranteed reservation, and this indicates the maximum role of revenue management
in occupancy of hotel. The electronic door locking system indicates a positive asso-
ciation with the value 0.885** towards room occupancy, as well as with value 0.806**

in regard with guaranteed reservation. The Pearson correlation between energy man-
agement system (EMS) along with PMS is having a positive relationship between
revenue management with the value 0.711**, and the overall correlation is significant
at the 0.01 and 0.05 level that proves the significance of using technology in luxury
hotels.

4 Conclusion

There are numerous advancements with basic improvements should be actualized by
entrepreneurs of luxury hotels to rebuild according to meet the expectation of hotel
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Table 1 Correlation between hotel occupancy and technology

Correlations

Occupancy GR NGR RM
with
PMS

EDLS EMS
with
PMS

Occupancy Pearson
correlation

1 0.892** −0.243 0.924** 0.885** 0.815**

Sig.
(two-tailed)

0 0.131 0 0 0

N 40 40 40 40 40 40

Guaranteed
reservation

Pearson
correlation

0.892** 1 −0.319* 0.844** 0.806** 0.757**

Sig.
(two-tailed)

0 0.045 0 0 0

N 40 40 40 40 40 40

Non-guaranteed
reservation

Pearson
correlation

−0.243 −0.319* 1 −0.267 −0.275 −0.211

Sig.
(two-tailed)

0.131 0.045 0.096 0.086 0.192

N 40 40 40 40 40 40

Revenue
management
with PMS

Pearson
correlation

0.924** 0.844** −0.267 1 0.820** 0.711**

Sig.
(two-tailed)

0 0 0.096 0 0

N 40 40 40 40 40 40

Electronic door
locking system

Pearson
correlation

0.885** 0.806** −0.275 0.820** 1 0.707**

Sig.
(two-tailed)

0 0 0.086 0 0

N 40 40 40 40 40 40

EMS with PMS Pearson
correlation

0.815** 0.757** −0.211 0.711** 0.707** 1

Sig.
(two-tailed)

0 0 0.192 0 0

N 40 40 40 40 40 40

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed)
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed)

guest and to improve their hotel business in the cutting edge of innovative world [11].
The synchronization of technology with various facilities of hotel property is carried
out in hotel industry in most of which the upgrades are engaged with the CBPMS
with RMS [12]. This study shows significant value of 0.096 on reservation cancel-
lation with RMS towards guest occupancy. In addition, RMS with EMS indicates
a positive relationship with a value of 0.711**. The future luxury hotels may also
adopt technologies to meet the guest expectation in order to improve their revenue
by implementing the cloud-based property management system in connection with
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an automated RMS and EMS to manage the hotel capacity. The guest comfort is
obtained by implementing sensors to maintain room temperatures, voice control and
wearable body zone sensors for health may increase their satisfaction, the facilities
like NFC are used in security and protection, and the Wi-fi provides convenience to
the guest. Most of the luxury hotels use CBPMS which supports hotel in managing
their property with high revenue through EMS and RMS.
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A Big Data Analytics-Based Design
for Viable Evolution of Retail Sector

Neha Malhotra, Dheeraj Malhotra, and O. P. Rishi

Abstract Retailing is one of the world’s prominent and most diversified commer-
cial activities, which has considerably transformed business strategies for earning
more profit. Today, the retailing definition is a synonym to attractive and appropri-
ately managed merchandise stores with incredible comfort and ambience rather than
randomly stacked traditional stores. Also, the modern customer is focused towards
quality/brands and expects for services delivered to them by different vendors at the
ease of home with a single click. As a result, customers prefer to shop from various
online shoppingWebsites rather than physicallymoving to a retail store,which in turn
leads to the downfall in the sales of retailers which has become a significant threat
to them. Therefore, this paper highlights this current problem faced by retailers and
suggests some corrective measures, which retailers should deploy. Consequently, the
retailers are required to practice corrective measures towards meeting all customers’
expectations by providing their necessary goods under the same roof. Besides, the
retailers should provide several benefits and lucrative offers like discounts, cash-
backs, buy one get one, free home delivery, combo purchase and other tailor-made
offers to attract customers via targeted marketing by meeting their specific needs and
hence to overcome diversion of their customers towards E-Commerce Websites.

Keywords Big data · Association rule mining · Cloud computing · Hadoop ·
MapReduce ·MR–Apriori algorithm

1 Introduction

Retailing is one of the world’s leading and most diverse businesses. In today’s world,
retailing has changed various aspects of doing a successful business. Retailing is
the field of purchasing merchandises in bulk capacities either from a wholesaler or
directly from a manufacturer and further selling these merchandises and associated
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services to the customers for satisfying their personal needs. In other words, retailing
is the set of business activities that complement value to the products for the benefit of
customers. A retailer may be an individual/organisation with expertise in the sale of
a particular category of goods and facilities to their consumers for their personal use,
besides it, retailer act as an interface between manufacturer and customer. However,
there exist numerous types of retail stores which include supermarket stores, chemist
stores, toys stores, cosmetics stores, etc., and there exists neck-to-neck battle among
all kinds of the retailers which intensifies the emerging competition among all. This
competition may be in the form of same-store types regarding price discounts and
other types of offers to attract customers [1–7, 20].

Therefore, the primary objective for today’s retailer is to protect their present cus-
tomer base yet not get influenced by aggressive competition. Moreover, the modern
generation of consumers is quite educated, more demanding and focused towards
value for money relationships. As a result, retailing has become a highly competitive
business to satisfy the dynamic demands of modern customers. Therefore, this paper
combines an approach of integrating big data with scalable data mining algorithms
to assist retailers, where is deployed over Google Cloud multi-node cluster using
Hadoop and MapReduce platform [9–18].

2 Big Data Analytics and Market Trends

Presently, enterprises are moving to the cloud environment at unbelievable speed
and propagating a rule like ‘you are not going to be in the business if you are not on
the cloud’. Further, American research and advisory firm, Gartner, investigated and
anticipated the market of big data with the retail industry. According to the Gartner
report, the retailers need advanced analytical competencies to face the challenges
possessed by E-Commerce boom [8]. Gartner reviewed around 500 organisations in
addition to IT firms where it was apparent that organisations are rapidly moving to
big data marketing. Few predictions are as follows:

• Retail big data analytics is estimated to generate new magnitudes and additional
gain approximate US$ 60 billion by 2020 [23].

• The market of Hadoop with big data analytics which was approximated $8.48
billion in 2015 and is forecasted to touch $99.31 billion near 2022 emerging at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 42.1% from 2015 to 2022 [19].

• By2019,maximumof the top 200most significant organisationswill deploy smart
and efficient applications as well as explore the entire arena of big data analytics
and its associated tools to enhance their suggestions for customers which lead to
improvement in customer purchase experience [21].
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3 Research Methodology

3.1 System Design

The efficiency of association mining algorithm is usually measured by the time
taken to find frequent itemsets. One of the conventional approaches is to use a
pre-determined number of resources for transaction processing irrespective of cur-
rent input load. This research work proposes Apriori–MapReduce (AMR)-based
approach which can work in the intelligent and advanced mode for generation of
association rules. As depicted in Fig. 1, initially unprocessed (unstructured) datasets
will be deployed over Google Cloud multi-node cluster environment, which will
be given to the processing module, where all datasets will be arranged in the form
of the input queue. Engine manager module based on the instantaneous load will
increase or decrease the processing engines to generate candidate sets and frequent
itemsets. These itemsets will be generated byMapReduce (MR)-based Apriori algo-
rithm. Later, the results will be generated in the output queue, and association rules
are generated.

Preprocessing Module

Unprocessed Data Sets

Input Queue

Engine Manager Module

Output Queue

Association Module

Association Rules

Fig. 1 System design
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Network

Fig. 2 Multi-node cloud architecture

3.2 Implementation

For the implementation of big data, this research deploysGoogle Cloud environment
where a multi-node cluster is set up where more than one machine is deployed using
virtual machine instances over Google Cloud. In Fig. 2, one machine will act as
a master node (or NameNode), whereas two other machines are referred as slave
nodes (or DataNode). All these machines are connected through network, data will
be distributed to master and slaves, later, the data will be processed, and with the
help of JobTracker, it will be sent back to the master node. Finally, the master node
will display the results. Once all machines (instances) are ready, there is a need to
install Hadoop and Java separately to these machines, and later, all machines will be
connected to each other to make a cluster. In the Hadoop environment, the master
node is referred to as NameNode, whereas slaves are commonly known as DataN-
odes, wherein MapReduce platform, NameNode is recognised as JobTracker and
DataNodes are referred to as TaskTrackers. Further, in a multi-cluster environment,
when NameNode is instructed to handle extensive datasets, then NameNode is going
to distribute these datasets among various DataNodes (slaves), and finally, results
from all machines are collected through JobTracker [22, 24, 25].

Figure 3depicts the interface of the enginewhere scalableMR–Apriori is deployed
at the background, and using this interface, the instantaneous load can bemanaged by
using appropriate replication factor, i.e. processing engine, and finally, association
rules are generated.
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Fig. 3 Practical interface of the proposed IRM tool

4 Experimental Evaluation

The performance of the proposed methodology is evaluated based on the speedup
evaluation metric. This factor is essential in association rule mining and will help
to justify the need for the proposed MR–Apriori algorithm implemented on HDFS
MapReduce platform. The procured association rules can be applied to boost retail
business, customer retention, product recommendation. However, due to the limited
volume of real-time datasets and access constraint from an online Website, synthetic
retail transactional datasets were later on generated using IBM synthetic dataset
generator tool as well as by writing and implementing a Java code on Eclipse version
4.3.0 of different sizes.

During the interpretation of speedup for a single node with replication factor 1,
the value of speedup is 1, but then, for replication factor 2 and 3, speedup values
(Fig. 4) are more than 1. Therefore, with more number of nodes, multi-node cluster
speedsup well and processes dataset faster.

5 Conclusion

Combination of cloud computing and scalable data mining algorithms not only over-
comes the bottleneck of original system but also can rationally use resources and
improve the efficiency of data processing and analysis. Therefore, in this research
work, MR–Apriori algorithm for mining association rules from massive retail trans-
actional databases has been proposed. The retrieved association rules will boost the
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Fig. 4 Speedup for dataset T6D14000k, T6D28500k and T6D42500k

sales in supermarkets and will assist the retailers to immune their businesses from
modern E-Commerce boom by avoiding the diversion of customers from their outlets
to E-Commerce Websites.
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Blockchain with Bigdata Analytics

D. R. Krithika and K. Rohini

Abstract A list of records continuously growing is known as Blockchain, linked
and using cryptography. Fingerprint of data or cryptographic hash of previous block
presents in every block. Blockchain is very secure and fastest transactions customized
by any extent. Blockchain (BC) improves Perfect treatment and diagnosis. Bigdata
analytics is a large volume of transactional data. In this paper we discussed about
blockchain and bigdata analytics.

Keywords BC-Blockchain · Hash · Bigdata analytics

1 Introduction

Stuart Haber and W. Scott Stometta in 1991 initiated blockchain. Blockchain is
decentralized ledger and it does not have transaction cost, It is very difficult to alter
or change once the data is stored and digital currencies distributed not able copy
so the data is very secure. Every block contains list of records, so the process of
adding new block is mining. In this paper Part II. Previous work, Part III. Concepts
of Blockchain, Part IV. Algorithms in Blockchain, V. Bigdata Analytics, Part VI.
Different Analytics, Part VII. Algorithms in Bigdata, Part VIII. Bigdata in Industries,
Part IX. Tools, X. Conclusion these divisions we discussed.

Block is a record data insides like string of words then it will have value which
is called previous Hash, it will get in second and then will have a value which is
own hash, hash is fingerprint of the block. First block is called genesis block will
have value of data and no previous Hash and then this block will have own Hash.
Second block have data, previous Hash and own Hash, this second block previous
Hash is exactly identical to first block own Hash. Third block have data, previous
Hash and own Hash. Third block previous Hash is exact identical in second block
ownHash. So cryptographically linked together all the blocks. Figure 1 explains how
blocks are linked. Analyzing large volume of data is bigdata analytics. The process of
unstructured raw data to useful for organizations data form core of bigdata analytics.
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Fig. 1 Blockchain process

2 Literature Review

This paper discussed about themany organizations big dataset transactions andmain-
tenance difficulties like banks, hospitals. So they proposed the decentralized solu-
tion for bigdata exchange, the solution aims ecosystem all participators cooperate
to exchange the data peer-to-peer way [1]. The paper explains about railway depart-
ment enhancing their operation in digitalization [2]. The paper discusses peer-to-peer
distributed storage in blockchain and various industries popular in decentralized
ecosystem. They proposed new storage in blockchain is mystiko. It is high trans-
action throughput, high availability, high scalability and make bigdata more secure
[3]. This paper proposed hierarchy of intelligent agent and use of cryptographic key-
pairs, not restricted to using SHA256 algorithm and other secure hash algorithm
used SHA-3 subset [4]. This paper discussed big advantage of blockchain decen-
tralization, sharing scientific workflow data handled on chain and the approach is
effective and efficient [5]. This paper said what are all the problem we are facing at
the time of uploading huge amount of data to public distributed network. In this paper
advantages and disadvantages discussed [6]. The paper investigates blockchain tech-
nology applications and addressed key challenges faced by domain of social business.
Using semi-formal modeling approach and micro finance use case to investigated
blockchain technology for SB (Social business). Another thing is this technologywill
provide in terms of auditability, transparency, decentralization and privacy [7]. This
paper introduced lightweight manner two protocols achieve authenticity, privacy,
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data integrity for IOT devices. Variety of use cases applied their protocols. Identity
management, sensor network data, supply chain, privacymanagement inBRICS-SSP
and software updates in BRICS-BB used [8]. This paper discussed using consensus
algorithm in blockchain to store logs, basically consensus algorithm is voting-based
protocol. This paper explores implementation and architecture of log system and also
verifies the feasibility [9]. This paper summarized smart grid with blockchain and
decentralized transaction used in latest technology [10]. The paper discussed value
of smart contract. Blockchain and smart contract disrupt well established services
[11].

3 Concepts of Blockchain

• Mining
• Distributed P2P Network
• Immutable Ledger:
• Hash Cryptography
• Consensus Protocol

Mining part the Miners validate every new transaction and then save the global
ledger. Miners solve the mathematical problem using cryptographic hash algorithm.
Distributed peer-to-peer is computer systems connected through internet without this
server files directly shared between systems. Each system acts the server and clients.
ImmutableLedger is the ledger records cannot be changed is called immutable ledger.
If i want to make money transaction $500 no one alter or change it. If I made mistake
fix the problem. Then only make another transaction and correct the error. Actually
this is good practice of accounting. Entry made into the ledger never change or
removed.HashCryptographypart thefinger print is identify the person sameprinciple
is used to identify the digital documents, such a fingerprint is called SHA256 (Secure
HashingAlgorithm256 is number of bits). SHA256Algorithmworks very secure and
fast move documents. It cannot go hash to documents, so one way process. We can
run exactly same documents Hash will same so deterministic and Fast computation.
We can take same two document change one bit of data in one document hash will
be totally differ the two documents this is Avalanche effect. Consensus Protocol is
the distributed processes to achieve single data value, involving the network multiple
unreliable nodes.
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4 Algorithm in Blockchain

4.1 SHA 256 Algorithm

It produces the output 256 bit long. SHA256 algorithm produces same arbi-
trary data given same inputs. Mining is finding the Nonce. Everyone run
the hash and confirm it is valid or not. Because impossible to predict what
the nonce will be, so proof that miner worked and get valid hash (proof-
of-work). Its deterministic, one way function, fast computation, avalanche
effect and must withstand collision. We can take same two text document,
first one document is HAI THIS IS KRITHIKA Fig. 2 shows hash will be
“26c3016f05fa282ec5ac47bdce17be81914f329aa493e8b7b510ba351dcd232b” like
this.

Second document is HAI THIS IS KRITHIKA1 just 1 only added second doc-
ument hash is “1bb87b327540a7821d08571e82999719565cc789e31663bc586d3
952230de681” completely changed. So the difference between first and second doc-
ument is 1 only but the total hash will be different for document 1 and document 2.
This process is called avalanche effect (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Creating Hash in first document

Fig. 3 Creating Hash in second document
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5 Bigdata Analytics

Bigdata is any amount of structured, semi-structured, unstructured data. If the volume
of data is large difficult to process traditional technique. Data sources are enterprise,
humans. Roles of Bigdata are Data scientist and Data engineer. Analytics is a pro-
cess of breaking problems into simpler part and inferences based on data to take
decisions. Analytics is not a tool it’s a way of acting or thinking. Characteristics of
Bigdata are: Volume—volume is size of the data, Velocity—velocity is change of
speed,Variety—variety is data sources in different forms. Structured data is RDBMS,
Oracle,MySQL,Access, Excel etc. Semi StructuredData is Email, Twitter, and Face-
book etc. Unstructured Data is photo, video, music etc. Veracity—veracity is data
uncertainty, and value is bigdata value attained by leveraging. Validity—validity is
correctness of data.

6 Different Analytics

• Descriptive analytics
• Predictive analytics
• Prescriptive analytics

Descriptive analytics is useful for understanding already available information and
help to make decisions in present. Predictive analytics is identifying patterns using
statistics to make inference the future. Predictive analytics retain and grow profitable
customers and unknown future events it’s used to make prediction. Predictive model
is to predict current data to what will be the next. Prescriptive analytics not only says
what is going on and most importantly what to do about it.

7 Algorithms in Bigdata

• K-Means Clustering Algorithm.
• K-Nearest Neighbors.
• Linear Regression.
• Logistic Regression.
• Classification and Regression Trees.

K-means clustering algorithm is simple to use and very fast, It is a unsupervised
learning algorithm. K-nearest neighbors algorithm very expensive depending on the
size and scope ofK-Nearest neighbor. LinearRegression iswidely used, because easy
to visualize the data and quantitative measures between two sets of data. Logistic
Regression is similar to linear but problem in quantitative forecasting. It is clearly
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defined yes or no method. Classification tree is large and complex. The variant of
these two trees is called random forests.

8 Bigdata in Industries

Financial services applications help credit card companies to secure transaction.
Retail thewayof buying and selling is fast. The technologyused tofind customermost
likely certain products, this is best way to approach customers.ManufacturingData is
hugely important role plays in manufacturing. Manufacturers collecting the valuable
data andmonitoring efficiency of machines. Healthcare in Big Data improves quality
of life and avoid preventable deaths.Weusedbigdata techniques tomonitor heartbeats
and breathing patterns.

9 Tools

Tableau, Knime, Zoho, Aquadata studio, NodeXL, Azure Hdinsight, Skytree, Tal-
end, Splice machine, Spark, Apache samoa these tools used in Data analytics. A
tableau is data visualization software, its very easy to use drag and drop, the raw data
within a seconds we will result of data. People understand easily just import and get
structured data, charts, maps. Zoho is also data visualization software anyone can
use, many industries using this software simple drag and drop interface. Choosing
various charts, pivot table etc.

10 Conclusion

We discussed blockchain and bigdata useful information frommany papers in litera-
ture review. Concepts of blockchain explains mining, immutable ledger, distributed
peer-2-peer network, hash cryptography and consensus protocol. So the data will be
more secure, speed, efficiency and transparency for using these technologies. This
paper explores the survey on Blockchain and bigdata analytics.
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Blockchains Technology Analysis:
Applications, Current Trends and Future
Directions—An Overview

Aisha Zahid Junejo, Mehak Maqbool Memon, Mohammed Ali Junejo,
Shahnawaz Talpur, and Raheel Maqbool Memon

Abstract One of the most promising technical trends that have taken the world by
storm is the blockchain technologywhich is the underlyingmechanism of the bitcoin.
It is a distributed, decentralized and innovative technology that is predicted to bring
a huge change in the world. This technology is analogous to the Internet with built-in
robustness. Although it is currently one of the most researched areas in the domain
of information technology, it has a set of its own limitations. This paper discusses
the blockchain technology from scratch, starting off with the general introduction
followed by presentation of a comprehensive insight into blockchain applications,
the current research trends, limitations and potential future directions. The paper
concludes that blockchain networks are likely to change the outlook, perspectives
and utilization techniques of the information technology industry in the future by
decentralizing the World Wide Web and making the traditional business defunct.
Moreover, the amalgamation of blockchain technology with IoT and data science is
going to open new horizons of research and development in tech world.

Keywords Blockchain technology · IoT · Literature survey · Health care ·
Education · Cryptocurrency · Algorithm audit · Federated learning

1 Introduction

Blockchain is the underlying technology for a widely known cryptocurrency–bitcoin
[1]. This emerging technology has eliminated the need of third parties, such as
banks, for authorization and record keeping of various transactions which makes
the history of transaction available to all the nodes (blocks) in the chain, ensuring
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transparency of data to each individual user [2]. The first widely accepted application
of blockchain technology is the bitcoin, which was introduced by S. Nakamoto in
2008 [3]. This cryptocurrency offered a platform to the users for transferring tokens
over a Peer-2 Peer distributed network. All these P2P transactions were secured
and anonymous [4]. Blockchains were introduced with the motive of substituting the
trust (by third party) with the proof (transparency). This purpose is achieved by using
cryptographic hash functions. Each time a new block needs to be created, the hash
functions are validated by the networkfirst, succeeding in the creation of the block [3].
According to IBM, blockchain ensures data integrity and validity through a consensus
known as smart contract, in the terminology of blockchain technology, which ensures
that each transaction that is invoked must be validated by all relevant parties. Once
this happens, the transaction takes place. This makes the system more efficient.
Currently, the blockchain technology is being used in various applications such as
patient record keeping, student record keeping, cryptocurrency, 3D printing, supply
chain management, neuroscience, IoT and many more. Blockchain unit is grouping
of all bitcoin exchanges executed in the past. Fundamentally, it is a decentralized
databasewhich keeps up a persistently developing proof information structure blocks
which holds individual exchanges [5].

The working mechanism of a blockchain is shown in Fig. 1.

i. Triggering transaction: Node 1 has to transfer some data to Node 2; after ini-
tialization of transaction represented by Node 1, the information is broadcasted
to all the parties in the network.

ii. Validation and verification: Blockchain module decides if the transaction is to
be verified or not. Verification and validation are done on the basis of algorithm
chosen by all parties of the network.

iii. Creation of new block: Block is created on the basis of validation and
verification.

iv. Addition of block to the chain: Finally, new block is added, and information is
shared over the network.

Fig. 1 Working mechanism of blockchains
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2 Review of Literature

The concept behind blockchain was first introduced by S. Haber and W. S Stornetta
in 1991 [6]. They presented the concept as network of blocks secured cryptograph-
ically. Few years later, Nick Szabo took this idea further and started working on
decentralized digital currency, BitGold. Ten years later, S. Nakomoto finally brought
the idea into real-time implementation by introducing bitcoin [7]. After it was suc-
cessfully implemented in financial sector, researchers begin to study about the ways
of implementing this concept in various other sectors. A brief survey of the liter-
ature is presented in this section demonstrating the acceptance of this horizontal
innovation in various fields and portraying its benefits in different domains. In [8],
researchers have proposed a novel blockchain architecture based on satellite chains
to execute consensus protocols privately in parallel to boost up the entire scalability
of entire blockchain module based on independent interconnected submodules of
single blockchain system. The proposed prototype also encounters “handoff” regu-
lations to manage entire network. Additionally, it supports heterogeneous consensus
using satellite chains. The proposed module can be used to enhance and revolu-
tionize industrial applications. Eyal and Gencer in [9] proposed next-generation bit-
coin (Bitcoin-NG) to provide better scalability in the network, based on Byzantine
fault-tolerant blockchain protocol.

In accordance to it, some innovative metrics to quantify the safety and effective-
ness of bitcoin-based blockchain protocols are presented. In study [2], a decentralized
personal data management module is proposed to ensure privacy and security of per-
sonal data. Classic blockchain protocol is turned into programmed access control
manager to provide third party tolerance. Bitcoin transactions used for the proposed
module are related to information transfer such as storing, querying and sharing data
rather than financial transactions. Blockchain and off-blockchain storage are com-
bined for the construction of personal data management platform concerning privacy
issues. Also, legal and regulatory decisions made in the network are simplified for
sensitive data sharing by implementing decentralized platform in turn. In study pre-
sented in [10], a hybrid blockchain mechanism is proposed which includes novel
consensus method by means of credibility scores making the system robust enough
to prevent attacks by monopolizing resources. Moreover, IBM in [11] built a system
on Bluemix which is one of the best examples of the initial blockchain applications
in IoT. Further, Samaniego and Deters [12] deployed blockchain, as a service for IoT
applications. In [13], a higher education credit (HEC) platform based on blockchain
is proposed. Another education blockchain technology based on learning outcome is
proposed in [14]. Research in [15] encounters constraints of electronic health records
by using blockchain module to provide innovative systems for patients to get their
details of health care. Similar application in [16] describes blockchain clinical trials
which help in reduction of data fraud by hiding the identity of people involved in
trials, management of micro-processes and documentation involved.
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Table 1 Latest trends in blockchain

Beyond cryptocurrency IBM, Amazon, Walmart and other huge companies are experimenting
with the technology. Food safety, patient record keeping, shipping
and voting are someone of its other implemented applications

Algorithm auditing Depending on the quality of data, AI learning algorithms have the
tendency to amplify bias and discrimination in the results instead of
benefiting. This makes it compulsory for the algorithms to be
audited. Blockchains, due to their transparent record keeping and
immutable nature, can hold point-to-point information decisions
which can make the process of algorithm audit relatively simpler

Smart contracts Blockchain technology has inherent flaws which are acting as
obstacles in its mainstream adoption. To overcome them, the smart
contract algorithms need to be improvised, and hence, this is one of
the latest trends of research in blockchain technology

Federated learning Machine learning usually occurs on a centralized system where the
data and the training code reside on a single machine. This can
generate trust issues between the party proposing and implementing
a training model and the party providing the data to be trained. To
eliminate this trust issue, a concept of federated learning comes into
place. Federated learning is a kind of machine learning which is
distributed and does not provide direct access to the data

Blockchain with IoT IoT is a technology to gather data online from the devices connected
in a network [17], while the blockchain records the data and makes it
accessible to all the participating nodes. Combining the two concepts
theoretically leaves us with a secure, verifiable and a permanent data
recording method that is produced by devices in IoT network [18]

3 Latest Trends in Blockchain Technology

To understand the current position of blockchain research, we examined the current
research topics of the technology and surveyed various Web blogs, research publica-
tions and Internet resources. In the end, we contemplated a few topics of the current
interest in this area. Hence, some of the current trends, in terms of application areas,
of this emerging technology are discussed in Table 1.

4 Blockchain Analysis

The first and most widely accepted implementation of blockchain technologies is
the cryptocurrencies. Throughout years, a number of different currencies have been
brought into real-time use, though, not all of them are still functional. Table 2 shows
a summary of a few cryptocurrencies over the years.

Despite having a huge implementation in cryptocurrencies, the emerging tech-
nology of blockchains is not limited to them. It has only been about a decade since
the technology was first used, but over the years, people have accepted the concept
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Table 2 Summary of cryptocurrencies from 2008 to 2018

Cryptocurrency Year Author Hash Function

Bitcoin 2008 S. Nakomoto SHA-256

Litecoin 2011 C. Lee Scrypt

Peercoin 2012 [online resource] SHA-256d

Primecoin 2013 D. Schwartz, N. Youngs, A. Britto Cunningham chain

Ripple 2014 S. King EC digital signature

Ethereum 2014 G. Wood Ethash

Permacoin 2014 A. Miller et al. Floating digital signature

Blackcoin 2014 P. Vasin Scrypt

Auroracoin 2014 D. Carway Scrypt

Darkcoin 2014 E. Duffield and K. Hagan X11

Namecoin 2015 H. Kalodner et al. SHA-256d

Lisk 2016 Max Kordek, Oliver Beddows PoS

Zcash 2016 Danny Yang, Jack G Zooko
Wilcox

SHA-256

EOS.IO 2017 Daniel Larimer, Brenden Blumer SHA-256

Bitcoin private 2018 Jacob Brutman et al. Equihash

and are continuously working on it to spread its benefits into other sectors as well
including finance departments, educational sectors, healthcare industry, online shop-
ping, etc. The graph in Fig. 2 shows how the technology has emerged all through
the years since it was first introduced. The data for the graph has been taken from
Google repository of research articles/papers. It can clearly be seen from the graph
that the technology has been hugely accepted and the number of publications made
by people in the field of blockchains has drastically increased over the time. In fact,

Fig. 2 Evolution of blockchain technology
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several articles for the upcoming year’s (2019) journals and conferences have been
prepublished. This shows that the technology, regardless of the implementation area,
is an active research field.

The pie chart, shown in Fig. 3, shows the number of publications in various fields.
The data is obtained on the basis of no. of records generated in search results through
Google scholar. The chart depicts that the most researched topic in blockchain indus-
try is cryptocurrency, followed by, education with almost equal importance, followed
by healthcare industry and others. These other industries may include advertisement,
media and marketing industries, big data and data analytics industry, IoT, etc.

Although the researches are working on it, but before implementing a blockchain
network, it is very important to know about the pros and cons that it might bring with
itself. Hence, a SWOT analysis was carried out which is given in Table 3.

Fig. 3 Research
publications in various fields

Table 3 SWOT analysis of blockchain technology

Strengths Weakness

Network decentralization
Data transparency
Robust architecture
Autonomous network
Speedy data access
Availability of data on distributed ledger

Lack of scalability
Poor user experience
Interoperability issues
Storage capacity (for huge amounts of data in
future)

Opportunities Threats

Cost efficiency
Elimination of third-party trust
Reduced risk of fraud

Hesitant adoption of technology
Prone to security attacks
Reduced employment in various sectors
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5 Limitations

Although the blockchain technology has taken the world by storm and has proved to
be a breakthrough technology, there still exists certain limitations and potential risks
regarding the adoption of this horizontal innovation, like any other radical innovation.

Immutable and transparent nature of blockchains makes data privacy, a critical
issue. Immutability restricts user data modification, and transparency makes the data
visible to all, which is not desirable. Further, a long debate regarding the block size
in blockchain has been taking place. Increasing the size of the block will allow room
for more users, whereas small blocks keep the blockchain more decentralized and
reduces participation costs. Another limitation includes behavioral changes. It takes
a lot of time, successful experiments and trust to shift from one platform to another.
People these days are so used to inclusion of third parties in day-to-day transactions
that they need time to get used to the idea of safe and secure blockchains for various
applications.

Another limitation arises upon evaluating the performance of blockchains in the
current systems. Since there are no central systems involved, the block in the network
is itself responsible for storing the data, authorization, consensus and signature veri-
fication which makes the system a bit slower. This may result in lack of data storing
capacity in the future when the data to be stored in each block increases. More-
over, the blockchain applications with greater number of blocks require greater data
throughput, which is one of the major concerns in creation of blockchain networks.

6 Conclusion and Future Directions

The fundamental purpose of introducing blockchains was to introduce data security,
privacy, autonomy, anonymity and transparency to all the users. Another advantage
that the technology has to offer is its non-hackable nature. The transactions of the
blockchain network cannot be reversed, and no single server carries the entire data.
This technology has also been proven to be more time efficient as compared to
the third-party hosted systems. However, all the facilities induce several technical
challenges and limitations in implementation that need to be addressed including the
problem of data scalability, data storage capacity, interoperability, etc. Fortunately,
with each passing year, more R&D specialists are working for enhancement of this
technology by addressing various issues and providing viable solutions to them.

Future research can be carried out in solving the block size issue by making the
size dynamically changing with respect to the application. Moreover, researchers
may try to make user anonymity stronger. Blockchain can be also incorporated with
big data analytics for secure data management, and transactions made on blockchain
can also be used for data analytics. One of the more traditional yet compelling use
cases would be the sharing of files in a more secret manner than permitted by the
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current P2P BitTorrent-based systems. Blockchains are predicted to be deployed in
almost 20% of IoT networks in the near future, i.e., a year or two from now.
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A Study on Seismic Big Data Handling
at Seismic Exploration Industry
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Abstract Cumulative size as well as a changeable pattern of composed geograph-
ical large data boons issues in storage, handling, unfolding, studying, anticipating
and proving the eminence of input data files. These issues become big challenges,
especially in the oil and gas industries. At the same time, seismic exploration is to
cultivate an image of the subsurface geology. The geophysical exploration in overall
and seismic acquisition in specific is challenged vastly in terms of the tough logistics
and intricate subsurface geology. Hence, this research proposes a unified technique
to figure out time complexity in large seismic data dispensation with parallel pro-
cessing, smart indexing and reducing latency time. Furthermore, this research uses
a combined platform of Hadoop and Hive where MapReduce analyzes the data and
HDFS stores it after processing. The result shows its high time efficiencies by offering
high throughputs, I/O rates as well as low latencies.
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1 Introduction

The oil and gas diligences are normally data-oriented business. These industries rely
on information technology (IT) to enhance the speed of finding oil, intensify oil pro-
duction and cut down the risks related to health, safety, as well as an environment
that arises with the failure of equipment or operator dispute. Handling huge volumes
of data for reservoir modeling or simulation is not new. What has different is the
obtainability of new technology based on service appliances comprehends big data
and analytics [1, 2]. The prospective for Big Data and analytics myths in retrieving
formerly unused data, allowing the usage of geological data with seismic explo-
ration through corrections and providing employees with institutional expertise for
searching [3–5].

The production of large digital data in oil and gas industries, the information
extraction from such accumulated big data and their maintenance at the same time
are not easy tasks to perform. The data volume raises consequently at the same time.
The diverse data setups such as DLIS, LIS, SEGx, SEGy, XLS, CSV and others are
also present to explore different features using different big data analytics [6, 7]. The
big size of the input data itself is a huge challenge to process with in the time. Besides,
the huge assimilated various noises also make huge disruptions during such large
data processing. The current literature suggests a few approaches for data collection
such as collection of real-time data during drilling as well as data accumulation using
different sensors [8].

This research particularly focuses on developing an integrated system that can
address all these issues in a combined platform. The particular objective of this
research is:

1. Reduction of processing time for data integration or accession to or from the
databases during executions with an advanced parallel processing system.

2. Reduction of database traverse time to retrieve required information from the
huge amount of data sets with a smart indexing system.

3. Reduction of latency time during the processing of huge sets of data in seismic
exploitation.

The other sections of this article are organized as: A detail background study
has been included in Sect. 2 to explore the remaining research space by analyzing
the strengths and weaknesses of distinct related research work, Sect. 3 describes the
construction of proposed integrated technique to fill the current research gap, Sect. 4
comprises the details of data preparation and experiment setup, Sect. 5 encompasses
the result analyses to validate the current research objectives and finally, Sect. 6
concludes this research and decides the future direction.
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2 Background Study

These days, oil and gas industries are facing the biggest challenges such as high
abstraction cost and stormy state of international policies. These issues enhance
the issues in exploration and drilling for new reserves. The collection of data and
extracting valuable information are also quite challenging for managing as well as
storing them. Various business organizations such as oil and gas industries have
completely developed a data controlled approach for overpowering disputes and
disentangling the outstanding trials [9, 10]. Several distinct types of research have
been conducted to address various issues of oil and gas industries. Hence, this section
discusses several important and related researches according to their tenacity as well
as shortcomings for scrutinizing the present gap in these diligences.

Article [11, 12] comprises a technique that integrates cloud computing database
with Internet of- Things (IoT). Management of an increasing amount of data with the
variability of data types and data basics for meeting solicitation-specific presentation
basics is one of the large trials in this research. Hence, in this research, the appro-
priateness of distinct databases for loading and retrieving IoT data in the cloud has
been tested. This work has plentiful confinement; for instance, it wants to increase
the current standards databases with more compound types of IoT. It examines the
performances of such databases periodically. Nevertheless, this investigation needs
further study to examine the strong outfit of the schema-free data example as well as
the notable connection of data through distinct SQL tables.

A secluded cloud data center assistance has been designed in the article [13–15],
where HBase and Cassandra are combined with an adaptable GUI. The proposed
technique has been verified with the graphical image data as input during the experi-
ment. In this work, the binary carriages decorum skill, acquired from Apache Thrift,
is applied to indorse graphical user interface. It uses a command-line interface that
supports to execute cross-platform processes of data comparison, read/write opera-
tions and subordinate indexing. This investigation combines Java with Thrift and it
acquires a reformist skill of using graphical user interface for secondary indexing
withNoSQL database. But, the time competence of the plannedmethodmay obstruct
due to such type of constraint as Java has some its restraint such as Java can process
only 64 MB of data in distinct repetition.

The performances of HBase and MySQL for distinct cases of random read and
write operations have been compared in the article [16–18]. As per the author, HBase
is a vulnerable foundation surrogate for the customary database supervision. It is
extremely mountable, error-lenient, consistent, NoSQL, a dispersed database that
functions over a bunch of vendible computers to manage huge data bulks. Normally,
HBase offers better performance than MySQL for handling the distributed file sys-
tem. However, this system does not offer any indexing system which causes lower
data retrieval throughput. As a consequence, processing of large scale complex seis-
mic data is highly time-consuming and offers comparatively higher latency time than
other databases like Hive.
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Hence, the entire discussion in this section shows that there are still various issues
in large complex data processing. The uses of existing SQL and NoSQL databases
with distinct approaches cannot solve the distinct complexed issues of big compound
data. Hence, the decision making by processing the large complex data with these
existing techniques is quite difficult for various organizations such as oil and gas
industries. Hence, there are furthermore research scopes to resolve these issues in an
integrated way for such industries.

3 Construction of Proposed Integrated Technique

The advanced indexing system of Hive further helps to retrieve the data very effi-
ciently. A clear structure of the proposed integrated has been portrayed in the
following Fig. 1.

Each of the parts is further discussed with more details at the following.

Fig. 1 Integrated technique to process data with predictive analysis and a smart indexing
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3.1 Conversion of Unstructured or Semi-structured
to Structured Data

The exploration of information from the complex large file such as seismic big file can
be possible with the required in the Hadoop platform [1]. The MapReduce program
distributes the resources in various dispersed processing units with the help of a
programming model called the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [6, 13]. The
HiveQL is similar to SQL coverts data into a structured formatwhere the combination
of Hive interprets queries into a sequence ofMapReduce tasks. However, the existing
system cannot convert the data with the use of HiveQL [17].

3.2 Smart Indexing System for Retrieving Data
with Minimum Search

It does not comprise any keys such as the normal relational databases; however, it
can speed up the search operations by forming the indexing data columns [17]. In
this integrated system, this indexing process is further customized with the plug-in
of Java code which helps to boost the distinct feature of it that it can fulfill various
needs of big data processing. However, this indexing system requires additional disk
space to prolong and enhances processing costs to create indexes [19, 20].

3.3 MapReduce Program for Predictive Analysis

Predicting is the process of deciding by analyzing any data set with the help of
machine learning as well as deep learning. This prediction process can be many
types such as failure prediction of the power network, fault detection in card-based
transactionmechanism, decisionmaking about themarket by targeting the customers
and so on. However, this research article does not concern about any kind of predic-
tion; hence, how the proposed integrated technique can be applied in predicting is
the extended part of this research.

3.4 Distribution of Processed Data According to Hive
Meta-Data

In this framework, MapReduce programming is strictly united for processing com-
plex data. Normally, HDFS breaks the complex large data into several blocks and
distributes them in distinct nodes of a particular cluster. Thus, it enhances the parallel
processing speed by the simultaneous allocation of input resources in an efficient way
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[1, 6]. Thus, HDFS helps to enhance its fault-tolerant capacity. As the consequences
of it, if the data node crashes, the replicated data can be found elsewhere in the cluster
and the lost data can be recovered.

4 Experiment Setup and Data Preparation

The attainments in different aspects of the projected integrated technique have been
tested in aLinux environment.Hadoop-2.7.4,Hive-2.1.0 and JDK-8.1 have been used
as software for executing the proposed integrated technique in the Hadoop platform.
The hardware has been configured with an 8-core processor, 32 GB RAM and 2 TB
of the internal hard disk. The downloaded files are preprocessed and concatenated
into big SEG-Y file (Max 1.2 TB) using concatenation operation.

5 Result Analysis

The execution efficiencies of the planned technique are evaluated with the following
parameters.

5.1 Throughput (TP)

It is calculated to measure the competence of time to process a certain amount of
data by any database. Throughput offered by any database can be calculated with the
following Eq. (1) as

TP = Input File size

processing time
(1)

Throughputs produced during the processing of large complexed large files by
our projected technique and few former databases have been plotted in Fig. 2.

From Fig. 2, it can be comprehended that the planned combinatorial technique
offers much higher TP in all cases in read–write. It fulfills our first target of this
study.

5.2 I/O Rate

It calculates the read/write sequence of records from a key space. ‘N’ numbers of
reading/write concomitantly process a sequence of records. It can be calculated with
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Fig. 2 Throughputs, offered by various databases

Fig. 3 I/O rates, offered by various databases

Eq. (2) as follows,

I/O Rate = Records executed per process

Execution time
(2)

The I/O rates offered via our proposed technique and former databases in terms
of reading or writing are plotted in Fig. 3.

The contrast in Fig. 3 shows that our planned technique produces much greater
I/O rates on each occasion. Hence, Figs. 2 and 3 fulfill the second objective.

5.3 Latency

Latency is the delay from input into a process to produce the desired outcome.
Latency can be defined by Eq. (3) as

Latency = Execution time

Records executed per process
(3)
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Fig. 4 Latency times, offered by various databases

The capacity of the proposed technique and other well-known databases to
produce low latency compared in various read/write operations in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 depicts that our planned technique consumes the lowest latency time
than the rest. Thus, our third objective has been fulfilled.

6 Conclusion and Future Direction

The proposed integrated technique combines Hadoop and Hive for processing and
storing seismic big data concurrently along with the high execution speed as well
as low latency time. The result shows that the projected united technique produces
much-improved performances in reading, writing and retrieving data to or from the
databasesmuch faster than the prevailing individual or combinatorial techniqueswith
the help of advanced parallel processing and smart indexing systems. The indexing
system of the proposed integrated technique makes the data retrieval process faster.
However, it can be faster with the further improvement of the proposed integrated
technique shortly. Apart from that, the prediction with the machine learning and
deep learning mechanism to make a different decision can be added to the enhanced
performance of the planned combinatorial technique.
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The Usage of Internet of Things
in Transportation and Logistic Industry

K. Muni Sankar and B. Booba

Abstract Internet of Things (IoT) is quickly escalating technology. IoT is a network
of objects or things surrounded with electronics, software, sensors, and network con-
nectivity, which enables these objects to accumulate and exchange data. To develop
a system which will automatically monitor the transportation and logistics applica-
tions and generate alerts, or take appropriate intelligent decisions using concept of
IoTwith AI. The Internet of Things has numerous opportunities in transportation and
logistics sectors, like IoT vehicles can be monitored with respect to their movement,
location, whether it is running or stopped, or at any risk, etc. All these can be moni-
tored intelligently using the IoT systems. Vehicles are used for logistics purpose for
carrying heavy loads which are packed inside the truck. During such times, it is very
important to measure the indoor conditions of the truck like temperature, humidity,
light conditions, etc. which can be monitored with sensors. Apart from the payment
service near the tolls or any parking places can be automated with the vehicle track-
ing number, the driver id number, etc. IoT also helps in the guidance and navigation
control systems of the vehicles (road transport, air transport, water transport). Trans-
portation authority is highly possible with the use of IoT. Here, various vehicles can
be monitored and controlled by means of a central control hub connected through
the network. It also offers live and integrative services for monitoring the delivery
status indicating the location using GIS mapping. IoT could facilitate in monitoring
the traffic and gives the suggestions to take other lines. IoT has given a hopeful way
to build powerful systems and applications by using wireless devices, e.g., Android,
sensors. By integrating other technologies like big data analytics and artificial intel-
ligence we can have endless applications on intelligence IOT for transportation and
logistics industry. physical objects + sensors and microprocessors = IoT.
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1 Introduction

At present, the most top-priority vision and mission of any logistics companies is to
make sure that the products can be delivered in on time, effective monitoring and
managing of goods and controlling on supply chainmanagement, product lifecycle of
goods and providing quality services. The goal of any logistics company is embedded
with effective tracking of goods, control on inventorymanagement andmonitoring of
warehouses, automation of in house business operations, effective delivery of goods
and take care of securing storage of goods and monitoring condition of goods while
transporting with error-free operations. In the logistic industry, the accomplishment
of Seven R’s principles includes “right products need to move—in right measure—in
right situation—in right time—at the right cost to the right places and to the right
customers.” This job is very difficult; therefore, it is inevitability to make use of
new solutions to reach better goals. By establishing IoT technologies with help of
intelligence connections, data analytics using artificial intelligence, IoT restructuring
the operational process in logistics industry. By providing numerous features and
applications, IoT with big data analytics using artificial intelligence together has
innovative solutions that are broadly introduced in the field of transport and logistics
sector. The applications are supply chainmonitoring andmanagement, transportation
andvehicle tracking system, inventorymanagement system, safeguard of goodswhile
transporting and automation of operations are the major IoT applications of logistic
systems. This paper discusses the IoT and its architecture for transportation and
logistics sectors. It also outlines the various possible opportunities.

2 IoT Architecture for Logistics Industry

An IoT architecture is an integrated system with sensors, protocols, actuators, cloud
servers and communication layers. Based on industry and basic business operations,
the IoT architecture may vary from one industry to another industry. But the basic
IoT architecture three layers are: The client side (IoT devices layer). IoT Gateway
layer (Operations on the Server Side) and IoT Platform Layer (A pathway for
connecting clients and operators). The main stages in the IoT architecture are four.
They are sensors and actuators; Internet gateways and data acquisition systems; edge
IT and data center and cloud storage. Fig. 1 proposed IoT architecture for logistics
industry.

Stage 1: Wireless Sensors and Actuators using Network Things: In this stage,
sensors and actuators are used to college data from the surrounding environment and
having ability to convert into digital data for further analytics.
Stage 2: InternetGateway andDataAcquisition: In this stage, the data captured by
sensors are converted into digital form and store data for further analytics. With help
of internet gateway, data can be collected from different sensors through different
wireless network mechanisms like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, etc.
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Fig. 1 Proposed IoT architecture for logistics industry

Stage 3: Edge IT Systems (for Data Analytics and Pre-processing): In this stage,
the data which are collected from stage 1 and stage 2 are processed in stage 3 using
edge IT environment. Here, the data refined and converted into valuable information
which is used for decision support systems by using machine learning and artificial
intelligence.
Stage 4: Data Centers and Cloud: In this stage, the business processed data means
historic data is stored in data centers for further business analytics and business oper-
ational data means transaction data can be stored separately for business truncations
using cloud-based storage.

Four Stage IOT Architecture Diagram

IoT architecture for logistics system consists of five different layers. These layers
include the infrastructure layer, service layer, communication layer, sensing layer
and application layer. Transportation is mainly used for shifting goods/cargo or
living beings from one place to another place. Transportation system as a study
area involves the study of so many parameters under different circumstances. All
these parameters should be sensed and transfer to service layer through a proper
communication channel. From the service layer, appropriate decisions were taken
for controlling the system as per the requirement by using big data analytics and AI.
The appropriate and sensed data are stored in the infrastructure layer, as shown in
Fig. 2.

1. ApplicationLayer: In this layer, requirements, components, tasks to be executed
are goods, junction, terminals, service areas, people, road and vehicles.

2. Sensing Layer: In this layer, tasks to be executed are parking detection, compass
terminals, camera, fee collection, environment monitoring, vehicle monitoring,
logistics tracking, microwave detection, passenger flow detection.

3. Communication Layer: In this layer, tasks to be executed are 3G/4G/5G
networks,Wi-Fi,WiredNetwork,Optical Fiber, Public andPrivateNetwork.
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Fig. 2 Various layers in IoT architecture for logistics system

4. Service Layer: In this layer, tasks to be executed are logistics service platform,
passenger vehicle platform, fleet vehicle service platform, highway integrated
platform, intelligent traveling service platform.

5. Infrastructure Layer: In this layer, tasks to be executed are geographic
information systems mapping service, cloud computing, cloud storage, big data.

3 IoT Opportunities for Transportation and Logistics

The Internet of Things has numerous opportunities in transportation and logistics
industry. These opportunities include various applications or needs of a transporta-
tion system. Using IoT vehicles can be monitored with respect to their movement,
location, whether it is on running or stopped, or at any repair, etc. All these aspects
can be closely monitored intelligently using the IoT systems. In most of the cases,
vehicles are used for logistics purpose or for carrying any heavy loads which are
packed inside the truck. During such times, it is very important to monitor and con-
trol the indoor conditions of the truck like temperature, humidity, light conditions,
etc. Apart from the payment service near the tolls or at any parking places the vehicle
status can be monitor or tracking can be done automatically with the help of vehicle
id number. IoT also helps in the guidance and navigation control systems of the vehi-
cles (road transport, air transport, water transport). Transportation opeartions can be
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govern as per the need of the organization and it is highly recommened the usage
IoT Technologies. Here, various vehicles can be monitored and controlled by means
of a central intelligence connected through the network. This also helps in managing
the imports and exports of materials and goods. It also offers a live and interactive
service for monitoring the delivery status indicating the location using GIS mapping.
IoT could help in monitoring and suggesting the possibility to avoid traffic and to
take other ways to reach the destination in an optimistic way. IoT applications in
transport and logistics are:

1. Logistics Applications.
2. Control and Guidance Systems.
3. Inventory Solutions.
4. Fleet Telematics and Management Solutions.
5. Security and Surveillance.
6. Commerce Applications.
7. Solutions for Supply Chain Management.
8. Passenger Entertainment.
9. Smart Vehicle Applications.
10. Navigation Tracking and GIS Mapping.
11. Tolls and Reservation Ticketing System, etc.

4 Types of Application Systems in Logistic

1. Location Tracking Management Systems(LTMS):

In transportations and logistic industry, IoT can construct an intelligent smart location
tracking management system which can be avail by companies to easily tracking
drivers time to time activities while they are in driving, vehicle (asset) position and
goods delivery status. If goods are delivered, the concern person is notified by an
alert message. It assists in delivering goods, planning, compilation and screening of
schedules. These activities are monitored dynamically in real time. So, Internet of
Things technology improves location tracking management systems and pipelining
company operations.

2. Inventory Tracking And Warehousing Monitoring:

Inventory tracking management and warehouse monitoring are the most important
parts of the connected transport and logistic environment. The usage of small and
low price sensors will permit industry simply trace inventory items, supervise current
status of items, condition of the items, exact position of the items and build an
intelligent warehouse system. With these technologies, workers can able to track
items easily when items are needed and prevent any losses occur due to accidental
damages and ensure safe storage of goods and minimize human errors in business
operations.
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3. IoT Technology And Predictive Analytics:

A predictive analytics is a center pillar and it acts as central system as backbone
to help logistic industry to build effective business strategies to get better the man-
agerial process, promote smart business insight and managing risks and many more.
IoT enables electronic devices like sensor together huge amount of data and sends
out them to the predictive analytics central systems for further analysis using data
analytics techniques using AI. These systems can be applied for monitoring and
managing business operations and identification of different faults before happing
in the system and incredible leads to erroneous. The outcomes are dynamic in real
time and prevent at the earlier stage of any damage.

4. Internet Of Things And Block Chain In Supply Chain Management:

Here, we have various challenges; for both logistic industries and their customers,
they wish to have facilities to track the product (item) life cycle—from the source
to till reached into the customer’s hands. The RFID tag and some relevant sensors
will monitor product temperature, status with the environmental factors like weather
conditions, moisture, vehicle location and phases of transportation route. Here, data
are captured, stored in the block chain; every item has a digital ID captures not only
data about related product but also with product lifecycle.

5. Autonomous Vehicles Or Self-Driving Vehicles:

At present, we all witnesses the usage and implementation of self-driving vehicles or
autonomous vehicles, which are used in transportation and logistics to take advantage
of these technologies and integrated into business operations. IoT smart devices
are accountable for collecting huge amounts of data, for decision making using
data analytics and then turn them into useful smart intelligence driving routes and
directions to optimize road traffic and minimize the distance to travel to deliver the
goods. Using self-driving mechanism systems can minimize road accidents and cut
down operating costs and optimize business operations for better improvement in
industry.

5 Benefits of Integrating IoT in Transportation

By integrating IoT technology with transportation and logistics systems, many
benefits are possible. These benefits include:

1. Distance can be traveled by the vehicle is optimized giving the benefits by
reducing the fuel consumptions leading to the better profits in day-to-day
activities.

2. Optimizing or redirecting the best possible routes during the deadly and
dangerous conditions.
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3. Through centrally intelligence controlled network, a service can be operated
based on the demand or user request.

4. Public transportation and logistics are centrally connecting networks through a
control of traffic based on the vehicle count.

5. Goods and cargomaterial can export, import, purchase and other shipping details
can be maintained effectively.

6. Transportation and logistics revenue can be improved for the company owners.

6 Usage of Technologies in Logistics and Their Impact

See Table 1.

Table 1 Usage of technologies in logistics and their impact

The technology The impact

Physical Internet (based on the IoT) • Improved supply chain transparency, safety and
efficiency

• Improved environmental sustainability—more
efficient resource planning

Data analytics • Improvements in customer experience and operational
efficiency in operations

• Greater inventory visibility and management
• Improved “predictive maintenance”

Cloud • Enabling new platform-based business models and
increasing efficiency

Block chain • Enhanced supply chain security (reduction of fraud)
• Reduction in bottlenecks (certification by third parties)
• Reduction of errors (no more paper-based
documentation)

• Increased efficiency

Robotics and automation • Reduction in human workforce and increased
efficiency in delivery and warehousing (including
sorting and distribution centers)

• Lower costs

Autonomous vehicles • Reduction in human workforce
• Increased efficiency in delivery processes

UAVs/drones • Increased cost efficiency (use cases: inventory,
surveillance, delivery)

• Workforce reduction
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7 Conclusion

A detailed study is done in this paper about the IoT usage in transportation and logis-
tics industry. IoT usage would help this sector with many opportunities and benefits.
It is highly recommended to adopt the Internet of Things into transportation and
logistics to make it more effective operations and profitable. At present, transporta-
tion and logistics are technologically progress and facing a lot of challenges and
seek a rapid renovation and growth with upcoming inventory tracking and location
management systems. IoT will revolutionize the transportation and logistics domain.
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Evolution of Lung CT Image Dataset
and Detection of Disease

C. S. Shylaja, R. Anandan, and A. Sajeev Ram

Abstract This paper presents CT scan image analysis, creation of database and
evolution of content-based image retrieval technique for distinguishing lung cancer
at early stages. The data are collected from the clinical environment and LIDC
dataset. The features such as correlation, dissimilarity, cluster prominence and cluster
shade are extracted at different orientations using GLCM features in the MATLAB
environment and stored in the database as a trained phase. The testing image features
are extracted and are analogized with the trained dataset and the appropriate out-turn
is obtained. Minimum distance classifier is used to predict the clinical condition of
the lung by matching the testing image and trained image.

Keywords Feature extraction · GLCM · CBIR · LIDC · Minimum distance

1 Introduction

Content-based image retrieval technique examines the content of the image prefer-
ably than the metadata or representations accompanied with the image [1]. In the
medical field, the purpose of content-based image retrieval is to allow the radiologist
to retrieve images of the same features that lead to the same judgment as to the input
image. As reported by the American Cancer Society, approximately 228,150 recent
cases of lung cancer will be identified in the USA in 2019 and approximately 142,670
deaths due to lung cancer will occur in 2019 [2]. This is the reason for the necessity
of a lung nodule exposure system in chest CT images. Computer-aided detection
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system supports the radiologists by doing preprocessing of the images in addition to
symptomatic of the most probable regions for nodules.

Finding lung nodules continues over and donewith process for subduing the back-
ground patterns in the lungs which comprise blood vessels, ribs and the bronchi. The
images gained after preprocessing will give improved chest image which improves
prediction of regions of a nodule and classified liable to characteristics like size, con-
trast and shapes [3]. Computer-aided detection is used for timely identification of
lung cancer. This research represents a CAD system that can significantly distinguish
lung disease with a decrease in false-positive rates [4].

2 Experimental Section

Out of 400 images collected from various clinical centers and online datasets, the
clinical condition of 30 different lung cancer images is collected and stored in the
database. The features extraction is done for all 30 images and stored in the database
and it used to discover the result of the testing image by comparing with the trained
image. Table 1 shows the clinical condition of different images.

3 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is the method of creating attributes that are used in the selection
and classification process. Feature selection lessens the features used for the classifi-
cation. Features are used to support in discernment as well as classification [5]. The
gray-level co-occurrence matrix is a second-order analytical type and can be used
in many utilization. Third, as well as higher-order textures, describes the connection
between the pixels. A GLCM is a matrix where the sum of rows plus columns is
same as the sum of gray levels, present in the image [6].

The GLCM matrix is the relative frequency in which pixel expanse occurs in
a certain neighborhood, with ‘i’ and ‘j’ [7]. The matrix constituent comprises the
second-order analytical possibility values for variations amonggray levels at a precise
displacement distance and at certain angle.

Manipulating an enormous quantity of intensity levels G indicates putting away
a plenty of transitory data. Considering enormous spatial property, the GLCMs are
delicate to the extent of the texture illustrations on which they are assessed [8].
Let a and b are the factors of the co-occurrence matrix, M (a, b) is the part in the
co-occurrence matrix, N is the dimension of the co-occurrence matrix.

• Correlation:

The totaling of the correlation of a pixel and its near pixel over the entire image info
out the linear dependency of gray levels on those of neighboring pixels.
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Table 1 Clinical condition of
lung

Sl. No. Clinical condition

1 Adenocarcinoma

2 Lung carcinoma

3 Cystic fibrosis

4 Benign nodule

5 Malignant nodule

6 Silicosis

7 Cystadenoma of a lung

8 Splenic metastasis

9 von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) disease

10 Cancerless image

11 lymphatic vessel with carcinoma

12 Metastatic carcinoma

13 Lymphoma carcinoma

14 Invasive carcinoma

15 Small cell carcinoma

16 Non-small cell carcinoma

17 Carcinoma lung cancer

18 Mucinous adenocarcinoma lung cancer

19 Lymphoma carcinoma

20 pulmonary pseudocyst

21 Lung carcinoma

22 Cancerless image

23 Pulmonary hamartoma

24 Squamous cell carcinoma

25 Large cell carcinoma

26 Undifferentiated carcinoma

27 Undetermined carcinoma

28 Bronchoalveolar carcinoma

29 Non-cancer image

30 Cancer image

f =
N−1∑

a=0

N−1∑

b=0

Pd,θ (i, j)
(a − μx )(b − μy)

σxσy
(1)

• Dissimilarity:

The dissimilarity permits principled evaluations flanked by segmentations created
by dissimilar algorithms, plus segmentations on dissimilar images. The computation
is asymmetric and does not represent a distance because the triangle inequality is not
satisfied.
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N−1∑

a,b=0

Pi, j |i − j | (2)

• Cluster Prominence:

When cluster prominence is truncated, there is a sail throughout the co-occurrence
matrix nearby the mean value. This means that there is a slight difference in gray
scales.

prom =
G−1∑

a=0

G−1∑

b=o

{i + j − μx − μy}4P(i, j) (3)

• Cluster Shade:

The computation of the skewness (or) deficiency of symmetry is demarcated by the
feature of luster shade. When the cluster shade is in top, the image is not symmetric.

Shade =
2G−2∑

a=0

(i − 2μ)3Hs(a|�x,�y) (4)

• Homogeneity:

A homogeneous image will result in a co-occurrence matrix with a mishmash of high
and low P[a, b]’s.

Ch=
∑

a

∑

b

Pd [a, b]

1 + |a − b| (5)

The GLCM shows how diverse permutations of each element brightness values
happen in an image. The benefit of the co-occurrence matrix computation is the
pair of pixels that are co-occurring can be correlated in many positions concerning
expanse and angular spatial relationships [9]. It is described as 2D histogram of gray
levels for a pair of pixels, which are separated by a static spatial connection. On the
other hand, the matrix is subtle to rotation [10]. The revolution of diverse offsets
describes pixel connections by changing directions, a rotation angle of 0°, 45°, 90°,
135°.

4 Minimum Distance Classification

A minimum distance classification technique is used for classifying the images.
Minimum distance classification is used for classifying the images according to the
closest region of interest. In minimum distance classification, the mean value for
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all classes of images is calculated in each band of data. The minimum distance is
initialized to be the high value [11]. Minimum distance classifier allocates a pixel to
the class of minimum distance. Distance measure utilizes Euclidean distance from
the pixel to cluster mean [12].

Dx,m = √
x2 − m2 (6)

where

x means tested pixel
M means mean value of the cluster.

Experimental Results and Discussions:

A database consisting of 30 lung images was possessed and stored in a database in
the order shown in Table 1. The clinical diagnosis was determined by pathologists.
Feature extraction properties are calculated for 30 images at different angles and
stored in the database as shown in Table 2. The test image features are extracted and
matched with the features of the trained image in the directory. When the features
match with the trained image, the same clinical condition applies for test image.

Algorithm

Step 1: Create a database with images.
Step 2: Start from the first image stored in the database and proceed to Step 3
until the last image in the database.
Step 3: Extract the features of the images in four directions (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°).
If the condition is not satisfied, go to Step 4.
Step 4: Select the testing image and perform Step 2.
Step 5: Terminate the process when the condition is false.
Step 6: If the testing image is matched with a trained image in the database, the
result will be obtained. Otherwise, the testing image will be added in the database
for further analysis.
Step 7: Display a resultant image with the details of the diagnosis.

Table 2 Difference between trained image and testing image

Sl. No Feature extraction 0° 45° 90° 135°

1 Correlation 0.000254 0.000799 0.000056 0.000534

2 Dissimilarity 0.000303 0.000021 0.000807 0.000966

3 Cluster prominence 0.000444 0.000207 0.000557 0.000412

4 Cluster shade 0.000591 0.000241 0.000538 0.000324

5 Homogeneity 0.000508 0.000604 0.000411 0.000409
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Fig. 1 a Shows image at 0°. 1. b Shows image at 45°. 1. c Shows image at 90°. 1. d Shows image
at 135°

The testing image which is used for comparing is shown in Fig. 1. The sample
image rotation at different angles (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°) is shown. The testing image
feature is extracted using GLCM properties.

The extracted features of a sample image at different orientations are stored in a
database as a training phase. The sample difference between trained image and the
testing image is intimated in Table 2 and the graphical representation is shown in
Fig. 2. The test image matches with the trained image benign nodule (Sl. No. 4) and
minimum difference values are calculated.

It was observed that the test image has aminimum difference between correlation,
dissimilarity, cluster prominence, cluster shade, homogeneity at different orienta-
tions. Table 3 shows that after extracting the testing image features, it is compared
with the trained image in the database. The training image matches with the trained
image, benign nodule (clinical condition 4) and the values are as follows.

The result shows that the testing image matches with the trained image benign
nodule at a different orientation. The resulting image appears three times at 0°,
two times at 45°, three times at 90°, three times at 135°. It shows that a minimum
distance approach is best suitable for medical image diagnosis. Various studies have
been conducted inmuch anatomical tissue abnormality by image characteristics [13].

Fig. 2 Graphical
representation of the
difference between trained
image and test image
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Table 3 Results of image retrieval for different orientations

Degree Correlation Dissimilarity Cluster
prominence

Cluster
shade

Homogeneity Number of
occurrences
of image

0° 4 4 10 21 4 3

45° 16 25 4 4 3 2

90° 4 4 4 11 26 3

135° 6 4 9 4 4 3

This CAD system is used to understand image recognition by the feature extraction
process and minimum distance classification technique.

5 Conclusion

A CAD system with a combination of CBIR and minimum distance approach clas-
sification is designed. The database consists of 30 lung CT images and its clinical
condition is collected. The features are extracted for 30 images at different orien-
tations that are extracted and stored in the database. The test image is compared
with the trained image in the dataset and if the image matches, the lung disease is
predicted. Forthcoming research is to design a 3D visual system and increase the
better understanding of each disease visually.
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Equivalent Circuit (EC) Approximation
of Miniaturized Elliptical UWB Antenna
for Imaging of Wood

Tale Saeidi, Sarmad Nozad Mahmood, Shahid M. Ali, Sameer Alani,
Masood Rehman, and Adam R. H. Alhawari

Abstract Antenna can be considered as an essential section of a transceiver system
which acts as a filter. This filter should produce a response from the transmitter
to the receiver. The equivalent circuit (EC) of an elliptical patch UWB antenna is
approximately modelled with an RLC equivalent circuit. The EC analysis helps to
understand how a UWB antenna works, and how stubs (inductors) and notches affect
the reflection coefficient result of a UWB antenna. Besides, a directly optimum of
an antenna based on the EM simulation is very time-consuming, particularly, when
the geometry of the antenna is complex. Hence, the research and analysis of the
antenna’s EC model are imperative. After designing and analysis of the antenna’s
EC, the impedance bandwidth result of both EC and the simulated prototype of
antenna are compared. It depicts an acceptable agreement in terms of the resonances
and the poles in the working BW.
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1 Introduction

In general, antennas are considered as linear and passive elements with input
impedance that can be modelled with a Foster canonical model presented in Fig. 1.
Besides, this model can be degenerated to be applied to model monopole or dipole
antennas [1]. One of the most critical requirements in designing the EC approxi-
mation for UWB antenna is that either the input impedance or the input admittance
of the EC should be matched with the antenna’s impedance or admittance. Further-
more, the antenna BW is presented as a transfer function in frequency domain, and as
received pulses or signals with distortion in the time domain [2]. Many methods are
presented to determine the input impedance or admittance, as shown in [3]. These
broadband models were Hamid & Hamid’s broadband EC (gave poor accuracy, pos-
sible EC, RLC components; no limitation for maximum frequency range existed)
[4], Foster’s canonical form [5], Long and Werner’s broadband EC model [6] and
Streable & Pearson’s broadband EC (it showed excellent precision, achievable EC,
no Darlington form, RLC element;no limitation for maximum frequency range) [7].
Among thesemodels, Pearson’smethod presented the highest accuracy, no limitation
on the frequency range, and the circuit elements were RLC tanks. Hamid’s network
had almost the same characteristics but was less accurate compared to the Pearson
method. In addition to these works, many works were done to design and calculate
an equivalent circuit for the microstrip and planar antennas, and filters [8–18].

After a brief introduction about the equivalent circuits that have been used to
produce the EC of an UWB antenna and the matching RLC circuits, the design steps
are started in Sect. 2. Sect. 3 shows the results and discussion. Afterwards, Sect. 4
presents the conclusion.

Fig. 1 Degenerated Foster canonical (DFC) model and its reflection coefficient result
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2 Antenna and EC Analysis

This section demonstrates how a simple EC for the proposed UWB antenna, which
required a smaller area in comparison with the other abovementioned models, is
designed. According to the impedance BW results of the proposed antenna shown
in Fig. 3 of [19], first, it is required to obtain the wide-band part of the BW like
shown Fig. 1, then the other parts of the working BW and the other resonances are
determined. A narrow-band model of the degenerated Foster canonical (DFC) model
is used to define the wide-band part of the BW. Then, the other two broadband EC,
namely Hamid and Pearson, are chosen and replaced with the degenerated Foster to
get the wide-band part of the BW. Based on the literature, these two broadband EC
showed more promising results with fewer limitations.

Figure 1 shows the degenerated Foster canonical model of UWB antenna along
with its result. This model is in good agreement with the conventional elliptical
patch antenna at the desired frequency. In general, UWB antenna acts as a bandpass
filter (BPF); hence, in Fig. 1, the first LC trunk acts as a high pass filter and the
parallel RLC as a low pass filter [1]. The antenna’s input impedance (Z in) (89.23
+ j32.35 �) is assumed equal to Foster canonical model’s Z in, to get the value of
each RLC components in the degenerated Foster canonical (DFC) model. Then, by
applying a KVL to this matching network, the input impedance would be obtained
from the following equations:

Z in = Z1 + Z2 (1)

where

Z_1 = j Xl2 + 1/j Xc2, 1/Z2 = 1/R + 1/j Xl1 + j Xc1, XL=ωl, Xc = ωc

After substituting them in Z in:

Z in =
(
jω1L1 + 1

)(
R + jω2L2 − ω2

2RC2L2
)

+ ( j Rω2L2)( jω1C1)/( jω1C1)
(
R + jω2L2 − ω2

2RC2L2
)

(2)

where

ω1 = 1/
√
L1C1, ω1 = 2π f1, ω2 = 1/

√
L2C2, ω2 = 2π f2

The next step is to simplify the input impedance in (2) and substitute the following
associate equations in (2) (same method applied in [20]). When C1, C2, L1, and L2

are achieved, R needs to be found. Since the RLC matching network is a parallel one,
R is achieved by using equations in (3).

Q = fr2/BW2, R = Qω2L2 (3)
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Fig. 2 Broadband models’ reflection coefficient a, passband b, stopband c

The same Eqs. (1), (2) and their associates are applied to the Hamid and Pearson
models to get the RLC components and to show the performance of the proposed
UWB EC. Figure 2 shows the reflection coefficient results of Hamid’s and Pearson’s
matching networks, as presented before [20]. As can be seen in Fig. 2, Pearson’s
network can attain a wider BW compared to both the Hamid and DFC matching
networks. The reason is due to the Pearson model’s advantages compared to the
other models, such as having good approximation accuracy, a realizable equivalent
network and having no limitations on the maximum frequency range [7].

Next, the other resonances at 1.3 and 1.8 GHz are needed to be achieved and
included in the ECof the antenna presented in [19]. Therefore, for each resonance, the
LC tank parallel with a resistor is integrated with the wideband to get the resonances
at those frequencies (Fig. 3). Moreover, based on the reflection coefficient result in
Fig. 3 of [19], a stopband requires around 20 GHz. A series combination of L and C
is integrated into the network to achieve this (Fig. 3) [21].

Figure 3 shows how the other parts of the EC are integrated with the DFC broad-
band network. In Fig. 3, the resonance frequencies areω1 = 1.3 GHz,ω2 = 1.8 GHz,
ω3 = 21.5 GHz, ω0 = 12.5 GHz and ω4 = 20 GHz. To apply the other models,
the DFC should be replaced with the Pearson or Hamid model. After the results are
achieved from the DFC matching networks, the DFC is replaced with the Pearson
and Hamid models, and their results are compared. The Pearson wide-band model is
privileged from a wider BW and better matching at resonant frequencies. However,
the complexity of the EC increases when it is integrated with the other parts of the
network (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 EC of the proposed UWB antenna using DFC (right) and Pearson (left)

3 Result and Discussion

The UWBmodels used in this article, such as DFC, Hamid, and Pearson are present-
ing the conventional patch antenna model without any loads (stubs, slots and pins).
After adding the loads on the antenna, more resonances occur inside the ultra-wide
bandwidth along with the first two resonances. Thus, the improved EC shows a better
agreement in reflection coefficient result and the new RLC tanks can represent the
stubs (inductors) and the gaps (capacitor) on the patch. Besides, the printing area is
reduced by optimizing the EC.

To reduce the complexity of the network and circuit footprint, the Pearson broad-
band model, which had the best result in terms of BW, is modified and improved. In
the proposed network (Fig. 4), except keeping the complex model from the Pearson
EC, two coupling capacitors (C2, C4) are integrated with the network between each
part of theRLC tank. These two series capacitors decrease the total capacitance of the
network and increase the total reactance. Besides, these coupling capacitors block
the low-frequency signals and pass the higher frequencies.

In addition to that, the same procedures and equations presented in Sect. 2 are
applied to the EC depicted in Fig. 3 to obtain the absolute values of the elements of
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Fig. 4 Proposed EC of the proposed UWB antenna

the circuit. After attaining these values and drawing the reflection coefficient result,
it is noticed that there are some poles in the wide BW part of the whole BW in the
simulated antenna’s reflection coefficient result that do not exist in the EC reflection
coefficient result. Hence, the circuit should be improved to get those resonances.

This improvement is performed by adding the LC tanks presented in Fig. 2 for
each stopband and passband (sidebands) that exist at the middle of the band. The
following equations are exploited to calculate the RLC network components for the
final proposed equivalent network shown in Fig. 4. Furthermore, each of the seven
dotted areas in Fig. 4 has resonances that should be used in these equations, from Z1

to Z7 (1.3, 1.8, 4.2, 6.4 and 11.2, 16.1, 17.5 and 18.5 and 24 GHz).

Z in = Z1 + Z2 + · · · + Z7 (4)

where

1/Z1 = 1/R1 + (1/(( j Xl1 + 1/j Xc1))),

Z2 = 1/( j Xc2) + (1/R2 + 1/( j Xl2 + 1/( j Xc3))),

Z3 = R3 + 1/( j XC4 + 1/( j Xl3 + 1/( j Xc5))),

Z4 = j Xl4 + R4 + 1/( j Xc6) + j Xl5,

Z5 = 1/( j Xc8) + 1/(1/R5 + 1/( j Xl6 + 1/( j Xc7))),

Z6 = j Xl7 + 1/(1/( j Xl8) + 1/( j Xl9 + 1/( j Xc9))),

1/Z7 = 1/(1/( j XC10) + j Xl10) + 1/( j Xl11 + 1/( j XC11))
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Figure 4 depicts the modified EC presented in Fig. 3. The first three parts, namely
the first two RLC tanks and the coupling C2, remain unchanged. The two lower band
resonances are attainable now. A resistor (R3) between the 2nd and 3rd RLC tanks is
used to get the stopband-like shape (sideband) between 6.4 and 11.2 GHz, along with
improving the reflection coefficient level. Then the 3rd RLC tank is added to resonate
at 4.2 GHz. This capacitor affects the resonances at 4.2 and 11.2 GHz and degrades
them. Furthermore, to acquire the resonance at 16.1 GHz and the stopband between
16.1 and 17.5GHz, one seriesLC tank and one parallelLC tank are used, respectively.
Next, another RLC tank is integrated into the circuit to resonate at 11.2 GHz, and the
next series LC tank is attached to shift the resonance around 4.2 GHz to the desired
resonance. Besides, the following two RLC tanks consist of two parallel LC tanks
to resonate at 24 GHz and another LC tank parallel with an inductor to resonate at
17.5 GHz. The reason that the inductor (L8) is used rather than a resistor is that the
resistor degrades the reflection coefficient level of the last four resonances (16.1,
17.5, 18.5 and 24 GHz). Table 1 illustrates the final optimized values of the RLC
components in Fig. 4.

The antenna reflection coefficient results along with its equivalent circuit (EC)
are presented in Fig. 5. A good agreement between them is observed in Fig. 5 (all the
passbands and stopbands are achieved). The broad BWat themiddle of the frequency
band performed with a slight increase by 10 MHz compared to the simulation result,
both the low resonance frequencies at 1.3 and 1.8 GHz and the lower and higher ends
of the UWB are obtained, as well as the stopband around 20 GHz. Furthermore, the
resonance at high frequency (24 GHz) is also achieved.

Table 1 Values obtained
from the final proposed circuit

Parameters Values Parameters Values

R1 250 C10 0.0038

R2 170 C11 0.0038

R3 190 L1 24

R4 100 L2 88

R5 390 L3 7.6

C1 0.16 L4 3.5

C2 0.9 L5 8

C3 0.1 L6 12

C4 0.08 L7 6.6

C5 0.09 L8 45

C6 0.01 L9 9

C7 0.25 L10 10

C8 0.01 L11 20

C9 0.014
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Fig. 5 Impedance BW results comparison between the proposed antenna and its representative EC

4 Conclusion

An equivalent circuit (EC) for the modified elliptical miniaturized UWB antenna
published before by the author is presented in this paper. The conventional EC of the
conventional UWB is designed and the results extracted from CST. Then, different
models of impedance matching are utilized initially to obtain all the passbands and
stopbands attained in reflection coefficient result of the antenna prototype. Finally,
the simulated and the EC reflection coefficient result are compared to show the
capability of the EC in presenting a model of the proposed UWB antenna.
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Design of Dual-Band Wearable
Crescent-Shaped Button Antenna
for WLAN Applications

Shahid M. Ali, Varun Jeoti, Tale Saeidi, Sarmad Nozad Mahmood,
Zuhairiah Zainal Abidin, and Masood Rehman

Abstract A new type of a circular polarized crescent-shaped button antenna is
proposed for the wireless local area network applications (WLAN). The investigated
design is composed of a crescent-shaped antenna. The button disc is located on the top
side of a textile material. The design shows dual frequency band like a monopole in
2.5185–2.7206 GHz, and a broadside pattern in 4.4475–5.3988 GHz, so that both the
off- and on-body communication can be obtained, simultaneously.Another important
feature of a wearable antenna is a specific absorption rate (SAR), so that SAR is
calculated, which is 0.662W/KG for low band and 0.294 for high band, respectively.
The SAR is under the limits, according to the health and safety regulations. Therefore,
the proposed design is suitable for the body-centric communications.

Keywords Button antenna · WLAN applications · Dual band · On-body ·
Off-body · SAR

1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is an important technology and enabled by the full deploy-
ment of 5G technology, as a result, every thing will be wirelessly interconnected
such as household to the daily basis devices [1]. The wearable devices are predicted
to be an important part of IoT. The wearable devices are basically used to be worn by
humans or animals and provided wireless connectivity to mobile phones. The wear-
able devices in the WBAN systems can be communicated to the central database
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using sensor module, which consists of different components such as battery, micro-
controller, sensor, and RF antenna. Thewireless communication is rapidly increasing
in the WBAN systems such as health-care, military and sports, etc. Moreover, the
wearable devices got high attention from the last decade in the various operating
bands such as UWB, ISM band, and WLAN for the wearable applications [2]. The
antenna is playing significant roles in the circuitry system, as the whole system
performance depends upon the type of transmission and receiving components like
antenna [3]. However, most of the studies focused on the investigation of the design
antenna and realization [4–9], whereas, some of the studies focused on the robust-
ness such as material stability against any bending condition and its impact on the
antenna performance [10–12]. Further studies emphasized the effect of the human
body on wearable antenna’s performance and thermal radiation, called as a specific
absorption rate (SAR) [13–15]. According to these studies, the wearable antennas
were investigated to be low profile, low power, flexible, robust against any bend-
ing conditions, so that textile materials and antenna planar structure were presented.
The button antenna has shown clear advantages due to small patch and provides gap
between the antenna and human body, thus its hard to bend in any condition. The
design shape can be easily mounted on the handcuff button, jeans, shirts, and so on.
Next, the rigidity of the button-shaped antennamaintained the stability of the antenna
performance. Moreover, the textile conducting materials are anisotropic materials,
whereas the copper-based button antenna boosts up the radiation characteristics of the
wearable antennas due to high conductivity. Over the years, many studies have been
published on button antennas [16–18]. In this paper, a compact dual-band wearable
crescent-shaped button antenna is designed for on- and off-body communication.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 1 includes introduction, Sect. 2 presents
the antenna design, results are presented in Sect. 3, and the conclusion in Sect. 4.

2 Antenna Structure

The design is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The radiating patch is designed on a button-type
FR-4 substrate, with thickness of 1.6 mm, dielectric constant and loss tangent of 4.3
and 0.025, respectively. A large, small and hexagon conductive loops are printed on
the disc top side. Besides, on the bottom side, a rectangular conductive strip with a
single arm is printed. Moreover, shorting vias are used on the top side of the gapped
loops to further reduce overall size. The coaxial feeding probe is connected to the
feeding point on the other side. At the downside, a felt substrate material with a 3mm
thickness is used and acts as a supporting substrate. Moreover, a ShieldIt conductive
material, thickness of 0.17 mm, is used as a flexible truncated ground plane at the
downside of the entire design.

Moreover, a Teflon substrate is used as a shield on the bottom side of the ground,
with dielectric constant and loss tangent of 0.5 mm and 0.025, respectively. The size
of the ground plane and substrate are 50 mm × 50 mm2. The air gap between textile
substrate and circular button surface is 3.617 mm. On the top side of the textile
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Fig. 1 Wearable design. a Button front side, b back side, c meandered line, d side view, and
e ground plane

substrate surface, a PCB material is used, with a size of 23 mm × 16 mm2 to design
meander lines on it. Table 1 shows the important parameters of the proposed antenna.

Table 1 Antenna parameters

Parameters Value (mm) Parameters Value (mm)

d_feed 1.0 t_loop2 1.04

d_via 0.25 t_Substrate 3

h 3.617 w_meander line 5.11

l_meander line 13.44 w_strip 1.84

l_stxip 11.47 wl 1.2

r_button 9.77 w2 0.4

r_loop1 5.07 x_feed 3.08

r_roop2 8.43 x_strip 4.44

t_button 1.6 x1 2.73

t_loop1 1.88 hexa_loop 9.77
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2.1 Mathematical Formulas for Design Structure

In the proposed design, the radiating patch is acting as circular loops, and its radius
can be calculated by [19],

a = F√{
1 + 2h

πεra [ln(πa|2h) + 1.7726]
} (1)

ae = a

√{
1 + 2h

πεa
[ln(πa|2h) + 1.7726]

}
(2)

whereas

F = 8.791 ∗ 109

f
√

εr
(3)

fr = 1.841vo
2πae
√

εr
(4)

v0 speed of light (3 × 108 m/s), a = circular radius, ae = effective circular radius, h
= height.

3 Results and Discussion

The proposed antenna is intended for wearable application; the design performance
can be evaluated when operating near the body model. A human model along with
three different layers of size 150 mm × 150 mm × 32 mm is used for simulations.
The proposed design is placed on the body model with a 15-mm gap between them,
so that to mimic the condition whenever cloths or garments are present, as shown
in Fig. 2. The body model is designed using CST MWS, which consists of different
layers and thicknesses in [20]. Moreover, the properties of the tissues are depicted
in Table 2.

Finally, the performance of the dual-band wearable crescent-shaped button
antenna design which was performed using CST Microwave Studio is discussed
thoroughly on the next subtopic, and it characteristic features are illustrated inTable 3.

3.1 Off-Body Communication

Figure 3 shows the reflection coefficient (S11) for off-body communication and
provides an impedance bandwidth of 2.5185–2.7206GHz for the lower bandwhereas
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Fig. 2 Simulation model for
on-body crescent-shaped
button antenna. a On-body
antenna, b side view

Table 2 Properties of human body tissues [20]

Tissues Permittivity (∈r) Conductivity (S/m) Loss tangent Density (kg/m3)

Skin 31.29 5.0138 0.2835 1100

Pat 5.28 0.1 0.19382 1100

Muscle 52.79 1.705 0.24191 1060

Bone 12.661 3.8591 0.25244 1850

Table 3 Summary of the performance of the investigated antenna

WLAN band Low/high (off body) Low/high (on body)

Bandwidth 202.6 MHz/951.3 MHz 126.5 MHz/

Directivity 2.19/1.57 8.98/5.55

Frequency points 2.5185 GHz–2.7206
4.4475–5.3988 GHz

2.4921–2.55 GHz
4.48867–5.601 GHz

Gain l.11 dB/0.812 dB 5.76/2.86

Efficiency 77.97/83.93% 47.57/53.75

VSWR 1.120/1.183 1.26/1.034

HPBW l02.7(3 dB) 58.8/56.3 (3 dB)

for the higher band, the impedance bandwidth is 4.4475–5.3988 GHz, respectively. It
is clearly shown that the performance of the off body communication doesn’t affected
due to large ground and shield, which provides isolation between antenna and body.
However, the small shift in frequency occurred due to high dialectic constant of
the human body. In the open literature review, the proposed design has achieved
dual band with a wide impedance bandwidth. Table 3 shows characteristics of the
proposed antenna for off-body communication.
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Fig. 3 Reflection of coefficient (S11) for off-body communications

3.2 On-Body Communication

The proposed design is tested on the bodymodel with a size of 150 × 150mm. It was
positioned on various parts of the body model such as arm, chest, and leg (only flat
condition presented here). Figure 4 shows the simulated reflection coefficients. The
bandwidth is larger through the wearable button-shaped antennas such as 2.4921–
2.55 GHz for lower band, respectively, whereas 4.48867–5.601 GHz for higher band,
respectively. However, the −10dB impedance bandwidth is effected during on and
off body communication. Therefore, the proposed investigated design is a suitable
choice for WLAN applications.

Fig. 4 Reflection of coefficient (S11) for on-body communication
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Fig. 5 Simulated SAR value of the proposed wearable crescent-shaped button antenna

3.3 Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)

The SAR is a significant feature for health and safety regulation during on-body com-
munication. The SAR analysis can be assessed with the IEEE C95.1 standard. The
investigated design was placed 15 mm away to mimic the antenna to skin distances
due to garments or cloths. The design used 0.1W(power). The simulated SAR values
on 1 and 10 g of body tissues were 0.662 at 2.4921–2.55 GHz, respectively, whereas
0.294 W/kg was simulated at 4.4867–5.601, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. Thus,
the design showed the limited SAR value for on body communication.

4 Conclusion

A novel dual-band crescent-shaped button antenna is simulated for the application of
the WLAN band. The design shows a compact small size as well as robust dual band
during operation. The impedance bandwidth of 2.5185–2.7206 GHz and 4.4475–
5.3988 GHz are obtained for off-body communication at lower and higher bands,
respectively, whereas the impedance bandwidth of 2.4921–2.55 GHz and 4.48867–
5.601 GHz are obtained for on-body communication at lower and higher bands,
respectively, which are enough for small size button antenna. The overall radia-
tion characteristics have shown stability during on- and off-body communication.
Therefore, the proposed design has shown dual band during on- and off-body com-
munication in lower and higher bands, respectively. Thus, the proposed design is
suitable for the application of WBAN.
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VEDZA: Kinect Based Virtual Shopping
Assistant

Mashal Valliani, Agha Saba Asghar, and Rabeea Jaffari

Abstract Shopping trial room experiences can be time-consuming, tiring, and inse-
cure for customers. To address these problems, this work proposes VEDZA: Kinect-
based virtual shopping assistant which allows both online and traditional shopping
customers to try on clothes and accessories virtually while providing realistic expe-
riences. The aim of the system is to eliminate the hectic process of using physical
trial rooms for traditional shoppers which can be insecure due to the hidden cameras
installed as well as to provide real-time trial options to the online shoppers. The
system framework has garnered an overall positive feedback on tests with a wide
range of customers.

Keywords Virtual shopping assistant · Virtual try-on · Augmented reality ·
Kinect · Human–computer interaction

1 Introduction

The way toward browsing and buying things in return for cash is called shopping.
There are two types of shopping: traditional and online shopping. The statistics
of market line, a business organization, reveal that the apparel industry has been
developed at 4.78% yearly since 2011 with an expected growth to further reach
approximately US$1.65 trillion globally by 2020 [1].

With the ratio of buyers increasing, the ratio of problems while shopping has also
increased. In traditional shopping, customers select the likeable products and proceed
to the fitting rooms to try them out which is quite a hectic and time-consuming
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process. Moreover, the physical trial rooms are not safe as the stores might have
hidden cameras installed in them.Awoman fromSouthChina found a hidden camera
inH&Mstorewhile trying out clothes [2]. In addition to this, as per NBCWashington
news, it was suspected by the police that four stores Gap, Old Navy, Forever 21, or
H&M in Northern Virginia had hidden cameras installed in their fitting rooms [3].

On the other hand, the Web-based business platform is one of the principle deter-
minants in which the individuals spend their cash and the organizations direct their
businesses. As per an e-marketer research report, the Internet business industry will
appreciate development from 18 to 25% consistently with the overall exchange to
arrive at approximately 4 trillion USD by the year 2020 [4]. The quick develop-
ment of this industry will profit businesses and online clients, and however, there are
disadvantages associated with it. Researchers have recognized that the Web-based
apparel retailers need to deal with 30–40% returns because of clients buying wrong-
sized products [5, 6] which in turn incurs huge losses to the business. According to
a similar study, at least once in a lifetime, 69% percent of Internet apparel clients
encounter size issues and the probability of the reports, with the cost for the returned
merchandise being taken by the clients, is overwhelmingly 60% [7]. This finding
demonstrates that getting an incorrect size is an extreme issue in the Web-based
trade. Moreover, a business owner’s benefit is greatly affected as removing the arti-
cle of clothing from the business cycle for more than seven days can cause the seller
to lose up to 20% of the value on the piece of clothing, especially in the seasonal and
sales time [8]. Considering these issues a few virtual fitting room frameworks are
on the rise nowadays. As per reports, Markets and Markets expects the worldwide
virtual dressing room market to increase by 2024 up to USD 7.6 billion from USD
2.9 billion in 2019, at a CAGR of 20.9% [9].

According to the survey conducted for VEDZA, 79.5% of the users said that they
need virtual fitting rooms. By looking at the demand of the user and to overcome the
issues faced during shopping, we propose VEDZA, a system which implements the
concept of virtual shopping assistant using augmented reality. The system is feasible
to be used both in physical stores as well as the online ones. The aim of the system is
to eliminate the insecure and frustrating process of physical fitting rooms and provide
the best shopping experiences to the users.

2 Related Work

Numerous amounts of efforts have been done to develop virtual fitting rooms
and there are many related platforms available. These are anyway constrained in
extension, usefulness, and functionality and are discussed below.
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2.1 Zugara: Virtual Dressing Room Product

It has three (3) products: WSS for Web, Kiosks, and instore retail. The product oper-
ates with customary webcams as well as Kinect. WSS for Kiosks tablet integration
is also available. Zugara limits in utilizing pieces of clothing with long sleeves or if
it goes over the elbow and knees. Trial on the body in motion is not possible [10].

2.2 triMirror

A virtual fitting room that allows real clothes to be tried before purchasing on the
real-dimensioned avatar body only and not on real-time users [11].

2.3 Awaseba: The Virtual Fitting Room

An e-commerce platform where first-time clients just transfer their photograph onto
the Awaseba server, and that photograph works as their virtual self-inside the system
after which user can virtually try on clothes and accessories [12].

2.4 Virtual Mirror Technology

The Virtual Mirror Technology is implemented using augmented reality and RFID
technology. In the system, the user brings the piece of garment in front of a mirror
which scans and embeds it with the image of the person. The output can be seen as
a reflected image in the mirror [13].

2.5 SenseMi: Virtual Dressing Room Mirror, Retail Mirror,
Smart Mirror

It uses augmented reality in which a 3d model of a cloth or accessory is embedded in
the live video of the customer and tracks the movement of the user providing realistic
appearance. It uses mirror technology which is quite expensive to implement [14].
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2.6 The Virtual Dressing Room Trend

It uses WSS which stands for Webcam Social Shopper software. It is developed for
online customers. In this system, a woman holds a garment in front of webcam and
can experience on the screen [15].

2.7 Amazon: Virtual Dressing Room

This application helps to make a better idea about what looks good on you. It has
several products customized only for online stores [16].

2.8 Fits.me

The system is based on data bank consisting of metrics of human body which is
obtained from a person through an Internet framework. Robotic mannequin of an
individual physical form is created and used. The user sees its mannequin on the
screen which resembles their own body [17].

2.9 Virtual Fitting Room

It is an android application which detects human face only and is just designed for
jewelry try on [18].

2.10 Virtual Dressing Room

It is a framework that uses Kinect to track and display the movement of the customer
in real time. Users’ facial details as well as body size details are captured to develop
a realistic mannequin upon which a 3d model is embedded [19].

Figure 1 illustrates the comparison of various features between these platforms.
The proposed framework VEDZA’s performance is far better as compared to the rest
of the frameworks as it operates using depth sense camera using augmented reality
technology and is developed for both online and traditional shopping customers.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of features of similar platform with proposed system

3 Proposed System

VEDZA is based on augmented reality which lets customers try on clothes and
accessories virtually in the real-world environment. The framework is developed
using Unity3d and uses a depth sense Kinect camera for body detection, body local-
ization, and relevant motion detection. 3d models of clothes and accessories are used
to view the product in different orientations providing realistic experiences. Later,
object transformation takes place to superimpose 3d model of the product on the
detected user body using Kinect which can be experienced on the screen by the user.
Various categories of clothing and accessories such as shirts, pants, shorts, complete
suits, wrist watches, bags, and hats are available for selection and try out for both
men and women.

3.1 Workflow

Figure 2 highlights the workflow of user interaction with VEDZA. The first activity
is the selection of product category followed by the finalization of the desired product
for virtual trial. If the product is from the clothing category, user can select the size
and orientation (front or back) after which Kinect detects the human body and in last
the product is displayed superimposed on the user.
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Fig. 2 System’s conditional workflow

4 Implementation

The proposed system VEDZA is implemented as follows:

4.1 Autodesk 3d Studio Max

3d models of clothes and accessories are created using 3d studio max by applying
the process of meshing, rigging, and texturing.

4.2 Unity3d

In the development of the system, Unity3d is used. The framework is programmed
using C#. Unity is used for real-time creations providing built-in system for cre-
ating the user interface and custom tools. To reach maximum possible target unity
offers “build once and situate anywhere” which is a multiplatform support. The sys-
tem is universally compatible for different platforms as it has been developed using
Unity3d [20].

4.3 Kinect

Microsoft Kinect is being used in the system as the input device to detect live human
body joints and movement. As the user selects the product for trial, Kinect device is
triggered to be turned on. The user stands in front of the device for the body detection.
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In a single skeleton, Kinect can track up to twenty body joints. It can also track at a
time six skeletons, and out of six tracks, two human skeletons are fully tracked [21].

5 Results and Evaluations

This section depicts the output result of the proposed system in Fig. 3 and the usability
characteristics in Fig. 4. A user survey conducted to check the system feasibility
depicts that around 42.2% of the users usually use fitting rooms before buying while
50.6% of the end users find it tiring to such rooms and an overall 79.5% of the users
find the need for virtual fitting rooms important.

The user’s ratings from a survey conducted for various characteristics regarding
the application are depicted in Fig. 4. In the bar chart, y-axis represents linear scale
consisting of 1–5 points where 1 is the minimum and 5 is the maximum scale, while
the x-axis indicates the percent of user’s response with different colors showing
various parameters that are rated by the users.

Fig. 3 Final view of the proposed system showing the 3d models embedded on the users in real
time
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Fig. 4 End user’s ratings for various characteristics regarding the application

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this research, VEDZA was proposed as a virtual fitting room addressing and
overcoming the problems of online and traditional shoppers and allowing them to try
on clothes and accessories in real time virtually using augmented reality. The research
also gave an understanding of the market technologies available in comparison to
VEDZA and described in what different ways VEDZA has outperformed each one
of them. The research also includes the results of a survey highlighting the need for
virtual shopping assistant and experience of the users for the proposed system. The
findings depict a positive user support for VEDZA in particular and physical and
Web-based virtual fitting rooms in general.

In future, VEDZA can be extended to operate using gestures and voice. Another
feature that can be included is a full 3d rotation of the product model with the user
body movement to provide a high-class real-time experience and guarantee user
satisfaction. Lastly, if user wants to buy any product, they can add it to the cart using
the application during the virtual trial and all the shopping details will be transferred
to the counter automatically saving users time while billing.
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The Impact of Organizational Innovation
on Financial Performance: A Perspective
of Employees Within Dubai Ports World
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Midhunchakkravarthy, and Divya Midhunchakkravarthy

Abstract Firms’ performance in terms of financial performance can be considered
as an organizational innovation issue. For the reason being firms’ performance is
considered as a result of product innovation, process innovation and administra-
tive innovation in developing and implementing effective ideas, the performance is
crucially depending on effective organizational innovation. This research aims to
examine the impact of organizational innovation (product, process and administra-
tive) on the financial performance of organizations within DP World in the UAE.
A personally administered questionnaire being distributed by the researcher will
be used to collect data from respondents within DP World in the UAE. Random
sampling method was adopted to select the employees who use smart government
services, and only 403 out of 700 respondents were achieved a response rate of 58%,
which is considered as a healthier survey response rate, while 372were analysed after
removing missing data, outliers and suspicious responses. Partial least squares (PLS)
structural equation modelling-variance based (SEM-VB) method was employed to
assess the research model by utilizing the software SmartPLS 3.0. The proposed
research model explained 58% of the organizational innovation (OI). Organizational
innovation had a positive direct effect on the OI within DP world in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE). The results of the current research have the potential to give further
insights into the innovation of organizations strategies.

Keywords Organizational innovation · Financial performance · Dubai ports
world · UAE

1 Introduction

Firms’ performance in terms of financial performance can be considered as an orga-
nizational innovation issue [1]. For the reason being firms’ performance is considered
as a result of the process, product and administrative innovation in developing and
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implementing effective ideas, the performance is crucially depending on effective
organizational innovation.

There are many expanding and successful business organizations in the United
Arab Emirates nowadays. A business success does not only depend on the intelli-
gence and hard work of the founder alone but the whole workforce, starting from the
lowest to the highest position in an organization. Interest and research on organiza-
tional innovation and organizational performance have notably increased among the
managements and academics.

The UAE performance overview shows that it is doing well among the world’s
countries as it ranks 27th overall performance, comparing to the USA as the world’s
No. 1. However, in the innovation ecosystem, it shows that the UAE ranks 35th in the
world in terms of innovation capability. It is clear that the UAE is trying to become a
leading technology centre based on the innovation strategy of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution [2, 3]. This means that there is a space for innovation improvement which
will be reflected on the overall performance of the organization and thus the country.
Various global indicators have created a clear image that helps in understanding
the position of country level according to a set of measures that are recognized
internationally [4–7].

2 Literature Review

2.1 Organizational Innovation (OI)

As suggested by Amabile [8], innovation is not the same as creativity. Innovation is
the only thing that defines the generation of new ideas. Innovation leads to the creation
and implementation of new processes, products and ideas [9]. Hence, creativity can
be regarded as a component of innovation [10].

The work environment for most organizations is turbulent with fast transforma-
tions inmarket conditions and increasingmarket uncertainties, advancement in infor-
mation technology, shortened product life cycles and growing competition [11, 12].
Therefore, innovation is an essential aspect for the sustenance and growth of organi-
zations under such adverse environments [13]. Organizations regard innovation to be
a crucial variable for their survival [14]. Besides, according to the views of [15], the
ambitious goals of organizations can be achieved only by the means of innovation.
This is one of the key resources for achieving economic growth and sustainability in
the twenty-first century [16, 17].

Even though innovation has played an important role in sustaining the growth
of the services sector as well as the manufacturing sector, the focus of innovation
studies has primarily been on manufacturing, while only a few studies have explored
the role of innovation in the services sector, specifically in the banking sector [18, 19].
The financial services have undergone substantial innovation. On the contrary, the
services sector has several distinguishing features that are unlike the characteristics
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of the products (goods) manufacturing sector. Most of the researches analyse four
distinct characteristics: heterogeneity, inseparability, intangibility and perishability.
In most contemporary organizations, adopting technology not only uses ICT to fill
up some forms and records but rather it is also a tool that performs the process of
identification, accumulation, analysis, measurement, preparation, interpretation and
communication of the information used by management to plan [2, 20–22]. It is used
in evaluating and controlling within an organization and to assure appropriate use
and accountability for their resources [20–22].

Numerous studies have investigated the relationship between innovation and per-
formance. Some evidence was found that showed that there is a positive influence
of innovation on business performance. In Brazil, the results indicated that efforts
put in innovation will likely lead to impacts, and these impacts could possibly imply
improved organizational learning performance. A hypothesis is therefore suggested:

H1: Organizational innovation has a positive effect on financial performance.

2.2 Financial Performance (FP)

Financial performance identifies the way in which we hold our shareholders [23]. As
per [24], the financial perspective is generally used as a measurement tool in admin-
istrative accounting. There is an absence of a typical set of these measurements that
can be applied to different firms and environments. Previous investigations measure
this standpoint using various metrics, for instance, profit for every employee, return
on equity (ROE), earnings per share (EPS), net operational income, profit margin,
revenue growth, economic value added (EVA), return on investment (ROI), revenue
for every employee and growth in common equity [25].

Financial terms such as value at risk, profitability and market value can define
performance. However, performance is frequently used in other environments, such
as marketing (that includes number of customers retained over a certain period,
customer satisfaction, etc.), operations (that includes throughput time, product or
service quality, efficiency, number of outputs, effectiveness, etc.) and others [26].

3 Research Method

3.1 Overview of the Proposed Conceptual Framework

This research proposes a research model based on balance scorecard which include
aspect finance [27] and organizational innovation postulated in the literature which
examined the relationship between organizational innovation (product, process and
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Fig. 1 Conceptual framework

administrative) and financial performance. Based on the above, the research model
for this research is depicted in Fig. 1.

3.2 Instrument Development and Collecting Data

The respondents are employees from DP World in the UAE. A personally adminis-
tered questionnaire being distributed by the researcher will be used to collect data
from respondents within the sample populations in the current research. Random
sampling method was adopted to select the employees who uses smart government
services, and only 403 out of 700 respondents were achieved a response rate of
57.57%, which is considered as a healthier survey response rate, while 372 were
analysed after removing missing data, outliers and suspicious responses. Partial least
squares (PLS) structural equation modelling-variance based (SEM-VB )method was
employed to assess the research model by utilizing the software SmartPLS 3.0.

4 Analysing Data and Findings

Partial least squares (PLS) structural equation modelling-variance based (SEM-VB)
method was employed to assess the research model by utilizing the software Smart-
PLS 3.0 [28]. Analysing data through the second-generation multivariate data anal-
ysis technique which is SEM offers a simultaneous analysis which leads to more
accurate estimates [29, 30].
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4.1 Measurement Model Assessment

The individual Cronbach’s alpha, the composite reliability (CR), the average variance
extracted (AVE) and the factor loadings exceeded the suggested value [31, 32] as
illustrated in Table 1.

The degree to which the articles distinguish among concepts or measure different
constructs is demonstrated by discriminant validity. Fornell–Larcker was employed
to analyse the measurement model’s discriminant validity. Table 2 shows the out-
comes for discriminant validity by employing the Fornell–Larcker condition. It was
discovered that the AVEs’ square root on the diagonals (displayed in bold) is big-
ger than the correlations among constructs (corresponding row as well as column
values), suggesting a strong association between the concepts and their respective
markers in comparison to the other concepts in themodel [33, 34]. According to [36],
this indicates good discriminant validity. Furthermore, exogenous constructs have a
correlation of less than 0.85 [35]. Therefore, all constructs had their discriminant
validity fulfilled satisfactorily.

Table 1 Measurement model assessment

Constructs Item Loading
(>0.7)

M SD α (>0.7) CR
(>0.7)

AVE
(>0.5)

Product
innovation
(PTI)

PTI1 0.950 3.99 1.01 0.939 0.961 0.891

PTI2 0.946

PTI3 0.935

Process
innovation
(PSI)

PSI1 0.942 3.78 1.02 0.940 0.962 0.893

PSI2 0.940

PSI3 0.952

Administrative
innovation
(AI)

AI1 0.853 3.73 1.05 0.847 0.896 0.683

AI2 Deleted

AI3 0.837

AI4 0.785

AI5 0.831

Financial
performance
(FP)

FP1 0.896 3.68 1.11 0.911 0.937 0.789

FP2 0.910

FP3 0.859

FP4 0.888

FP5 Deleted
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Table 2 Fornell–Larcker criterion

AI FP PSI PTI

AI 0.827

FP 0.680 0.888

PSI 0.680 0.674 0.945

PTI 0.613 0.660 0.691 0.944

Note Diagonals represent the square root of the average variance extracted while the other entries
represent the correlations

4.2 Structural Model Assessment

The structural model can be tested by computing beta (β), R2 and the corresponding
t-values via a bootstrapping procedure with a resample of 5000 [36].

Figure 2 and Table 3 depict the structuralmodel assessment, showing the results of
the hypothesis tests. Organizational innovation positively influences financial perfor-
mance.Hence,H1 is acceptedwith (β = 0.764, t= 29.217, p<0.001).Organizational
innovation explains fifty-eight per cent of the variance in financial performance. The

“Key: OI: Organizational Innovation; PTI: Product Innovation; PSI: Process Innovation; AI: 
Administrative Innovation; FP: Financial Performance

Fig. 2 PLS algorithm results

Table 3 Result of direct effect hypotheses

Hypothesis Relationship Std Beta Std Error t-value p-value Decision R2

H1 OI → FP 0.764 0.026 29.217 0.000 Supported 0.58

Key: OI Organizational innovation; FP Financial performance
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values of R2 have an acceptable level of explanatory power, indicating a substantial
model [37, 38].

5 Discussion and Implications

The main objective of this research is to investigate the impact of organizational
innovation in term of (process, product and administrative) on the financial perfor-
mancewithinDPworld in theUAE.This objective has one hypothesis that needs to be
tested which is: organizational innovation has a positive impact on the organizational
performance.

This hypothesis was supported with (β = 0.764, t = 29.217, p < 0.001) which
indicates significant effect of product innovation on organizational performance. The
findings imply that the more DP world develop new product and services, introduce
and diversify product to suit customer needs and try applying a new idea/technology
at DP world organization. There will be no problem in financing the work of the
Organization and various programs, and to assess the financial side of our programs
have a role in future funding and reflected on the performance of the Organization.

This suggests that DP world may want to pay attention to their organizational
innovation in term of product, process and administrative to improve their financial
performance of the organization. The more innovative the organization is the better
and higher financial performance of organization will be. Thus, the objective of this
research is achieved. The research contributes critical theoretical value by highlight-
ing those components of organizational innovation that contribute significantly to
organizational performances.

6 Conclusion

This research aims to increase knowledge in the field of organizational innovation
and organizational performance regarding the UAE. Through examinations of the
effects of product innovation, process innovation and administrative innovations on
the performances of public-sector organizations, the research adds valuable knowl-
edge to the field of public sector as well as academic studies regarding the UAE. This
article has shed some light on the organization performance in the public sector in
the UAE and the importance of organizational innovation in that regard and proved
that organizational innovation plays a role helping the organizations to improve their
financial performance and compete to stay alive.
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Document Content Analysis Based
on Random Forest Algorithm

Wan M. U. Noormanshah, Puteri N. E. Nohuddin, and Zuraini Zainol

Abstract The aim of this study is to develop a classification model with capabilities
of performing text analysis, ID labeling, or tagging to an unstructured and uncatego-
rized dataset, and perform supervised classification with trained datasets as input to
predict the output of classification. The proposed technique classifies the dataset into
four categories (i.e., crime, education, marriage, and sports) fittingly using random
forest technique. The framework of text analysis document classification consists
of five stages which are (i) collecting news dataset, (ii) data pre-processing (iii)
document term matrix and weighting term, (iv) classification using random forest
technique, and (v) text analytics and visualization results. This study presents a classi-
fication model which is able to perform text analysis during search for terms variable
that appears frequently across the dataset.

Keywords Classification · Random forest · Document term matrix · Term
frequency-inversed document frequency

1 Introduction

Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) is an analytic process of extracting inter-
esting patterns and knowledge in a huge amount dataset [1] by applying a specific
algorithm or technique. In general, there are seven stages in KDD process: data
cleaning, data integration, data selection, data conversion, data mining, pattern inter-
pretation, and knowledge representation [2]. Data mining (DM) comprises many
different techniques and algorithms that are attempted to fit a model to the data [3].
Some common examples of DM techniques can be found in [4]. One of the most
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popular techniques applied in DM is classification. Classification is an unsupervised
learning that is used for predicting group membership for data instance. Classifica-
tion technique is used in many domains such as predicting customer behavior [5],
medical diagnosis [6], education data [7], and transportation [8].

According to [9], it is forecasted approximately 90% the growing data is going to
be in the usage of unstructured text databases. These unstructured texts theoretically
encompass useful knowledge and information. As such, Google handled almost 20
petabytes of data per day and yet it still increases proportionally year by year and
until 2018, it has increased until 2.5 quintillion bytes of data [10]. Data can be
found in diverse forms such as structured (e.g., databases), semi-structured (e.g.,
open standard JSON, NoSQL, etc.), and unstructured (e.g., text files, email, social
media data, websites, etc.). This paper describes and categorizes set of documents
into group using random forest classification technique.

This paper continues with the next four sections as follows: Sect. 2 discusses on
some relevant sub topics of document classification, document term matrix, TF-IDF
and random forest technique. Section 3 portrays the framework of the Text Analysis
Document Classification. Section 4 discussed the results of the experiment. Finally,
we conclude this paper with a conclusion and future direction in Sect. 5.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Document Classification

The rapid growth of unstructured documents in digital world has attracted many
researchers to explore on document classification. One of a major issue that needs to
be looked at in many domains is an automated method of classifying documents. As
an example, it is needed by an information retrieval system and Web search engine
to sort text bases into sets of semantic categories. Document classification is one of
techniques in machine learning (ML) and also in natural language processing (NLP)
[5]. This method is beneficial for editors, news, websites, blogs, and also individuals
who work with bunch of documents. The aim of performing document classification
is to manage and sort the documents in order. Good document classification is sig-
nificance for an organization from small to large entities that deals with mountains of
data as it may involve various processes such as organized, classify, analyses, knowl-
edge sharing, and process storing [6]. Respectively, maintaining and classifying a
large amount of information manually from variety types of paper-based document
or electronic document will be time—consuming and cost matter in term of labor. In
this study, we will focus on the supervised classification technique, which is capable
of: (i) labeling and training dataset, (ii) find terms variable of a trained dataset, and
(iii) perform document analysis and visualize it.
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2.2 Document Term Matrix (DTM)

DTM is a two-dimensional matrix table, where every row in the matrix represents
a document vector with one column for an entire term of a corpus. The purpose of
DTM is, to represent the existence of terms in a corpus, where the presence of term
will be recorded as “1” while absence term will be represented as “0” in the DTM
table [11].

Consider a corpus of documents and a dictionary of terms containing a bag of
words that appear inside the document. The rows of the matrix i represent the term
to be analyzed, while the columns j represent the document used in the analysis.
Each entry of (i, j) represents either the term i, appears 1 or not 0 in document j.
Let say if the term appears double in the document, in the matrix table the term will
be recorded as 2. By performing DTM, terms similarities between one document
to another document in the same corpus can be count. Also, a significant term of
a document can be recognized by analyzed sparse matrix or also called as sparsity.
Sparse matrix is an efficient way of representation of the information contained in
DTM, and it is necessary to be used when encountering many words or cases [12].
DTM is most likely tends to be recorded as 0’s. For this case, the sparsity result will
show the absence of terms.

2.3 Term Frequency-Inversed Document Frequency
(TF-IDF)

One of the methods to compute a term weight across corpus is TF-IDF. The term
weight is calculated based on a formula that produced statistical value to estimate the
importance of a term in corpus [13]. TF is a frequency of word count for numbers of
words appear in a document, while IDF is to measure how significant of a term for
the whole documents or corpus. Most search engines apply the TF-IDF for ranking
words. Each word/term is assigned, respectively, with its TF and IDF scores. The
score is defined as TF*IDF weight for each term. The algorithm of TF-IDF working
with a formula of term t, document d and weightWt, d of term t and document d in
a corpus is given by with equation [14] where:

Wt, d = TFt, d log (N/DFt).

• TFt, d is total of incidences for t in a document d.
• DFt is the quantity of documents has the term t.
• N represents the total amount of documents in a corpus.

For example, 1000words document contains around 140 times term “cut” and cal-
culation forTFof “cut” isTFcut=140/1000=0.14while IDFcalculation throughout
the corpus that have 1000 documents for term “cut” is IDFcut = log(1000/x), x is
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a number of terms “cut” appears over all documents. Let us assume x = 140, the
IDFcut will be 0.85. The TF-IDFcut will be the results of TFcut*IDFcut and it will
be 0.119. The calculated value of the selected term is increasing consistently to the
number showed up in the documents. It is used to check how relevant the term is
throughout documents contained in a corpus [15]. Based on the above review, in
this study, we incorporated TF-IDF as an attribute pruning technique as a prominent
technique to measure the significance of terms.

2.4 Random Forest Algorithm for Classifying Document
Subject Domain

Random forest (RF) is a subclass of decision tree classification procedure. It works
like a big set of a decorrelated decision tree. The more the number of trees, the
robust it can be. The rationale of selecting RF classification is for building trees,
and the input variables (i.e., text) are chosen randomly. These algorithm properties
allow RF to generate an accuracy evaluation called an “out of bag” error by using
the withheld training data [16]. The measurement of variable significance is based
on mean reduction calculation whether a variable is significant or not to generate the
decision tree. Bagging is used to generalize unbiased and noisy model to produce
another model with small classification variance. RF corrects for DT technique habit
of overfitting to their training sample. The RF algorithm’s primary concept is to
get a forecast of each tree and select the best alternative by means of vote [17].
Class prediction using the RF is done by executing the new element that needs to
be classified into each tree in the RF. Each tree will give a result on which class the
new element belongs to. If the new element mostly labeled as class number 2, then
it will fall into group class number 2. The decision tree made up in RF based on the
randomness of two possibilities: (i) start with each tree consisting of a random sample
from the initial data set, and (ii) randomly select a subset of features to produce the
next split.

3 Framework of Text Analysis Document Classification

Figure 1 presents the framework for Text Analysis Document Classification (TADC).
It comprises of four modules which are (i) collecting news dataset, (ii) data pre-
processing, (ii) DTM and weighting terms, (iii) RF classification, and (iv) visualiza-
tion. After a set of documents are converted into a corpus, the dataset goes through a
data pre-processing segment. Data pre-processing embraces activities of collecting
sets of online new pages, reformatting, and cleaning the raw data. The next stage in
the second module is terms extraction. The process of ranking and extracting these
keywords is based on the TF-IDF method. The keywords are trained and classified
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Fig. 1 Framework of TADC

using the RF method and classified according to their group. Finally, the results of
the classification are visualized.

3.1 The Dataset

Dataset used in this experiment consists of a selected document from BBC online
news. The selected online news pages contain a mixture of four different categories
of topics that we aim to classify them into four categories of documents: education,
sport, crime, andmarriage. In this experiment, 801 pages of news dataset are collected
and will be treated as 801 distinct documents. The dataset collection is manually
downloaded from Kaggle Web portal [18].

3.2 Data Pre-processing

Data pre-processing removes meaningless data such as stop words, numbers, and
symbols. At this stage, all documents will be converted into a corpus. After that,
standardization of text is done by transforming all term into lowercase format, remove
symbols, and numbers. Next, all stop words and white space are stripped from the
documents. It is significance to remove stop words in a corpus to enhance the quality
of the dataset. Once completed, the stemming process takes place. Stemming is a
processwhere a termwill be trimmed into its root term. The objective is to standardize
each term into its root term. For example, the terms “bullying” and “bullied” are
pruned and simplified as “bully.” Each term that has the same root can be grouped.
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This processminimizes the number of different terms across the corpus and increases
the frequency of term appears. This facilitates the process of analyzing text document
andmeasuring the significance of a termduringword counting andweightingprocess.

3.3 DTM and Text Weighting

During the indexing phase, the term weighting is used to obtain the value of every
term in a document. The process of applying term weighting in this paper is the
TF-IDF. After the datasets are cleaned, the dataset is sorted into DTM. The purpose
is to represent each term that appears through all document in form of a matrix
table. This step is vital for us to analyze the dataset using the summary results. The
summary result of DTM provides important information (i.e., sparsity percentage).
Removing sparse terms is another approach to reduce the complexity of the dataset.
In this experiment, we set sparse equal to 0.98, it would take effect to remove terms
that missing over 98% of the corpus and terms that appear at least 2% are retained
in the model.

We re-run multiple experiments to obtain the exact required quantity of terms that
produce less complexity to themodel. So that, setting sparse in DTM is a significance
process because the results can influence a future model. In constructing DTM, first,
an individual term that appears in each document is gathered in the TF-IDF list
to create a feature set of each document. Second, each individual term is associated
with respective TF-IDF score and sorted according to their score. Next is to construct
features set for representation. The feature set for the entire document collection is
created by uniting each document’s preserved distinct phrases. Finally, using the
built feature set, the term-document variable is produced for each document in the
DTM. The aim of this process is to measure the importance of a term in reference to
a topic in a set of documents.

3.4 Classification Using RF

Basically, the more frequent certain terms present over documents the more signifi-
cant the terms as a variable factor to a certain topic. It is important to find the terms
variable so that the classification model is able to use the variable as reference for the
future classification. The set of terms variable is the output for the further stage. We
construct a chain of terms that represents each group that needs to classify any future
dataset that has the same attribute content. For example, sport news dataset that we
have analysed over 30% of dataset, showing chain of terms that covered the dataset
is “tournament,” “final,” “game,” “fans,” “score,” “player,” “team,” “win,” “match,”
and “NBA” (Fig. 2).

The output of the weighted terms from TF-IDF results are placed into the RF
model. Based on the chain of terms variable, the model starts to create a random
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Fig. 2 Chain of terms for
sport news dataset

subset of training sample and random value. Each random subset does not have the
same value as the other random subset. Random subset generates multiple decision
trees. In this experiment, we set it to 200 of decision tree to be generated. Next
stage, the news documents are tested into the model and classified into decision trees
in the RF model. The labeling result of classification tree may be different from
one another as each decision tree comes from a different random subset. However,
the final classification of the document is finalized based on most voted group the
decision tree labeled.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, the outcomes of the experiment are presented and discussed. As
shown in Fig. 3, the out of bag (OOB) prediction error rate representing how much
the terms will be missed during the classification of dataset. The lower the OOB error
rate, the better and more accurate the dataset classify by the model. In this study,
the OOB prediction rate is 9.24%. By applying the RF, the model generates 200
decision trees by using the set of chains produced by 73 terms variables, mtry is 37
trial, and variable of importance mode is Gini impurity. The dataset that consists of
801 documents is classified into four different categories for evaluation. All the four
categories have their own ID and can be easily differentiated. The evaluation part
has two stages which are (i) training and (ii) testing. During the training stage, 30%
(i.e., 241 documents) of dataset will be used. The 30% of the dataset are extracted
randomly to build the classifier. The other 540 documents are used as the testing
dataset to test the classifier.

In Fig. 4, we visualize the results of classification from the testing stage. The top
10 highest terms for each group of the testing dataset will be selected for graph plot.
The group will be labelled into four main categories (i) “Crime,” (ii) “Education,”

Fig. 3 Final model
classification details
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Fig. 4 Graph plot of terms classified into four major group

(iii) “Marriage,” and (iv) “Sport.” For example, in “Crime” group, the most frequent
terms are “shoot,” “police,” and “arrest.” This shows that these terms are frequently
present for each news that related to crime section. By setting these terms in the
classification model as terms variable, the new set of dataset related to crime section
will be automatically classified into “Crime” major group.

This model of classification can be applied to many types of dataset and not
limited to news dataset only. Once the model has been trained, new terms variable
will be stored in the model classification as classifier. Automatically the model able
to do classification for future document that has approximately similar content with
the trained dataset. Lastly, we visualize the word cloud of each categorized major
group dataset that has been classified in Fig. 5. The word cloud purposely show the
document content of the news dataset of each group.
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Fig. 5 Word cloud for grouped dataset after classified into four major group

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The significance of this research is the development of a classification model to
effectively classify a document. The findings of this research can be used as an
enhancement in company day-to-day operation, organizing database, and classifying
data. Alongside the experiment, the model capable of doing ID labelling or tagging
the dataset by recognizing the title of a document. This research will be extended the
TADC into an application for classifying document by using the model template.
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Microblogging Hashtag
Recommendation Considering
Additional Metadata

Anitha Anandhan, Liyana Shuib, and Maizatul Akmar Ismail

Abstract Microblogging is used to broadcast short messages in form of text, pic-
tures, links, and videos to the followers or subscribers on the Internet. The hashtag is
the keyword or metadata that is used to mark messages, which allow users to classify
or find the related posts easily. However, posts in microblogging environment are not
properly tagged due to data sparsity and finding the popularly used relevant hashtag
for the tweets. In this paper, hash tag recommender (HTR) is the proposed method
usingmatrix factorizationwith tweet’s tags for user input text. To eliminate data spar-
sity, hashtag recommendations are generated from similar tweets. Hashtags based
on the current trends, time, and location are recommended for the short messages of
input by the user. To achieve this, the proposed method calculates the score for each
tags, which are identified for similar tweets, and recommendations are generated.
Results of this study show that hashtag recommendation outperforms the previous
methods. The significance of the proposed HTR for twitter data set is more accurate
on considering various metadata such as time and location.

Keywords Hashtag · Location · Twitter ·Matrix factorization ·
Recommendation · Tagging ·Microblog

1 Introduction

Microblog is a blogging service in which users generally post information in a dif-
ferent form of sources such as text, pictures, and videos on the Internet. Unlike the
regular blogs, the information is shared in small pieces, and the posts are called as
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microposts. The messages are possessed in real-time with other users in the plat-
form expressing ideas, comments, and events. There as many microblog platforms
available on the Internet. Twitter is a popular microblog, and the messages posted in
twitter are called tweets. Twitter supports all rich social media types and has wide
user base [1]. Millions of tweets are posted in twitter, and uniquely 1 billion visits
to the site every day.

Twitter allows the users to insert the relevant keyword with hash (#), named as
hashtag, which brings to get the core idea of the relevant topics. This gives more
strength of the information dissemination. The hashtag for microblogs is annotated
by authorized users who posted tags. Therefore, recommending the microblog hash-
tags is attracted and makes attention to researchers’ in recent years. Twitter helped
great success in social services targeted for marketing, event detection, promoting
policies, and alerting about natural disasters predictions, etc. Nevertheless, many
consistent information is sidelined in microblogs because of overloading informa-
tion; the performance of the practical execution of this platform becomes ineffective
[2]. Existing researchers directly used the crawled microblogs with hashtags, which
are labelled by user. But sometimes users may post with irrelevant hashtags; how-
ever, there are lots of noisy and instance hashtags which are real crawled data from
Twitter [3]. The hashtag may be grouped as partial and partially relevant which leads
more weak in relevancy. Temporal hashtags are the correct one, which are relevant,
partial is unintentional, which are weak, and one more is irrelevant.

Many researchers proposed for hashtag recommendation with different
approaches. Based on the method, they converted the suggestions to the transla-
tion process from content to hashtags [4], based on topics [5]. Accordingly, as the
information received is quite larger in content, implicit and explicit feature quantifi-
cation guides to create the user profile. Hence, influx of recommender system helps
to solve this information overload which is considered as one of the major problems
[6]. Generally, social media resources, such as Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube are
classified and categorized usingHashtags, and it has become a popularway to classify
information.

Trending topics on socialmedia sites can be searched and followed using hashtags.
The sign # (hash) is prefixed in front of the word of phrase without any whitespace
characters or in the form of punctuation. Users in Twitter can create a new tag or
follow existing hashtags. Figure 1, shows the association of tweets and hashtags.

Fig. 1 Tweets and Hashtags
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Fig. 2 Hashtag Distribution

When hashtag used in posts, twitter immediately turns it into a hyperlink. The user
can follow interesting hashtags to get recent updates.When the hyperlink is clicked, it
leads to theWeb page containing the relevant and recent tweets marked with hashtag
[7]. Since the hashtag is important for classifying the information, it is important to
use correct or popular hashtags in the tweets. Therefore, using topicmodelling feature
of the microblog posts is to be analysed and then improve the accuracy of a hashtag
recommendation. This study proposes topic modelling for the tweets containing one
or more hashtags as shown in Fig. 2, which is very important is used as topics and
all the words in the topics are words that describe the topic.

2 Related Work

Hashtag recommendation problem has been attracted, and considerable research has
focused on the field of social network. The shortmessages used in hashtags are having
short life span, which is very challenging for researchers to understand [8]. Twitter
can post a short text called a tweet. Hashtag recommendation mainly helps the users
to find similar users, which provide references for short text evaluation for hashtag
recommendations especially considered microblogs. Self-attentive neural network
is adopted to compute the weights of each word and combine the representations of
words. As a result, the representation of entire microblog posts is obtained and then
the coupling relationship between words for hashtags in a microblog post is anal-
ysed. Accuracy of hash tag recommendation is computed after coupling relationship
process. The hashtags of a microblog are related to not only the text but also to the
publication time and authors’ occupation (check sentence). Researcher obtained the
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hashtag recommendation accuracy through attention model, each key and its unique
value are the inputs, and the query for each word is the output. The attention weights,
the similarity between the key and the query are computed and then normalized using
a softmax function to obtain the weight of the value that corresponds to each key.
Finally, statistical representation is obtained through a weighted summation of the
value for finding the accuracy [9].

Recommendation for hashtag method in Twitter assists the users to avail their rel-
evant hashtag of the tweets. An approach to tweet data that remarkably make a better
performance for recommending the proper hashtags in recommendation systems.
Three salient attributes are—first one is tweets, second is the user characteristics,
and final one is the currently popular hashtags. These are materially accounted for
the proposed method for extracting the appropriate hashtags for recommendation.
Stack of crawled twitter data and noisy words is to be eliminated by pre-processing
method, which is not considered as hashtag. The attributes considered for the pro-
posed method are hashtags, hyperlinks, symbols, and emoticons which are removed
using the appropriate techniques from the content of tweets. Using published tweets,
proposed system builds user characteristics containing data about content, hashtags,
and social interactions. As a first step, tweets text contents are compared to discover
the similar users, which help to find and improve the certainty in tweets [10]. Sec-
ond, the similarities of messages are discovered using vector of real numbers and
computing cosine similarity. Finally, the system refines the user characteristics using
the similar tweets. Decisively, the hashtag is derived from the identical tweets and
prioritized based on their similarity score. Tran et al [11] experimented the tweets
which contained the exclusive information of the users to recognize their relevant
hashtags. It showed the significant performance improvement in the hashtag rec-
ommendation [11]. Brief experiments on Twitter about the hashtags that are in the
form of very short texts in microblogs. The topical representations generated by
Hashtag-LDA and TOMOHA are still having to a confined hashtag recommendation
performance. Hence, it is proposed to have a new hashtag recommendation on multi-
features (HRMF) on microblogs, extracting the set of hashtag for suitable candidate
and rankingmechanism.HRMF is to explore theUser-Hashtag TopicModel by using
short text Expansion (UHTME), which relieves the deficiency of data by widening
the short to long text. UHTME modelled with multi-various microblogs considered
hashtags of tweets, users together with texts for generating the topical representation
by this main feature as vector form, and this topical methodmainly collects candidate
hashtags with rank of the hashtags [12]. The most pertinent candidate set is to be col-
lected for hashtag recommendation, which help implicitly and explicitly for similar
users. Extensive experiments confirm the performance of hashtag recommendation
in HRMF and the semantic portrayal capability of representation UHTME [12].

Even though many experiments performed on image tags, which including sug-
gestions of hashtag in the form of text. State-of-the-art methods combining the visual
and textual data are the primary step in finding the issues about the suggestion of
the hashtag, which mainly avoids the difficulties in categorization of information,
by multimodal. Topical translation model was proposed for generating the process
of translation using topic-specific word triggers. Translation process has made a
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collaboration of gaps within visual words of images and corresponding hashtags.
Methodology exposes the hashtag recommendation for multimodal microblog posts,
which are the primary base work on this task. Generally, experiments are based on
textual information, but here the researcher experimented topical translation model
combined the text with visual information [13]. Collection of the textual microblogs
contains content of text, images, and appropriate hashtags, which are identified by
the authors which give aid for researchers reinvestigating the similar task or relevant
topics using multimodal in social medium data.

The proposed approach finds important hashtags for grouping the information
using correct or popular hashtags in the tweets. Though hashtags are important,
large portion of hashtags does contain hashtags, and hence, the automatically recom-
mending hashtags for tweets have received considerable attention. Previous research
observations on real Twitter data highlight that this proposed method works better
than the relatedmethods. Review results explored the geolocation predictionmethods
on Twitter data [14].

3 Research Methodology

In this section, the research methodology for recommending hashtags is based on the
input tweets. Adding proper hashtags to tweets ensures the tweets reach wide audi-
ences and are easily searchable. So, it is important to select hashtags that are popular
in the social network sites. Many tweets in the community are posted without proper
hashtags and sometimes with no hashtags. These tweets are not easily searchable
and might be unnoticed in the community. Our method recommends hashtags using
topic modelling and semantic analysis. Figure 3,Researchmethodology, shows our
proposed method that recommends hashtags for user’s tweets.

3.1 Pre-Processing

To retrieve the recommended hashtags for the tweet, it is essential to remove all the
noise words. The noise words are any words that are not useful in search and can
be ignored. In the pre-processing step, all the noise are identified and removed as
follows: (1) remove short words (tweets), (2) tweets are split into individual tokens,
and each token is compared with list of noise words in database and removed. Our
data set includes a set of stop words commonly used. There are around 200 stop
words in the data set. Our analysis shows around 5902 tweets containing stop words
in the selected 8680 tweets, which are around 67% of tweets. The detailed statistics is
provided in Table 1, stop words statistics. The input tweets are processed to remove
all the stop words, so the result tokens t are used to match the tweets in the database
and all similar tweets are retrieved for processing.
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Fig. 3 Research methodology

Table 1 Stop words statistics Attribute Value

Stop words 200

Tweets contain stop words 5902

Tweets in training set 8680

Algorithm 1 Searching similar tweets

Parameters: TS – Tokens, N - Noise words
Output: SE - Search Expression, Tw - Tweet result
Begin
T(i) = SET {Tokens TS(i) From I}
N(i) = SET {Noise Words N(i)}
for all token t = 1,…..T(i) do
for all n N(i) do

if T(i) = n
TS(i) = remove n from T(i)
end if
end for
SE = {Search Expr using t} + SE
end for
for all s SE(i) do
Tw(i) = {search s in archive from SE(i)} + Tw
End for
End
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3.2 Users and Tweets Metadata

Proposed method uses metadata of user and tweet for recommending hashtags. User
posts tweets from various locations, and when the topics are modelled in database,
the location, date/time stamp are stored in the database. The location of the author
is compared with hashtag location and its date/time of recent posting tweets while
hashtag recommendation for the input tweet (Table 2).

Figure 4, hashtag distribution, shows hashtag distribution posted across users
in various geolocations. Our analysis reveals Australia has more number of hashtags
with count 72 and UK with count 60. The detailed hashtag distribution for country
is given in Fig. 5, topic distribution and tokens. The least hashtags for country are
found for countries Spain and Scotland. Our proposed method compares the location
of the tweet author and recommends hashtags accordingly.

Table 2 Hashtag distribution Country Hashtag count

Australia 72

UK 60

Philippines 53

USA 31

California 29

Malaysia 21

Fig. 4 Hashtag distribution
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3.3 Retrieve Similar Tweets

Pre-processing step ensures all the stop words are removed from the tweets. The
tokens in the tweets are used to retrieve all similar tweets for processing. Our system
generates search expression that contains the similar tokenswith hashtags. Algorithm
1, searching similar tweets, shows the steps for generating the search expression using
tokens.

3.4 Topic Modelling

The tweets in the training data set are processed, and all the hashtags are retrieved.
Tweets contain one or more hashtags, and it is used as topics, and all the words in the
topics are words that describe the topic. Semantic analysis on the topics and words
is performed to ensure that the only relevant words are there in the topic Table 3,
topic distribution and tokens, and Table 4, input tweets and recommended hashtags
using metadata, provides the list of topics in the training data set. The tokens in the
input tweets are compared with the tokens of hashtags. All the hashtags matching
are retrieved for processing. Table 4,input tweets and recommended hashtags using
metadata, shows list of tweets and all the topics retrieved from the database.

Table 3 Topic distribution
and tokens

Hashtags Words count

#Music 16

#gratitude 15

#election 26

#Blackberry 28

#Japantravel 30

#tech 87

Table 4 Input tweets and recommended hashtags using metadata

# Tweet Tokens Location Hashtags

1 Buy or sell any products
using online portal with
amazing offers

Buy, sell, products,
online, portal, offers

UK #shopping, #amazon,
#tag, #openhacklondon

2 Election day! Vote the
right party in this
election

Election, vote, right,
party, election

India #election, #indiavotes,
#votes, #pisay

3 Great dude … oh yes!
Movie lives in
hollywood … Great
friend!

Dude, movie,
hollywood, friend

USA #followfriday,
#hollywood, #awesome,
#designers, #movies
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Table 5 Score and ranking
of recommendation

Hashtag Score

#shopping 9.2

#amazon 7.2

#tag 2.1

#openhacklondon 0.8

3.5 Hashtag Ranking and Recommendation

Our method retrieves multiple hashtags using topic modelling search. Since multiple
hashtags are retrieved to recommend hashtags, it is essential to calculate score or
ranking for these hashtags. Using score and ranking, hashtags are recommended to
the tweet. Location, date/time attributes are considered for calculating scores, so
accurate recommendations can be made. The score for the selected hashtag for the
tweet 1 is shown in Table 5, score and ranking of recommendation above. The score
is calculated using metadata location and date/time, and based on the calculation,
the most suitable tag for tagging the tweet is #shopping. And the least suitable
tag is #openhacklondon. Since the hashtags are recommended based on the recent
date/time, these hashtags are suitable for tagging the input tweet.

4 Discussion

Proposed method has been evaluated using multiple tweets, and recommended hash-
tags are more accurate. Also, the additional metadata used for retrieving similar
tweets enables more accurate hashtags that are recommended for the input tweet.
Proposedmethod performedmultiple experiments with different ranges aroundmore
than 1200 tweets for the input tweet for Twitter hashtag recommendation. Based on
the input tweet tokens, the hashtag is to be recommended using geo-location. The
final result is the set of hashtags that resemble the related hashtag for the input tweet.
The experimental details and results for the same are discussed in the above sections.
For all our experiments, different input tweets were conducted using crawled data
from twitter to verify the effect of the proposed method.

First, collect the group of user’s data on Twitter to construct the topics modelling
for various hashtags in the tweets. Noise words are removed from the tweets, and
using semantic analysis, various topics are revealed. Second, the input tweets are split
into tokens, and all stop words removed. The tokens are then searched in database,
and appropriate matching topics are retrieved. There could be more than one topic
that can be retrieved from the database. Third, the metadata of user and tweets are
used for filtering the topics. Location of the user and date/time of posting tweets
are used for retrieving more accurate tweets. Based on the parameter, the scores are
calculated by the number of topics in the result set.
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Fourth, the hashtags are ranked using the score, and top-T hashtags are recom-
mended for the input tweet. Different experimentswere conducted using crawled data
from Twitter to verify the effect of proposed method. Metadata of user and tweet are
used for recommendation besides the method that uses the explicit or implicit simi-
larities of tweets. The selected hashtags and ranking by score increased the accuracy
of hashtag recommendation for tweets than baseline methods.

5 Conclusion

Proposed hashtag recommendation is mainly based on location and date/time meta-
data. Our method retrieved all the hashtags and tokens from the tweets in the data
set. Using topic modelling, the system generates hashtags with appropriate token
from the database. Metadata of tweets and users are stored in the database and used
for rankings hashtags to be recommended for input tweets. To overcome the sparsity
of data problem, the hashtag tweets from identical users are used. The results show
that our proposed method is able to recommend hashtag semantically relevant to
the tweets. The proposed system does not utilize the important metadata for recom-
mendation, and the proposed method produces better results due to the additional
metadata. In future, we will consider improving the performance of the proposed
method by considering social links of the author and tweets.
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by Intelligent Retrieval Approach
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Abstract At present scenarios in the world, heart disease analysis and prediction
are two demanding factors to be faced by the doctors that are very ridiculous, and in
this regard, health industries will generate enormous amount of data. To reduce huge
range of deaths from diseases like heart disease, cancer, tumour and Alzheimer’s
disease, doctors must find the rapid and effectual analysis and detection techniques
to be used, where various algorithms are used to learning the machines and cre-
ate very important responsibilities in study and prediction of various diseases in
humans. The key intension of this article is characterized on forecasting and analysis
of various heart-related syndromes in patients with wide range of age by means of
machine learning algorithms and techniques. In this case study, many parameters
are considered to do analysis and predict heart disease of patients, where KNN,
logistic regression and decision tree algorithm are used to calculate accuracy and
performance.

Keywords Heart syndrome · K-nearest neighbour · Logistic regression · Decision
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1 Introduction

Due to busy schedule as well as routine assignments, peoples are facing severe
stress and anxiety. Moreover, some other peoples are addicted with chronic habitual
behaviour, like consumption of cigars and gutka, and those peoples are suffering from
chronic diseases like heart diseases, cancer, liver problems, kidney failures, etc. To
cure such patients with chronic diseases, is a very big hurdle to creative medical
practitioners and medical researchers to solve the current world issue and objectives.
Regarding this new challenge, IT professionals are provided hand-to-hand support
to predict such disease early and cure as well as recover the patients from the chronic
disease.

1.1 Heart Syndrome—Case Study

In this world, each person is unique in his attributes and his behaviour, out of which
each personmay have dissimilar readings of pulse rate and blood pressure. In general,
a healthy human pulse rate must be in the range of 60–100 bpm and BP with a range
120/80–140/90 (mm Hg), and these benchmarks are proved.

Nowadays in throughout the world, for accidental or abrupt death, heart syndrome
is one key basis, i.e., many peoples are affected by heart disease which is regardless
of age in both men as well as women. This is because of improper dieting and con-
sumption of alcoholic contents, cigars, etc., on irrespective of attributes like gender,
diabetes, age, BMI, etc., which also added up this disease to humans rapidly. In this
paper, we tried to do analysis and predict the heart disease in view of various factors
like age, gender, blood pressure, heart rate, diabetes, etc., even though prediction of
heart disease is one of the tricky jobs to researchers as well as doctors.

At present, various tools and techniques are available in the market to predict-
ing the diseases, but still we expected some flaws in the analysis and predicting
algorithms. Nowadays, based on big data approach, machine learning algorithm
plays very important responsibility to explore and develop concealed knowledge
and information about the chronic diseases.

2 About Literature

Coronary heart disease narrows down the coronary arteries. Basically, coronary arter-
ies will supply both oxygen as well as blood to heart, and if the heart functioning is
not proper, then it causes to malfunctioning of heart which leads to ill or death to a
person.

Dewan et al. [1] discussed in detail the cardiovascular disease and different symp-
toms of heart attack. The different types of classification and clustering algorithms
and tools were used.
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Thomas and Theresa Princy [2] made use of many classification algorithms to
predict the severe heart syndromes based on risk rate, where the author specifically
used data mining approach.

Amin et al. [3] made use of an artificial neural network and genetic algorithm
to predict health diseases. In this reference, author collaborates the data mining
approach with association rules and classification techniques. In this regard, the
model developed by the author is so efficient on predicting the heart syndrome.
Shilaskar and Ghatol [4], evolution based feature selection is one of the effective
method to select critical feature in a data set. Purusothaman and Krishnakumari [5],
with critical factors and effective model an experienced medical practitioner can
predict heart disease. Miao et al. [6] made use of various classification algorithms to
create effective data analysismodel on prediction of severe heart syndromes. Usually,
dataset may contain noise features, and it abruptly corrupts the valid data, so they
tried to reduce the noise by cleaning and pre-processing the dataset and also tried
to reduce the dimensionality of the dataset. They found that good accuracy can be
achieved with neural networks.

In some other literature, we referred an analysis using data mining. The analysis
showed that using different techniques and taking different number of attributes gives
different accuracies for predicting heart diseases. Even though the heart disease data
set may contains many features and syntactically related duplicate information, in
this regard we must refine the data set efficiently. This has to be pre-processed. Also,
they say that feature selection has to be done on the dataset for achieving better
results.

3 Methodology and Data Analysis

Generally in diabetic patients, high glucose content in the blood may cause damage
in blood vessels as well as nerves in the body. If a person is suffering from diabetes
on long period, then in future that person has higher probability to get heart disease,
i.e., imagine if the person is diabetic, and addicted with alcoholic contents and chain
smokers will naturally raise and develop the riskier heart disease.

Figure 1 symbolizes the graph of heart syndrome on people with age and count, if
a person is directed by stressful life, he can easily damage his arteries and is accepting
very big chance of coronary heart disease.

With the symptoms of high blood pressure, it formulates the person’s heart towork
very harder to pump the blood, it causes to strain the heart, and moreover, it relates
to damage many blood vessels. Abnormal cholesterol levels in the body promote
heart diseases and corpulence (obesity). Along with this, improper dieting as well as
family history also causes chronic heart disease to the individual. In general, senior
citizens and age-old peoples will easily hit by the heart diseases, due to many factors
like age, gender, abnormal or unhealthy diet and stress, etc. In this regard, men are
big victims or big risk of heart disease prone.
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Fig. 1 Number of people who have heart disease based on age

At present, huge amount of research work is related towards heart diseases anal-
ysis and prediction system, where many researchers used various techniques and
algorithms of machine learning and deep learning. The aim of ML and DL tech-
niques is to achieve better accuracy and efficiency, so that doctors and patients can
easily analyze and predict the heart attack chances.

3.1 Data Sources

The dataset used in this article is from Kaggle Web. Basically, Kaggle supports
various dataset publication contents, where datasets are open source, very easily
accessible data formats and supported to all platforms and work with any tools.

Table 1 specifies the features and represents the various conceptions used to create
an effective system model to classify and validate the severity of heart syndrome in
critical patients.

Table 1 Various characteristics used in system model

Sl. no. Features and conceptions

1 Age (referred in months and years)

2 Sex (male = 1, female = 0)

3 CP (chest pain) in patients, with category, like (normal angina = 1, atypical angina =
2, non-angina = 3, asymptomatic = 4)

4 Chol (checked cholesterol content in serum)

5 FBS (fastening blood sugar)

6 Thalach (it referred with respect to maximum heart rate)

7 Exang (exercise-induced angina)
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Fig. 2 Proposed architecture of the system

Some of the general symptoms of heart syndrome in severe and critical patients are
like severe chest pain, shortness of breath, indigestion, burning sensation in chest,
severe pain in stomach, sweating and fatigue, vomiting sensation, dizziness with
anxiety and variations in heartbeat.

Figure 2 represents the proposed architecture of the system used to apply various
machine learning algorithms to examine and forecast the syndrome of severe and
critical coronary heart patients. In this model, heart disease data is considered to be
an input data, and then, data is pre-processed by replacing non-available values with
column means.

3.2 K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN)

InKNNalgorithm, data is classified and regressed,where algorithm learns to evaluate
the outcome from specific dataset. It performs well even if the training data is large
and contains noisy values. In KNN algorithm, data is divided into two sets, i.e.,
training data and test sets, where experimental result set is mint for model building
and training, where k-value is decided. Now, test data to be predicted on the model
is built. There are different distance measures.

Pseudocode of KNN algorithm
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3.3 Logistic Regression

The importance of logistic regression algorithm is used to classification tasks, where
many classification tasks are done at routine pattern, i.e., logistic regression is used
for multiclass classification.

For example, in e-mail classification task, to checkwhether those received e-mails
are spam e-mails or not, or while doing online transaction, the user must be aware
about whether the classified Website is fraudulent or not, etc.

Logistic regression is one of the statisticalmodels utilized for binary classification,
where it predicts the type (this or that, yes or no, A or B, etc.).

Logistic regression is a classification algorithm 1 that works by trying to learn a
function that approximates P(Y | X). It makes the central assumption that P(Y | X)
can be approximated as a sigmoid function applied to a linear combination of input
features. Logistic regression is the building block for artificial neural networks.

Mathematically, for a single training data point (x, y) as,

P(Y = 1|X = x) = σ(z)where z = θ0 +
m∑

i=1

θi xi

Equivalent forms of above equation can be written as,

P(Y = 1|X = x) = σ
(
θTx

)
where we always set x0 to be 1

P(Y = 0|X = x) = 1− σ
(
θTx

)
by total law of probability

In the probability of data, probability of Y |X algorithm is used to create and select
the maximized theta value. State log probability function and partial derivatives with
respect to theta can be written as,

(a) An algorithm that can choose optimal values of theta.
(b) How the equations is derived.

Finally, logistic regression algorithm totally depends on its θ value.

3.4 Decision Tree

Decision tree is one of the intelligent retrieval techniques for regression and cate-
gorization of datasets, where algorithm perform very effectively on continuous and
categorical attributes, i.e., decision tree algorithm divides the population into two or
more similar sets based on the most significant predictors. In this algorithm, entropy
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will calculate each and every attribute, and then, it split the dataset with the help of
other predictors with maximum information gain or minimum entropy.

Decision Tree Algorithm Pseudocode

Step 1: select the root node in tree
Step 2: find the best attribute in a set
Step 3: split the set into subsets
Step 4: generate the subset with unique value
Step 5: redo from step 1
Step 6: generate subset
Step 7: check leaf node in tree.

4 Result Analysis

The above-mentioned machine learning algorithms are used in this dataset imple-
mentations, where logistic regression algorithm has very high accuracy compared to
other two algorithms, given in Table 2.

Below result set represents the various key performance indices of the patient’s
dataset like precision, recall, f 1-score and support of all three individual algorithms
KNN, decision tree and logistic regression algorithm to determine the accuracy score.

Accuracy score of KNN algorithm is: 72.527%

Accuracy 0.73 0.73 91

Macro_avg 0.73 0.73 0.73 91

Weighted_avg 0.74 0.74 0.73 91

Accuracy score of decision tree algorithm is: 73.27%

Accuracy 0.73 91

Macro_avg 0.73 0.73 0.73 91

Weighted_avg 0.74 0.73 0.73 91

Accuracy score of logistic regression is: 82.52%

Accuracy 0.82 91

Macro_avg 0.82 0.82 0.82 91

Weighted_avg 0.82 0.82 0.82 91
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Fig. 3 ROC of KNN, logistic regression and decision tree

Fig. 4 Scatter plot for thalach versus chol

Table 2 Accuracy of
algorithm

Approach Accuracy

KNN 72.52

Decision tree 73.27

Logistic regression 82.52
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The machine learning models are evaluated using the ROC metric. This can be
used to understand the model performance, and it is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 represents the scattered plot of heart syndrome with respect to thalach
versus chol.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Parental history or hereditary symptoms will lead to many chronic diseases to peo-
ples, out of which heart disease is one among. If we identify the chronic diseases in
early stage, it can be cured, so medical or hospital dataset is collected from Kaggle
Web to analysis with different algorithm to check the accuracy score on key attribute
with heart disuse patients.While implemented on this systemmodel for heart disease
patients by KNN, decision tree and logistic regression algorithm, with verification
of key attributes, we found that logistic regression algorithm performs very effec-
tive and efficient performance on accuracy score for heart disease prediction. With
inference of this customized model, machine learning algorithm provides very valu-
able knowledge on analysis and prediction of many chronic diseases. In this regard,
researchers are helpful to the needy persons, doctors and society.
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Statistical Analysis of Literacy Rates
Using Indian Census Data

Suresh Vishnu Bharadwaj and S. Vigneshwari

Abstract There exist many prevalent issues in today’s world, many of which seem
to have no feasible solution. One such issue is the disparity in the education provided
between males and females. Gender equality is an important topic for discussion and
reform in the modern world, and yet a full, thorough understanding of the intensity
of the issue is yet to be elicited. Using a combination of modern computational
statistical analysis and the vast, extensive trough of census data, this paper provides
a framework for gaining a better viewpoint on the issues plaguing us currently, thus
taking a step closer to eradicating them.

Keywords Statistical analysis · Data science · Indian census 2011 · Literacy
rates · Education levels

1 Introduction

Providing education for all citizens of a nation is one of the pillars of a well-
functioning country, which is why literacy rates of a country play a vital role in
assessing the overall strength and growth of the economy of that country. Countries
with higher literacy rates are usually marked as a more developed nation compared
to countries with lower literacy rates, as they can provide good education for all its
inhabitants. But there still seems to be a disparity in the education levels and literacy
rates between males and females in certain countries. Despite many measures to
counter this, the problem cannot be fully addressed until the exact nature and extent
of this difference is examined and analysed properly.

There aremanypossiblemethods to calculate the exactmagnitudeof the difference
in literacy rates, one of themost efficient being statistical analysis. Statistical analysis
methods are statistical functions applied to real-world applications, ranging from
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fields such as biology to the social sciences. Statistical analysis is generally applied
to data related to the census when the entire population cannot be reached for that
particular survey, in which case advanced statistical tools such as random sampling
are used. But the proposed system uses similar statistical tools to extract information
from a census where the entire population has participated.

2 Literature Review

Many advances have been made to field of statistical analysis, which form the basis
for the processes which are used in the proposed framework.

Diez et al. [1] have put forth a definitive bookondifferent statisticalmethodswhich
can be used for different types of data using the R programming language. It delves
into many examples for each type of function used, with examples ranging from
sports to gender discrimination. It also explains in detail the concepts of confidence
intervals and hypothesis testing, which are used in the proposed framework.

Freedman [2] has conducted some seminal work in the field of statistical analysis,
creating a definitive guide on the different functions that are used in both a theoret-
ical and practical manner. He has applied such methods on different types of data,
including comparing education levels, in a non-computational, purely mathematical
manner.

Lomax and Hahs-Vaughn [3] have presented various statistical analysis tools
which can be used, mainly dealing with Regression, One-factor ANOVA and Two-
factor ANOVA. The last two methods mentioned helps to compare the means of
different groups in data, and are an important foundation for the analysis done in the
proposed framework.

Using the methods presented in these works and many more, the census data has
been used as a knowledge base for extracting useful information computationally.

Chawda et al. [4] successfully used the census data to perform data mining for the
purpose of demographic progress analysis, to support the municipal corporations in
their decision-making processes. Techniques such as linear regression, decision tree
and ARIMA were used for prediction and forecasting. Monte-Carlo simulation was
also used for target-based progress tracking.

Robert et al. [5] published an influential paper on the application of statistical
methods to census data. Their research deals with the estimation of income levels in
areas with very small population levels, less than 1000. The method used to carry
out the estimation was the James-Stein estimator, and includes a modified form of
linear regression.

Lasse et al. [6] implemented modelling and prediction functions to predict indi-
vidual salaries. The dataset used was from Finland, collected as part of the Finnish
pension reform package. After separating the data into quartiles on the basis of wage,
and then modelling the data using a combination of some individual factors, such as
age and duration of career, and some general factors, such as the GDP at that time,
they were able to predict with high accuracy the salaries of different individuals.
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Sharath et al. [7] utilized the census data from the USA to predict income and
economic hierarchy using data analytics methods. They were able to successfully
predict the demographics based on different parameters, to an acceptable level of
accuracy. Different classifiers such as k-means clustering were used.

Sheng and Gengxin [8] proposed a system to perform data mining on census
data using R programming. The package used was classification and regression trees
(CART), which is very popular as well as essential in machine learning functions.
They achieved a high level of accuracy as well.

Priyanka et al. [9] presented a study for the analysis of suicide data in India, and
subsequent prediction using the given data. Methods such as Pearson correlation
were used to compute which factors were highly correlated, and using those factors,
a linear regression model was built to predict future instances. The results that have
been noted have around 99% prediction accuracy.

Ross et al. [10] compared the relation between the mortality rates and income
inequality in both the Canada and the USA using their respective census data of the
early 1990s. Multiple linear regression methods were used to check the correlation
between the two factors. The results show that income inequality was a significant
explanatory variable in the USA, but not in Canada.

3 Materials and Methods

For statistical analysis, the software that is used here is R. R is an open-source statisti-
cal programming language, supported by theRFoundation for Statistical Computing.
Although there are plenty of debates today about which is the better programming
language for analytics, R or Python, since it is primarily a statistical language, R and
its IDE, RStudio are used here. There are many packages that have to be imported,
the most important being StatsR [11].

The dataset that is used is the Indian census data from the year 2011, which is
available online. [12] Since the data is extremely big, only the essential columns are
retained and used. This can be done using R, or any other tool such as Excel.

The research questions for which the analysis is performed are:

1. Is there a statistically significant difference in the literacy rates of males and
females nationwide? In other words, does gender play a role in the literacy rate?

2. Is there a statistically significant difference in the literacy rate of people in rural
and urban areas? In other words, does the region in which a person lives play a
role in the literacy rate?

3. Is there a statistically significant difference in the male and female literacy rates,
in terms of the region? In other words, does the region affect the difference in
female and male literacy rates?

All the functions in the statistical analysis automatically create a null and alternate
hypothesis, and the default p= 0.05 is used here as the p-value. Confidence intervals
are also created using those functions.
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3.1 Algorithm

1. Setup
1.1 Import the required packages, dplyr, ggplot2 and statsr, using the library

function.
1.2 Import the dataset using the read.csv function.

2. Data Pre-processing
2.1 Using the mutate function, convert the different literacy values, which contains

number of literate people, into proportions or literacy rates. The literacy rates
of the entire population, females and males are obtained.

2.2 With the filter function, separate the data in terms of the region, urban, rural
and the entire nation.

3. Exploratory Data Analysis
3.1 Using the summary function, the literacy rates are analysed and summary statis-

tics are created based on the different variables created based on gender and
region.

3.2 The ggplot function is used to create various plots, such as scatterplots, line
graph and boxplots, for the different variables created.

4. Statistical Analysis
4.1 The t.test function is used to compare the means of the male and female literacy

rates.
4.2 The inference function in the statsr package is used to compare the difference

in literacy rates of rural and urban areas.
4.3 The inference function is used again to check if region is a significant factor in

the difference between male and female literacy rates.

3.2 Proposed System

Figure 1 represents the above algorithmusing aflowchart.Although it is not necessary
to follow the same linear order of steps given, it is advised as it will result in a more
streamlined and efficient result.

4 Results and Discussion

Although the centre of Fig. 2 is not clear due to the overlapping of text, it is evident
which states have a smaller difference in the literacy rates of males and females
(Meghalaya, Nagaland, Mizoram, Kerala) and which states have a larger difference
in the literacy rates of males and females (Bihar, Rajasthan, Dadra & Nagar Haveli,
Daman & Diu).
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Fig. 1 The proposed framework, based on the algorithmic approach above

Fig. 2 Male literacy rate (%) versus female literacy rate (%). Even if the central parts of the plot
are not completely legible due to an overlap in text, they can be neglected because the bottom and
top parts of the plot prove to be far more important, to gauge an understanding
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Fig. 3 Boxplot of rural versus urban area literacy rate (%). A very clear and obvious difference in
the literacy rates of rural and urban areas

The literacy rate percentage of rural and urban areas are represented in Fig. 3, and
it is evident that there is a huge difference between rural and urban areas.

The statistical analysis has conclusively proven that, as of 2011:

1. Males have a higher literacy rate than females, with the difference being sta-
tistically significant. It can be stated with 95% confidence that males have a
7.283–15.965% higher literacy rate than females. This can also be interpreted
as: for every 1000 males that are literate, the number of females that are literate
are only 840–927.

2. Urban areas have a higher literacy rate than rural areas, with the difference being
statistically significant. It can be stated with 95% confidence that urban areas
have a 9.3914–16.5704% higher literacy rate than rural areas. This can also be
interpreted as: for every 1000 urban people that are literate, there are 844–906
rural people that are literate.

3. Rural areas have a higher difference of male and female literacy rates, compared
to urban areas, with the difference being statistically significant. It can be stated
with 95% confidence that rural areas have 3.2307% to 7.5271% higher male
literacy rate than female literacy rate, compared to urban areas.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The proposed framework proved to be very successful in properly analysing and
extracting the necessary outputs from a large dataset. This framework can be imple-
mented on many different datasets, such as other census or survey data, stock market
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data, sports analytics data or any other significant dataset in any type of field. These
methods can also be used to compare the data between different years and extract
any useful information from that.
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Superlative Uprising of Smart Farming
to Discovering the Magnitude
and Superiority of the Agri-Data
in Hybrid Techniques

K. Tharani and D. Ponniselvi

Abstract This exploration concentrated on shrewd cultivating in agribusiness. The
recent innovations increase the quality and quantity of agro-products. Based on the
field and the soil moisture, the cultivation brings a profit. The plant can be affected
by fungi, bacteria, and viruses. It affects the plants shortly. Themaladies at the begin-
ning time on the plants are exceptionally hard to discover. Earth’s perception will
be founded on a Decision Support System (DSS). This methodology will apply in a
proposed system to improve the soil continuum. Information mining procedures are
connected here to improve the surplus and vitality framework. Be that as it may, in a
current framework, they were utilizing a SAR procedure for the topographical deba-
cle. Grouping is used to isolate the information for horticulture, and pre-preparing
is used to identify the commotion and evacuate the unimportant information. For
finding the ideal outcome, the K-means, fuzzy, KNN, and ANFIS are utilized for
the finished structure. On account of these sicknesses, horticulture will elevate the
ranchers to misfortune and influence the generation. Shrewd cultivating by applying
information mining systems will expand profitability and benefit, just as it expands
contamination security and the nature of the items.

Keywords Decision support system (DSS) · Fuzzy · K-means · KNN—K-means
nearest neighborhood · ANFIS—artificial neural fuzzy inference system

1 Introduction

In the agriculture fragment, farmers and agribusinesses needed to choose incalcu-
lable decisions reliably, and flighty complexities incorporate the various factors
affecting them. An essential issue for cultivating orchestrating desire is the def-
inite yield estimation for the different harvests connected with the organization.
Data mining strategies are a fundamental system for accomplishing sensible and
convincing responses to this issue. Agribusiness has been an unquestionable goal
for tremendous data. Biological conditions, vacillation in soil, input levels, mixes,
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and product expenses have made it much increasingly huge for farmers to use the
information and get help to choose essential developing decisions. Today, plant affil-
iations work with a lot of information. Dealing with and recuperation of basic data in
this abundance of cultivating information are significant. Utilization of information
and correspondences development enables robotization of expelling imperative data
with an ultimate objective to get learning and an example, which engages the part
of the arrangement and more straightforward data extraction really from electronic
sources, and to move to confirm electronic course of action of documentation which
will enable creation cost decline, higher yield, and higher market cost. Data mining
despite information about yields engages agrarian undertakings to anticipate floats
about customer’s conditions or they are direct, which is practiced by researching data
from interchange perspectives and finding affiliations and associations in evidently
superfluous data. Crude information about rural endeavors is sufficient and different.
It is important to gather and store them in a composed structure, and their reconcil-
iation empowers the making of an agrarian data framework. Information mining in
farming gives numerous chances to investigating shrouded designs in these accumu-
lations of information. These examples can be utilized to decide the state of clients
in farming associations. The data mining techniques involve predicting the quality
and quantity of the data resistant properly. And fuzzy helps to provide the possible
outcome which helps to denote the binary values. And it is needed to detect the near-
est node on the Agri-Data which helps to predict the KNN data mining techniques.
Finally, we make a framework like the performance and profit ratio for the given
data.

2 Related Works

Shilpa Ankalaki et al. said the viability of the diverse quality measurements and
grouping strategies advancing the proper number of bunches is exhibited tentatively
for leaf informational collection with the number of groups shifting from five to fif-
teen. When the proper number of bunches is resolved, the exhibitions of all bunching
methods are assessed for fitting the gathering of the information into the number of
groups [1]. Jharna Majumdar Email author, Sneha Naraseeyappa et al. proposed that
horticulture has been a conspicuous objective for huge information. Natural condi-
tions, changeability in soil, input levels, blends, and product costs have made it even
more pertinent for ranchers to utilize the data and get help to settle on basic culti-
vating choices [2]. MCS Geetha et al. conveyed to incorporate crafted by different
creators in a single spot, so it is helpful for analysts to get data about the present situ-
ation of information mining strategies and applications in setting to the farming field.
It gives an overview of different information mining methods utilized in horticul-
ture which incorporates artificial neural networks, K-closest neighbor, decision tree,
and Bayesian system, fuzzy set, support vector machine, and K-implies [3]. Niketa
Gandhi et al. determined this audit and recommended that further examinations are
expected to see how these procedures can be utilized with complex rural datasets
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for harvest yield forecast coordinating regular and spatial factors by utilizing GIS
advances [4]. GuilhermeM. Sanchesab andHenriqueC. Junqueira Francob et al. pro-
posed the target of the present examination was to explore the connection between
the physical and concoction properties of soils and sugarcane yield, in this way rec-
ognizing the dirt parameters that decide the last efficiency of the field [5]. Abhishek
B Mankar and Mayur S Burange et al. depict the yield expectation issue that can
be comprehended by utilizing data mining methods. This work expects to discover
reasonable informationmodels that accomplish high precision and high consensus as
far as yield forecast abilities [6]. In the event that observational models are required,
they will depend on utilizing propelled procedures; however, they will require appro-
priate calculation tuning and highlight building to separate the vast majority of the
data from datasets. In view of the outcomes, we prescribe following the displayed
work process for the improvement of yield models [7]. Ramesh A Medar and Vijay
S Rajpurohit depict data mining is a creating investigation field in cultivating harvest
yield examination. Data mining is the route toward perceiving the hidden models
from a great deal of data. Yield desire is a critical agrarian issue that outstanding
parts to be disentangled subject to available data [8]. Hetal Patel and Dharmendra
Pate et al. portrayed, as can be seen, that the fittingness of information mining pro-
cedures is to a limited degree dictated by the various kinds of rural information or
the issues being tended to [9]. Thayn, J. B. and Price, K. P et al. said that the root
means square slip-ups between these datasets kept running from 9.4 to 10.9 days,
significantly greater than is commendable for most phenology looks at. The reason
is that vegetation phenology concentrates must use exact brief data to depict changes
in vegetation consistency. Veenadhari Suraparaju et al. declare that the information
mining in the application in agribusiness is a moderately newmethodology for antic-
ipating/foreseeing agrarian harvest/creature the board [10]. Jharna Majumdar Email
author Sneha Naraseeyappa Shilpa Ankalaki et al. proposed that information min-
ing strategies are an essential methodology for achieving pragmatic and compelling
answers to this issue. Farming has been an undeniable objective for enormous infor-
mation. Ecological conditions, changeability in soil, input levels, blends, and item
costs have made it even more pertinent for ranchers to utilize the data and get help to
settle on basic cultivating choices [11]. This examination shows that the ANN-based
forecast model is an appropriate method for anticipating oil yield at another site
and to enhance the yield of turmeric oil at a specific site by changing the alterable
parameters of the expectation model and hence is of enough business centrality by
Abdul Akbara and Sanghamitra Nayaka et al. [12].

3 Methodology

For the most part, the information mining structures fuse to foreseeing the qualities
as the ideal onewhich serves to the consolidated attributes for the covariance arrange.
So it considers because of building up the procedure in fluffy and finds the closest
ideal in the fluffyKNNmethods. However, before that how about we need to discover
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the isolation of Agri-information from bunching by utilizing the information mining
characterization techniques individually. Subsequently, the datasets have been put
away in the database appropriately. At that point, it goes to control the procedure of
pre-handling systems. It is required to expel the commotion of the information and
change of the given informational collection control which suits for the accumulation
and smoothing capacities (Fig. 1).

At that point, the likelihood must be found by Bayesian procedures that include
getting to the K-implies preparing methods. Here the classification of information is
controlled by the

Objective Function:

J =
∑

i=0

∑

k=1

Wik
(
x1 − µk

)2
(1)

where
The variable interims between two hubs for i= 0 till m and k = 1 till k. However, the
target capacity point portrays the consistent worth k. in the event that the worth has
been delivered 1 for k = argmin (x1− µ k) 2. Be that as it may if the worth is return
by 0 to venture out the procedure of the target capacity point in the Agri-information.
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Euclidean Distance:

J (v) =
∑

i=1

∑

J=1

Wik(x1 − VJ )
2 (2)

where the Euclidean distance between the matrix variable is I, j. And the intervals
have to be determined as i = 1 till C (cluster center) between j = 1 till c in the ith
cluster of the given origin.

K-means Clustering:

Vi = (1/Ci )
∑

j=1

Xi (3)

Cluster Variation:

1\mk
∑

i=1

(Xi · µck)
2 (4)

These are all the control which has been done at this point to anticipate the ideal
qualities in the keen cultivating strategies which include in the information mining
methods. At that point, it goes on the change in the given framework to draw out
the transpose of tonal qualities in the Agri-information to the database framework.
How about we discover the closest neighbors during the time spent supporting the k-
implies closest neighborhood in the information mining concentrate to recognize the
probability information. Fuzzy maxims have been met to deliver the best outcomes,
for example, TP,TN,FP, andFN in the given double codes. The given informationwas
controlled to proceed onward the finish system between the transformative aggregate
informational collection in the reliable information. The ANFIS methods were to
find the set hypothesis of information things coverts to the fuzzification to de-fluffy
the ideas of Takagi–Sugeno model seems to get the exactness to bring about the
information mining procedures. It distinguishes and locates the best arrangement in
the aggregate control informationpreparingwhich aides of basic leadership controller
in the framework.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

Likewise, the hybrid techniques used to detect the smart farming system produced
the variation of results used to detect the best solution to develop the agriculture
and implement the profit supports to the farmer. After the refreshing of the ensuing
parameters by cross-breed calculation and refreshing of the reason parameters by
the back proliferation angle drop calculation, the last upgraded ANFIS model of the
warm power plant is obtained. The control of information results has indicated where
the anticipated yields of the ANFIS models are execution versus test numbers for
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the informational indexes of the savvy cultivating. What’s more, the fluffy principles
and the parameters of the models for the agribusiness informational indexes are
additionally given (Figs. 2, 3 and 4).

Themix of given lattice esteems has been controlled to give an enormous measure
of transformative qualities for the five parts. It demonstrates the plot variety in the
inserting device to perceive the populace potential outcomes in shrewd cultivating
procedures. Finally, it lets out the correct procedures and advances the keen method
for getting to the information mining strategies (Fig. 5).

Fig. 2 Soil types

Fig. 3 Description of soil
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Fig. 4 Variances of manipulating variables report

Fig. 5 Cross-validation result
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4.1 Codes

Trans < - data (dim) preprocess (Dependencies=TRUE, cor=TRUE, type=TRUE)
Trans

Mean (data$correlation) Sd (data$correlation)
trans.data < - predict(trans, data) dim(trans.data) hist(trans.data$agri)
biplot
d < - Scores

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

Farming associations and their administration attempt each day to discover data
in enormous databases for business basic leadership. Frequently, the case is that
the answer for their issues was inside their compass and the challenge has officially
utilized this data. Information mining, through better administration and information
examination, can help agrarian associations to accomplish more noteworthy benefits.
Comprehension of the procedures which are done and choices beingmade in farming
associations is empowered through information mining. By the utilization of the
information mining method, procured learning can be utilized to settle on fruitful
choices which will propel the accomplishment of the rural association available.
Information mining once began presents a perpetual cycle of getting learning. For
associations, it speaks to one of the keyswhich focus tomake a businessmethodology.
Extraordinary endeavors put resources into finding a progressively fruitful utilization
of informationmining in agrarian associations. Further feature research has been used
to implement the embedding methods to produce high accuracy and efficiency in the
given domain.
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A Survey on Load Balancing in Cloud
Computing

Ashish Mishra, Saurabh Sharma, and Divya Tiwari

Abstract Cloud processing is a cutting-edge worldview to give benefits throughout
the Internet. Burden adjusting is a core part of cloud computing and keeps away
from circumstance in which a few hubs become overburden while the others are
inactive or then again have modest effort to do. Load adjusting is able to get bet-
ter the quality of service (QoS) measurements, including reaction throughput, cost,
time, execution and asset usage. In this survey, we revise the writing on the under-
taking booking and load-adjusting calculations and present another grouping of such
calculations. The development of distributed computing dependent on virtualization
innovations carries immense chances to have virtual asset requiring little to no effort
with a requirement of owning any framework. Virtualization innovations empower
clients to gain, arrange and be charged on compensation per-use premise. In any
case, cloud server farms for the most part contain heterogeneous product servers
facilitating diverse virtual machines (VMs) with possible different particulars and
swinging asset uses, which possibly will reason imbalanced resource usage inside
servers that may prompt execution corruption and administration-level understand-
ing (SLAs) infringement. An arrangement focusing on burden adjusting calculations
for VM position in cloud server farms is explored, and the overviewed calculations
are characterized by the order. The objective of this paper is to give an exhaustive
and similar comprehension of existing writing also and help specialists by giving an
understanding of potential future improvements.

Keywords Cloud computing · VM · Load-balancing algorithms · SLA · Load
balancing
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, cloud computing is a cutting-edge innovation in the computer services
system’s field to give administrations and services to customers whenever they want.
In a cloud computing framework, assets are circulated all around the globe for quicker
adjusting to customers. The customers can effectively get to data through different
gadgets, for example, PCs, cell telephones, PDAs and tablets. Distributed computing
has confronted numerous difficulties, counting security, productive burden adjusting,
asset booking, scaling, QoS the executives, server farm vitality utilization, informa-
tion locking furthermore, administration accessibility and execution checking. Bur-
den adjusting is one of the fundamental difficulties and worries in cloud conditions;
it is the way toward allocating and reassigning the heap among accessible assets so
as to expand throughput, even as limiting the expense, reaction time, resources usage
and improving execution just as vitality sparing. The service-level agreement (SLA)
and client fulfillment could be given by magnificent burden adjusting methods. In
this manner, giving the proficient burden adjusting calculations and components is a
key to the achievement of distributed computing situations. A few looks have been
done in the field of burden adjusting and assignment planning for cloud situations.
Notwithstanding, our examinations demonstrated that regardless of the key job of
load-adjusting calculations in distributed computing, particularly in the coming of
huge information, there are a couple of far-reaching audits of these calculations.

In ordinary server farms, applications are associated with specific bodily servers
that are frequently over-provisioned to control the upper-certain exceptional burden.
Such layout makes server farms high-priced to hold up with squandered energy and
ground place, low asset usage and vital the executives overhead. With virtualization
innovation, cloud server farms grow to be step-by-step adaptable and supply better
assist to on-request distribution. It conceals server’s heterogeneity, empowers server
aggregate and gets better utilization of servers. Cloud server farms are profoundly
powerful and flighty due to:

(1) Irregular usage of resource styles of customers constantly soliciting for VMs,
(2) Variable resource usages of VMs,
(3) The overall performance of hosts,
(4) Uneven prices of incoming and outgoing of record center clients when taking

care of various burden levels may change extraordinarily. These circumstances
are anything but difficult to trigger uneven stacks in cloud server farm, and they
may likewise prompt execution corruption and administration-level understand-
ing infringement, which requires a heap adjusting component to moderate this
issue. Burden adjusting in mists is a component that disseminates the overabun-
dance dynamic nearby remaining task at hand in a perfect world adjusted over
every one of the hubs [1]. It is connected to accomplish both better client fulfill-
ment and higher asset use, guaranteeing that no single hub is overpowered, in
this way improving the framework generally speaking execution. For VM plan-
ning with load-adjusting intention in cloud computing, it expects to appoint
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VMs to be appropriate and balance the resources use inside the majority of the
hosts.

Appropriate load-adjusting calculations can assist in using to be had assets prefer-
ably, consequently restricting the asset utilization. In this architecture all the host are
located in the bottom layer which contains all the hardware resources. In the second
layer all the hosts are allocated to virtual machine by a cutting edge technologywhich
is further controlled by Virtual Manager. Figure 1 demonstrates the relationship
among VMs, software and the hosts in cloud server farms. In this architecture all
the host is located in the bottom layer which contains all the hardware resources
[2]. In the second layer all the hosts are allocated to virtual machine by a cutting
edge technology which is further controlled by Virtual Manager. In the Upper layer
Application Environment is created as per the request created by EndUser [3, 4]. The
VM’s finished applications possibly will have predefined conditions among them.
All hosts might be apportionedwith server VMs andVMs are introducedwith simply
certainly one kind of application. Load adjusting calculations are related each at the
software and the VM Machines.

Fig. 1 Application, host and VM relationship in data center
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2 The Load-Balancing Policies, Metrics and Model

The version of balancing of load seems to determine 2 in which we are capable to see
the heap balancer gets clients’ solicitations and runs load-adjusting calculations to
disseminate the solicitations some of the VMs. The load balancer chooses which VM
wants to bedoledout to the subsequent solicitation.The server farmcontroller is liable
for project the executives. Errands are submitted to the load balancer, which plays
load-adjusting calculation to allocate errands to a cheaper VM. VM administrator is
liable for VMs. The virtualization is a prevailing innovation in allotted computing.
The number one motive of virtualization is sharing pricey tool among VMs. VM is
a product execution of a pc that going for walks frameworks and applications can
hold strolling on. VM Machine are placed in Data Centers and It can be accessed
by User from anywhere else by an Open Network. Clients are placed everywhere
in the globe, and their solicitations are submitted arbitrarily. Solicitations need to
be appointed to VMs for making geared up. In this manner, the venture mission
is a critical problem in disbursed computing. On the off risk that a few VMs are
overburden while others are inactive or have piece paintings to do, QoS will decline.
With the diminishing ofQoS, clients end up unhappy andmay additionally,moreover,
depart the framework and stay away for the indefinite destiny. A hypervisor or digital
machine display (VMM) is finished to make and address the VMs. VMM gives four
duties: multiplexing, suspension (stockpiling), association (resume) and existence
relocation. Those duties are important for burden adjusting. It is referenced that heap
adjusting wants to consider undertakings: asset designation and task-making plans.
The final effects of those undertakings are the excessive accessibility of property,
energy sparing, developing the usage of property, decrease of charge of utilizing
belongings, defensive the capability of disbursed computing and reduction in carbon
outflow.

2.1 Metrics for Load Balancing

Throughput: This size is implemented to test the quantity of techniques finished
in line with unit time.

Time of Response: It is all time that the framework takes to provide service to a
submitted assignment.

Makespan: This length is implemented to compute the satisfactory finishing time
or even as the assets are specific to a patron.
Scalability: It is the functionality of a calculation to carry out uniform burden
adjusting in the framework as ordinary with the situations upon growing the
quantity of hubs. The favoured calculation is profoundly adaptable.
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Fault Tolerance: It entails a desire for the functionality of the calculation to carry
out burden adjusting in case of nice disappointments in excessive first-class hubs
or as a substitute interfaces.
Time of Migration: The quantity of time is required to transfer a task from an
overloaded node to a low-loaded one.

Imbalance Degree of VM: This size estimates the awkwardness among VMs.

Performance: It records and analyzes machine performance after acting a load-
balancing set of rules.

Consumption of Energy: It computes the degree of energy expended with the aid
of all hubs. Burden adjusting abstains from overheating and thusly diminishing
energy utilization with the energy required to run a data center can be broken
down broadly over all of the hubs.

Emission of Carbon: It analyzed the quantity of carbon produced through way
of all belongings. Load balancing has a key function that decreases this metric
though into power consumed by computing resources and power consumed by
Infra [5, 6].

2.2 Load-Balancing Algorithm’s Taxonomy

In this part, we present the cutting-edge grouping of burden adjusting calculations.
In certain examinations, load-adjusting calculations have been organized in view
of factors: the circumstance of the framework and individual who commenced the
machine. Calculations depending on the condition of the framework are grouping as
dynamic and static. Some staticmethods aremin–min, spherical Robin, opportunistic
load balancing (OLB) and max–min algorithms. A part of the dynamic calculations
include fashions, as an instance, ant colony optimization (ACO).

Monitoring of Loads: In this evolution, the heap and the condition of the assets
are observed.

Synchronization of Loads: In this, the state and load in order are switched over.

Criteria of Rebalancing: It is essential to compute a new workload distribution
and then take decisions for load balancing based on the new calculation.

Migration of Tasks: In this stage, the actual data movement occurs.When system
decides to transfer process/task, this particular step will be executed.

Static algorithm’s qualities are:

1. They pick dependent on a set popular, for instance, input load.
2. They are now not adaptable.
3. They need earlier studying approximately the framework.
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Fig. 2 Classifications of load-balancing algorithms

The functions of dynamic calculations are:

1. They pick relying on the prevailing situation of the framework.
2. They are adaptable.
3. They beautify the exhibition of the framework.

Dynamic calculations are remote to training: conveyed and non-dispersed.Within
the conveyed technique, all hubs accomplish the active and dynamic load-balancing
computation in the framework and the undertaking of burden adjusting is shared
among them. The connections of the framework hubs take structures: agreeable and
non-beneficial (Fig. 2).

In the agreeable structure, the hubs cooperate to accomplish a classical objective,
for example, to diminish the time of reaction everything being equal. In the non-
helpful structure, every nodeworks freely to accomplish a nearby task, for instance, to
diminish the time of reaction for a neighborhood task. Non-dispersed calculations are
isolated into classes of set of two: incorporated what’s more and semi-disseminated.
In the incorporated structure, a solitary node called the focal node executes the
load-adjusting computations and it is totally in charge of burden adjusting.

3 Cloud-Based Load-Balancing Challenges

Load balancing in cloud processing has confronted a few difficulties. In spite of the
fact that the theme of burden adjusting has been extensively examined, in light of
the heap adjusting measurements, the present circumstance is a long way from a
perfect one. In this segment, we survey the difficulties in burden offsetting with the
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point of structuring run of the mill burden adjusting methodologies later on. A few
investigations have referenced difficulties for the cloud-based burden adjusting.

3.1 Virtual Machine’s Migration (Security and Time)

The control on-request nature of cloud computing shows that on the factorwhile there
may be an administration demand, the assets have to accept. Now and then, assets
(frequently VMs) need to be relocated from one Data center to other Data Center [7,
8]. So theData Center architect need to think for LoadBalancing algorithm thosewill
be more Energy Efficiency while moving VM image from one location to another
location [9, 10].

3.2 Cloud’s Spatially Separated Nodes

Spatially allocated nodes in a cloud hub in allotted computing are circulated geolog-
ically. The undertaking for this case is that the heap adjusting calculations ought to
be planned with the intention that they do not forget parameters, for example, the
Load balancing algorithms having capabilities to switch data and virtual machines
among the multiple nodes. It also separate user data and program.

4 Conclusion

Load balancing of jobs on VMs is a pinnacle assignment in cloud computing that
has informed noteworthy consideration from analysts. This text speaks to a reduc-
ing aspect survey of problems and difficulties of burden adjusting. As indicated via
this research, a massive assessment has been completed on several load-adjusting
structures considering diverse measurements. In mild of our statistics, we have
characterized those heap adjusting techniques into some classifications: widespread
load-balancing techniques, normal phenomenon-based load balancing, project-based
complete load balancing and load balancing of agent-based type. From every type,
we have got mentioned focal factors, weaknesses, mind and challenges with those
systems. Several load-adjusting calculations are available that consolidate maximum
load-adjusting measurements and supply better asset to utilize and much less time
of response. But, there may be a need to enhance the techniques for growing exe-
cution of the framework in some time. Alongside the improvement in framework
execution and asset use, load-adjusting strategies are likewise that specialize in inex-
perienced processing, strength sparing and mission load the board, which requires
developing new calculations.We surveyedmultiple algorithms for load balancing for
Cloud Computing. The vital part of this paper is comparison of different algorithms
considering the characteristics like fairness, throughput, fault tolerance, over head,
performance, and response time and resource utilization. The limitation of existing
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work is that each cloud computing algorithm does not address the related issues like
fairness, high throughput and equality. Future work is to mitigate the above problem.
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Detection of Hard Exudate from Diabetic
Retinopathy Image Using Fuzzy Logic

S. Jeyalaksshmi, D. Padmapriya, Divya Midhunchakkravarthy,
and Ali Ameen

Abstract Diabetic retinopathy, otherwise called diabetic eye illness, is a therapeutic
condition in which damage occurs to the retina because of diabetes and is a main
source of visual deficiency. As exudates (exudates are mass of cells and fluid that
has seeped out of blood vessels or an organ) are among early clinical indications of
diabetic retinopathy, their location would be a basic resource for the mass screening
errand and fill in as an essential. A procedure is proposed which depends on morpho-
logical image processing and fuzzy logic to recognize hard exudates from diabetic
retinopathy retinal image in this dissertation. At the underlying stage, the exudates
are distinguished utilizingmathematicalmorphology that incorporates image prepro-
cessing utilizing HSV colour model and elimination of optic disc. The hard exudates
are separated utilizing an adaptive fuzzy logic algorithm that utilizations values in
the RGB colour space of retinal image to form fuzzy sets and membership function.
The fuzzy output for all the pixels in every exudate is calculated for a given input set
corresponding to red, green and blue channels of a pixel in exudates. Since, digital
image is formed from combination of pixels, during image acquisition process, the
quality of the image diminishes from the point they are captured. To get a quality
image, image quality metrics are applied on the proposed algorithm. Then, fuzzy
output is computed for hard exudates according to the proportion of the hard exu-
dates detected. By comparing the results with hand-drawn ground truths, it has been
obtained that the sensitivity and specificity of detecting hard exudates are 81.75%
and 99.99%, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Diabetes can lead to damage in the eye called diabetic retinopathy. The retina is
your seeing part in the back of the eye. High blood sugar levels cause damage to
your retinal blood vessels, which in turn causes bleeding and leakage of exudates in
your retina and in advanced disease. This leads to the formation of abnormal new
blood vessels. High blood pressure and high blood fat increase the damage on your
retina. Diabetic retinopathy is the most common cause of blindness in the working
population in the western world. The early stage of diabetic retinopathy is named
as micro-aneurysm which looks tiny, dark red spots which form clusters in circular
shape.

The aim of this research is to develop a system to detect hard exudates in dia-
betic retinopathy using non-dilated diabetic retinopathy images. The exudates are
identified using morphological method and categorized into hard exudates and non-
hard exudates using adaptive fuzzy algorithm. Therefore, early detection of diabetic
retinopathy is important because ophthalmologist can be able to treat patients using
advanced laser treatment.

2 Reviews on Related Work

Akara et al. [1] have proposed a fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering method to detect
exudates. Contrast enhancement is applied for four image-based features, namely
intensity, standard deviation on intensity, hue and a number of edge pixels, which are
provided as input parameters to a coarse segmentation routine using FCM clustering
method.

Basha and Prasad [2] have proposed an approach using fuzzy logic for hard
exudates detection from digital fundus images. Initially, morphological segmentation
is used to detect abnormal regions in fundus images. Fuzzy sets for different values in
the colour space are used to form fuzzy rules. The output is calculated as the average
of the values in the different colour spaces.

Fraz et al. [3] proposed the methodologies in two-dimensional retinal images
taken from a retinal camera, and a survey of techniques is presented. They reviewed,
analysed and categorized the retinal vessel extraction algorithms and techniques and
methodologies. The performance is analysed on two available databases, Drive and
Stare.

Many techniques have been employed to the exudate detection.
Gardner et al. [4] proposed an automatic detection of diabetic retinopathy using

artificial neural network. The exudates are identified from grey-level images. The
fundus image was analysed using a backpropagation neural network. The technique
did not work well on low contrast images.
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Reza et al. [5] described and approached for the detection of exudates using
k-means clustering algorithm. They preprocessed retinal images by contrast lim-
ited adaptive histogram equalization. Then, they segmented the preprocessed colour
retinal images using k-means clustering technique [6, 13].

3 Methodology

For testing the proposed algorithm, we have chosen nearly fifty images from the
available DR database, DIARETDB and MESSIDOR.

Firstly, the fundus images are preprocessed by implementing the colour space
conversion, removing the noise from the fundus image and by filtering the image [7,
8, 12]. Then, the segmentation and morphological operation are performed on the
fundus image to obtain mask image. The image is segmented to extract the blood
vessel from the retina because the exudate and the blood vessels exhibit the same
colour.

In this work, three linguistic variables xr, xg and xb are taken as input and are
denoted by Gaussian combination membership functions (MFs). Each exudate is
calculated to verify whether it is hard exudates or not by the values of RGB colour
space. When hard exudates are extracted, the values are computed to determine the
presence of DR hard exudates according to the proportion of area of a hard exu-
date using the crisp value of each hard exudate [9, 10]. Determination of image
quality is an important part of digital image processing as many different types of
noise degrades the quality of image. There are many different techniques to evaluate
the quality of image [11]. The most commonly used technique is pixel-based dif-
ference measures which include peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), mean squared
error (MSE). Hereby working on real-time images and later adding noise(speckle,
salt and pepper, Gaussian) to images and then calculating and comparing the PSNR
and MSE value for different images. Sensitivity and specificity parameters are used
to test performance of the proposed technique. These measurements are calculated
using four parameters, namely the true positive (TP) rate (the number of exudate
pixels correctly detected), the false positive (FP) rate (the number of non-exudate
pixels erroneously detected as pixels of an exudate), the false negative (FN) rate (the
number of exudate pixels not detected) and the true negative (TN) rate (the number
of non-exudate pixels correctly identified as non-exudate pixels) (Fig. 1).

The four parameters used are the true positive (TP) rate (the number of exudate
pixels correctly detected), the false positive (FP) rate (the number of non-exudate
pixels erroneously detected as pixels of an exudate), the false negative (FN) rate (the
number of exudate pixels not detected) and the true negative (TN) rate (the number
of non-exudate pixels correctly identified as non-exudate pixels) (Table 1).

It is shown that average sensitivity and specificity obtained are 81.75% and 100%,
respectively, in detecting exudates. It is clear that the proposed technique detects hard
exudates using DR with accuracy of almost 99% in all images.
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Fig. 1 Final processed image

Table 1 Performance in detecting exudates

Image TP FP FN TN Sensitivity Specificity Precision Accuracy

1 321 0 49 431
630

86.76 100 100 99.99

2 51 0 36 431
913

58.62 100 100 99.99

3 3680 0 1012 427
308

78.43 100 100 99.99

4 599 0 46 431
355

92.87 100 100 99.99

5 542 37 42 431
379

92.81 99.99 93.61 99.99

6 270 318 30 431
382

90 99.93 45.92 99.92

7 3304 787 391 427
518

89.42 99.82 80.76 99.73

8 2463 87 227 431
686

91.56 99.98 96.59 99.93

9 2585 0 1339 428
076

65.88 100 100 99.69

10 4090 255 452 427
203

90.05 99.94 94.14 99.84
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4 Result Analysis

In this dissertation, there are totally 10 images which have been tested to detect
the hard exudate. The quality of the image is also tested on the 10 images. The
performance of the image quality assurance is also tested for the 10 fundus images.
The average performance of the four fundus image is shown in below.

Figure 2 describes the comparison between the Gaussian and speckle noise for
the fundus image for PSNR. The PSNR value is used to detect the noise ratio with
respect to the image. By comparing both the algorithms, it is easily predicted that
speckle noise has the highest dB (decibel) than the Gaussian noise. Although a higher
PSNR generally indicates that the reconstruction is of higher quality, in some cases,
it may not. One has to be extremely careful with the range of validity of this metric.
Typical values for the PSNR in lossy image and video compression are between
20 and 50 dB, provided the bit depth is 8 bits, where higher is better. For 16-bit
data, typical values for the PSNR are between 60 and 80 dB. Acceptable values for
wireless transmission quality loss are considered to be about 20–25 dB.

Figure 3 describes the comparison between the Gaussian and speckle noise for
the fundus image for MSE. Both the algorithms have minimum value with respect
to error, but there is difference in points between the algorithms. The smaller value
of the MSE represents the better results (Fig. 4).

SSIM is used for measuring the similarity between two images. The SSIM index
is a full reference metric; in other words, the measurement or prediction of image
quality is based on an initial uncompressed or distortion-free image as reference.
SSIM is designed to improve on traditional methods such as peak signal-to-noise

Fig. 2 Comparison between Gaussian and speckle noise for PSNR
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Fig. 3 Comparison of MSE value

Fig. 4 Comparison for structural similarity between the original and dissorted image

ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE). The SSIM is high for speckle noise
than that of Gaussian noise.

5 Conclusion

This research proposes a technique to identify exudates usingmorphologicalmethods
and categorize these exudates into hard and non-hard exudates using the principle of
fuzzy logic. The strength of this approach is the ability to determine whether each
exudates is hard exudates or not, separately. It has used the intensity band of the
HSV image at this stage. As the fundus image generally contains a high amount of
noise, different preprocessing techniques can be applied for noise suppression and
enhancing features to equalize regions showing uneven contrast. The technique is
fully automated and can be applied to a database of retinal images without changing
any parameters during execution of the algorithm.
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In the field of image processing, image quality assessment is a fundamental and
challenging problemwithmany interests in a variety of applications, such as dynamic
monitoring and adjusting image quality, optimizing algorithms and parameter set-
tings of image processing systems and benchmarking image processing system and
algorithms. The estimation of different image quality metrics (PSNR, SNR, MSE)
is an essential task in digital image processing as it provides a better way for image
quality assessment and its improvement. It can be observed that higher the value of
PSNR and lower value of MSE are desired results. SSIM is a human visual system-
basedmetric which uses the luminance, structural and contrast information present in
the given image as like in HVS model. These validation results show the robustness,
feasibility of the SSIM, and it can perform better than PSNR.

In future, in work to expand the detection system to recognize micro-aneurysms
and haemorrhages, there may be a problem in separating the pathologies from small
vessels. If the small vessels are missed during this step and are confused with micro-
aneurysms or haemorrhages, it may be possible to combine more than one detection
technique to make a final decision on the detected area being either a vessel or
micro-aneurysm or a haemorrhage.

Images are taken from a public available database domain for the experiments
presented in this dissertation. It is prudent, however, to verify this technique using
other databases containing DR images. Also, the work needs to be improved to detect
exudates pixels having very low intensity values.
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Evaluating External Public Space’s
Performance in the Cisadane Riverfront,
Tangerang, Indonesia

Rahmi and A. H. Fuad

Abstract The Cisadane Riverfront is an external public space, where many people
of different ages come to walk and sit around. Their visitation can impact its nature.
This paper examined public space’s performance in Kota Lama Tangerang toward
outdoor activities, whether of locals or visitors. One of the important considerations
notes that this area is located in a national heritage site of Indonesia. It is crucial
for the government to improve this historical area because it was a zero point of
development in Tangerang city. The research involved drifting, site observation, and
literature review. Using variables of the Good Public Space Index, these data were
measured. The results indicated that Green Promenade had higher performance than
the other two destinations. This paper conducted the causal aspect of external public
space’s performance in the Cisadane Riverfront as a consideration for its future
revitalization.

Keywords External public space · Performance · Riverfront · Outdoor activity ·
Sustainability

1 Introduction

Humans need a facility to accommodate their movements while performing activ-
ities. Revitalizing Cisadane Riverfront is an effort to maintain public space in the
Kota Lama (Old City) of Tangerang. The Cisadane Riverfront is one of the places
for migrating birds every year that fly from the Thousand Islands (North Jakarta) to
Depok (North–South) and Bekasi to Tangerang (East–West) [1]. This phenomenon is
one of the attractions of the Cisadane Riverfront. The presence of green open spaces
along the river can also improve river water quality [2]. The river, located ten kilo-
meters from the mouth of the Java Sea, has its own ecosystem, and many residents
also maintain the environment as their livelihood. Hence, there is an interrelationship
that occurs between humans, animals, plants, and water in these public spaces. The
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Table 1 External public space at Cisadane Riverfront and its character

External public spaces Facilities User Surrounded building

Gajah Tunggal Park Children playground,
nature, food court,
plaza

Kid, teenager, adult Shopping mall,
school, university,
mosque

Cisadane Flying Deck Viewing deck,
charging spot, nature

Teenager, adult Kampung Bekelir

Green Promenade Children playground,
nature, local culinary,
fishing spot

Kid, teenager, adult Benteng Herritage
Museum, historical
Kalipasir Mosque,
Boen Tek Bio Temple,
mini-river port

users’ outdoor activities and public space should be managed to maintain sustain-
ability. Public space’s performance is evaluated based on its associated activities as
a destination [3]. In this paper, the activities are connected to their characteristics
to identify their correlation with the public space’s performance. This paper aims to
evaluate the public space’s performance toward outdoor activities in the Cisadane
Riverfront.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Public Space

The Cisadane Riverfront is an external public space [4] because all people can enter
the open space free of charge, and the place itself is notmanagedby aprivate company.
There were three destinations in Cisadane Riverfront that were examined (Table 1),
namely Gajah Tunggal Park, the Cisadane Flying Deck, and Green Promenade. Each
destination has different characteristics, which emerge from the facilities that are pro-
vided there. Based on its function, public space is categorized into positive, negative,
ambiguous, and private space [5].

2.2 Outdoor Activities

There are three types of outdoor activities: necessary, optional, and social [6]. They
depend on the intention of the user. In a riverfront, possible activities are limited by
regulations. The user cannot perform activities that leave a negative impact toward
nature and its habitat. The outdoor activities in public space are also classified into
three types: process, physical contact, and transition [7].
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3 Method

The Cisadane Riverfront at Kota Lama Tangerang has three destinations (Fig. 1),
which are Gajah Tunggal Park, the Cisadane Flying Deck, and Green Promenade,
which is a green belt along Kalipasir Street. Each destination has different charac-
teristics. Gajah Tunggal Park consists of several active elements, such as a playing
ground, food corner, mosque, and two-meter pedestrian paths in the riverside. The
Cisadane Flying Deck consists of passive elements, as it only has decks along the
riverside and a charging booth. In comparison, the Green Promenade along Kalipasir
Street has both elements. It has pedestrian pathways, fishing spots, water contact
spots, and local street food vendors.

These parks were examined for one month by observing and asking some locals
and visitors. Many activities were seen to happen during the research. Tangerang is
about 18 meters above sea level [8]. Meanwhile, when the rainwater flows from the
higher city to the Cisadane River, it will affect some cities along the river, as their
activities are implemented in public spaces. Some variables [3] were used to measure
the public space’s performance: intensity of use, intensity of activity, duration of
activity, variation of use, and variation of users. Using a mix of methods, the data
was analyzed. Scoring was used to measure the public space activities, while open
questions were asked regarding the kinds of common user activities around those
public spaces.

c

c

Gajah Tunggal Park Green Promenade Cisadane Flying Deck 

Fig. 1 Location of Gajah Tunggal Park, Green Promenade, and Cisadane Flying Deck. Source
Local Government of Kota Tangerang
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Fig. 2 Variation of use of public space in Cisadane Riverfront, Kota Lama Tangerang
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The data was evaluated using social and spatial analysis [9]. Social analysis con-
sidered how people act in this public space and its impact on the socioeconomic
condition. Spatial analysis considered how this public space contributes to fulfilling
people’s needs and making an impact toward spatial growth.

The object of observation was the users of open public space, including locals and
visitors. Locals were limited to users who stay within a radius of one kilometer from
the open public space, and visitors constituted users who originate from outside a
radius of one kilometer from the public space.

4 Results and Discussion

According to this classification (Table 2), the results showed that Green Prom-
enade had the highest performance. Gajah Tunggal Park had the second highest
performance, and the Cisadane Flying Deck had the lowest.

There was uncommon condition appeared. The all-day usability in Green Prome-
nade described Green Promenade in high intensity of using, while the fishing activity
had made it. Fishing spot in Green Promenade attracted user in long duration. While,
with the higher number of user, voice could disturb the fishing activity.

4.1 Social Analysis

Gajah Tunggal Park (Fig. 3) has many attractions such as a playground, food corner,
and praying room, but this did not guarantee the park as the most favorite destination.
Many interactions may happen in Gajah Tunggal Park, such as in the playground,
creating a relationship among children, parents, and the family itself. The food corner
and plaza create a relationship among teenagers. On the other hand, the Cisadane
Flying Deck provides visual attractions. The natural river flows in front of the deck,
and another spot here is a charging booth and selfie point. These facilities support
adolescent and couple visitors. The results saw that Green Promenade (Fig. 4) had a
higher performance than the other two destinations. More activities take place in the
promenade (Fig. 2), so it attracts people to come throughout the day. Given its total of
10 h of peak visitation, Green Promenade achieved the best public space performance
in the Cisadane Riverfront. This might be the result of certain activities, such as
fishing, sitting, and eating. Physical contact activities can increase the performance
of public spaces [7].Moreover,GreenPromenade servesmany localTangerang foods,
which attracts many people from noon until night. They come to enjoy the Tangerang
culinary spots in the riverside. Green Promenade is also greener than other places, so
visitors and locals can enjoy the area under the shadows of the surrounding foliage.
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Fig. 3 Location of Gajah Tunggal Park. Source https://www.topibambu.com/2018/06/wisata-
taman-gajah-cisadane-tangerang.html

Fig. 4 Location of Green Promenade. Source Rahmi

4.2 Spatial Analysis

The Kota Lama Riverfront had different user characteristics, and those three areas
had their own types of visitors. This is caused by the surrounding environment. For
example, Gajah Tunggal Park is placed near an education center and mall. Most of
its visitors comprise teenagers and families who come to enjoy the park attractions.
Next, the Cisadane Flying Deck (Fig. 5) is situated near the home waste recycling

Fig. 5 Location of Cisadane Flying Deck. Source Rahmi

https://www.topibambu.com/2018/06/wisata-taman-gajah-cisadane-tangerang.html
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industry. This industry generates a negative impact toward the flying deck, which
offers only visual attractions, as it is partly disturbed by the presence of the home
waste recycling industry. Lastly, the promenade is surrounded by several heritage
buildings, including the Kalipasir Mosque (since the 1400s), Boen Tek Bio Temple
(since the 1600s), and Walet Ranch (since the 1800s). These heritage buildings were
part of the reason for Kota Lama’s nomination as one of Indonesia’s heritage sites
[10]. Spatially, Green Promenade is also adjacent to the Tangerang rail station, and
this is the reason why visitors to the promenade come from many places, whether
local or international. Green Promenade also provides spots for direct contact with
water. A mini-port is available for the annual traditional Chinese ceremony. The
mini-port was the zero point of development when the Chinese came to Tangerang in
the 1600s. They arrived and built several buildings, bringing their culture to the area.
This historical background creates a specific spatial characteristic in the promenade
environment. Thus, the promenade also reached the highest performance because of
some aspects such as water contact spots, nearby rail station, and nearby heritage
buildings. Physical setting, imagery, and activities should be considered in creating
identity and giving a sense of public space [11].

Overall, Green Promenade was highly visited because it offers physical contact
with nature and traditional or local cuisine. It means that the physical nature and
local cuisine create a better impact toward the users’ intention in the Cisadane River-
front. Moreover, Green Promenade is shaded by many trees, providing users with
more comfort at noon. Green Promenade also had inclusiveness, meaningfulness,
safety, comfort, and pleasure, which are important to the quality of public space
[12]. Comfort is more important for the riverfront area because of factors such as
humidity, sunlight, and wind. Under the shadow of a tree in Green Promenade, users
can enjoy nature anytime. Additionally, urban open spaces should also provide a
place for strangers to meet [13].

Green Promenade is a culinary spot in the city of Tangerang. Various local foods
of Tangerang are served, such as durian soup, es doger, cilok, and others. The local
food becomes a potential aspect of the community, so the economy runs positively
due to users coming to the area. Green Promenade has some sitting spots that are
provided by street vendors. Unfortunately, the street vendors themselves have not
been well organized. There is a tendency for them to use parts of the street, so this
often causes traffic congestion, especially after working hours. The culinary time
operates from 11:00 to 21:00. The 10-h duration (Fig. 6) operates by involving 20
street vendors along Green Promenade. This will continue to grow and become
crowded if not managed as soon as possible, especially considering that the people
of Tangerang celebrate the Cisadane River Festival and Dragon Boat Competition
each year at that location. Street vendors may receive benefits from users who come
to the celebration. Social interactions among community members in this area will
strengthen their sense of solidarity [9].

It should also be noted that not all users in public spaces intentionally seek recre-
ation and sports, where these activities are optional for them [4]. However, public
space planning must also attract visitors who have a need to go there, such as street
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vendors, parking attendants, and garden cleaners. There also needs to be a utility
zone for those who visit the area for more than six hours.

The existence of a public space’s composition has an impact on its environment,
both negative and positive. With the human invasion and disturbance of nature, the
theory of urban ecology is needed [14]. To prevent city development from becoming
too complicated to control, the government, academics, and practitioners must make
regulations in urban planning by implementing urban ecological theory. Thus, the
movement of people in urban areas can maintain the existing ecosystem as much as
possible. Development will be carried out as a form of fulfillment of needs, and it
must be in accordancewith environmental ethics and in consideration of the cycle that
occurs in the built environment. Damaged ecosystems will inevitably exist, but the
damage should be minimized. If humans want to preserve the natural ecosystem, it is
necessary to consider existing ecosystems. It is also possible to form one, although
an artificial ecosystem is very reliant on certain conditions because it depends on
the nature where the ecosystem is recognized, so it cannot be generalized. Thus, it
is necessary to look further into the history of ecosystems that are formed in certain
zones [15]. For instance, the riverfront is a site of river ecosystems.

5 Conclusion

The public space’s performance in this paper is related to many aspects. Green Prom-
enade, the space with the highest level of performance, was frequented by visitors,
even though it only has optional activities and no transition facilities. This shows
that Green Promenade has succeeded in strongly attracting visitors and distinguish-
ing itself by enabling physical contact with nature. By nature, the range of visitor’s
ages becomes wider.

The public space’s performance is intended to give a point of consideration for
the Local Government of the city of Tangerang in managing public spaces. Social
movement inside these public spaces is affected byfloods.Based on the causal aspects
that were analyzed above, the government or other planners should examine people’s
preferences regarding public spaces in Kota Lama Tangerang.
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This study is limited only to the riverfront public space. For further research, it is
essential that the surrounding environment of the public space is also examined and
another relevant variable should be involved to improve the measurement in certain
condition like fishing activity in this research.
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A Comparative Study of Cryptographic
Algorithms in Cloud Environment

M. Revathi and R. Priya

Abstract Cloud is a medium for providing virtual services and resources that can
be accessed and utilized easily. Alongmechanism in Internet storage content is saved
online, retrieved from various distributed and interconnected resources which form
a cloud across the network. The prime concern faced by the Internet content system
securing, as a result the owner encrypts and utilizes an search technique for accessing
the data. When using a cloud storage mechanism, the third party gains the control
to import your highly secured and private data to put up in the cloud. The data own-
ers have to deal with various security issues because of entailing intense safety and
confidentiality. The present paper outlines the cloud types based on cloud usage and
services offered. The focus of the research being to provide secured data sharing by
comparing and assessing the functionality of different symmetric encryption algo-
rithms like parallel homomorphic encryption algorithm (PHEA), KUNodes, triple
data encryption algorithm (3DEA), Also by implementing PHEA there is flexibility
in data sharing, fine-grained access control, improvised average execution time and
memory and data size. The research work concludes that PHEA is highly suitable
for data sharing compared to other techniques of symmetric encryption.

Keywords Security · Cryptography · Symmetric · Asymmetric · Encryption ·
Decryption · Fine-grained access control

1 Introduction

One of the demanding and popular Internet technologies prevailing today is the
cloud computing. It is a huge zone holding data and resources that can be accessed
and shared anytime from anywhere. Cloud offers the benefit of sharing computer
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resources. Since the user is mainly concerned with security, providing utmost safety
while sharing data in a cloud environment is of prime concern. To share safe and
secured data among sender and receiver, various symmetric encryption algorithms
are imbibed. The cloud is primarily responsible for managing and situation and theft
of data and that is safely transmitted to other users. The paper assesses various exist-
ing researches associated withmethodologies and resolutions concerning secure data
sharing. The focus of the research being to provide secured data sharing by compar-
ing and assessing the functionality of different symmetric encryption algorithms like
parallel homomorphic encryption algorithm (PHEA), KUNodes, triple data encryp-
tion algorithm (3DEA). For the purpose of data sharing, the existing paper considers
and discusses parallel homomorphic encryption algorithm (PHEA),making the cloud
data authorization easy, yielding in high data security and efficiency. These method-
ologies guarantee that if by any chance an unauthorized user retrieves the cipher
text, the plaintext remains strictly inaccessible. The KUNodes algorithm deals with
security along with identifying entire set of participants in the entire system. During
process of data sharing, there is participation of multiple nodes. For enhanced and
secure data sharing, the re-encryption technique is imbibed in a cloud environment.
The AES encryption algorithm involves the whole data block utilizing one square
matrix through every round by utilizing permutation and substitutions. The 3DES-
triple data encryption algorithm exists as a replacement against DES because of its
improvised key length The name ‘3DES’ as implemented. Lastly, ECC-elliptic-curve
cryptography algorithm is utilized for building instantiate public key cryptography
conventions for the purpose of digital signatures and instance executing keys. All
the symmetric algorithms mentioned and discussed are being implemented in public
cloud.

2 Related Work

Arockia Panimalar et al. for service-based architecture the approach of cloud com-
puting is employed. Tomake best use of cloud computing, the responsible individuals
must incorporate appropriate parameters to guarantee security. ECC-elliptic-curve
cryptograph is imbibed in almost every communication domain, be it mobile comput-
ing, server-based encryption, remote sensor systems and image encryption. Cloud
computing alongside elliptic-curve cryptograph is a new approach and possesses
massive scope of research. The sole target is offering data security with ECC to
assure secrecy and data confirmation amidst clouds [1].

B. Thiyagarajan et al. put forths that when an organization/business is uploaded
on cloud it portrays a genuine concern regarding the security and integrity of client
data and organization officials too. The prime concern remains safeguard processes.
For that outsourced algorithms like AES, assures to be efficient. These algorithms
are beneficial as they permit the user to restrict any unauthorized personal to access
or retrieve user data [2].
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BurhanUl Islam Khan et al. put forwards the fact that the process of data sharing
within cloud environment is vulnerable to various attacks and threats. Using the
traditional technique of cryptography is inefficient in delivering desired and effective
authentication requirement. To resolve this issue of data security, SSM—secure-
split-merge scheme is imbibed. This scheme employs a unique strategy utilizing
an encryption key (AES 128 bit) to split the data. These blocks of splits are then
managed on different server racks among various cloud zones [3].

Cheng-Kang proposes in paper an algorithm and i.e. KAC—key aggregate cryp-
tosystem.Afixed sized cipher text is generated by utilizing newpublic key cryptosys-
tem in order to achieve better flexibility, safety and efficiency while data sharing.
Key aggregate cryptosystem is imbibed for cryptography using the key aggregate
encryption-decryption algorithm. The disadvantage being, high cost value [4].

Kaitai Liang et al. present researchwork on functional PRE—proxy re-encryption
scheme (i.e. DFA-based) for securely public. PRE being encrypted data converted to
cipher text that is linked to a different string via, which been given the re-encryption
key. In any case, plaintext cannot be retrieved by the proxy. Functional proxy re-
encryption (PRE) algorithm which is DFA-based is being imbibed, yielding in high
cost [5].

Kamalakanta Sethi et al. propose the technique of homomorphic encryption in
which there is need to decrypt the cipher text and one can directly conduct operations
on cipher text. For standardized computations to be performed on cipher text, vari-
ous efficient techniques are being presented and employed by utilizing the ‘DGHV
scheme-2010’ which stands for ‘The KGS—Keg Generation Server’ being used to
perform ‘cipher text refresh’ procedure. Moreover, for a relative performance study,
a parallel implementation of the above algorithms is exhibited [6].

Kanagavalli Rangasami et al. put forwards that data security incorporates net-
work security, control strategies, service access and data storage. In the technique of
homomorphic encryption, data security is offered in a way that operations could be
performed on encrypted data itself [7].

MohamedNabeel et al. propose the scheme of privacy preserving delegated access
control (PPDAC) employed by decomposition ACPs within cloud environment. The
data is made invisible in the cloud and the owner needs to manage few attribute
factors only. Though still it faces the drawback of network connections dependency
and high cost. Algorithms being employed are gen graph, policy decomposition,
optimization and random cover [8].

N. Hemalatha et al. investigated the significance related to scenario. The tech-
nique of cryptography symmetric encryption is being selected as it is efficient in
managing massive data along with remarkable speed linked to storing data in the
cloud. An overall outlook of cloud technologies is exhibited along with necessary
characteristics, delivery models, classifications and many encryption algorithms. To
maintain the cloud confidentiality, a comparative study based on various encryption
algorithms is imbibed [9].

Nidhi Grover proposes that in a cloud environment various encryption algorithms
are being employed to safeguard user data from malicious attacks and threats. Few
techniques/algorithms that are presented in the paper include DES, AES, blowfish
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and RSA. Also the mentioned algorithms are being compared in contrast with mul-
tiple attributes that must be an integral part of an encryption algorithm. There are
drawbacks, benefits and shortcomings related to every algorithm. The recommended
AES algorithm yields in enhanced data security, speed, improved performance, scal-
ability and minimal memory prerequisite when compared with rest other existing
algorithms [10].

3 Proposed Work

3.1 Overview

In a cloud computing environment, application platforms and computer resources
are widely dispersed across the Internet via demand and pay principal. Unfortu-
nately, this private information when stored and shared online is unprotected by any
physical limitations and this leads to security issues. The technique of cryptography
proves valuable and efficient in promising secure data sharing of information among
diverse entities by filtering and transmitting only the incomprehensible information
and strictly permitting data access to authorized users only. For safe communica-
tion, selecting the appropriate cryptographic algorithm is mandatory which can offer
efficiency, security and integrity.

3.2 Encryption Technique

To safeguard confidential information, encryption techniques are being enforced.
These are categorized as following:

Symmetric Key Encryption This employs a single unique process as well as
decryption.

Asymmetric Key EncryptionHere two utilized which restricts any unauthorized
data access. That is, the receiver has the private key that remains unshared and the
public key stays public to all. Technique of symmetric encryption is quite fast in the
process of encryption and also it consumes very less computing power. The above
encryption process works cipher and splits entire data into chunks of blocks. Asym-
metric encryption public key algorithm proves to be effective in securely transferring
data and encryption keys in situations where in either users does not have chance to
decide or approve on a secret key. In public key encryption algorithms, the keys that
are being utilized are lengthier, thus the transmitted data is much secure.

Following symmetric encryption algorithms are examined in below section:KUN-
odes, 3DEA-triple data and PHEA-parallel homomorphic encryption algorithm.
PHEA is quiet effective in handling huge volume of data.

KUNodes
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In this, multiple nodes are involved during the process of data sharing which are
being: key authority, number of users involved, data provider and storage server. In
cloud computing, the data needs to be shared securely; hence, every member is well
connected/linked or say dependent on one another. Key matching is mandatory for
security purpose. A key is generated by the key authority which is issued to both—the
data provider and the user for securely sharing data in the cloud.

Advantages:

1. Encryption time is less compared to 3DES.
2. Prevention from data theft.

Disadvantages:

1. Designing is tough.
2. Loss of data since data sharing is from node to node.

Triple Data Encryption Algorithm (3DEA)
3DES—Triple data encryption standard also mentioned as TDEA-triple data encryp-
tion algorithm. Initially, when DES algorithm was designed, key length of 56 bits
was appropriate and sufficient but it was prone to attacks by mere physical force.
3DES offers a basic technique of incrementing key length rather than creating an
entire block cipher, also it safeguards from brute-force attack. 3DES utilizes 168 bit
key (which being total of three separate keys), whereas DES utilizes 56 bit key. In
3DES, either all three keys are same or might be first and third are same. Further-
more, the text is split into 64 bit block, utilizing 8 S-boxes and conducting 48 rounds
of processing. 3DES is highly complicated and framed to safeguard the data from
various attacks. The ‘3DES’ as the data undergoes DES encryption three times.

Advantages:

1. Higher computational speed.
2. Fast and quick encryption speed.

Disadvantages:

1. Extremely high memory usage.
2. Involves 48 encryption rounds.

Elliptic-Curve Cryptography algorithm
Elliptic-curve cryptography algorithm is utilized for building instantiate public key
cryptography conventions for the purpose of digital signatures and instance executing
keys. The main motto and inspiration in employing ECC being that it utilizes more
keys of small size along with set of executions. ECC allows encrypting a piece of
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information many number of times with entirely separate keys so that the resultant
cipher text undergoes decryption in one go and with only single key. ECC supports
both cryptography as well as decoding. Ultimately, a cipher text is generated which
undergoes decryption using a single key with mere one decoding cycle.

Advantages:

1. Results in high security be employing-164 bit key.
2. Low power consumption and offers enhanced functionalities to the batteries.

Disadvantages:

1. Is quiet complex and size of encrypted message is increased.
2. Implementation is tough.
3. Suffers from high encryption time.

Parallel Homomorphic Encryption Algorithm (PHEA)
PHEA is a form of cryptography schemewhere algebraic operations are on the cipher
text and plaintext. As a result, a chunk of cipher text is mutually produced by various
parties remaining unaware of the plaintext worked upon by others. A different tech-
nique of parallel homomorphismencryption is presented in the paper. This encryption
algorithm examines the algebraic link among the algebraic operations on the cipher
text as well as plaintext. According to the paper, link amidst algebraic operations
performed on the cipher text as well as encryption keys are examined. Simultane-
ously, achieving the fine-grained access control is making cloud data sharing flexible
enough.

Advantages:

1. Faster encryption process.
2. Yielding in high efficiency.
3. No loss of data.

3.3 Data Security

Data security signifies safeguarding data against unauthenticated access, alteration
or damage. Threats linked with data security falls under two categories: internal and
external threats. Internal threats arise from within attacks as the CSPs and cloud
users are purely responsible for this. Attacks from an external source are defined as
external threats since any third party can also access the data by robbing private data
of the user (Fig. 1).
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4 Result and Discussion

The presented work investigates the security concerns related outsourced being pub-
lic. To achieve this, PHEA is employed which ascertains security of outsourced
data, the request is forwarded to the data owner. The user is checked for autho-
rization by the data owner and the decryption is key then granted to the user. By
employing this technique in public cloud, leakage of confidential data from unau-
thenticated person can be avoided. Both the data user and owner must ascertain
that the cloud is protected from any sort of external threats in order to ensure client’s
safety against data loss and theft. PHEA-parallel homomorphic encryption algorithm
outperforms in the realm of authorization, data security and integrity. To obtain data
security, data is being added to the third party. For implementing suitable symmetric
encryption algorithm, there should be complete awareness regarding performance,
strength and shortcomings taking various parameters into consideration. The rec-
ommended PHEA technique yields in efficient outcome, considering the following
factors: integrity, average execution time, block size, efficiency and memory usage.
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Table 1 Comparative analysis of overall performance

S. No Encryption techniques Time (ms) Efficiency (%) Integrity (%)

1 Parallel homomorphic encryption
algorithm (PHEA)

1.13 96 100

2 KUNodes 2.56 85 70

3 Advanced encryption standard (AES) 1.41 91 85

4 Triple data encryption algorithm
(3DES)

3.63 88 82

5 Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) 3.8 89 89

Table 1 mentioned above compares the parallel homomorphic encryption algo-
rithm (PHEA) parameters like efficiency, time and integrity with that of KUN-
odes, 3DES—triple data encryption algorithm and ECC—elliptic-curve cryptog-
raphy. It is revealed that PHEA is highly efficient in offering enhanced perfor-
mance/functionality when compared with rest other techniques.

5 Conclusion

In Internet system environment, security plays a mandatory role, which if addressed
genuinely will gain the trust of the organizations towards accepting the cloud. The
existing paper presents an overall investigation of symmetric key encryption algo-
rithm taking in account multiple parameters. On the basis of assessing the perfor-
mance, the outcome reveals that PHEA , KUNodes, 3DES—triple data encryption
elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) delivering better security by considering avail-
ability of resources. The comparison done and the analyses reveals that PHEA ascer-
tains to be more effective, fast, secure and a low storage consumption algorithm with
enhanced encryption functionality, with absence of any shortcomings and restric-
tions compared to rest of the encryption algorithms which faces few drawbacks and
issues in storage and performance. Eventually, PHEA is evaluated further taking into
account various factors.
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Discovering the Androgen Transition
and Prognostic Cardiovascular Disease
by Hybrid Techniques in Data Mining

A. Revathi and P. Sumathi

Abstract In ongoing decades, coronary illness has been recognized as the main
source of death in the world. In any case, it is considered the most preventable and
controllable illness simultaneously. As demonstrated by the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO), the early and helpful finish of coronary sickness accept an astonishing
activity in checking its empowering and lessening related treatment costs. Consid-
ering the regularly expanding development of coronary illness prompted fatalities,
specialists have embraced various information mining methods to analyze it. As
indicated by results, the use of similar information mining strategies prompts vari-
ous outcomes in various datasets. This examination attempts to help human services
masters to early analyze coronary illness and evaluate related hazard factors. The car-
diovascular have been easily detected by the techniques of Fuzzy, CFS—Co-related
feature selection, ZeroR in the hybrid processing. Fuzzy used to detect the processing
of facts and produce the nearest possibilities of cardiac disease. CFS has revealed
the process of prediction and constructed the variables used to FS—feature selection
and VS—variable selection, respectively. ZeroR used to detect negative processing
in the cardiovascular.

Keywords Fuzzy · ZeroR · CFS—Co-related feature selection · FS—Feature
Selection · VS—Variable Selection

1 Introduction

The social security industry accumulates enormous extents of coronary affliction
information which, heartbreakingly, are not “mined” to find camouflaged data for
unimaginable fundamental specialists. The diminishing of blood and oxygen supply
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to the heart prompts coronary illness. This research has to give a prediction and
detection process of current methods of information disclosure in databases utiliz-
ing information mining procedures which will be productive for remedial specialists
to take a compelling choice. The goal of this appraisal work is to anticipate much
more unquestionably the closeness of coronary ailment with a diminished number
of characteristics. From the start, thirteen properties were identified with imagin-
ing coronary disease. Each datum mining technique fills another need dependent
upon the showing objective. Sincere classifiers have worked splendidly in various
eccentric veritable conditions. Henceforth, the adages of Bayes control are prepar-
ing behind the AI component separately. At that point, it has the procedure of some
reasonable constraint to control it. It uncovers the best throughput of the medicinal
services’ framework inserting ideas. It was determined to give the best answer for
social insurance preparing which aids the IoT necessities. Regardless, botches for
the presumption in the control handling to the opportunity and the nonappearance of
open probability data. Observations exhibit that hypothesis performs reliably when
a reduction in different characteristics.

Heart disease (CD) is one of the significant reasons for death. A significant assign-
ment is to distinguish the cardiac malady in all respects minutely and decisively.
Generally, restorative symptomatic mix-ups are dangerous and excessive. By and
large, they are provoking passing. Information mining procedures are imperative to
limit symptomatic blunders just as to improve the patient’s security. Information
mining methods are extremely successful in structuring a therapeutic emotionally
supportive network and advance the capacity to decide the concealed examples and
relationship in clinical information.

2 Related Works

Chou et al. proposed a privacy-preserving compressive analysis (PPCA) technique
at a low-intricacy system dependent on the subspace-based portrayal. It plays out the
encryption and unscrambling on compressive sensing (CS) on the Web and isolating
the sign in disconnected [1]. Mortazavi et al. depicted the postoperative intricacies
expectation framework to extricate the information from EHR. Accomplice explicit
models foresee the disappointment causes and contaminations [2].

Din et al. depicted an unmistakable comprehension of the Internet of medical
things (IoMT) with machine learning (ML). This technique used to distinguishing
the eHealth care framework to counteract basic infection and analyze it [3]. Amin
et al. proposed seven distinctive classification procedures in the coronary illness
expectation model. It improves the precision to analyze cardiovascular illness [4].
El-Bialy et al. depicted a fast choice tree and pruned C4.5 tree are used for the near of
separated information from various informational collections. It is resolved to apply
the mix to the AI calculations for finding the CAD infection [5].

Kavitha et al. proposed principal component analysis (PCA) to accomplish the
arrangement precision with the numerical model. It evacuates excess and conflicting
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information to improve precision and decrease the dimensionality from high to low
[6]. Lou et al. proposed an RFRS highlight choice framework and an arrangement
framework with an outfit classifier with three phases. In a subsequent framework
used, the C4.5 classifier inherits fuzzy system to locate the most extreme precision
[7]. Wiharto et al. proposed a novel crossbreed model for diagnosing coronary ill-
ness, which gone before by highlight choice and intelligent relapse utilized in the
systematic technique. It determines to follow the stage by utilizing the neural system
[8]. Köhler et al. proposed a vortex extraction strategy to decide the appropriate vor-
tices for the cardiovascular bloodstream. This technique totally actualizes to GPU
[9].

Cardoso et al. depicted a few information mining methods like grouping which
include determination, oversampling techniques, and programmed order calcula-
tions to recognize the infection. It is an assessment of arbitrary woods arrangement
calculation to accomplish the most elevated precision [10].

Dey et al. prescribed the PCA strategy to expand the precision with the least traits
for managing different AI calculations. This strategy predicts coronary illness by
breaking down-regulated AI calculations [11]. Paul et al. described a fluffy-choice
emotionally supportive network (FDSS) in light of hereditary calculation. It forms
thewhole datasets to extricate the powerful traits and applies theweighted fluffy stan-
dards to construct an FDSS for foreseeing coronary illness [12].Verma et al. proposed
a novel half-breed technique for CAD analysis, which incorporates connection-based
component subset (CFS) and K-implies bunching calculations. This strategy recog-
nizes CAD [13]. Yogaamrutha et al. portrayed an alternate order calculation like
SVM with classes of heart ailments like myocardial localized necrosis and stroke.
The expectation model keeps up the enormous informational index with missing
traits with the information mining apparatus called WEKA [14].

3 Methodology

World future insights infer that coronary illness is winning more in number. So, it
is important to manufacture a proficient smart confided in the computerized frame-
work which predicts the coronary illness precisely depending on the indications as
indicated by sexual orientation/age and area learning of specialists in the field at the
most reduced expense (Fig. 1).

Data mining frameworks are basic to confine systematic errors similarly to
improve the patient’s security. Data mining techniques are incredible in organizing
a restorative genuinely steady system and improve the ability to choose the unno-
ticeable models and relationships in clinical data. In this paper, the utilization of
request technique, a decision tree for the acknowledgment of coronary disease has
been introduced. Gathering tree uses various components including age, glucose,
and circulatory strain; it can recognize the probability of patients fallen in CSV by
using less systematic tests that put aside time and money.
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Therefore, the likelihood has been directed by the embedding which supports the
best-first search computation. In likemanner, it used to depict the bits of learning con-
cerning cardiovascular agony in the remedial organization structure autonomously.
Besides, it confines to find the expressions of making the truth for the proximity and
nonappearance which access the twofold characteristics. The clinical data has been
shown for a couple of sorts of clinical procedures for coronary sickness.

3.1 Fuzzy

The fuzzy utilizing the procedure of including in the Takagi–Sugeno model which
creates the closest ideal in the coronary illness. The potential results are used to
vanish the rest of the users through the document recovering to pre-preparing in the
information mining methods. Here, the control is,

(x and y) = min(x, y) (1)

(x or y) = max(x, y) (2)

Not x = 1−x (3)

(x implies y) = max(x, 1− y) (4)

These are all the given procedure that has decided the procedure of microcon-
troller and settled on a choice to the fuzzification and de-fuzzification to the separate
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arrangement of preparing information. In this, procedure has found the minimum
esteem as appeared (1) and maximum estimation of (2) proclaimed too.

At that point, it delivers the negative outcome additionally which has a change
in the given procedure in the fluffy framework with backings of set hypothesis
capacities. Here,

µ(S U T )(X) = (
µ S(x) or µ T(x)

)
(5)

Union = max
(
µ S(x) or µ T(x)

)
. (6)

3.2 Co-related Feature Selection

Any of the variable or object has been depending on the same data, and the value of
manipulation is determined as,

X = 2Y (7)

U = V 2 (8)

Hence, the part decision has been executed by the parallel overseeing while simul-
taneously getting to the data affirmation in the coronary illness for looking structure.
It passes on the perfect course of action in the embeddings.

3.3 ZeroR

• The essentialness of setting up a standard of execution for AI issues.
• How to figure an example execution using the zero-rule methodology on a
backslide issue.

• How to learn an example execution using the zero-rule procedure on a game plan
issue.

Furthermore, in addition, it contains the SD,Mean, Absolute mistake an incentive
on the implanting in default capacity including the procedure of standard in the
relapse systems.

Regression:

Y = MX + B (9)

Y1 = A + BX (10)
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Lose confidence evaluation is used to find conditions that fit data.When it has a fall
away from the confidence condition, we can use the model to make needs. One kind
of breaking faith appraisal is a prompt assessment. Precisely, when a relationship
coefficient displays that information is undoubtedly going to have the choice to
anticipate future results and a scatter plot of the information seems to shape a straight
line, it can utilize principal direct fall away from the faith to locate an insightful point
of confinement. It overviews from basic variable-based math, the condition for a line
and what might be appeared differently in relation to direct break faith as appeared
as (9, 10) formulae.

4 Result and Discussion

Data mining development gives a customer an arranged approach to managing novel
and disguised models in the data. The found information can, in addition, be utilized
by the supportive masters to reduce the measure of contradicting drug influence, to
propose dynamically sensible restoratively identical decisions. The discovered data
can moreover be used by the helpful specialists to diminish the amount of opposing
medicine sway, to propose progressively reasonable medicinally equivalent choices.

Anticipating patient’s future leaders on the given history is one of the notewor-
thy employments of data mining techniques that can be used in human administra-
tions on the board. The openness of huge proportions of therapeutic data prompts
the necessity for stunning data examination instruments to isolate supportive learn-
ing. Subsequently, it will get to the tremendous data by the human administration
framework. Additionally, so also, the data has been distinguished to mining the data
by the consistently based backings of IoT. Examiners have for a long while been
stressed over applying quantifiable and data mining mechanical assemblies to
improve data examination on tremendous enlightening records. Disease investigation
is one of the applications where data mining gadgets are showing triumphs (Figs 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6).

Thus, the result has shown as,

Fig. 2 Accuracy
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Fig. 3 Fuzzy set

Fig. 4 Cross-validation

Fig. 5 ZeroR
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Fig. 6 Plot matrix visualization

4.1 Coding

sns.distplot(data[i][result['diagnosis']==0], color='g', label  = 'benign')
sns.distplot(data[i][result['diagnosis']==1], color='r', label  = 'malignant')
plt.legend(loc='best')
fig.suptitle('Breast Cance Data Analysis')
fig.tight_layout()
fig.subplots_adjust(top=0.95) 
plt.show()

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

The most, generally, utilized technique for data mining in the helpful organization’s
piece is gathering. The expansive request strategy used for the figure of coronary
disease is the decision tree that is used in this investigation. Now and again, poor
perceptions lead toward death. All specialists are not all that masters to determine
coronary illness to have an insignificant number of tests. The fundamental motivation
behind this examination is to analyze the heart patients all the more unequivocally
and all the more precisely with a base number of tests (decrease of traits). This
exploration assumes an imperative job in the cost decrease of treatment and analyzes
illness and extra improvement of the restorative investigations. The purposed research
work can further be helped and used for the forecast of different kinds of heart
sicknesses. Coronary disease is one of the essential wellsprings of demolition around
the world, and it is fundamental to predict the contamination at less than the ideal
stage. The PC-supported frameworks help the specialist as a device for anticipating
and diagnosing coronary illness. The goal of this survey is to far-reaching about
heart-related cardiovascular illness and to brief about existing-choice emotionally
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supportive networks for the forecast and conclusion of coronary illness bolstered by
information mining and half-breed shrewd methods.
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Crop Prediction Based on Environmental
Factors Using Machine Learning
Ensemble Algorithms

Tatapudi Ashok and P. Suresh Varma

Abstract India being an agricultural country, the most part of economy depends on
yield growth. Agriculture largely depends on rainwater and also depends on diverse
soil parameters, namely nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and weather aspects like
temperature and rainfall. The technological growth in agriculture will increase the
crop productivity. Remote sensing systems like IoT systems are being more widely
used in smart farming systems, and these systems produce generous amount of data.
Machine learning is a promising research arena to anticipate the crop based on the
data patterns. The proposed system will integrate the IoT sensors like PH sensor,
moisture, rainfall, temperature and humidity sensors to observe the data from those
sensors and applying machine learning algorithms: Random Forest and GDBoost. A
prediction of the most suitable crops according to the current environment is made.
This work provides producers a stronger forecast to plant what kind of plants in their
farm area depending on the parameters mentioned above to enhance smart farming’s
productivity.

Keywords Agriculture · IoT · Ensemble algorithms · Machine learning · Data
analytics · Prediction

1 Introduction

The proposed system in this paper is a class of crop prediction system for increasing
the production based on the key technologies: the Internet of things and machine
learning techniques. Sensor technology has been advanced, and various sensors for
humidity, temperature, moisture content in soil and acidity of the soil are used to
sense the required elements. Machine learning technology predicts the crop based
on the sensor data. Uses of these technologies are helpful to the farmer for better
production rate in agriculture. The main aim in the agriculture is to improve the
crop yield with low operational cost and less pollution in environment. Potential
development and yield rely on many distinct characteristics of manufacturing such
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as climate, soil properties and management of irrigation and fertilizer. Farming is
the backbone of any economy. In a country like India, which is experiencing ever-
increasing food demand due to rising population, advances in the agricultural sector
are needed to meet needs. Agriculture has been considered as the main and foremost
culture practiced in India since ancient times. Ancient people are growing the crops
in their own land and have been adapted to their needs. The natural crops are therefore
cultivated and used by many creatures like humans, animals and birds. The sector of
agriculture is slowly degrading since the creation of fresh innovative technologies and
methods.Because of this, abundant individuals of invention are focused on cultivating
artificial products that are hybrid products where life is unhealthy. Nowadays, there
is no awareness of contemporary individuals about growing the plants in the correct
moment and location. These cultivating methods also change the seasonal climatic
circumstances against the basic resources such as land, water and air that contribute
to food insecurity. By evaluating all of these issues such as weather, temperature
and multiple variables, there is no adequate solution and technology to solve the
scenario we face. In India, there are several methods to boost agricultural financial
development. There are several ways in which crop yield and crop quality can be
increased and improved.

1.1 IoT in Agriculture

The Internet of Things is an interconnection of computer systems both mechanical
and digital with the unique ability to move information on a network without human
or computer communication. In the field of agriculture, few researchers have sug-
gested IoT-based architectureswith computer training to forecast crop form.Machine
learning IoT is mature technology, and a ton of agricultural work has been under-
taken. This scheme controls plant development form. The proposed scheme helps
to make predictive decisions and analyze information detected and gathered from
the detectors and placed in the database and analyzed using algorithms for machine
learning. Sensors sense the crop yield information for different humidity, tempera-
ture, rainfall, pH value parameters. Etc. is placed in memory through IoT systems
that are further used to predict crop varieties that have a direct effect on plant develop-
ment after predictive choices are produced and forwarded to the end user for further
interference, resulting in a stronger end user advantage.

1.2 Machine Learning

Machine learning is a technology that is commonly used for issues with agriculture.
It is used in the analysis of big information collections and in the information sections
to create helpful categories and patterns.
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Themachine learningmethod’s general objective is to obtain the information from
a collection of data and turn it into an understandable framework for further use.

This paper’s primary goal is to develop a scheme that can forecast the sort of plant
depending on the characteristics of soil and climate. As the population is growing
in today’s globe, it is expected to be in billions as the years go by and we need to
enhance crop output to supply those billion people. The population is growing, and
on the other side, the agricultural territory is declining owing to multiple factors
such as heavy industrialization, development of commercial markets and erection
of residential buildings being created on the agricultural land; therefore, to supply
to the ever growing number of consumers, there is a need to boost output which
can be attained by applying appropriate The most significant item that is required in
everyday lives is smart farming.

Section 2 describes related work, whereas Sect. 3 analyzes the proposed system
and architecture, Sect. 4 gives the results and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The statistical method, namely the technique of multi-linear regression, and the
method of data mining, namely the clustering technique based on density, were used
to predict crop yield analysis [1]. Kalman filter (KF) is used in the suggested method
to obtain noise-free performance informationwith predictive assessment and transmit
this data for cluster-based WSNs. Decision tree uses predictive tools for crop out-
put forecasting, plant ranking, land classification, weather assessment and decision-
making plant disease forecasting. The system integrates the components of IoT such
as null (IoT Gateway) and Mobius (IoT Service Platform) to provide a smart plant
developmentmonitoring solution for consumers [2].Machine learning algorithmwas
created using logistic regression to handle pure information and forecast results. It
provides the outcome but is less precise than other algorithms [3]. The use of spatial
datamining in the agricultural domain has been clarified by authors [4]. They used the
K-means algorithm along with progressive refinement of the optimization technique
for the assessment of geographic associations. Temporal information, temperature
and precipitation are provided and analyzed to improve crop yield and decrease plant
casualties. In [5], writers recognize the issue of anticipating the median output of a
plant form (e.g., soybean) for a region in which concern dependent on a sequence of
remotely sensed images collected prior to harvesting and information implemented
to estimate the plant sort by convolutional neural networks. This [6] attempts to chart
the development of machine-based learning techniques for precise prediction of crop
yield and nitrogen structure evaluation over the past 15 years, suggesting that rapid
developments in technology detection and therefore ML techniques will offer cost-
effective and inclusive solutions for improved plant and environmental assessment
and in decision-making. In this system [7], a blend of Internet and wireless modes of
communication approach, remote monitoring system (RMS) is suggested. The pri-
mary goal is to acquire agricultural production system data in real time that provides
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simple links to agricultural equipment such as SMS alerts and guidance of climate
model, crops.

3 Proposed System

The study work suggested centers on the use of efficient IoT systems and predictive
decision-making. In the design of the system, we included communication flow
betweenvarious systemcomponents and input andoutput for variousmodules present
in the system. Sensed information is contrasted with information collection that is
recorded and generated as a consequence of previous knowledge.

The architecture of the system appears in Fig. 1. Main scheme elements are

• IoT equipment
• Predictive Machine Learning.

Based on the results of the assessment, the farmer will decide from this scheme
to select the finest plant for that specific soil to boost the crop’s production rate.

3.1 IoT Devices

In IoT-based intelligent farming, detectors (sunshine, humidity, heat, ground mois-
ture, etc.) are used to monitor the plant sector and automate the drainage scheme.
From anywhere, the peasants can monitor the circumstances of the ground with the
sensor.

This study seeks to provide a scheme for monitoring specific plant temperature
and humidity characteristics, land and air pH indicator and fertilizer handling, plant
humidity detector for sensing plant humidity level. All these detectors are used as
well as generating the information to monitor the harvest. IoT apparatus interfaced

FC-28
Sensor

REES52
Sensor

Arduino
Uno

DHT11
Sensor

KG004
Sensor

Fig. 1 IoT architecture
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Fig. 2 FC-28 soil moisture
sensor

Table 1 FC-28 soil moisture
sensor

Input power Output power Input current Output signal

3.3–5 V 0–4.2 V 35 mA Analog and
digital

3.1.1 FC-28 Soil Moisture Sensor

The soil moisture sensor to be used should be quite straight. Sensor samples comprise
two large exposed sheets functioning together as a variable resistor. The higher the
content of water in soil, the higher will be the conductivity between the buttons,
resulting in lowering of resistance and higher SIG production [8] (Fig. 2) (Table 1).

3.1.2 DHT 11 Humidity and Temperature Sensor

DHT11 temperature andmoisture sensor exhibits amixture of calibrated thermal and
humidity sensors through digital signal generation. The utilization of the exclusive
digital signal procurement technique and use of detector technology for humidity
and temperature assures high effectiveness and improved long term stabilization.
This sensor contains an aspect of resistive assessment of moisture and an component
of computation of NTC temperature and connections to an 8 bit high-performance
microcontroller which provides high efficiency, rapid sensitiveness to response, anti-
interference capacity and effective cost wise [9] (Fig. 3) (Table 2).

3.1.3 KG004 Rain Drop Sensor

The rain sensor unit is an easy tool to detect rain. It can be used as a button when the
raindrop falls through the packing board and also to evaluate the force of precipitation
[10] (Fig. 4) (Table 3).
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Fig. 3 DHT 11 humidity
and temperature sensor

Table 2 DHT 11 humidity and temperature sensor

Item
measurement

Range Humidity
accuracy

Temperature
accuracy

Resolution Package

DHT11 20–90% RH
0–50 °C

±5%RH ±2 °C 1 4 pin single
row

Fig. 4 KG004 rain drop
sensor

Table 3 KG004 rain drop
sensor

Item
measurement

Range Output
voltage

Output signal

KG004 −0.3 to +
36 V

+36 V Digital and
analog

3.1.4 REES52 PH Sensor

PH is a metric of a solution’s acidity or alkalinity, and the pH scale is between 0 and
14. The pH shows the presence in certain liquids of oxygen[H]+ atoms. A sensor that
monitors the potential difference between two electrodes can correctly quantify it:
a base electrode (silver/silver oxide) and a hydrogen-sensitive glass electrode. That
is what the sample is. We also need to use an electronic circuit to properly position
the message, and with a microcontroller like Arduino, we can use this sensor [11]
(Fig. 5) (Table 4).
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Fig. 5 REES52 PH sensor

Table 4 REES52 PH sensor Supply
power (V)

Current
(mA)

Consumption
(W)

Working
temperature
(°C)

5 5–10 ≤0.5 10–50

3.2 Machine Learning Algorithm for Prediction

Machine learning is commonly implemented to problems of agriculture. It is used in
the analysis of big information collections and in the information sections to create
helpful categories and patterns. The machine learning method’s general objective is
to remove the information from a collection of data and turn it into an understandable
framework for further use.

Based on accessible information, this article analyzes the crop yield form. To
maximize crop productivity, the machine learning method was used to forecast crop
yield. Figure 6 demonstrates the stream of the forecast of suggested crop yield.

As shown in the above situation, devices are implemented on the farm to detect
the information linked to moisture, heat, precipitation and pH. Random Forest and
GDBoost algorithms are used to identify detected information.The expected outcome
demonstrates whatever soil may be appropriate for specific crops and the situation
of groundwater [12].

3.2.1 Overview of Data

We obtain information from different locations and arrange datasets in this stage.
And for analytics, these datasets are used. Online tools such as Data.gov.in and
indiastat.org are also used to generate the accurate information.We contain nearly all
the plants that are useful to the farmer in the chart belowwith the sample information
scores. Duration indicates that the plant length indicates the distance temperature
needed for the plant in months, minimum and maximum characteristics. N, P, K
Values are crop-specific fertilizers, minimum and maximum PH values are related
to groundwater standards. Rain fall is that area’s scope (Table 5).

http://Data.gov.in
http://indiastat.org
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Fig. 6 System architecture

3.2.2 Machine Learning Methods

Machine learning is the method of finding patterns that were previously unidenti-
fied and potentially expanding in big sets of data. Using the mined data portrays
a model of prediction or model of classification. Datasets gathered from IoT and
various sources enter to be much more complicated than traditionally used in the
database software practice. Machine learning is primarily classified as descriptive
and predictive machine learning. However, in the agricultural sector, for the most
part, predictive data mining is used. There are two major classification and cluster-
ing methods. Some of the methods below are used to purchase the choice from the
information gathered. The methodology suggested includes two stages: the phase of
training and the phase of testing. The information was gathered and pre-processed
during the training stage. The learning stage uses pre-processed information to train
themodel. The output quantity is anticipated in the inspection stage depending on the
regulations produced. Work begins with phase of pre-processing. The information
gathered was pre-processed in this phase. Some information was separated from the
information collection during pre-processing. Some of the region was inappropriate
for plant manufacturing. So the information will be deleted. Models used in the stage
of practice and screening outlined below [13]:

Random Forest:

A combination of tree predictors is termed as Random Forests such that every tree
depends on an individually sampled random vector features comprising of equal
allocation for all forest crops. Themistake of generalization of forestwhich converges
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as the quantity of shrubs as the forest becomes large. Usage of a random selection of
features to separate each node produces mistake levels that are more stable in terms
of noise compared to AdaBoost. Internal measurements assess error, strength and
similarity which are used to demonstrate the reaction so as to increase the amount
of characteristics utilized in the separation. Internal projections can also be used for
variable significance measurement. These concepts can be applied to regression as
well [14].

Gradient Boosting:

The primary sources of variation in real and expected scores are noise, variance
and bias when we attempt to estimate the destination variable using any machine
learning method. Ensemble enables these variables to be reduced. Gradient boosting
algorithm gradually, additively and sequentially reduce the bias error of the model
with a low variance. By using gradients in the transfer matrix (y = ax + b + e), e
requires a unique reference as it is the mistake word, and gradient boosting works
the same. The loss function is a metric of how the numbers of the healthy model fit
the fundamental information. A logical interpretation of the feature of failure would
rely on what we try to optimize [15].

3.3 IoT Analytics

IoT analytics is a fully managed service that simplifies the operation of advanced
analytics on huge amounts of IoT information without having to worry about the
price and complexity typically needed to build an IoT analytics platform. It is the
easiest method of using IoT data analytics and gaining thoughts to generate stronger
and more accurate IoT apps and use case decisions for machine learning (Figs. 7, 8,
9 and 10).

Fig. 7 Soil moisture data
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Fig. 8 Temperature data

Fig. 9 Humidity data

Fig. 10 pH Data

4 Results

After extracting the features from the represented data, we can easily predict on
the basis of the crop type on the features we consider. In order to approximately
evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our experiment, we compare two selective
ensemble classification algorithms on the data. Those algorithms are Random Forest
and GDBoost. Random Forest is ensemble method to control the bias and variance
in data; it improves its accuracy when the depth of the tree is high and lowers
when its depth is low. To avoid the over fitting of the model, we put a threshold
values to Random Forest Model and that values is 14, with that depth level random
forest generated 96.32% accuracy with 3.68% error rate. Gradient boost is also an
ensemble method to boost up the model performance, and this method generated
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Fig. 11 Random Forest depth generation

highest accuracy with the boosting technique and that is 96.69% and the error rate
is 3.61. Accuracies table are showed below (Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 14) (Table 6).

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The suggested scheme lists all possible plants that are viable in a given region, helping
the farmer to decide which crop to grow. The scheme has carried out a thorough
examination of the soil, climate and pH information and indicates which are the
most lucrative plants that can be grown in the appropriate environmental condition.
This scheme also examines the previous information output that will assist the farmer
gain insight into the market demand and price of different plants. As maximum crop
kinds under this scheme will be covered, farmers may learn about the crop that may
never have been grown. IoT contributes to the association with the Internet of all
farming machines. Different kinds of sensors used in the farm provide real-time
farm status information, and the devices can be used to boost the humidity, acidity,
etc. Also in view of the currency and inflation ratio, the best lucrative crop can be
discovered.
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Fig. 12 Scoring values of models on predicted value

Fig. 13 Accuracies of
machine learning models

Fig. 14 Error rate of models

Table 6 Accuracy values of
models

Classifier Error Rate Accuracy

Random Forest 3.68 96.32

Gradient boost 3.61 96.69
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Regression Analysis on Sea Surface
Temperature

Manickavasagam Sivasankari and R. Anandan

Abstract This paper is aimed to analyze the sea surface temperature over salinity
of regions near the North America Pacific Coast. The usage of different regression
analysis techniques has been studied and compared to conclude the best method that
will apply in our research on ocean water properties and Potential Fishing Zones.
We have considered the systematic reciprocal options among the various analysis
methods like linear, decision tree, random forest, and SVR. The optimal transition of
the training and testing sets is monitored to arrive at the most responsive and reliable
solution.

Keywords Sea surface temperature · Regression analysis · Random forest · SVR

1 Introduction

In the modern world, there is a need to study about the discrepancies of physical
versus biological parameters to understand the relationships among them. The need
for understanding the ecosystem is the key to both saving it and tapping its potential in
an ideal way. The modern-day facilities like the remote sensing technology provide
us the ample opportunity and avenues to research the oceanography on a broader
scale as it offers a comprehensive view of the oceanographic parameters [1]. In this
paper, we have intended to study the sea surface temperature (SST) along with the
dependent factor of the sea, i.e., the salinity [2]. Thiswill then be utilized in predicting
the fish swarms based on the ecological condition.

Climatic conditions have been the key to human life as well as all other living
beings in this universe. In this paper,we look at the effects of the climatic variability of
the sea surface and how in turn it affects the marine habitat. Global fishing stocks are
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reducing at an alarming rate which has forced the mankind to analyze the behaviors
in a smarter way.

1.1 Sea Surface Temperature Analysis

The fishing zone detection is always associated with conditions like thermal facades,
salinity, chlorophyll concentration, pH level [3]. This in turn also depends on seasonal
variations and external factors [15–17]. We will need to analyze these dependent
factors and train the system, so that prediction becomes easier and, in turn, helping
us forecast the ecological balance in our ecosystem.

1.2 Salinity Analysis

The salinity of the area of study ranges from 31 to 35, mostly in the range of 33
[4]. This essentially means that 1000 ml of water contains 33 g of salt. Salinity
is considered to be the decisive factor which will determine the fish existence as
it determines the density of water. The more dense the water is, the particles start
sinking in. Deeper oceans are usually more saline than the water near the shore [5].

2 Data Sets and Methods

The California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations (CalCOFI) along with
the partnership with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, Scripps Insti-
tution of Oceanography and NOAA Fisheries Service provides the longest duration
data ranging from 1949. They include temperature, salinity, oxygen, and phosphate
observations. The area of study spans across the North America Pacific Coast [6].

In our analysis, we try to understand the thematic relationship between the SST
and salinity data. We make use of the regression techniques to analyze and predict
the data. Each dataset is unique and would imply the usage of different techniques
to draw the conclusion. We have analyzed if there is a relationship between SST and
salinity, then we can predict the SST based on the salinity and vice versa. Humidity
is also another factor influencing SST and salinity [12–14].

The different regression techniques can be selected based on the nature of the
available data. We arrive into a predictive modeling technique which will assimilate
the independent and dependent variables. This can be achieved by implementing a
series of mathematical and statistical calculations. Here, the independent variable is
the temperature and dependent variable is salinity.
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In this paper, we also analyze the efficiency of the regression techniques, along
with the predictions of SST. The techniques visited upon are linear regression,
decision tree regression, random forest regressor, and support vector regressor [4].

3 Methodology

The regression analysis is referred to the process, in which we perform the evaluation
of the association between two variables, namely dependent and independent. There
are several methods available, but we have studied the behavior of four processes.
The classification will be done and will be analyzed based on the training set.

The evaluation of the machine learning algorithms can be done using the below
metrics

1. Mean absolute error (MAE)
2. Mean squared error (MSE)
3. r2 Score.

The r2 can be predicted using ground actual target values, estimated target values,
and sample weights. The best possible score is 1 and can go to negative also when
the model gets worse.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Linear Regression

This can be used when there is mapping required for an independent variable against
a continuous dependent variable. The missing value has been removed to get non-
discrete data. The data given below include the training set and the testing set (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Linear regression analysis results
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Fig. 2 Decision tree regression analysis results

The measuring values for the technique are given below

Mean absolute error: 2.4985274582997508
Mean squared error: 11.74420964959364
Root mean square error: 3.4269825867070933

r2_score = 0.40211112007952254.

4.2 Decision Tree Regression

The output of this model is a tree structure which will be developed incrementally
from smaller subsets. The root node will be the predictor, and it uses the top-down
approach. The main algorithm used is ID3 developed by J. R. Quinlan [8–10].

The training set and testing set for this technique as well as the scores are available
below (Fig. 2).

Mean absolute error: 2.13981559458496
Mean squared error: 9.110176783512047
Root mean square error: 3.0183069399105267

r2_score = 0.5362077521189327.

4.3 Random Forest Regression

In this technique, we make use of multiple decision trees and combine all of them
to generate the final output. This is called bootstrap aggregation. It will collect the
dataset from different samples, and each tree is generated from each sample. In this
case, the CalCOFI data is analyzed and the testing and training sets are generated
along with the scores (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3 Random forest regression analysis results

Mean absolute error: 2.182942169093261
Mean squared error: 9.501441697367195
Root mean square error: 3.0824408668078607

r2_score = 0.5162887496422415
This method consists of numerous decision trees and tries to create a group of

uncorrelated trees [12–14]. They may not be accurate individually, but prediction by
grouping is more accurate.

We use Scikit in Python to create these decision trees and below given is the

from sklearn.tree import

DecisionTreeClassifier

tree =

DecisionTreeClassifier(random_state=RSEED) 

If we notice our results based on the r2 score, we can adapt to random forest over
the decision tree as the generalization of testing data seems to be in a much better
state.

4.4 Support Vector Regression

This technique is similar to support vector machine. Here the error will be fitted well
within the threshold.

Linear SVR is calculated using the below formula

y =
N∑

i=1

(
ai − a∗

i

)〈xi , x〉 + b

The training and testing training sets give us a linear (Fig. 4)
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Fig. 4 SVR analysis results

Mean absolute error: 3.623734606961357
Mean squared error: 20.48092238438408
Root mean square error: 4.525585308485973

r2_score:−0.04266835397998281
Relevant preprocessing and processing steps were applied to the CalCOFI data

for data corrections mainly focused on enhancing quantitative forest parameters.

5 Conclusion

We have compared the different regression techniques using the CalCOFI data. The
mean absolute error at the range if 2–4 and the mean squared error has been between
the range of 9 to even 20. The best r2 score using this data during the execution has
been in the values ranging 0.51 and some have even displayed negative range.

The data has been taken in the Californian region of the Pacific Ocean as this
has been a source of Californian current bringing nutrients to the Pacific region.
The average temperatures range between 32F and 34F, whereas the salinity range
is at around 10–15 parts per 1000. This is also largely influenced by the depths and
evaporation patterns. We have also noticed the highest of even 37 parts. The optimal
transition projection shows the relations between salinity and SST, but also factored
from anomalous shore-level advection and has low-frequency variability.
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AMulti-objective Routing Optimization
Using Swarm Intelligence in IoT
Networks

Ganesan Rajesh, X. Mercilin Raajini, R. Ashoka Rajan, M. Gokuldhev,
and C. Swetha

Abstract Internet of Things (IoT) network devices, are embedded wireless sen-
sor nodes, constrained with limited battery capacity, storage and processing power.
Hence, the available resources have to be utilized efficiently during the process like
sensing, computing and communication. This creates a need for an optimized rout-
ing algorithm which should reduce the resource consumption like battery power to
extend the network lifetime, and also we should consider the other network require-
ments like delay, throughput and packet delivery ratio.Here, amulti-objective routing
optimization algorithm BFOA-R is proposed, based on group foraging behavior of
E. coli and M. xanthus bacteria. The primary objective of the proposed routing is
to reduce energy consumption during routing and maximize network life. Existing,
particle multi-swarm optimization is used as a benchmarking method to evaluate the
performance of BFOA-R.
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1 Introduction

IoT network is the internetwork of physical devices and objects with embedded
electronics, software, sensing devices, actuators, etc. IoT connects objects to get
sensed, monitored or controlled remotely across the existing wired or wireless net-
work infrastructure. The deployment of IoT variants in various application domains,
like the Internet of Industrial Things (IoIT), Internet of Medical Things (IoMT),
Internet of Secure Things (IoXT), results in improved efficiency, accuracy and also
reduces human intervention in the application. Routing of data from source to sink is
an integral part of IoT, as it enables the exchange of information between the nodes in
the network. Routing over a diverse network is a real challenge as it depends on var-
ious parameters. Factors like node failure, connectivity issues, frequently changing
network topology and environmental conditions affect routing in IoT.

The malfunctioning of the nodes due to battery drain can make changes in the
network topology, and this might lead to a demand in the route rerouting of the
packets and sometimes reorganization of the network topology. The scarce energy
makes it difficult to decide the next hop node. It is essential to reduce the power
utilization of the nodes so that the lifetime of the sensor node as well as that of the
network is prolonged. Here, the routing issue in IoT has been addressed and a bio-
inspired bacterial foraging optimization algorithm for routing has been proposed for
efficient routing in IoT.

Multi-objective optimization, also known as Pareto optimization, is a math-
ematical optimization concerned problem to optimize two or more objectives
simultaneously.

The biological activities or behaviors of various bio-organisms are studied and
mapped into an optimization technique. Bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
(BFOA) is also one of the swarm-inspired optimization algorithms. Group foraging
strategy of a swarm of E. coli bacteria is used in multi-optimal function optimization.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 of this paper discusses about the
research gap by refereeing the literatures. Section 3 proposes BFO-R and its archi-
tecture, and Sect. 4 explains the mathematical modeling, algorithm of the proposed
work. Section 5 explains the experimental observations and performance evaluation.

2 Related Works

In the past decade, research on optimization has attracted more and more attention in
various applications. The most general optimization problem can be simply defined
as,

Maximize f (X), where X = [x1, x2, x3, . . . ..xC],
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where C, is the number of constraints to be optimized by maximization or mini-
mization. Routing is the problem of finding the best path for packets in the network
such that the packet delivered with expected quality requirements. IoT network and
devices have multi-constraints due to the heterogeneity of devices. Hence, there is a
need of optimization in routing the packets. This section discusses existing methods
for implementing the bacteria foraging optimization.

In [1–8], various route optimization techniques are proposed like dynamic state
routing protocols based, directional transmission-based energy aware routing pro-
tocol named (PDORP), improved bacterial foraging optimization (IBFO) algorithm
and a hybrid of Optimal Secured Energy Aware Protocol (OSEAP) for energy aware
routing approach. In various literatures, the authors explored different biologically
inspired approaches for routing in IoT networks. Biologically inspired models for
routing and other layers in IoT have been more thriving to put up the wonderful
defense in energy-efficient routing in IoT networks.

The literature review [9, 10] shows that till there are some research gaps in the
previous approaches in terms of routing overhead, in adequate route selection param-
eters, not considering dynamic nature of nodes and bit error rate. Hence, here, pro-
posed a multi-objective routing optimization routing (BFOA-R) technique for IoT
using bacterial foraging swarm intelligence.

3 Proposed System

Devices in IoT have limited battery capacity, storage and processing power. The
available energy has to be utilized properly to achieve more throughput and increase
lifetime of the network. Hence, an optimized routing algorithm which utilizes the
available energy properly is essential. For this purpose, a bio-inspired optimization
algorithm has been proposed.

The bio-inspired optimization algorithms are effective optimization algorithms,
where the biological activities of various bio-organisms are observed and are con-
verted into an optimized way. This minimizes the cost and time and maximizes the
output. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the proposed system.

3.1 Bacterial Foraging—The Theory

The theory of bacterial foraging optimization can be briefed as follows. Chemotaxis
simulates the movement of an E. coli cell. Swarming aggregates the bacteria with
high density. Reproduction is defined as healthier bacteria asexually split into two
bacteria and the least healthy bacteria eventually die. Elimination and Dispersal, due
to the significant local rise of the temperature, may decay a subset of bacteria group,
or a group is moved into a new location [11–13].
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Fig. 1 Architecture diagram for the proposed system (BFOA-R)

3.2 Mapping of Bacterial Foraging for Route Optimization

In this proposed system, the bacterial foraging optimization algorithm is framed
in a way such that the chemotaxis process represents the movement of the nodes
(bacterium) as the system is a dynamic network. During the swarming process,
the mobile nodes arrange themselves and fit into a topology. Reproduction process
represents the arrival of new nodes into the system and departure of existing nodes
from the system, and finally, the elimination and dispersal process represents the
replacement of the weak nodes due to many causes like depletion in the energy.

4 Mathematical Modeling of BFOA-R

The optimization problem is subject to few constraints like node’s residual energy,
node’s transmission power, path length and available channel capacity. The objectives
are residual energy (E), number of hops (H), node velocity (V ), bandwidth (B) and
received signal strength (R).
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Consider S = [E H V B R]
f (S) = [max(E, B, R)&&min(H, V )]

Constraint Function 1:
According to Friis transmission formula,

Pr
Pt

= ArAt

d2λ2
(1)

Pt is the antenna transmitting power, Pr is antenna receiving power, λ is the
wavelength of the radio frequency used. Ar is the effective area of the receiving
antenna, At is the effective area of the transmitting antenna, and d is the distance
between antennas.

Pr
Pt

∝ 1

d2
(2)

R − k1
H

≥ 0,where k1 is the proportionality constant. (3)

Constraint Function 2:

Velocity ∝ 1

Residual Energy
⇒ V ∝ 1

E
(4)

V − k2
E

≤ 0, where k2 is proportionality constant. (5)

Constraint Function 3:
According to Nyquist formula, the bandwidth b and noise in free channel, we can
transmit data at a rate up to:

C = 2B log2 M (6)

where B is bandwidth and M is the number of signal levels.

C ∝ B (7)

C − k3 B ≥ 0, where k3 is proportionality constant. (8)

Constraint Function 4:
According to radio energy dissipation theory, energy consumed for transmitting k
bit to a distance r is given by
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ET (k, r) =
{
k
(
ETX + Efs × r2

)
if r < r0

k
(
ETX + Emp × r4

)
if r ≥ r0

(9)

where ETX and ERX represent per bit energy dissipated for transmission and
reception, respectively. models, respectively. Energy consumed by receiver for k bit
reception is given by

ER(k) = k × ERX (10)

Considering the free space model the energy consumed is given by the following
equations,

E ∝ k(ETX + Efs × H 2) (11)

E− k(ETX + Efs × H 2) ≥ 0 (12)

4.1 Algorithm: Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm
for Routing (BFOA-R)

See Table 1.

Table 1 Parameters assumed
in the algorithm

Symbol Parameter

n Number of iterations

psize Problem size

ned Number of elimination dispersal iterations

nre Number of reproduction iterations

nc Number of chemotactic iterations

nodelife Lifetime of a node
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INPUT: Initialize:   , ,  , , , ,
Calculate:   
OUTPUT:  Optimized path
PROCESS:

1. Start; Initialize number of bacteria, i.e. nodes.
2. Population InitializePopulation(n, ) 
3. For(l=0 to   ) 

For(k=0 to ) 
For(j=0 to ) 

ChemotaxisAndSwim( , ) 
4. For (node ) 

If(fitness(node)<fitness( ))
= node;  End; End ; End

Sortbyfitness(nodes)
5. Selected=selectBynodefitness(nodes)
6. If( < 30)
7. Eliminate(node);End

CHEMOTAXIS AND SWIM function
Chemotaxis and Swim( , ) 

1. For(node ) 
Fitness (node)= + interaction (node) 
2. End

The number of nodes, node’s chemotaxis step (nc), node elimination dispersal
(ned), node reproduction (nre) are initialized. Fitness of nodes is calculated until the
condition fails.

5 Performance Evaluation

The proposed system is evaluated using ns-3 simulator. The extensive performance
evaluation of the system is tested under two different scenarios of 50 nodes and 100
nodes of network size 200× 200 m and compared to particle multi-swarm optimiza-
tion (PMSO) routing algorithm. Table 2 lists the various parameters considered for
the simulation.

Figures 2 and 3 plot the average residual energy of the BFOA-R against PMSO
at various iterations with 50 and 100 nodes, respectively. It is evident from the graph
that the proposed BFOA-R algorithm moderately outperforms the PMSO algorithm
in terms of average residual energy.

Figures 4 and 5 show the average packet delivery ratio of the BFOA-R against
PMSO at various iterations with 50 and 100 nodes, respectively. Figures 6 and 7
show the number of dead nodes, when 50 nodes and 100 nodes are deployed. The
number of dead nodes is reduced by 7% and 14%, respectively, in this case, while
using BFOA-R.
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Table 2 Simulation
parameters

Parameters Values

Node mobility Dynamic, 5 m/s

Region 200 × 200

Deployment Random deployment

Transmission power 3 dBm

Channel model Free space model

Mobility model Random way point mobility model

Energy model Friis loss model

Fig. 2 Analysis of average residual energy for 50 nodes

Fig. 3 Analysis of average residual energy for 100 nodes
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Fig. 4 PDR analysis for 50 nodes

Fig. 5 PDR analysis for 100 nodes

Fig. 6 Analysis of network lifetime for 50 nodes

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a route optimization technique in IoT networks by using
bacterial foraging, a swarm intelligence approach. The proposed work is compared
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Fig. 7 Analysis of network lifetime for 100 nodes

with PMSO in terms of lifetime of the network. The observed result shows that the
proposed BFO-R outperforms PMSO in terms of PDR and throughput. The number
of dead nodes is reduced while using BFO-R implies that the network lifetime is
extended.
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Prevention of Packet Drop by System
Fault in MANET Due to Buffer Overflow

Mohammed Ali Hussain and D. Balaganesh

Abstract Mobile ad hoc networks are a distributed peer to peer multi-hop con-
strained resources network. Applications ofMANET are sensitive, and reliable com-
munication is one of the challenging tasks. Routing protocol goal is to compute the
route and send the information in computed route. However, routing in MANET
faces the problem of packet drop either by malicious activities or by system fault.
Major packet drop due to system fault is buffer overflow. The packet drop due to
buffer overflow is due to the problem in either queue length at node buffer or packet
forward. Thus, the early congestion control mechanism is needed in MANET to
prevent the packet drop due to buffer overflow. This paper addresses the issue by
computing the queue length at node buffer during the route computation process. If
queue size of the node is more than the predefined threshold in a given time interval,
then node does not participate in communication. Performance of the mechanism is
validated by network simulator—2. Results are compared with the existing distance
vector routing reactive and proactive routing protocols.

Keywords MANET · Routing protocol · Multi-hop · Malicious

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the significance of computing equipment and their connectivity has
turned out to be required in our everyday life. Prior, in order to provide commu-
nication between computing equipment, the wireless local area stander was utilized.
Afterward, there was an extreme interest came for wireless communication, and it
accomplished with the help of IEEE 802.11WLAN specifications. However, current
generation requests to build up the wireless communication systemwith autonomous
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mobile devises. Such system is highly pivotal in crisis administrations, hazard activi-
ties, fiasco recuperation andmilitary tasks. The development of the system is achieved
by mobile ad hoc network.

The development aim of MANET [1] is to enable wireless communication every-
where at any time. The system is free from infrastructure, autonomous and self-
configurable and maintainable. Moreover, the MANET is a wireless communication
systemwith wireless mobile devises distributed in dynamically changing topological
network. The system is not controlled by the central administration, and thus, nodes
in a network consist of network intelligence to take the decision about the commu-
nication. Thus, nodes in a network behave as a router to enable communication in
multi-hop manner, and at the same time, node also acts as a host to forward their
own information. The characteristics of MANET such as autonomous, self-forming
and dynamicity lead to deploy it in critical and sensitive applications such as disaster
recovery, military and health care. The communication in these applications must be
secured as they are highly sensitive.

Applications of MANET [2] are sensitive, and reliable communication is one of
the challenging tasks. Routing protocol goal is to compute the routing paths and send
the information in computed routes. However, routing in MANET faces the problem
of packet drop either by malicious activities or by system fault. Major packet drop
due to system fault is buffer overflow. The packet drop due to buffer overflow is due
to the problem in either queue length at node buffer or packet forward. AsMANET is
very sensitive to delay regarding communication. Thus, the early congestion control
mechanism is needed in MANET to prevent the packet drop due to buffer overflow
[3–7]. This paper addresses the issue by computing the queue length at node buffer
during the route computation process.

2 Proposed Work

MANET consists of wireless mobile nodes, which are constrained with respect to
buffer and energy. Moreover, MANET is a peer-peer network, and nodes need to
behave as a host and routers. During communication, if node receives the informa-
tion more than its handling capability, then the information get drop from the node.
Then, MANET needs an efficient mechanism to prevent the packet drop from com-
munication path due to insufficient buffer. One can overcome the situation with the
help of early congestion control routing.

We design an efficient early congestion prevention technique with the help
of queue computation. Every node present in a MANET needs to have the RC
filter at transceiver circuit that computes the residual queue length by the technique
of exponential average moving average. The weighted constant value is depending
on the time constant of RC filter. The queue length is computed by the following
equation [8].

AverageQueue = (1 − α) ∗ Average queue old − (α) ∗ Instant Queue (1)
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In this equation, is the weighted constant. If this queue is more than the handling
capability of the node, then the node drops the packets from the node buffer. Thus,
we assign the threshold value for detecting the status of the node regarding packet
handling, i.e., Queue handling threshold, and it is computed as follows:

Threshold = 75%of buffer size (2)

If computed average queue is greater than the threshold value, then the node does
not participate in communication. Otherwise, it participates in communication by
computing the buffer packet holding capacity, as follows:

Buffer packet holding capacity = Buffer size − AverageQueue (3)

Proposed routing protocol is a reactive routing protocol with route computa-
tion metric as maximum value of Buffer packet holding capacity. Whenever source
wants to communicate with destination, it broadcasts the route request packet, same
as in the case of AODV routing protocol, instead of the field RREQ packet hop
count is replaced by the metric Buffer packet holding capacity. Before computing the
Buffer packet holding capacity by node, it checks whether it has the enough buffer
to hold the packets by computing average queue and compare to threshold value. If
node does not satisfy the threshold status regarding buffer capacity, then the node
discards the route RREQ packet. If node satisfies the threshold status regarding
buffer packet handling capacity, then it computes the Buffer packet holding capacity
value, insets it in the RREQ packet route computing metric field and rebroadcasts
it. Finally, destination receives the different RREQ packets, it checks the maximum
Buffer packet holding capacity value contains RREQ packet path and creates RREP
packet and unicasts it in the path of higher value of Buffer packet holding capacity
containing path.

During the communication, every node periodically computes the residual average
queue by equation one and compares it with the threshold value of Eq. (2). During
the communication, any node finds its residual queue is greater than the threshold
capacity, and then, it generates the RERR packet and unicasts it to source node. Then,
once again source computes the route based on the above-explained process.

3 Performance Analysis

We have used the Network Simulator 2 to evaluate the performance of the proposed
routing protocol and compare it with the distance vector routing protocols in the
identical environment. The simulation parameters used for performance analysis are
shown in Table 1.

The main aim of the performance evaluation is to check the packet the packet loss
due to buffer overflow during the communication in the presence of proposed routing
protocol and distance vector routing protocol [9, 10]. Packet loss performance metric
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Table 1 Performance
analysis parameters

Parameter Value

Routing Reactive, proposed

MAC 802.11

Channel Wireless

Number of nodes 50–100

Mobility Random way point

Network area 1000 * 1000 m2

also negatively impacts on the packet delivery. Thus, we also compute the packet
delivery ratio of the network along with packet loss. The results are presented in
Figs. 1 and 2.

Results (Figs. 1 and 2) are clearly indicating that the packet handling capacity
of proposed routing mechanism is good in compared to existing distance vector
routing protocols. Current routing mechanism does not handle the packet loss due
to buffer overflow as they are based on the distance vector. Moreover, any routing
protocol, which is based on the distance vector or resource reservation, causes the
higher traffic toward the specific node buffer due its either location or its resource.
Thus, our proposed work is based on the packet handling capability y of node with
respect to its residual queue size. Thus, performance of the proposed mechanism
outperforms in comparison with the existing protocols.

Fig. 1 Packet loss comparison of proposed routing protocol and existing distance vector routing
protocols
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Fig. 2 Packet delivery fraction comparison of proposed routing protocol and existing distance
vector routing protocols

4 Conclusion

Mobile ad hoc networks are a distributed peer-peer multi-hop constrained resources
network. Applications of MANET are sensitive, and reliable communication is one
of the challenging tasks. Routing protocol aim is to compute the route and send the
information in computed route. However, routing in MANET faces the problem of
packet drop either by malicious activities or by system fault. Major packet drop due
to system fault is buffer overflow. The packet drop due to buffer overflow is due to
the problem in either queue length at node buffer or packet forward. As MANET is
very sensitive to delay regarding communication. Thus, the early congestion control
mechanism is needed in MANET to prevent the packet drop due to buffer overflow.
This paper addresses the issue by computing the queue length at node buffer during
the route computation process. If the queue length of the node is more than the pre-
defined time interval, then node does not participate in communication. Performance
of the mechanism is validated by network simulator—2. Results are compared with
the existing distance vector routing reactive and proactive routing protocols.
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Epitome Evolution of Sanctuary to Detect
the Interloper in Home Automation

K. Ambika and S. Malliga

Abstract Barrier and assurance become the real aftereffects to the IoT applications
and calm, experience some huge hardships. In order to support this rising zone, we,
to aggregate things up, review the assessment headway of IoT and spotlight on the
resistance. Altogether explore by this strategy for security building and features, the
barrier necessities are given. In this point of view, we practice about the appraisal
status of a key movement including encryption fragments, the ensuring sensor infor-
mation cryptographic estimations, and likeness security have quickly laid out the
difficulties, Over the top precision, ought to be presented in the significance of gauge
status (EEG Longitude Signals) and the way where that sidelong afflictions and pre-
scriptions are of basic centrality in the elucidation of results, ought to dependably be
considered. Check of results in single appraisals and self-decision tests are required,
thusly, the receptiveness of tests is basic. ATmega328P is used to get the info and
yield work which are aid of an Arduino UNO IDE. It is associated with access to
the OTA (Over-The-Air) preparing to help the system handling. This system guar-
antees intruders through the keypad security structure exclusively. It is gotten to by
a switch lattice framework. What’s more, it ensures enduring without gatecrasher in
the framework. Electric power converters are used to create the power supply to the
board correspondence between the IDE, at that point, to distinguish and discover the
security vitality through the liquid crystal show. It produces the picture relating to
prepare for security. At that point, the board has imparted to deliver the key capac-
ity through the presentation which aids in electric power handling. The progress of
the order executed by the Door lock for the electric lock will get to the security
framework.

Keywords Arduino UNO IDE · OTA—over-the-air · Door lock · Electric power ·
Liquid crystal monitor · Arduino IDE · Keypad
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) is revealed to contain the different structures behind
the handling. It produces the shield for insurance to the dependable transmission to
start to finish the framework in a particular space. It gathers the required things like
a simple way and helps a great deal for the given handling with modest and best to
the clients. In addition, it secures them to recognize the weakness as effectively and
give information that has spared without mocking of the information in the preparing
structure.

Subsequently, this procedure means to actualize for the security reason for the
home mechanization. These days everything is behind the procedure of IoT. It con-
tains the sensor, IC, and so on and it joins to control the procedure of insurance
given to take the certification to the framework engineering individually. It perceives
the way toward decreasing the buffering time to recover the information from the
database and its entrance with low control utilization and it is the best bit of leeway
of this strategy. The essentialness needs to get to the higher show of the given show.
So unmistakably it confines the untouchable getting to and it ensures the consistency
of the head concern.

Consequently, this examination advances the execution of security. Whatever
the interloper may happen that the data or else dependability is kept up to ensure
it as utilized in the IoT-required framework instruments. It upgraded the keypad
securing framework because of access by the electric power supply framework to
the proprietor between interlopers. It will be connected to the home robotization to
put greater security on the solid framework. What’s more, in addition, it is utilized
to identify the outsider also which aides of the switch lattice framework.

2 Related Works

David Airehrour et al. proposed a period delicate trust-careful RPL directing show
(SecTrust-RPL). To give confirmation among Rank and Sybil strikes, the Secure
Trust (SecTrust) system is associated [1]. Pericle Perazzo et al. had demonstrated
a wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSANs). There are two obligations that
are the usage of the RPL security highlights and an assessment of their effect on the
WSAN appears by methods for ages [2]. Kumar et al. proposed that an RPL is a
coordinating show expected for low control and lossy frameworks. The display of
RPL to the extent is a portion of the extra spread information items scattered notice
articles created to manage such strikes [3].

Pu et al. proposed a screen-based methodology, called CMD. Every hub screens
the sending guardian hub and distinguishes the mischievous activities of the parent
hub. The parcel conveyance proportion (PDR) decreases vitality utilization and dor-
mancy [4]. Anthea Mayzaud et al. displayed a scientific classification of the assaults
against the convention called RPL. This is the open standard directing convention
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indicated by IETF [5]. Allot et al. talked about security-related difficulties. Various
innovations may take us to trust in IoT applications. The pursue strategies improve
security, blockchain, haze registering, edge figuring, and AI [6].

Mario Frustaci et al. has expressed the secrecy in a biological system which is the
empowering security issue in IoT. There are three layers called discernment, trans-
portation, and application levels gotten from scientific classification investigation
[7]. Dong Wang et al. proposed a multi-get to portable edge processing (MA-MEC).
This strategy supports constrained assets, calculation of delicate administrations,
and applications. Particularly, the accompanying necessities have researched the pro-
tected wiretap coding, asset allotment, signal handling, and multi-hub participation,
alongside physical layer key age and confirmation [8]. Florence D. Hudson por-
trayed a TIPPSS for IoT (Trust, Identity, Privacy, Protection, Safety, and Security)
[9]. Granja et al. depicted IP-based correspondence conventions for interchanges
stackable to give the required power proficiency, unwavering quality, and Internet
availability [10]. Raoof et al. portrayed an RPL strategy for the first-of-its-sort group-
ing plan. Interruption discovery frameworks (IDSs) feature the order of RPL [11].
Siboni et al. have discussed a security test bed structure that tests a wide range
of equipment and programming designs. The general activities are constrained by
machine learning (ML) calculations [12]. Tian Donghai et al. proposed simultane-
ous security observing techniques to dissect the two simultaneous occasions. SIM
structure is to send the occasion gatherer into the objective virtual machine and virtu-
alization innovation and multi-center innovation analyzer into confided in execution
conditions [13]. Haleh Ayatollahi et al. proposed a positive prescient worth (PPV) of
CAD utilizing the fake neural system (ANN) and SVM calculations. The informa-
tion must be standardized and cleaned before going into SPSS. The SVM strategy
predicts high precision and better execution [14]. Nabil Djedjig et al. depicted a Trust
Platform Module (TPM) to appraise the various issues of the routing protocol for
low-power and lossy networks (RPL). While build topology hub chooses the trust in
different hubs [15].

3 Methodology

Gradually improving a security framework with impact by the interloper or criminal
with knowing to learn is at higher than the present days. So it considers rousing this
exploration for the execution in the security framework which aides if the IoT is
significant. IoT is used to give human work as more brilliant than labor separately.
Along these lines, it is actualized to the framework security which applies the home
robotization by the assistance of the keypad lock preparing in the given framework. It
appears to access by the change framework ideas to get to the alphanumeric qualities
and ensuring great by the procedure of the electric power supply framework.It is
expecting that well-desinged security framework can perform well with less interac-
tion. It contains a shoddy just as best to execute the change of a security framework
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KEYPAD

DL System (IDE) LCD

Arduino UNO Electric Power Door Lock

Fig. 1 Framework for security

for actualizing the home robotization which is keeping away from the gatecrasher
just as outsider assurance (Fig. 1).

3.1 Arduino UNO

The Arduino board is related to a PC through USB, where it interfaces with the
Arduino progression condition (IDE). The customer forms the Arduino code in the
IDE, by then moves it to the microcontroller which executes the code, working
together with information sources and yields, for instance, sensors, motors, and
lights. The Arduino Uno WiFi is an Arduino Uno with a joined WiFi module. The
board depends upon the ATmega328P with an ESP8266 WiFi Module encouraged.
It contains the electric power supply that has been conveyed by means of the ESP
8266. Since, the procedure has been changed has met by the WiFi underpins with
giving the firmware of the framework. It changes over which aides of the OTA with
the low power getting to in the specific field.

3.2 Keypad

Arduinowith Keypad is dealing with access to pass on the keypad confirmation to the
structure. In a standard keypad wired as an X-Y switch mastermind, routinely open
switches interface a line a section when crushed. On the off chance that a keypad
has 12 keys, it is wired as three parts by 4 fragments. It inspects the key encryption
strategies which access the switch grid ideas. It is behind the procedure of progress
and links the capacity includes in the “n” lattice which included when it needs with
run-time substance. What’s more, it is exceptionally incredible to changes over the
key change gatecrasher should identify more learning of this preparing.

The switch matrix has followed by the steps are,

Step 1: Feature selection
Step 2: Select the data set
Step 3: Switch any two rows
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Step 4: Multiply a row by a non-zero constant to the matrix
Step 5: Manipulate the result
Step 6: Return the result
Step 7: Stop the process.

And it works on,

A. A1 = I (1)

So, A =
(
3 2 1
5 2 4

)
·
(
2 4 1
3 6 3

)
(2)

A1 =
(
6 8 1
5 2 4

)
(3)

I =
(
6 8 1
8 8 7

)
(4)

where the network needs to change to the inverse framework to the arrangement of
switch grid which is utilized to change over,

R1 ↔ R2 (5)

3R2 ↔ R2 (6)

Be that as it may, the given framework needs to decide to the procedure of reverse
grid for the negative framework develop which recognizes the gatecrasher. Here,

A − 1 = 1/ det A

(
d −b

−c a

)
(7)

If there is a lone key blend that is definitely not hard to find the key advancement
anyway taken from the number of plan approaches by the “n” number of key change
which raised the hell to the entire grid. Because of the key specifying will be changed
by every movement of the dealing within the security structure.

3.3 Electrical Power Consumption

The principle of electric obstruction is a power supply on the electrical device. The
essential capability of a power supply proceeds to change the electric stream from a
source to the correct voltage, stream, and repeat to control the load. By along these
lines, control supplies are immediately and again connoted as electric power con-
verters. A bit of the power accumulations is discrete self-decision bits of apparatus,
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while others are intertwined with the heap gadgets that they control utilize required.
All power supplies have a power input association, which gets a lot of citrus stream
from a source, and on any occasion, one power yield affiliations that pass on stream
to the store to the structure. That power utilization has been getting to access the dou-
ble code transformation framework which serves the smaller-scale processor pack of
ESP 2866. It decides to distinguish the procedure of intensity on and off framework
and it required the insignificant voltage of intensity supply through the handling.

3.4 Liquid Crystal Display

It needs to uncover the preparing message for the administrator else end client.
It gives the data to get to its correct or not while running the procedure of home
computerization individually. By and large, the screen has been utilized to toss the
data like a message to appear by the presentation. It has appeared as an ongoing
preparing structure through the change of the bits. It hurls the switch network limit
getting ready for protection key to enable it to show up in the instrument separately.
In case the pariah has been gotten to the keypad, it hurls the acoustic and message
to the contrasting executive with the security structure.

3.5 Door Lock System

An electronic lock (or electric lock) framework has been resolved the procedure of
open or bolts to the specific handling by means of the home computerization which
assists with sensor recognition. It gets to with backings of paired (0 and 1). Zero
looks at the procedure has not begun regardless of whether it is begun the parallel
change to 1 The switch network when it turns out badly for the outsider consequently
it tosses the message and it looks well. Also, safely it recognizes the gatecrasher and
it performs caution or message as the administrator willing separately. This could
be the spot security is a fundamental concern. If the structure has revealed to see the
interloper with entering the number as upside-down routinely, the door was affected.
In addition, it seems to send the acoustic else the message has through sent by
procedures for the sign planning which assistants of electric power association.

4 Result and Discussion

The IoT perceives the affliction ID is clear while getting to the installing procedure
of the IDE System. By then it shows to the temperature and improvement revelation
in like manner in the annoying must be settled as ideal for further arranging. In this
context, whatever the arranging has been understood, some security issues occurred
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while it improving the assurance through this idea for the encryption premise authori-
ties the headway of the switch framework system.As appeared by the IoT, the security
system has been picked and gives the best result to the security protection in the home
computerization structure. Everything considered, the application dealing with has
been obliged by the given transmission framework. By then the yields are (Figs. 2,
3, and 4)

CODING:

for(pos=180; pos>=0; pos-=5) //goes from 180 degrees to 0 degrees
{myservo.write(pos); //tell servo to go to position in variable ‘pos’
delay(5); //waits 15 ms for the servo to reach the position}
delay(2000);
delay(1000);

Fig. 2 Stating process

Fig. 3 Enter the process
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Fig. 4 Re-locking system

counterbeep();
delay(1000);
for(pos=0; pos<=180; pos +=5) //goes from 0 degrees to 180 degrees
{myservo.write(pos); //tell servo to go to position in variable ‘pos’
delay(15);
currentposition=0;
lcd.clear();
displayscreen();}}

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

This assessment convinces to be executed with the correspondence strategy which
supports the Web perspective. It was set up over the world in perspective on the
introducing used at a wide level. From now on, the best course is to choose the
controlling capacity and security through structure solidly. This moved utilization
has been getting the chance to give the exactness, execution, security, uprightness to
the trustworthy structure. It is chiefly based on the bad behavior people who need to
unauthorize to mocking the data and perceive to impede they’re getting ready while
we know the unapproved person. Else, it will work outstandingly encircled and
confirmation is extended more encryption dealing with. Further research is required
to execute for maintaining a strategic distance from the outsider capacity access in
the home computerization framework.
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Endowing Syndrome Empathy
to the Epileptic and Cardiovascular
Embedding IoT Techniques

S. Sowmiyasree, A. Hariharan, P. Jyothika Shree, and D. S. Gayathri

Abstract Web of things (IoT) improvement has chosen the breaking point of limit
and sharp endeavoring to the simple to use to the customers. It is utilized to deliver
the best arrangement which aides of the inserting od Arduino IDEwith the standards.
It has some key highlights of an imperfection in serious issues, for this usage which
elevates the defeat because of chronicled issues with access for all system structures.
This examinationwas to pick the purpose of showcases the front line research relating
to each area of the model, particularly for considering because of the human services
framework and, surveying their characteristics, deficiencies, and overall suitability
for an IoT social protection structure. Difficulties that therapeutic organizations IoT
appearances including security, protection, wearability, and low-control activity have
appeared and recommendations are made for future extraction to this domain. It is
executed for the medicinal services framework which decreased the labor work to
deliver the exactness and higher execution of this framework Arduino mega used to
identify the preparing of the PWM info and yield handling framework. The ESP 2866
Node MCU needs to utilize and distinguish the equipment preparing framework to
improve the procedure of association foundations to the framework and IDE. HBS
and PS used to distinguish the beat and heartbeat for the ordinary and irregular
handling of the installing. At long last, the voltage has isolated to get to the entire
preparing by 10K potentiometer.

Keywords Arduino mega · ESP 2866 · Node MCU · HBS—heart beat sensor ·
PS—pulse sensor · 10K potentiometer
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1 Introduction

It will be exhibited for the enabling shrewd execution of the strategies required to
get to the best ideal answer for the clients. Anyway, it has benefits and bad marks
for the procedure which has been picked in the field of work. Furthermore, addi-
tionally, it was adequate to work for the remote getting to control the intensity of
control with the particular IoT necessities. It could be utilized to give better access to
human services to those living in country regions or to empower older individuals to
live freely at home for more. Basically, it can improve access to medicinal services
assets while decreasing strain on social insurance frameworks and can give individ-
uals better command over their very own well-being consistently. The reason for a
productive IoT social insurance framework is to give consistent remote seeing of
patient flourishing conditions, to check the basic patient conditions and to improve
singular satisfaction through an unbelievable IoT condition. New difficulties have
been presented with IoT for the security of frameworks and forms and furthermore
with the protection issues of an individual’s medicinal information. Data security
utilizing IoT is exceptionally confused and troublesome; since worldwide availabil-
ity and openness are the real concerns identified with IoT, security and protection by
configuration should be a piece of any IoT use case, undertaking or arrangement.

2 Related Works

Munzel et al. depicted a Social systems administration site (SNSs). To set up the
close to home interchanges and cooperation of the individuals’ general connected-
ness of the system [1]. Fan et al. developed a Wuhan Smart Health that contains
examination, engineering structure, execution, issues, arrangements, etc. This strat-
egy has a development model, which gives references to different urban areas [2].
Ndiaye et al. portrayed wireless sensor frameworks (WSNs), which contain hun-
dreds and thousands of sensors. Programming Defined Networking (SDN) offers
reactions for WSNs by permitting division of the controlling technique for thinking
to structure the sensor focus focuses [3]. Pramanik et al. portrayed major information
empowered keen medicinal services framework structure (BSHSF). There are five
difficulties that are connected to the BSHFS social insurance business situations. The
first inside and out is best-in-class huge information and keen human services frame-
works in parallel [4]. Venkatesh et al. proposed a measured methodology for IoT
applications. This technique utilized general AI to lessen repetition. Nearness, client
action, air quality, and area from IoT sensors exhibit a savvy situation [5]. Ali et al.
depicted a voice issue decide by voice signal from the discourse through the straight
expectation investigation. It recognizes the lower recurrence of 1–1562 Hz. This
framework is created by a supported vowel and running discourse [6]. Hossain et al.
proposed a voice pathology recognition (VPD). There are two kinds of information
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conveyed: a voice signal and an EGG signal. Gaussian blend model-based method-
ology is utilized for the extraction of voice information [7]. Sahoo et al. proposed
an electrocardiography (ECG) and multi-channel seismocardiography (SCG) frame-
works. The system screens the cardiovascular activities of a patient and exactness
[8]. Kim et al. depicted a Gaussian procedure (GP) technique for dynamic strolling
designs and inherent wearable sensors. This methodology joins a GP-based state-
space demonstrating strategy with a nonlinear dimensionality decrease technique in
a one of a kindway [9].Mehta et al. portrayed a Regional Transport Office (RTO) and
Computerized Pollution Check Centers examination of the sensor-based information
from the air quality. The client of the portable application serves poisonous quality
[10]. Nef et al. proposed a detached infrared (PIR). Exercises of day by day living
(ADL) Of their security. The movement of acknowledgment precision is improved
by distinguishing covering exercises. PIR-based savvy home innovation improves
the working of social orders [11]. Dejian et al. proposed a double center structure
for keen urban areas. This drives from the advances arranged on the foundation to
resident situated applications. It is firmly identified with the learning situations of
urban areas [12].

3 Methodology

The most noteworthy weaknesses incorporate the security chance that accompanies
having a lot of touchy information put away in a solitary database, the potential need
to normally have the clients have been identified the handling which emotionally
supportive network of the sensor. In light of this sensor needs to catch the level of
preparing recurrence because of the ailment of patients separately. It will find the
apportion of the exactness level in the structure (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Framework design
for healthcare system
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3.1 Arduino Mega

The Arduino Mega is a microcontroller named ATmega2560 and it is reliant on the
controller of Arduino IDE. It has 54 moved data/yield pins (of which 14 can be
used as PWM yields), 16 direct wellsprings of information, 4 UARTs (gear back to
backports), a 16 MHz other than it is the fundamental introduction of the oscillator
structure pursue to get to the framework. The USB association has been set up for the
secured base and association between the framework and the Arduino IDE installing
which aides of a power jack, an ICSP header which stacking to get to the buffering
information and yield factors, and a reset catch to the capacity empowering and the
re-association used to get to the Arduino embeddings. The introducing of A-Mega
has been overcome the marked structure which controls the sign by the sign dealing
with to the IoT planning. It is the fundamental affiliation establishment for the I/O
discoverer which realized by the value control to the therapeutic administration’s
system. It is specified to check the handling for the essential statement about the
which distinguish the header record which stacking by the info and yield variable
choice to the preparing of association between start to finish hub.

3.2 ESP 8266

NodeMCU is an open-source IoT organize to the chip. It is executed by the 2AA
battery work which is controlled through the system for the node. What’s more,
also, it will be utilized to distinguish the rationale controller which shows the basic
leadership framework tomapping just as bypassing to transmit the information inside
in the illness discovery framework. The NodeMCU approaches by the required low-
control utilization which is 3.6 V are executed for the given framework usage. So
clearly, it is shabby and the creation is useful for identifying the disease in the
utilization of IoT. Every single IoT framework has been controlled as quicker and
produces the best exactness for the sensor recognition partook to distinguish it.
Regardless of the way that the non-SDK has been presented for the penniless system
which is eLua experience to the structure, it is energetically gotten to and produces
the best outcome for the center point.

3.3 Heartbeat Sensor

Heartbeat sensor is needed to give a computerized yield of warmth beat when a
finger is made plans to it. Right when the heartbeat locator is working, the beat
LED flashes as one with every heartbeat. This sensor has been perceived by the beat
acknowledgment which helpers of the electronic device. It will perceive the beat each
second (BPM) and after that executes the data in the correct manner. It calculates the
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process of,

XK =
∑(

WK
)N

. xn(Interval of n = 0 to n − 1) (1)

Thus, the recurrence has been controlled to distinguish the recurrence which is
accessed by the Fourier arrangement change with the official of discrete structure.
What is more, it dispenses with the multifaceted nature which aides of the number
juggling estimation to the given arrangement. Then, the frequency interest calculated
to,

F = K / N fsample (2)

K is constantly a consistent variable that has been resolved to distinguish the
example informational collection. It has been executed by the preparation of infor-
mational collection. Also, in addition, it will be an improvement to the taken number
of factors that are executed by the number-crunching estimation.

The polynomial distribution is declared to,

XK = (((
W−K . x0 + x1

)
.W−K + x2

)
.W−K + x3

) + XN−1) .W−K (3)

It is manipulated to the filtering is,

Y = [
W−K−Z−1

] [
1/1− 2Re

(
W−K

)
Z−1 + Z−Z

]
X (4)

It will be used to diminish the tumult to the coefficient elements to the given range
and it plays out the switch change had gotten the essential weight taking care of while
simultaneously finding the repeat.

3.4 Pulse Sensor

Heartbeat sensor is a fitting and-play pulse sensor for Arduino. It is used to detect
the heartbeat from the thump impression and it is required for 4–6 V of the signal
detecting system. It works well to detect noise detection which adds on the amplifier
for the signal transmission.

The diameter detection is,

D = 2r (5)

C = φd (6)
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Fig. 2 10K potentiometer

Fig. 3 LM35 sensor
detection

The distance across has been estimated by the span of the range and it recognizes
the polynomial math capacity that is resolved to the perimeter by the preparing of
the transmission capacity scope of the significant change to the framework.

3.5 10K Potentiometer

The picture for a potentiometer is a comparable one as a resistor sets something aside
for a jolt in the inside. In a circuit where they are used cautiously as factor resistors
or rheostats, only two terminals are wired to various parts. The majority of the
three terminals are wired independently when they work as voltage dividers (Figs. 2
and 3).

3.6 LM35 Sensor

LM35 is a consolidated straightforward temperature and recognizes the framework
has been uncovered the temperature to the human body identification it decides the
informationmeasurements in the precision of the temperature of the precision. It does
not require any outer course of action of the inserting or cutting to the time procedure
that has been giving conventional accuracy and find the layout of the system. These
estimations could be recorded during a couple of activities, for instance, standard
walking and recuperation work out. They could be conveyed by means of short-go
correspondences to an agreeable,wrist-wearable focal hub,which could then advance
data to the cloud through long-ago interchanges. The preparing result has been put
away in virtual memory. The administrator or the clients or the individuals who need
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to realize the status will recover the database to recognize it effectively. Something
else, the mystery data (Sensitive) has been covered up to secured unequivocally.

4 Result and Discussion

Subsequently, it has been controlled to play out their activities which aides of the
twofold transformation handling for the bits separately. Also, it signifies to give the
extra usefulness of the movement caught by the sign handling because of the sensor
location too in the IoT system. In a couple of words, IoT human administration sys-
tems have been delivered for unequivocal purposes, including recuperation, diabetes
the board, helped encompassing living (AAL) for more seasoned individuals, and
that is just a hint of something larger. While these structures have been proposed for
a wide extent of purposes, they are each unequivocally related through their use of
comparable empowering progressions (Figs. 4 and 5).

Thus the above processing used to detect system processing as well for the health-
care system. It was precise to access control mechanisms with different techniques
and with energy efficiency. It has different types of protocols for authentication to
access with privacy maintain to the admin to doctors. A system is required for the
fusion of authentication protocol with an energy-efficient access control mechanism

Fig. 4 Structure of the healthcare system

Fig. 5 Accuracy detection
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along with the solutions to countermeasure the other attacks in security and privacy
of patient healthcare data. After going through the methodology for authentication
protocol, for access control, and for energy-efficient access control mechanism, a
combined methodology is proposed to be adopted to pool the gap. Barely any tech-
niques have proposed various sorts of conventions for confirmation. A framework
is required for the combination of confirmation convention with a vitality produc-
tive access control instrument alongside the answers for countermeasure different
assaults in security and protection of patient human services information.

4.1 Coding

BLYNK_READ(PIN_UPTIME2){
j = analogRead(A1);
j = 1024-j;
j = (33*j)/561;

Blynk.virtualWrite(PIN_UPTIME2,j);}
BLYNK_READ(PIN_UPTIME3)
{k = analogRead(A2);
if(k < 10) {
Blynk.virtualWrite(PIN_UPTIME3,70);}
else if(k < 50) {
Blynk.virtualWrite(PIN_UPTIME3,”waiting”);}

5 Conclusion and Future Enhancement

The conventional model we have proposed for managing the advancement of future
Internet of things human services frameworks has various use cases. To give setting,
this subsection talks about a few of these utilization cases, which incorporate sup-
porting the restoration, helping the administration of constant conditions, checking
changes in individuals with degenerative conditions, and observing basic well-being
for the arrangement of crisis human services. In the wake of encountering the way of
thinking for approval show, for access control, and for essentialness gainful access
control instrument, a joined methodology is proposed to be gotten to pool the open-
ing. As the movement keeps being made to lessen the harms, IoT-based structures for
remote success enrolling are turning with an obviously reasonable reaction for the
approach of helpful organizations sooner instead of later. Each and each framework
has been recognized to the malady distinguishing proof which aides of the sensor
discovery. Also, in addition, it will be executed to the higher inserting to improve
the social insurance framework for making higher precision and execution with less
cost.
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Blockchain-Based Information Security
of Electronic Medical Records (EMR)
in a Healthcare Communication System

Rafita Haque, Hasan Sarwar, S. Rayhan Kabir, Rokeya Forhat,
Muhammad Jafar Sadeq, Md. Akhtaruzzaman, and Nafisa Haque

Abstract Protecting the digital medical data from cyber-attacks is essential in a
healthcare communication system. Blockchain is a distributed as well as shared
ledger-based technology which can more readily encourage information security.
Blockchain approach is commonly applied for the digital crypto-currency; however,
it is awaited to have future conducts in health care. Many healthcare systems today
are still subordinated on the back-dated application for keeping healthcare records.
Here, the main challenges faced to date are information security and interoperability.
This study introduces a blockchain-based model for securing the Electronic Medical
Records (EMR). Here, we have used SHA256 secure hash algorithm for generating
a unique and identical 256-bit or 32-byte hash value for a particular medical record.
In this manuscript, we have focused on five mechanisms (Digital Access Rules,
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Data Aggregation, Data Immutability, Data Liquidity, and Patient Identity) of data
transition for securing the medical records at the proposed blockchain model.

Keywords Blockchain · Secure hash algorithm · Health information technology ·
Healthcare information security · Interoperability · Cyber-security

1 Introduction

Blockchain innovation has progressed toward becoming nearly as well known for
instances including data or information security with respect to its technological
potential. Electronic Medical Record (EMR) is the collection of digital health infor-
mation and stores the information electronically by using a healthcare application
[1, 2]. There are a few territories of health care that can be improved by utiliz-
ing blockchain technology. This incorporates health informatics, clinical prelimi-
naries, pharmaceutical section, and medical coverage. Ordinary clinical information
endeavors are frequently nonetheless which make hindrances to proficient data trade
and blocks compelling treatment choice made for patients. This research gives the
approach of blockchain technology for ensuring the security of clinical information
in the healthcare system.

The ‘American Recovery and Reinvestment’ law section of ‘Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 2009 (HITECH-2019)’ Act conserved
approximately 30 billion USD in assets to cooperate EMR assumption by US health-
care suppliers [3]. Because of this exertion, suppliers and healing center utilization
of EMR have expanded drastically, while just 9% of non-government intense con-
sideration doctor’s facilities had a fundamental EMR in 2008, and 96% had an EMR
by 2015 [4]. Cyber-security in various territories is a significant subject all over the
world. The healthcare part has quickly turned into a goal for digital assaults [5].
Healthcare divisions are especially sensitive to these sorts of digital assaults. For
these perspectives, the security matter is very essential for securing medical data and
protecting against cyber-attack at the healthcare system.

The blockchain technology is a recent novel development and innovation that
could have conducted in enhancing information security. Blockchain portrayed in
detail somewhere else [6] has specific interest to well-being information given its
accentuation on sharing, dissemination, and hashing. The objectives of this research
paper are to give the ideas about the structure and activity of blockchain in health-
care or medical system and how the utilization of this innovation can be utilized to
give security and protection in healthcare communication system. Specifically, more
current blockchain endeavors savvy contracts, second-layer frameworks, authoriza-
tion blockchain facilitate the potential medicinal services utilize cases, and there
has been no deficiency of promotion encompassing the capability of the innovation
inside human services [7].

In this work, how blockchain innovation may encourage in a healthcare sys-
tem through five approaches: Digital Access Rules [8], Data Aggregation [9], Data
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Immutability [10], Data Liquidity [11], and Patient Identity [12]. Here, we have
demonstrated how SHA256 hash algorithm [13] utilized on above five attributes
for securing the medical records in a blockchain-based healthcare communication
system.

2 Related Works and Research Gaps

In recent research, an idea of healthcare-based blockchain system has been described
where how the system may transmit the digital medical data via five approaches
[14]. These approaches are Digital Access Rules, Data Aggregation, Data Liquidity,
Data Immutability, and Patient Identity. Here, the researchers focused on hindrances
to patient-driven interoperability, explicitly clinical information exchange volume,
protection and security. Another research has been expressed about data sharing
where a blockchain-basedmethod utilizing computerized health identities to confirm
members for distance cancer care [15]. In this manuscript, clinical information is put
away off the blockchain, and stores encoded information which fills in as pointers
to the essential information source. Boulos et al. proposed a geospatial blockchain-
based medicinal services technique that uses a crypto-spatial organized framework
to include a changeless spatial context [16]. Rahmadika and Rhee also propose a
peer-to-peer (P2P) network-based blockchain technology for decentralized personal
health information [17]. A recent research article describes the effect of blockchain
technology for EMR data in the next-generation healthcare system [18].

Despite the fact that the possibility of an advanced EMR has been portrayed for
quite a long time, there has been perceptible footing from the blockchain technology
and administrative point of view. Furthermore, above former research works have not
expressed any technical approach by using five mechanisms (Patient Identity, Digital
Access Rules, Data Immutability, Data Aggregation, and Data Liquidity) in the dif-
ferent steps of the blockchain system for securing the EMR data. According to this
research gap, this paper has been committed a research, where a blockchain technol-
ogy helps the healthcare communication system for securing the EMR information
by using the above five attributes in different steps of the blockchain process.

3 Role of Five Mechanisms at Proposed Blockchain Model

The healthcare communication systemprescribes interoperability [19]where the effi-
ciency of different digital or software systems to interchanges information, commu-
nicate, and authorized data usages. Interoperability is the characteristic that permits
the unrestricted sharing of resources between different systems or application [20]. In
our experiment, we have set up interoperability-based blockchain system [21] where
data transits from one system to another system. In here, we focused Patient Identity,
Data Aggregation, Digital Access Rules, Data Immutability, and Data Liquidity and
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utilized these mechanisms at different stages of blockchain system. The role of the
above five mechanisms in our proposed blockchain model are given below.

• Digital Access Rules: The doctors and medical staffs can use the features of
blockchain system and access the particular modules for the particular EMR.

• Data Aggregation: This is a form of data gathering process where information
is presented in a report-based or summarized. The summarized EMR texts are
encoded at the proposed system for security purpose.

• Data Immutability: This mechanism has been used for securing or encoding
the medical images or pictures, such as CT scan and X-ray image. At proposed
blockchain model, the clinical image or picture data is stored as encoded data.

• Data Liquidity: It means to confirmwhether the right data is provided to the right
user at the right period. It is very vital part of blockchain-based healthcare system
where particular encoded data is provided for particular doctor or stakeholder
node. Here, the EMR information has been converted to a unique hash code by
SHA256 hash algorithm.

• Patient Identity: Patient identification is another vital part of the proposed system
for setting and acquiring their medical records. In the proposed model, every
medical record has been differentiated by a different patient.

4 Blood Test and X-Ray Dataset

In our research, we collect some blood test dataset from a medical center (Life
Diagnostic Centre Ltd.). In Table 1, we show some portion of patient blood data
where patients are identified by code. Here, the dataset contains bilirubin, SGPT
(ALAT), albumin, urea tests, etc. We also used some medical X-ray images which
have been collected from this medical center.

5 SHA-256 Hash Algorithm

Secure Hash Algorithm 2 (SHA-2) is a section of cryptographic hash approaches
developed byNational Security Agency, USA. There are six hash algorithm concepts
of SHA-2 algorithmic section that are SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512,
SHA-512/224, and SHA-512/256. In our experiment, we have used SHA-256 hash
algorithm. We used SHA-256 function because of collision resistance. The other
benefits [22] of SHA-256 are given bellow.

• The outputs of SHA-256 are shorter, and it saves bandwidth.
• Generally, SHA-512 is not quicker on 32-bit processors, but it is faster on 64-bit

processors. On the other hand, SHA-256 is faster on 32-bit processors and also
shows well performance on 64-bit processors.
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Fig. 1 Different outputs of ‘Hello!’ and ‘Hello’ texts at SHA-256 approach

• SHA-256 cannot make collisions, but other types of SHA-2 algorithms are not
collision resistance.

In our experiment, SHA-256 produced an almost unique 256-bit (32-byte) signa-
ture for a medical data. Figure 1 shows the outputs of ‘Hello!’ and ‘Hello’ texts by
using SHA-256 algorithm.

6 Proposed Blockchain Model

In the proposed model for securing the medical, the doctors and staffs connected to
a blockchain system where they can transfer the medical records. Here, the medical
data was converted to a unique hash code by using SHA-256 algorithm. Figure 2
demonstrated the activities of Access Rules, Data Aggregation, Data Immutability,
Data Liquidity and Patient Identity at proposed healthcare-based blockchain model
with short details.

7 Result and Limitation

The proposed model is under development. Generally, we represented how we can
use a hash algorithm in a blockchain system for securing the medical data. In our
current work, there are some limitations. We just only used blood test data and get
some output of hash values. The uses of X-ray image EMR data are now under
experiment. In our extended version of this research, we will show output for image
EMR data and also the part of the application.

Table 2 shows the hash data of some blood test results. Here, we identified the
patient data by code (see Table 1). In our experiment, we used eleven types of blood
test. There are bilirubin, randomblood sugar (RBS), serumglutamic pyruvic transam-
inase (SGPT), serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (SGOT), Gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT), creatinine, protein, albumin, Hb% (hemoglobin concentration),
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Fig. 2 Steps of proposed blockchain system which focused on Digital Access Rules, Data
Aggregation, Data Immutability, Data Liquidity, and Patient Identity

and blood group. Table 2 shows the encoded result of different types of blood test
data. Here, the different types of blood test data are converted to 256-bit (32-byte)
hash value which passed patient code or identity.

8 Conclusion and Future Works

Cyber-security in different areas is an important topic throughout the world. The
healthcare or medical sector has rapidly become a destination for cyber-attacks.
Healthcare or medical sectors are particularly delicate to these sorts of cyber or
digital assaults. Here, disruption in activities or even divulgence of patient private
information can have broad outcomes. For these perspectives, a blockchain-based
healthcare communication system is very essential for securing medical data and
protecting against cyber-attack. This paper describes a blockchain-based healthcare
system for securing the electronic medical data for protecting against cyber-attack.

There has been an increasingmove toward fivemechanisms for electronicmedical
data transition at healthcare-based blockchain system. Here, the research revealed
the potential part of blockchain system for storing healthcare or medical data as a
data security purpose. In this manuscript, we have revealed a dreammodel to manage
and secure the EMR data using blockchain technology.
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In our current work, we just only used blood test data and get some output of hash
value. The hashing or encryption of X-ray image data in our proposed system is now
under development. This is the key experiment for better output about blockchain-
based healthcare communication system in our future works. The proposed system
can be moved into a scholarly prototype by various technologies (data mining and
decentralized computing). In our future experiment,wewant to complete a real-world
test for EMR with our own deployed blockchain application.
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Factors Contributing to E-Government
Adoption in Indonesia—An Extended
of Technology Acceptance Model
with Trust: A Conceptual Framework
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and Ali Ameen

Abstract E-Government is an administration framework dependent on correspon-
dence innovation and plans to improve the nature of administration forms from gov-
ernment organizations to the general population through online administrations. The
Republic of Indonesia is a part of the ASEAN country that needs improvement of
E-Government execution because it is still low and under the country of Singapore,
Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, Thailand, the Philippines, andVietnam. The low-level
of E-Government employment in the Republic of Indonesia needs to be examined by
analyzing Internet usage penetration and identifying the cause of low E-Government
adoption in the Republic of Indonesia. E-Government becomes an exciting issue in
improving good governance, and this study will discuss the conceptual model in
supporting E-Government’s appropriation in the Republic of Indonesia. This paper
explores the technology acceptance model (TAM) and the role of trust in creating
the interest of citizens to practice E-Government”.
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1 Introduction

ICT advancement supports the change of administration given by the legislature to
general society, by turning the service manual into an online service, or called E-
Government. At first, E-Government became a correspondence choice among the
government and the citizens, but with the differences in demographics, economics,
society, and global trends, E-Government became the demand and necessity to enter
the twenty-first century in order to compete in the world [1]. Therefore, through E-
Government, the nature of administration given by the government to residents and
organizations can increase and achieve greater efficiency for the parties involved.

According to the review directed by the United Nations in 2018 about E-
Government ratings of the Republic of Indonesia, it showed that in 2018, the Repub-
lic of Indonesia gained ranked to 107, increasing nine ratings compared to the year
2016. However, the Republic of Indonesia’s rankings is still far belowASEAN coun-
tries, such as Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, Thailand, the Philippines,
and Vietnam. The ranking shows that the Republic of Indonesia should prompt the
enforcement of E-Government in all parts of the nation. It is a challenge for the
Republic of Indonesia to improve the function of ICT and infrastructure. Govern-
ments in different countries manage public finances through the use of ICT in order
to create a functional and transparent financial governance [2–6].

For an individual, E-Government can provide a potential benefit, which is more
restrained when interacting with the government. Although the citizen has to do
activities on specific departments on a predetermined set, the public can perform
the activity at the time and place they choose. Therefore, E-Government services
provide freedom for the citizen because of the limitations of direct interactions.
The advantage of using E-Government administration for individuals is saving time
and money [1]. As indicated by the statement [7], the online tax system becomes a
worldwide concern through the improvement of ICT that can influence the system of
the tax. Also, the electronic services provide tax services in a simpler and faster way,
as well as enhance the efficiency of tax administering [8], promoting disclosure, and
offering the best quality-service [9, 10]. Besides, E-Government assumes a job in
creating transparency, responsiveness, and accountability, but the service is adopted
if the citizen considers the service to be reliable [11].

Communication through E-Government occurs in the relationship between gov-
ernments and governments (G2G), governments with businesses (G2B), and gov-
ernments with communities (G2P). The citizen has not actualized E-Government
involving the government with the citizen (G2P) completely, such as E-Filling, E-
KTP, online passport service, and E-Samsat. E-Government service in the Republic
of Indonesia related to the payment of vehicle tax is called E-Samsat. E-Samsat has
two benefits; for the government, it can present more accurate and up to date data so
the government able to predict the realization and potential vehicle tax acceptance in
each region. For the citizen, E-Samsat facilitates the public in knowing the amount of
vehicle tax issued and making vehicle tax payments through the service of E-Samsat
in one province.
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According to the information accessed through https://bapenda.jabarprov.go.id
that taxpayers often face obstacles in the form of differences in the identification
number registered in Service Office Samsat with the identification number of the
account holder to be used to pay tax, so that the taxpayer cannot pay the vehicle
tax owned via E-Samsat. Another obstacle that arises is a pay code that does not
correspond to those listed in the payment system. Some taxpayer complaints to the
local revenue body of West Java province related to the use of E-Filling which is
quite complicated. The lack of a resident that has access to E-Samsat relates to
the high of vehicle taxpayers that conduct transactions manually in the integrated
service office. Therefore, receiving and deployment of technology in the utilization
of E-Government necessity are to be traced to distinguish the low facility through
the E-Government.

Many models used and validated to predict receiving and implement the applica-
tion of information system (IS), one of which is the technology acceptance model
(TAM) [12]. However, TAM ignores the trust factor of the system users. Therefore,
it is imperative to explore the role of trust because the low trust owned by the citizen
will inhibit the enforcement of E-Government [13]. Trust can impact a resident’s
plan to use E-Government [14].

2 Conceptual Framework

E-Government adoption by various fields became an essential concern in creating E-
Government achievement initiatives [15]. Therefore, E-Government does not guaran-
tee success if the public cannot build the utilization of E-Government administrations
[16]. The issue raises questions about how to expand E-Government appropriation in
the Republic of Indonesian society. Many earlier studies were reviewing the TAM in
the adoption of E-Government [8, 17–20]. However, few studies of E-Government
employment conducted in growing nations still require a massive struggle and effort
[21, 22].

This study used TAM established based on reasons: (1) The model is convenient
to adopt and (2) offers further purity relating to the ties between variables used in the
study [8]. TAM was adapted from TRA and was explicitly designed for exhibiting
user receiving of information systems. The level where an individual accepts that a
specific system’s use will be unrestricted of exertion is called as perceived ease of use
(PEOU). Ease means freedom from difficulty or hard effort [12]. Acceptance of the
application becomes more comfortable to use than others, so the application tends
to be acceptable to the user. Some studies explore the prominence of PEOU in pre-
dicting technology acceptance [8, 1, 23, 24]. A study was exploring E-Government
administration conducted in Jordanian citizens through 75 samples [17] and indi-
cating that PEOU has a positive effect on E-Government adoption. However, other
studies [8, 18, 19] were unable to predict the effect of PEOU on the intention to
utilize E-Government. Therefore, if the taxpayer believes that the E-Samsat is easy
to use, then they will be bound to utilize the system.

https://bapenda.jabarprov.go.id
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The level where people trust that particular system usage will improve its perfor-
mance is called perceived usefulness (PU), which means that the use of the system
can provide benefits [12]. Many studies on various technological applications in
different contexts suggest that PU can predict the intention to use technology. For
example, studies conducted in Taiwan, Malaysia, Korea, USA, Singapore, Germany,
and Iran [23, 25 26–31] suggest that PU is instrumental in technology usage.

Perceived Usefulness is a factor that plays an essential role in influencing people
to adopt the technology. Prior researchers considered PU’s prominent in the use of
E-Government [7, 23, 24, 27]. Studies in the Netherlands analyzed 238 data and the
results proved that PU is an essential indicator in the application of E-Government
[32]. The results were also reinforced with studies in Malaysia that examined 150
data using regression analysis and the results proved that PU had a positive effect on
the intention to use the E-Government service [27]. Studies in Cambodia through 124
respondents showed that PU had a positive effect on the adoption of E-Government
[19, 21]. Furthermore, taxpayers feel that E-Samsat is beneficial in the reporting
of vehicle taxes and increase their productivity. Therefore, if taxpayers believe that
E-Samsat is valuable and comfortable, then they are likely to use the service.

Trust is an essential determinant of Internet technologies adoption [20, 33]. The
study of [34] analyzing the achievement of E-Government appropriation in Thailand
and the Republic of Indonesia reviewed from portraying the administrations ordinar-
ily offered by governments. Instead, to specify the accomplishment administrations
of E-Government, it is compulsory to weigh the factors trust [19–21, 25, 33, 35]. The
study E-Government divides the trust into two aspects, namely trust of government
(TOG) and trust of the Internet (TOI) [20, 33, 35]. The prior studies proved that trust
influenced behavioral intention to use technology [19, 21, 25]. TOG deals with the
level of citizen trust in reality and capacity of the government agency to provide
E-Government services [11, 33], while TOI is associated with the trust of the citizen
that E-Government usage is safe and has no danger to their security [20].

The previous examination has proved that TOG influenced positively on the inten-
tion to use E-Government [11, 33, 35]. The intention to use E-Government was
explored through 529 respondent answers from 35 provinces in Turkey [36]. The
results proved that the TOI has a positive effect on the intention to use E-Government
[11, 36], while the TOG does not affect. Adoption E-Government in Mauritius based
on 247 data analyzed with structural equation modeling proved that the trustworthi-
ness was the main predictor [33]. E-Government adoption in Africa was analyzed
through 282 respondents, and the results show that the intention to use E-Government
influenced by the TOI and TOG [37].

The proposed hypotheses are:

H1: PEOU affects positively on the intention to use E-Government among
individual taxpayers in the Republic of Indonesia.
H2: PU affects positively on the intention to use E-Government among individual
taxpayers in the Republic of Indonesia.
H3a: Trust of the Internet (TOI) affects positively on the intention to use E-
Government among individual taxpayers in the Republic of Indonesia.
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Fig. 1 Conceptual model

H3b: trust of government (TOG) affects positively on the intention to use E-
Government among individual taxpayers in the Republic of Indonesia.

Here is a figure of conceptual models in this study (Fig. 1).

3 Operationalization of Construct

The study proposed the theoretical model adoption of E-Government to apply in
empirical research. Table 1 shows the operationalization of the variables, which
identifies the measurements of each construct and adopted from the previous study.

4 Conclusion

E-Government is a form of commitment and initiatives conducted by the government
in enhancing the connection with the citizen and business or organization through
increased cost-effectiveness, efficiency in the conveyance of services, description,
and knowledge using ICT [34]. The accomplishment of E-Government employ-
ment is related to the two parties, namely the Government as the administration
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Table 1 Construct measurement

Constructs Items Adapted from

Intention to use E-Government I plan to utilize E-Government later on
I intend to use E-Government in regular
day to existence
I intend to use E-Government later on

[36, 37]

Perceived ease of use (PEOU) I think that it is simple to get conversant
with the employment of E-Government
service
I feel that the E-Government service is
evident and far-reaching
I feel that it is effortless for me to obtain
the desired service

[20]

Perceived usefulness (PU) E-Government service helps me in
completing more things
E-Government service can make my life
simpler
E-Government service will be useful for
me
E-Government service can support my
productivity and efficiency

[20]

Trust of the Internet (TOI) The Internet gives enough insurance in
making me feel great to get
E-Government service
I find guaranteed that legitimate and
innovative structures enough shield me
from issues on the Internet
In all purpose, the Internet is strong
enough and maintains nature in
conducting transactions through
E-Government service

[37]

Trust of government (TOG) I feel that I can believe government
offices to make online exchanges
sensibly
I accept that government agencies can
keep my best advantages

[37]

provider and the citizen, both individual and business, as the service user. The chal-
lenges in achieving the success of E-Government relate to how public acceptance
of the employment of E-Government administrations. Therefore, governments need
to identify communities based on demographic characteristics. This is related to
uneven Internet penetration in the Republic of Indonesia, as well as the understand-
ing required by the citizen to access E-Government. Perceived ease of use (PEOU)
and perceived usefulness (PU) are described in TAM as a factor that significantly
affects the interest of people to utilize E-Government administrations. Besides, the
trust aspect also becomes an important benchmark to demonstrate the accomplish-
ment of E-Government usage. The citizen who demonstrates the trust of the Internet
will give the perception that when accessing E-Government administrations over the
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Internet, the security factor of their data privacy will be maintained. Citizens who
have trust in the government believe that through e-government, the government
agency manages the tax administration with full responsibility.
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Workload Forecasting Based on Big Data
Characteristics in Cloud Systems

R. Kiruthiga and D. Akila

Abstract Resource allocation for big data streams in cloud systems involves select-
ing the appropriate cloud resources. Big data has certain precise features such as size,
speed, veracity, variety, and value. In this paper, a workload forecasting system for
resource allocation in big data streams is developed. In this system, the data char-
acteristics such as data type (variety), size (volume), and deviation in data flow rate
(velocity) are extracted. Based on these data characteristics, the expectedworkload of
the next time interval is predicted using support vector machine (SVM). Followed by
this, the cloud resource manager dynamically allocates the available cloud resources
depending on the predicted workload. The presentation outcomes have confirmed
that the proposed system has less execution time and achieves better utilization of
resources, when compared to the existing tools.

Keywords Big data · Resource allocation · SVM · Workload forecast

1 Introduction

In big data uses, numerous types of enormous information are produced, treated,
communicated, and deposited in each instant. Certain big data sellers afford big
data as a service (BDaaS) that offers users right to use to serviceable gathered and
augmented data, along with their exact modified necessities [1]. Due to the transient
nature of cloud servers, management of big data applications becomes complicated
[2]. Significant data handling agenda is embellishing more widespread to undertake
huge quantities of data in a native or a cloud organized group [3].

Resource allocation for big data streams in cloud systems involves selecting the
appropriate cloud resources. Resource allocation based on data characteristics is
challenging for big data since the features of information in big data rivulets are
strange [4].
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In static allocation, the user specifies how many doers, interiors, reminiscence,
etc., a solicitation can ensure. In dynamic allocation, some idle executors may be
released to return certain revenues to the group which may also be returned later on
if desired [3]. The issues are

• When a single application is executing using default resource allocation mecha-
nism, it consumes all the resources, thereby preventing other applications from
sharing the resources.

• Defaulting source distribution appliancesmay possibly not exert as any solicitation
with a firm target might have to hold in the FIFO line.

• Unfitting source distribution in both stationary and active source distribution
methods might disturb the targets.

• A virtual machine (VM) may require more CPU resources, while another VM
needsmorenetworkbandwidthormemory. Such adynamic imbalanceof resources
in individual VM leads to the total inefficiency of cluster resources.

• Cost, performance, and availability are the main concerns of resource allocation.

Some existing examination on cloud data distribution concentrated on only one
of these constraints. But, it involves high time complexity. In this paperwork, the
data characteristics are extracted based on the type, size, and deviation in data flow
rate. Based on these data characteristics, the current data segment is analysed and
the expected workload of next time interval is predicted. The cloud resource man-
ager dynamically allocates available cloud resources depending on the predicted
workload.

2 Related Works

Kaur et al. [4] have suggested a scheme that foretells the data features regarding size,
velocity, diversity, inconsistency, and accuracy. The anticipated values are conveyed
in an increase fourfold CoBa. Zhang et al. [5] have suggested a novel temporary load
predicting agenda centred on big data skills. Initially, a group investigation is done to
categorize regular load decorations for distinct loads by means of keen measure data.
Then, a link investigation is made use to regulate acute prominent features. At that
time, correct predicting replicas are selected for diverse load designs. In conclusion,
the predicted entire structure load is got over an accumulation of a distinct load’s
predicting outcomes.

Tang et al. [6] have suggested an enhanced LSTM expectation exemplary only
if its precise report and a fault back proliferation technique. The relative case stud-
ies validate that their suggested amended LSTM expectation exemplary can attain
advanced accurateness and actual presentation in extensive computing structures.

Dhamodharavadhani et al. [7] have reviewed the V-characteristics of big data for
knowing the evolutionary stages of big data and big data opportunities. This review
summarizes that even the basic V’s volume, variety, and velocity still make the best
part in big data analytics, but none of these stand on their own.
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Fig. 1 5V’s of big data

2.1 Proposed Solution

2.1.1 The 5V’s of Characteristics of Big Data

Big data has been described centred on few of its features. There are five features
that have been utilized to describe big data. (similarly known as 5V’s) (Fig. 1).

Volume: it denotes the amount of data collected by a group.
Velocity: it denotes the growing rapidity at which this data is made.
Value: it is a significant characteristic of the data described by the added value in
which the composed data can take to the anticipated procedure or trade [8, 9].

2.2 Estimating the Volume and Data Flow Rate

The steps involved in this process are explained in this section.
The functions of MapReduce-based framework are illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the beginning, the elementary data rivulet is arbitrarily divided into numerous

map functions. The amount of map functions differs along with the data onset rate.
Every map function appraises volume and velocity by means of Kalman filter. The
assessed values of volume and velocity are directed to the corresponding decrease
functions EVol() and EVel(), correspondingly. These two reduce functions combine
the obtained values to determine the cumulative volume and velocity.

Fig. 2 MapReduce framework
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The particulars of map and decrease functions are given below.

Map function: it implements the forecaster corrector calculations of Kalman filter.
These calculations are applied by eachmap function on the fundamental data streams.
Initially, the predictor estimate the size, speed, and fault covariance of (i + 1)th data
segment, afore it really attains, by means of the subsequent calculations

ρ
′
i+1 = α1 ρi +α2 ρi−1 + · · · + αq ρ1−q+1 (1)

where

α j = covariance(ρi , ρi− j )

variance(ρ j )
(2)

η
′
i+1 = β1 ni +β2 ni−1 + · · · + βq ni−q+1 (3)

where

β j = covariance(ni , ni− j )

variance(n j )
(4)

�
′
i+1 = �i +Q (5)

where

ρ
′
i , ρi are the estimated and corrected volumes of ith segment.

η
′
i , ηi are the estimated and corrected velocities of ith segment.

Equation (1) evaluates the capacity of (i + 1)th data section by putting on
unevenness into concern. Akin is the situation for speed evaluation in Eq. 3.

When the (i + 1)th data segment is received, the corrector applies the following
equations to modify these estimated values.

ρi+1 = ρ
′
i + Ki (yi − ρ

′
i ) (6)

ηi+1 = η
′
i+1 + Ki (zi − η

′
i ) (7)

where

Ki is the Kalman gain at ith prediction step, given by
yi is the ith measurement of volume
zi is the ith measurement of velocity.

Reduce function: the EVol() reduce function estimates the average (Avg) of these
entire values.

1. If 0 ≤ avg(ρ ′
i+1) < (μ(ρ)), thenEvol() = “Low”

2. If (μ(ρ)) − σ(ρ)) ≤ Avg(ρ ′
i+1 ≤ (μ(ρ)) + σ(ρ)), thenEVol() = “Medium”
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3. If Avg(ρ ′
i+1) > (μ(ρ)) + σ(ρ)), thenEVol() = “Low”

Similarly, the Avg of all velocities and compare with mean and std. Deviation.

2.3 SVM-Based Total Load Prediction

For diverse load arrangements, diverse support vector machine (SVM) prototypes
and factors are advanced tomake sure the predicting accurateness inside the essential
confines. SVM is an actual method for organization and reversion difficulties. SVMs
are overseen learning prototypes with related learning procedures that examine data
and identify designs made use for organization and reversion examination. SVM can
competently achieve a nonlinear organization bymeans of the kernel hoax, indirectly
plotting the efforts into high-dimensional characteristic places.

The sustenance vector reversion difficulty is exposed underneath:

min
ω,b,ξ,ξ ∗

1

2
ωT ω + C

n∑

i−1

(ξi + ξ ∗
i ) (8)

Subject to:
yi (ωT φ(xi ) + b) ≤ ε + ξi ,
(ωT φ(xi ) + b) ≤ ε + ξi ),
ξi , ξ

∗
i ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n

where (x1; y1)…(xn; yn) are a couple of input and output trajectories, n is the
numeral of models, ! is mass factor, b is the verge value, and C is fault charge.

Inputmodels are plotted to advanced dimensional area bymeans of kernel function
ϕ; εi is the higher working out fault; ξ ∗

i is the minor working out fault bound by
ε-insensitive duct.

The entire structure load is predicted depending on accumulation of a distinct
load’s predicting outcomes; once the predicting outcome of every consumer’s load
is got, the predicted whole load Ltotal can be intended by totalling the entire predicted
distinct loads, along with route harm Lloss.

L total = L loss +
n∑

i=1

luser(i) (7)

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Generation of Workloads

The data stream types considered in this work are listed in Tables 1, 2, and 3 which
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Table 1 Different stream
types used

Stream type Big data stream

1 Text

2 Image

3 Audio (VoIP)

4 Video

Table 2 Volumes of different workloads

Workload no. Volume of stream (GB)

1 2 3 4

1 10 30 10 60

2 0 0 40 20

3 15 60 0 0

4 0 10 55 0

5 62 0 0 35

6 0 25 30 65

7 25 0 28 0

8 0 35 55 70

9 55 40 0 45

10 0 11 0 50

Table 3 Velocities of different workloads

Workload no. Velocity of stream (number of)

1 2 3 4

1 100 350 120 600

2 0 0 140 220

3 150 700 0 0

4 0 130 580 0

5 450 0 0 350

6 0 225 375 720

7 210 0 200 0

8 0 300 500 700

9 580 410 0 450

10 0 125 0 800

show the volume (size) and velocity (data flow rate) of the workloads with respect
to the mixture of given stream types.

3.2 Results

Primarily, the amount of work of 25 GB is served to EC2 work out enhanced c4.huge
occurrences at velocity of 50. Every amount of work is served to the structure later
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Fig. 3 Execution times for
various sizes of workloads
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Fig. 4 Execution times for
various data generation rates
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every 5 min for the period of 1 h. The performance of WLF is compared with the
Apache Storm 0.92 tool using the execution time and resource utilization metrics.

A. Execution time

In this section, the execution time for different volumes and velocities of workloads
is measured and depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.

B. Resource utilization

In this section, the resource utilization (%) for different volumes and velocities of
workloads is measured and depicted in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

Figures 3 and 4 show the comparison results of both the systems in resource
utilization. The outcomes display that use of cloud means is advanced in event of
WLF when associated to Storm.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a work- load forecasting system for resource allocation in big data
streams has been developed. In this system, the data characteristics such as the data
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Fig. 5 Resource utilization
for various sizes of
workloads
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Fig. 6 Resource utilization
for various data generation
rates
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type (variety), size (volume), and deviation in data flow rate (velocity) are extracted.
Based on these data characteristics, the expected workload of the next time interval is
predicted using support vector machine (SVM). Followed by this, the cloud resource
manager dynamically allocates available cloud resources depending on the predicted
workload. The suggested scheme is applied in a Java-based solicitation on Amazon
EC2 figure improved c4.huge occurrences. The enactment of the WLF scheme is
assessed by associating with the Apache Storm 0.92 device using the execution time
and resource utilization metrics. Investigational outcomes display that the suggested
WLF scheme has fewer execution time and achieves better utilization of resources,
when compared to the existing tools.
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An Empirical Study on Big Data
Analytics: Challenges and Directions

Munir Kolapo Yahya-Imam and Felix O. Aranuwa

Abstract The current technology trends have escalated to a stage at which human
beings now produce, create and interact with data. Latest technologies all contribute
to the production of these data. Henceforth, this huge development of information
has prompted the improvement of big data.Many researchers have carried out several
studies in this regard. Still, there is a lack of comprehensive literature that addresses
the various aspects, technologies, challenges and directions in this area. It is impossi-
ble to come to a conclusion without a complete knowledge of the above. Henceforth,
this paper examines the difficulties in the appropriation of big data and suggests the
best practices to overcome them. Significantly, it analyzed the various areas of big
data such as the features, strengths and technological tools for big data process.

Keywords Data · Big data · Analytics · Technology · ETL

1 Introduction

The proliferation of sophisticated technology devices has resulted to the quick devel-
opment of data. As user increases, so the data they generate. Currently, researches
have shown that approximately 5.117 billion people are using mobile phones and
about 2.71 billion of them were smart phone users. By implication, 35.13% of the
world population now uses smart phones.

Further study has also revealed that smart phone penetration is increasing more
than 20% per year. Today, more than 30 million arranged sensor hubs are installed in
various industries such as automotive, transportation, manufacturing industries, and
utilities which contribute to the huge growth in enterprise data. The sensors increase
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Fig. 1 Features of big data [10]

every year by over 30% [1–3]. It has been predicted from the research from Oracle
that as data is growing at a 40% compound annual rate, it will reach 45ZB by 2020.

Essentially, generated data must be captured, organized, stored, analyzed and
recovered within an acceptable time frame [4]. According to [5], big data describes
data generated at high speeds that require cutting-edgemethods and tools to facilitate
its storage, management and analysis

Conventional database management systems (DBMS) are currently experiencing
great stress in managing such kind of enterprise data. The process of collecting, stor-
ing,modeling, analyzing, interpreting and presenting andmaking intelligent business
decisions is more challenging. These difficulties have been marked as the big data
issue. Figure 1 exactly portrays the qualities of enormous information dependent on
theVs attributes [6]. In the interim, late investigations have demonstrated that solitary
a little bit of enormous information is prepared for examination, while huge segment
of the huge information is unstructured, variable, and consequently not prepared for
investigation [7–9].

2 Big Data Analytics

The investigations of [11, 12] have portrayed enormous information examination
as a technique of taking a gander at gigantic and varied informational indexes to
reveal data including shrouded designs that can assist associations with making edu-
cated business choices. This thus could prompt increasingly adroit business moves,
continuously gainful undertakings, higher advantages and progressively cheerful
customers.
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Moreover, it empowers huge data investigators and extraordinary assessment spe-
cialists to dismember creating volumes of sorted out and unstructured data. For
instance,Web snap stream,Web server logs,Web-based systems administration con-
tent, content from customer messages, study responses, phone records and machine
data gotten by sensors are related with the snare of things.

The significant qualities of enormous information examination are speed and
productivity. The capacity to work speedier and remain spry gives affiliations a
mighty edge they did not have as of now. Hardly any years back, associations
would gather information, run appraisal and uncovered data that could be utilized
for future choices. Regardless, today those affiliations can perceive bits of data for
quick choices.

2.1 Advantages of Big Data Analytics

The upsides of big data are different. Firstly, statistical reliability is better using
bigger population size from high-volume data. Secondly, models can be improved if
they include more related factors. Recent studies have shown that proper utilization
of big data can possibly invigorate and achieve critical monetary developments.

Additionally, it also promises to improve organizational efficiency and effective-
ness, business planning, operations efficiency and novelty [13].

A center in the UK, known as CEBR, has foreseen beneficiaries of big data analyt-
ics would be financial institutions, telecommunication industries, retail businesses,
private and state-owned companies and trade and engineering enterprises [14–16].
An investigation led by MIT and IBM enquired 3000 administrators and specialists
in regards to their huge information-handling capacities. They discovered that firms
that utilized big data analytics performed better than those who did not. It shows
top-performing firms invariably use data analytics in their business decisions.

Other advantages according to [17–19] include:

• Using big data cuts your costs
• Utilizing big data expands your productivity
• Utilizing big data improves your estimating
• You can contend with enormous organizations
• Enables you to concentrate on nearby inclinations
• Utilizing big data causes you increment deals and unwaveringness
• Utilizing big data guarantees you contract the correct workers
• Better decision-making
• Expanded profitability
• Extortion location
• Greater innovation
• Remain mindful of customer designs.
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2.2 Difficulties in Big Data Analytics

Big data faces a few critical difficulties in the business. These include:
Privacy: Privacy is paramount in big data analytics. Privacy must not be compro-

mised as the data passes through the various phases of processing. Lack of privacy
has legal implications as well as trust issue.

Access to information: Access to big data must be readily available to users.
Access to confidential information, however, must be restricted to authorized users.

Security: Many online applications such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
require users to share private data. While sharing personal data might be benefi-
cial, there is also potential for abuse. So, users must be given the flexibility to expose
only selected information. In addition, taking care of immense data, particularly
tricky data, can make associations a continuously engaging target for computerized
aggressors.

Size: Previously, fast processors could handle the growing size of data. But, today’s
data grows rapidly than improvements in processor speeds.

Analytics: The primary purpose of data analytics is to discover patterns/features
that users need within a certain time frame. Checking the whole data set might not be
feasible. It would be easier if the data could be pre-processed before it is analyzed.

New data sources: As the data sources increase, so is the challenge to filter the
data, so that only relevant data is investigated.

Unstructured data: Unstructured information, for example, content, diagrams,
sound and video, presents extra difficulties. Besides storage, these data require
advanced analytics. There are two approaches we can use: (i) Transform unstructured
data to structured data and then use classical methods and (ii) develop new methods
to handle unstructured data.

Web Semantics: Semantic Web deals with linking documents and data. There are
two ways to do this; one way is by relating material that already exists in docu-
ments. Another way is by permitting data to be embedded in theWeb. Semantic Web
technologies were designed to handle a large variety of data sources with outputs
ranging from traditional computers to mobile devices to physical sensors and net-
worked embedded systems [20]. The main challenge is to create an ontology which
defines contextual relationships and adds meaning to the massive data in the Web,
so that it can be divided across spheres of information automatically [21].

Other drawbacks as identified in the literature include:

• Requirement for ability
• Quick adjust
• Equipment requirements
• Expenses
• Trouble incorporating inheritance frameworks.
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3 Big Data Processing

Big data can be set up in five stages as showed up in Fig. 2. These stages structure
the two standard sub-structures: data management and analytics. Regulating data
incorporates methodology and supporting advancements to get and store data and
to prepare and recoup it for assessment. Regardless, examination incorporates using
methodologies to separate the data to get learning. The target of the whole method
is to get bits of learning from the assembled data.

Big data is not just constrained to the way toward breaking down information
yet examining information with sharpness. While there are several approaches to
handle big data, the best way is to follow a solution-oriented approach. There will
be sustainability in the long run if it is theory-driven and not intuition based [23].
Hence, this can be done with the following approaches.

Intuitive Exploration: Suitable for seeing ongoing courses of action from
information as they show up.

Direct Batch Reporting: Decent for quickly clarifying information utilizing
specially crafted and planned reports appropriate for basic leadership.

Batch ETL (Extract–Transform–Load): Perfect for investigating past patterns and
integrating different data sources grounded upon pre-defined queries. Several tools
are available in the market to handle these processes which can be collectively called
as ‘Extraction–Transformation–Loading (ETL)’ tools. Figure 3 shows each phase of
this process. Data extraction is performed using specialized tools from the various
sources and available data connectivity. The extracted data is transformed using a
sequence of conversion procedures. The methodology composed chiefly for getting

Fig. 2 Stages for extracting insights from big data [22]

Fig. 3 ETL process [24–26]
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the ideal yield incorporates just the information that is required for the stacking
reason.

In addition, there are several open-source tools available to handle the aforemen-
tioned stages and techniques. Table 1 gives a summary of some of the popular tools
and software.

Table 1 Outline of open-source instruments for big data forms

Phases Functionalities Instruments/Software

Data storage Massive amounts of storage,
enormous processing power,
limitless concurrent transactions,
data security, real-time data

Apache Hadoop, CloudEra,
MongoDB, Talend, Microsoft
HDInsight, NoSQL, Hive, Sqoop,
PolyBase, Presto

Data cleaning Clean huge unstructured data sets,
reshape and redefine the data

Drake, TIBCO Clarity, Trifacta
Wrangler, OpenRefine, Winpure,
Data Ladder, Data Cleaner
Cloudingo, Reifier,
IBM Infosphere Quality Stage

Data integration Integrates between other tools and
social media and Web pages

Actian, Attunity, Informatica,
SnapLogic, Striim, Syncsort,
Talend, Blockspring, Pentaho

Data mining Discover insights within a
database, predictive analysis and
decision-making, text analytics,
entity analytics

RapidMiner, R, Weka, Orange,
KNIME

Information study Assessing impacts of data patterns.
Investigation is posing explicit
inquiries and discovering answers
in information

NodeXL, Gephi, Qubole, BigML,
StatWing

Data visualization Making data come to life. To pass
on complex information
experiences, business intelligence
instruments

Tableau, Silk, CartoDB, Chartio,
Datawrapper, Ideata Analytics

Data languages Statistical computing and graphics Python, R, Java, SQL, Julia, Scala,
MATLAB, TensorFlow, RegEx,
XPath

Data extraction Extracts data from Website in a
structured manner. Transform Web
pages into usable data. Acts as a
crawler, connector, table extractor,
federator and tester

Octoparse, Content Grabber,
Import.io, Parsehub, Mozenda,
Scraper
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4 Big Data Best Practices and Tactics

To gain significant benefits from big data, we must have appropriate methods, tech-
niques and tools for capturing, storing, transferring, sharing, searching, analyzing,
visualizing and interpreting the results. However, the approaches and tactics used
for handling big data and the benefits gained from them vary from organization
to organization. Therefore, below are several best practices that organizations can
adopt.

Big data should support business objectives: The basic role of enormous
information examination is to acquire arrangements that meet business targets.

Revise policies and rules: Putting these in place will help organizations to control
costs and maximize the use of resources. It will also help in knowledge transfer,
planning, training people and managing communication.

Data integration: Integration of data from several sources allows the discovery
of important relationships and patterns among related factors/variables. Integration
must resolve inconsistencies and semantic conflicts in the data.

Capitalize the data: Data can be capitalized only if it is of good quality and has
valuable metadata. Hence, data must be collected regularly.

Deploy innovative methods and tools: Conventional methods and tools might not
always work well with big data. Organizations must therefore employ innovative
tools and cutting-edge technologies to be competitive.

Make the data secure: Growth of data and data analytics might lead to breaches in
data. Such concerns must be addressed by means of technology and legal provisions.

Decide on fiscal matters: Some think they have to gather immense measures of
information to use sound judgment, not really obvious. Gathering and preparing a
lot of informational indexes are costly and past the scope of certain associations. It
will be far superior for them to gather the information they really need.

4.1 Current Research and Application Trends in Big Data
Analytics

Big data promises to benefit all levels and/or types of audience including govern-
ment, telecommunication, financial, retail and manufacturing communities. Recent
developments in big data are described in [27, 28] might include:

• Novel systems and gadgets for huge information examination and mining
• Analytics for data collected from smart grids and sensors
• Mapping human genome to identify co-occurring gene sequences
• Managing market saturation of individual customers in retail sectors
• Analyzing financial crime data
• Data mining and IOT
• Data mining for counterterrorism.
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5 Conclusion

As the world continues with the massive production of data, the same must be man-
aged effectively and efficiently for the benefit of the community at large. These
include the Consumers/users, Producers and Developers of tools.

• Consumers of big data include governments, research, financial, retail, healthcare
and other businesses. They require relevant and timely information to help them
make good decisions.

• Producers of big data include Internet and telecommunication companies as well
as governments, research, financial, retail and healthcare institutions.

• They must provide adequate infrastructure to capture, store, organize and transmit
data.

• Developers of big data tools must develop and provide tools that are easy to use
and affordable. The tools must generate information that the users need and must
be easy to understand, interpret and make sense. On the flip side, tools may also
be needed to reduce big data to manageable data which requires less computing
resources and yet deliver equivalent results.

As Consumers expectation grows, so will the challenges of Producers and
Developers. To meet these challenges, big data businesses must provide adequate
infrastructure and tools. Specifically, they must:

• Put resources into huge information frameworks to catch, store, arrange and
transmit information

• Invest in the development of big data analytic tools
• Link big data analytics to each business strategy and organizational process
• Keep abreast of big data technologies available in the market
• Train, equip and deploy experts in big data analytics.

There is at present an intense deficiency of big data abilities around the world. As
the demand grows, universities can collaborate with industries and develop academic
curriculum to equip students with the necessary skills set. Similarly, businesses can
invest in the development of human capital for this purpose.
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Task Allocation and Re-allocation for Big
Data Applications in Cloud Computing
Environments

P. Tamilarasi and D. Akila

Abstract Resource allocation for Big data streams in cloud systems involves select-
ing the appropriate cloud resources. Since incorrect resource allocation results in
either under provisioning or over provisioning, accurate resource allocation becomes
challenging in Big data applications. Hence, the objective of this work is to design
an optimal solution for resource allocation for minimizing the network bandwidth
and response delay. In this paper, a task allocation and re-allocation mechanism for
Big data applications is designed. It consists of two important agents: RE-allocation
Agent (REA) and Resource Agent (RA). The RA is responsible for mapping the user
requirements to the available VMs. The REAmonitors the resources and chooses the
VMs for resource reconfiguration. Then, it dispatches an allocation or de-allocation
request to RA, running in the physical system, based on the varying requirements of
virtual machines. Experimental results show that the proposed TARA has less exe-
cution time and achieves better utilization of resources, when compared to existing
tool.

Keywords Big data · Task allocation · TARA

1 Introduction

Big data consists of large volumes of data generated by various systems in Internet-
based applications. Big data processing and analysis are helpful in designing appli-
cations for social media, business transactions, etc. Big data denotes the mechanisms
involved in extracting, storing, distributing and analyzing huge datasets with various
structures and maximum data rate [1]. Cloud environment provides suitable infras-
tructures for executing huge-sized Big data applications. But, Big data analysis in
cloud environment raises various challenges and issues.
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Scheduling is defined as a set of policies to manage the flow of work which
will be executed by computing resources. But, scheduling more tasks in multi-cloud
environment becomes the most challenging issue in the current research [2].

Task scheduling algorithms need to provide high performance and efficient system
throughput. Since incorrect resource allocation results in either under provisioning
or over provisioning, accurate resource allocation becomes challenging in Big data
applications. Since cloud resources are having different characteristics, it is difficult
to allocate specific resource for each task [3].

The major challenges of task allocation and scheduling involve:

• Selecting the best cloud resources for each task based on their requirements
• Enhance the task completion time
• Reduce cost of execution (in terms of bandwidth and storage)
• Minimize allocation time
• Utilize the idle resources
• Improve resource utilization
• Increased energy efficiency
• Maintaining fairness.

Our research work aims to design a task allocation and re-allocation model which
consists of various servers containing virtual machines (VMs).

In this paper, an optimal resource allocation algorithm to minimize the network
bandwidth and allocation latency is designed.

2 Related Works

The systemdeveloped byKaur et al. [4] determines various data characteristicswhich
are expressed as Characteristics of Big data (CoBa). Then, it dynamically clusters the
cloud resources by applying self-organized maps (SOM). One among these clusters
is assigned to Big data streams depending on its CoBa. Whenever the CoBa of any
stream varies, the allocated cloud cluster is also varied.

The task scheduling algorithm proposed by Abed et al. [5] performs Big data
processing and storing in cloud environments, depending on the user requirements.
To enhance the Big data cloud computing solution, they have used a multi-metric-
based solution. The model constitutes multiple control nodes and compute nodes. It
also consists of a load-balancing algorithm for task scheduling.

To address the problems of cloud-based Big data applications such as perfor-
mance, cost and availability, a multi-objective optimization algorithmwas developed
by Dai et al. [6]. By analyzing the interactions between these metrics, their system
has been designed and implemented in experimental test bed.

A joint optimization algorithm proposed byVakilinia [7] aims to reduce the power
consumed by servers and cost ofVMmigration satisfying the resource and bandwidth
conditions. It also handled the server heterogeneity problem. In the re configuration
phase, VMs of uncompleted tasks may be migrated and new tasks are allocated to
VMs.
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Surputheen et al. [8] have proposed a concurrent VM reconfiguration mechanism
for Big data tool which is MapReduce on virtualized cloud environments. It adds
cores to VMs to execute local tasks temporarily and adjust the computing efficiency
of the VMs to contain the scheduled tasks unlike the traditional schemes which can
lead to user-friendly configuration methods for cloud resources.

A deadline-aware flexible bandwidth allocation for big-data transfers (DaFBA)
algorithm has been developed by Srinivasan et al. [9]. In this approach, the allocated
bandwidth can be adaptively adjusted at any time. The scheduling algorithms apply
batch processing and dynamic scheduling at each interval for each request. They
maximize the acceptance rate and satisfy the deadline constraints.

3 MapReduce Tool

MapReduce is a framework which can be applicable in large parallel data analyses.
In MapReduce model, the calculation considers a set of key/value pairs as input and
output.

It contains two functions for computation: Map and Reduce. The Map function
accepts a pair of input to create a set of temporary key/value pairs,whereas theReduce
function gets a temporary key/values corresponding to that key. It aggregates these
value pairs to generate a tiny set of values.

MapReducewithHadoop implementation employsHadoopdistributedfile system
(HDFS) which stores data and also the interim results. HDFS maps all the locally
stored data to a single file system order enabling the data to be spread at the entire
set of nodes [10].

When a task request is received for scheduling, the VMs should have enough
processing slots for each task. If no such slot exists, the task is rescheduled to a far
away node by transferring the corresponding data. The MapReduce architecture is
shown in Fig. 1.

4 Proposed Solution

4.1 Overview

Our proposed scheme consists of two important agents: RE-allocation Agent (REA)
and Resource Agent (RA). The REA dispatches de-allocation and allocation requests
to the hypervisor based on the physical machine. The RA monitors resource and
chooses VM residing at the cluster which demands resource reconfiguration. Then,
it dispatches an allocation or de-allocation request to RA, running in the physical
system.
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Fig. 1 MapReduce architecture on various VMs

4.2 Resource Allocation

4.2.1 VM Allocation

A VM allocation δ(m1), δ(m2), . . . , δ(mi ) is defined as mapping of server to set a
set of VMs that should satisfy the following two conditions:

1. Each VM should be allocated to at least one server, and no VM is allocated to
more than one server

∪m j∈m�(mi ) = � (1)

�(mi ) ∩ (m j ) = Φ,∀ 1 ≤ y, i �= j (2)

2. For each server, the total resource requirements of its hosted VM do not exceed
its available resources

∑

θ j∈�(mi)

wi ≤ CS j ,∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ y (3)

where Wi is the resource requirement of VMi and CSj is the available capacity
of server.
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4.2.2 Mapping of VMs to Tasks

Let {T = T 1, T 2, … Tn} be the set of tasks to be assigned.
For each task Tj, let BWRj, Dj be the bandwidth requirement and deadline of the
task.
Let TSj be the size of each task Tj

Let {Si = {VMi1, VMi2, … VMim} be the set of VMs on server Si.
Let {Ci1, Ci2, … Cim} and {Ei1, Ei2, … Eim} be the capacities and expected delay
of each VMs on Si, respectively.
Let TimeUE be the time required to execute a task of unit size.

Algorithm-1: Resource allocation by RA

For each Task Tj

1.    Submit Tj to RA
2.    RA extracts BWRj and Dj from Tj
3.    For each VMik on server Si, k=12...m
4.             Estimate Eik = TSj * TimeUE              
5.             If (BWRj < Cik) and (Eik < Dj) 
6.                Allocate Tj to VMik
7.             End if
8.    End For
9.    If( Tj could not find any suitable VM) 
10.         Submit Tj to REA
11.    End if
12. End For

In Algorithm-1, if a task Tj is submitted to RA with task number, task size,
bandwidth required and required deadline), RA compares the task characteristics to
each VM characteristics. If a VM with capacity higher than the required bandwidth
and expected delay less than the deadline is found, it is selected and task will be
assigned to it. If no such VM can be found, then the task request will be forwarded
to the REA.

The REA handles task scheduling under load balancing. Hence, it will check the
VMs on another server apart from Si. If another idle VM can be found on any server,
it canmigrate to that VM such that the traffic load is reduced and number of resources
is minimized. If all are engaged, then the task will be put in a waiting queue. These
steps are repeated continuously.
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4.3 Resource Reconfiguration

In order to process the varying demands on each VM, it may be dynamically recon-
figured. When more number of physical resources are found, each VM is allocated
with more number of virtual CPUs and memory space during VM execution.

The REA monitors the resources and chooses a VM which demands resource
reconfiguration. If the resource requirement W of any VM exceeds the available
capacity of the server CS, then it dispatches an allocation request (ALLOC) to RA.
On the other hand, if the available capacity C of any VM is excess than its demanded
resources, it dispatches a de-allocation request (DeALLOC) to the corresponding
RA.

Upon obtaining requests from REA, RA reallocates the demanded virtual CPUs
to the VM. RA requests the hypervisor of the physical server, to plug or to remove
virtual CPUs for VMs present in the system. Algorithm-2 summarizes the steps
involved in the resource reconfiguration process.

Algorithm-2 Resource Re-allocation 

1. For each VMik on server Si, k=12...m
2. REA monitors VMik at time t
3. If(Wik > CSi) , 
4.            REA send ALLOC to RA 
5. Else if (Cik > Wik)
6.            REA send DEALLOC to RA 
7. End if
8. If(RA receives ALLOC)
9. RA demands hypervisor to hot-plug virtual CPUs
10. Else if (RA receives DEALLOC) 
11. RA demands hypervisor to un-plug virtual CPUs
12. End if
13. End For

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Results

The workload with size 25 GB is input to Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) at
a velocity of 50, after every 5 min for the duration of 1 h. The proposed task alloca-
tion and re-allocation (TARA) is implemented on Amazon EC2 compute optimized
c4 large instances. The performance of TARA is evaluated by comparing with the
Apache Storm 0.92 tool using the execution time and resource utilization metrics.
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5.1.1 Execution Time

In this section, the execution time for different task sizes is measured and depicted
in Fig. 2.

It can be observed from the figure that among all the sizes of tasks, the execution
time is lowest when task size is low. Similarly, it becomes highest when the task size
is high. The results show execution times for task are less in case of TARA when
compared to Storm.

5.1.2 Resource Utilization

The results of resource utilization (%) for different sizes of task are measured and
depicted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows the comparison results of both the systems in terms of resource
utilization. From the results, it can be observed that TARA achieves higher utilization
when compared to Storm.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, a task allocation and re-allocation mechanism for Big data applications
has been designed. It consists of two important agents: RE-allocation Agent (REA)
and Resource Agent (RA). The RA is responsible for mapping the user requirements
to the available VMs. The REA monitors the resources and chooses the VMs for
resource reconfiguration. Then, it dispatches an allocation or de-allocation request
to RA, running in the physical system, based on the varying requirements of virtual
machines. The performance of TARA is evaluated by comparing with the Apache
Storm 0.92 tool using the execution time and resource utilization metrics. Perfor-
mance results have proved that TARA has less execution time and achieves better
utilization of resources, when compared to existing tool.
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A Systematic Framework for Designing
Persuasive Mobile Health Applications
Using Behavior Change Wheel

Hasan Sari, Marini Othman, and Hidayah Sulaiman

Abstract Mobile technology holds great potential for designing effective health
behavior interventions. Changing individual’s behavior and attitude is a growing
research topic in the fields of behavioral science and information technology. Persua-
sive technology (PT), which defined as the technology intended to alter individual’s
attitude or behavior, has a beneficial influence on changing users’ behavior and can
lead to a better outcome. Persuasive techniques and models have been utilized to
design behavioral change interventions in several contexts, including health care.
Among them, the persuasive system model (PSD model) has been widely used in
developing persuasive applications. Despite the potential, the PSD model has been
criticized for lack of theoretical and evidence basis, which limit its capability in
designing effective persuasive applications. Behavior change wheel (BCW) consid-
ered a comprehensive systematic framework used behavior techniques to develop
behavior change interventions. This study aims to propose an integrated conceptual
framework combining PSD and BCW, which could be used to implement successful
persuasive mobile health applications.

Keywords Mobile health applications · Persuasive design · Persuasive
technology · Behavior change · Behavior change wheel · COM-B model
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1 Introduction

More than 36million people die annually from non-communicable diseases (NCDs),
which equivalent to 63 percent of the total number of global deaths [1]. Example
of NCDs includes cardiovascular diseases, cancer, diabetes, and obesity. Several
clinical researches declared that these types of diseases, sometimes called “lifestyle
diseases,” could be prevented and treated throughmodifying some lifestyle behaviors
and habits. Behavior change could be delivered through designing and implementing
of behavior change interventions (BCI): “coordinated sets of activities designed to
change specified behavior patterns” [2].

Mobile health technology provides a potential opportunity for developing effec-
tive behavior change interventions using interactive technology to alter the attitude
and/or behavior of the user known as persuasive technology (PT) [3]. The model
contains twenty-eight design principles classified under four distinct categories. PSD
model had been used to develop support systems for behavior changes [4]. Despite
the popularity of PSD in the field of persuasive information systems, it fails to
deliver evidence-based interventions [5, 6]. Further, the method in which particular
persuasive design features are chosen remains unclear.

The current study, therefore, proposes a framework that usesBCW/COM-B frame-
work, to guide and identify the PSD design principles for a particular setting and
environment. We believe that using the BCW/COM-B framework in combination
with PSDmodel will help behavior change, theoretical evidence-based interventions,
which could be used in many areas, including healthcare domain.

2 Literature Review

2.1 Persuasive Technology (PT)

Persuasive technology (PT) is defined as “interactive information technology
designed for changing users’ attitudes, or behavior” [3]. Persuasive technology is
a combination of two different terms: persuasion and technology. Persuasion defined
as “human communication designed to influence the autonomous judgments and
actions of others” [3]. The study of persuasion has received growing attention from
researchers inmultiple areas [7]. The term technologymeans themedium that is used
for delivering the persuasion such as Web sites, mobile devices, and video games.
Persuasive technology applications have been developed in many different areas,
such as advertising, online shopping, tourism, and health.

The Functional Trial. Fogs proposed that persuasive technology could be classified
into three functional roles: tools, media, and social actors [8]. As tools, interactive
technologies canmake the target behavior easier orwell organized, thereby increasing
users’ ability to perform the target behavior. As media, interactive technologies have
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the potential to interact with users, persuading them through rehearsing behavior.
As an social actor, technologies can apply social roles to influence users to perform
target behavior.

2.2 Persuasive System Design Model (PSD Model)

Persuasive systems design model (PSD) is presented by Oinas-Kukkonen and Harju-
maa [4]. They proposed a comprehensive model for designing and evaluating a per-
suasive system that couldbeused indevelopingpersuasive applications.Theprinciple
of PSD is based on social psychology and applied to the domain of human–computer
interaction (HCI).

PSD described a set of persuasive principles to serve as a guide for developing and
assessing the persuasive systems. The model contains the following components:

• The persuasive system features (seven postulates).
• Context Analysis: comprises the analysis of the intent, event, and strategy.
• The persuasive system features have four categories. Each category contains seven

different features.

The main component in PSD is context analysis. Based on this analysis, the
principles of the persuasive system could be identified. It includes twenty-eight fea-
tures divided into four groups: (1) primary task support, (2) computer–human dialog
support, (3) credibility support, and (4) social influence.

(1) Primary Task support: includes characteristics that help users to perform
primary tasks. This stage includes reduction, tunneling, customization, self-
monitoring, simulation, and rehearsal.

(2) Dialogue Support: includes the features that could be used to help users to keep
moving toward the goal. This includes praise, rewards, reminders, suggestion,
similarities, liking, and social role.

(3) Credibility support: includes features that describe how the system is more
credible and thus more persuasive. This includes trustworthiness, knowledge,
surface credibility, real-world feeling, power, third-party endorsements, and
verifiability.

(4) Social Support: includes principles of design to motivate individuals through
social influence. This category’s design principles are social facilitation, social
comparison, normative influence, social learning, collaboration, competition,
and appreciation.
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2.3 Behavior Change Theories in Designing Behavior
Change Interventions

Several theoretical approaches have been used in designing interventions. Health
BeliefModel (HBM) [9], Theory of PlannedBehavior (TPB) [10], and Transtheoreti-
calModel are themostwidely used in behavioral theories [10]. There are othermodels
focusing on communicating health messages to influence behavior on mass media
scale; these include the communication persuasion model and the social marketing
theory [11] which could apply to health care.

In addition to the behavior change theories and models, evidence-based frame-
works also applied to help the intervention designers to develop and evaluate health
interventions such as intervention mapping framework [12] and the medical research
council (MRC).

Michie [13] designed a model for behavior change model attached to the COM-B
model. This is known as the behavior change wheel (BCW).

2.3.1 Behavior Change Wheel (BCW) framework and the COM-B
Model

BCW is an integrated framework based on nineteen (19) behavior change theories
andmodels. TheCOM-Bmodel is a behavioral model providing a systematicmethod
for analyzing the behavior (s) that needs to change by assessing three main elements:
capabilities, opportunities, and motivations.

BCW can assist developers in building comprehensive and evidence-based inter-
ventions suitable for both individual and group populations. For each intervention
function, different techniques can be used to deliver behavior change techniques
(BCTs).

The benefit of BCW/COM-Bmodel is they provide a systematic approach started
by analyzing the contextwhere behavior change should occur and end by selecting the
behavior change techniques (BCTs) that are appropriate for the particular situation.

The stages required to conduct behavior change using BCW are as follows:

Stage 1: define the behavioral issue: In this stage, the issue which the intervention
will solve is defined in behavioral terms (e.g., prolonged sitting). The user who
performs the behavior should be identified. Also, the list of all associated behavior
that might influence the target behavior should be specified.
Stage 2: select and specify the target behavior: In this stage the behavior that needs
to accomplish will be identified (for instance, reduce sitting habit), who requires
to do that, what they should bring about change, when and where they need to do
it, how many times and with whom?
Stage 3: identify which modifications are essential: the COM-B model in this
phase is used to know the habits to alter if the targeted conduct is to be achieved.
In this stage, focus group or interview could be used to analyze the situation based
on three dimensions in the COM-B model.
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Fig. 1 Behavior change wheel (BCW) [13]

Fig. 2 COM-B mode [14]

Stage 4: identify the functions and policy categories.
Stage 5: identify behavior change techniques that should be used (there are 93
BCTs taxonomies) (Fig. 2).

2.3.2 Behavior Change Techniques (BCTs)

Behavior change techniques (BCTs) are described as “observable, replicable, and
irreducible component of an intervention designed to alter or redirect causal processes
that regulate behavior” [15]. Those interventions that combine BCTs have a greater
impact on changing individual behavior more than those interventions that are not
incorporate BCTs [16, 17].
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3 Related Studies

Some previous studies attempted to bridge the gap in the development of a persuasive
system design framework. For instance, a study conducted by [6] proposed a model
for mapping socio-ecological factors and persuasive design principles. The authors
claimed that PSD fails to identify how to select particular PT techniques for designing
a persuasive application. Another study by [18] explored how relationships between
attitude and behavior guide PSD development, this model named 3D-RAB model.
Reference [19] claimed that PSD framework could not provide an explicit approach
for addressing the differences in users’ needs and how to adapt according to these
differences. Reference [20] stated that PSD has a limitation of being too general and
not provide a clear approach for practical design.

4 Proposed Framework

To our best knowledge, there is no previous study that links behavior change tech-
niques with persuasive technology techniques. COM-B and BCW framework used
as a guideline to identify appropriate behavior change techniques (BCTs), and based
on the selected BCTs, the PSD features could be selected.

We believe that using this approach will overcome the limitation in PSD model
and provide more comprehensive framework framework. Figure 3 illustrated the
main stages in the proposed framework, which are described below:

Stage 1: define the problem in behavioral terms (e.g., prolong sittings, physical
inactive).

Fig. 3 Proposed framework
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Stage 2: select the target behavior (s) (e.g., reduce settings, increase physical
activity).
Stage 3: use the COM-B model to evaluate target behavior obstacles and facil-
itators and list them based on the three dimensions (capability, opportunity,
motivation). The analysis could be conducted using focus groups, interview,
questionnaire, or a combination of them.
Stage 4: identify BCTs from BCT taxonomies V.1 that address the barriers from
stage.
Stage 5: identify the appropriate PSD from four category functions. The suitable
PSD features are selected based on the chosen BCTs in stage 4.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we explained how appropriate persuasive design principles could be
obtained based on analyzing the context where behavior change should perform
using COM-B model and behavior change wheel (BCW). Based on the proposed
framework, the PSD features related to the situation could be chosen. Then, through
future work with designing persuasive applications, the relevant persuasive design
principles could be identified to manipulate COM-B model dimensions and BCW
factors.

6 Limitations

This study mainly focused on the description of a systematic approach of how com-
bining persuasive technologyprincipleswith behavior change techniques. The frame-
work is required to validate by some experts in behavioral science and information
technology. More research on the use of behavioral change methods in developing
and evaluating persuasive systems is needed.

7 Conclusion

To design an effective persuasive mobile health intervention, the design stage should
be constructed based on behavior change theories. The current study proposed a
systematic framework combining behavior change techniques (BCTs) and persuasive
design principles. The proposed framework overcomes the limitation in PSD model
by integrating behavioral theories in the development of persuasive applications.
Future work should be devoted to examining the effectiveness of mobile health
applications, developed based on the proposed framework presented in this study.
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Dynamics of Knowledge Management
in 4IR Through HR Interventions:
Conceptual Framework

Arindam Chakrabarty and Uday Sankar Das

Abstract Theworld economy has been remaining captive to the exponential growth
of knowledge. The concept of knowledge is diversified and multidimensional which
essentially includes theoretical constructs, experiential learning, incepts of laboratory
results, models and of course its ability to adapt changes. In fact, knowledge economy
should be ideally the fusion of indigenous belief and practice and transformation of
scientific know-how. The world has witnessed rapid transformation both in society
knowledge system and industrial revolution. The twenty-first century has emerged
as the torchbearer for fourth industrial revolution which can manifested in designing
machines, gadgets that can be embraced with auto-guided instructions, artificially
par excellence with human intelligence. The aspiration of fourth industrial revolu-
tion (4IR) demands higher order of knowledge, big data analytics and continuous
improvement in R&D outcomes. So, it has become emergent to concentrate on the
threshold level of knowledge management practices in the transforming economy.
This paper has focused on how the interrelations among the level of industrial revo-
lution, knowledge management and transformational HRM practices include KASH
protocol using conceptual modelling.

Keywords Knowledge management · 4IR · Human intelligence ·
Transformational HRM practices

1 Introduction

The progression of knowledge management has been carried away through a long
journey. The organization began to understand that human being cannot be compared
with machine as a part of neoclassical theory of management. In the beginning of
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twentieth century, the concept of welfare management had been practised by few
organizations which paid a special attention on the welfare measures of workers in
the factory, but the experience of welfare management practices had not been com-
placent as it was desired. Prior to the Second World War, the idea of personal man-
agement emerged roughly in 1940s which concentrated on measuring performance
of labour on various scales, even though this school of thought never recognized the
labour as human resource. The importance of training development OD interven-
tions organizational culture climate had not been given due weightage. From 1980,
the organization started to implement human resourcemanagement over throwing the
erstwhile mechanistic and dogmatic view of management. HRM has been evolved
as an organic orientation that recognizes and respects labour force as a dynamic
resource that can be appreciated over the period of time with the augmentation of
knowledge, skill and experiences. The twenty-first century has revolutionized with
the advent of superior level of technological advancement. The knowledge-driven
economy has been witnessing with a new paradigm, i.e. generation of new idea,
product, process, with the succession of high rate of obsolescence. It becomes faster
as we proceed towards the present time.
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With the advent, progression and popularity of 4IR, the organizations have

explored to recognize the imperative of knowledge management practices at the
beginning of twenty-first century. This brings the accumulation of vivid information
robust technology and big data compounded with the application of AI, ML and
block chain technology, etc. Today, the construct of knowledge management is not
confined in accumulating functional super specializations rather it has extended to
endless interactions among various dataset from various domains in a multi-varied
assortment of knowledge basket with multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) pro-
tocol [14]. This envisages numerous innovative opportunities and new directions that
lead to explore knowledge-led dynamic problem-solving mechanism.
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1.1 Evolution and Understanding of Knowledge Management

Contemporary business writings have extensively focused on knowledge manage-
ment and have curated it as a contemporary theoretical discipline and shifted the
focus of organizations from tangible products and goods to intangible assets focused
on performance and profitability in this competitive environment. Knowledge man-
agement has opened up the opportunity to add renewed strategic growth in any
business organization [2]. A study ‘Emerging Practices in Knowledge Management’
conducted by the American Productivity and Quality Center of the USA points out
six key strategies of a firm for practice of knowledge management (KM). From a
business strategy point of view

1. As a tool to transfer best practices.
2. As a customer-oriented tool.
3. As discipline for personal development.
4. As a tool for intellectual assets management.
5. As a tool for knowledge creation and innovation.

Prominent fortune 500 companies like ‘Dow Chemicals’ and ‘Texas Instruments’
were also a part of this survey [6]. KM focuses on gathering of useful knowledge or
for the business process so that the employees can readily access knowledge. It also
helps to secure specified well-defined set of knowledge practice by preventing from
use of inappropriate knowledge. KM is research intensive and involves application
of organizational learning capacity over competitive advantage in the long run.
Evolution of KM intervention can be categorized into six broad stages which can be
further rationalized as depicted below.

Six broad stages Rationalization of stages

Initiation KM initiation

Adoption

Pilot implementation

Organic growth KM development

Organizational implementation

Diffusion KM maturity

The factors determining the evolution of KM are classified into knowledge self-
efficiency, open communication and mutual benefits [4]. The example of companies
like Dow Chemicals which is a treasure trove of unorganized intellectual property,
whose main business is to earn royalty through licensing of technology and infor-
mation highlights the importance and needs of knowledge management in order to
organize this other wile piled up disorganized knowledge for profit maximization
[6].
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1.2 Dimensions of Knowledge Management

The knowledge management can be referred in two perspectives, i.e. in terms of
capability dimensions and quality ontology. The capability dimension can be broadly
categorized into two sub-dimensions, i.e. infrastructure and process. The attributes of
infrastructure may include technological led ecosystem, other resources and support
facilities structure, culture. Theprocessmatrixmay comprise acquisition, conversion,
application and security. This has been illustrated in the figure mentioned below:

Capability dimensions Attributes Meaning

Infrastructure Technology
Structure
Culture

Organize fragmented knowledge in an organization
Leverage of technological architecture
Encouragement of employee interaction

Process Acquisition
Conversion
Application
Security

KM process of knowledge acquisition
Utilization of the existing knowledge
Application of knowledge
Knowledge protection

Capability

Infrastructure

Process

Technology

Structure

Culture

Acquisition

Conversion

Application

Security
This matrix model helps identify the capability dimensions of knowledge frame-

work and its subsequent branch entities [3]. A conceptual frame work is proposed to
manage the quality dimensions of KMS based on the environmental factors and its
effects on the same. The resultant framework consists of 36 items grouped into the
eight dimensions of KM namely Functionality, Completeness, Reliability, Usability,
Access, Serviceability, Flexibility, Security [7, 9].
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1.3 Knowledge Management Is an Extension to HRM?

The spectrum of innovation has immensely expanded the ambit of HRM capabil-
ities. The incidence of continuous innovation in every filed of HRM like selec-
tion, performance management, training & development etc. has made phenomenal
changes to bringforth new directions and domain of thought processes as outcomes
that are assimilated in the organizational ecosystem and practiced by the successful
mediations and interventions of KM by means of development, dissemination and
application of knowledge [8]. Collaborative and holistic practices of KM-induced
HRM essentially enhance the uniqueness of organizational competency preferably
the knowledge protocol, which positively signifies the association with the extent of
innovations not the other way around, i.e. knowledge HRM (KHRM) has no impact
on innovation excepting to mediate between collaborative HRM as transformational
change agent [5].

1.4 Knowledge Management in the 4IR

There is symbiotic relationship between knowledge management and the progres-
sion of 4IR. The fourth industrial revolution has been continuously expanding the
knowledge sharing platform so that it can move forward endlessly in consonance
with the rapid research and development outcomes. From the beginning of twenty-
first century, the world of technological research largely dominated by splendours of
electronic gadgets, IoT, machine learning, block chain technology which facilitates
to generate record process and interpret the large volume of data which is popularly
known as big data analytics which primarily solve the problem by means of various
modes of descriptive, predictive and prescriptive data analysis. All these develop-
ment vectors in the technological framework and high yield application mechanism
to solve complex problems have essentially deserved the transformative knowledge
management initiatives in the organizational set-up.

2 Objectives of the Study

1. To propose a logical model to understand the interrelationship between pro-
gression of industrial revolutions ab initio and individual firms’ aspirations for
bridging knowledge gaps.

2. To develop a conceptual framework for understanding interrelations and inter-
actions among industrial progression (4IR), knowledge management and trans-
formational HRM practices using HRM competency model.

3. To devise the knowledge-dominated KASH protocol in HR interventions in
congruence with the progression of industrial revolution.
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3 Research Methodology

This is an exploratory study through which it is attempted to understand the premises
and fitness of knowledge management in the emerging 4IR ecosystem. The paper
has been designed referring various research papers, reports and suitable application
of strategic evaluative protocols widely practised in the academia and the research
world.

4 Analysis and Interpretation

4.1 Analysis & Interpretation—I

According to Watson [12] knowledge is regarded as an ability to utilize information
in order to add value and influence the decision-making process. It is imperative that
the organization should adapt the terminal level of knowledge in a useable form so
that there should not be much deviation of standards between industry and firms in
terms of creation, transfer and utilization of knowledge [10].
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The journey of industrial revolution has been largely manifested by the voracity

of knowledge which has emerged thorough the continuous process of innovation.
In the comparative two-dimensional matrix, the angle (α) between conventional
knowledge requirement and knowledge regime in 4IR increases with the fact that
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‘knowledge regime in 4IR’ would tend to incline to Y-axis with the passage of time.
Similarly, the angle (β) between the ‘present level of knowledge absorption’ and the
‘desired level of absorption of threshold knowledge’ must escalate in proportionate
with the time spend and experience gathered. For every organization to survive in
the dynamic environment and technological development, the angle α and β must
be proportional and highly correlated in order to signify that the organization would
remain competitive as it enjoys competency in the incremental knowledge-dominated
industrial revolution. If the organization fails to achieve this synergy, it would literary
cease to exist. The upsurge of ‘knowledge regime in 4IR’ tends to incline towards
Y-axis which makes the curve stiffer enhancing the value of angle α. As a result of
that, it forces to dissociate the previous knowledge set to become obsolete as depicted
in the model.

4.2 Analysis & Interpretation—II

The progression of knowledge intends to augment the process of industrial revolution
(IR). The set of ongoing innovations essentially land up with a new age and phase
of IR; thus, human society moves forward from the primitive era of 1IR to the
most advanced knowledge-driven industrial revolution popularly known as Industry
4.0. The industrial environment essentially influences the appropriate inducement of
knowledge that can generate higher order of competency uniqueness for the firm. In
order to explore these opportunities, the firm needs to invest on high-end resources
as well as procurement of superior human resources that can augment and transform
the change management initiative at possible encounter. The new era of knowledge
management imbibes the HR policies to encourage and promote the best talents
to acquire so that the culture of learning organization can perpetuate with higher
acceleration as in tune with the expectations of the relevant industry.
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KM HR Competency

4IR Eco System
4G/5G Mobile 
Internet
AI
Big Data and 
Cloud Computing
Block chain
IoT

Business Mastery
Business Acumen
Knowledge in All 
Functional Areas
External Relations

Personal Credibility
Competence
Sound Academic 
Credentials
Ethical Conduct Courage

Change Mastery
Interpersonal Skills and 
Mastery
Problem Solving Skills
Reward Systems
Innovativeness and 
Creativity

HR Mastery
Staffing
Performance Appraisal
Reward System
Communication
Organizational Design

Model developed by the Authors in corporation HR Competency Model adapted from 
Human Resource management by Christopher Maybe, et. al., Blackwell Business, p.31

The model has been developed to project how the industry environmental factors
reign enforces the firm to prioritize knowledge management which can be trickled
down even at the bottom of the pyramid in the organizational hierarchy. This holistic
development vector has to be inundated by the dynamic HRM practices as depicted
above.

4.3 Analysis & Interpretation—III

The basic function of HRM revolves on its effective strategies human resource plan-
ning, performance management and human resource development which also inter-
acts and correlates each other. One of the important approaches to address the HRM
functionsmaybe the successfulmanifestations ofKnowledge,Attitude, Skills,Habits
(KASH) protocol.
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KASH denotes the assortment of four components: Knowledge (K), Attitude (A),

Skill (S) and Habits (H) which are primarily required for a certain position of an
organization in a mutually exclusive manner. KASH differential matrix examines
the differentials of each component with respect to the deviations from the actual
level of performance from its desired/expectancy module.

The firm always looks at the KASH differential matrix as illustrated below.

KASH components Desired KASH set Actual KASH set KASH differentials (D~A)

Knowledge (K) KD KA KD~KA

Attitude (A) AD AA AD~AA

Skills (S) SD SA SD~SA

Habits (H) HD HA HD~HA

~ Sign of difference

If (KD < KA) or (KD = KA), i.e. the knowledge set desired is either lesser or equal
to the knowledge possessed by the existing professional, no training need is identi-
fied / required. In general cases, KD happens to be greater than KA that means, the
desired knowledge is greater than the actual knowledge possessed by the concerned
employee that symbolizes the specific requirement of knowledge, i.e. identification of
training need on specific knowledge domain. The firmwould attempt tominimize the
[KD − KA] by means of appropriate HR interventions. Similarly, other KASH com-
ponents can also be described. The most feasible ‘K’, ‘A’, ‘S’, ‘H’ combinations are
generally encouraged for achieving desired HR objectives. With the growing influx
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of knowledge management, the appropriate ‘KASH differential matrix’ needs to
be formulated, giving increasing weightage on knowledge components as per the
dynamic demands of 4IR and so on.

5 Conclusion

Experiential learning and Research & development generate new idea product pro-
cess for the welfare of mankind. The benefits of such illustrious development can
reach to the people if it is implemented effectively and efficiently. It is a turn for the
industry in general and the firm in particular to adapt such changes by augmenting
advancedknowledgemanagement protocol. The transformation process needs appro-
priate HR interventions that can only ensure this transition in an accelerated change
management initiative. This paper has presented conceptual framework to under-
stand the interrelations and interventions of KM and transformational HRM through
along the progression of industrial revolutions more precisely 4IR ecosystem.
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Clinical Data Classification Using
an Ensemble Approach Based on CNN
and Bag-of-Words Approach

Bhanu Prakash Battula and D. Balaganesh

Abstract From the past decade, there has been drastic development and deployment
of digital data warehoused in electronic health record (EHR). Initially, it is intended
for getting patient general info and accomplishment healthcare tasks like billing, but
researchers focused on secondary and most important use of these data for innumer-
able clinical solicitations. In this paper, we addressed the use of deep learning-based
clinical note multi-label multi-class approach using ensemble approach based on
CNN and bag-of-words approach. And we map those classes for multi-classes. And
we perform experiments with Python, and we used libraries of Keras, TensorFlow,
NumPy, matplotlib, and we use MIMIC-III data set. And we made comparison with
existing works CNN, skip-gram, n-gram and bag of words. The performance results
show that proposed framework performed good while classifying the text notes.

Keywords CNN · Electronic Health Care Record · Multi Class Approach

1 Introduction

To distinguish whether a patient [11] experiences a specific illness, a regulated
methodology requires the accompanying info: guides to become familiar with the
examples for themalady (occasions speaking to patients) and the portrayalwell-being
status of the patient that is examined. Given that a suitable number of precedents are
given (both positive and negative), this basic classification performs well. However,
in the therapeutic area, this straightforward case is not experienced that frequently.
Surveying the well-being status of a patient does not generally prompt a solitary, sin-
gular therapeutic condition. Numerous well-being conditions are corresponded and
impact one another, in this way suggesting comorbidity in a patient. There is a level
of uncertainty around the phrasing concerning comorbidity. The term characterizes
a patient’s well-being status when at least two conditions coincide. Various related
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builds are utilized to allude to comorbidity: multi-disease, dreariness weight, and
patient multifaceted nature. Previously, authors propose a top-to-bottom investiga-
tion of the comorbidity in patients which incorporates term definition, the nature,
significance, and intricacy of this well-being condition. The nearness of various con-
ditions in a patient can be a consequence of possibility, determination or causal
affiliations. A typical and straightforward case of cohappening conditions is inter-
minable obstructive aspiratory and liver ailment thinking about that they are brought
about by propensities that are connected: smoking and liquor utilization.

In this research, we concentrate on classification of clinical text. It is the problem
of assigning documents to different classes. Particularly,medical text or clinical notes
plays a key role in patient risk prediction. Clinical note analysis is key and significant
importance in the medical field. Because these are free text narratives generated by
doctors and nurses, through patient make a diagnosis when he is in clinic. They are
regularly joined by a lot of metadata codes from the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD) [8, 12], which extant an institutionalized method for demonstrating
judgments and systems that were performed amid the experience. These ICD codes
have variety of advantages, which vary from admission of hospital to billing and
predictive analysis of patient condition. Themajor problem from traditional approach
(manual) is more time consuming and error pruning. Automatic coding will be more
accurate and very speedy approach. But mapping of medical text notes with ICD
is a difficult task because of two major reasons. The space of the label is high
dimensional, due to ICD-9 having 15K medical [4] codes. Second, clinical content
incorporates superfluous data, incorrect spellings and non-standard condensing, and
a huge restorative vocabulary. These highlights consolidate to make the expectation
of ICD codes from clinical notes a particularly troublesome errand, for PCs and
human coders alike. In this research work, we are presenting a multi-class labeling
model which is mapped to ICD codes.

In thiswork, we aim to predict the ICD-9 code or its derivatives—from the raw text
records. Examples of analyzed EHRs are initial consultation reports, treatment plans,
laboratory or other diagnostic results and notes on follow-up meetings. These vary
drastically in length and quality and exhibit a plethora of different abbreviations and
structures, adding to the existing challenges of developing a global classifier. The
patients’ documents and codes stand in a many-to-many relationship, joined by a
timestamp. However, as the average of codes per document is between 1 and 2, the
problem was designed as single label multiple class, thus duplicating all training
samples with more than one code. A convolutional neural network was employed for
this task. This will be achieved using deep learning-based CNN and bag-of-words
approach, and the classification is achieved for mapping for different ICD codes. The
rest of the article is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the details of existing
literature, Sect. 3 presents the proposed framework, Sect. 4 shows experimental setup
and results, and finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Literature Work

Ongoing works have illuminated the issues related to straightforwardly applying
word embeddings into true applications. Diaz et al. [16, 14] showed that the univer-
sally prepared word inserting fail to meet expectations corpus and inquiry explicit
embeddings for recovery errands. They proposed locally preparing word embed-
dings in an inquiry explicit way for the question extension task. Zamani and Croft
[2] showed that the hidden presumption in run of the mill word installing techniques
is not equivalent to the need of IR errands, and they proposed significance-based
models to learn word portrayals dependent on query document importance data,
which is the essential target of most IR task.

Tran et al. [15, 10] determine tolerant vectorswith their adjustedRBMengineering
and at that point train a strategic relapse classifier for suicide hazard stratification.
They explored different avenues regarding utilizing the full EHR information versus
just utilizing determination codes and found that the classifier utilizing the total EHR
information with the eNRBM engineering for idea embedding performed best.

Essentially, deep patient created patient vectors with a 3-layer auto-encoder and
at that point utilized these vectors with calculated relapse classifiers to anticipate
a wide assortment of ICD-9-based ailment analyses inside an expectation window
[9]. Their system indicated upgrades over crude highlights, with prevalent preci-
sion at k-measurements for all estimations of k. In a theoretically comparable style,
Liang et al. [3] additionally created patient vectors for use with straight classifiers,
however, decided on layer-wise preparing of a deep belief network trailed by help
of vector machine for grouping general malady analyses. Since preferably clinical
notes related to a patient experience contain rich data about the aggregate of the
confirmation, numerous examinations have analyzed result forecast from the content
alone. Jacobson et al. [9] looked at the profound unsupervised portrayal of clinical
notes for anticipating social insurance related contaminations, using stacked scanty.

Clinical notes regularly incorporate unequivocal individual well-being data (PHI),
which makes it hard to openly discharge numerous helpful clinical data sets [1]. As
per the rules of the Health Information Portability and Accountability Act, all the
clinical notes dischargedmust be free of delicate data, for example, names of patients
and their intermediaries, recognizable proof numbers, emergency clinic names and
areas, and geographic areas and dates [9]. Dernoncourt et al. [5, 6] made a frame-
work for the programmed de-recognizable proof of clinical content, which replaces
a generally relentless manual de-identification process for sharing confined informa-
tion. Their structure comprises a bidirectional LSTM arrange also, both character
and word-level embeddings. The creators observed their technique to be best in
class, with a gathering approach with restrictive irregular field’s additionally faring
great. In a comparative undertaking, Shweta et al. [15, 13] investigate different RNN
models and word installing methods for distinguishing conceivably recognizable
named substances in clinical content. The creators show that all RNN variations beat
conventional.
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3 Proposed Mechanism

Ensemble learning is an outstandingmethod to join various groupingmodels into one
troupe classifier. A gathering classifier is developed by creating different base classi-
fiers on preparing information and after that consolidating the different expectations
utilizing a democratic framework. The goal of troupe learning is to build up a model
that can give more exact expectations than every one of its single segment classi-
fiers. Group classifiers have demonstrated to beat the speculation capacity of single
classifiers. Principle reasons outfits can improve the exactness of its part classifiers.

There are a few strategies to make classifiers increasingly assorted. Bagging [7]
and boosting are two understood procedures thatmodify the first training information
to incorporate a decent variety in the training procedure. The previous strategy utilizes
diverse training sets for each segment classifier in parallel, while the last technique
prepares numerous classifiers in arrangement on training sets utilizing distinctive
weighted perceptions. The two systems can be utilized to determine the inclination
change exchange off. This is the issue of all the while limiting two kinds of blunder
that utmost directed models to sum up past training information. We can break down
the normal mistake of an inconspicuous perception ‘o’ into the accompanying terms:

• Bias: a blunder brought about by restrictions in the learning strategy
• Variance: a mistake brought about by impediments in the training information
• Irreducible mistake: a blunder coming about because of clamor in the issue itself.

Both bagging and boosting plan to limit the normal mistake, and however, they
center on various issues. Bagging tries to decrease change by resampling the training
information, while boosting means to limit the predisposition by developing an outfit
that has lower inclination than the individual models. Bootstrap conglomerating or
bagging [7] is a troupe strategy that prepares various classifiers on various bootstrap
tests of the first training information. For each classifier, an arbitrary example with
substitution is drawn from training information, containing a similar number of per-
ceptions. Since tests are drawn with substitution, the bootstrap tests can contain copy
perceptions. In the wake of training every part classifier on an alternate bootstrapped
test, one of the classes can be doled out to any perception ‘o’ in the characterization
stage. In this stage, the packing calculation performs dominant part casting a ballot.
All part classifiers {p1, p2,…, pN} vote in favor of which of the k classes in C ought
to be appointed to unlabeled perception ‘o.’ The class that gets most votes will be
relegated to ‘o’ as definite forecast. Likely the most notable calculation that applies
stowing is Random Forest [13]. The main distinction between Random Forest and
the packing calculation utilizing choice trees is the method for highlight determina-
tion. On the off chance that a few highlights have an extraordinary impact on the
expectation of the class variable, all things considered, they will be chosen in many
trees in the gathering. So as to produce an increasingly various troupe of classifiers,
Random Forest chooses an irregular subset of highlights at every applicant split,
which is additionally called highlight packing. As opposed to the autonomous train-
ing of classifiers with sacking, boosting plans to fabricate a grouping of classifiers
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that rely upon one another. It prepares numerous feeble classifiers in grouping on
various training sets T = {T1, T2, …, TN}. Per capita set holds biased perceptions
to create assorted variety in the learning procedure.

Perceptions that were classification error by classifier pi − 1 will be allotted
higher loads than accurately grouped perceptions to drive the following classifier pi
to concentrate more on perceptions that are difficult to arrange.

Here, Fig. 1 explains how the proposed ensemblemodel wasworks based on CNN
and bagging approach. Initially, data set has been taken and applied the preprocessing
and split the data set into number of splits each split contains data. Each data split
given to a CNN classifier and train after that assign the train CNN to a bag and give

Fig. 1 Ensemble approach based on CNN and bag of words
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Fig. 2 Accuarcy

Fig. 3 Recall, f-score precession, accuracy of different class labels

the second split to CNN training method add this to bag and so on until the last split.
And after the last split, forecast the result and evaluate it based on the highest votes to
the object, and assign it to a particular ICD. Error, the loads are changed all the more
intensely if the training error is high. Notwithstanding changing the loads everything
being equal, a weight wi (0 wi 1) is relegated to classifier hey. Classifier weight wi is
determined by −log(i1 − i) to guarantee that classifiers with lower training blunders
have more impact in the last greater part casting a ballot method. Note that training
blunder I should fulfill 0 < I < 0.5 to ensure that the loads are refreshed correct
(Figs. 2 and 3).

Algorithm 1 Bagging Based on CNN

Input: Initial training set T, N is the size of the ensemble and the algorithm for CNN
learning
Output: P is the ensemble classifier
Phase-1: Training
1: for i = one to N do
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2: Si = Bootstrap Sample (T )
3: pi = Learning of CNN (Si)
4: Adding of classifier to P which is ensemble: P = P [pi]
5: End for
6: Return ensemble P = {p1, p2, …, pN}
Phase-2: Classification phase
7: Unlabeled observation ‘o’ classification using all component classifiers {p1, p2,
…, pN}
8: Let vi, k = (1 if hi votes for class Ck
0 otherwise}
9: Attain votes for each and every class
10: Select class with greatest votes: P(x) = arg max 1 ≤ k ≤ c for k = 1, …, C
11: Return P(x)

In this manner, the calculation ends if the model either gets impeccable character-
ization or when training blunder is at any rate equivalent to 0.5. This stop condition
can be a downside of the calculation when accessible training information is scanty,
since the outfit may combine to an ideal training blunder too rapidly. Notwithstand-
ing when a part classifier would most likely arrange a little arrangement of training
information accurately, it does not really imply that the group model cannot enhance
test information any longer.

4 Experimental Results

To perform experimental analysis, we use Python libraries of Keras, TensorFlow,
NumPy, matplotlib, etc. And we used 16 GB RAM and 500 GB HDD with 2 GB
graphic card and Intel I5 processor. As a platform, we used Ubuntu 16.04 LTE. And
the data set we used here is MIMIC-III. It contains information related to 53,423
particular medical clinic confirmations for grown-up patients (matured 16 years or
above) admitted to basic consideration units somewhere in the range of 2001 and
2012. Moreover, it contains information for 7870 neonates conceded somewhere in
the range of 2001 and 2008. The information covers 38,597 unmistakable grown-up
patients and 49,785 medical clinic confirmations. Mainly here we used three tables’
data those are discharge summaries, clinical notes which were written by doctors
and nurses who are in ICU and other notes related to ICU.

From that, we performed the experimental evaluation with our proposed model
to identify the class of the data which belong to which class of ICD-9 codes. We
use accuracy for the classification performance evaluation. The accuracy (ACC) of a
classifier is the probability that the classifier classifies a randomly selected sample to
the correct class. Here, proposed model CNN–bag-of-words approach gives better
accuracy in classification than all other state of artwork.

Here, we saw that the proposed technique has the best execution on practically the
majority of the assessed qualities. The n-gram and pack-of-words-based techniques
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are reliably more fragile than the proposed, validating the discoveries in writing that
word installings enhance execution of clinicalNLP assignments.Wemoreover exam-
ine in the case of considering longer expressions enhance display execution. Here,
we demonstrate the distinction in F1-score between models with expressions length
changing from 1st to 5th classes. Whenever the data size increases proposed method
does not show much variance, but other models were not shown the considerable
performance loss for longer phrases. Proposed model shows significant performance
than compared to existing work.

Here, Fig. 4 shows the computation time for training of different mechanisms
with respect to number of documents; here, proposedmodel gives lower computation
time for training because it gets features from CNNmodel, and it is done the features
very quickly and accurately. CNN and bag-of-words-based ensemble approach give
better than remaining, but other models are not performed up to the mark due to their
constraints of not handlingmedical text.Andwhen the size of the set increases, it does
not show much deviation by proposed model, but existing works are considerable
shown the decrease in training performance. Here, Fig. 5 shows the computation

Fig. 4 Training time

Fig. 5 Testing time
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time for testing the different mechanisms with respect to number of documents; here,
proposedmodel gives lower computation time for testing because it gets features from
CNN model, and it is done the features very quickly and accurately. CNN based bag
of approach gives better than remaining but other models are not performed up to
the mark due to their constraints of not handling medical text. The size of the set
increases it does not show much deviation by the proposed model but existing works
are considerable shown the decrease in training performance.

5 Conclusion

Text classification is a complex task with regular methods, but it gives a significant
impact to the society. Medical text classification is a complex task because of its
nature. In this paper, we utilized ensemble learning, and it is an outstanding method
to join different order models into one group classifier. A gathering classifier is
developed by creating various base classifiers on preparing information and after that
joining the different expectations utilizing a democratic framework. In this paper,
we used deep learning-based clinical note multi-label multi-class approach using
CNN model for feature extraction from text notes, the training is based on bag-of-
words-based CNN classification, and we map those classes for multi-classes. And
we made a comparison with existing works CNN, skip-gram, n-gram, and bag of
words. The performance results show that the proposed framework performed good
while classifying the text notes.
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E-learning in Higher Education
in India: Experiences
and Challenges—An Exploratory Study

Kiri Taso and Arindam Chakrabarty

Abstract The world community is committed to achieve 17 goals popularly known
asUnitedNation Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs) of which education has
been given major thrust that has been earmarked in Goal 4. As a member country,
India has also attempted to address the issues of education with highest priority
that is envisaged by the responses of the government for drafting New Education
Policy in 2019. The government is committed to achieve inclusive education that
needs the manifestation of e-Learning platform. Since it is difficult to bring the
elephantine population under the ambit of conventional education system, this paper
has attempted to explore the experiences and challenges of e-Learning mechanism
in the higher education system of India.

Keywords E-Learning · UNSDGs · New Education Policy · Inclusive education ·
Conventional education

1 Introduction

E-Learning can be defined as an online educational learning process. It can simply
be understood as ‘Internet-Based Learning’. It is an online learning service through
which teaching–learning process is carried out. In other words, e-Learning refers to
‘the mode of teaching and learning via Internet and website’. E-Learning is adopted
by an institution to let the students learn from home and far distance through online
mode which would make the teaching–learning process more approachable and con-
venient to some extent. E-Learning is primarily the network-enabled practices of
skills and information transfer between the online learners and resource providers.
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E-Learning refers to the using of electronic application and processes to learn. ‘E-
Learning can be in other words understood by means of learning through elec-
tronic way by adopting modern means of technological learning. E-Learning can be
understood as the network-enabled transfer of skills and knowledge to individual
as well as masses. It is opposite to offline and non-electronic means of teaching
and learning practices (www.economictimes.indiatimes.com/definition/e-learning).
Henceforth, the use of computer–desktop and laptop, mobile and tab and othermeans
to deliver teaching–learning process through the use of Internet source can be simply
known as e-Learning. To some extent, we can say online learning (e-Learning) is
gradually doing away the traditional learning methods.

Concept of ICT:

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the field of education is a
significant concept to understand. The various curricular developmental projects
have been carried out under the assistance of IITs and NITs. The National Mission
on Education initiative by the Government of India is expected to boost the Gross
Enrolment Ratio (GER) in Higher Education by 5 percentage (%) points during the
Eleven Five Year Plan (2007–12). This Mission has two major components which
are (i) Content Generation and (ii) Connectivity—along with a provision to provide
devices to institution and learner. Besides that the Mission also seeks to provide
computer infrastructure and connectivity to over 18,000 colleges and nearly 400
Departments at Universities and Deemed Universities and Institutions in India for a
greater national cause. It also provides interactivity and problem-solving approach
which will be addressed through the program called ‘Talk to a Teacher’ Segment.

2 Electronic Learning or Usage of e-Resources Learning

Massive Open Online Course (MOOC):

MOOC is an online course which committed to provide ‘Massive’ and ‘Open’ online
learning platform via the web. The MOOCs system of learning begins in the year
2001 at the USA. And it became a trendy approach of learning since 2012 onwards
(The New York Times, 18 April 2014).

And the below table shows the students admitted in Coursera enrollees:

Sl. No. Country/region Percentage (%) Approx

1. Russia 2.3

2. Australia 2.4

3. Canada 3.5

4. UK 4.5

(continued)

http://www.economictimes.indiatimes.com/definition/e-learning
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(continued)

Sl. No. Country/region Percentage (%) Approx

5. Spain 4

6. India 8.7

7. Brazil 5.2

8. USA 27.6

9. Contribution of the different part of the world 42

Source Coursera Enrolees

SWAYAM

The main goal of the SWAYAM is to deliver quality and reachable educational learn-
ing prospect to every needed person specially the underprivileged and unreachable
section of society. The SWAYAM actually strives to acts as link for those students
who are digitally divided and untouched by e-Learning or Digital Revolution pro-
cess. The indigenously developed IT platform enables the SWAYAM to propagate
all the courses that are being thought by the best teacher in the country and are being
made universal access to anyone and at anytime at free of cost.

The programmes and features that offered in SWAYAMare giving education from
class 9th to postgraduate n which they offer courses like Science, Engineering, Man-
agement, Humanities, Mathematics, Arts and Recreation, Commerce, Language,
Education and Library courses, etc., given below:

How to access SWAYAM?
SWAYAM can be accessed through two major ways as follows:

Sl.No. SWAYAM can be accessed through

1 One can access the SWAYAM portal on the web through https://swayam.gov.in

2 One can also access the SWAYAM mobile apps for—Android and iOS version

Source SWAYAM, GOI and Swayam learning portal

Review of Literature

Cox [4], (pp. 85–105) explains the necessity of e-Learning which enhanced our
understanding on learning and Information Technology (IT) in teaching and learning
process in order to have a clarity and consistency of subject and further highlights
that although the young generation has wider access to Information Technology (IT)
little is known about this impact on their learning process. There is also a need to
balance between the formal and informal uses of e-Learning.

Dewan’s [5] study reveals that 80% have computer, 80–67% and 20–33% have no
computer. Thus, a better infrastructure is required in institution to provide e-Learning
curriculum to the e-Learner.

https://swayam.gov.in
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Rana and Lal [7] highlight that there is need of conventional and holistic approach
in educational systemwhichwill meet the demands of e-Learners at schools, colleges
and universities level. The e-Learning institution with the help of World Wide Web
(WWW) via Internet tried its best possibilities to promote distance education, virtual
and e-Learning approach by delivering and sharing resources, promoting active e-
Learning technologies.

Rosenberg [8] says that e-Learning enables us to understand and deals with
different web-based contents for teaching–learning process.

Longmire [6] emphasised that ‘an e-Learning approach includes a wide range of
digital and computer-based learning mechanism’. He further states that e-Learning
content is mainly conveyed via Internet, satellite communication, audiotape and
videotape, DVD, CD-ROM and TV and still emerging so-called wireless application
protocols (WAP).

Agarwal and Nisa [1] focus on the knowledge process outsourcing sector of India.
Authors highlight the scenario which hadwitnessed the rapid change from ‘industrial
to knowledge-based economy’. Both also highlight the Skyrme [9] and Stiglitz [10]
views on ‘how the highly skilled labour force is the key to achieved success in the
knowledge-based economy and industry’.

According to Tripathi and Jeevan [11], the paradigm shift in teaching–learning
process (traditional to e-Learning) is perhaps due to rapid evolvement made in the
field of Information and Communication Technology (ICT).

Ali [2] states that the exponential advent in the field of ICT and Internet has greatly
influenced and revolutionised the way the knowledge is broadcasted.

3 Objective of the Study

The paper contains the following objectives:

1. To explore various e-Learning portals operating in India.
2. To explain challenges in implementing e-Learning mechanism for effective

teaching dissemination process.

4 Analysis I

Due to the emergence of many well-financed institutions which later link with some
of the top universities like Udacity, Coursea and edx, etc., at this period, the year
2012 was regarded as the ‘The year of MOOCs’ as per The New York Times (2
November 2012).
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5 Popular e-Learning Firms/Platforms in India: Indicative
List

The emergence of cloud computing technology has highly impacted the Online Edu-
cationMarket in India. The cloud technologywith its potential capabilities provides a
significant amount of data, information and content at single platforms to e-Learning
Companies in India. Due to data saving scope, it is easier for the users and providers
to procure, manage access and process the information from anywhere and anytime.
Another important reason behind the growth of e-Learning markets trends in India is
the rising popularity of big data and learning analytics. The technology enables the
companies and institutions to provide online courses to the learners. The e-Learning
markets due to its significance potentiality and effective results attract many learners
to be aware and opt e-Learning courses. This rising awareness on online learning
scope has pushed the growth of online education markets in India. The involvement
of Information Communications Technology (ICT) in the field of teaching–learn-
ing process has led to the increasing demands of alternative educational approach
of learning, which provides significant opportunities for growth of the e-Learning
companies in India via digital platform. Thus, it is forecasted that Indian e-Learning
markets potentiality will be expanded up to US$18 billion by 2022.

E-Learning Institution in India in 2019:

The emergence of cloud computing technology has highly impacted the Online Edu-
cation Market in India. Due to data saving scope, it is more easier for the users and
providers to procure, manage, access and process the information from anywhere and
anytime. Another important reason behind the growth of e-Learning markets trends
in India is the rising popularity of big data and learning analytics. The technology
enables the companies and institutions to provide online courses to the learners. How-
ever, it is forecasted that Indian e-Learning markets potentiality will be expanded up
to US$18 billion by 2022 (www.technavio.com).

1. BYJU’S: BYJU’S is a learning app founded by Byju Raveendran. In 2019, it
has a total net worth of $5.4 billion (Rs. 37,000 crore). This firm has efficiently
created a K12 learning smartphone app which offers highly effective, adaptive
and active engaging learning programmes. This Edetech app not only provides
effective tutoring programme at school level but also efficiently delivers a e-
Tutoring to various other competitive exams like IIT-JE, UPSC, CAT and GRE,
etc.

2. IGNOU: IGNOU stands for Indira Gandhi National Open University a Central
University which is located at Maiden Garhi, New Delhi. It was established in
the year 1985. It has a total enrolment of over 4 million students with 67 centres
across the country, the reason why it is regarded as world’s largest university.
The university serves under themotto of—ThePeople’sUniversity. IGNOUwas
founded to serve universal and accessible quality higher educational opportuni-
ties in India through the means ofDistance and Open Education. IGNOU offers
226 academic programs like Diploma, Degree and Certificate courses such as

http://www.technavio.com
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School of Social Science, Sciences, Education, Engineering and Technology,
Management Studies, Computer and Information Sciences, Health Sciences,
Law, Journalism and New Media Studies, Vocational Education and Training,
Foreign Languages and Performing and Visual Arts, etc.

3. Dexler Education (2001): It is located in Bangalore (India). The Dexler Edu-
cation primarily deals with digital education and consultative services in edu-
cational sector. The company provides industry-based e-Learning education
solution for corporate learning, talent and faculty management and enhances
easier mode on e-Learning. Along with its inventive and skilled e-Learning
tactics in delivering quality education to the needy students and organisation,
the Dexler Education acquired certain position among the highest e-Learning
institution in country.

4. The Educomp Solution (1994): It is in Gurgaon and an Indian-based company.
Its aims to replace the traditionalway of learningwithmore advance and smarter
way of teaching and learning. Educomp Solutions is ranked among the best e-
Learning companies in India. As there is saying—the numbers speaks, there
are 30 million learners across and 65,000 schools in Educomp Solutions in two
decades.

5. National Institute of InformationTechnology (NIIT-1981): It is situated inGuru-
gram (India). NIIT provides various kinds of e-Learning courses such asmanag-
ing, self-learning and instruction training, etc. NIIT is specialised in providing
knowledge to certain domains such as corporate, skills and career and schools
learning groups.NIIT also offers necessary e-Learning facilities to the deserving
and socially challenged and deprived students to certain extent.

6. Edukart (2017): It is also listed among the top online educational learning com-
panies in India. Edukart is one of Indian higher education enrolment platform
for e-Learner. It is an e-Learning entrance coaching site that provides online
learning services to the educational seekers. Edukart also offers admission to
certain curriculum such as Diploma and Degree Courses along with Entrance
and Certificate, etc. Edukart has linked with some well-recognised educational
institution in India like Indian School of Business, National Narsee Monjee
Institute of Management Studies-School, etc.

7. Simplilearn: It is also one of the top e-Learning platform in San Francisco,
California (USA) and Bangalore (India). The Simplilearn also delivered var-
ious e-Learning programmes such as cloud computing, digital markets and
cyber security course, etc., to the online learner. This institution today achieved
successful position among the successful online educational institution in India.

8. ZeusLearning (ZL): It is also an online learning institutionwhose headquarters
is atMumbai (India). It occupies topninth position among the toponline learning
institution in India. Zeus Learning offers various programmes to the online
learner such as software and apps designing, training and solution for mobile
and other technological system, etc.

9. Meritnation: It provides live online interactive and tutorial classes to the e-
Learning seekers. It is an Edu tech start-up, which is a part or division of Applect
Learning Systems based in Delhi (India). Meritnation is an online learning
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providing institution that delivered various types of e-Learning approach to its
e-Learner, so that there could be effective online teaching–learning practices.

10. Excelsoft: Excelsoft was founded in the year 2000. Excelsoft provides value
courses, product and to cater to the needs and demands of all the key educational
sectors likeK12 learning system, higher education level, corporate learning, etc.

6 Analysis: II

The e-Learning system is vital for rapid teaching, learning and dissemination pro-
cess but there are inherent challenges as well. A few key indicative challenges are
mentioned below.

(a) Lack of uninterrupted power supply is one of the major issues in the online
learning process. Since e-Learning system wholly depends on electricity, there
has been frequent interruption in power supply that creates disruption in e-
Learning process.

(b) Lack of Internet coverage across the country is another key issue to be addressed
in order to provide better and quality digital learning capability of the learner
of the country.

(c) Technical issues are yet another matter of concern since the entire process of
e-Learning revolves around technology, and if there is technical issue that exists
in the learning process, it will definitely hamper the e-Learning process.

(d) Lack of professional skills is another issue need to be redressed, as it requires
a well-qualified and skilful professional person in the online education system.
If the knowledge providers lack the professional skills, then it will again create
problems in such teaching–learning process.

(e) Smooth e-Learning process is hindered by the inherent struggle for adaptability
of computer skills. In this type of learning pattern, both the teacher and students
need to have well versed in the field of computer technology.

(f) Lack of motivation, i.e. self-motivation is another important matter. Since it
lacks face-to-face interactive methods, sometimes students remain unmotivated
in their learning process.

(g) Reliability of e-Materials is another important concern, as we do not know the
reliable source of materials that are being provided to the students.

(h) Most of the e-Platform is unidirectional. In other words, the learning process in
the e-Learning process is one-way learning platform to most often. The learner
most often did not get time to have face-to-face contact with the resource person
[3].

(i) The e-Learning system also suffers from lack of personal or humanistic touch
or human factor in the fields of teaching–learning pedagogy. E-Platforms suffer
from real-time interactions, since classes are online in nature with time-specific
guidance which makes difficult for the learner to attend the exact schedule
classes which is another matter of concern for e-Learner.
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(j) Lack of adequate e-Materials is another important issue where the learner may
face certain problems. The e-Materials are developed as generic not specific to
field of inquirywhich lacks the flexibility learning capability or interdisciplinary
knowledge of the learner.

(k) Huge initial investment for production, preparation and access of materials at
the beginning.

7 Limitation of Study

The paper is developed to explore e-Learning practices in the higher education sys-
tem of India. Since the e-Learning pattern is in the nascent and formative stage in
the country, it is difficult to retrieve longitudinal database in terms of number of
users, period of usage, qualitative aspect of e-Learning process, etc. So, this paper
essentially suffers from adequate relevant information at this moment. However, the
paper has attempted to outline the overview of e-Learning process in Indian higher
education system.

8 Conclusion

This study can be regarded as a very foundation work in the domain of e-Learning
intervention in Indian higher education system. The study indicates that the e-
Learning process has gained momentum over a period of time, and it signifies that
both the public and private sectors are contributing to this segment that can achieve
the inclusive education model up to the extent of higher education level in India.
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A Hybrid Watermarking System
for Securing Multi-modal Biometric
Using Honey Encryption
and Grasshopper Optimization
Technique

R. Devi and P. Sujatha

Abstract Digital watermarking is one of the major information hiding techniques
for hiding biometrics. The majority of research focuses onto the development of a
reliable robust watermarking system. A multi-modal biometrics fingerprint and iris
are being used. The biometrics is fused using gradient pyramid technique. The fused
template is encrypted using honey encryption. The major intend of this paper is to
develop a high secured, robust and reliable watermarking system using some conven-
tional methods fused with an optimization technique namely grasshopper optimiza-
tion technique (GOA). Many researchers have failed to maintain the two important
factors imperceptibility and robustness that define the strength of the watermarking
system. The two predominant factors are attained through the proposed algorithm
DWTSVDGOA. The imperceptibility and the robustness are measured using some
performance measures. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
DWTSVDGOA gives a NC value as 1, PSNR as 90.75 and SSIM as 0.99. The perfor-
mance and the evaluation of the technique are found to be more better than existing
image watermarking techniques.

Keywords Biometrics · Discrete wavelet transforms (DWT) · Gradient pyramid ·
Grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) · Honey encryption · Image fusion
singular value decomposition (SVD)

1 Introduction

Digital watermarking is a standard technology used for broadcast monitoring, secu-
rity and authentication of digital media. Digital watermarking is a technique used to
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implant information into digital data which cannot be easily identified by unautho-
rized users. The techniques have been used in biometric system in order to secure
and authenticate biometric data and also to increase the level of accuracy. A bio-
metric system is an automatic identification of an individual. The digital form of the
biometric characteristics is known as a biometric template. Templates are stored in a
system database through the sensor devices. The database can either be distributed or
centralized which holds only one copy of the template. As per the recent senses, iris
and fingerprint authentication growth rate is high when compared to others. Since,
these two biometric plays a vital role in biometric authentication, the paper mainly
deals with these two predominant features namely fingerprint and iris.

2 Related Work

The author [1] has defined an algorithm using optimized DWT watermarking that
provides the quality, imperceptibility and effectiveness. The problem has been opti-
mized with “genetic algorithm (GA).” A pseudo-number sequence was generated.
The GA was used to find a specific sub-band to embed the watermark, and a fit-
ness function was also formulated using two factors namely PSNR and correlation
factor. The author [2] has proposed a new novel optimization method named “gray
wolf optimizer (GWO)” for digital images in wavelet transform. The visibility or
scaling factor plays a essential role in positioning the watermark. The author [3]
has developed a robust system using “differential evolution (DE)” algorithm fused
with SVD and DWT. Venkatram et al. [4] narrated a new optimization technique
for digital image watermarking system. The visibility mode of the watermark is the
noteworthy constraint that improves the robustness and perceptibility of awatermark.
“Gravitational search algorithm (GSA)”-based optimization technique is used to find
an optimum position to embed the watermark. Thanki and Borisagar [5] suggested
a new watermarking scheme using “artificial bee colony optimization technique
(ABC)”. Also, the scheme searches for a best optimum position to fit the watermark,
to enhance the strength of the system. The author [6] suggested a new scheme on
multi-objective bees algorithm (MOBA). Deshmukh and Malviya [7] displayed a
multi-modular biometric watermarking strategy for individual distinguishing proof
framework dependent on DCT and phase congruency show. Neve et al. [8] have
suggested an efficient watermarking scheme using PSO. “Particle swarm optimiza-
tion (PSO)” was used to manipulate an optimum position to place the watermark on
the face image. The author [8] presented a unique finger impression watermarking
strategy dependent on SVD and compressive sensing hypothesis.
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3 Proposed Work

3.1 Image Acquisition

Image acquisition is the first and foremost step. The paper works mainly on the
biometric images especially fingerprints and iris. The fingerprint images are from
the dataset FVC2000 consist of four databases namely DB1, DB2, DB3 and DB4.
The work has been carried out on the DB2 acquired using a low-cost capacitive with
a resolution of 512 dpi of size 256 × 354. The iris images are from the database
UBIRIS. V1 composed of 1877 images from 241 persons. In this work, gray-level
iris is used for processing.

3.2 Fingerprint Enhancement and Iris Segmentation

Image enhancement and preprocessing are the most important part of image process-
ing to remove noise and edges. It is a process of manipulating an image to enhance in
order to get better visual representation of images. This work includes “Otsu thresh-
olding” for binarization, histogram equalization, sharpening and image contrast to
increase the intensity of the print. Finally, the fingerprints are filtered using a Wiener
filter for de-noising. In this work, the eyes are segmented using Canny edge detection
and Hough transform method. It includes cropping, resizing, image conversion, etc.
The segmented iris is then polarized using “rubber sheet method” and filtered using
“Wiener filter” to remove the noise.

3.3 Image-Level Fusion of Fingerprint and Iris

Image fusion technique is themost critical part of digital image processingDeshmukh
and Malviya [7]. The essential characteristics of image fusion are that it should
preserve the salient information, avoid artifacts, reliable and robust. In this paper,
multi-modal fusion is carried out by combining two different modalities such as
fingerprint and iris templates. The enhanced and segmented images fused using three
a technique namely gradient pyramid (GP). The reliability of the above technique is
measured using some image quality metrics.

3.4 Encryption and Watermark Embedding Procedure

In this proposed work, the fused multi-modal biometric template meant to be the
watermark has been encrypted using honey encryption for higher security. The
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above-fused template is encrypted using the honey encryption scheme to increase
the security level. One of the critical and challenging tasks in the watermarking sys-
tem is to determine the scaling factor. In the system; the scaling factor determines
the potentiality of the watermark which determines the robustness and the imper-
ceptibility of the scheme. Therefore, the selection of an optimal scaling factor to
embed the watermark enables the digital watermarking system as an optimization
problem.Henceforth, a hybrid watermarking technique (DWTSVDGOA) using
nature-inspired optimization technique has been proposed.

3.5 Watermark Extracting Procedure

The watermarked image undergoes some geometric attacks and signal operations.
After applying the geometric attacks and signal operations, thewatermark is extracted
to identify the strength and the sustainability of the watermark using some major
factors. The strength of thewatermark yields the strength of thewatermarking system.

4 Proposed Algorithm—DWTSVDGOA

The proposed algorithm DWTSVDGOA fuses the two existing techniques DWT
and SVD for decomposition and transformation in order to embed the watermark
(encrypted fused multi-modal biometric traits) in an optimum scaling factor. The
population is initiated using grasshopper optimization technique (GOA) to find
the best possible position to implant the watermark. The grasshopper optimization
techniques used to find the best possible scaling factor for watermarking to achieve
the robustness and the imperceptibility of the scheme.

4.1 Mathematical Model of Grasshopper Optimization
Algorithm and Its Characteristics

Neve et al. [8] grasshopper optimization algorithm replicates the natural habitat of
a grasshopper when it searches for its prey. The same phenomenon is being carried
out to locate the best possible solution for an optimization problem. That is why
this algorithm is quoted as nature-inspired optimization technique. A mathematical
model is formed by replicating the behavior of the grasshopper and is shown below

Xi = Si + Gi + Ai (1)
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In Eq. 1, where Xi defines the position of the grasshopper, Si is the social
interaction, Gi is the gravity force of the ith grasshopper, [8].

The optimized value ismeasured based on the fitness function. Three predominant
factors namely PSNR, NC and SSIM are combined to define a fitness function. The
fitness function is given as

Fitness F = PSNR

100
× Max

[
n∑

i=1

NC
(
w,w′)]XSSIM(

w,w′) (2)

4.2 Pseudo-Code for the Proposed Watermark Embedding
Algorithm (DWTSVDGOA)

STEP 1: Decompose the gray-level cover image into single-level decomposition using
Haar wavelet
[LL, LH, HL, HH] = Dwt (Cover_image)
STEP 2: Apply SVD to LL band of the cover image found in STEP 2
[U_imgr1, S_imgr1, V_imgr1] = SVD (LL)
STEP 3: Initialize the grasshoppers population, iteration, lower bound, upper bound
and the objective function.
STEP 4: Check the boundaries of the search space, cover image found in STEP 2.
STEP 5: Calculate and identify the fitness function for all the population.

Fitness F = PSNR

100
× Max

⎡
⎣ n∑
i=1

NC
(
w,w′)

⎤
⎦XSSIM

(
w,w′)

STEP 6: Best fitness function is selected to find the optimum scaling factor usingGOA.
STEP 7: Read the encrypted fused biometric template as a watermark of size MXN
using honey encryption.
STEP 8: Apply single-level Dwt to the watermark (encrypted watermark)
[LL, LH, HL, HH] = Dwt (Watermark_image)
STEP 9: Apply SVD to LL band of the watermark image found in STEP 8
[U_imgr2, S_imgr2, V_imgr2] = SVD (LL]
STEP 10: Embed the modified watermark image found in STEP 12, into the optimum
position and is manipulated through the fitness function found in STEP 6.
STEP 11: Apply inverse SVD to LL sub-band.
STEP 12: Apply single-level inverse dwt get the watermarked image.
Watermarked image = idwt (New LL, New LH, New HL, New HH]
STEP 13: Display the cover image, watermarked image.

The scaling factor is evaluated using grasshopper optimization technique. The
upper bound, lower bound and no of iterations and the fitness function are defined
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and initiated. The algorithm undergoes 100 iterations. A fitness function is generated
for each grasshopper. Each grasshopper identifies its next neighbor. The best fitness
function is selected based on these parameters where preferably SSIM and NC equal
to 1.

4.3 Watermark Extraction Procedure

Pseudo-Code for the Proposed Watermark Extracting Algorithm1 (DWTSVD-
GOA)

STEP 1: Read the watermarked image of size MXN.
STEP 2: Apply all the possible geometric attacks and signal operations to the
watermarked image to analyze the robustness of the proposed method.
STEP 3: Extract and decrypt the watermark.
STEP 4: Apply idwt to the watermark.
Recovered [LL, LH, HL, HH] = IDWT (Watermark)
STEP 3: Apply inverse SVD to LL sub-band of the watermark found in STEP
4.
[U, S, V] = ISVD (LL)
STEP 5: Calculate the PSNR, NC and SSIM for the watermark.
STEP 6: When SSIM and NC are equal to 1.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Robustness of the Proposed Algorithm DWTSVDGOA

Robustness is the most important characteristics that provide the strength of the
watermarking technique. Robustness means, “ability of a watermarking system to
resist change,” even after some attacks or modifications. The proposed watermarking
technique is evaluated using three quantitative measures, PSNR, SSIM and NCC.
All simulation results are performed in MathWork tool MATLAB R2015a under
Windows 7 environment. The above Table 1 provides the robustness of the proposed
method (DWTSVDGOA). The table consists of the cover image Lena (256 × 256),
fusedmulti-modal template, encrypted fused template (watermark image) of size 256
× 256. To investigate the robustness of the DWTSVDGOA, the watermarked image
undergoes some geometric attack and signal processing operations such as Gamma
correction, cropping, scaling, rotation, salt and peppernoise, Gaussian attack and so
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Table 2 Imperceptibility of DWTSVDGOA for the cover images

Cover image (256
× 256)

Watermark (256
× 256)

Watermarked
image

PSNR SSIM NC

90.3420 1 1

89.0682 1 1

89.7685 0.9876 1

on. The quality of the extracted watermark is ascertained using the metrics PSNR,
NC and SSIM. The extracted watermark after Gaussian attack is 75.9299, whereas
for other attacks, it may vary from 58 to 60.

5.2 Imperceptibility of the Proposed Algorithm

Imperceptibility is one of the most important characteristics that should retain the
fidelity of the watermarked image. It means the quality of the cover and the water-
marked image must remain the same for human naked by PSNR, NCC and SSIM.

5.3 Comparing the Imperceptibility of DWTSVDGOA
with the Existing Methods in Terms of PSNR and NC

Table 3 gives a comparative study of the proposed methods with other existing
methods. The graphical representation of PSNR and NC values are given in the
below Figs. 1 and 2.
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Table 3 Comparing the PSNR and NC values of DWTSVDGOA with the existing methods to
ensure imperceptibility for Lena image

S. No. Existing techniques PSNR NC References

1 FIirefly + DWT-QR 71.4520 0.98 Yong Guo et al. [9]

2 Bacterial foraging optimization
algorithm (BFOA)

55.5 0.96 Nair and Aruna [10]

3 Hybrid DWT-SVD 79.8611 1 Gunjal [11]

4 SVD—Firefly 63.786 1 Vijaya Durga et al. [12]

5 DWT-GWO 61.1463 0.88 Priyanka Panwar et al. [13]

Fig. 1 Performance analysis
of the imperceptibility based
on PSNR values
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Fig. 2 Performance analysis
of the imperceptibility based
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6 Conclusion

An image watermarking method has been proposed and implemented successfully.
The performances of the proposed methods were computed using the metrics PSNR,
SSIM and NCC. The results are proving that the proposed method provides good
robustness and imperceptibility than the existing methods. The proposed techniques
achieved NC as 1 for all cover images and produces PSNR an average of 90.3420.
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Inadequacy of Li-Fi Disentangles
by Laser, Polarizing Beam, Solar,
and Formation

D. Balaganesh

Abstract At the present time, the wireless Internet is making a vital role in data
communications. Due to the high demand for the requirements in data transmis-
sion, people start to use various wireless technologies like Wi-Fi, WiMAX, Li-Fi. It
was introduced by Prof. Harald Haas in July 2001 at TED Global talk. Li-Fi is an
efficient wireless technology. This paper focuses on existing Li-Fi to compose the
enhanced formation to access efficient, secured and better bandwidth. Analyzing the
existing Li-Fi technology performance to find the inadequacy which helps to sort
out and enhance the technology for further development in Li-Fi. Enhancing tech-
nology improves the data transfer speed and improves the efficiency and availability
with highly secured and easy formation. The key components of laser, polarizing
beam, and solar were used to sort out the inadequacy. This paper discusses a signifi-
cant contribution to the improvements of Li-Fi data transfer speed, cost-cutting, and
uncomplicated formation.

Keywords Li-Fi · Laser · Solar panel · Data transmission

1 Introduction

The first wireless telephone message invented by Alexander Graham Bell in his
“photophone” on June 3, 1880, and it is a device that allowed the transmission of
sound on a beam of light [1]. After 120 years, Prof. Harald’s Li-Fi technology shows
that the light transmits the data [2]. This paper discusses what are all the favorable
properties possible to use could provide fully efficient wireless technology which
has high data transfer speed.

The composition of this paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses the comparison of
LED and laser. Section 3 gives the benefit of using solar panel as a receiver. Section 4
discusses the polarize beam. Section 5 examines the performance of the Li-Fi derived
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from the formation. Section 6 evaluates the data transmission rate between laser Li-
Fi and LED Li-Fi. Section 7 has given the summarized result which is useful to get
more references and knowledge about Li-Fi technology.

2 Comparison of LED and Laser

Li-Fi begins to use LED which is better than radio waves (Wi-Fi) for data transfer.
When compared to LED, there are many energy-efficient glowing lights can be used
to provide better output by laser diodes.

The spontaneous emission of 850-nm-wavelength junction diode made by semi-
conductor compound gallium arsenide phosphide is called LEDwhich could transfer
data rate up to 100 mbps.

The stimulated emissionofmonochromaticwavelength radiationproduces intense
beam which is called as light amplification by the stimulated emission of radiation
(LASER) and could transfer data rate up to 100 gbps.

The emissions of laser produce single color beam but LED is having many colors
of beams. The direction of laser beam is extremely narrowwhich helps the receiver to
receive 100% output but LED directions are contrary to laser and it covered wide area
which is difficult to receive 100% output by the receiver. Overall characteristics of
laser beams are coherent, monochromatic, and high intensity but LED is incoherent,
different colors, and less intensity beam. Table 1 shows the characteristic of LED
and laser.

To identify the efficiency of laser diode and LED, it is helpful to finalize the
formation without any inadequacy. Tables 1 and 2, it simplifies to select laser diode
due to its efficient characteristics and specifications [3].

3 Solar Panel

Solar panel is used instead of photodiodes for demodulation of data. Solar pan-
els consist of solar cells which work for both storing energy and converting that
energy stored in electrical signal. Solar will work more efficient in storing energy
and transmitting data for longer hours which will ultimately enhance the overall Li-
Fi technology. Solar panel is more beneficial, and it can perform both functions of
transmitting data and capturing energy, whereas photodiode requires external device
for the requirement of transmitting data. Considering this new technology, some
more adulteration can be made to make it more efficient. The solar panel can directly
convert the optical signal and modulated light into an electrical signal, without the
need for an external power supply. Using solar panel, simultaneous communication
and energy harvesting can be realized [4].
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Table 1 Comparative characteristic LED and laser

LED Laser

Current–light output

Wavelength

Monochromatic

(continued)

By comparing solar cell and photodiode, the solar cells are more efficient to
work as a good photosensor. It is optimized to have the maximum conversion effi-
ciency of the incident light to electrical energy. This is achieved by maximizing the
photocurrent and the maximum output voltage (Table 3).
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Table 1 (continued)

LED Laser

Coherence

Table 2 LED and laser with respect to various comparison factors/specifications

Specification Light emitting diode Laser diode

Output power Linearly proportional to drive
current

Proportional to current above
the threshold

Current Drive Current (50–100 mA)
(Peak)

Threshold current (5–40 mA)

Coupled power Moderate High

Speed Slower Faster

Output pattern Higher Lower

Fiber type Multimode only Single mode and multimode

Ease of use Easier Harder

Lifetime Longer Long

Spectral width Wider, 25–100 nm (10–50 THz) Narrower, <10−5 to 5 nm
(<1–2 MHz)

Modulation bandwidth Moderate, Tens of KHz to tens
of MHz

High, Tens of MHz to tens of
GHz

Available wavelength 0.66–1.65 mm 0.78–1.65 mm

E/O conversion efficiency 10–20% 30–70%

Eye safety Generally considered eyesafe Must be rendered eyesafe,
especially for λ < 1400 nm

Cost Low Moderate to high

4 Polarizing Beam Splitters

The laser light beam creates electromagnetic wave which has electric and magnetic
elements. The electromagnetic wave has several planes. The 50% of planes are hor-
izontal planes and 50% of planes are vertical planes called unpolarized light while
passes through the medium generate single planes or the medium as a splitter which
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splitting vertical plane separate and horizontal plane separate called polarized light
[5].

The medium of splitter used cube splitter which splits laser beam into two beams
or more than many beams with the same wavelength and frequency. Using the laser
polarization method, data transfer rate increased five times more than normal Li-Fi
data transfer rate (Table 4).

The laser polarization data transfer method can possibly transfer 100 gigabits per
seconds. From the polarize plane output can possible different wavelengths which
can be used as a different data channel. Each beam can be possibly used well by
the receiver to get same data rate. The implementation of beam splitter provides
conversion output with cost effective in large system (Fig. 1).

Table 3 Solar cell versus
photodiode

Solar Cell Photodiode

Area: bigger Smaller

Wavelength: broad range Narrow range

Conversion: light to electricity Light to signal

Designed to operate: forward bias Reversed bias

Efficiency: power conversion Generated electron

Quadrant operations: fourth
quadrant (+x, −y)

Third quadrant(−x, −y)

Require: no power supply Needed power supply

Noise: low noise Large noise

Capacitance: large sensitive Low not very sensitive

Table 4 Polarized beam
versus unpolarized beam

Polarized beam Unpolarized beam

The variation limited to only
one plane

The variation happen many
plane

It is completely rational in
nature

It is completely irrational

It depends on polarized
material

It depends on the nature of
source

Lightwave can be vertical and
horizontal planes

Lightwave known to vibrate
multitude directions

Receiver can receive exact
position

Scatter wave difficult to
position

Appropriate formation can be
made without difficulty

Difficulty to arrange proper
formations

Same frequency Random frequency

Constant data rate Irregular data rate
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Fig. 1 Principle of beam splitting

Incident laser beam will be split into polarized beam. Characteristics of the
splitter beams are equal wavelength, equal diameter, same efficiency, equal power
distribution, and uniform data rate.

5 Formation of Li-Fi

Li-Fi is possible to transfer high-speed data which we attested by transmitting audio
waves. We have prearranged laser diode as an input supply resource, 40-mm-optical
glass prism as a beam splitter, solar panel as a receiver, and speaker as an output. The
laser diode received audio signal from the phone which connected by 3.5 mm jack
for the conversion of digital-to-analog and including the power supply by 9V battery.
The transmission of light beam by laser diode is separated by many polarized beams
by optical glass prism. Each beam can be accessed by solar panel which transfers
the signals to the speaker [6].

The formations beginwith a phone connected to 3.5-mm-audio jack. It has tricolor
wire, namely green, red, and white. The green and red wires were connected to 9 V
battery, and white wire is considered as negative. The white wire of the 3.5 mm jack
is connected to blue wire of the laser diode which is considered as negative. The red
wire of the 9 V battery is considered as a positive line which is connected to 100R
resistors, and the other end of resistors is connected to red wire of the laser diode.
As we fixed 100R based on Ohm’s law, Volts (V) = Current I in amp * R in ohms
(�) [7, 8] (Figs. 2 and 3).

The novel approach of this paper is the intense beam of light from laser diode
properties which are onewavelength and travel in same direction, divided by 40-mm-
optical glass prism beam splitter. The one direction single beam is divided into more
than two beams. Each beam can be accessed by different solar panels. Each solar
panel considers as a receiver which sends the received signal to speakers connected
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by 3.5 mm jack. Once the sound played by phone, the wave transfers to laser diode
and to beam splitter; it is divided into many beams which are received by different
solar panels and transfer to speakers which we can hear the sound wave.

To increase the distance between each part like laser beam-to-beam splitter and
beam splitter-to-solar panel, we can hear the same volume of sounds. At the same
time, increase and decrease the distance between one solar panel to another solar
panel also approximately heard same volume of sounds. By using laser diode, any
altering distance is not affected by hearing sound waves. Based on the test proofed,
many users can access the same data with same data rate in different places and
different angles in a room (Fig. 4).

6 Evaluation of LED Li-Fi Versus Laser Li-Fi

The volume of sounds is evaluated by LED-based audio transmission. Formation of
LED-based audio transmission is done as it is laser-based audio transmission [9].
The LED is an input supply resource; 40-mm-optical glass prism is a beam splitter;
solar panel as a receiver; and speaker as an output. The LED received audio signal
from the phone which is connected by 3.5 mm jack for the conversion of digital-to-
analog including power supply by 9 V battery. The transmission of light not shows

Fig. 2 Source circuit

Fig. 3 Output circuit
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Fig. 4 Observation

Fig. 5 Practical observation

any reflections by optical glass prism which transfers the signal to the speaker by
single solar panel [10] (Fig. 5, Table 5).

7 Conclusion and Future Scope

In this paper the formation of Li-Fi by laser, polarized beam and solar panel given
higher data rate, long distance data transmission, single beam divide into too many
beam and each beam approximately transfer same data rate which is error free
transmission.

The inadequacy of Li-Fi sort out by simple formation can be enhanced, further
divide 0 s bits and 1 s bits for more secure data, and join again to access the data.
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Table 5 Evaluation of LED Li-Fi technology and laser Li-Fi technology

Sl. No. Observations

Formation changes LED Li-Fi Laser Li-Fi

1 Without resistor Burn out Little bit heat

2 9 V Battery Minimum flow maximum
drop

Maximum flow minimum
drop

3 Resistor values Less power watts Maximum power watts

4 Beam splitter No changes Many beams

5 Increase the distance
between light source to
receiver

Sound of the volume
decrease

No changes

6 Increase the distance
between prism and light
sours

Sound of the volume
decrease

No changes

7 Minimum size of solar
panel

Less capture 100% capture

8 Setup in front of bright
light

Produce more noise No changes

9 Setup in front of sunlight Difficult to capture 100% capture

10 Change the color of light No changes Wavelength increase

11 Between source to
receiver placed
transparent medium

Volume decrease No changes

12 Output receiver Only one receiver Multiuser receiver

13 Error transmission i. No sound clarity
ii. Signal loss

Error-free transmission

14 Polarized splitter No reflection Possible to split 0 bits and
1 bits. To make more
secure data transmission

The Li-Fi technology is near to the beginning technology which is assure to
provide higher bandwidth based on the demand [11, 12]. Li-Fi technology is more
secure, and high-speed data transmission is possible to access wherever you need
without affecting the environment. Many users can access the same data rate from a
single laser diode beam and is divided by polarized splitter in the Li-Fi technology.
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Phrase Extraction Using Pattern-Based
Bootstrapping Approach

R. Hema and T. V. Geetha

Abstract Keyphrases convey the important concepts in the text documents. They are
useful for document categorization, clustering, indexing, search and summarization
and to know about the semantic similarity with other documents. In this research
article, a novel method is introduced for extracting key phrases from the chemical
literature where the entities and terminologies are not just restricted to chemistry,
but they also consist of words from different scientific domains. Six categories of
phrases are defined by the chemistry experts such as chemistry, physics, medicine,
drugs, cells and toxins. In this work, the extraction of the above six types of phrases
is explained using pattern-based bootstrapping approach.

Keywords Domain-specific key phrase extraction · Chemical documents ·
Features · Seeds · Bootstrapping · Sliding window · Score · Rank

1 Introduction

As it is a challenging task to examine the complete documents to check whether the
document would be useful or not, the key phrases would be an alternative for the
users to understand the crux of the document. The importance of key phrases inspires
the researchers for automatic extraction of key phrases using various approaches. In
this work, the focus is on extraction of key phrases from chemical domain. For a
specific domain, there is no controlled vocabulary list.

This work explores the idea of automatic identification of phrases from the chem-
ical literature using pattern-based bootstrapping approach. This approach automati-
cally identifies six categories of phrases from the chemical literature. This work starts
with a small set of tagged training data. The tagged training data is used to identify
the seed word and context features to define a five-window context pattern for each
phrase category. The identified patterns are used as seed patterns. The bootstrapping
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algorithm generates new patterns by masking the patterns and extracts new phrases
in each iteration, and the process stops when no more new patterns are generated.
The contributions of this research article are: (i) The development of a chemical key
phrase extraction model is based on pattern-based bootstrapping approach, and (ii)
the author introduced a number of domain-specific features for key phrase extraction.

2 Background

This section discusses the related work in the extraction of phrases from text docu-
ments. Many researchers have done their research on the key phrase extraction by
applying supervised machine learning approaches [1]. Earlier, most of the chemical
information extraction systems focused mainly on the named entity recognition sys-
tems [2–4]. Our work tries to extract the key phrases from the chemical literature by
applying pattern-based bootstrapping method which is a semi-supervised machine
learning approach. Shimada et al. [5] used bootstrapping and hierarchical directed
acyclic graph structure for sentiment sentence extraction and obtained high accu-
racy. In the medical domain, Nomura et al. [6] focused on a hybrid approach with
bootstrapping and pattern matching method to extract words of complaint/diagnosis.
De Benedictis et al. [7] presented GlossBoot, a minimal supervised bootstrapping
approach to multilingual glossary learning. In biomedical domain, Movshovitz-
Attias et al. [8] used the bootstrapping methodology to extract ontology of categories
and seeds. In chemical domain, Hawizy et al. [9] developed a semantic text mining
tool called ChemicalTagger to extract information such as units, mixtures, amounts
of substances and roles of chemicals aswell as action phrases using linguistic context.

In this work, a novel method is introduced for extracting six categories of key
phrases from the chemical literature. This work identified the relevant features for
the phrases, and the phrases are extracted using context window algorithmwhichwill
reduce the noisy phrases. Ranking measure is used to select the phrases. Chemical-
Tagger tool extracted only the action phrases in chemistry, while this work is aiming
to extract phrases related to six fields. The construction of the phrase extractor by
using pattern-based bootstrapping approach is described, and a k-window algorithm
is used for selecting the contexts that are used in the phrase extraction method.

3 Pattern-Based Bootstrapping Phrase Extraction

3.1 Overview of Pattern-Based Bootstrapping Process

Figure 1 shows the overall pattern-based bootstrapping process for phrase extraction.
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Fig. 1 Architecture for bootstrapping approach phrase extraction

3.2 Initializing with Seeds

For this work, ten thousand chemical research documents from the Chemical Infor-
matics OpenAccess Journal make the corpus. After surveying the chemical literature
in association with domain experts, six categories of key phrases were defined. The
process started with a set of seed words for six categories of phrases. The identi-
fied seed words are: chemistry-200, physics-45, drug-90, medicine-60, cells-40 and
toxins-55.

3.3 Sliding Window Algorithm

In bioinformatics, sliding windows are applied to identify the protein sequence such
as the prediction of transmembrane protein segments [10]. Keshtkar et al. [11] used
the sliding window to extract the paraphrases of emotion expressions from the texts.
In this work, the sliding window is based on the k-window approach to extract the
relevant text fragments from chemical documents. The k-window algorithm intro-
duced by Bostad [12] is used to identify all the tokens surrounding a seed word in
a context window with a size of ±k words. The context window with five words
will define the seed patterns. The pattern captures the sequence of seed word and the
tokens surrounding the seed word on both left and right sides. The size of the context
window defines the structure of phrases as w1, w2, w3, w4, w5 where wi (i = 1, …,
5) are word tokens in a phrase.
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Table 1 List of features for the extraction of six types of phrases

S. no. Features Illustration

1. F1 Sequence of part of speech

2. F2 Sequence of POS between the seed and the first verb before the seed

3. F3 Sequence of POS between the seed and the first noun before the seed

4. F4 First verb before the seed

5. F5 First noun before the seed

6. F6 Token before the seed

7. F7 Seed

8. F8 Token after the seed

9. F9 First verb after the seed

10. F10 First noun after the seed

11. F11 Sequence of POS between the seed and the first verb after the seed

12. F12 Sequence of POS between the seed and the first noun after the seed

3.4 Identification of Features

Generally, local and topical features are considered as good measures to identify the
word sense disambiguation on contextual analysis. These features include surround-
ing words and their part-of-speech tags, collocations and keywords in contexts [13].
By analyzing the seed phrases extracted using the above sliding window algorithm,
the features that include both lexical and syntactic descriptions of the phrases are
considered [14]. Table 1 shows the list of features identified for the phrase extraction.

3.5 Pattern Representation

The design of the pattern plays a major contribution in pattern-based bootstrapping
approach. The pattern could be represented in a contextual window [15], and the
tuples representing the pattern can be in an order of sequence or can be based on the
syntactic structure of a phrase. The pattern consists of five tuples of which one tuple
is for seed word, two tuples for a verb and a noun related to the field and two tuples
for POS tags.

3.6 Scoring of Phrases

By using each candidate pattern p, a number of chemical phrases can be extracted.
At this stage, the extracted chemical phrases are scored according to the matching
criteria. The type of chemical phrases we extracted are (i) positive phrases (phrases
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that match with the patterns), (ii) negative phrases (phrases that match with the
patterns but are not relevant to chemical phrases) and (iii) left-out phrases (phrases
that are not identified and extracted from the training corpus). With the above types
of phrases, the pattern’s accuracy and confidence can be calculated with the formulas
adopted by Winston Lin et al. [15].

3.7 Ranking of Phrases

Key phrases can be extracted in a relative sense. But, classification measures find it
very difficult to take a decision to classify a phrase as key phrase or not. To tackle
this problem, the quality of key phrases is evaluated using ranking measures. In
ranking method, the top scored phrases are selected as the best ones. Let Ap be the
set of patterns in the pattern pool that match any one of the patterns of phrase k. The
rank of key phrases can be computed based on the confidence of patterns. In each
category, a large number of phrases are extracted from the manually initialized list
of seed words. In each iteration, the number of phrases is increased and the extracted
phrases are filtered by using ranking measure. This measure is based on the number
of phrases that are extracted from less number of patterns. The bootstrapping process
starts by selecting a subset of the extraction patterns that are intended to extract the
phrases. This subset of patterns is called as “pattern pool.” The extracted phrases are
selected by rankingmeasure, and the selected phrases are accumulated in the “phrase
pool.”

3.8 Masking and New Pattern Generation

The first method of the new pattern generation is the replacement of POS value in the
appropriate position po. The POS tuple value with the maximum score at position po
is masked. The new pattern is generated by replacing the tuple value of the original
pattern by the new tuple value that occurs most frequently at position k in the test
data. The next method of new pattern generation is carried out by shifting the context
window to the left or right of the Wi depending on the frequency of occurrence of
POS pair of wi, wi + 1 or wi − 1, wi. Depending on a higher POS pair frequency
score, a new pattern is generated. This method of new pattern generation is possible
since the chemical nouns and chemical verbs are often associated with POS tags that
frequently tend to co-occur together.

There are 2256 different patterns, and about 943 patterns appeared only once.
Therefore, patterns appearing more than five times are selected to avoid irrelevant
noise. With these patterns, all possible phrases of six types are extracted from the
training chemical documents. The output of this step is a list that contains 1,02,735
phrases, and they obey the selected sequence of patterns. Among them, there are
94,432 true instances yielding a precision of 87.7%.
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4 Results and Evaluation

In this work, the bootstrapping algorithm learned 1313 patterns and extracted
1,02,735 chemical phrases. The algorithm was evaluated by using two techniques.
First, inter-annotator study is conducted to check if the extracted phrases are correct
and the degree of agreement between the two annotators is calculated. Second, the
performance of the algorithmwas evaluated by the standard measures of information
retrieval called recall and precision.

4.1 Evaluating the Inter-annotator Agreement

The chemical research articles from the test corpus are randomly taken, and the
chemical phrases are classified according to the annotation guidelines. The guidelines
specify the structure of different categories of phrases that commonly occur in the
chemistry literature and contain examples of annotated phrases. For this manual
annotation, the 2000 chemical research articles of test data are provided as corpus.
Following this annotation process, the proposed bootstrapping algorithm was run
over the same test data. The agreement was measured between the two annotators
using Cohen’s kappa coefficient (Cohen and Jacob 1960), a statistic that measures
the agreement between two raters which classify N items into C mutually exclusive
categories. The kappa coefficient k is defined by Eq. 1. The equation for k is:

k = Po − Pe
1 − Pe

= 1 − 1 − Po
1 − Pe

(1)

where po is the relative observed agreement among raters and pe is the hypothetical
probability of chance agreement. If there is a complete agreement between the raters,
then the value of k = 1. Otherwise, k = 0. The result was obtained by the inter-
annotator’s agreement for all the extracted phrases as 88.43%. The kappa value for
all the chemical phrases is 72.76%, which is a significant agreement.

4.2 Precision and Recall Evaluation

The experiments were conducted for extracting 6 categories of phrases with the help
of the test data of 2000 chemical research articles that are randomly selected from
the Journal of Chemical Informatics. To evaluate the automatically generated key
phrases, the standard information retrieval measures of precision and recall were
used. The precision and recall are calculated using the formulas as follows.

Precision = Ne ∩ Nh

Ne
(2)
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Table 2 Precision and recall
for each category of phrases
from the chemical literature

S. no. Category of phrases Precision Recall

1. Chemistry 87.47 90.54

2. Physics 85.29 86.73

3. Medical 81.34 87.21

4. Cells 80.68 76.85

5. Drugs 78.57 79.86

6. Toxins 72.72 77.28

Recall = Ne ∩ Nh

Nh
(3)

Let Ne be the number of extracted key phrases and Nh be the number of key
phrases annotated by the annotators. Table 2 contains the precision and recall values
for 6 categories of phrases from the chemical literature.

5 Conclusion

This research shows that six categories of key phrases that commonly occur in the
chemical literature can be extracted using a bootstrapping algorithm. This algorithm
was developed based on contextual and morphological features that can success-
fully extract key phrases in six categories. The bootstrapping algorithm achieved
good performance results on the data set used by this work. This research compares
the related work, human annotators and different data sets with the proposed boot-
strapping algorithm. All comparisons suggest that the bootstrapping algorithm for
key phrase extraction from the chemical literature is more reliable than the other
methods.

This research work highlights several aspects that follow: (1) Bootstrapping
approach does not rely on the availability ofmanually labeled corpora. This approach
needs only a small amount of seed patterns to extract the phrases. (2) The success
of bootstrapped approach depends on the effectiveness of the seed patterns. Hence,
scoring is done for the selection of patterns. (3) Since it needs only a little amount of
seed patterns, this approach can be applied to the data sets of high dimensionality.
(4) The quality of extracted phrases is measured by a ranking measure which does
not need any human intervention. (5) Totally, six categories of phrases are identi-
fied from the chemical literature. (6) The comparison is done between the earlier
approaches and different data sets. (7) The experiments and evaluation indicate that
the bootstrapping algorithm achieved well and produced reasonable outcomes.
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UAV’s Applications, Architecture,
Security Issues and Attack Scenarios:
A Survey

Navid Ali Khan, Sarfraz Nawaz Brohi, and NZ Jhanjhi

Abstract Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)/drones have become very popular in
recent years as they are widely used in several domains. They are widely used in both
military and civilian applications such as aerial photography, entertainment, search
and rescue missions, reconnaissance, traffic monitoring, and logistics. Typically,
UAVs are operated froma controller or a ground control station (GCS)with the help of
different communication protocols such asMAVLink,UranusLink,UAVCAN.These
communication protocols are used to exchange messages. The messages contain
considerable information about the UAV and certain control commands sent from
GCS to UAV or UAV to GCS. Though these protocols provide better communication
alongwith secure aspects, however, mostly there is no subtle mechanism for securing
these messages and are prone to many security attacks such as man-in-the-middle
(MITM) attack, denial-of-services (DoS) attack, packet data injection attack, and
eavesdropping. This can result in serious consequences, for instance, crash land
of a military or civilian UAV, steal important data of a military operation, false
injection of reports in a reconnaissance or search and rescue operation, and many
more. So, there is a need for a secure communication protocol which can ensure the
required security standard sets for communication of UAVs. This survey presents the
applications, general architecture, attacks on UAVs, and an insight into the security
issues ofUAV’s communication protocols and proposes a new secure communication
protocol for the stated issues of UAVs.
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1 Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles, also called drones, have grown tremendously in recent
years. They are commonly used in various military and civilian applications [1].
The military market of UAVs is projected to boost by more than 60% by 2020 [2,
3]. Numerous studies [2, 4, 5] have highlighted the fact that soon, the utilization of
UAVs for civilian purposes will be higher than the military purposes, and this can
eventually overcome the military demands in the future [1].

AUAV is an autonomous or remotely controlled vehicle with no crew onboard [6].
Two differentmethods can control aUAV: (i) controller or (ii) a ground control station
(GCS) [2]. Increasing research and developments in recent years have improved the
use of UAVs in various applications. However, UAVs are still in their experimental
stages, and a shortage of trained crew members limits its use. Due to the widespread
use and security weakness of the UAVs have made them an attractive target for
hackers and attackers. Since the technology is new, there are few security solutions
for UAVs. Most of these solitons are just proposals, or they are at the beginning of
their process of development [7].

This paper presents the various security requirements and threats against UAVs.
We believe this research will help academia and practitioners when considering the
UAVs. The rest of the paper organized as follow: Sect. 2 comes up with an overview
of the various applications, Sect. 3 discusses types of UAVs, their pros and cons,
Sect. 4 is about the general architecture of a UAV system, Sect. 5 illustrates the
UAVs communication security issues. Section 6 highlights the real attacks on UAVs,
Sect. 7, our findings, and in last is the conclusion of the paper.

2 Applications of UAV

UAVs are widely used in both military and civilian applications [8, 9]. They can per-
formboth indoor and outdoor tasks in very challenging environments [10].According
to [11, 12], UAVs can have more than two hundred applications based on their types.
The benefit of UAV is that it gives a brisk outline of the objective activity or territory
with lesser hazard and threat. The micro-UAVs are most appropriate for reconnais-
sance missions inside buildings because of their diminished measurement and little
size [13]. In addition to military applications, here are some other important UAVs
application in civilian use (Table 1).

3 General Architecture and Communication Scenario

The general structure or system of a UAV contains different components such as one
or more UAVs, GCS, Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), and Air Traffic
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Table 1 Applications of the
UAVs

Application domain Studies

Search and rescue mission [14–17]

Environmental protection [18, 19]

Shipping delivery [20]

Space UAVs [21, 22]

Marine UAVs [23–25]

Miscellaneous applications [8]

Control (ATC). All these components communicate with each other through different
communication channels or protocols. The GCS is responsible for controlling all the
information such as monitoring the UAVs during flight, receiving and processing the
data, and upload and update mission instructions. According to [26, 27], the ground
control station requires at least three crew members to run a large and complex UAV.
The overall UAV system design can be seen in Fig. 1 [28].

Fig. 1 General structure of the UAV system
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4 Security Issues (Threats) Against UAVs

The UAV and GCS normally communicate through a communication protocols [29],
such as MAVLink [30], UranusLink [31], UAVCAN [32]. Most of the existing secu-
rity protocols are either not intended for such an environment [33], and they do not
properly utilize the resources [34] or these communication protocols does not provide
security measures [29, 35, 36]. Among these protocols, the MAVLink is a conven-
tional and acknowledged lightweight protocol used for communication betweenGCS
and UAVs. However, there is no subtle mechanism for security in this protocol [29,
30, 36]. In what follows, we summarize the UAV’s network security in the form of
possible attack scenarios, as discussed below, and the taxonomy is given in Fig. 2.

4.1 Confidentiality and Privacy Attacks

An intruder compromises unauthorized access to private and vulnerable information
through intercepting data, commands, or instructions passed betweenUAV andGCS.
Confidentiality and privacy requirements restrict the state of communication between
UAV and GCS. The confidentiality attacks are further divided into (i) eavesdropping
attack [37], (ii) identity spoofing attack [38, 39], (iii) unauthorized access, and (iv)
traffic analysis attack [40].

4.2 Integrity Attacks

The integrity of UAVs can be affected by changing the data sent through a commu-
nication protocol. The data or information exchanged between the UAV and GCS is

Security threats

Confidentiality and 
Privacy 

Eavesdropping

Identity spoofing

Unauthorsed 
access 

Traffic analysis

Integrity 

Man-in-the-
middle 

Hijacking 
attack 

Replay attack

GPS spoofing

Availability 

Jamming 

DoS/DDoS 

Flooding

Authenticity 

GCS 
spoofing

Fabrication 

Fig. 2 Security attacks against UAVs [30]
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incorrect, and the intruder can use to control these entities for their intended purpose.
The integrity violation results in the attacks (i) man-in-the-middle attack [41], (ii)
hijacking attack [42], (iii) replay attack [43], and (iv) GPS spoofing attack [30].

4.3 Availability Attacks

Attacks that interrupt the availability can be accomplished by interrupting the con-
nection used to exchange information between the UAV and GCS. The intruder
normally either occupies the communication channel or floods a large amount of
random traffic to interrupt the communication. This makes the resources unavailable
for each other. The availability attack is further divided into (i) jamming attack [41],
(ii) denial-of-services (DoS) attack [44], and (iii) flooding attack [36].

4.4 Authenticity Attacks

Attacks on authenticity attempt to create the GCS-UAV think that falsified informa-
tion is genuine. Authenticity typically ensures that the message, control commands,
or other exchange of information are coming from the source it claims to be from.
Authenticity is achieved through authentication. Authenticity attack scenarios enable
the following attack (i) GCS spoofing attack and (ii) fabrication attack [30].

5 Attacks in a Real Environment on UAVs in Recent Past
Based on Literature

The number of known cyber-attacks against the UAV systems was very few until the
year 2007 due to their less use and non-popularity. In 2007, numerous incidents of
using the satellite to control the transmission of UAVs by some terrorist organizations
were reported by different sources [45]. The first case of the mentioned incident was
reported back in 2009, when SkyGrabber was used to capture the video of UAV
from satellite using a satellite antenna by a terrorist group [46–48]. They found out a
vulnerability that the video feed was unencrypted [38]. One of the major and serious
incidents in the history of UAV’s attack is the capturing of US RQ-170 Sentinel UAV
military by the Iranian Army [49]. In Sept 2011, the US Air Force Base identified
another malware vulnerability in the Predator and Reaper UAV-GCS [50, 51]. In
another incident in 2016, the Mexican drug dealers and traffickers deceived the US
custom bureau UAV via GPS spoofing attack [52]. In addition, more studies have
been undertaken to develop cheap GPS spoofing attacks [53]. In December 2012,
Iran launched another attack on ScanEagle, a fixed-wing UAV in the US Air force
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fleet resulting in capturing it. However, this attack is unknown claim by the Iranian
authorities [54].

6 Our Findings

The UAV-GCS communication occurs through communication protocols. The
increase in the use of UAVs application demands the communication should be
secure. In the literature, it is identified that most of the attacks occur due to the
insecure communication in the protocols. There are few protocols available for this
purpose, and among them, MAVLink is the most widely used. Though MAVLink
provides better communication however, there is no subtle mechanism for securing
these messages and are prone to several attacks. Therefore, there is a need for a
secure communication protocol which can ensure the required security standard sets
for communication between UAVs and ground stations. We will design the protocol
in our future work.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents the importance and applications of UAVs in both military and
civilian uses. Also, it gives an insight into the general architecture and typical com-
munication scenario. The network security of UAVs is categorized into security
requirements and attacks. The security issues are mostly traced back to communi-
cation protocols. This paper proposes the need for a secure communication protocol
which can address the mentioned attacks and make secure communication possible.
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A Systematic Survey on Load Balancing
in the Cloud

Gutta Sridevi and Midhunchakkravarthy

Abstract Web growth has been driven by a number of techniques. In massive scale
processing, cloud computing is the rising technology. It is a method that consists of
varied software and Web-enabled services. As cloud computing grows speedily and
purchasers are stringent a lot of services, the traffic on the cloud increases tremen-
dously. Thus, managing load balance is very interesting and important research area
nowadays. A decent load balancing algorithm can enhance the performance and
resource utilization by dynamically distributing workload among a range of nodes
within the system. This paper addresses a comprehensive summary on load balancing
algorithms, challenges, and various presently offered load balancing software and
its features.

Keywords Cloud computing · Load balancing · Load balancer

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is the emerging and rapidly increasing technology in the current
globe. These days, it is of the established and widely used innovation in the domain
of IT. It is able to use a variety ofWeb computer resources through theWeb as well as
storage devices and apps. The cloud supplier supports the shared pool of resources.
The next-generation computing model for their main advantages in self-service on
demand, omnipresent network access, risk transfer, and location-independent pool-
ing of resources has been designed for cloud computing [1]. Cloud computing is
described as a model that offers useful and interest-based access to a common pool
of resources as well as storage, systems, and services as stated by the National Insti-
tute of Standard and Technology [2]. These facilities need stripped-down effort. The
main feature of the cloud computing is its versatility, which involves its tendency
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to develop and decrease computing when necessary [3]. The other quality is adapt-
able and shows that the enhanced transmission speed and CPU storage, etc., can be
adjusted. The high-reliable and secure data storage center is provided to the cus-
tomers by cloud computing. No data loss, virus attacks, and any other issues need to
be concerned by users. When consumers pay to cloud suppliers for what they use,
cloud computing avoids costs for hardware, software, and services [4]. The limita-
tions of the cloud are varying the performance, technical issues, security threats in
cloud, downtime, Internet connectivity, lower bandwidth, etc.

2 Cloud Infrastructure

2.1 Cloud Deployment

Depends on the user requirements, clouds can be broadly categorized into public,
private, hybrid, and community clouds [5].

• Public cloud—Amazon AWS or Microsoft Azure, which are open to the public.
Many companies such as Dropbox, Quora, and other startups use Amazon’s AWS
to provide their services.

• Private cloud—which is solely used by the different teams within a single such
as Google and Facebook have their own data centers which are used only by the
different teams within the company.

• Hybrid cloud—which uses both the public cloud and a private cloud. It can be used
to maintain sensitive data in the private cloud itself and to use the public cloud for
less sensitive data.

• Community cloud—given by either within the organization by the external mer-
chant. A cloud is alluded to as community cloud when many businesses share
their strategies and the necessities in the cloud. Through many organizations, a
community cloud is created and remote access is made to the cloud.

2.2 Architecture for Cloud

The front end and back end are the two components of cloud computing. The front
end of the cloud is the client component. It includes interfaces and apps necessary
for access to the cloud computing platform. While cloud-related, the background
contains the resources needed for the cloud services and controlled by the cloud
providers, such as servers, virtual machines, security mechanisms, and data store.

Figure 1 illustrates the deployment models and the services offered by cloud,
for example, PaaS, IaaS, and SaaS deploy the cloud as a total framework. Cloud
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Fig. 1 Cloud computing environment

specialist organizations can furnish customers with various sorts of services. They
are listed below [5]:

1. SaaS: Software as a service: where the organization providing some software
runs it on the cloud and gives users access to that software rather than requiring
every person to install that software locally on their system. Facebook, Google,
Dropbox, etc., are all SaaS, because they just interact with the user using a Web
browser or some other endpoint, while their actual software runs in the cloud.

2. PaaS: Platform as a service: gives a platform to the application engineers, which
generally incorporate databases, Web servers, operating systems, and so forth
and which makes the activity of the designer a lot simpler as they would prefer
not to stress over the hardware and software program stack. The resources gave
usually depending on the utilization of the application. Case of such service is
Google App Engine.
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3. IaaS: Infrastructure as a service: which gives the client direct (remote) access
to either a physical machine or a Virtual Machine, storage space, network, etc.
The actual details of the infrastructure, such as scaling, security, backup, and
location, are abstracted from the client. Amazon AWS’s Elastic Cloud Compute
is an example of IaaS.

3 Cloud Virtualization

Virtualization in cloud computing is the method of sharing a physical instance of
a resource among multiple customers and organizations. Virtual machine (VM) is
known as the guest. A host is responsible for providing the virtual environment.
Virtualization offers the illusion of the real thing; however, it is no longer real. It
gives all the features of the actual thing. An end user can use all the services of the
virtualized thing simply as the real object. So, virtualization is associated with the
cloud to provide the end user services. The datacenter is able to provide the end user
services in two ways either in full virtualization or in paravirtualization [6].

In the full virtualization, full installation of the machine is done. After the instal-
lation of one machine on the other, the new machine contains all the software of the
previous machine and deliver the services to multiple users. It also isolates the users
from one other. So, a successful sharing is done among the multiple users. Paravirtu-
alization is responsible for the care of efficient use of the memory and the resources.
It permits a couple of OS to run on the single machine. In this approach, the services
are available partially. The main advantage of using this approach includes disaster
recovery, capacity management, and the migration. In case of the system failure,
instances of the system are moved to the other machine and the failure is recovered.
Migration of the instances is simple and easy. Hence, the power management is also
an easy task in the case of the paravirtualization.

4 Need for Balancing the Load in the Cloud

Even though there are a lot of resources, if the data is distributed such that it is
possible for a large range of requests to hit a small variety of resources, then the
remaining resources are not being used at that point. Thus, the efficiency of the pool
of resources is affected. By load balancing efficiently, the systemwill try to distribute
the load among asmany resources, and as evenly as possible. This results in amassive
enhancement in the overall performance of the system. Even if the data is very evenly
distributed, a good load balancer should direct traffic so that the load is as even as
possible. Even though to manage workload demands by allocating resources among
multiple systems or servers, a good load balancer is needed to redistribute the data,
if possible so that the load is again evened out. Figure 2 illustrates load balancing
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Fig. 2 Load balancing environment in the cloud

environment in the cloud.
The primary objective of the cloud load balancing is to achieve full system

strength, establish fault tolerance systems, minimize job completion time and wait-
ing time, increase customer loyalty, increase efficiency and performance, and finally
improve the resource utilization ratio.

4.1 Categorization of Load Balancing

Load balancing can be done at distinct layers of the cloud stack. At the infrastructure
level, load balancing can be done to provision resources, such as scheduling VMs
on physical machines, routing traffic on the network based on loads on each route,
managing the storage so that a few disks are not overloaded, etc. At the platform level,
load balancing can be done in the services that the platform provides. For example,
the database or the Web servers provided by the platform can be load balanced. At
the software level, balancing the load can be done specific to an application. For
example, if the application knows that it will get queries for a particular set of things
at different points of time during the day, it can distribute data accordingly at each
point of time.
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4.2 Factors that Affect Load Balancing

Response time—The architecture is the most significant angle that influences the
general efficiency of the load balancing algorithms. Formally, the response time
increases with the more number of users that are present in the network. But the
hierarchical method works better than the centralized and decentralized strategies
and requires less time [7]. Similar response time is showed in the centralized and
decentralized strategies.
Server load—Server load implies that the system can manage several requests per
second and it usually speaks to as req/sec. The primary goal is to split the workload
between the three architectures and to monitor their capacity to handle the workload.
The experiment was carried out on the three architectures [7] and the outcomes
affirmed that the hierarchical load balancer performs far better due to its design.
The load balancing concept in the cloud computing enables users to ensure that
the workload is distributed through nodes, thereby reducing the energy consumed.
It helps in avoiding the overheating of the cluster. So, the energy-efficient cloud
contains the four main elements including the consumer, resource allocator, virtual
machine, and the physical machine [8]. These four elements are shown in Fig. 3 and
are described below.

I. Consumer

Consumer may request a service from anywhere globally. For example, in a com-
pany, a Web application that runs through the Internet can act as a consumer. This

Fig. 3 Cloud computing infrastructure
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application distributes the workload as per the requirement. Requirement is based
on the amount of users who uses the application.

II. Resource Allocator

It acts as a consumer–cloud infrastructure interface. It has further many components
including green negotiator, Service Analyzer, energy monitor, energy scheduler, etc.
Green negotiator makes the cloud provider and customer service-level agreement to
preserve quality of service. Service Analyzer checks the requirements specification
and decides whether or not to accept the application. To achieve the load balancing
strategy, it needs efficient information from the virtual machine and the energy mon-
itor. Virtual machine manger manages the workload across the virtual machines.
Service Scheduler helps to schedule the requests across the virtual machines for
effective utilization of the resources.

III. Virtual Machines

On request, virtual machines (VM) can be launched or stopped. Multiple VM can
run at the same time, providing flexibility to update the data resources on a single
physical machine. By moving the virtual machine across the physical machine, the
nodes can be assembled to save the energy resources.

IV. Physical Machines

Physical machine acts as a hardware resource to meet the requirement specification.

5 Algorithms for Load Balancing

Efficiency is increased as the fundamental aim of the load balancing algorithm. The
algorithm should ensure scalability so that changes to the system state are made
promptly.

A. Static Load Balancing Algorithms

For those systems with extremely small load differences, static algorithms are devel-
oped. Here, the whole traffic is equally split between the servers. In order to improve
the processing efficiency of processors, this algorithm needs prior knowledge of
server resources. This strategy is appropriate for Web servers with the same distri-
bution of https requests for the Web traffic across the network. These algorithms are
therefore not appropriate for widely differing cloud resources [9]. Examples of such
algorithms include round-robin, Min-min, Max-min, etc.

B. Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms

This algorithm first searches for the lightest server on the entire network and assigns
load preference to that server. It relies on the execution-time data from the chosen
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nodes. Based on the computation, this strategy assigns a workload and can be reas-
signed to the nodes. These algorithms succeed in the balance of the load between
heterogeneous resources in the clouds [9]. This method is more precise compared to
the static approach. Ant colony optimization and artificial bee colony and throttled
load balancing algorithms are the most common in the field of swarm intelligence
[10].

6 Some Load Balancing Softwares

In the current industry, there are different kinds of cloud computing service platforms
available. They are AmazonWeb Services, Kamatera, DigitalOcean, etc. Here in this
section, we present a list of load balancing softwares/load balancers that are used by
the industrial people based on their requirements. These are illustrated in Table 1.

7 Conclusion

A variety of services were provided by cloud computing across a network to end
users. Load balancing is the significant key problem here. Cloud computing has pro-
vided end users with a wide variety of services across a network. The main problem
here is load balancing, because the overloaded system does not provide efficient
services. This paper looked into a methodological investigation on cloud computing
architecture, different kinds of load balancing algorithms, and load balancers those
are used in the present industry. The major objective of this article is to reinforce the
current methodologies in reference to the cloud and discussed leading cloud suppli-
ers for future use. The ultimate goal is to maximizing cloud service providers profit
and minimizing cloud user costs. That is the theme of cloud computing.
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Abstract There is a rising trend among companies to collect data including person-
ally identifiable information (PII) from service users. An individual’s privacy can be
violated when his/her PII is accumulated, utilized or divulged. Users of the technol-
ogy are unable to comprehend what information about them is being utilized, how,
when and by whom. With this situation in mind, data transparency is an absolute
necessity to combat this issue. Extensive research is being carried out to understand
and address the problem. In this research, we propose a security mechanism known
asD2TRacker, which can perform datamonitoring and data tracking on the processes
that are taken on the user’s data and ultimately provides data transparency to these
service users. Through the development and execution, the results obtained showed
that data transparency could be provided to the system users. Overall, this solution
serves as a stepping stone in solving the issues encountered. This solution works
as intended in a simulated environment, but deployment in real world would need
further enhancements.
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1 Introduction

Technology is changing our concept and understanding of privacy and protection.
Data privacy and data protection are firmly interconnected. Data protection is tied in
with anchoring data against unapproved access while data privacy is about approved
access. This dissimilitude matters since they are woven profoundly into the larger
issues of privacy and cybersecurity, the two of which pose a potential threat in
businesses, legislative issues and culture [1].

Data protection law has reached a defining moment. The present debate about the
subject is lively, and surveying data uncovers that everybody is to a great degree wor-
ried about privacy, both on and off the Internet. Personally identifiable information
(PII) is a standout amongst the most focal ideas in information privacy regulation.
It characterizes the degree and limits of a substantial scope of privacy statutes and
regulations [2]. It strikes numerous sound judgments that a person’s privacy can be
harmed when PII is gathered, utilized or unveiled. The rich tableau of accessible data
presents critical concerns for information privacy. The more data about a person that
is known, the more probable it turns into information that can be utilized to uniquely
recognize or to determine further details about that individual [3].

Data transparency is frequently associated with governments and the information
they discharge. The reasoning is that by making information accessible to all for any
function, authorities turn out to be more explicable, and citizens are empowered [4].
Theworld of data is evolving rapidly. However, customer conduct, associated devices
and gadgets, data breaches and new plans of action are likewise affecting existing
operations. Notwithstanding the powers of progress, organizations still expect access
to individual information to work viably. However, customers battle to comprehend
what information is being utilized, how, when and by whom [5–7]. While end-users
are regarded as the owner of data, they are either oblivious to data collection activities
of apps installed or they do not know which data are being collected and for which
purpose [8]. Over 50 million records were collected by Cambridge Analytica from
Facebook without their explicit permission [9]. A study revealed that if a person
decides to read online privacy policies each time that person visits a new website, the
time required to read is approximately 201 h a year, which is exceedingly high [10].
Thus, most people tend to ignore privacy policies. The value of privacy is genuinely
appreciatedmostly after the privacy itself is lost. As the number of companies holding
the data owners’ information goes up, the chances of potential data breach will also
increase. When a data breach occurs, the data subjects’ PII might get leaked.

Thus, data is the asset that makes free or close-to-free administrations conceiv-
able. The main reason Skype, Facebook or any online service is free is because of
information. Most consumers comprehend this theoretically, however, not in every
case particularly. Besides, consumers might be willing to acknowledge the trade-off
between an esteem-included administration and revelation of data about them, in a
great compensation course of action. The challenge is that this data is covered in
the 60-page security policy of which most consumers will never read, and even if
they did, they would not even comprehend it. There are several solutions such as
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[11–13] reported in the existing literature which track and monitor data. However,
there are still myriad security and privacy challenges that currently have not been
fully addressed when dealing with the data transparency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 elaborates our proposed
solution, Sect. 3 showcases the benchmarking of our solution against other existing
solutions, and Sect. 4 ends this paper with a conclusion and future work.

2 Proposed Solution

The proposed solution is a standardized, agent-reliant architecture where the agent
serves as a data tracking and monitoring tool. With this agent, it will be possible
for users to be updated with the current state of their data. For this tool to function,
it needs to be installed on the clients’ workstation as well as on the servers of the
applications that they are connectingwith and transferring data. The agent that resides
on the company’s server will continuously extract data from its database. This data
will then be stored on our database. Following this, if the company decides to modify
or delete the data, the change would be detected when the current data extracted is
compared with the initial data that is extracted and stored in our database.

As for data transmission, an assumption was made that all company servers will
have our agent installed. Privacy policies have often dictated that companies may
share datawith other parties as needed, but the identity of these third-party companies
is almost always unknown. By having the agents installed in the third party’s side,
the agent will be allowed to check the IP addresses of all connected servers. If a third
party connects to the server, this connection will be visible to us. Following this,
if the third party contains user details when extracted from their database, we can
conclude that data has been transferred to the third party. The architecture diagram
of our system is shown in Fig. 1.

With all the data monitoring and data tracking being accomplished, data trans-
parency is a criterion that is to be satisfied. This was done through the implementation
of a data transparency report. For easier viewing, the user can click the “Deletion”,
“Modification” and “Transmission” button in order to view the reports which list
the results for the process of their choice. The transparency report user interface can
be seen in Fig. 2. Visualization using dashboard was implemented to highlight the
results of the data transparency report. The dashboard shown in Fig. 3 details the
most dangerous company of which the user is subscribed to. Dangerous in this con-
text means the companies which perform the greatest number of data modification,
deletion and transmission. Furthermore, the dashboard also showcases data modi-
fication and data transfer information for the users to see the company activity on
a daily basis. Finally, a summary of the total number of data modification, deletion
and transmission that has happened is also provided.
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Fig. 1 Architecture diagram of D2TRacker

Fig. 2 Transparency report screen

3 Results and Discussion

The main goal of D2TRacker is to ensure that it provides the users with the ability to
know where their data is being transferred and what is happening to their data which
is stored with the companies. Based on Tables 1 and 2, data transparency seems to
be a very stressed and recurrent goal among most of the other systems.

Other systems mostly had a general theme where companies had visibility over
the data that they had collected [2, 5, 11, 12, 15, 17]. In our solution, data tracking
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Fig. 3 Dashboard screen

and monitoring work as the main goal to provide transparency to the data owners.
By collecting and logging such information, a transparency report can be presented
to the end-users of our system.

Data visualization is a characteristic that is present in several solutions that were
examined [2, 12, 13, 16, 18, 22, 24]. Visualization in this contextmeans to provide the
end-users of the solution the ability to view certain features. In our system, data visu-
alization is showcased through the dashboard. Companies improving accountability
is a characteristic that is unique in terms of the theme of the project. The solution
involving this characteristic was intended for the companies to improve accountabil-
ity for their data practices which in turn will improve the trust of the clients [7].
This characteristic is present in our solution because it is taken as an assumption that
companies are voluntarily allowing for D2TRacker agents to be deployed at their
side.

The user-centric approach in this context means solutions that cater to the end-
users of the service for the increased benefit of the data owners. Based on the papers
explaining the solution, a user-centric approach is usually met by allowing the data
owners visibility or control over their data [4, 7, 13]. In D2TRacker, a user-centric
approach is implemented through the usage of a data transparency report.

There are also several points that our solution currently has not satisfied. For
example, several solutions [6, 7, 13, 14, 22] contain functions that allow users to
take control of their data. Additionally, several studies contain policy verification
or policy enforcement which can be used to provide better capacities in securing
private information [5, 6, 20, 21]. Another solution utilized machine learning to
improve the fairness and transparency of data [16]. D2TRacker currently does not
have such functions. There are also several limitations in our solution, such as the
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Table 1 Benchmarking Table-I

Data
transparency

Data
tracking

Data
monitoring

Data
logging

Data
visualization

Companies
improve
accountability

D2TRacker
(proposed
solution)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Suen et al. [2] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Tapsell et al.
[14]

✓

Dessì et al. [4] ✓

Fromm and
Stepa [5]

✓ ✓ ✓

Janic et al. [15] ✓ ✓ ✓

Antunes et al.
[16]

✓ ✓

Kodeswaran
and Viegas [6]

Trabelsi and
Sendor [13]

✓ ✓

Ko et al. [17] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Gomi [7] ✓ ✓ ✓

Ko and Will
[11]

✓ ✓ ✓

Asuncion [18] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Xie et al. [19] ✓ ✓

Seneviratne
and Kagal [20]

✓ ✓

Yu et al. [21] ✓ ✓

Fischer-Hübner
et al. [12]

✓ ✓ ✓

Tovernić et al.
[22]

✓ ✓

Blauw and
Solms [23]

✓

Bier et al. [24] ✓ ✓ ✓

De Oliveira
et al. [25]

✓ ✓ ✓

assumptions taken to justify the functionalities of the solution that prevent real-
life implementation. There is also the assumption where companies consent to the
deployment of our agent on their infrastructure, which would require complete trust
from the companies on the service provided by us.
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Table 2 Benchmarking Table-II

User-centric
approach

Policy
verification

Policy
enforcement

User
data
control

Assurance
of data
security

Machine
learning
utilization

D2TRacker ✓

Suen et al. [2]

Tapsell et al.
[14]

✓

Dessì et al. [4] ✓

Fromm and
Stepa [5]

✓

Janic et al. [15]

Antunes et al.
[16]

✓

Kodeswaran
and Viegas [6]

✓ ✓

Trabelsi and
Sendor [13]

✓ ✓

Ko et al. [17]

Gomi [7] ✓ ✓

Ko and Will
[11]

✓

Asuncion [18]

Xie et al. [19]

Seneviratne
and Kagal [20]

✓ ✓

Yu et al. [21] ✓

Fischer-Hübner
et al. [12]

Tovernić et al.
[22]

✓

Blauw and
Solms [23]

Bier et al. [24]

De Oliveira
et al. [25]

4 Conclusion and Future Work

D2TRacker is an agent-reliant architecture where the agent works as a data tracking
and monitoring tool, which allows the users to understand the current state of their
data. We believe that D2TRacker managed to aid in solving a problem that is highly
relevant in our current state. Our system does make several assumptions, but we
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believe it is a stepping stone towards achieving data transparency. Moreover, there
are still some improvements that can be made to our system, such as implementation
in a real-life scenario, tracking the movement of images, expanding our scope and
more. While there are researches that have been conducted in this subject realm, the
specific area focused by them differed from the scope that was envisioned by us. Our
system champions for data transparency towards the users whose data have been
collected by companies, which is still considered a niche topic in the domain.
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An Efficient Node Priority
and Threshold-Based Partitioning
Algorithm for Graph Processing

J. Chinna and K. Kavitha

Abstract Partitioning algorithms play vital role while processing large graph data.
It is not possible to process such large graphs using a single machine; the graphs
are usually partitioned into different clusters. These partitioned clusters can then
be used as distributed memory clusters for processing by systems like Pregel. This
research work proposed a node priority and threshold-based partition algorithm for
graphs. The proposed method clusters the nodes in the graphs into four partitions
based on their reachability either as incoming or outgoing. The initial partitions are
generated by considering both inward as well as outward strategies. Final partitions
are created by combining the merits of both strategies. Incompatible partitions are
eliminated, and refined partitions are the results due to this analysis. The entire work
is subdivided into four phases. The proposedmethod is implemented in Java platform.
The partitions generated from two real-time datasets are analyzed, and the outcomes
are presented in this paper. The datasets considered for the research work is large
enough to address the issues of the existing works. The time taken for partitioning
is the metric used to assess the proposed algorithm.

Keywords Graph processing · Partitioning · Node priority · Threshold · Clusters

1 Introduction

The tremendous growth in the technological innovations of the Internet has set a new
trend in handling data. Graphs are created frommany day-to-day applications such as
online purchases, blogs, on-road networks and outcomes of scientific simulations [1].
This forms the floors for partitioning in graph processing. Some of the applications
of graph processing include parallel processing, to handle complex networks like
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biological networks, geographically embedded networks, etc., road networks, image
processing and physical design of VLSI. Systems like Pregel [2] and GraphChi
[3] are using distributed memory clusters. Graphs can be partitioned by balancing
the two apprehensions [4]. The two concerns are computational load balance and
computational overhead. Most of the existing studies elucidated their finding with
the help of small graph and failed to extend them for large graphs.

Graph frameworks are assessed in terms of power usage for processing.
WattWatcher [5] is a power estimation tool for workloads. It overcomes the draw-
backs of the cycle-accurate simulation method which consumes more runtime and
is challenging while simulating the software stack. The outcomes of the graph par-
titions are sometimes analyzed using this kind of tools depending upon the needs.
This research work is an initial step toward graph processing framework. The scope
of this research work is confined to partitioning of graphs.

2 Review of Literature

The graph partitioning can be optimized either through hardware or software stand-
point [6]. Many graph processing frameworks have been proposed earlier and con-
tributed for better processing. Song et al. analyzed the power behavior of different
applications using graphs and compared their performances in terms of scalability,
performance and energy cost. This research work clearly described the impact of
scalability in graph processing. VB-Partitioner [7] was proposed by Lee and Liu.
This distributed data partitioning model is developed by considering the efficiency
to process queries in clouds as its prime objective. Here, the correlation among the
vertices influences the vertex block grouping. The first prototype was built over
the Hadoop distributed file system. The GraphChi [3] may be used to improve the
iteration speed.

The graphs are usually represented as adjacency matrices. While using adjacency
matrices, the partitions are defined by considering two choices. The choice about
partitioning the edges and norms for nominating a node as master is vital. The
Cartesian vertex-cuts [8] create partition based on 1D block partitioning policy. The
masters are created using the hosts of the nodes. The authors of [9] proposed multi-
level label propagation (MLP) method for partitioning graphs. They considered both
real-time and synthetic graphs for experimental study. The time taken for partitioning
is mentioned as several hours in their work. The partitions created are set to be
efficient, and its effectiveness is verified through synthetic graphs. Huang and Abadi
[10] proposed a light-weight customizable partition framework for Leopard. It is
a dynamic graph. The proposed framework considers replication for improving its
efficiency.

The framework proposed is fault-tolerant and an accessible locality. In the research
work [11], a structure-centric partitioning algorithm is proposed. It reduces the IO
resource overhead and cache miss rate and improves scalability as well as effective-
ness. They adopted the priority strategy to graph partitions for scheduling them in
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desired order. Chen et al. [12] proposed a novel framework for graph partitioning.
This framework follows vertex-oriented graph partitioning. It is aimed for cloud
environment. The experiments were conducted using graphs over 100 GB in every
cluster and on the cloud environments such as Amazon and EC2.

The TopoX [13] is a graph partitioning technique based on topology refactoriza-
tion. This technique is designed to address the prime issues of graph processing,
namely reducing the communication cost and balancing the load. The performance
of the TopoX is better than that of the existing parallel graph processing prototype
PowerLyra by 78%. The minimal overhead due to refactorization and memory con-
sumption is negligible when compared to the improved performance. The PowerLyra
[14] proposed by Chen et al. suggested an environment with centralized computation
for high-degree and low-degree vertices. The authors also recorded that the existing
frameworks such as Pregel [2] results in load imbalance for high-degree vertices
where frameworks like GraphX results in more communication cost and huge mem-
ory consumption. The PowerLyra makes use of a new hybrid-cut partition algorithm
with heuristics. Since it is a combination of edge-cut and vertex-cut, it is noted for
its generality and efficiency. GraphA [15] is an adaptive partitioning algorithm pro-
posed by Li et al. This algorithm is implemented using Spark and GraphLab. By
contrast to the existing parallel graph processing algorithms, the GraphA performs
well in terms of ingress time, memory consumption and time taken for partitioning
and computational cost.

3 Proposed Framework

The workflow of the proposed efficient threshold-based partitioning algorithm for
graph processing is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed partitioning algorithm can be
subdivided into four phases. The individual phases are explained in this section.

3.1 Calculation of Node Priority Calculation

The graph dataset considered for this research work consists of two fields, namely
“from node” and “to node”. If the node is having more number of inlinks or outlinks
or both, the node will be considered are often reachable in the graph. Thus, in-
degrees andout-degrees of the nodes play vital role in graphprocessing. The proposed
algorithm calculates the node priority based on the number of inlinks and outlinks.
Let us consider G = (V, E) be a directed graph, where V = {v1, v2, …, vn} be the
set of vertices or nodes and E = {eij,…., emn} be the set of edges. The ordered pair
(vi, vj) of vertices is represented as an edge eij. The in-degree and out-degree of any
vertex vi are denoted as deg+(vi) and deg−(vi), respectively.

The in-degree of a vertex/node deg+ is the number of edges entering onto a
vertex/node deg−, and the out-degree is the number of edges originating from a
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Fig. 1 Workflow of the proposed partitioning algorithm

vertex/node. The in-degree and out-degree are computed as below.

deg+(vi ) =
∑

j

ei j (1)

deg−(vi ) =
∑

j

e ji (2)

Here, two different node priorities, namely INP—in-degree-based node priority
and ONP—out-degree-based node priority, are computed. Both of them represent
the reachability of the node in the graph and are computed using below equations.

INP(vn) = α(deg+(vn)) + β(deg−(vn)) (3)
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ONP(vn) = β(deg+(vn)) + α(deg−(vn)) (4)

where

i. α and β are fractions. 0 > α < 1, 0 > β < 1
ii. α should be greater than β. α > β

iii. Sum of α and β should be equal to 1. α + β = 1

3.2 Identification of Threshold Values

Based on the node priority values, the threshold values will be identified for partition-
ing the graph dataset. The given graph dataset will be partitioned into four different
partitions with respect to in-degree as well as out-degree priorities, namely very high
priority (VHP), high priority (HP), medium priority (MP) and low priority (LP). The
partitions can be processed in distributed systems. The criteria for forming partitions
are decided by the weights assigned to each partition.

Tin = w1 ∗ max INP + w2 ∗ max INP + w3 ∗ max INP (5)

Tout = w1 ∗ max ONP + w2 ∗ max ONP + w3 ∗ max ONP (6)

3.3 Threshold-Based Partitioning

The upper and lower boundaries for the four partitions are defined based on the
corresponding threshold value and weights assigned. The partitions with respect to
the in-degree priorities and threshold are listed below.

w1 ∗ Tin > VHPin ≤ Tin (7)

w2 ∗ Tin > HPin ≤ w1 ∗ Tin (8)

w3 ∗ Tin > MPin ≤ w2 ∗ Tin (9)

0 > LPin ≤ w3 ∗ Tin (10)

The partitions with respect to the out-degree priorities and threshold are given
below.
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w1 ∗ Tout > VHPout ≤ Tout (11)

w2 ∗ Tout > HPout ≤ w1 ∗ Tout (12)

w3 ∗ Tout > MPout ≤ w2 ∗ Tout (13)

0 > LPout ≤ w3 ∗ Tout (14)

Based on the above criteria, the graph dataset will be initially partitioned into eight
groups. These groups will be analyzed in the next phase to get the final partitions.

3.4 Threshold-Based Partitioning

The partitions generated with respect to the in-degree priorities and out-degree pri-
orities will be analyzed in this phase. The partitions of in-degree priorities will be
compared with that of out-degree priorities. During refining partitions, the vertices
in the lesser priority levels may be upgraded to immediate higher priority levels of
partitions. As per the threshold-based partitioning, the graph dataset will be parti-
tioned into two grouping cases with eight partitions—four with respect to in-degree
priorities (first grouping case) and four with respect to the out-degree priorities (sec-
ond grouping case). For example, let us consider a vertex vi. The vertex vi will be
assigned to medium priority partition MP based on in-degree priorities or assigned
to higher priority partition HP based on the out-degree priorities. Since the vertex vi
belongs to higher priority level in any one grouping case, it is upgraded to the higher
priority level in the partition analysis phase. The eight partitions are thus analyzed,
reduced and reformed to get the final set of four partitions in this phase.

3.5 Proposed Graph Partitioning Algorithm

The proposed algorithm for graph partitioning is given below. The input the partition-
ing algorithm is the graph dataset. The graph dataset considered for the algorithmic
design consists of only two attributes, namely “from node” and “to node”. The algo-
rithm does not support the graph data in the form of adjacency matrix. The output of
the algorithm will be four partitions of nodes.
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Algorithm: Node priority and Threshold based Graph Partitioning 

Input: Graph dataset G Output: Partitioned Graph
1. Compute the in-degree and out-degree of all nodes
2. Calculate the corresponding node priorities with respect to in-

degrees and out-degrees . 
3. Optimally find the weights (w1, w2, w3) 
4. Identify the thresholds based on and
5. Partition the graph data into initial partitions 
6. Analyze the initial partitions

a. Compare the partitions of in-degree and out-degree
b. Analyze the suitability of refining
c. If possible upgrade the nodes to next immediate higher 

partition priority level
d. Combine the partitions if needed

7. Final partitions , , ,

4 Results and Discussion

The research work is tested using the datasets collected from Stanford large network
dataset collection [16]. From the datasets available, two datasets [17–19] are selected
for implementing the proposed partitioning algorithm.

4.1 Dataset Description

The amazon0601.txt.gz is a network dataset which was collected by sneaking the
Amazon Website. This network data is based on the similar product purchases made
by the customers through Amazon. The Wiki-Talk.txt.gz is a communication net-
work. In Wikipedia, each registered user will have a page named as talk page. Any
other registered user can discuss as well as edit the article of Wikipedia. This dataset
was created from the page edit history dumps from its inception till January 2008.
The details about the dataset are given below (Table 1).

Table 1 Datasets used

Name Type Nodes Edges Size (MB)

amazon0601 Directed 403,394 3,387,388 45.6

Wiki-Talk Directed 2,394,385 5,021,410 63.3
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Table 2 Number of nodes in
the four partitions

Partition ID Amazon Wiki

VHP 92,781 646,484

HP 167,026 790,965

MP 131,234 891,939

LP 12,353 64,997

Total 403,394 2,394,385

4.2 Research Outcomes

The configuration of the machine used for implementation is Intel core i7 processor
seventh generationwith 8Mcache and clock speed up to 4.50GHz. The partitions and
the number of nodes in each partitions of the dataset are tabulated below (Table 2).

The percentage of nodes assigned for the partitions of both dataset are illustrated
in Fig. 2. The time taken for partitioning the chosen datasets is plotted in Fig. 3. The
loading and execution time breakups are clearly depicted in the chart. The execution
time is very low than the loading time. It is evident from the figure that the proposed
algorithm is having less computational overhead.

Fig. 2 a Stacked area chart for the datasets chosen. b Percentage of nodes in the four partitions.
c Percentage of nodes for Amazon Dataset. d Percentage of nodes for Wiki Dataset
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Fig. 3 a Time taken (in seconds) for partitioning. b Percentage of time taken for partitioning the
datasets

5 Conclusion

This research work consists of four phases for partitioning the graph dataset. The
priorities of the nodes with respect to their incoming and outgoing link are identified
first. Then, the threshold for partitioning is calculated. The initial partitions are ana-
lyzed to form the optimal partitions through the analysis phase. The proposed node
priority and threshold-based partitioning algorithm effectively group the nodes into
four priority classes. Once the graph data is prioritized and grouped accordingly, it
will be efficiently processed in distributed systems. This work is a part of energy-
efficient graph processing. The outcomes of this work will be further extended to
reduce energy consumption while processing graph data.
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Method for Simulating SQL Injection
and DOS Attack

K. Rohini, K. Kasturi, and R. Vignesh

Abstract Data is the most important aspect in any computer system. Database pow-
ered Web applications are used by the organization to get data from customers and
themost used database in SQL. Attacks are created day by day to exploit the database
and extract information without authorization. SQL injection in such attack poisons
dynamic SQL statements to access the SQL database. GNS3 is an effective tool to
model and emulate this attack. Using this setup, we can simulate the setup of particu-
lar network systems, execute SQL injection attacks on victim computers and retrieve
network logs to analyse them. On the other side, denial-of-service (DoS) attacks
are yet another major cybersecurity threats, and more researches have been going
on developing DoS attack detection techniques. Modelling DoS attacks is an easy
simple job because there are very big contemporary DoS attacks, and in most of the
instances, it would be impossible to simulate them. The graphical network simula-
tors can be used (GUI) to detect the attacks. Due to heavy traffic, it is subjected to
hammering of trustworthiness over the last few years of uncertainties regarding its
reliability. In order to avoid that the filtering based on source IP address is integrated
with ports by using an access control management. The most important aim of this
work is to simulate an SQL injection attack and denial-of-service (DoS) attack situa-
tions in a complex network environment. This model can help researchers to develop
the effective countermeasures.

Keywords Graphical network simulators · Network forensics · SQL injection
attack · Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks · Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP)
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1 Introduction

The computer network technology is rising rapidly, and the growth of Internet usage
in the technology is more rapid. The Internet is used for a multitude of reasons by the
general individuals, including economic transactions, instructional works and many
other activities. Using the Internet to perform significant duties, such as transferring
a balance from a bank account, always involves a security risk [1]. Network security
is most important issue of computing since several kinds of attacks are growing every
day.Of all the attacks in network,DoSandSQL injection are the attackswhich are still
a major problem for many corporations and enterprises [2]. Even as countermeasures
are introduced to prevent them, new types of DoS attacks are used such as the
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) in which numerous compromised computer
systems called bonnets attack a destination such as a server,Website or other network
resource and cause a rejection of service for users of the intended resource [3].
Moreover, most of the Websites struggle to keep their users’ data confidential which
is a very difficult and most important task given the day to day discovery of bugs in
the codes which are used to build the very Website [4]. The databases behind these
Websites store significant data along with sensitive information. Without proper
authorization, no user can access the database behind the Website, but with the
vulnerabilities, a hacker can access it without authorization. One such attack is SQL
injection enabling an interloper to infuse malevolent input into a SQL statement in
which the condition will always be true.

1.1 SQL Injection AttackMotivation and Impacts

In SQL injection, malicious SQL statements are executed that attack and control
any database server by suppressing the security measures. These vulnerabilities can
violate authentication and authorization to retrieve the entire content of the database
[5].

SQL injection attacks are unique potential and hazardous vulnerabilities in Web
applications. An attacker will find vulnerable user inputs within theWeb page orWeb
application to make an attack with SQL injection. SQL injection directly discloses
user input in a SQL query. In order to be executed in the database, the attacker can
create malicious input content called payload.

During the exploitation of an SQL injection technique on a susceptible Website,
an intruder can do a set of things. Usually, connecting to the database server relies
on the user’s privileges that the Web application uses. By employing a susceptibility
to SQL injection, an intruder can perform:

• Adding, deleting, editing or reading the information of the database
• Reading the source code and writing files of database server
• The exploitation which can still direct towards the total capture
• of the database and Web server.
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Attackers can use SQL injections to locate other users’ credentials in the database.
These users can then be impersonated. The impersonated user can be an administra-
tor having all the privileges of the database [6]. SQL injections allow information
selection and output from the database by the attackers. It also enables full access
to a database server towards all information. Attackers are able to alter, delete or add
records and even drop tables.

1.2 SQL Injection Attacks and Its Types

Data from servers can be exploited through SQL injection in many ways. Popular
techniques provide data extracting based on faults, conditional checking (true/false)
and timing. The different kinds of SQL injection attacks are as follows:1.2.1 Error-
Based Intrusion using SQL Injection.

Using SQL injection based on intrusion error through vulnerable attackers can
obtain data from noticeable database faults such as table names and content. In the
error-based attacks, the query request returns an error, thereby creating a duplicate
entry to the database. For table names and content, the same process operates [7].
Deactivating error notifications on industrial systems helps avoiding the collection
of such data by intruders.

1.2.1 Boolean-Based Intrusion Using SQL Injection

Whenever a SQL query fails, there is no noticeable error information on the page.
There is a further way to obtain details, as sections of theWebpage quite often vanish
or update, or the whole Webpage may refuse to load. Such signs enable attackers
to decide if the input variable is susceptible and if it enables data to be extracted.
Intruders can test this by inserting conditional check into a SQL request:

https://Vqj.com/content.php?id=1+AND+1=1

ExtractData: https://Vqj.com/content.php?id=1+AND+IF(version()+LIKE+’5%
’,true,false)

By this query, if the database version is 5.X, then theWebsite must load as normal.
But if the version is distinct, it will act differently (such as displaying an empty page),
showing if it is susceptible.

https://Vqj.com/content.php%3fid%3d1%2bAND%2b1%3d1
https://Vqj.com/content.php%3fid%3d1%2bAND%2bIF(version()%2bLIKE%2b%e2%80%995%25%e2%80%99%2ctrue%2cfalse)
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1.2.2 Time-Based Intrusion Using SQL Injection

In certain ways, while a susceptible SQL query has no tangible effect on the page’s
output, it could still be possible to obtain details from an inherent database by urging
the database to wait/sleep for a specified time period earlier to answering. When the
page is not susceptible, loading will take longer than normal, enabling hackers to
obtain data, still there are no noticeable deviations upon the page. However, to create
‘real’ method is altered to the one that requires a few little times to perform, like
‘sleep (5)’ which gives the database five seconds to sleep.

https://Vqj.com/content.php?id=1+AND+IF(version()+LIKE+’5%
’,sleep(5),false).

1.2.3 Out-of-Band Intrusion Using SQL Injection

Always using the out-of-band method is really the only way an intruder can extract
data from a database. Such kinds of assaults normally require sending the information
straight to a device operated by the intruder from the database server. This may be
used by attackers if an injection does not happen immediately after the information
has been placed but even at a later date.

The destination makes a DNS application to the domain possessed by the attacker
in these needs, with the cause of the query within the sub-domain. This implies that
an intruder does not have to see the injection outcome, yet can wait until a request is
sent by the database server.

1.3 Impacts of DoS Attack

A denial-of-service (DoS) attack occurs when there is no availability of a service that
would normally operate. There may be many reasons for not being available, but it
generally relates to infrastructure that is unable to deal owing to overloading ability.

The distributed denial-of-service (DDoS), resulting from a big amount of mali-
cious applications attacks one target. This is often performed via a botnet, where
many devices are programmed at precisely the samemoment to request a service [8].
Compared to hacking attacks such as phishing or brute-force attacks, DoS generally
does not attempt to steal data or lead to a violation of safety, but the loss of reputation
for the impacted business may still cost a great deal of time and money.

Public services are still being victimized byDoS attacks,withmany sector special-
ists predicting that this will get much worse gets better. Cybercriminals continue to
concentrate their attempts onpenetrating critical public infrastructure systems such as
energy grids, nuclear facilities, transport networks, economic stability, public health
and even the supply of drinking water.

DoS attacks can interfere with the accessibility of vital services that we use as
part of our daily lives [9]. The risks of infrastructure attacks have been identified by

https://Vqj.com/content.php%3fid%3d1%2bAND%2bIF(version()%2bLIKE%2b%e2%80%995%25%e2%80%99%2csleep(5)%2cfalse)
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previous reports such as ransomware attacks. The effects of the DoS operation in an
organization can be serious—from economic expenses to an adverse effect on the
reputation of a brand. For example, network downtime can have a severe financial
effect as it can affect productivity, physical harm and even threaten public safety.

1.4 DOS Attack and Its Types

As quoted by Matthew Prince, in a very simpler form, “…a Denial of Service
attack is when an attacker is trying to generate more traffic than you have resources
to handle…”.

The goal of DoS attack demands for information that has the impact of disabling
the victim’s features. DoS attacks were recorded in 98 Q3 nations, where China
was targeted for the biggest amount of attacks (63.30% of all assaults), which is
5.3 pp. higher than the quarter before. The share of South Korea dropped from 14.17
to 8.70%, shifting it to fifth. The USA came in the second despite this country’s
proportion of assaults dropping from 14.03 to 12.98%. TheUSComputer Emergency
Readiness Team (US-CERT) offers instructions to determine when a DoS attack
can take place. Modelling a DoS attack in reality is not an easy task. This can be
achieved with the help of an emulator tool Graphical Network Simulator 3. This
can demonstrate how a real DoS attack is in real-life situation and at the same
time ensuring safety in modelling the attack. The common five types of DDoS/DoS
methods or attacks.

1. SYNflood: This type of DoS attacks wherein an intruder delivers a set of requests
to a victim’s system in a trial for using large volumes of server resources to
develop the system mechanism non-responsive to network traffic [10].

2. Teardrop attacks: This intrusion involves providing the victim’s device with over-
lapping, over-sized payloads with broken and unorganized IP fragments. Obvi-
ously, the goal is to invade into the server and even bang operating system by the
bug during the reassembling of TCP/IP fragmentation. All the operating systems,
including UNIX, are at risk for this type of DoS attack.

3. Low-rate denial-of-service attacks: This is almost always a lethal attack on DoS!
This type of attack is planned to take benefit of the slow-time dynamics of TCP to
have the ability to implement the retransmission time-out (RTO) method to scale
back TCP outturn. In brief, an attacker produces a protocol outflow by constantly
entering an RTO state by creating high-rate and intense bursts–even at slow time
scales for RTO. The outcome of the protocol at the target node will be decreased
substantially, even though the invader may have a small typical regular rate, that
is hard to detect.

4. ICMPflood: This type of protocol is a connecting protocolwhich is not frequently
used for IP, diagnostic and error activities. AN ICMP flood—transferring any of
the excessive numbers of ICMP packets—will dominate a destination server that
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tries to process any incoming demand, leading to a DoS dysfunction for the
destination server.

5. Peer-to-peer attacks: This network unlike a centralized client–server system
could act as a distributive network in which individual network nodes oper-
ate as both servers and clients of resources, whenever there is an access request
from client–server as well as operating system nodes to the resources supplied
by centralized machines.

2 SQL Injection and Dos Attack Simulation Method

2.1 GNS3

Hardly, no widespread network simulator is available that can be used to create many
of the simulations. There are benefits and drawbacks for every simulator. In thiswork,
we used Graphical Network Simulator (GNS3) which is an emulator tool and gives
results very similar results to real network process [11]. GNS3 enables us to operate
a simple topology composed of just a few components on our laptop, to those with
various components hosting various servers or enabled even in cloud hosting. One of
the main reasons of selecting GNS3 is that it is an open-source software. It supports
multiple switching options, allVIRL images and multi-vendor environments.

2.2 Kali Linux

Kali Linux is aimed for distributive, sophisticated, advanced testing and secure audit-
ing platform based on a Debian-based Linux. Kali includes many hundred compo-
nents for countless information protection functions, such as penetration testing,
security scrutinize, computer forensics and reverse engineering. The tool used in this
attack is SQL map which injects SQL statements into the space provided for login in
the attacker’s Website and shows the list of all databases in the vulnerable Website.
The tool used in DoS attack is hping3 which is used to flood the victim with the TCP
packets endlessly until the service crashes. Figures 1 and 2 show the results in SQL
injection attack.

Ping Results towards Web server before attack and during the DoS attack are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 1 Password has been taken from the database for user Ashok

Fig. 2 Content inside the database accessed

Fig. 3 VPCS-2 TCP ping of Web server before attack

Fig. 4 VPCS-2 TCP ping of Web server during attack
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2.3 Prevention of an SQL Injection

Input validation and parameterized queries including prepared statements are the only
sure way to avoid SQL injection attacks. The input should never be used directly by
the application code. The designer must clean up all inputs, not just inputs from the
Web form. Potential malicious code elements such as single quotes must be removed.
Moreover, the visibility of database errors should also be turned off on the concerned
production sites as the database errors can provide suggestion about the database to
SQL injection attackers [12]. Furthermore, sanitization of the input using firewall
can be done to prevent SQL injection vulnerability in open source code temporarily.

3 Conclusion

In this work, we have shown one possibility of SQL injection attack and DoS attack.
Using a cloud-based Dos security service is a complete ideal solution. The most
important thing regarding DoS attacks is to think and implement security measures
in advance. There are many types of SQL injection attack through which an attacker
could take down a Webserver and its networks. This focused on creating a SQL
injection attack simulation and DoS attack simulation using GNS3 because other
popular simulators like OPNET, NS3 and others do not have an accurate procedure
and result. Furthermore, there are also some drawbacks in using GNS3 especially
relative to many other network simulators. Because it uses hardware services to
simulate all device’s task, and within its topology, scalability is restricted.

This attack can cause major problem to big enterprises and companies. To prevent
DoS attacks, we have countermeasures such as using a next-generation firewall,
load balancer or a DoS protection appliance. To avoid the SQL injection attack, the
user input should be sanitized before using it in SQL database, not displaying error
messages, and the needed access privileges should be granted to the accounts used
to connect to the database. Simple prevention strategies can save the important data
from the databases to be exploited. This simulation of DoS attack method can be
more effectively done using the SQL injection method where complex SQL queries
are sent to the database that will overload and drain the efficiency of the Web server
and the database and exhaust the server resources.
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